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PART I

INTRODUCTION

The Problem

Public Law 94-142 is widely heralded as the most significant legisla-

tion ever to come out of the Congress of the United States in support of

handicapped persons. Its proponents argue that it establishes access to

a free and appropriate public education, in the context of education for

all, as a right of handicapped persons. And certainly its major elements

receive wide support, as principles, from both professional and lay

communities. But when these same principles are operationalized, and
especially when regulatory guidelines are laid down, they are more

likely to be perceived as onerous mandates. A goal displacement quietly

occurs in which compliance takes precedence over quality; getting the

job done by the book becomes more important than meeting the spirit of

the legislation. At least, so it is widely suspected to be.

Rural communities have been especially suspect, and, research seems

to sugyest, not without reason. Investigators such as Felge (1980) and

blaschke (1979) have identified a number of constraints that apparently
make it even more difficult for rural communities than others to implement

P.L. 94-142, as for example:

* enormous distances, often exacerbated by weather.

problems in recruiting and retaining competent staff.

lack of supportive social and medical services.

cultural differences, especially strong feelings of local

autonomy.

inability to mount adequate in-service training.

sparcity of handicapped youngsters, especially low incidence
handicapped, that militates against efficient program operation.

childfind overload.

tendency of rural parents to defer to the initiatives of the

school.

inadequate funding and resource scarcity generally.

Indeed, these constraints are so powerful that many rural school

districts have found it litera:ly impossible to mount programs individually

that are even minimally responsive to P.L. 94-142. Virtually all such

systems throughout the country have opted to involve themselves in some

form of cooperative or collaborative organization--the exact form of

which is of course dependent upon the covering laws of the state in

which the system is located. Many reasons have been advanced to account

for this movement, from:

1



the very mundane: school districts form consortia because
many small rural districts could not otherwise qualify for the
$7,500 minimum entitlement provision of P.L. 94-142; to

the very altruistic: school districts form consortia because
they believe they will be better able to meet the spirit of
P.L. 94-142 and provide better services to handicapped youngs-
ters; to

the more likely and realistic: school districts form consortia
because of resource scarcity, especially in light of the
requirements of the law; and/or in order to achieve economies
of scale (very few rural schools have sufficient numbers of
students to develop a comprehensive, specialized program for
the handicapped and operate it efficiently); and/or because
the scarcity of competent, certified personnel requires
"doubling up" in order to utilize this scarce resource
efficiently.

Whatever one may choose to believe about motivation for collaboration,
two things are very clear: the movement is widespread, and it is little
understood whether as e phenomenon in special education or more generally.
As is pointed out in the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory's
1980 literature review:

Although collaborative efforts in education and other
human services hold rich potential rewards, the more relevant
current literature cautions that collaborative success will
occur only if we clearly understand the potential barriers and
the requirements for successful ventures. The literature also
acknowledges that we have just begun to pay attention to the
nature and characteristics of the collaborative process. As

Hall and Nord appropriately comment, ". . . not all collabora-
tive relationships are the same; as a matter of fact, very
little is understood about how to establish and maintain
working relationships between formal organizations." (pp.

14-15)

The major purpose of this study is to add an increment to existing
knowledge abot.,; collaborative efforts, and in particular, those efforts
directed at the implementation of P.L. 94-142 in rural areas of the
United States.

The Field Study Research Questions

The original N1E-promulgated Request for Proposal to which this
research was, ultimately, the response, posed certain questions to guide
the field portion of the study. As will become clear in the section on
methodology which follows, the design which was actually utilized was
open-ended (an emergent design) in order to permit a variety of initially
unforeseen but clearly important considerations to be dealt with.
Nevertheless the RFP questicms were sufficiently broad that it was
possible to use them as overall guides. This report will subsequently

deal with these questions in essentially unchanged form, although some



alterations have been made in the interest of coherence, uniformity, and

logic.

Organizational /Governance Issues

1. Describe the membership and structure of the cooperative arrangement,
how local agencies become members or obtain services, and what the

incentives and disincentives are for participation. What factors

influence board support of membership?

2. Describe the governance structure in terms of composition and role

of the board of directors, the roles of any advisory committees
which exist for special education services, or other means by which

local agency personnel or the public are involved in decision-making.

3. Describe the major sources of funding for special education services

and for the unit as a whole.

4. Describe the relationship of the multi-district organization,
similar units within the state, and the SEA.

Service and Delivery Mechanism Issues

1. Describe the types of special education services available, and how

they are provided to students with different types and levels of

handicapping conditions.

2. How are services monitored from the perspectives of both the LEA

and the intermediate agency? What monitoring patterns appear most

effective given the contexts of the particular sites?

3. Plat are the procedures for hiring, training, and organizing personnel

for intermediate agencies? What is the administrative relationship

among IEU staff, LEA staff, and programs offered?

4. How are parental involvement and due process provisions carried out

within an intermediate agency?

5. What are the provisions for related services in intermediate agencies?

Is there a relationship between general health care and social
resources available in rural communities and the extent and quality

of special services provided handicapped students?

6. How are the service costs allocated to member LEAs?

Effectiveness and Impact Issues

1. Assess any evidence on the quality and quantity of services delivered

by the cooperative mechanisms in terms of the major requirements of

P.L. 94-142.

2. Describe the perceptions of school personnel, parents, community

leadership, and other relevant actors of the costs and benefits of

the collaborative arrangement.



3. Describe any equity issues involved in the operation of the multi-
district unit, such as distance or travel time for different local
districts to obtain services, impact of the funding or cost formula
utilized, ability of member or non-member districts to obtain
equivalent services within a given state.

Overview

The remainder of this technical report is divided into six parts,

as follows:

Part II: Methods. The general methodology that was followed in
this case stiidy7367'ion of the investigation was that of naturalistic
inquiry as ou6lIned by Guba (1978, 1981) and Guba and Lincoln (1981,

1982). Since this approach differs in fundamental ways from the pre-
dominant paradigm typically found in educational research, more than
usual attention is paid to its rationale and application. A case is

made in this part for this choice of paradigm.

Part III: Procedures. This part is concerned with the actual
operations followed in carrying out the study. Considerations of site

selection, arrangements for the actual site visits, data analysis,
preparation of the case studies, field checks of their content, and

trustworthiness issues are discussed. Included also is a section dealing

with problems generated by the naturalistic method.

Part IV: Results. The target issues and questions are used as the

focus for examining the data resulting from the five separate case

studies.

Part V: Generality of Findings. As will be seen, the problem of
generalization is related to one of the key assumptions of naturalistic
inquiry; hence the topic of generality of findings takes on a special

caste. The findings are examined from the perspective of identifying
those parameters that can be used by readers who might wish to make

applications elsewhere.

Part VI: Conclusions and Policy Recommendations. The major policy

recommendations emanating from the overall study (including the research
synthesis) are made in Volume 3 of the final report series. In this

part those policy questions clearly raised by the field study data are
described, and, insofar as solutions have been found to exist in the

sites, these are included.

The A endix: The Five Se arate Case Studies. The individual case

studies are inc u ed in una ri ged orm as ppend ces C through G (Volumes

II and III). These cases may be used by the reader in several ways:

a. As background reading for an understanding of the remainder
of this report.

b. As a "data uank" against which the validity of the report
and the assertions made in it may be checked--a kind of

reader "audit."



c. As a source of ideas for applications in other settings.
The reader with this purpose in mind is urged to select
that case whose context is most similar to his or her own
and rely primarily on it, rather than to look for general-
izations across all cases that might hold anywhere. The

latter perspective, the reader will appreciate after
reading P-rt II on methods, is epistemologically suspect
and unsafe.

5
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PART II

METODS

The methods used in the field study portion of this investigation
are those of the naturalistic paradigm or model of inquiry. Since this

model is somewhat unconventional, and, in some ways, at sharp issue with

the prevailing, dominant, or conventional model of research, it is

useful to devote some time at the beginning to a d'scussion of why the
naturalistic model was chosen and why it is thourt to be superior to
the conventional model for the purposes addressed in this particular

investigation. Briefly, the argument is this: that there is emerging,

not only in educational research but in virtually every discipline

imaginable, a new paradigm of thought whose epistemological assumptions
are very different from those of the past (the reader may find it conven-

ient to imagine that the entire conceptual world is in the midst of a
paradigm revolution in the sense that the term has been popularized by

Kuhn, 1962); that the methodological assumptions undergirding the dominant
paradigm of inquiry are more consistent, or more resonant with, the
older mode of thought than with the newer; that therefore a mode of
inquiry more resonant with emergent concepts is required; and that the

so-called naturalistic paradigm provides a better fit--a higher degree
of resonance (but by no means perfect resonance)--than the conventional

paradigm. To put it another way, newer ways of co-eptualizing the
world require modes of inquiry that are consistent vilth and rest on the

same set of basic assumptions. Otherwise, to draw an analogy, we may

find ourselves pursuing the problems of chemistry with the methods of

alchemy.

The Emergent Paradigm of Thought and Belief

Julienne Ford, in her whimsical but powerful book, Paradigms and
Fairy Tales (1975), makes the point that when one describes something as
"true," one might intend four different meanings of "truth." Ti is

meta-physical truth, the set of basic beliefs which we take for granted

in a shared way. Because Ti truths represent the ultimate benchmark
Lgainst which everything elte will be tested, the cannot themselves

be tested, for, if there were something -.Jre undamental against w ich a

test might be made, then that more fundamental entity would became the

basic belief whose truth T1 must be taken for granted. No T1 truth can

ever be either proven or falsified, Ford points out.

T is ethical truth, a truth based on interpersonal trust; thus one
scientist accepts the c4ta preferred by another because of the interper-

sonal trust they share, T is logical truth, that is, an assertion or

predicate can be shown to bd T if it is logically or mathematically
consistent with some other assertion or prediL.ate known to be true or

with some basic belief, that is, a T1. T4 is empirical truth, trat is,

1The wisdom of taking T on faith is all too frequently called into

Question, however, as we distover that one or another well-known scientist

has "fudged" his or her data.

6
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an assertion or predicate that is found to be consistent with "nature"

(or, as Ford puts it, "is found to preserve the appearances"). It might

be noted in passing that the conventional paradigm requires stating

assertions or predicates which can be shown, logically or mathematically,

to be T
3'

and testing them empirically to determine if they are 14. A

further presumption of the conventional paradigm is that when the'asser-

tions or predicates (commonly called hypotheses) are reduced (Li) from a

theory, they are chosen in ways that will subject the theory to

maximum risk of falsification (Popper, 1968), and that, if found to

"preserve the appearances, they will add (inductively) to the credibi-

lity of the theory.

But the reader should not lose sight of the fact that whether one
operates within this :onventional paradigm or any other paradigm, under-

girding each of them is a set of basic beliefs that are taken to be TI

and which cannot be proven either true or false. This, set of basic '

beliefs can thought of as representing a particular set of glasses

through which the world can be viewed, but these glasses have the peculiar

property that, while they may enhance the clarity with which some things

can be viewed, they make it utterly impossible to view certain others.

Each paradigm, so to speak, sets certain constraints on the thinker; to

get outside the system requires the use of a different paradigm.

Peter Schwartz and James Ogilvy, in a brilliant monograph entitled,

The Emergent Paradigm: Changing Patterns of Thought and Belief (1979),

have analyzed the set of basic beliefs that has characterized human

thought in the past; and, by drawing upon a variety of disciplines
including physics, cnemistry, brain theory, ecology, evolution, mathematics,

philosophy, politics, psychology, linguistics, religion, consciousness,
and the arts, proposed a new set of parameters that characterize emergent

thought, that is, the emergent paradigm. These terms, old and new, are

summarized in Table Some quotations below illustrate the meaning

which they ascribe to these terms:

'. From simple to c

The task of mo _sledge procasses has been to reduce

that which is studied to its elements and simplest re-

'ationships. These are called fundamentals and basic

laws. . . . we can lo longer treat the actual word as

simple: . . . diversity, interaction; and open systems

are the nature of things. The world is composed of
diverse things, all of which interact; and it is in
p-inciple impossible to separate a thing from its

interactive environment. (pp. 10-12)

2. From hierarchy to heterarchy.

The old conception of order was hierarchical; there
exists a "pecking order," a chain of command, higher- and
lower-order principles, and so on. ThP emergent order is

heterarchical. There may be vertical -rderings. but
there are many on a comparable lev.21; there is no one
person, principle, or object at the top of everything.



TABLE 1

CHANGES IN BASIC BELIEFS--
COW-gal-NAL VS. EMERGENT PARADIGM*

Conventional Paradigm Emergent Paradigm

From: Toward:

Simple Complex

Hierarchy Heterarchy

Mechanical Holographic

Determinate Indeterminate

Linearly Causal Mutually Causal

Assembly Morphogenesis

Objective Perspective

*Based on Schwartz and Ogilvy (1979)

There may be many peaks to these pyramids, and which one
comes into play and its relationship to the others depend

on the situation. (p. 13)

3. From mechanical to holographic.

The relationships among parts were once found in an-
alogies to simple machines such as the lever. . . . A

more useful metaphor may-be the hologram. With the

holographic metaphor come several important attributes.
We find that the image in the hologram is created by a
dynamic process of interaction and differentiation. We

find information is distributed throughout--that at
each point information about the whole is contained in
the part. . . . everything is interconnected . . . ,

having been generated by the same dynamic process and
containing the whole in the part. (pp. 13-14)

4. From determinate to indeterminate.

The success of the mechanistic description of the actual
world gave a strong foundation to the argument for a

8
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deterministic view of tne world. . . . Those simplistic

notions were laid to rest by Heisenberg's Indeterminacy
Principle, which tells us that (1) at a subatomic level
the future state of a particle is in principle not
predictable, and (2) that act of experimentation :-.(3 find

its state will itself determine the observed state.
Qualitatively, the implication of this is that there are
no causal linkages between past, present, and future;
rather, in complex systems possibilities can be known but
precise outcomes cannot be predicted. It means that
ambtguity about the future is the state of nature. (p. 14)

5. From linear toward mutual causality.

The indeterminacy in nature is mirrored in the evolution
of causal models. The simplest causal model is linear;
that is, a simple action always leads to the same

predictable result. Thermodynamics introduced
probabilities into causality . . . . Cybernetics gave us

feedback, but with a concentration on negative feedback.

. . . Such a :.ystem tends toward stability. The new
paradigm adds positive feedback, which means that the
feedback signal from B affects A in a fashion such that A

tends to increase B. In the simplest and most negative

form that is called a vicious circle. However, when it
is of mutual benefit for both A and B, then it is like
symbiosis. Both A and B evolve and change together, each
affecting the other in such a way as to make the
distinction between cause and effect memingless. (p. 14)

6. From assembly toward morpiiogenesis.

Our old metaphor for change is that of a construction
project. We have components being assembled according to
a plan with a predictable outcome . . . . [But] if a

system is complex . . . and . . . open to external

inputs, then it can change morphogenetically. A new

form, unpredicted by any of its parts, can arise in such

a system. . . . However, not just any form is possible.
The components constrain, but they do not determine the

exact form. . . . The requirements for morphogenesis are
diversity, openness, complexity, mutual causality, and
indeterminacy. When these conditions exist, we have the

ingredients for qualitative change. That process can be

described reasonably rigorously by Rene Thom's
catastrophe theory. (p. 14)

7. From objective toward perspective.

Until this century, we were taught to believe that the
way to know about the world was to stand outside it
somehow and observe it objectively. We assumed that our
mental processes, our experimental instruments, and our
disciplines were neutral. But we've discovered that none



of these are neutral to the world. . . . If objectivity

is an illusion, is subjectivity the only alternative? We

suggest that perspective is a more useful concept.
Perspective connotes a view at a distance from a

particular focus. Where we look from affects what we

see. This means that any one focus or observation gives
only a partial result; no single discipline Tier gives a

complete picture. (p. 15)

These seven terms, then--complexity, heterarchy, holographic,

indeterminacy, mutual causality, morphogenesis, and perspective-- describe,

Schwartz and Ogilvy assert, the major parameters or characteristics or

axioms of the emergent paradigm. Their analysis is too well bolstered

by allusion to the many fields on which they draw to brook many objections.

And the fact that vanguard thinking in all of these disciplines--from so

many perspectives--should converge, is compelling and impressive.

Schwartz and Ogilvy go on, in their monograph, to discuss the

implications of the "new" way of thinking for a variety of practical

areas: mechanisms of change, the individual, society, politics, science

and techrology, and business (with separate treatment of management,

personnel, markets, products, regulation and public attitudes, and

goals). Surprisingly, they do not deal explicitly with the area of

research methodology. But this area of application is of course extremely

important. There can be little doubt that the old paradigm of inguirb

perhaps best characterized as positivistic, served researchers operating

from the old paradigm of thought very well. The way of thinking about

the world and the way of inquiring into it proceeded from parallel

assumptions; they were resonant, as it were. But if the new paradigm of

thought is now to become predominant, is it not necessary to devise a

parallel new paradigm of inquiry?

The Paradigm of Naturalistic Inquiry

While a paradigm that approximates the requirements for a new

paradigm has been known and utilized for more than a half-century--the

ethnographic--it is only during the past decade (more or less) that it

has emerged as a serious competitor to the conventional paradigm in the

social sciences such as psychology and sociology. The new paradigm is

often mistakenly characterized as the qualitative paradigm, or the case

study paradigm, but neither of these designations captures the full

significance of the fact that it essentially proceeds frail a

fundamentally different ontological and epistemological perspective. A

good deal more is at stake than merely the nature of the data to be

collected or the form of reporting to be used.

For the purposes of this investigation we have leaned heavily on

the exposition of the naturalistic paradigm offered by Guba (1978, 1981)

and Guba and Lincoln (1981, 1982). Their description of the assumptions

undergirding the dominant paradigm agree essentially with those offered

by other authors (Douglas, 1976; Ford, 1975; Hesse, 1980; Brewer and

Collins, 1981; Reason and Rowan, 1981). In their analysis, the essential

10
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differences between the axiom the conventional and naturalistic

paradigms are five in number:'

1. Ti ture of reality:

Conventional version: There is a single, tangible reality
fragmentablii7F7dependent variables and processes, any of
which can be studied independently of the others; inquiry can
converge onto this reality until, finally, it can be predicted

and controlled.

Naturalistic version: There are multiple, intangible reali-
ties which can be studied only wholistically; prediction and
control are unlikely outcomes although some level of
understanding can be achieved.

2. The inquirer-object (or respondent) relationship:

Conventional version: The inquirer is able to maintain a
discrete distance between himself and the object of inquiry.

Naturalistic version: The inquirer and the object interact to
influence one another; especially is this mutual interaction
present when the object of inquiry is another human (respondent).

3. The nature of truth statements:

Conventional version: The aim of inquiry is to develop d
nomthetic body of knowledge; this knowledge is best encap-
sulated in generalizations which are truth statements of
enduring value that are context-free; the stuff of which
generalizations are made is similarities among units.

Naturalistic version: The aim of inquiry is to develop an
idiographic body of knowledge; this knowledge is best encap-
sulated in a series of "working hypotheses" that describe the
individual case; differences are as inherently interesting as

(and et times more so than) similarities.

4. Attribution/explanation of action:

Conventional version: Every action can be e'plained as the

result (effect) of a real cause that precedes the effect
temporally (or is at least simultaneous with it).

Naturalistic version' An action az be explainable in terms
of multiple interacting factors, events, and processes that

shape it and are part of it; inquirers can, at best, establish
plausible inferences about the patterns and webs of such

shaping in any given case.

1The presentation here is essentially that found in Guba and

Lincoln, 1982.



5. The role Jf values in inquiry:

Conventional version: Inquiry is value-free and can be
guaranteed to be so by virtue of the objective methodology

which is employed.

Naturalistic version: Inquiry is value bound in at least five

ways:

o through the inquirer's values, which influence such
things as the choice of a problem, the methods

employed, etc.

o through the choice of paradigm (for example,
conventional vs. naturalistic).

o through the choice of substantive theory.

o through the values that inhere in the context (the
community, the respondents, etc.).

o through conflicts or reinforcements among any of the
above (dissonant or resonant values). (The argument

of this Methods section so far may be understood to
be dealing with this question: the need to select

any inquiry paradigm whose assumptions are resonant
with the ontological assumptions involved.)

It is beyond the scope of this report to justify these axioms as
more valid for guiding 20th Century inquiry than those of the conventional

paradigm; the interested reader is referred particularly to Guba and

Lincoln (1982). What is of im ort here is that the naturalistic axioms

are at once more consistent resonant) with the Schwartz and Ogilvy

seven parameters as well as etter supported by them than the conven-

tional axioms. So for example:

On reality: the naturalistic paradigm is supported by the ideas of

complexity (systems and organisms cannot be separated from their environ-

ments because their meaning and their very existence depends on their

interactions with other systems and organisms; as systems and organisms
become more complex, they develop unique properties--the whole is more
than the sum of the parts; systems and organisms cannot be decomposed- -
fragmented- -into individual elements--parts--because their unique systemic
and organic properties transcend the elements--parts); of heterarchy

(the order we experience is a function of the activity of ordering
performed by the mind; all apparently "real" orders are also determined
by a mental ordering activity); of holography (information is distributed

throughout the system rather than being concentrated at specific points;

at each point information about the whole is contained in the part;

everything is interconnected); of mutual causality (the universe in an

interconnected network, an indivisible whole); and of perspective (where

and how cne looks at systems and organisms affects what will be seen;
the knower's perspective is crucial in determining what is known; any
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one focus of observation provides only one perspective, so that no

discipline gives a complete picture and all knowledge is at best partial;
one form of knowledge or method cannot be reduced into another).

On inquirer-object (respondent) relationshi : the naturalistic

paradliFis supported by the ideas o indeterminacy (there is a reciprocal
relationship between the knower and the known; the nature of the observa-
tion process affects the results, so that measurements are determined by
the relationship between the observer and the observed); and of perspective
(where and how one looks at systems and organisms affects what will be
seen; the knower's perspective is crucial in determining what is known;

knowledge is protected not by abstracting From all perspective--the
claim for objectivity--but by balancing multiple perspectives to constrain
bias--the claim for fairness).

On the nature of truth statements: the naturalistic paradigm is
supported by the ideas of complexia (holism is vindicated over atomism
and diversity over uniformity); of heterarchy (different individuals
tend to experience the same order because all rational creatures order
experience using the same intrinsic categories--a shared paradigm); of
holography (what is detected in any part must characterize the whole);
of indetermina (in complex systems and organisms, future possOilities
carileF5WR6Lit precise outclmes cannot be predicted, that is, predict-
ability is replaced by probability); by mutual causality (to completely
understand a system or organism requires knowing its history, which
cannot be completely known from its present condition; mutual causality
in complex systems and organisms tends to produce unpredictable results);
and of morphogenesis (change is not only continuous and quantitative but
discontinuous and qualitative).

On attribution/explanation of action: the naturalistic paradigm is

supported by the ideas of heterarchy (structures of systems and organisms
operate heterarchically, creating a net of mutual constraints and influences);

of holography (everything is interconnected); of indeterminacy (not
everything is possible but among the possibilities choices do affect
outcomes); of mutual causality (there is a complex of mutually interacting
"causes" leading to a particular outcome; the universe is an interconnected
network, an indivisible whole); and of morphogenesis (new and complex
systems and organisms arise out of old through a complex process that
amplifies deviation through reciprocal causality--positive feedback and
feedforward--and through interactions with the surrounding environment;
fluctuations in a system or organism interact, affecting each other and
mutually causing wholly new systems and organisms to arise; more highly
ordered systems and organisms are produced from less highly ordered,
simple systems and organisms so that order can arise even from disorder;
components constrain but do not determine emergent form in morphogenetic
change).

On the role of values in, inquiry: the naturalistic paradigm is
supported by the ideas of perspective (where and how one looks at systems
and organisms affects what will be seen; the knower's perspective is
crucial in determining what is known; what we believe about systems and
organisms determines much of what we see--believing is seeing; knowledge
is protected not by abstracting from all perspectives--the claim of
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objectivity-but by balancing multiple perspectives to constrain bias- -
the claim of fairness; publicly shared reality is not unchanging, i.e.,
objective--what is taken to be reality shifts as shared paradigms shift;
the concept of paradigm shift--itself a kind of pespectival reorientation- -
opens the possibility of an almost limitless proliferation of research
programs based on widely different assumptions).

The present study may be conceived as L.e of those "new" research
programs based on different assumptions. By now it should be clear that
the selection of the new inquiry paradigm as the basis for this research
is neither random nor whimsical; nor has the paradigm been selected
simply because a case study (or qualitative) approach might provide a
useful complement to those approaches that have been or may be carried

out in more conventional ways. THE PARADIGM OF NATURALISTIC INQUIRY HAS

BEEN SELECTED BECAUSE IT REP SENTS THE BEST FIT, PROVIDES THE GREATEST

RESONANCE, IS MOST CONGENIAL 0 EMERGENT, VANGUARD WAYS OF VIEWING THE

WORLD THAT HAVE BEGUN TO MAACTERIZE VIRTUALLY EVERY MAJOR BASIC AND
APPLIED DISCIPLINE EXTANT.

Implications for the 2112IIEIJTTiint

Advocates of naturalistic inquiry of course cannot do research
armed only with a different set of undergirding assumptions or basic

beliefs. But this set of axioms does have enormous implications for how
research is actually carried out. In this section we propose to indicate

some of the more important implications of this paradigm for actual

research operations. The importance of these modes will be more fully
appreciated as this study is described in greater detail in subsequent
sections of this technical report.

We shall discuss thirteen characteristics of operational naturalistic
inquiry. These characteristics can be justified in two ways: (1) by

their logical dependence on the axioms the undergird the system, and (2)
by their coherence one with another. These thirteen characteristics in
fact display a synergism such that, once one is selected, the others

more or less fall into line. Some attempt will be made in the para-

graphs that follows to demonstrate these claims.

With respect to the axioms:

Characteristic 1: natural Setting. N (the Naturalist) elects to
carry out research in the natural setting or context of the entity which

he proposes to study because: his ontology suggests that realities are
multiple wholes which cannot be understood in isolation from their
contexts nor can they be fragmented for separate study of parts (the
whole is more than the sum of the parts); because he believes that the
very act of observation will influence what is seen, and he prefers his

own interaction to take place with the entity-in-context for fullest

understanding; because he believes that context is crucial in deciding
whether or not a finding may have meaning in some other context for
fullest understanding; because he believes the context is crucial in
deciding whether or not a finding may have meaning in some other context
as well; because he believes in complex mutual shaping rather than

linear causation and therefore feels he must see the pheonomenon in its



full-scale influential (force) fie,d; and because contextual value
structures are at leas. partly determinative of what will be found.

Characteristic 2: Emerrea Design. N elects to allow the research

design to emerge (flow, cascade, unfol0 rather than to construct it
a priori because it is incohceioable that he could know enough ahead of

time d'Eut the many multiple realities to devise the design adequately;
because he knows that what will emerge is a function of his interaction
with the phenomenon which is largely unpredictable in advance; because

he cannot know suffici ell the patterns of mutual shaping that

are likely to exist; ay Jecause the various value systems involved

(including his own) interact in unpredictable ways to influence the

outcome.

Characteristic 3: Human Instrument. N elects to use himself and

other humans as the primary data-gathering instruments (as opposed to

paper and pencil or brass instruments) because it would be virtually

impossible to build a non-human instrument with sufficient adaptability
to encompass the variety of realities to be encountered; because he

understands that all instruments interact with respondents and objects

but that only the human instrument is capable of grasping and evaluating

the meaning of that differential interaction; because the intrusion of

instruments intervenes in the mutual shaping of other elements and that

shaping can be appre led and evaluated only by a human; .ri because
all instruments are value-based and interact with local values but only

the human is in a position to igelsuify and take into account (to some

extent) those resulting biases.

Characteristic 4: Qualitative Methods. N elects qualitative
methods over quantitative because they are more adaptable to dealing

with multiple (and less aggregatable) realities; because such methods

expose more directly the nature of the transaction between investigator

and respondent (or object) and hence make easier an assessment of the
extent to which the phenomenon is described (or biased by) the lavesti-

gator's own posture; and because qualitative methods are more sensitive
to and adaptable to the many mutually-shaping influences and value

patterns that may be encountered.

Characteristic 5: Utilization of Tacit Knowledge. N argues for

the legitimation of tacit Tintuitive, felt) knowledge in addition to
propositional knowledge (knowledge expressible in language form) because
often the nuances of the multiple realities can be appreciated only in

this way; because much of the interaction between investigator and
respondent or object occurs at this level; and because tacit knowledge
mirrors more fairly and accurately the value patterns of the investigator

himself.

1Hofscadter (1979) points out that adaptability and perfectability stand
in close trade-off to one another--the more perfort an instrument is,

the less adaptable. The human, far from perfect, n virtually infinitely

adaptable.



Characteristic 6: Grounded Theory. N prefers to have his guiding

substantive theory emerge from (be grounded in) the data because no

as riori theory could possibly encompass the multiple realities that are
il'kely to be encountered; because believing is seeing and N wishes to

enter his transactions with respondents as neutrally as possible;

because a riori theory is likely to be built on a priori generalizations
which, whi e they may make nomothetic sense, may ToTliaia poor idio-

graphic fit to the situation encountered; because the mutual shapings
found in a particular context may be explicable only in terms of the
contextual elements found there; and because grounded theory is most
likely to be responsive to contextual values (and not merely to investi-

gator values).

Characteristic 7: Inductive Data Analysis. N prefers inductive

(to deductive) data analysis because that process is more likely to
identify the multiple realitites to be found in those data; because such
analysis is more likely to make the investigator-respondent (or object)

interaction explicit, recognizeable, and accountable; because this

process is more likely to describe the setting fully and make decisions

about transferability to other settings easier; because inductive data

analysis is more likely to identify the mutually shaping influences that
interact; and because values can be an explicit part of the analytic

structure.

Characteristic 8: Purposive Sampling. N is likely to eschew

random or representative sampling in favor ofpurposive or theoretical
sampling because he thereby increases the scope or range of data exposed
and increases the likelihood that the full range of multiple realitites
will be uncovered; and because purposive sampling can be pursued in ways
that will maximize the investigator's ability to devise grounded theory

that takes adequate account of local conditions (for possible transfer-

ability), local mutual shapings, and local values.

Characteristic 9: Problem-determined Boundaries. N is more likely

to set boundaries to his inquiry on the basis of the emergent problems

(rather than on the basis of a priori or theoretical specification)
because that permits the multiple realities to define the problem (rather

than preconceptions); because problem setting can be more closely mediated

by the investigator-problem interaction; because boundaries cannot be
satisfactorily set without intimate contextual knowledge including
knowledge about the mutually shaping factors involved; and because
problems aye no meaning in any event in abstraction from the local (and

investigator) value systems.

Characteristic 10: Idiographic Interpretation. N is inclined to

interpret his data (including drawing conclusions) idiographically (in

terms of the particulars of the case) rat.er than nomothetically (in

terms of law-like generalizations) iiccause different interpretations are

likely to be meaningful for different realities; and because inter-
pretations depend so heavily for their validity on local particulars

1That is, in open-minded but noi; empty-headed fashion.



including the particular investigator-respondent (or object) interaction,
the contextual factors involved, the local mutually-shaping factors
influencing one another, and the local (as well as investigator) values.

Characteristic 11: Tentative Application. N is likely to be
tentative (hesitant) about making broad application of his findings
because realities are multiple and different; because the findings are
to some extent dependent upon the particular interaction between investi-
gator and respondents (or object) which may not be duplicated elsewhere;
because the extent to which the findings may be applicable elsewhere
depends on the empirical similarity of sending and receiving contexts;
because the particular "mix" of mutually-shaping influences may vary
markedly from setting to setting; and because value systems, especially
contextual values, may be sharply at variance.

Characteristic 12: Case Study Reporting Mode. N is likely to

prefer the case study reporting mode (over the scientific or technical
report) because it is more adapted to a description of the multiple
realities found at any given site; because it is adaptable to demon-
strating the investigator's interaction with the site and consequent
biases that may result (reflexive reporting); because it provides the
basis for both individual "naturalistic generalizations" (Stake, 1980)
and transferability to other sites (thick description); because it can
picture the value positions of investigator, substantive theory, metho-
dological paradigm, and local contextual values.

Characteristic 13: Special Criteria for Trustwortniness. N is

iikely to find the conventional trustworthiness criteria (internal and
external validity, reliability, and objectivity) appropriate in principle
but inconsistent with the axioms and procedures of naturalistic inquiry;
hence he is likely to define new (but analogous) criteria and devise
operational procedures for applying them. More will be said of these

criteria and methods in a later section; here it is simply worth noting
that t"e conventional criterion of internal validity fails N because it
implies an isomorphism between research outcome and a single, tangible
reality onto which inquiry can converge; that the criterion of external
validity fails because it is inconsistent with the basic axiom concerning
generalizability; that the criterion of reliability fails because it
requires absolute stability and replicability, neither of which is
appropriate for a paradigm based on emergent design; and that the
criterion of objectivity fails because the paradigm openly admits investi-
gator-respondent (or object) interaction and the role of values. The

case will later be made that there exist substitute criteria (credibility,

transferability, dependability, and confirmability), and corresponding
empirical procedures, that adequately (if not absolutely) affirm the
trustworthiness of naturalistic approaches.

With respect to synergism among the characteristics:

A second basis for claiming that the above list of thirteen charac-
teristics is justifiable for naturalistic inquiry is the fact that they

display a remarkable coherence and inter-dependence. A simple illustration
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will suffice to make the point that each is a raison d'etre for the

others, and the exclusion of any one of them would seriously damage the

others:

In doing research from a iaturalistic perspective, N is forced
the natural setting because he cannot specify, without an a priori

theory or hypotheses, what is important to control or even to study.

Until he has spent some time in the setting he cannot specify his problem

even in a rudimentary form, or bound it. He could not design a contrived

study because he would not know what to contrive or control. If theory

is to De grounded in data, those data must first be located and analyzed

inductively. Since N cannot specify the precise form of the data to be

sought, he must fall back on an open-ended, adaptive instrument: the

human being, who, like the "smart bomb," can identify and hone in on
(purposefully sample) the target without having been precisely pre-pro-

grammed to strike it. Humans find certain data collection means more
congenial than others; they tend toward the use of qualitative methods

that "extend" human senses: seing, hearing, and tacit "sixth sensing"

that lead one to observation, interview, documentary analysis, and the

like. These methods result in insights and information about the sending

context so that the extent of transferability and applicability in some

other receiving context may be judged. No aggregations, no generali-

zations, no cause-effect statements can emerge but only idiographic

interpretations; hence, there is an air of tentativeness surrounding any

proposed application. Finally, the case-study mode lends itself well to

the full description that will be required to encompass all of these

facets and make possible understanding on the part of a reader (building

on his own tacit knowledge and making "naturalistic generalizations"

possible). Judgments about the trustworthiness of such a process cannot

be made with conventional criteria; criteria devised especially for and

demonstrably appropriate to naturalistic inquiry are required.

The present study was carried out with all of these implications in

mind. The remainder of this report assumes that the reader is familiar

with their meaning. The reported research should be judged on the basis

of its conformity to these principles and its satisfaction of appropriate

traustworthiness criteria. The reader is not required to agree with the

naturalistic paradigm but only to understand its implications. Responsive

(and responsible) criticism can take only one of two forms:

* to assert that the work was carried out in ways inconsistent

with the naturalistic axioms and their implications; or

* to assert that the axior; themselves are invalid on some

grounds.

Criticisms of the first kind are empirical in nature and require support

by reference to the research operations and findings. Criticisms of the

second kind are metaphysical and probably have no place except in epis-

temological discussions. Or, to return to where we began, with Julienne

Ford, criticisms of the first kind are directed toward issues of T1

(logical truth) and 14 (empirical truth) while criticisms of the second
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kind are directed toward Ti. And as Ford has so eloquently argued,
basic beliefs cannot be deMonstrated Ti; they can only be accepted or
rejected. But of course, they cannot Be demonstrated False]. either!



PART III: PROCEDURES

This Part outlines the operational procedures used in carrying out
the field study portion of the research. A number of matters are covered,

inc:uding: design update, site selection, arrangements for the three

visits made to each site, data analysis, drafting the case study, internal
and field site reviews of the draft, and steps taken to assure trustworth-
iness of tne data. A final section outlines a number of methodological

problems that arose beciAuse of the application of the naturalistic
paradigm, and makes suggestion, on how to handle them in future research.

The Design Update

In response to the request of the NIE project officer, the research
staff prepared an updated version of the research plan (submitted July
2, 1981) that would take account of two developments that had occurred
since submission of the original proposal: (1) concepts and infomna-

tion that had emerged as a result of dealing with the clarification
questious raised by NIE, and (2) advances in thinking on the part of
project staff regarding the means of application of the naturalistic

paradigm.

In this so-called Rev_ed Plan, the purpose of the study was described

as being two-fold: "To increase our knowledge of how special education
services are delivered through a variety of inter-agency mechanisms, and
to draw together findings on rural district implementation of P.L.
94-142 from a variety of other completed and ongoing studies." The

first purpose was to b' addressed through the field studies and the
second through the rese4,:h synthesis activities. So far as the field
studies portion was concerned, the Revised Plan suggested that it would

be bounded by three elements: the parameters of the problem under
study, the initial stipulations of the sponsor of the study (i.e., NIE),

and "the emergent design or recycling process common to all naturalistic

inquiry."

The parameters of the problem were discussed along five d'mensions:
special education prior to P.L. 94-142; rural education ( including
especially geography and financing); rural special education; inter-agency
collaboratives; and the change/innovation process. Initial sponsor
stipulations were taken to be those included in the RFP as well as
others generated in conversations between the research staff and the NIE

project officer. The question: of interest resulting from all of the
preceding are essentially those outlined in Table 1 of Part I. Changes

arising because of the emergent design could of course not be stipulated
in advance (although they will become clear in the remainder of this

Part).

The Revised Plan contained, in addition to the above, detailed
discussioTTR site selection requirements and criteria, the methodological
stance of the research (essentially as reviewed in Part II of this
report), and the processes to be utilized for the research synthesis and
policy implications elements (which are not germane to this technical

report). A final section dealt with management issues.
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Before settling on the features of the research outlined in the

Revised Plan, the staff determined to submit it for the consideration of

the National Advisory Committee. Sections of the Plan were sent to

committee members in late July, 1981, in preparation for the meeting

held in Lawrence on August 20-21, 1981. Members were asked to critique

the Revised Plan as well as to prepare position statements in relation

to one or more of several topical sessions to which they were assigned.

For example, the National Rura' Project (NRP) addressed Perspectives on

Rural Special Education, Collaborative Arrangements, and P.L. 94-142 in

Rural States; and the Stanford Researcn Institute (SRI) addressed

Perspectives on Rural P.L. 94-142, Organizational Change and Innovation,

and P.L. 94-142 in Rural Cooperatives.

The two day discussion resulted in a good deal of clarification of

concepts both on the part of NAC members and the project staff, but

focused almost entirely, when it came to suggestions for operational

st-ps, on the site selection process. Indeed, the single follow-up task

resulting from the meeting was concerned entirely with identification of

criteria for site selection; this task will be reviewed in the section

on "Site Selection" that follows. Ecrentially, thin, the research

design as outlined the Revised Plan was affirmed and ratified as the

initial point of departure for the field study work.

Site Selection

Five sites were finally included in the study. While the original

RFP called only for five sites, the Revised Plan amended that number to

eight--a sizeable overestimate of what would be possible, as it turned

out. Numbers were again reduced through negotiations with the NIE

project officer (and through him, with the NIE fiscal officer) as it

became apparent that eight sites were beyond the resources of the project;

first to seven, then to six, and finally back to the original five

sites.

1The members of the National Advisory Council were: Dr. Doris Helge,

Murray State University, Director of the National Rural Project; Dr.

Clifford Howe, Chairman, Division of Special Education, the University

of Iowa; Dr. James Jess, Superintendent, Cal Community Schools, Latimer,

Iowa; Mr. Lloyd Lockwood, Director, Central Kansas Educational Coopera-

tive, Salina, Kansas; Dr. Cecil Miskel, then in the Department of Educa-

tional Policy and Administration, University of Kansas, and currently

Dean, School of Education, University of Utah; Dr. Judy Schrag, Assistant

Superintendent, Special Services, Office of State Superintendent of

Public Instruction, Washington; Dr. Marian Stearns, SRI II arnational,

Menlo Park, California; Dr. Anne R. Wright, SRI International, Menlo

Park, California; Dr. Noble Gividen, Director, Southeast Arkansas

Educational Cooperative, Monticello, Arkansas; Dr. Yvonna S. Lincoln,

Department of Educational Policy and Administration, University of Kansas.
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The question of site selection was, as it turned out, the most
troublesome of the methodological questions faced by the research staff.
Case research is often attacked 0,1 the grounds that it results cannot be
generalized precisely because a small number of sites can hardly be
claimed to be representative of anything. The project staff had to
overcome this bias, from its wellwishers (including themselves) as well
as from its critics, in order to maintain the integrity of the natural-
istic paradigm that had been adopted. That paradigm not only takes a
disinterested posture with respect to representativeness but makes a
strong statement against generalization (in the usual sense). The
sampling was to be purposeful, not statistical. The major issue thus
became to determine carefully just what the purpose of sampling was to
be.

Michael Quinn Patton, in his discussion of purposive (or theoretical)
sampling (Qualitative Evaluation Methods, Sage, 1980, p. 105 ff.) suggests
that there are at least six types of such sampling: sampling extreme
or. 4eviant cases, when the purpose is to obtain information about unusual
cases that may be particularly troublesome or enlightening; sampling
typical cases, when the purpose is to avoid rejection of information on
the grounds that it is known to arise from special or deviant cases;
maximum variation sampling, when the purpose is to document unique
variations that have emerged in adapting to different conditions;
sampling critical cases, when the purpose is to permit maximum appli-
cation of information to other cases because, if it's true of critical
cases, it is also likely to be true of all other cases; sampling politi-
cally important or sensitive cases, when the purpose is to attract
attention to the study; and convenience sampling, when the purpose is to
save time, money, or effort.

I' eemed apparent to the staff that bcth maximum variation sampl-
ing and critical case sampling might appropriately serve the objectives
of the study as proposed. Tn order to manage critical case sampling,
however, critical cases ham to be identified, and the bases for labeling
them "critical" must be precisely determined. Neither of these conditions
could be met given the present state of knowledge. For maximum variation
sampling, on the other hand, the only information required is the status
of sampling units with respect to variable factors of interest. Given
these considerations, the staff fixed upon maximum variation sampling as
the preferred mode, and turned its attention to the identification of
the factors to be taken into account.

Before turning to a consideration of these factors, however, it is
important to note that if maximum variation is to be achieved, it is
important to select sites seriall , that is, not to select later sites
until earlier ones have not only been identified by at least preliminarily
explored. When site l's characteristics are well known, for example,
site 2 can be selected to pose as great a contrast to 1 as possible, and
so on. Time precluded the selection of eight sites (as originally
intended) in full serial order, that is, one at a time, but it was
decided to select one site; then, when it had been explored, to select
sites 2 and 3, then sites 4 and 5 culminating with sites 6, 7, and 8 at
the end. As noted, only five cites finally included, but they were
selected serially in the order 1:2-3:4-5.



Selection Factors. The staff began on this task in a twofold

manner: by searchiiii-relevant literature, and by involving a group of
knowledgeable consultants. Of special utility among items in the litera-
ture were H. S. Davis's Educational Service Centers in the U.S.A. (New
Haven, Connecticut: tAnnecticut State Department of Education, 1976);
the four volume report published by Stephens Associates (1979) which

included: Education Service A encies: Status and Trends, The Establish,
ment and Abl7T-t7FTIFT-STitewide stem of ucation rvice_Agencies:
The Kentuclsy Exper ence, Factors Inf uenc ng Loca Education Agency
Participation in tidSerficesofEcgIucatiorhCFo.ramsariServiceA.encies
in the exas,
Service Agency Movement and a Proposed Research and Deve opment Agenda;
the study conducted by the National Association of State Directors of
Special Education, State Profiles in Special Education (Washington,
D.C.: The Association, 1977); the study conducted by SRI International,
Local Im lementation of P.L. 94-142: First Year Re ort of a Longitudinal
toy Men o ar K nternat ona 80 ; an the report by

Doris Helge, "Problems in Implementing Comprehensive Education Programming
in Rural Areas" (Exceptional Children, 47, 7, 1981). Consultants involved

by mail or teleptiont at this juncture included Noble Gividen, Director,
Southeast Arkansas Educational Cooperative, Monticello, Arkansas, who
had been a senior advisor to the Stephens series of studies cited;
Thomas Schultz, N:E project officer; James Siantz, U. S. Office of
Special Education; Walter Turner, American Association of School Admini-
strators, who had conducted a study of P.L. 94-142 concerns for that
organization; and Anne Wright, director of the SRI project named above.

A preliminary list of factors was drawn up based on inputs from
these sources which was presented to the National Advisory Committee
(NAC) at its meeting on August 20-21, 1982. The list contained factors
such as ruralness (geography and demographics), degree of similarity
between existing state legislation and P.L. 94-142, education service
agency (ESA) structure and collaborative history, state legislation
relating to ESAs, and ESA demographics. This preliminary list formed
the basis for the NAC's discussion but did not lead to any final conclu-
sions. Instead, a task was devised for the NAC to carry out subsequent
to the meeting to provide further data for making the selection decision.
NAC members were asked to: (1) Imagine that they were director of an
ESA and had before them the stack of already completed case studies
emanating from this study. On the basis of what factors would they
decide which to read, that is, what would they perceive as most relevant
to their interests? (2) Imagine a range of other possible consumers of
these reports, e.g., LEA superintendents, psychologists, university pro-
fessors. On what bases would these other audiences select reports to
read? These two listings were returned to the research staff for proces-

sing.
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From these inputs, that is, literature searches, consultant advice,
NAC meeting discussions, and responses to the NAC post-meeting task,
eight global factors were identified as most salient. These may be

sorted into two groups. Group 1 deals with national or state level
factors, and includes: the section of the country, the type of ESA
permitted or required under state law, access to the state, and the

nature of the state's funding pattern. The second group deals with

site-level factors, and includes: "ruralness," ESA demographics, ESA

funding pattern, and access to the LEA.

Factors of access were of course determined prior to making entre'
to any particular site. These factors, at both state and local levels,
were thus used simply as screens; sites (or *tates) which it was believed
would not permit access were not considered. With respect to the other
factors, efforts were made to secure contrasts between sites in accordance
with the purposive sampling principle of maximum variation.

No doubt the comparability of the sites could be better judged if

the reader had knowledge of their identity. Although in several cases
site directors would have preferred having their identity made public,
because they were convinced that their sites were exemplary, nevertheless
good research ethics demand that they remain anonymous.

Procedures for First Visit to Each Site

Each of the five sites was scheduled for three visits. The first,

designated Site Visit 1 or SV-1, was intended to provide an orientation
and overview for the site, building an initial familiarity, providing
the team an opportunity to collect documents for analysis, and paving
the way for Site Visit 2 (which usually followed SV-1 by about two
months). During SV-2 the issues that had emerged from SV-1 data and
accompanying documents were more fully explored. A drams of the case
study for that site was prepared in the time interval between SV-2 and
Site Visit 3, which did not occur until the second year or about eight
months after SV-2. SV-3 served primarily for the purpose of member-checking
the draft (see the section on trustworthiness, below, for a full expli-
cation of the member check) and for collection of whatever additional
information was needed to close gaps in the data. Site visit teams
typically consisted of two persons, although Site #i was visited by all
research team members in order to have a common base of experience.

In this section we shall describe the procedures relative to SV-1;
these were substantially identical for all five sites. The procedures

for SV-2 and SV-3 will be described in subsequent sections.

Initiating contact and gaining entre. Once a site had been tentatively
identified by apply the criteria of the preceding section and determining

the likelihood of accessibility from knowledgeable informants (which in

all cases except Site 1 included relevant personnel from the state's

1 It should be noted that no state or site actually contacted refused

access.



department of public instruction), telephone contact with made by the

Principal Investigator with the ESA Director. The nature of the study

was explained and the cooperation of the Director solicited. In several

cases the Director felt that he needed approval of his board and in

those cases such approval was sought. In the end, all five contacted

sites agreed to cooperate fully.

When such initial entre had been gained, the ESA Director was asked
to supply certain background documents which would give the research
staff some initial acquaintance with the operations of the ESA. So for

example, the state plan mandated under P.L. 94-142 was systematically
requested, as were any other documents such as program descriptions,
staff rosters, evaluation reports, public relations brochures, and the

like which the Director cared to share. Analysis of these documents

gave the staff some initial insights into the ESA's operation and made

it possible to pinpoint the personnel with whom interview contact would

likely be useful.

As soon as feasible, actual dates for the visit were arranged. The

typical first site visit occupied three days, beginning with a protocol
conversation with the Director and ending with a debriefing session on
the afternoon of the third day to which the Director was free to invite

anyone he thought appropriate.

Sampling Respondents. Prior to the actual site visit, project
staff furnished to the Director a list of respondents whom they wished

to interview. Key personnel such as assistant director, director of
special education, master teacher, school psychologist, budget officer,

and the like were scheduled by name (when they existed); in other cases,
role types were named and it was left to the Director to choose the

actual persons. So for example, if the ESA utilized itinerant teachers,
the respondent list would contain a slot for such a person, but the

Director could choose the actual respondent. In general, persons repre-

senting all classes of ESA personnel (including paraprofessionals), LEA

employees who had special education duties, regular teachers and admini-
strators who related to handicapped youngsters, LEA superintendents,

members LEA and ESA boards, and parents were included in these "open"

categories. Once at the site, the research team made an effort to
identify other persons who ought to be interviewed because of their
special characteritics, e.g., an especially advocacy-oriented parent,
a teacher who militantly opposed the idea of mainstreaming, a parent

who felt aggrieved and was threatening to sue the ESA. The intent in

sampling with the sites was the same as the intent at the site level,
that is, to maximize the information obtained so as to develop as broad and

deep an understanding of the ESA as possible.

Consent Forms. Project staff were acutely sensitive to their
ethical and legal responsibility to gain fully-informed consent from
respondents prior to interviewing them. Two consent forms were developed

and are appended to this report as Appendices F and G. Both forms were

developed by a member of the research staff who holds a law degree, and

were approved by the Human Subjects Committee and the University Attorney

at the University of Kansas. The first of these forms provided background
information on the project, indicated that procedures to be used to



safeguard materials in project files, assured the respondent that anonymity
would be maintained (although reminding the respondent that no absolute
guarantee of anonymity could be given because locals sufficiently familiar
with the situation might be able to make judicious guesses about the
source of certain kinds of information), and gave the respondent the

right to withdraw at any time without prejudice (ownership of respondent
data in effect remained with the respondent). Signing this form effec-
tively gave permission to be interviewed and to have the resulting data

used without attribution. The second form, about which the respondent
could make an independent decision, permitted the staff to attribute
remarks if it chose to do so. Blocks of consent forms were sent to the
Director so that respondents could read and sign them in advance of the
site visit; in instances in which advance sign-off had not occurred,
respondents were asked to read and sign the form(s) at the time of the

actual interview.

Logistics. Carrying out a site visit is an impossibility without a

variety of logistical arrangements and supports. Travel arrangements to

the sites (air schedules, car rentals, hotel accommodations) were made
by project support staff through travel agents. Once on site, local

travel was accomplished by a combination of University cars (for one
site), personal autos (for one site), rental autos (for four sites), and
transportation provided by the host ESA (one site).

Site visits always began with a protocol conference between team
members. the ESA Director, and whomever else the ESA Director cared to

involve. A good many activities--virtually all document collection and
a goodly number of the interviews--were conducted at the.headquarters of

the ESA, either because the interview respondents were based there
(e.g., the Director, the school psychologist, an itinerant teacher) or
because it was as convenient to have the interviewee come to that facility
as anywhere else (e.g., a parent, an ESA board member). But many of the
interviews and some document collection were carried out in member LEA
facilities--the Superintendent's office, the school building in which an
EMR resource room was located, the vocational school to which selected
handicapped youngsters were bussed, for example.

Despite advance planning many schedule adjustments had to be made

on site. Persons scheduled for interview became ill and so were unavail-

able. Inclement weather slowed travel time between facilities so that
time slippage occurred. Interviews were at times unproductive and were

terminated early. And so on. Whenever possible, adjustments were
made--persons of similar characteristics substituted, times or locations
rearranged, new locations included. In other cases, the time was profit-
ably used by the team members in reviewing documents that had been
acquired or "cleaning up" field notes.

Whenever possible, team members ate lunch together to compare notes

and make adjustment decisions. Often during this period a person designated

as liaison to the team--typically the Director's secretary--was enlisted

to rearrange the schedule and/or to contact new respondents. These

liaison persons proved to be invaluable assets, and indeed, the teams
could not have functioned in V-e field without :hem. It was to these

people that the members also turned for routine assistance such as



getting copies of documents that could not he moved, dealing with the
airlines to reschedule flights, and the like.

Team members prepared a "kit" of materials to take with them into

the field. Included in the kit were informational items such as local
personnel rosters and maps, and, when available, basic demographic data

for the ESA and its member systems. Data collection and manipulation
,materials--notepads for use in interviews, 3X5 cards onto which interview
notes and informational items from documents could be abstracted as time
to do so became available, pens and pencils, were included. basics such

as staplers (and staple pullers) and transparent tape were tot overlooked.

Finally, the kit contained the journals for each team member in which

entries were made daily.

The importance of adequate advance logistical arrangements cannot
be overemphasized, nor can the need for adaptability. Murphy's law

holds no less for sites than for anything else. It is well to be prepared.

Interviewing.
1

Interviewing was the basic mode of data collection
for the research. During SV-1 team members' skills as interviewers were
tested as at no other timeTTEr this site visit was orientational and
hence the interviewing was most unstructured and open-ended. The utility

of the human-as,instrument could not have been more clearly demonstrated.

While it is an oversimoication, interviews may be viewed as basically
of two kinds: those in whicn the interviewer knows what it is he or she
doesn't know and so can form specific questions to find it out; and
those in which the interviewer does not know what he or she doesn't
know, and hence cannot be specific in the questioning process. In the

latter case it is important to uncover informants who not only have the
answers to questions but also know what questions are important to ask.

The interviewer must take the posture of learner; he or she says, in
effect, "Tell me what questions I ought to ask, and then answer them for

me." It was the latter situation that the team members found themselves
in during Site Visit 1; during later site visits, it should be noted,
the former situation was more closely approximated, and questions could
become much more specific.

Accordingly, the protocol for SV-1 interviews was very open-ended.
During this site visit it was more important to identify useful informants
than to know specifically what to ask them. The interview proceeded
through a number of phases, somewhat as follows:

1. Introduction and warmup. During this phase the interviewer
would remind the respondent of the purpose of the study, and, if consent
forms had not already been read and signed, would walk the respondent

through this step. Then, both to get the respondent accustomed to
speaking freely, as well as to "warm up" his or her mind with respect to
the substance to be discussed, some personal "grand tour" questions were

asked. Examples are, "How did you come to be a ?" Or,

"What's a typica) day like for you around here?"

1
See Appendix B for a table of interviewees.
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2. Delineation of roles and responsibilities. Since it was
important to understand the particular perspective of the informant, the
next series of questions dealt with a description of the informant's
role in the organization and the responsibilities he or she bore. It

was also important to acquire some sense of the informant's career
aspirations. Typical questions were: "Just what dc you do here?"

"What's the nature of your job?" "What are you responsible for?"
"Where are you going from here?"

3. Delineation of relationships. At this point it usually became
possible to delve into the respondent's relationships with other persons
in and out of the ESA. A description of such relationships begins to
give a sense of how the organization operates, what it channels cf
communication are, and how accountability works. Example questions are:

"Who do you answer to?" "For whom are you responsible?" "What expecta-
tions are held for you, and by whom?" "How do you communicate with
these others?" "How are disputes or conflicts settled?"

4. Delineation of issues. By this time in the interview the
informant was typically quite involved and ready to deal with more sub-
stantive issues. (Respondents not involved at this point were further
stimulated with additional general questions as above, or, in a very few
cases, the interview was terminated.) The point of this phase of the
interview was to have the respondent identify as many issues (however he
or she personally felt about them) as possible. Some sample questions:
"What do you think are the big problems that keep the (ESA) from doing
as well as it might?" "What are some of the things that get in your way

personally?" "What are some of the factors that make it hard for you to
do your job?" "Easy for you to do your job?"

5. Dealing with issues. When the respondent had volunteered as
many issues as he or she could think of, the interviewer moved on to
explore each issue in detail. If, for example, the respondent had
mentioned a lack of adequate diagnostic services, the interviewer might
say, "Among the things you mentioned as troublesome is the lack of
adequate diagnostic services. How do you get around that problem? What

do you do about it? What ought to be done about it?"

Certain issues had previously been identified by the research team
from prior studies,' or, in the case of later site visits, from the
earlier ones. When all the interviewee-identified issues had been
explored, the interviewer, to whatever extent time permitted, introduced
those a riori issues (assuming they were not already included among
those volunteered by the respondent) and sought an opinion. Questions
relating to weather, travel time and distance, socialization of ESA staff
into the normal routines of the LEAs served, and the like were included.
After a few interviews had been conducted, issues identified by earlier
respondents but not raised by the respondent being interviewed were also
introduced for comment and reaction. In this way the interviews became

'This use of issues from the literature is one example of the ways in
which the research synthesis materials developed by the staff were
used symbiotically with the field studies.
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more focussed over time, and the insights of one respondent could be
checked by others. Confidence in the data could thus be built up as the

site visit progressed.

Most interviews were scheduled for a one hour period. Some inter-

views were terminated in less than that time because they proved to be

unproductive. In some instances, interviews were scheduled for only 30

or 45 minutes to fit the requirements of the respondent. Interviews

with more "elite" respondents, for example, the ESA Director, were
often scheduled more open-endedly, since the interviewer needed to have
whatever time was necessary to pursue all issues that emerged. In

several instances interviews proved to be so productive that the inter-
viewer elected to go on with them (to whatever extent the respondent
permitted) until the information forthcoming had been exhausted, even if
subsequent interviews had to be rescheduled as a result.

At the end of each interview, the interviewer attempted to summarize
and "feed back" to the respondent the main points that had been made.

This summary served multiple purposes: as an initial "member check"
(see below) on what had been said, as a stimulus to the respondent to
recall other items of useful information, and as a means of "getting the

respondent on record" about what had been said.

The staff early on made the decision not to tape-record interviews.
While there are many advantages to such recording, for example, an
unimpeachable data source, completeness, opportunity to review as often
as needed to be certain that all essential information had been abstracted,

opportunity for subsequent review for non-verbal clues such as significant
pauses, raised voice, and the like, it was felt that these advantages
were more than offset by the disadvantage of respondent distrust. While

the teams were to be on site on three occasions over a one-year period,
and so could expect to build up sore relationships of trust, a total of
nine days is hardly sufficient to support the claim of sufficient engage-
ment and persistent observation needed to develop these relationships to

an optimum level. It was more important, it was felt, to keep the
interviews informal and relaxed, even at the expense of some infor-
mation, than to record everything under circumstances that would reinforce
the respondent in an attitude of suspicion and anxiety.

Accordingly, the interviewers relied entirely upon what hand written
notes they could take during the interview itself. Obviously not every

item could be recorded, and hence the possiblity of some selective bias

exists. However, the interviewers attempted to record all key ideas,

even if only in shorthand form. These notes could be fleshed out follow-
ing the interview so that they could be readily understood later. The

taking of hand written notes, it should be appreciated, offers some
advantages that the tape recording does not, as for example: making it

possible to record questions, insights, or comments not directly stated

1The term "elite" is used in the sense of Dexter (Elite and Specialized
Interviewing. Evanston, Il: Northwestern University Press, 1970) to
denote respondents with specialized knowledge.



by the respondent but which were stimulated in the interviewer's mind by

the interaction; to record non-verbal cues that the interviewer happened

to note, especially those that were at variance with what was being

publicly stated; to refer back to information given earlier for clari-

fication or redirection, as called for by the flow of the interview; and

to facilitate summarizing for the terminal member-check. The decision

t' use hand written notes rather than tape recordings is thus by no

means a one-sided trade-off.

Document collection. As has already been noted, numbers of key
documents were collected by mail prior to SV-1; these were typically

perused sufficiently well in advance of the visit to "furnish the site

visitors' minds" about the setting they were about to study. But in

addition, many other documents were collected on site. Typically, the

Director of the ESA would have available other relevant materials that

he could not send by mail but which he was amendable to having copied

and being carried off. Other documents would be mentioned by interview
respondents as important sources, and in such cases, they were asked for

copies. In some cases these documents could remain in the possession of

the staff; in other cases the staff was authorized to copy them at their

University offices and retu them by mail. Some documents could be

consulted, and notes made of t their contents, but the reports themselves

could be neither removed nor copied. In general, the staff attempted to

err on the side of commission rather than omission; it was better to

collect materials which subsequent4 turned out to be irrelevant or
unimportant than to make ill-informed decisions on site about importance

that later were regretted. As a result, the staff sometimes felt like

"pack-rats," carrying away anything and everything which they could in

good conscience remove.

Journal entries. In accordance with certain suggestions by Lincoln

(1981), the staff resolved to develop "reflexive journals" with entries

of five types made in five different (and separate) sections of the

journal:

1. A lo of develo in rce tions. This log began with a state-

ment prepared by each site vie for rior to visiting the site for the

first time in which the staff member recorded his or her expectations

about what would he found at that site. This statement was intended as

a partial check on the observer's own biases; if, after visiting the

site, he or she produced a report that contained only (or little more

than) corroborations of those expectations, one would be justified in

presuming that he or she was not very open to actual site data. The

staff members were expected to add entries about their changing insights

and affect over time, as their familiarity with the site grew; the log

would, presumably, provide a record of the site visitor's growth in the

setting. In practice, this journal turned out not to be very useful,

mostly because the actual contact with a particular site was sporadic

rather than sustained, and because staff members could not sort out

impressions, insights, and affects gained from one site from those

gained at another site. While such a journal might in principle be

useful for sites at which an observer remained for sustained periods, it

was found not to be particularly useful in this case.



2. A log of da-to-dal procedures. This log was entered on a
daily basis by each site visitor to record the day's activities, more or
less in diary form. It provided both a legal trail of contacts made

(should that ever become an issue) as well as a portion of the oudit
trail that might be examined by a post-study auditor (see below for a
description for the audit function).

3. A methodological log. In this log were recorded all methodo-
logical decisions and decision points which influenced the final design
of the study. Since the design was emergent, decisions would be made
from time to time that would redirect or refocus the study. In order to
keep track of these decisions, both for the guidance of the staff and
the use of a subsequent auditor, this journal was kept by the Priicipal
Investigator; at the time of writing of this technical report (which
also depends heavily on it), it occupied some three loose-leaf binders
of materials. Some sense of the scope of entries can be had by noting
just two extreme examples: a record of a telephone call with an infor-
mant that added several possible factors to be considered in the site
sampling plan, and a copy of the Revised Research Plan submitted to NIE
which formulated the staff's design ideas some six months into the
project.

4. A log of day-to-day introspections. This log was intended to
represent some dimensions of the persons-as-instruments who were actually
engaged in doing the research. If it is important to know about the
nature and properties of paper-and-pencil or brass instrumentation in
conventional research, so is it important to know about the properties
of human instruments in naturalistic research. In this log, staff
members recorded, in diary form, their own thoughts and feelings about
the research, the site, the people, or any other factor that appeared to

be influencing them. The intent was to parallel (roughly) the kind of
introspective reflection found in such self-reports as Wax (1971) or

Reinharz (1S18). This log, like the log of developing perceptions (4 1
above) turned out not to be useful for roughly the same reasons.

5. A log of developing insights and hypotheses. It was expected

that i:i this log each site visitor would record the hypotheses that
began to emerge in his or her mind while actually carrying out the
mechanics of a site visit or during related data analysis activities.
It was presumed that these hypotheses could be pursued in subsequent
activities of the same site visit or in subsequent visits. This techni-
que, while reported to be quite useful to lone field researchers (Douglas,

1976; Reinharz, 1978; Wax, 1971), did not prove to be so in the present
case precisely (as it turned out) because of the frequent opportunities
for staff to exchange ideas face-to-face (see below). These team inter-
actions effectively precluded the need for this type of journal.

Other activities. While on site the research team made every
effort to remain open to the setting and its features by engaging in a
variety of other activities, often serendipitously, that happened to
present themselves. Some of these were relatively formal, as for example,
attendance at a meeting of the ESA board which might take place during
the site visit, or looking on at a teacher training session. But more
informal activities were also in included, such as engaging clerical



personnel in conversation, eating in local restaurants and chatting with
waitresses and fellow diners, studying bulletin board displays or decora-
tive features of offices, or taking notice of physical characteristics:
the nature of the land, the kinds of crops standing in the fields, the
architecture of the towns, and the like. All of these activities, while
not yielding "data" in the usual sense of the word, helping the team to

sense the ambience of the setting and to develop its store of tacit

knowledge about it. The reader may judge from a reading of the case
studies whether this store of tacit knowledge played a major--and impor-
tant--role in the way that the cases were developed.

On-site team interactions. As much of the site visit work occurred
in formal anti informal interactions between site visit team members as
between team members and local respondents. This close interaction is a

virtual requirement of a paradigm that relies on an emergent design,
since each step of the process is dependent on the preceding steps.
When more than one researcher is involved, it is essential that they
communicate frequently in order that the design should unfold in similar

ways for all of them.

Team members made every effort to eat all tnree meals together as
well as to meet more formally each evening to review the day's work.
The breakfast meeting was typically devoted to recalling agreements
about how to carry on that day and easing the inevitable tensions for
one another that arise at the prospect of spending the next eight to nine

hours in intense contact with informants. The lunch period was devoted
to a quick exchange of information about the morning's work in the event
that something might have occurred that would lead to alterations in the

afternoon's schedule. The evening meal was devoted to relaxation and

mutual catharsis. It is impossible to overstress the need for such an
experience at the end of a hectic day of interviewing persons all of
whom, whether hostile or friendly, demand one's close attention.

The real work of interaction took place in the evening. Usually

the team members would spend a few moments making entries in their logs;
this work would recall the day's activities and prime their minds for

the discussion to follow. A variety of matters might be considered.
Both team members would typically have developed some new hypotheses or
insights about the situation which had to be traded, discussed, and
either scheduled for further attention or discarded. One or the other

of the team might have uncovered new, important or curious information,
which needed to be further checked (triangulated; see below). Certain

documents might have come to attention which needed to be traced and
copied. Certain equipment or installations, e.g., a computer facility
being developed for the purpose of preparing IEP "boilerplate," or a
media facility or a vocational educational laboratory with unusual
features, might have been discovered which should be examined. And so

on. Such emergent features were built into the schedule for the next
day--a step which might require having the local liaison person get on
the telephone early next morning to rearrange schedules.

These interactions were especially crucial during SV-1, because it
was during this visit that the team became oriented to 174ER it did not

know" and focussed its efforts in those directions. In subsequent site
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visits the information to be collected was much more clearly pinpointed,

and far fewer adjustments were needed. Without this close interaction
between team members much of the value of SV-1 would not have been

realized. Fortunately the contingency had been foreseen, so that schedul-
ing arrangements allowed both for this team interaction and for the
adjustments which would inevitably need to be made subsequently. Naive

site visitors are likely to overlook the importance of such arrangements,
or assume that all needed interactions can be easily disposed of in a

few minutes stolen here or there. Such a misjudgment can be devastating

to the work of the team.

Debriefing. Each site visit was terminated with a so-called debrief-
ing session arranged with the ESA Director, who was privileged to manage
the session in whatever way he construed as most productive. For example,

ne chose who would be in attendance, the time to be devoted to it, and,

to some extent, the substance to be covered. The ostensible purpose for
this debriefing was as a courtesy to local respondents who had given of
their time and energy and so deserved an opportunity to "ask some questions

back." It was, to all intents and purposes, a matter of protocol.

But of course both sides (as it turned out) had additional agendas
that were pursued during these sessions. From the point of view of the

site visit team, the debriefing session also served these functions: as

an opportunity for member-checking certain key hypotheses and insights

that had been developed (see below); as a source of new or additional
information (as the participants were stimulated by the discussion to
further recall, or to challenge or counter the information provided);
and.as a mechanism for anxiety reduction (locals almost always interpreted
the site visit as an evaluation despite the assurance of team members to
the contrary; evaluatMgiiii7itably breed anxiety) that would pave the
way for a more productive and cooperative Site Visit 2.

For local respondents, the debriefing session served additional
functions as well: to solicit from the team some initial feedback about
what they had seen ("its useful to us to see ourselves through the eyes
of outsiders") and what they thought most deserving of comment, whether
positive or negative (evaluations were solicited even if not intended);
and the opportunity to provide clarifications to the team lest they
depart with a "wrong impression" or an "incomplete picture."

The actual content of the debriefing sessions varied From site to

site. When only the ESA Director was present, the discussion was more
informal; when more than one person was present, the meeting had fewer
of the characteristics of a conversation and more of those of a formal

report. In all cases the debriefing began with a short presentation
from team members that covered the "highlights" of what they had seen;
thereafter the discussion moved in whatever directions the participants

desired. When the director was the sole participant, he set the agenda
entirely in terms of his own interests, but when multiple respondents
were involved, they often became engaged in voicing different opinions

so that the site team members found themselves in the role of moderators

rather than "targets."
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There can be no doubt that these debriefing sessions were useful on
both sides, serving multiple purposes simultaneously while also fulfill-
ing protocol requirements. Respondents and site team members emerged
from these meetings less as protagonists than as colleagues in a common
research effort which both had helped to shape. While it would be

inappropriate to clain that this research project is an instance of
participative research (sometimes also called dialogic or endogenous
research; see Reason and Rowan, 1981), it is clear that the debriefing
gave local participants that opportunity to gain a better perspective on

research aims and to make a significant contribution toward shaping the
inquiry effort.

Analyzing Site visit 1 Data

Interview and observational
1
data collected from sit' ',sits were

analyzed in essentially three steps: unitizing, individual categorizing,

and team categorizing. The results of this analysis were used in twr
ways: as items to be considered in the writing of the case study, and

as sources for further questions to be pursued during Site Visit 2.

Unitizin . The essential purpose of the unitizing step is to
ident y and record essential units of information. The definition of

unit is relatively straightforward: a unit is a single piP.e of informa-

tion able to stand by itself, i.e., interp Stable in the absence of any
additional information. Such a unit may b- a simple sentence (e.g.,
"Respondent indicates she siends about 10 hours a week traveling from
school to school,") or as mich as a paragraph (e.g.- "Respondent believes
that there are essentially '..iree reasons why itinerant teachers are not
accepted as a 'memi of the family' in the schools in which they serve.

(1) because they a Jxcused from the normal routines that characterized
teachers' lives, s n as lunchroom or playground duty or club sponsor,
(2) because they are seen as 'experts' whose utilization by a regular
teacher implies an inability of that regular teacher to solve his own
problems (a kind of incompetence); and (3) because they carry a kind of

stigma which attaches itself to the students whom they serve.") In

either case, the material in the unit is completely self-explanatory,
but if a portion of the unit were to be removed, the remainde. would be
rendered uninterpretable, seriously compromised, or significantly altered.

The process of unitizing was carried out by each team member inde-
pendently. The data source (field note or interview note), was carefully
read, a sentence at a time. The researcher would then ask himself or
herself whether the infonlition contained ir that sentence was in any
sense relevant to the broad mission of the research; if it was deemed to
be, it was entered (in sufficiently full language so that another person
would be able to understand it) on a 3X5 card. The general rule followed
was to include everything that the researcher believed to be in any way
relevant; it is easy to reject irrelG, ant material later but impossible

1 Documents were used primarily as background and support mate
their analysis was accomplished chiefly through an indexing !'eocess
(see "Drafting the Case Study," below).
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to recupture relevant material that is not recorded. Each card was
coded in several ways:

a designation for the interview number from which th3 item was
drawn, plus a page or paragraph designation, so that the
context of the item could be readily determined, should that
become important;

a designation for the type of respondent, for example, teacher,
school psychologist;

a designation for the site (1 - 5); and

a designation for the number of the site visit (1, 2, or 3).

The typical yield from the field/interview notes of an individual
team member was between 200 and 300 unit cards.

Individual categorizing. The essential purpose of the categorizing
process is to bring those cards relating to the same content together
into a loose taxonomy. The process es:entially an analytic-inductive
one, but it is rule-guided, although the rules emerge as part of the
categorization process. Of course, it is possible to devise multiple
category systems that will equally well account for the unitized cards;
the purpose of this step is not to discover the set of categories that
definitely encompasses the units but a set that handles the unit cards
reasonably well. What is meant by "reasonably well" is, essentially,
that an auditor would subsequently agree to the reasonableness of the
category system (see below).

The process that was used is virtually identical to the "method of
constant comparisons" described by Glaser and Strauss (1968), although
the purpose is somewhat different. They describe a method for "discover-
ing grounded theory," that is, a theory that will adequately account for
V_ data that have been collected. The complete method of constant
comparisons therefore includes some steps leading to the sr:acification
of a theory; these steps were not utilized here because theory development
was not a purpose of the present study. However, the first steps of the
present research could not be distinguished operationally from those
proposed by Glaser and Strauss. Most pardculaily, it should be noted,
the steps that were taken are not subject to criticisms of writers like
Ford (1975) andRiTse (1980), 7iF object to grounded theory because of
the well-known hazards of induction and the essential underdetermination
of theory inductively derived (there are always multiple theories that
equally well "fit the facts"; there is a serious question whether facts
ara not themselves already "theory-laden" so that the process described
by Glaser and Strauss may be tautological).

Essentially, the steps are somewhat as follows:

Select the first card from the pile of unit cards (which are
presumably piled in more or less haphazard fashion). Read the
card and note its content. This first card represents the
first entry in the first, and yet to be named, category.
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2. Select the second card and read its content. Make a deter-

mination whether the second card "looks like" the first, that

is, has content essentially similar. If so, place the second

card on the first and proceed. If not, the second card repre-
sents the first entry in the second, and yet unnamed, category.

3. Continue on with successive cards. For each card decide
whether it is a "look alike" with cards already placed into a
common category or whether it represents a new category.

Proceed accordingly.

As the process continues in this fashion, new categories will
emerge rapidly at first, but the rate of discovery will begin to diminish

sharply after 50-60 cards have been processed. At this point also,

certain of the categories of "look-alikes" will have a substantial
number of cards in them, say, eight to ten. With these categories

proceed as folloos:

4. Take up cards that have been placed in a "look-alike" category.
Attempt to formulate a rule that would help in determining
whether a new card belongs in this category or not. To put it

another way, during this step attempt to translate the tacit
knowledge that has led the sorter to judge the cards as "look-
alikes" into the propositional language of a rule for classi-

fication.

5. Continue with Step 3 above, and with Step 4 as new categories
begin to approach critical size, until car's have been exhausted.
It will probably be the case that early efforts to formulate
rules will prove to be inadequate, and new rules will be
developed as experience with each provisional category accumulates.

6. When a provisional category system has evolved, re-read all
cards to be certain that they now fit into the categories in
which they were provisionally placed. During this reading,

however, the placement decision should be entirel' determined
by the rule and not by the cards' look-alike quality. The

researcher must be able to assert, at the end, that each card
in the deck was passed through the same judgmental net and was
assigned by rule, and not merely appearance.

7. Provisionally name eaen category.

8. Review' th' entire category system that has emerged. Examine

the categories carefully for relationships; it is possible
that certain categories might be subsumable under others; that
some categories are unwieldy and should be subdivided further;

and that some categories are missing, a fact that is made
evident by the logic of the category system as a whole. (For

example, if the category system has a subset of cards dealing
with due process involvement in IEP development, it would be
immediately evident if some class of persons who ought to be
involved, parents, say, were m.ver mentioned by respondents.)
Also examine the categories for completeness; it is probably



the case that the scope of information for some categories is
much more complete than for others. Missing, incomplete, or
otherwise unsatisfactory categories may be immediately earmarked
for follow-up during Site Visit 2.

The number of categories that emerged for a given site was typically
on the order of 40 to 50; the following examples are indicative of the

kinds of categories that might have been found at some particular site:

o Space/Facilities
reasons why LEAs are reluctant to provide space.
multiple SEED teachers using one room.
an example of a space problem with the ED program.

3 Transportation
scheduling and distance
other problems

o Staff retention/recruitment
ESA strategies for hiring
hiring problems
why staff leave
burnout

o The ED program
retention and recruitment of teachers (cross-reference
with previous category)

the ED population
evaluation of the ED program
need for ED proggram
transporation of ED pupils (cross-reference with transporta-

tion above)
parental inputs and reactions

o Unanticipated consequences
stigma
general slowdown tu accommodate mainstreamed youngsters
misclassification of children
salary differentia! for teachers

o ESA board operation
roles and responsibilities of boar members and superin-
tendents

board meeting procedures
perceptions by board members of the ESA
attitudes of bcrrd members toward the ESA and special

education

The above list is of course very incomplete but it provides a
flavor of the kinds of categories that emerged from the SV-1 data.

Team categorizing. The categorizing steps outlined in the preceeding
paragraphs were carried out by each team member individually. Following

their completion of this task, a team meeting was called for the purpose



of combining the individual categories into a mutually agreed upon

master set. At these meetings, the lead researcher for the site would
select one of his categories, indicate its title, and stipulate the rule

by which he had classified the included items. The other researcher(s)

would look over their own categories, and if they had developed one like
that announced (as was very frequently the case), the cards would be
combined and the rule adjusted to suit the separate formulations.
(Sometimes as a result of this adjustment a few of the cards from one or
another individual sort had to be removed or reassigned.) The process

was continued until all categories had been accounted for. This master

set was then accepted as the base for subsequent steps, most particularly,
Site Visit 2. Additional information needed to flesh out a category (or

to explore a missing category suggested by the logic of the set) was

noted and built into the interview guides for Site Visit 2.

Procedures for Second Visit to Each Site

Site Visit 1 was intended to provide an orientation and overview to
the site, and tc lead to the development of a series of questions that
would be pursued during Site Visit 2. In this section we describe the

procedures customarily used during that second visit ISV-2).

The data for Site Visit 1 were processed in the manner explicated
in the preceding section. From that step a number of products emerged

that were basic to SV-2:

1. A list of issues to be more fully explored.

2. Missing and incomplete categories of information as high-lighted
by the categories that had evolved.

3. Identified conflicts or inconsistencies in the data that

needed to be resolved.

In addition, a complete openness to new information was mairtained.
It could by no means be assumed that all of the basic matters of rAevance
had been detected during SV-1, so that all that would be required during

SV-2 was patching up around the edges. The research team had no delusions

about the comparative simplicity of SV-2 as compared to SV-1; they were
prepared to uncover at least as much new information on the second visit

as on the first. It is a tenet of the naturalistic paradigm that inquiry
can be expted to diverge re -r than converge; good inquiry always

raises more questions than it. answers. The longer inquiry proceeds, the

more questions that are unearthed.

Nevertheless, planning for SV-2 began with the residual questions

stemming from SV-1. When those questions had been identified, it became
possible to name the individuals (or classes of individuals) who would

be in a position to answer them. Thus, while the intent of respondent
sampling in SV-1 had been to generate as broad a sample as possible to
allow for maximum variation, respondent sampling in SV-2 was intended to

generate a sample that could be expected to be maximally knowledgeable

about the matters to which the team elected to direct its attention.



The details of SV-2 arrangements were handled in ways virtually
identical to SV-1. Entre had already been assured, and it was possible
to negotiate directly with the Director of the ESA to identify the
sample and make all requisite field arrangements. Consent forms were
provided for those respondents who had not participated in SV-1; for the
latter, the earlier consent forms covered the necessary contingencies.

The major difference between SV-2 and SV-1 was in the form of the
interview protocols. Whereas the lifter had been very open-ended, those
for SV-2 were much more structured. Separate protocols were devised for
specific informants; Mus, one form was devised for the Director, one
for the school psychologist, one for itinerant teachers, and so on, as
the local situation dictated. For example, the following protocol was
generated for regular teachers at Site #1 who had special education
youngsters mainstreamed in their classes:

Paperwork

1. Who bears the responsibility for the goals and objectives
listed on the IEP?

2. Are IEPs used in any way to judge your performance? Even

informally?

3. How much time do you spend on paperwork related to the IEP?

4. Nlw is the IEP (once written) used for instruction? What is

main purpose? How often do you refer to it?

5. Do SPED teachers'/ESA's suggestions regarding IEP format/
contents carry much weight? Would directives from the SEA
carry more weight?

Transportation

1. How does the fact that itinerants have to travel affect the
services you get from them?

Recruitment/Retention

1. How are teachers who live outside the county viewed?

In addition to such specific information, respondents in SV-2 were
given the opportunity to provide other information. For example, -if new

developments had taken place since SV-1, the team was anxious to know
about them. Any additional information which had occurred to respondents
previously interviewed about anything that they had said was solicited.
New respondents were treated very much like SV-1 respondents had been in
that they were asked open-ended questions and given an opportunity to
free-associate to the issues they sensed. And of course, new documents
coming to the attention of the research team were collected before.
Team interactions were scheduled as during SV-1 to continuously redirect
the SV-2 efforts.



SV-2 ended, as had
whatever steps had been
duplicated at SV-2; for
place with the e-Mector
SV-2. Roughly the same
benefits emerged during

SV-1, with a debriefing session.
to during SV-1 at a particular
example, if the debriefing during
only, that same process tended to
purposes were served and the same
this debriefing as in the earlier

In general,

site were
SV-1 had taken'
5i-Fepeated in
benefits
one.

Analyzing Site Visit 2 Data

The SV-2 data were unitized and categorized using the same procedures
that had been followed in SV-1. Now, however, the categories that had
emerged from the SV-1 data, and that had been mutually agreed upon that
had emerged from tie SV-1 data, and that had been mutually agreed upon
by the research team, were available to guide the individual categoriza-

tion process. Of course, the SV-2 data sometimes required the establish-
ment of new categories, or adjustments in the old. Individual team

members made note of these indicated changes; they were then discussed
during the team categorization step and adjustments were made by mutual

agreement.

Drafting the Case Study

SV-1 and SV-2 provided the basic information from which the case
studies were gifted. The case study was developed between SV-2 and the
third site visit; it was the major purpose of SV-3 to obtain respondent's
reactions (member-check; see below) to the driTI-Tirior to a final revi-
sion. Each case was developed by a single author who had been a site
visitor for both SV-1 and SV-2.

Writing the five case studies turned out to be the major task of
the project; it required more man-hours overall for case development
than had been invested in field work and subsequent data analysis activi-
ties combined.

Indexing the materials. The first step in writing any case study
was to organize the materials on which it would be based: the unitized

and categorized data cards, and the variety of relevant documents which

had been collected. To accomplish this organization implied the
development of detailed indexes of cards and documents. The former was

a relatively easy task, since the card categories were all named and
numbered; so for example, the first few categories if cards for Site #1

were as follows:

1. Perceptions of the ESA.

1.1 Satisfaction with the quality of services.

1.2 Equivocal satisfaction.

1.3 Concerns about services.

2. Retention/recruitment.

2.1 General issues.
2.2 Personal strategies for coping.

2.3 ESA strategies.



2.4 Hiring problems.

2.5 Why staff leave.
2.6 Burnout.

3. Perceptions of the school psychologist.

3.1 Roles/responsibilities.
3.2 Positive strategies.
3.3 Comparisoas with former psychologists.
3.4 Weaknesses.

The set of card categories numbered 58 for this site; each was subdivided
into relevant categories as exemplified above.

The indexing task for documents was much more complex. The number

of documents available fsr a site was usually quite large, and uecisions
had to be made about each one's relevance for the task in order to keep
everything within manageable bounds. When those selections had been

made, each retained document was indexed completely if it was systemati-
cally relevant or partially if not. For example, for Site #1, eight
items (or collections) were indexed to a greater or lesser degree,

including:

O the state education directory.

O the state statistical abstract.

O the state P.L. 94-142 annual plan (two years).

O the operational manual issued by the ESA.

O a bound volume of newsletters issued by the ESA.

O a collection of documents that had been compiled prior to the
site visits into a single "informational folder."

a collection of special items gather by individual team members
on site and bound into a folder.

O selected documents (brochures, proposals, forms, reports,
etc.) that had been compiled into an "odds and ends" folder.

The first of these documents, the state education directory, was
indexed for only two items of information relating to the network of
ESAs in the state; the operational manual was indexed for 24 items,

each with mult4le subparts. Others were indexed at intermediate levels.

Generating an overall outline. The second step in writing the case
study involved generating an overall outline as detailed as it could be

made at the outset. The outline was itself organized into three major

parts: description, problems/issues, and "lessons to be learned." The

intent was, first, to give the reader a "feel" for what the site was
like; second, to introduce him or her to the problems and issues as seen
through the eyes of the local participants; and third, to tease out

lessons that might be learned from the local experience.
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So for example, the overall outline (omitting sub-categories) for
the Site #1 case study as originally projected included:

A. Introduction.

B. Demography.

C. Goals/objectives/needs.

D. Organization/Governance.

E. Targets (ideal; planned).

F. Pupils served (actual).

G. Functions/Operations.

1. Client processing.
2. Instructional programs.
3. Non-instructional projects.
4. Support services.
5. In-service training.
6. Development.
7. Monitoring/evaluation.
8. Due process/parental involvement.
9. Public relations/communications.

10. Managing political factors.

H. Facilities.

I. Staff.

1. Certificated.
2. Paraprofessional.

J. Funding.

K. Logistics/scheduling.

L. Relationships.

M. Constructions (of the ESA by various stakeholding groups).

N. Making changes.

The above categories were deemed necessary to provide the "thick descrip-
tion" which naturalistic inquirers believe to be essential in describing

a local context. There followed:

O. Major problems/issues and solutions (if any).

1. Local autonomy.
2. Staffing recruitment and retention.
3. Interpretation of/compliance with P.L. 94-142.

4?
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4. Transportation.

5. Contextual constraints.
6. Space/facilities.
7. Paperwork.

8. Resources.

9. Minorities.
10. Referral judgments.

11. Inefficient logistics.
12. Itinerants.

13. Artificial division of EMRs into self-contained rooms and

LOs into resource room:.
14. Staffing (handicapped).

15. The IEP.

16. Stigma.

17. Slowdown to accommodate the mainstreamed.

P. Lessons to be learned (this section was not detailed further
in the initial outline pending writing of earlier portions; in
effect, this section, like the design in general, was expected

to "emerge").

This ;,rovisional outline was submitted to the entire research team

for comment and suggestions. In this case minimal changes were proposed;

in other cases the changes were more dramatic.

Cross-referencing materials to outline. The third step, following
provisional agreement on the outline, was to cross-index the data cards
and documents to the several proposed sections. This was accomplished

by reviewing each outline item against each item of the indexes, and
noting on the former the location of pertinent oaterials. So for example,

the portion of the outline dealing with organization/governance (D
above) was indexed as follows:

I. Overall organization. 84.1, M9, C39.3.

2. Description of the members--number, type, special character-
istics. 84.6, SED 1 & 2, SA I.

3. Governance (particularly the nature of the Board). B4.3 &

4.4, M2 & 3; C38, C39.6, C51.

4. Decision processes. C39.4, C39.5.

5. Legal status. M4.

6. State, SEA context information. 0E5, Sp.

7. Advantages and disadvantages of membership for LEAs. C8.

8. Functions other than SPED performed by the ESA. SED2.

9. Nature of the contractual agreement. M5 & 11, NL3, OE 4d & 7,

C39.1, C39.2.
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10. Communication. C39.4.

The designation "C" always referred to one of the card categories;

thus, C39.3 indicates category 39.3 among the cards. The other designa-

tors indicate various documents, as for example, "B" indicated the

informational folder, "M" the operational manual, "SED" the state educa-
tion directory, "SA" the state statistical abstract, "OE" the odds and
ends folder, "SP" the state P.L. 94-142 plan, and "NL" the newsletter

volume.

Conventions governing the writing. When these various indexing and
cross-referencing tasks had been completed, it was possible to begin the

actual writing. In carrying out this task several conventions were

followed:

1. The writing was to be, so far as could be managed, informal.

The task of the writer was to portra the ESA from the perceptive of the
local participants, "seeing the world through their eyes," as it were.
The writing should be sufficiently detailed so that if a reader were
suddenly to be transported to the site, he or she would experience a
feeling of "deja vu," of having been there before and being intimately
experienced with it.

2. Confidentiality and anonymity were to be scrupulously honored.

This task turned out to be so troublesome that serious questions were
raised whether it was possible or even desirable to maintain this standard.
It can be argued, after all, that persons engaged in publicly supported
activities involving children ought to be willing to stand up to public

scrutiny. So for example, Robert Stake, in his case study (1982) of the
AIR-conducted evaluation of the Federally-supported Cities-in-Schools
Project, suggests in a footnote:

Most of my colleagues would anonymize as many people,

programs, and places as they could, Exposure regularly leads

to undervaluing. To an important extent, personalistic detail

such as I have provided is demeaning. I regret that. My

model is not the journalistic expose. Nevertheless, I have
rejected anonymization because it limits reade' opportunity to
combine new information with that already held. And here,
where millions in public money were spent for a small program,
and three-quarters of a million more for the evaluation,
arguments for privacy seem unpersuasive.

But of course the present study was not an evaluation; moreover,
the research staff had an obligation to anonymization because of the
commitments that had been made in the consent forms. But applying the

principle soon produced two problems:

a. The problem of internal anonymity. Two considerations

militated against preservation of anonymity with local participants.
First, the locals possessed too much tacit knowledge of the situation

end of one another to render observations anonymols. They would easily

be ible to detect which agency, or which person, was being referred to,

even if the names were changed. Second, locals were to be called upon
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during Site Visit 3 for member-check purposes; they would be asked if the

document was crediPe in their eyes. Too much alteration in names or

circumstances would render their judgments moot. It was essential that

an appropriate balance be struck. Accordingly, it was decided that in

the early drafts that would be used during SV-3, the names of individuals

would not be used and the names of towns would sometimes be changed, but

the names of program elements would not. After the SV-3 member check,

further changes would be made in all elements that had not been previously

altered. It should be recognized that the deletion of names would
nevertheless not protect one-of-a-kind role incumbents, e.g., the ESA

Director or the school psychologist (if there were only one).

b. The problem of external anonymity. A second issue had to

do with the maintenance of anonymity for the site with persons not

intimately acquainted with it. Clearly it was not important for general
readers to know that a particular site was in a particular state, although

it might be important to know the characteristics of that state. The

general rule evolved that no item of information should be included in a

case study that was not essential for understanding the operation of the

ESA being studied. Moreover, all references--state names, map configura-
tions, physical features, were to be altered or disguised so that it

would be very difficult (but of course not impossible for a determined
sleuth) to discover the actual location of the site.

An interesting problem related to the preservation of external
anonymity surfaced when it was discovered that several of the ESA direc-
tors were anxious to have their programs publicized. They were convinced

that they were operating exemplary programsrograFi-iiirkuld have been pleased

to have their accomplishments openly recognized. However, since anonymity

was guaranteed in the original agreements with sites, and not all sites

wished to "go public," t,.e principle of anonymity was maintained with

the practical constraints outlined in the last few paragraphs.

3. The writing was to be neither evaluative nor interpretative
except in those sections explicitly intended for such purposes, that is,

the sections dealing with problems or issues and with "lessons to be

learned." That guideline did not preclude noting evaluations or inter-
pretations made by respondents, but these are data, not team reflections.

Nevertheless, in a new instances it was felt that evaluative or inter-

pretative statements by the case study writer should be inserted in

order to provide balance. In such cases, the convention was adopted of
underlining, the statements to make it clear to the reader that he was
Fellig-TTIBsed to the team's thinking and not that of respondents.

4. A complete "audit trail" was to be inserted into the case so
that an auditor might subsequently be able to trace any statements back

to the original data on which they were based. The function of the

auditor will be explained in a subsequent section on trustworthiness;

suffice it here to say, however, that that function cannot be discharged

in the absence of an "audit trail," a concept net dissimilar to the

audit trail in fiscal accounting. Accordingly, draft (but not published)

versions of the case were documented in the right hand margins of the

pages with consecutive numbers which led the auditor to appropriate

supporting notes. So for example, the number that appears in the right 206



margin of this paragraph would lead an auditor to note number 206, in

which he would find the base references necessary to suppert the state-

ments of the paragraph, e.g., C22.5, M6, 0E4.2. Thus, the auditor
presumably would find supporting material in card category 22.5, opera-

tional manual item 6, and "Odds and Ends" folder item 4.2.

5. The case would officially end at the termination of Site Visit

# 2. Considerable time periods (or the order of eight months) typically
intervened between SV-2 and SV-3; there usually were many developments
during this period that would have the effect of altering statements

made in the case. The team determined, however, that it could not
continuously update the case, not was such updating necessary for the

purposes of the research. Yet it was felt that readers might be inte-

rested in the outcomes of some situations that were necessarily left

hanging in the case report itself. Rather than rewriting the case, it

was decided to append an epilog in which such later information (usually

collected during SV-3) could be included. The reader would gain some
satisfaction but TRresearch team would not be faced with the onerous

task of continuous revisions. Of course, the reader would necessarily
have to draw out the implications of the developments on his or her own.

Integrating themes drawn from the research synthesis. Since a

parallel project task involved articulating the data of the case studies

with the major themes abstracted from the research literature (and

reported in Volume 3 of this series), it was important that the case
study writers were as informed as possible about what those themes
were--at least insofar as the synthesis work had uncovered them by the

time the case was written. Without such knowledge the case study writer,
in making selections about what to include and exclude from the case,
might inadvertently make a series of choices that would render later

comparisons moot. Attempts were made therefore to provide provisional

versions of the research synthesis to the case study workers in a timely

fashion. So for example, prior to the development of Case Study 1, the
case study writer was furnished an outline of major elements relating to

such matters as implementation/innovation/change efforts, research
touching on P.L. 94-142 (including interpretations of the law, implemen-

tation data, and experience based on other major educational laws),
information about rural life in general ..a rural education in particular
(including rural implementation of P.L. 94-142), and the operation and
effectiveness of cooperatir. entities, including ESAs.

The case study writer wac also furnished with a set of summary
statements that represented the staff's best thinking about the implica-

tions of the findings, as follows:

1. There are predictable problems with implementing top-down
external mandates of any type.

2. Mandates/innovations imposed on schools are particularly
troublesome because of the nature of schools as organizations.

3. The result is that the intent (goal) of the mandate is trans-
lated into something the system can bear. The final defining
of the mandate comes at the street level regardless of what
steps to tighten up are taken above.
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4. P.L. 94-142 is particularly hard to implement because it is so
sweepingly different from past practice, it fails to consider
local capacity, it is underappropriated, and many essential
features are missing.

5. On a national level P.L. 94-142 implementation suffers because
of 1, 2, 3, and 4 above.

6. Rural schools are having all the general problems implementing
the law plus problems that are specific to the rural context.

7. ESAs have emerged in rural areas partly as a response to P.L.

94-142. They are necessary to rural schools to be able to
even come close to compliance, but they are not sufficient to
overcome all the difficulties posed in 1 - 6 above.

8. The very nature of ESAs and their role in working cooperative-
ly across LEAs causes problems. Collaboration is not well
understood, although some ESAs deal more effectively with
problems and are better at fostering collaboration than others.

9. States differ as to their approach to and recognition of ESAs.
ESAs very in power, structure, and wealth. All of these
impact effectiveness but effectiveness is enhanced by a good
match between the operation of the ESA and the local context.

10. Rural/small schools suffer from the generic 94-142 implementa-

tion problems. In addition, they suffer because of rural con-

straints that make compliance even more difficult. Services
cost more and typically there are fewer resources to start

with.

11. Even so, services to the general special education population
(ED, LD, MR) which rely on the relationships between regular
and special education staff do not appear to be different
across rural sites nor between rural and more urban sites.

One exception is the sometimes more restrictive placement of
students due to the unavailability of some services on a
home-school or even home-LEA basis.

Now it must be stressed that the purpose of providing these research
outlines and summary statements was not to sensitize the case study
writer to data that would verify or iiisify them but to provide him with

inclusion/ exclusion guidelines. It seemed important not to eliminate
information that related to or bore on these syntheses, in whatever

fashion. Thus, when the time came to relate the synthesis to the field
sites more formally (Volume 3 of this series of reports), the raw material

for that task would be available. It should also be recalled that the
staff were inclined to discount existing research somewhat because
virtually all of it had been carried out within a conventional and not a

naturalistic framework. The staff was prepared to be skeptical, but did
not want to eliminate possibly relevant materials nut of hanc. The

development of the research summaries protected the existing research
from the staff's depradations as much as it protected the staff from

being overly constrained by "what was already known."
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Of course these early syntheses underwent considercuiF change as
the staff's knowledge of the research literature, as well as its sophis-
tication in interpreting it, grew. The reader may judge nrw muc'' by
comparing the materials cited above with the contents of Volume 3.
Nevertheless, they were very useful guides to the case study writers and
remesented a major nedge against the risk of writing the cases in ways
that would make their later articulartion with the research literatu,e
impassible.

Developing questions for Site Visit 3. The major purpose of SV-3

was to engage 'Veal participants in testing the case study draft for

accuracy and credibility. But as the reader will no doubt already have
guessea, the task of writing the case quickly expos informational

loopholes; places where additional new or supporting data were needed

but were lacking. As the writing of the case progressed, the case study
writer kept a systematic record of these questions, and suggested persons
at the site who might be able to answer them. A secondary purpose of

SV-3 was thus to seek out these informants aad put the questions to
them.

These questions seemed to take two forms. First, there were situa-
duns in wnich the case study writer was able to piece together available
lormation into a "story line" which, on its face, seemed. reasonable,

boy about whi_ the case study writer was unsure. Sometimes several

facts seemed to be missing; at other times conflicting facts were avail-
able betAeen which the case study writer could not :hoose on available

grounds. Usually in such instances the story was written in what seemei
to the writer the most probable line. Once on site, it was hoped,

specific informants could be asked about details, and/or a reader of the
draft who happened to possess relevant information would note discrepancies
and make his or her information available. Second, thero were situations
in which it was obvious to the writer that he was missing basic infor-
mation; typically, a bracketed note was inserted in the draft acknowledging
the failing pnd appealing to the local readers for clarification.

Abstracting problems/issues and oeneratin lessons to be learned.
Once Thi descriptive part oriahe case had cm written, t e Jr ter
tuned to the development of the sections dealing with problems/issues
and :essons to be learned. The former emerged ;n a fairly straightfor-
ward way; a major thrust of the interviews had, after all, been an
identification and discussion of such matters from the respondents'
point of view. The very descriptions of the local situation often made
it plain what the problems were, and every attempt was made to "fores ,dce
them in the descriptivc writing sr that the ultimate reader would be
"primed" for their later discussion.

Generdting lessons to be learned turned out to be somewhat more

difficult. An early dee,::ion that had to be made was whether to focus
on time problems that cuuld be counted as exclusively "rural" in charac-
ter or whether to include those that could also Ur! found in non-rural

settings. The need for that decision was aborteu when 't was discovered
that there were no exclusively non-rural problems but simply problems

that could be exacerbated in rural settings. Another decision revolved
on the question of whether any lessons that might be deduced from the
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data ought to be included or only those about which some kind of policy
recommendation could and would be made. That question involved the
research team in lengtny discussions about the nature of policy; and
whether it was the team's function to make policy recommendations or
simply raise those matters about which some kind of policy statements
seemed to be important. The team finally resolved the issue by noting
that lessons could not be linked directly to policy; that the ature of
the link depended on whether one was talking about rlicy-in-intention
(for example, the goals or objectives or standing ded ons of a policy-
making group such as a board), policy-in-implementation (for example,
the operational definitions made of the policy-in-intention by those
agents who were responsible for carrying than out--sometimes called
"street-level bureaucrats," Lipsky, 1980), or policy-in-experience (for
example, a deduction by a parent that an ESA has no intention to mount,
say, a TMR program because the ESA personnel, finding it impossible to
locate an agency that could provide adequate serw 'es for youngsters of
that type, delayed implementation altogether). "ussons" finally came
to be seen simply as broad guidelines or operational principles that one
might deduce from the case experience, without, nowever, implying that
policies could or should be derived from them. In fact, however, the
lessons turned out to be an important source for the policy statements
made in Volume 3 of this report series.

Internal Review and Revision of the Case Study.

The draft of the case study was subjected to a stringent internal
review from both the other visitor(s) to the site was well as from other
research team members. Both the form and the substance of the draft

were carefully critiqued.

With respect to substance, a number of items received explicit
attention. First, those team members who had visited the site reviewed
the report from the pespective of their own experience: did the case
''feel right" to those who had been there? Did the report square with
their own recollections of the facts, and if not, could references be
found in the field notes either to support or refute the material in
question? Since the writer had typically left a detailed audit trail

such cross checks were greatly, simr)lified. Second, the material was
reviewed from the persepctive of chose members of the team who were
specialists in special education (not all were). If the draft had ueen
prepared by someone other than a special education specialist, did it
represent thinking that would "feel right" to those readers who knew the
field well? Criticisms on this criterion ranged from the trivial (e.g.,
never use labels such as EMR or ED alone; always follow them with words
like "pu,ils" or "youngsters") to the critical (e.g., just what is the
implication of the term "FAPE" in Public Law 94-142?). Third, the draft
was reviewed from the perspective of retaining anonymity. Was the

writing such that (so far as possible) both internal and external anony-
mity were protected? Finally, the writing was reviewed to be certain
that evaluations, judgments, or interpretations that appeared in it
either represented those of respondents (and were then properly documented)
or were underlined as a cue to the reader that the documents originated
with the team.
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With respect to form, the draft was critiqued both for organization

and for style. The fiction of the "naive but sophisticated reader" was
used as a point of reference; if such a reader were likely to be confused,

then a revision was called for.

As a result of this internal review process each case study was put
through multiple drafts; and, in one case, a shift in authorship.

Procedures for Third Visit to Each Site

The third site visit was planned to accomplish two purposes: (1)

to provide an opportunity for a participant member check, and (2) to

collect additional information needed to fill in holes or round out data

in the case study. The first of these purposes is a major trustworthiness
technique characteristic of naturalistic inquiry (see below); the proce-

dures used in the present study were specially developed to meet this
criterion, and hence will be spelled out in some detail.

Selecting the Review Committee. The major participants in the

member check process were const:tuted into a local Review Committee
which received the case study draft in advance of SV-3 and who offered
their comments (in tha main) through the feedback mechanism of an all-day

review meeting.

The members of the Review Committee were selected by a complex
process that involved decisions both on the part cf the research team

and of the local ESA director. Several considerations were taken into

account:

1. The members were selected to be representative of certain
basic "roles" or "stakeholding audiences," e.g., regular and special
education teachers, administrators, parents, ESA governing board members.

The exact nature of the audiences represented depended somewhat on local

circumstances; thus, if the ESA operated a program involving itinerant
teachers, the itinerants would be considered a special group of stakeholders.

These stakeholder groups had all been represented among those respondents
interviewed during the first and second site visits.

2. One representative from each of the stakeholding audiences was
selected by the research team from among those persons interviewed
during SV-1 and/or SV-2. In making this selection the team emphasized
the openness, insight, and articulateness of the respondent during the

earlier interview as the primary basis for selection; the intent was to
include persons who could be counted on to make a fair and incisive

judgment about the case. A second person from each stakeholding audience
was selected by the Director (on whatever bases he chose) from among

persons who had not been interviewed during SV-1 or 2.

3. Efforts were made to include representatives from as many of

the member LEAs as possible. Directors were asked to make their choices

,7rom LEAs different from those selected by the research team.

4. As many different perspectives as possible were included.
Team choices were in part guided by recollections (aided by fie% cotes)



of the actual perspectives represented by each respondent. Directors

were asked also to keep this criterion in mind. For example, the instruc-

tions to the Director concerning Reveiw Committee selection stated, "If
our choice of principal is very supportive of special education, choose
for your principal someone who is not supportive or less supportive."

5. Efforts were made to select only those respondent- who had
resided in the area and worked in the system long enough to rave developed
informed and reliabl. opinions. Directors were also asked to keep this
criterion in mind, although it was suggested that they try to balance
off long-time residents among those selected by the research team with
relative new. comers but who had been in the area flr at least a year.

Delivery of Pre-Visit Packet. A week to ten days before the site
visit was scheduled, a packet of materials was sent to the Director for
distribution to the Review Committee members as well as to certain
snecial respondents (described below). The packeticontained a copy of

the case study draft for each reviewer/respondent, letters of instruc-

tions for reviewers, consent statements tailored to the special task at
hand, and reviewer's comment sheets.

A copy of the letter to the reviewers has been placed in Appendix
H. The reviewers were instructed in this letter to read the case and
comment about certain items of 4nterest to the research team, including
errors of fact, errors of interpretation, missing information, missing
interpretations, places where anonymity had been compromised, and the
extent to which certain qualifiers such as "many," "most," "some," and
the like had validity in the situations where they were used (e.g., is
the statement, "Most teachers feel that mainstreamed youngsters are
stigmatized when they are pulled out of their regular classes into
resource rooms," val4d? What percent of teachers would probably feel

that way?). Comments could be made in any one of three ways: using the

reviewer's comment sheets, which provided space in which the reviewer
could record the page and and line number and write in a comment; writing
the comments directly on the case study draft, in the margins; or making
notes which could be used during the day-long committee meeting during
SV-3 (see below).

The consent statements were tailored to fit the reviewing rather
than the interviewing situation (as had been the case with consent fcrms
for 5V-1 and 2). Two forms were devised; one for use with persons
selected by fRe research team who had previously been interviewed, and
one for reviewers who had not participated earlier. The former essen-

tially extended the consent given earlier; the later went into more
detail about project purposes. Both forms had two places for signature;
one consenting to be a reviewer, and the second (which need not be
signed) giving permission to quote comments if the research team wished

to do so. Copies of both forms are included as Appendix I.

1The cover sheet warned the recipient that the draft was for his or her
eyes only, and that to make it available to anyone else constituted a
breach of confidentiality for which the reviewer would be solely
responsible.
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.The comment sheets included two columns in which the reviewer could
record page and line numbers of items about which he ar she wished to
comment, and a larcP blank space in which comments could be recorded.
These forms were called for during the all-day meeting.

The All-Day Meeting. A full-day review session was held with the
Review Committee during the first day of SV-3, usually after a short

protocol visit with the Director. The committee assembled in the ESA

headquarters. Their travel expenses were reimbursed from the research
budget, as were replacement costs for thcre persons who were unable to
attend unless substitutes took over their normal duties (e.g., classroom

teachers).

Following the introductions, the agenda for the typical meeting
took the following form:

1. A brief reminder of the purposes of the study.

2. An overview of the research methodology employed, including
statements about the use of the member check as a trustworth-
iness criterion. The review committee's role was explained.

3. An orientation to the review process to be followed.

a. Three levels or feedback would be entertained, in order:
(1) a judgment of overall credibility reached through
consensus--if the case study was not found to be credible,
overall, there would be no point in pursuing the matter
further; (2) statements about major concerns or issues
that had emerged in reviewers' minds--it was anticipated
that these would have been recorded on the reviewer's
comment sheets and could be systematically treated; and
(3) statements about factual errors that had been detected
--it was assumed that these too would have been recorded
and would be easy to check even if time precluded discus-
sion during the review session itself.

b. Three levels of agreement would he entertained: (1) com-

plete consensus on some judgment, whether positive or
negative to the case; (2) split cvi ;sensus, in which some
subgroup would maintain one judgment and other subgroup(s)
might maintain others, possibly but not necessarily in
conflict; (3) consensus of most of the group with dissent

from one or two members. The three situations were
intended to accommodate instancms in which the Review
Committee could agree, was seriously divided, or mostly
agreed but with a strong minority opinion.

c. Anonymity concerns would be taken up at a special point
in the agenda to be certain that this contingency was
covered to everyone's satisfaction.

d. Time permitting, the Review Committee would be polled
about the meaning of certain qualifiers (e.g., most,
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many, a few) that appeared in the text. These qualifiers

were identified on a special form to be used if the
agenda proceeded to this point.

4. Following the above explanations, the Review Committee moved
through the three levels of feedback. A judgment of overall
credibility was first solicited, followed by statements of
concerns and issues, and finally factual errors. Time per-
mitting, questions of anonymity and the meaning of qualifiers
were also pursued. This session was interrupted for lunch
(usually catered in to avoid a major time loss for a lunch
break) and continued until the agreed-upon adjournament time
was reached, usually four p.m.

5. Adjournament was preceded by statements of thanks and the
collection of comment sheets and other notes from those who
elected to turn them in.

Interviews with Special respondents. During the second day of
SV-3, the site visitors interviewed certain previously raesignated special
respondents who fell into one of two classes: "elite" respondens who,
by virtue of their positions, could be expected to have unusual vantage
points for critiqueing the craft, and "knowledgeable" respondents who
were expected to be able to answer all or some of the SV-3 questions.
The elite respondents always included the ESA Director and several LEA
superintendents. It would have been possible, of course, to include
these persons as members of the Review Committee, but it was decided to
deal with them individually for two reasons, first, because they could
not be expected to devote a full day's time to the member check activity,
and second, because if present it was likely that they would dominate
the proceedings, virtually excluding the possibility of responses from
persons considerable lower in the status hierarchy. The knowledgeable
respondents were selected because they were known to be so from previous
interviews or because, by virtue of the offices they filled, they could
be expected to have the special knowledge required.

Both the elite respondents and the knowledgeable respondents were
asked to make any responses they wished to the draft, although of course
this was the major order of business with the elites but not with the
knowledgeables. Similarly, the elite respondents were also asked those

questions about which they were knowledgeable even though this was not
the major order of business with them (except for the Director).

In a few instances, the interview respondents made references to
new documents that bore on the issues at hand; these documents were
systematically collected and processed in ways similar to those used
during SV-1 and 2. It was also the case that during the pre-arranged
interviEws attention was sometimes called to other unplanned respondents
who might have special information; interviews were scheduled with these
individuals as time permitted.

1The site visitors were not always successful in excluding these superord-
inate figures from the review session.
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Debriefing. P final debriefing session in the style of SV-1 and 2
was held with the Director and whomever he designated to attend.

Final Revision of the Case Study

Upon return from the field, all of the materials that had been
gathered were turned over to the case study writer, who alays had been
one of the SV-3 field team. These materials included: all reviewer
forms that had been turned in; all those taken during the review session;
and information relating to the special questions, arranged in the forms
of answers to the questions as deduced fipm interview responses. New

informaticn was also systematically provided; that information was used
in the development o the epilogs previously described. The writer
revised the case study accordingly, and, after a final review and critique
by research team members, the case was put aside to await further analysis
and comparison with other cases later.
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Trustworthiness

Naturalistic studies are frequently attacked because of their
presumed lack of trustworthiness--their purported inability to measure

up to the traditional standards of rigor, usually given as internal

lieity, external validity, reliability, and objectivity. Guba (1931,

has proposed means whereby the trustworthiness o! such inquiries can be

substantiated in a convincing way. To do so, he has proposed, first,

counterpart criteria for the four traditional criteria, and second,
particular procedures that can be used to establish that each of the
counterpart criteria has been satisfied at a reasonable level.

Counterpart Criteria. The need for counterpart criteria becomes
clear when one recognizes that the traditional criteria are appropriate
only within the epistemological framework that characterizes conventional
inquiry. Conventional inquirers assert that they can claim internal

validity for a studylif its results are isomorphic to the reality they
purport to describe. But when reality is assumed to be multiple and
intangible, as is the case with naturalists, what can such a criterion
me,:.n? Conventional inquirers assert that they can claim external validity
if the study is carried out under conditions of probability sampling.
But when sampling is done purposive'.y /theoretically, and indeed, when a
basic axiom of naturalist epistemology denies the possibility of generali-
zation (a synonym for external validitiTTit can that criterion mean?
Conventional inquirers feel that they can claim reliability for a study

whose results are stable and replicable, but when designs are emergent
and different investigators may elect to carry out a study along different

lines, what are we left with? Conventional inquirers feel that they can

claim objectivity for a study if there is a layer of "objective" instru-

mentation interposed between the inquirer and the object(s) of inquiry.
But when the chief instrument is the inquirer himself or herself, does

not that view of cbjectivity dissolve?

To deal with these dilemmas, Guba has suggested that while the
basic questions to which these criteria of rigor are addressed are

meaningful i1 naturalistic as well as in conventional inquiry, the
particular operational forms of the criteria need to be replaced. The

basic questions are simply these:

1. The uestion of "truth" value. How can one establish confidence

in the truth of the findings of a particular inquiry for the
respondents with which and the context in which the inquiry
was carried out?

1One may note in passing that it is imnossible to demonstrate external
validity if the criterion is isomorphism, because, to do so, one would

need to know what external reality is like. But if one already knew

that, there would be no need to do a study of it. Conventional inquirers

are thus hoist on their own petards. They get around this dilemma by

asserting that their studies are aimed at falsification and not at
verification, an approach which is not only unconvincing but rarely

pursued in practice.



2. The question or applicability. How can one determine the
degree to which the findings of a particular inquiry may have
applicability in other contexts or with other respondents?

3. The question of consistency. How can one determine whether
the findings of an inquiry would be consistently repeated if
the inquiry were replicated with the same (or similar) respon-
dents in the same (or similar) context?

4. The question of neutrality. How can one establish the degree

to which the findings of an inquiry are a function of charac-
teristics of respondents and context and not of the biases,
motivations, interests, and perspectives of the inquirer?

Guba proposes that the conventional criteria be replaced with four
new terms that have a better fit with naturalistic epistemology; these

he has named, respectively, credibilit (in place of internal validity),

transferability (in place of externs validity), dependability (in place

of reliability), and confirmability (in place of objectivity). While

space precludes a full presentation of Guba's justifications for these
substitutions here, they may be briefly summarized as follows.

The concept of isomorphism between findings and reality as a means
cer establishing internal validity is retained, but, since the realities
are multiple and "exist" in the minds of respondents, the isomorphism to

be sought is between findings and the participants' mental constructions.
If the inquirer's data are found by participants to have such isomorphism,
they will be credible to them; hence credibility is the major criterion

for truth value.

While the possibility of generalization is denied in principle by
naturalistic epistemology, that axiom should not be interpreted to mean
that findings from one situation will never be applicable to another.
The question of the degree of applicability is, however, an empirical
matter; it depends on the degree of similarity between the sending and

the receiving contexts. What is "true" in one context may be true in

another (transferable to it) if the two contexts are substantially
similar on those factors that matter. The criterion thus becomes transfer-
ability; the degree to which it is met cannot be determined once-and-for-
all but only in relation to particular sending-receiving contexts.

While naturalists are as concerned as conventional inquirers about
the possibility of undependable changes that may occur within a study,

they are not ready, as are the conventionalists, to ascribe all change
to error. Since changes may occur by deliberate intent, as for example,
when an emergent design is given a somewhat different direction as a
result of new information, one ould not wish to charge that change off

to unreliability. Guba has proposed the concept of dependability to
include not only the more or less random (or error induced) instabilities
that conventionalists mean to include in the concept of unreliability,
but also the more deliberate changes that are inquirer-innuced. Error-

induced change must be guarded against and prevented whenever possible,
while inquirer-induced change must be accounted for.



Finally, naturalists, understanding that values play an inevitable

part in inquiry and that inquirers and respondents always interact,
prefer not to place the onus of neutrality on the objectivity of the
investigator but on the confirmability of the data, a position which

Scriven espoused in 1972. The nature of the inquirer's values and the

degree or intensity of his or her interaction with respondents is no
longer the issue; instead one asks whether the data produced are confirm-

able. Thus data confirmability and not investigator obje :tivity becomes

the key issue to be resolved.

Operational techniques for meeting the trustworthiness criteria.
If the four substitute criteria can be accedted as reasonable, the next
question which must be confronted is the means whereby credibility,
transferability, dependability, and confirmability can be established.
Guba (1981) lists a variety of techniques for each criterion, noting,
however, that not all techniques are equally weighty, nor is it likely
that, because of time and resource constraints, all would ever be applied
in the same study. His suggestions are these:

I. With respect to credibility:

o Use of prolonged engagement--sufficiently extended periods
of observation/interaction to overcome distortions produced
by the researcher's presence and to develop adequate
perceptions.

o Use of rsistent observation--intense focusing on those

aspects of the situation most characteristic or pervasive
of it.

o Peer debriefing--sharing and explicating perceptions,
feelings, and proposed next actions with uninvolved peers
as an aid to planning, understanding, and catharsis, and
to provide a source of challenge for developing views.

o Triangulation--pitting a variety of data sources, investi-
gators, perspectives (theories), and methods aprinst one

another in order to cross-check data and interpretations.

o Collection of referential adequacy materials -- collecting

documents, films, videotapes, audio recordings, and other
"raw" or "slice-of-life" data items to be stored (archived)
for later use as touchstones against which interpretations
can be tested.

o Member checks--continuously testing data and interpretations
with members of the various groups and audiences fron which

data are solicited. The process of member checks is asserted
by Cuba to be the single most important technique for estab-
lishing credibility.

o Structural corroboration or coherence--checking the finished
report to be certain there are no internal conflicts or con-

tradictions.



2. With respect to transferability:

o Theoretical/purposive sampling--maximizing the scope and

range of information gathered and hence, illuminating the

factors most necessary to take into account when comparing

two contexts for similarity.

o Thick description--furnishing full and dense descriptions
which will provide a substantial basis for similarity
judgments.

3. With respect to dependability:

o Overlap methods--using two or more methods, each with parti-
cular weaknesses, in tandem (overlapped) in such a way that

the weaknesses c' one are compensated (overcome) by tte
strengths of another; a kind of triangulation.

o Stepwise replicationanalogous to the "split-half" approach
in determining test reliability, dividing the team of researchers
into two parts, each of which will deal separately with data
sources which have also been halved.

o Dependability audit--using an external auditor to examine an

'audit trail maintained by the investigator (in much the same

way that a fiscal auditor examines the audit trail provided
by the accountant whose work he is to certify) to determine

whether the research rocesses fall within the domain of

acceptable professional practice.

4. With respect to confirmability:

o Triangulation--as that concept was defined above under

credibility. Both credibility and confirmability may be

served by triangulating sources, investigators, perspec-
tives, and methods.

Reflexivity - -self monitoring, in which *' investigator makes

a serious effort to expose his or her own biases and predis-

positions; to uncover himself or herself as an instrument and
to describe instrumental characteristics in the same way that

a conventional inquirer might speak about the characteristics

of his or her paper-and-pencil instruments.

o Confirmabilit audit--using an external auditor to establish

the re ation etween the inquirer's claims and interpretations
and the actual raw data, just as a fiscal auditor seeks to
establish the validity of journal entries in terms of support-
ing documents such as vouchers, billings, or even special
inquiries of original respondents; the "other shoe" of the
dependability audit that verifies product.
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The Present Study and Trustworthiness. Serious efforts were made

in the present study to carry out the operational procedures suggested
by Guba, but of course it was not possible to do all of them. Nor is it

the case that the responses that were made were as good as one might

have hoped. Yet it seems likely that, given the procedures that were
carried out, the present study can be said to have a sufficiently high

degree of trustworthiness to be acceptable on its merits. A brief

discussion of how the study utilized each of these criteria will make

the point.

1. With respect to credibility.

o Prolonged engagement was not as characteristic of the study

as had initially been-hoped. Nevertheless, it is the case that each
site was visited on three separate occasions over the course of a year,
and that at least two investigators were present for each visit. Sixteen

man-days of actual site time is typical for each site. Thus the amount

of contact is not trivial, nor is the nature of the contact superficial.
Both sides had sufficient time and opportunity to feel one another out,
to get comfortable, and to sense out key elements.

* Persistent observation was quite well attended to. Even

during SV-1 salient characteristics were identified early on that became
immediate targets for intensive study. Virtually all of SV-2 was shaped

to focus on concerns and issues that had emerged in SV-1:--gV-3 was

utilized to extend certain areas in which doubt remained or data were

deficient.

o Peer debriefing.was not carried out with uninvolved peers,

but with fellow research team members. Except for the first visit to

Site # 1, only two research team members visisted a site at any one

time. The other research team members, while certainly not impartial,
were nevertheless "naive" with respect to a particular visit and could

play the peer debriefing role in sympathetic if not entirely disinterested
fashion. It seems likely that the catharsis and planning aspects of
peer debriefing were accomplished, but it is dubious whether understanding

was advanced as much as one might normally expect. Nor is it likely

that the positions of the researchers were as challenged as they might

(or would) nave been outsiders in the debriefing role.

o Triangulation was a major focus of effort. A variety of

points of view aRaiiiiiis were explored by the expedient of using
respondents drawn from different stakeholder groups. Documents were

used as a second point of reference. In some cases observations, e.g.,
of classrooms and board-meetings, were utilized to augment what had been

learned in other ways. Non-verbal cues were exploited as a base for

reinforcing or questioning information gathered verbally. Different

investigator perspectives challenged one another during site interchanges

and later data analyses. Special education perspectives were challenged

by those team members who had more generalist backgrounds. In general,

the rule was followed that no "fact" was cited unless it could be corrobo-

rated from at least two sources or it had been introduced by a respondent

whose expertise could not be questioned on the matter at hand, e.g., the

Director on a question of how the annual budget was formulated.



o Referential adequacy materials were not collected, largely
because they were unavailable as normal residues of site activity and
because the time on site militated against their systematic collection.

o Member checks, viewed as the most important technique for
establishing credibility, were assiduously carried out: from interview

to interview on a given day; from the respondents of one day with those
of another; at the end of each interview with the respondent who had
provided it; during the debriefing sessions that terminated each site
visit; and of course with the elaborate processes of SV-3, which have
already been described in detail.

o Structural corroboration and coherence were verified by the

processes, fi7st,orequmagreentormeicategorizing steps
carried out as part of the data analysis for each site, and, particularly,
through the steps involved in critiqueing and revising draft cases

internally.

2. With respect to transferability

o Theoretical or purposive sampling were carried out both
with respect to site selection and respondent selection within sites.
Of the various ways in which such sampling may occur, the research team
elected to pursue a course that would lead to maximum variation--the
type of sampling likely to expose the widest array of information and

situations.

o Thick description, is easily documented through the medium
of the case studies themselves, each of which constitutes, in a sense, a
"thick description" of the site which it covers. It will be recalled

that readers of the cases who wanted to find elements that could be
transferred into their own contexts were urged to find that case which
seemed to them most like their own situations; empirical similarity
between sending and receiving contexts is the key. Conversely, no

attempt is made in the cases or in this report to derive generalizations
which are applicable to all rurals ESAs.

3. With respect to dependability:

o Overlap methods were used only minimally. For example,

nonverbal (body language) cues were used in tandem with interviews for
reinforcement, and observation, which emphasizes the here-and-now, was
used in tandem with interviewing, in which the respondent can range

backward and forward in time. But it would be an overstatement to argue
that overlap methods characterized the present study.

o Stepwise replication was not, strictly speaking, used. It

is the case that each site was visited by a team of at least two persons,
that team members operated individually in the field but shared insights

on a uaily basis and redirected their next days' activities by mutual

agreement, and that serious discrepancies in their conclusions were
mutually checked out with later respondents or other data sources. But

no systematic effort was made to keep their work separate, nor could

meaningful comparisons be made at this point in time between the data
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and interpretations of individual team members. The possibility existed

but was not exploited.

° A dependabilit, audit was carried out and is the backbone

of the team's claim to having produced a dependable study. The auditor

was Dr. Valerie Janesick, Assistant Professor of Education, SUNY, Albany,

a nationally known qualitative methodologist. A short vita is attached

to her report which is included as Appendix J. The audit took place in

Lawrence, Kansas, on May 17-19, 1983, and tended to follow the algorithm
for such audits previously developed by Halpern (1983). The major

thrust of this approach is to confirm both dependability and confirmability;

the algorithm requires the auditor to check, with respect to the former,

the appropriateness of all methodological decisions, the degree of

evident inquirer bias, and the utility of the overall design and imple-
mentatin steps. With respect to confirmability, the algorithm requires

the auditor to check for groundedness of findings, logic of inferences,
utility of category structure, degree of evident inquirer bias, and

nature of accommodation strategies.

The auditor was oriented to the Special Education in Rural America
project at an opening three-hour session on May 17. This orientation

included a discussion of the parallel research synthesis work and a
description of the variety of product reports to be produced. The

Halpern algorithm was reviewed and the auditor was iamiliarized with the

variety of audit-trail materials that had been developed for the project.

These materials included all field notes of interviews; all documents

collected for each site that had figured in the development of the case
studies; *he decks of three-by-five cards that had been developed for

each site onto which information from interviews (and at times, from

documents) had been unitized; the category systems that had been devised

from the cards; all theoretical notes (working hypotheses, hunches,
concepts) that had been developed; findings and conclusions as represented
in the five cases and the draft technical report; drafts of research
syntheses; methodological notes detailing the nature of emergent methodo-

logical decisions and the reasons for them; audit trail notes (as found

in the draft case margins and appendices); personnal notes as kept in

journals; and the RFP and proposal (with related documents). The auditor

worked individually with the materials on May 18 and 19; the formal
audit period ended with a one-hour debriefing with the project team by

the auditor.

The auditor's report is included as Appendix A. As will be seen,

the report finds the study to be both dependable and confirmable. The

interested reader will wish to consult the detailed statement; however,

in the interest of reporting on methodological aspects here, it should

be noted that the auditor found the audit trail and accompanying materials

completely satisfactory for the purposes to which she wished to put

them. Her comment, at the debriefing, was that she "stood in awe of the

system [the project staff] had devised."
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4. With respect to confirmability:

O Triangulation was carried out as described in the section
on credibility; data were clearly determined by external forces and
sources.

Reflexivity was practind as noted in the earlier section
on journal entries, tut did not result in a very satisfactory outcome,
for the reasons noted here.

confirmabilit audit was conducted simultaneously with
the dependabi ity au it as etailed above. The auditor's statement
(Appendix J) contains attestation appropriate to this trustworthy test.

Notes or Methodological Issues

Part II of this report outlined in some detailed the nature of t'e
paradigm fr-lowed in this study as well as its implications for the
research operations that would be followed. Needless to say, the applica-
tion of this pe.f-adigm is still not very well understood. The purpose of
this section is to indicate some of the issues that arose during the
conduct of this study, and, where possible, to make some suggestions for
how the issue might be better handled by other researchers applying this
same paradigm under somewhat similar circumstances. The sirst portion
of the section is devoted to the more practial issues and the second to
t.e more theoretical.

Some Practical Issues

1. Contract/paradigm disjunctions. The present study was carried
out under the terms of a contract with the Ational Institute of Education,
Department of Education, which has well established contract procedures
carefully monitorea by a contracts officer, whose only concern is that
contract specifications are adhered to and deliverables submitted on
schedule. Such a process is entirely appropriate for normal contracts
as, for example, for military hardware or office equipment. It is

seasonably appropriate for research carried out within the conventional
paradigm, with its a .'iori specification of theory and hypotheses, its
carefully developed resign, and its entirely predictable data collection
and analysis techniques. But its utility for a study carried out natural-
istically is highly questionable. Since the design of such a stud.;, is

by definition emergent, a number of difficulties arise at once.

'irst, it is impossible to develop a "Scope of Work" statement that
conforms to typical RFP requirements. Sampling, for example, cannot be
specified in the usual way, nor can instrumentation (other than that the
instrunient will likely be a htman being--a fact that is by itself repugnant
to conventionally oriented monitors). A precise work schedule, milestone
events (or times), precise data analysis procedures, and innumerable
other features of the work, are equally difficult to specify. Yet the

RFP that purportedly calls for a naturalistic (or qualitative or case
study) approach may at the same time specify due dates for designation
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of the sample, may insist that interview questions be outlined beforehand

and perh,ps even submitted to uMB for approval, and so on. Clearly such

requirements are inconsistent witn the tenets of naturalism.

Second, since the RFP requires that some Scope of Work statement be
provided, it seems likely that the statement will be written simply out
of the need for compliance rather than as a serious effort to delineate

the design. If one literally cannot tell in advance in what form the

5-iign will finally emerge or when its several steps will have been
completed, but is nevertheless compelled to provide one, the Scope of

'Mork statement can at best be a placeholder. That is not to say that
writers of naturalistic proposals will not shape the Scope of Work
statement to accord as nearly as possible with what will be done, but to
suggest that even best efforts in that direction will necessarily fall short.
Hence there will need to be continuing adjustments in 1-RWork p an- -its

form, content, means, and timing, requiring continuing negotiations with
the program officer and through him or her, with the contracts officer.
Given the conventional perspective, these frequent requests for changes
will likely be interpreted as mere meanderings and vacuous vacillations

that cannot be condoned. Resistance rather than cooperation is the

likely response of responsible monitors. Each succeeding request is

greeted with greater skepticism and unresponsiveness. The worst conse-

quence of this state of affairs is that the researcher is influenced to

stay on a "safe" course; to disregard his or her insights and to carry
out the study within bounds already set rather than to define new bounds,

however imperative it may appear to do so. In short, the very creativity

with which the research act is presumed to be endowed is stultified by
the disjunctions existing between contract procedures and naturalistic

efforts.

rpr should it be assumed that these disjunctions have .nly such

"theoretical" effects. A third and very major consequence has to do
with fiscal allocations; these are specified in the contract and are

tied closely to the Scope of Work statement. If the work program changes,

must not the fiscal allocations also be chan_ld? But obtaining permission
tJ reallocate funds is even more difficult than gaining endorsement for
a programmatic change--the latter usually involves only the program

officer but the former involves the fiscal officer as well. And of

course program changes without fiscal changes are meani%less. To be

sure, tact ccatracting agency needs to maintain some control over the

funds it expends, but in the case of naturalistic research, what appear
to be normal modes of control are wildly out of joirt.

Finally, since RFPs am; usually envisioned as encompassing a parti-
cula task whose parameters are known, it is not unreasonable, in conven-
tional inquiry, to set a termination point that coincides with the
design. At some point in time the questions should have been answered,
the hypotheses tested, and so on. 3ut this posture does not take account

of the fact that naturalistic inquiry divPrgek-rais-s more questions
than it answers--rather than converges on sonic spPcifiable outcome. The

termination point of a naturalistic inquiry is always arbitrary; the
research could always fruitfully continue. The feeling of, "If only I

had Known then what I know now," is common to naturalistic inquirers.
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The end always feels more like a beginning. One is reminded of commence-

ment speakers who like to tell graduates that they stand at the beginning,
not the end. Or of the motto inscribed on the facade of the National

Archives in Washington, The Past is Prologue" (which a cab driver many

years ago told the writer meant, "You ain't seen nuttin' yet!). Reports

of naturalistic inquiry tend to have an "unfinished" (and unsatis'fing)
feel to their recipients, who have been expecting definitive findings
and unarguable recommendations. Naturalistic inquirers do not aspire to

such conclusions. They do not visualize knowledge as a map with certain
areas remaining to be explored; if it were so, then one might believe
that, sooner or later, everything could and would be known--the map
would be completely filled in. Rather they represent knowledge with the

metaphor of the earth in space. The earth represents the known, and the

surrounding soace the unknown. As the size of the earth--the known- -
increases, the amount of the unknown with which it is in contact also
increases--and at a faster rate than the known. Good research always

raises more questions than it answers. Its results cannot simply be
aggregated into the already known; it may, in fact, produce a morphogenetic

change that puts people's minds into quite different channels than
before. Writers of RFPs need to recognize the tentativeness of natural-
istic research, and contract and program officers need to display a
willingness to accept the researcher's indeterminate shrug of the shoulders
as a valid outcome of inquiry.

If the National Institute of Education or any other Federal or
non-Federal funding agency is serious about encouraging naturalistic
studies, the present form of the RFP must be substantially altered. Of

course such changes require the concurrence not only of program officers

but of contracts officers as well. It seems unlikely at the time of
this writing that the Federal bureaucracy will quickly move to such an
open posture. but in fairness, it doe not seem likely that any other

funding agency will soon move in that direction either. Yet a more open

ended attitude is essential. The new paradigm of thought and belief
re uires a new paradigm of inquiry, and the new paradigm of inquiry

requ res a new paradigm-3? support.

A final word: it will be easy to dismiss the preceding paragraphs
as the self-serving pleadings of a group of researchers who no longer
wish to be bound by the normal requirements of accountability. The

reader is reminded of two things, however. First, the pleadings are not

concocted out of thih air; they have their roots in a powerful paradigm
which has promise of providing a better fit to emergent patterns of
thought and belief than its preaecessors. Second, the adherents of this

paradigm are not unmindful of the requirements of trustworthy research,
as their preoccupation with procedures like member checks and external

audits amply attests. It is not the absence of accountability for wticn

they plead but a new form of accountability that is consistent--resonant
--with their basic ontological position.

2. Design problems. To say that a design is "emergent" covers a
multitude of thoughts and actions. Designs do not of course emerge out

of the woodwork; they do not present thEmselves to the inquirer with a
"Here I am; use me as you will" attitude. Designs must be pulled out of

the context, the data, and the problem by the researcher who expends a
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considerable amount of thought and energy to get that task completed.

Here are a few of the dilemmas he or she must confront:

o Deciding on the sample of data sources to be tapped--sites,

respondents, documents, and so on. We have noted Patton's categorization

of different ways to select samples purposefully, and suggested that the

choice made in any situation depends on the purpose of the study. In

the present case two different modes might have been used; the choice

between them was made on the practical grounds of what data were available.

Moreover, the sample that is finally selected may to a considerable
extent rest on judgments not of the researcher but of parties at the

research site (e.g., ESA Directors) who cannot be said to be completely

disinterested. Unknown biases may be built into the selection process.
Of course, the naturalistic researcher believes that if normal methods

of checks and balances are used--triangulation, seeking out respondents
who have very different views from those already expressed, recycling

sites and informants--that the probabilities of exposing such biases
(except in the event of an unlikely massive coHspiracy) are high,
Nevertheless it does not pay to be naive about such matters; so long as
the possibility of bias exists, and there are some advantages to someone
somewhere in keeping information from the researcher (or providing only

biased information), it is essential to continue probing.

o Dealing with time line slippages. Because of the emergent

nature of the design, time estimates made at any point may prove to be

quite wrong. The problem in relation tc design is not that contractual
obligations may have to be altered (that problem has already been dealt
with in the preceding section) but that arrangements with sites may have

to be postponed or otherwise altered. Dates of site visits are pushed

back; delivery of materials, e.g., case studie to member checkers, is

relayed or the time available for their inspection is foreshortened; and

so on. It is wise for the researcher to be flexible about such matters,
to anticipate that they will happen, and to be adaptable in responding

to the contingencies so raised. Most important, the researcher should

not develop guilt about his or her own failures; such slippages are a

normal and expected part of naturalistic research and not necessarily a

sign of incompetence. It is useful to recall that well-known corollary

to Murphy's Law: things always take longer than they do. Or, the first

SO percent of the work takes the first ninety percent of the project

time; the other 10 percent of the work takes the other 90 percent of the

time!

o Providing time during which reflction can occur and appro-
priate decisions about how to develop the design can be made. There is

a perpetual time conflict between the activities of planning an6 doing.

In conventional research, planning is (theoretically) done in advance;

once the project moves into the field, all that is left is the doing.

But the naturalistic researcher faces a planning/doing conflict, which

becomes especially acute while on site. The activities of Day 2 may

literally depend on the outcorl of the activities of Day 1--but those
cannot be known until Day 1 is over. When then can th,= planning take

place? The answer of course is during that time when normal persons

eat, play, and sleep. It is not surprising that naturalists feel per-

petually fatigued! The same problem t.....curs between site visits. What



is to be done during Site Visit 2 depends on the outcomes of Site Visit

1. And while decisions need not be made overnight, they must be made in

the interval between SV-1 and SV-2--and so on. And that interval is

never long enough either, it seems. Again, the most important requirement
for overcoming this hurdle is awareness that it will be encountered, and
chat it is not a matter of the researcher's incompetence but the normal

state of affairs.

o Arriving at an appropriate fi s for the study. It is not

only the design which is emergent in a naturalistic study, but the

problem as well. Indeed, critics of naturalistic inquiry frequent'y
suggest that such research is mindless because it does not commence with

a well-defined problem in the same way as does (purportedly) conventional

inquiry. It is one thing, for example, to say, in a study such as this,
"Prel,.ous research shows that rural sites suffer from certain problems;
indeed, one can provide a list. Now let's see whether our actual site

observations bear out these earlier findings." It is quite another to
say, "Let's observe the site for a time to determine what its unique

dynamics are. Then we can focus CM those as the basis for the rest of

the study." It is of course the latter position that was taken here.
Thus SV-1 was very open-ended precisely to permit uncovering things "we
didn't know we didn't know" while SV-2, and to a more limited extent,
SV-3, were directed toward more intense studies of those now-identified

dynamics. The naturalistic inquirer must resist the nress for premature
closure--a press, we may note, set up not only by the contrictual factors
we have already reviewed but by the researcher's own intolerance of

ambiguity and need for closure. Patience is the prime off - setting

factor.

o Evolving a decision-making process. If designs are to

emerge, decisions about next steps must be taken from time to time.

Unless a definite process has been decided on, the design will, as its
critics often charge, emerge haphazardly. Moreover, not all team members

will be equally aware of he design decisions that hat been made, nor
of their implications 'or their own work. In the present study, techni-

ques such as evening meetings in the field, team categorization decisions

once back home, common critiqueing of evolving question lists for next

site visits and of case study drafts, systeratic journal entries, and
the like, all helper with this problem. Critical is the establishment
of some mechanism for dealing with these decisions and then adhering

closely to it.

o Resisting changes that ought not to be made. A final

design-related problem has to do with knowing when not to alter or

extend a design. For example, in the present study there was a constant
press to incorporate in the phis for Site 2 what had been learned from

Site 1. f'Ime of these lessons could be fruitfully applied; for example,

at Site .., . great deal was learned about how to schedule efficiently
that could be applied at Site 2. But the temptation is to apply not
only formal but substantive lessons, e.g., if transportation was a

problem &t Site lit at Site 2, and ought to be investigated.
It was important to allow Site 2 to evolve on its chi. Similarly, much

was learned from the research synthesis, and the temptation always

existed to test the conclusions of the literature in the sites that were



visited. While there ,mch to be gained from bringing together the
results of the research synthesis with the field study data, it is
crucial that the field data not be collected with the syntheses in mind;
else a connection is forcibly made that ought perhaps not be there. Of

course, it is virtually impossible for a researcher to "cleanse his or
her mind" of what is already known; nor should this statement be later-
preted as a plea for adopting a "know-nothing" attitude. It does suggest,
however, that the researcher needs to remain acutely conscious of his or
her responsibility to permit data to emerge rather than to hunt them.
Believing is seeing; it is easy to be deluded into finding once again

what is already known.

3. Problems in the field. In conventional research most of the

problems which the inquirer is likely to encounter will confront him or
her while seated in an office; the problems are mostly worked out on
paper, with a computer program, or, now and then, with a telephone call.

Naturalistic researchers are not so blest, for their way of doing research
requires face-to-face contact with respondents on their turf. And once

you are out there, numbers of problems emerge; some examples:

Gaininc entre. Gaining entre is almost entirely a political

matter. There is typically no way to force ;.n agency or an individual
to be cooperative; there can be a major iiitus between getting in the
door and getting what you need. One problem of entre was solved in the
present project by extensive consulting with knowledgeable informants
about sites that were open to research; only such sites were contacted.
To say that no siIiThat was contacted refused to cooperate is not a
very impressive victory.

But of course gaining etitre at the highest level of the organization,
in this case from the Director and sometimes, the Board does not mean

that entre will also be automatically extended at every other level.
For example, the ESAs typically were composed of multiple sub-units,
each with its own gatekeeper, and the LEAs involved each had their own
extensive organizational structure. Entering a building to interview an
itinerant ESA teacher did not obviate the need for a protocol visit to
the principal, for example, who might just decide that he really wanted
to sit in on the interview, or that the teacher was, after all, unavail-

able at that time.

Dealing effectively with gate-keepers who can deny or extend entre
may be the single most important skill that the naturalistic inquirer

needs to have. Without it the study will surely founder. Knowing that

gate-keepers come in two types--formal and informal--and that both need
to be dealt with, is equally important.

° Handling logistical problems. There is no setting in which

the aphorism, "For want of a nail, the battle was lost," is more applicab'e
than in the site visit. Murphy's Law will never find a more congenial

climate. Travel arrangements, scheduling of interviews, travel from LEA

to LEA, unexpected incidents that use up me (ranging from weather to
the over-talkative principal who wants you to see every aspect of the
school before he allows you to interview the teacher you came to talk



to), accidents, failure of motel clerks to recall your wake-up instruc-
tions, and many, many other factors conspire to upset the smooth opera-

tion of the site visit. That such problems will occur is a certainty,
and the researcher who permits himself or herself to be upset by these

eventualities will surely fail to do adequate research. But while the
specific contingencies cannot be foretold, their occurence can be planned

for. To deal with them requires composure, aplomb, a dependable local
contact who can man the phone on the researcher's behalf, and a variety

of contin,ency plans: "what will I do if . . . ." With a little exper-
ience the naturalistic researcher can fairly predict the kinds of things
that may go wrong and develop comingency plans to deal with them.

° Handling problems of trust. The naturalistic researcher

can hardly expect a respondent to tell him or her everything that ought

to be known after only a brief contact. Everyone has some information

that they would prefer not to share: everyone makes mistakes, everyone

wishes to put a best foot forward; everyone fills multiple and possibly
conflicting roles, all of which make demands that must be met. There

need not be a massive conspiracy afoot to account for reluctance to
share information. On the other hand, it takes more from the researcher
than presenting a "good guy" mien to inspire confidence in the informant.

There was a time in the history of field research when it was
be leved that trust-building was a matter of technique; that there were,
say, six steps to building trust, and that if the researcher moved
through those steps systematically, trust would be the avLomatic result.
But of course researchers are no longer so naive. Trust must be built
independently with each informant and must be renewed virtually on a

daily basis to be Trust is now viewed developmentally; it
is something to be worked at. To build trust requires a constantly
meaningful response to the question, "What have you done for me lately?"

It is beyond the scope of this discussion to deal with the many
ways of building and maintaining trust that are suggested in the lite-a-

ture; the interested reader is referred to the many excellent sources
such as Douglas (1976), Guba and Lincoln (1981), Reinharz (1979), and

Wax (1971). It is unli "ely .n the present study, given *hat each site
was visited for a total of eight days over the space of year, that

very adequate trust relations were built up, even with ) ,se persons

contacted most frequently such as the ESA directors. Hence the results

of the member checks are even more important t'ian they might otherwise
be; the review committee is probably the single most useful mechanism
for checking out the information that is received. For while the osten-

sible purpose of the review is to give the local participate an opportu-
nity to tell you whether "you got it right," it is also the researcher's
opportunity to test whether "you gave it to me right."

° Problems of data recording. We have noted that for a
variety of reasons, the decision was made not, to tape-record interviews
but to rely on hand-written notes (suitably augmented and refined as

soon after the interview as possible). We have also seen that while

some positive features were traded away by this decision, others were

gained. Nevertheless, the process of hand-written notes placed an

enormous strain on the interviewer: to get as much down as possible; to



check verbal.vs. non-verbal communication; to record his or her own
reactions and insights; and to do all of this for from six to eight
interviews every day in the field! The task is literally impossible for

the inexperienced interviewer. To perform it adequately requires practice

(e.g., role playing), a tireless hand, a system of shorthand notetaking
(which need not be Pitman but does need to be short), the ability to
concentrate intensively for an hour to two hours at a time, and the
ability not to lose one's own sense of commitment.

° Problems of personal reaction. Probably the two most

predominant feelings of the naturalistic researcher in the field are
loneliness and exhaustion. Despite the fact that the researcher is
likely to be interacting with some one--respondent or fellow team members
--for virtually all of his or her waking hours, feelings of loneliness
are likely to be overwhelming because one seems to be so dependent on
one's own resources. What comes out of the interview is finally up to
you, and whether the design is appropriately altered tomorrow to take

account of what Lou learned today is also a matter of how well you can
communicate your own insights and suggestions. Nor do you have much
time to cathart--while you're in the field, the game's the thing. And

while all of this is going on and your reserves of energy ana courage

are being plumbed, you have to get along with little sleep and hurried

meals. After three days of a site visit you are likely to feel drawn
through the proverbial wringer. Again, there is not a sure way to deal

with these i7Atters except to be aware that these feelings will come.
Perhaps the best thing to do is to keep saying to yourself, "I can do
anything for three days that I couldn't do for the rest of my life'"

And then hope you're right!

4. Problems in writin the case stud . The culmination of much

naturalistic inquiry--an sure y of this study--is the development of
case studies which are the heart of the research report. Again a number

of problems emerge, including:

° Evolving an appropriate style. The case study has multiple

objectives: to provide the thick description needed to understand the
site and to facilitate judgments of transferability to other sites; to
portray the world of the site through the eyes of the local partici-
pants; and to provide the reader a vicarious experience of what it is
like to be there, a kind of remote control "deja vu." it is probable

that no case description can accomplish all of these objectives equally
well; indeed, it is possible that they are to some extent in conflict.
Thick description, moreover, may produce a mundane level of data that
hardly qualifies as "seeing the world from local perspectives," nor is
it likely to provide the naive reader with any feeling of excitement or

identification.

Indeed, tie question of the stile to which the case should conform
may be the most difficult to deal with. In the present cases an attempt

was made to be somewhat informal, and to proceed more in a psychological

than a logical order of presentation. Both principles were frequently

abrogated, as can be seen from even a cursory inspection of their contents.
It was particularly difficult to provide a "feel" for local perspectives

without the extensive use of quotations, but two factors militated
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against that: the desire to provide anonymity to the respondents, and,
more importantly, the impossiblity of getting exact quotations when the

major data recording device was the handwritten field note.

It is likely that a different style more like the short story or
novelette than a scientific report may be appropriate. It is said of
Sigmund Freud that he was disappointed, when he wrote his cases, that
they sounded so much like short stories, a characteriiTTE he felt would
not help him much to win over his hard-headed scientific colleagues. But
we may note that Freud's cases nevertheless had a profound influehce on
the development of psychology.

The literature is not rife with examples of good case studies, and
contains even fewer instances of directions to case study writers about
how best to proceed. Probably more is known about how to write cases
intended for use in training, e.g., the Harvard Business School cases,
than for use in reporting research. There is a large gap to be filled
here; perhaps progress will be made in that direction during the next
decade given the present insurgence of interest in naturalistic methods.

° Knowing what to include or exclude. A case ought to
provide thick description, but just what is that? How thick is thick?
What are some inclusion-exclusion principles that could be applied by a
case study writer to help in the decision of what the case should cover?
There are at present no systematic answers to these questions; the
writers in the present research relied on instinct and the critique of
their colleagues.

As noted in the body of the report, two substantive ,asiderations
weighed on the minds of the writers as they went about their business:
that they must include any material that might be germane to whatever
emerged from ',.he research synthesis, and that they should be mindful of
policy considerations that might emerge so the such material would be

included too. Of course, the research synthesis and policy recommenda-
tion teams were in their turn as much influenced by the case study
writers as vice-versa--the condition of mutual causality was clearly
evident. All three teams (field study, research synthesis, and policy
formation, with their interlocking memberships) had to be on guard
against being biased unduly by the products of the other teams. Again,

there is no foolproof mechanism that can be relied upon to screen out
unwanted influences; but being aware of the possibility that such influences
might exist is certainly the first step in dealing with them, however
inadequately. It is urgent that more attention be given to the development
of sound principles that can be applied in such situations, however.

° Maintaining confidentiality and anonymity. It is the
nature of naturalistic research and the case study reuorting method that
both are more susceptible to breaches of confidentiality and anonymity
than conventional inqutry. Most naturalists are therefore very sensitive
to the ethics involved end may go to extraordinary lengths to protect
respondents and sites from discovery. Of course questions may be raised

in cases of evaluation whether such protections to be extended
since agents ought to be held accountable for their actions. But in

cases of research it seems to be well established that respondents have
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a right to privacy, and, if they give up that right in a spirit of

cooperation with the researcher, they at least deserve as much protection

as the researcher can provide.

As we have seen, such protection may be difficult to extend and
impossible to guarantee. Even if all the names and places and dates are
changed "to protect the innocent," it is quite likely that other locals

will be able to pinpoint the agencies and parties involved. And that

breach of confidence may have the most serious consequences of al17Tor
it is these other locals who may be in positions of authority or influence
with respect to the research participants, and thus may have the most
powerful sanctions to apply. At the non-local level, while it may not
be possible to "guess" at the involved agencies and participants, it may
nevertheless be possible to force disclosure should someone take umbrage.
For example, let us imagine that someone in the Office of Special Educa-
tion decides that if the situation at a particular s, is as reported

in the case study, that site is in violation of Federal law. Researcher

files have no protections against subpoena; there is no special privilege

involved. Even if the researcher has guaranteed anonymity, the courts
may still insist that he disclose his sources, and he can be found in

contempt of court should he refuse to comply.

Now it should be clear that these fearful contingence_ are not

very likely. It is not very that formal acticis of any kind will

be taken at the local level., ormants have tco many options for counter-

action. It is extremely ur x4iy that the Federal government will bring
suit against a local district because of the information contained in
any of these case studies. Yet the passibility and iv is there-

fore incumbent on any naturalistic researcher to make all of these
possibilities crystal clear in any informed consent procedure. iloreover,

the respondent must be viewed as the owner of all of the data that
pertain to him or her; the respondent must have the privilege of with-
drawing from the study at any time, without prejudice, and take his or her

data with him. Finally, the researcher has the responsibility o
and otherwise protecting the field data that the identity of

respondents cannot be inadvertently discovered and that no person who is
not a need-to-know member of the research team has access to the data.
Anything less constitutes unethical conduct.

° Maintaining an adequate audit trail. We have noted that

the case study writer is undar obligation to document every assertion
that is made in the case. Nothing ought to be reported as factual that
cannot be triangulated (except in certain "expert witness" situations as
noted in the body of the report), and records should be kept that permit
an outside auditor to check the documentation should he or she wish to

do so. But a number of questions emerge as one tries to abide by these

guidelines.

First, for what is documentation required? Clearly it is for

facts; if one reports that a county has 386 square miles, one ought to
be able to cite a source for that figure. That kind if documentation is

easy. But suppose one cites someone's judgment or interpretation. Now
from the case writer's perspective, such judgments and interpretations
constitute data--they are someone's construction--but they may not be



open to triangulation (only one person may hold that judgment, but if it

is a significant someone, the Director, say, the judgment can hardly be

disregarded). Often too considerations of anonymity are involved; the
person who renders an otherwise unsupported judgment may be well known
for holding this intemperate view, and to cite it is to give away the
informant's identity. Clearly there are no general rules that can be
invoked in these cases; each must be decided on its own merit. That is

also the case for the aiditor; he may be willing to accept shaky, one-
person untriangulated inputs under some conditions, but would certainly
not be willing to have the whole case based on such!

There is also the practical question of how much a particular piece

of documentation covers. The original cases had documentation trails
recorded in the right hand margins; as one looks at these cases it is
clear that sometimes there may be three or four different pieces of
documentation cited in a single paragraph (sometimes triangulating
sources for one datum but often multiple sources for multiple data),

while at other times the writer apparently intended one citation to
cover literally pages of material. Of course it depends on what the
source is and what is being written about; three pages describing enroll-

ments, per pupil costs, pupil-teacher ratios, and other data for the 20
LEAs contained within a given ESA may all be supported with one table

from the state education directory. Again, both writer and auditor must

be flexible.

Further, later sections of the case report, f ^r example, those
sections dealing with issues or lessons to be learned, may draw upon
material that has already been documented earlier in the case. In such

instances, is it appropriate to document the later materia; with earlier

page entries or must the original sources be cited again? In the interest
of saving time for the auditor, the rule adopted here was that earlier

pages could be referenced. It was assumed that the auditor, having
satisfied himself or herself once about the entries, would not wish to
go to original sources a second time; the page reference would be a
sufficient reminder, it was felt, of the trustworthiness of an entry.

Finally, as also noted earlier in this report, there is the question
of when it is appropriate to close out a case. The draft case report
was written aft'r SV-2, but additional information was collected during

SV-3. Should the case be updated to include that new information? The
decision was made that if the information had been sought out to close a
gap or deer up a misunderstanding in the case as written, it should be

included, but if it were new information about occurrences that had
taken place since SV-2, it would be included only in the epilog. The
case of Site 1 provides a good example. Between SV-2 and SV-3 the
Agreement binding the five LEAs into the county cooperative was up for
renewal. Renewal was anticipated and assumed as the case was written,
but it was also assumed that there would be negotiations at the renewal
time that would fundamentally alter the funding formula involved.
Instead, the Agreement was simply extended with absolutely no alterations
in any of its features. To take adequate account of this surprising
development would have meant substantial revision in the case without
any concomitant gain in understanding relating to the research questions.
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A simple epilog is sufficient to update the reader without burdening the

research team with a useless task.

5. Problems with the member-check (Review Committee) process.
The major purpose by far of SV-3 was to carry out a member check, mainly

through the mechanism of the Review Committee. This too engendered some

practical problems:

o Determining an appropriate mix or range of respondents.

There seemed to be little difficulty with the proposition that the

Review Committee should represent each of the stakeholding audiences
from whom information had been solicited during SV-1 and 2. An issue

that arose, however, was whether Review Committee members should all be

drawn from among persons who had been interviewed earlier, all from

among persons who had not been previously interviewed (excluding key

personnel such as the rector who of course needed to be involved), or

some mixture of the two. Arguments could be made for all three positions.

On balance, it was determined to use the mixture. It was felt that some

informants who had been through the interview process were needed in

order to attest to the fairness and thoroughness of the earlier procedures

(should that question come up), and to the fact that the case study did
reflect opinions actually proferred (at least by them) reasonably accurately.

But it also seemed to be the case that limiting membership only to

former interviewees might understandably introduce bias (although the

team could not agree whether the bias would be for or against the case

as written; arguments could be made both ways). The compromise provided

a way out of that dilemma. Also, using both interviewees and non-inter-

viewees permitted selections to be made in ways that would increase the

scope of perspectives represented; so the ESA Director could be asked

that if our principal is known to support special education, try to find

a matching person who does not support it or supports it less strongly.

o Selecting respondents. However the Review Committee might
be constituted, the question arose who should select the persons invited

to participate. The research team felt that if it selected the persons,

it could guard against the intension of local biases (such as might be

introduced if the ESA Director were asked to make the selections), but

it might also be vulnerable to the charge of "packing" the Review Committee

with persons who could be counted on to render a supportive judgment for

the case study. Conversely, if the Director (or some other knowledgeable

local) were asked to make the selections, local bias might creep in, but

it is likely that a more honest appraisal would be rendered. In the end,

the decision was not made on the merits of any of these arguments but on

the practical ground that only the Director could know who among the

locals were competent, able, and willing to participate. As a hedge, the

research team picked the Committee members that had already been inter-

viewed. But of course even that hedge had its dubious side, because

those respondents had themselves been picked by the Director initially.

The team seemed to have little choice but to make the decision as it did

and to live with it.

o Getting respondents to read and react to the draft case.

Draft case materials together with the appropriate instructions and

recording forms were sent in a single package to the ESA Director from a
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week to ten days prior to the scheduled SV-3. He in turn distributed

the materials by whatever means he thought most expeditious--typically,
the internal mail process already set up by the ESA for other Nrposes.
It is likely that the respondents did not appreciate the scope of the
task they were being asked to carry out, but it seems clear that most of
them had not read the materials systematically. Rather they tended to
scan th m and to focus in only on those parts that they thought pertained
especidlly to them. Hence they came to the Review session with orly
spotty notes and no clear perception of what the entire case looked
like. Some had not read the case at all.

That this should have occurred is, in retrospect, not surprising.
The task was large and the motivation to accomplish it small. In most

cases the most that one could say about it is that it provided a day's
relief from the otherwise humdrum routine of their liies. But even that
judgment assumes that their daily lives are humdrum, which may very well
not be the case at all. Some teachers cOUTd only ba released on the
provision of a substitute to replace them, and while that provision
caused money to change hands, none of it found its way irto the pockets
of the Committee members. What they did they did in return for rul

visible recompense. They had a right to be selective 41 their reading
and responses, and they were.

There seems to be no practical way to circumvent this problem.
Member checks are crucially important and must be carried out. But to

carry them out with disinterested and non-responsive reviewers seems not
very wise. It is probably the case that every effort should be made,
first, to communicate to the local executives and gatekeepers the impor-
tance the team attaches to this activity, and then, through them, to
generate excitement and motivation among the reviewers to whatever
extent possible.

° Covering the full range of matters that require response.
Essentially the research team required two levels of response from
reviewers: to be Lhallenged and corrected on errors of fact or iiterpre-
tation that found their way into the report, and to be assisted in
correcting descriptions they provided even though not sure of the facts.
The review process as constituted in this study seemed reasonably adequate
on the first level out not on the second. Often entries in the case
that had been "patched-up" in order to at least as place-holders
were overlooked, in the rush of dealing with those matt,Ts from Level I

that the ,eviewers did being tv.). It is essential that the team prepare
ahead of time a complete li-tfr.9 of suLh places in the case so that
responses may be specifically solicited.

° Determining the proportion of locals that would subscribe
4i a statement or opinion attributed to them. All of the cases were
filled with statements of the form, "Most teachers feel that . . ." or

"Some p .icipals believe that . . ." or "A few parents suggested that .

. . .," and the like. Sometimes such assertions would have been made by
respondents, and at other times the statent represented an inference
made by the case study writer. It was domed important to test these
statements (insofar as time and energy permitted) during SV-3. Accord-

ingly, forms were developed on which every statement of 67Ttype in the
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case was indexed by page and line. Reviewers were asked to indicate

whether they agreed with the statement and if so, what proportion of
persons mentioned actually felt that way or acted that way or opined

that way, etc. So for example, a statement, Most teachers felt that .

. ." would be retained in that form if the Review Committee members
could agree that at least 90 percent of teachers would feel that way.
Other terms were used for lesser proportions.

° Keeping the meeting open. It was the intention of the
research team to limit attendance at the Review Committee meeting to the

members of the Committee. Unfortunately, at every site other super-
ordinate personnel also attended at their own invitation, and protocol
made it virtually imposF'ble to exclude them once they were there. As
might be expected, these "guests" contributed much of the discussion and
it cannot be doubted that their presence kept some of the regular members

from voicing their opinions. In fairness, it should be noted that some
members were especially outspoken in voicing disagreements with their
superiors, so it cannot be assumed that their presence was uniformly
depressing. Nevertheless, it clearly would have been preferable not to

have them there. More strenuous efforts must be made in the future to

make it clear just who is to attend review meetings, and why.

Some Theoretical Issues

1. The feasibility.1nd utility of trustworthiness measures.
Valuable experience was gained through efforts to apply the various
trustworthiness techniques that had been proposed by Guba (1981). It

seems appropriate to conclude that most of his recommended techniques
could be reasonably well applied (although not all actually were), that
useful information about trustworthiness resulted from these applications,
and that the weight of evidence is that their use should be continued.

Specifically, with respect to techniques relating to the criterion
of credibility, the most useful and most pervasive technique was the
member check. While certain problems exist with respect particularly
the kinds of massive member checks carried out in SV-3, as outlined in

the previous section, there can be little doubt that this technique is
feasible, makes sense to participants, and results in a variety of
information that is useful for shaping the case study into its final

form. There is also no doubt that the variety of team editing and
critiquing arrangements that were employed virtually guarantee the
internal consistency of tlie cases (structural corroboration).

Other credibility technique; were less useful, and some not

be employed at all. There is some doubt whether there was sufficient
prolonged engagement; it seems likely that this criterion can be met

better in the kind of study in which a researcher spends considerable
time, say six months or more, actually living at a site and interacting

with it daily. Nevertheless, each site was visited for approximately 16
man-days each (more at Site #1 which doubled as a staff training s'ite).

And there was surely enough time to identify the more salient characteris-
tics at each site which could then be subjected to persistent observation

subsequently.



Peer debriefing occurred to the extent that team members could
serve as debriefers for other members engaged in other activities, e.g.,
Site #1 visitors could be debriefed by team members who had not visited
that site; persons engaging in the research synthesis could be debriefed
by persons whose primary responsibility was for policy recommendations,

and so on. At the natset of the study it was believed that other members
of the Department of Special Education at the University of Kansas who
were not directly involved in the study could serve the debriefing
function, but in the And, it was impossible to engage them in this way
because of their lack of time. It is suggested that this function be
provided for in project budgets so that the time and energy of a group
of expe.t debriefers can be counted on.

Triangulation is a keystone techni4ue a.4 was well utilized in thA
present study. The easiest means to gain 'riangu13tion is by comparing
information from espondent to respondent ,.yid from respondents to docu-

ments. The uc.1 of rmiltiple perspectives (theories) is virtually impos-
sible when the theory is itself emergent, and tree use o: multiple invest-
igators, while used, is also discountable (in terms of the theory cf
triangulation) since the *rivestigatnrs made no effort to maintain inde-
pendent (indeed, just the opposite was true--the investigators communi-
cated continuously in the interest of the emergent aesign). The use of
multiple methods was limited almost exc'usively to interviews and docu-
ment analyses; again, if more time hae peen avail..ule, and the researchers
had been able to spend more time on site, other techniques, particularly
lbservation, would have become feasible.

Finally, the use referential ade uay materials. which had been
considered a possible tec n que at the outset of tne project, was not
utilized at all. Because of the shortness of time virtually every scrap
of data that could be assembled had also to be immediately used; the
research team could not afford the luxury of archiving part of its data

to use as a later benchmark. Aga,., in studies of greater length and
site involvement, the use of such materials wou'i not only ha been

possible but warranted.

With respect to the criterion of transferabilltt, poth techrr,ues
of purposive sampling and the collection of thick descriptive materials
worked quite well and made few extraneous demands on the research' s.
The problems already described under the practical heading of the preced-
ing section summarize most of what needs to be improved; from a theoreti-
cal point of view all went well.

With respect to the criterion of dependability,, there can be i;ttle
doubt th;... the dependability audit is far and away the most pervasive
and rieci igful technique that was devised. While there are some practical
difficulties and while additional expel, ,..1 will no doubt smooth away
ma;.,, of the rough spots that still attend the process, in principle the
technique is eno,musly powerful. Indeed, it is so powerful that its
use seems warranted not only for naturalistic studies but for all kinds

of studies. We might note that if such audits had been done, most of
the cases of "fudged" data (not T in Ford's terms) that have recent y
besn Mqh1;ghted in the news would not and could not have occurred.
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The other two techniques recommended by Guba for dependability were
not used in the present study and indeed, may generally not be useful
despite their face appeal. Overlap methods are little more than triangul-
aion, and it seems not to be necessary to have a special name flr this
process here. Step-wise replication, while ap;-,earing to parallel neatly
the split-half notion of reliability that has emerged in measurement
theory, nevertheless is seriously compromised in naturalistic studies
because of the need for continuous communication in the interest of the

emergent design. If the investigators cannot work independEntly, would
could the contribution of step-wise replication be?

Finally, with respect to the criterion of confirmability, what has
been said about the dependability audit applies equally well to the
confirmability audit; indeed, these two forms of audits are the two
sides of the same coin, and probably could not be carri,' out meaning-
fully except in concert. Triangulation as a confirmability conr.ipt
probably does not warrant an independent existence from triangulation s
a credibility concept, except in the sense that whereas, in the latter
case, it is a step taken to enhance the probability that a report will
be found to be credible, in the former case it is a step `aken to actually
confirm data. The process is a means in the case of credibility but an
end in the case of confirmability. Yet it is the same process. The
remaining technique, reflexivity, did not work out as well as had been
hoped as a way of descri ing thJ investigators-as-instruments. The logs
and journals that were kept, while useful for some purposes, e.g., a

Amentation trail for the auditor, were not systematically kept for
reasons already discussed. It is probably the case that such personal
journals have little rttlity for the kind of research logistics that
characterised the present study, although it evident from other
studies, e.g., those reported by Wax (1971), Douglas (1976), and Reinharz
(1979), that the use of journals is exceedingly important for one-person
studies that require a great deal of time ;a site.

in all, based on the experience of the present study, it seems
appropriate to conclude that the following techniques are most useful
and perhaps represent a sine qua non for st"dies of this type:

o For credibility: persistent observation, triangulation, and
member checks.

For transferability: pruposive sampling and thick description.

For dependability: the dependability audit.

For confirmability: the confirmability audit:.

It might also be said that based on other research (Halpern, M.:4,
the audit MF rove to be useful in helping to assess the credibi'ity of
a study, bec4os3 it provides evidence of the extent to which the techni
ques of persistent observation, triangulation, a member checking were
actually carried out, that is, the truth (T2) of the researchers' asser-
tions about what was done.
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2. Fitting the naturalistic aradi m: was the right model selected

to guide the inquiry? Every paradigm, whether a general and pervasive
system of thought ana belief, as suggested by Schwartz and Ogilvy (1979),
or a particular one, such as the paradigm of naturalistic inquiry followed
in the present research, rests upon a set of basic beliefs: assumptions

or axiom: that are taken to be True. Now these beliefs cannot be
Ieither proved or falsified, but as n the case of the asserts n that a

God exists, certain evidence can be collected to shore up the belief.
Is there any such evidence from the present study? Did the research

team select the "right" paradigm? If they had it all to do over again,

would they again elect to go this way? The answer to that question is
"Most assuredly yes!"

The first of these beliefs is that there are multiple realities--the
constructions of the participants--that may, in a very real sense, be
the creations of the participants. Moreover, naturalists assert, those

realities can be under_ ;d only as wholes--to dissect them into their
supposed constituent parts is to destroy them. Is there anything in the

data of the present study that supports that construction? Surely there

existed no tangible reality at dny of the sites that could be called the

ESA. To be sure, there were buildings and busses and equipment and
people, but the ESA is a more elusive concept that has very different
meaning depending on wnom you ask. That is the case not only from site
to site, as one might expect, but from different kinds of parti6_pants
at the same site and from different members of the same participant
group at the same site. At Site #1, for example, not all of the itinerant
teachers construed the meaning of itinerancy in the same way; at Site #2
not all local superintendents viewed the advantages of . ;rig members of

the ESA in the same way; and so on. These are not simply different
perceptions, as though the ESAs were some particular thing that just
looked different from different perspectives; the ESAs were different
creations in the minds of different people. And of course they coy d

not be dissected, not even the constructions of a single erson. Although

an individual might surmise the existence of certain parts related in
cefvain ways, it was only in respect to his or her own single constructions

that those parts and relationships could be conceptualized. Moreover,
in that construction, the parts and relationships all shaped and influenced
one another simultaneously; if any one of tem were changed (Investigator
to Respondent: "Imagine for a moment that you had a more supportive
Sunerintendent in this school district. What would that mean for the
proolems you have just described?" Respondent: "Why, they would disappear

of course. But we'll never have a superintendent like that. The Board

would: 't hire someone like that. If they did they couldn't get themselves
re-e1:ed! The local voters remember all too well what happened when
they were forced to consolidate three years ago."), everything else
would rhange too. The whole is more than the sum of its parts; everything
correlates.

And did the interactions between investigators and respondents make
any difference? There can be no doubt of it. Whether the reactions of
the locals to the debriefing sessions, for example, were receptive or
rejecting, they did react, and no doubt what ney were willing to share
durin; SV-2, depended a lot on the debriefing of SV-1. The cases them-
selves represent the ultimate evidence of the Interaction; they would
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not have been possible witout the inputs of the locals and they would
not be credible without their stamp of approval. Some of the issues and
problems were not apparent to the locals until they had been pointed out
by the research team; thereafter local :onstructions were undoubtedly
different. In that sense the research team helped to create the local
constructions, and many of their parts were indeterminate until they
evolved from the researcher,esponden interaction. And surely many of
the questions that the research team u.timately took to be important
emerged becauF, they were pointta out by the locals, who in that Anse
played a very real part in creating the research!

And is there any reason to believe that generalization would be a
shaky activity in this research? What was found at Site #1, for example,
that would be generalizable to Site #2, say, without taki, account of

local contextual differences? Transportation was a problem at Site #1,
miinly because that ESA had chosen to deliver service with itinerant
teachers; at Site #2 it was a problem because of the terrain; at Site #3
because of the variety of programs offered, at Site #4 because of water
barriers, and at Site #5 because of east distances. The generalization,
"transportation is a problem," may be true in some trivial sense, but
the how and why of it depends acutely on local contextual factors. If

you as a reader would like some insight as to how transportation problems
might impinge on au, you will need to look at that case which describes
a situation similar to your own. Do you use itinerants? Is your terrain

difficult? Are your distances vast? And so on.

What a')ut causaliy? Can we not find instances of cause- Lffect
relationships everywhere? Would anyone seriously question the assertion
that the passage of P.L. 94-142 ca,..:sed mainstreaming to emerge as a
classroom phenomenon, or that ruTirFability to pay high salaries and
provide high-tech working conditions causes teachers not to apply for

positions there? Again the answer seems to be that life is not so
simple. If there is causality it is mutual causality, and everything
interacts to shape everything else. Causal assertions can rapidly

become infinite regresses. What caused the authors of P.L. 94-142 to
write the law 4,1 such a way that mainstreaming would occur? What, caused

the phrase "least restrictive environment" to be inserted? What caused

lawmakers to become concerned about the handicapped anyway? ;rid so on

and so on Surely the experience at these sites has taught us that
everything is interrelated, and that while it may be possible at some
instant to pull out a pair of phenomena and assert that one is the cause
of the other, it is often equally plausible to say that the purported
effect is the cause of the purported cause! If a simple causal linkage
model were sufficient to explain a phenomenon such as difficulty in
recruiting teachers, why do some teachers apparently choose to come to
the rural environment and why do some of them stay dleirolTithe pressures
to leave? Mor_Ner, the circumstances underlying these choices vary
from site to site; the teachers at Site #5, for example, cannot easily
retreat to neighboring large cities as can those at Sites 1 ana 3, and
to some extent those at Sites 2 and 4. Doesn't the absence of this

"escape valve" make a difference?



Finally, it seems quite clear that values also impinge on the
study, and could not meaningfully be excluded even if it were possible
physically to do so. What was found depends on values; how what is
found is interpreted depends on ,alues (to help the reader distinguish
our value judgments from their value judgments, we underlined ours;
could one otherwise have known the difference?). Moreover, it also
seems clear to us that had we come onto these sites with questionnaires
to be analyzed statistically, we would not have been greeted as favorably
or been made privy to so much infoemation as we were--our values as
researchers were more acceptable to local values than researchers'

values typically are.

From all of this we conclude that the use of the naturalistic
parviym to guide inquiries of tnis sort, at least, is well advised and
welt- supported.
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PART IV

RESULTS

Introduction

The results of the field stuuy are presented in this section in
essentially the same order in which the questions were posed in Part 1

(pp. 3-4). In one instance questions on three highly related matter!:
Question 3 under 1a1G(::__.fer_lOrianizatiorianceIssues:S_ources of Fundirl,

Question sunder Service Allocation tc

LEAs, and that portion of Question 3 under Effectiveness anJ Impact
Issues dealing with the impacts of funding or cost formulis utilized,
have been combined in order to eliminate redundancy. In another instance,

the order of the questions under Effectiveness and Impact Issues has
been altered somewhat in the interest of maintaining a logical flow of
thought.

The reader will notice that the answers given tend not to take the
form of summary statement' or generalizations. Nor are tne observations
buttressed by a count of tne number of sites in which they were found.
What is of primary interest is a description of the various patterns
that are found; it '1,, the ideas or concepts that count rather than the
number of persons who mention them tn. agencies that exemplify them. The

reader is urged to remember that the most important answer to every
question must be, "It depends."

Organizational/Governance Issues

Question 1: Describe the membership and structure of the cooperative
arrangement, how local agencies become members or obtain services, and
what tne incentives and disincentives are for participation. What

factors influence board support of membership?

A special education cooperative may be loosely defined as:
- a collaborative organization of local schoo". districts,

joined together

for purposes of brokering, developing, supporting, or
providing special education programs and services,

solely, or in partnership with one or more of the member
LEAs, or wito other agencies,

sometimes, but not always, urder ole roof with other types
of programs and services, which may or may not articulate.

That is to say, the Cooperative may function as broker (that is, arranger
or agent), developer (for example, of program zurricula and materials),
supporter (for example, thFough consultation and technical assistance),
or direct provider of special education programs and services, instructional
and otherwise. The Cooperative may act in one lr several of these ways
as the sole agent, or together with other agercies which may include one
or more of the member LEAs as well as external organizations such as the
Association for Retarded Citizens or a local hospital. The Cooperative



may simultaneously offer, non-special education programs and services,
such as accounting, media, library, and the like; these other programs

and services may be offered entirely independently of the special educa-

tion programs and ser4ces or may articulate with them in whole or in

part. For Cooperatives, as with most other matters, variety seems to be

the spice of life.

Membership in the Coo, cative can be voluntary or mandated. In the

former case, as is true of Riverhill County and the Northern Slope
service agencies, LEAs may elect to collaborate under the stipulations

of permissive legislation. In the latter case, as is true of Foothills,

Midland, and Seaside service agencies, LEAs are mandated to become
members of, or at least to articulate with, the agency that st.rves their

geographic area. In some instances the service agencies of the mandated

type also serve other state-level purposes, e.g., an intermediate state

education agency or a supervisory district.

It seems likely that most of the LEAS involved in the five service
agencies that were studied would not have become members without the
stimulation of P.L. 94-142 and/or similar state-level legislation (which

in all five cases preceded the passage of 94-142, even if only in anti-

cipation of it). Even those LEAs that are members of "voluntary" units
tend to feel that the Cooperative structure was "laid on," that the
voluntarism was more apparent than real. The tradition of local control

of schools is strong it these United States, particularly in rural

area //here the tradition is reinforced by strong commitment to local

autonomy generally. Citizens fear a loss of coutrol over their own
affairs, a denial of discretion with respect to im 'twit options relat-

ing to their children, a challenge to their feeling. of self-sufficiency
and ii.Jependence, a resulting loss of pride and loss of face. They have

all too frequently encountered legislative mandates which require equal

services but which do not provide for equal reimbursement in the rela-

tively poorer rural areas. They do not want to be held responsible for

the education of children -- especially expensive-to-educate handicapped
children- -who live elsewhere and who may be culturally and ethnically

different.

In rural areas particularly these feelings of losing control over
their own affairs is exacerbated by the history of the consolidation

movement. The hurden of consolidation fell not on larye urban districts
but on tiny rural districts; communities whose sole claim to identity

consisted of their school (and its athletic teams) were summarily
deprived, they felt, of that solidifying influence. Most commuaities do

not want the history of consolidation repeated with respect to the

provision of special education.

The school personnel themselves, even though more overtly committed
to providing adequately for handicapped students, tend to share the

fears of community members. For administrators and school board members,

even more authority is wasned away. The school sistemz' authority must

now be shared, at least with respect to an important and nationally

recognized program segment. The LEAs tend te lose fiscal control over a
major program segment that is reimbursed in part by both the state and

national governments. Teachers must share their turf with personnel

from the Cooperative.
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For all these reasons, LEAs would resist b'coming members of Coopera-
tives if they reasonably could. Even so, small slyns of passive resistance
remain: in some cases, the schools tend to operate on different annual
calendars, with different daily schedules, different numbers of "in-servica"
days held at different times--even though to maintain such differences
produces problems for the efficient operation of the cooperative. In

their small way these differences illustrate that the LEAs retain some
degree of autonomy after all. The feeling of enforced particiption,
although not visible to the casual observer, is there, just below 02
surface, waiting to be scratched. It is a force for policy-make-s to
reckon with; a force that not only diminishes local enthusiasm for
participation but shapes and molds many of the political factors which,
as we shall see, push and shove the Cooperatives along on their erratic
courses.

But of course, every cloud has a silver lining; fortunately,
virtually everyone--lay and professional--finds something, usual'y many
tnins , about which to be grateful. The incentives for continued co-
operation (or what gives the cloud its silver lining) include at least
these factors, that the Cooperative:

Facilitates (in some cases, enables) compliance with the
requirements of P.L. 94-142 and parallel state-level
legislation.

Enables the provision of a quality and sccpe of services
and programs that would not be possible given the typical
LEA's lack of fiscal resources; the Cooperative, by
combining resources, increases the fiscal viability of
the special education programs and services.

increases the cost-effectiveness of the specia education

operation.

Provides a source of heln an assistance for regular
classroom teachers who oust now deal with handicapped
youngsters with whom they did not formerly need to cope.

Helps overcome the "big four" of rural constraints on
program operation: distance, time, sparcity, and climate.

Renders the LEAs more competitive in recruiting and
retaining better and more specialized personnel.

Spreads fiscal risk over a number of responsible agencies
rather than requiring each LEA to be "self-insuring."

- Provides relief to the LEA and its personnel from the
massive amounts of paperwork and other compliance activities.

- Shifts the ooerational responsibility for the difficult-to-
manage special education programs and services from the
LEAs to "other shoulders."
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Provides relief from the burden of accountability imposed
5y P.L. 94-142 and parallel state legislation; Cooperatives
shift the responsibility for compliance elsewhere.

These are aot mean advantages; all LEAs are pleased to be able to
wisploit them.

None of tne Cooperatives that were studied were created de novo;
each had precursor organizations, and often, the evolution of these
precursors into the present cooperatives was the result of political
"patch-work"--negotiation and accommodation. In some cases the historical
evolution goes back well into the preceding :entury, and is often inter-
mingled with issues of consolidation and maintenance of local autonomy,
as for example, in the case of the Foothills agency which is one of 44
state-wide agencies originally established as "temporary" intermediate
districts but vhich were later made permanent in order to avoid chall-
enging local independence w"th more powerful political units. The
political processes that brought the agencies to their present config-
uration are or course ongoing; there is no reason to believe that the
evolutionary processes fueled by political considerations will not
continue inuefinitely, continually changing the face of the agencies.
As we shall see, political processes and considerations impinge on
virtually every aspect of agency operation, including steps taken to
insure compliance (indeed, the very definition of compliance may be
politically formulated), to label and place children, to manipulate
program, to train personnel, and the like. Local negotiations and
compromises are continually ongoing. While the present study offers no
evidence of it, it seems likely that even thosE agencies that are man-
dated by law, and hence are presumably similar throughout the state,
differ substantially from instance to instance because of these local
factors.

Of course, there are several advantages to an organization that has
evolved from some viable precursor. It is already established, and need
not engage in authorizing and legitimating activities of the sort
newly proposed units would have to endure. The compromises are already
made; the community, both lay and professional, is familiar with the
unit and its operating mode; there are few surprises. It is no accident
that the five agencies studied, all at least moderately successful in
carrying out their special education functions, nave evolved from pre-
cursors, even the "voluntary" agencies.

All'but the Riverhill County Cooperative evolved from precursors
that had non-special education functions initially. These four precursors
each played a role in the functi 'ng of the state-wide educational
system and the present agencies these functions and build upon
them. That fact also has utility for the special education (presumably
newer) portion of the activity. Channels of communication exist for
seeking support and dealing with problems. Informal (political) channels
of influence exist through which one "can get things done." The existence
of a state network, of the sort in which all the 3recursor agencies took
part, implies that services are available (as for example, SETRC in the
Foothills agency). The several agencies are also in a form of competition;
"service begets service," as was pointed to as one of the lessons learned
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from the Midland experience, and each agency becomes an exemplar for
others to imitate. Finally, the ability of the several similar agencies
to share their resources (a kind of super-Cooperative, even if informal),
and to lobby ointly en behalf of their mutual interests, should not be
taken lightly.

The evolutionary character of the process leads to another conclusion:
things tend to get better with time. History is indeed more than the
passage of time, and experience remains the best teacher. It is useful

that the possibility for organizational growth and adaptation so clearly
exists. The agency that believes that it has achieved a perfect state
will soon fall into demise, for perfection and adaptability are in a
perfect trade-off relationship. From that point of view one should be
grateful the Cooperatives are so far from prefect; there is room
for growth and improvement.

We have already noted that LEAs become members in Cooperatives
either by voluntarily forming one (although we have seen that even
voluntary Cooperatives are belieied to be "laid on") or by being legis-
lated into one. Whichever route is taken, it seems plain *' at LEAs that

are members of cooperatives are small. The average daily membership of
7 h LEAs included in the five Cooperatives studied was on the order of
620 children; somewhat short of what one might expect the membership to
be in one urban elementary school. Only one of the five Cooperative.- -
Midland-- serves private and parochial schools, but in that case, the
14 such schools average a daily membership of about 170, even smaller
than the public districts. But of course smallness is noi; in and of

itself debilitating; there are in fact some advantages to smallness that
should not be overlooked: bureaucratic simplicity; trust generated by
the fact that everyone knows everyone else, and probably has known them
since childhood; and more sympathetic and personal attention for the
handicapped, who have also been known since childhood by everyone charged
with their care. It should also be noted that larger LEAs do not have a
good history of cooperation as compared to smaller; indeed, the larger
an LEA is, the less enticing the list of incentives for cooperation that
was noted earlier becomes. In the extreme, large LEAs are likely to
want to break away from Cooperatives and set up their own full service
program. In some states, like that in which Foothill3 is located,
larger LEAs are already exempted from membership; in states like that in
which Heartland is located, the larger LEAs have formed themselves into
an effective lobby to persuade the legislature to give them independent
status, and it seems likely that they will succeed in that effort.

The organizational structure of the C^operatives seems to relate to
two factors: the nature of the programs and services provided, and the
nature of the relationship of the Cooperative to the state educational

structure. So for example, in the case of Riverhill, the Cooperative
functions primarily as a service provider; its staff consists of a
variety of professionals many of whom are itinerants. Of course the

small size of this Cooperative (one county) facilitates that posture.
Foothills operates as a provider, supporter, and developer (it prides
itself in developing new programs which are subsequently turned back to
the LEA(s) once operating properly). Its staff is broken into five

teams for support and development purposes, as well as to provide a



means of in-service training for special education personnel. Northern

Slopes operates primarily as a support service; its staff consists

almost entirely of psychologists (although with some speech therapists

also, since the speech program is operated directed by the Cooperative).

In cases in which the Cooperative has a formal connection with the
etate department of education (Foothills, Midland, and Seaside),

primary supervision comes from one or several SEA bureaus. In all

cases, however, the Cooperative has its own legally constituted board,

whose members are elected or appointed by LEA board action.

Typically, the organizational structure is simple, with a minimum
of supervisory personnel (many of whom also have direct service or

support duties). Contact between the Cooperative and the ' .As occurs at

various levels (local superintendents may be ex officio members of the

Cooperative Board; the Cooperative Director may, formally or informally,

seek input from superintendents and principals; itinerant personnel

report both to a building principal and to a Cooperative supervisor, and

so on), but operational contact is heavily concentrated in the hands of

the regular and special education teachers who interact at the building

level. We shall return later to the nature of this contact and the

problems which it generates.

A final note is in order about the mechanisms whereby LEAs obtain

the special education programs and services. Of course, in most instances

LEAs are at liberty to mount those programs which they feel able to
mount, that is, for which there is reasonable local demand and resources
and personnel are appropriately available. In such cases, the LEA may

turn to the Cooperative for support, consultation, or technical assistank..

services. But when the LEA feels unable to provide a needed program, 't

has essentially two options: to turn to the Cooperative, or to turn to

some other agency, possibly another LEA within the same Cooperative that
is running a program on its own, for service on a tuition basis.

In the latter case, the Cooperative frequently acts as fiscal agent
or broker, assisting the LEA to find a suitable program and then to make

logistical and fiscal arrangements to take advantage of it. Such services

make minimal demands on the Cooperative and, in any event, occur only

once or twice a yLar with respect to any particular service provider.

The major activities relating to obtaining services relate to those
instances in which the Cooperative itself prcvides a program, and an LEA
wishes to include some of its studeits in it.

Several options for service provision exist within the five Coopera-

tives studied. In the case of Riverhill, for example, the range of
:services to be provided was specified in the Agreement "finding the LEAs

;n voluntary association; it stipulates simply that the Cooperative

shall provide those programs and services mandated by state law, and at

a level to comply with minimal state requirements. The Cooperative

operates (and is responsible for) the full range of programs (with the

exception of a few tuition programs for rare handicapping conditions).

A second option exists in the Foothills agency, in which programs are
reviewed annually, and only tnose requested by one or more LEAs are

actually undertaken. IP this case a lengthy and complex process of



making proncsals for service, and contracting for those services, is
specified; after a date certain a school district is committed to pay
for services contracted, and must give 90-days notice if it wishes to

withdraw from the program or service the following year.

A third option exists in the Northern Slopes agency, which is a
voluntary organization in which LEAs can opt into or withdraw from
Cooperative programs and services on relatively short notice (actually,
these are programs arranged by the agency and supported by them but
operated by one of the interested LEAs as the lead LEA). As that case

shows, this flexibility is bought at a price: early withdrawal can be

fiscally disadvantageous for both the withdrawing district and the
district responsible for mounting the program.

In the main, Cooperative program and service offerings are locked
into a permanent or reviewable schedule with options for withdrawal (or
non-participation) being sharply limi6ed in view of the fiscal problems

and planning difficulties which greeter flexibility would create.

Question 2: Describe the governance structure in terms of compo-

sition and role of the board of directors, the roles of the advisory
committees which exist for special education services, or other means by
which local agency personnel or the public are involved in decision-making.

Governance of the Cooperatives studied seems to be an "inside"
matter, legally in the hands of the Cooperative Boards, but in fact
managed at an informal level by the Directors and selected other admini-
strators (depending on the particular site).

One cannot be much impressed with the extent of involvement of the
public, oe, indeed, of efforts made by the Cooperative to involve them.
(We shall describe some of those efforts in a later section.) Except

for the involvement of parents in the staffing (IEP) process, there is
virtually no public input--and even parental involvement ten6s to be
apathetic (more on that later as well). There are few advocacy groups,

and few parental or public advisory groups. Where they exist, as in the

case of Riverhill, these parental groups are seen primarily as communi-

cation links with the public; they are rarely proactive in policy formula-

tion.

Each of the Cooperatives studied (except Seaside) has its own
Board, and these Bo rds are elected by the School Boards of the member

LEAs. The particular mode of election varies; in some cases, there is a
Cooperative Board member for each member LEA; in one studied case Cooper-
ative Board members represented "Director Districts" of about five LEAs

each Boards of the LEAs in those districts elect the Cooperative
Board member); and in one case, while there were no formally designated
representational districts, clusters of LEAs, by "gentlemen's agreement"
rotated the selection of Cooperative Board members among themselves as
terms expired. The studied Boards ranged in size from five to nine
members; their memhers tended to resemble (for obvious reasons) persons
normally found on school district boards, that is, business and profes-

sional persons, and, for these rural sites, farmers.



Legally, these Boards are constituted with all of the powers normal

to Boards. They sometimes select the Director of the Cooperative (where
he is not otherwise appointed by the SEA), and always approve his staffing
recommendations for other positions. They develop plans (usually for

the purpose of contributing to mandated state special education plans);
approve budgets (including where relevant the selection of particular
reimbursement options); approve program and project proposals; develop
Cooperative policies and procedures. Individually, they engage in
committee work relevant to upcoming agenda items, serve as channels of
communication to home LEA boards and to community members, and at times
may be pressed into service to perform "gentle persuasion" on parents
who may be reluctant to sign off on IEP provisions.

While it would be a mistake to characterize the Boards as "rubber
stamps," it seems clear that most of the matters to come before them
have been dealt with informally prior to appearance on the agenda.
illend, the informal mode of operation seems to characterize most Coop-
eratives; at the studied sites, anecdotes were told (perhaps apocryphal,
but always with a display of warmth, sympathy, and support from the
tcller) of how the Directors "got things done." Indeed, the ability to

engage in informal politicizing seems to be a much prized characteristic
in Directors and other administrators.

In this informal process Superintendents of member LEAs play a
crucial role. In all cases, Directors make it a point to stay in close
touch with them (and sometimes with building principals as well), review-
ing important items and "getting their ducks in a row" before any formal

hearing. In two of the studied cases the Superintendents actually
serve in advisory roles: in Riverhill, on a one-to-one basis with the
Cooperative Board members representing their districts, attending Board
meetings with them and rendering advice as needed; and in Northern
Slopes, in which the Director has constituted an advisory board of all
member Superintendents with which he works closely. The dictum of the

Riverhill Director that, in his role, his chief functions were to serve
as an "assistant coach," "coaxing and cajoling," is revealing.

The Board members reciprocate in their selection of a person to
fill the Director's role. They tend to pick "one of their own," someone
who has himself been heavily involved with school administration and who
can be expected to understand and sympathize with the problems that

confront the Superintendents of the member LEAs. Of course, that tendency
may well be a plus; surely it is better to have an experienced rather

than an inexperienced hand. And surely someone who understands local
problems at first hand will be better abl .11 cope with them when they
impinge on Cooperative operations. But unfortunately, experience does
riot simply deepen understanding; it tends to block out options--the

Directors know what can't be done.

On balance, h rer, the governance of these Cooperatives seems to
be well managed. The public (and parents among them) are clearly not as

heavily involved as one might wish. The operational arrangements are
perhaps a bit too informal, and at times, a bit too "cozy." But to

expect anything else would be unrealistic. It is important for policy
makers to recognize that governance will always have such features; to
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develop legislation which assumes otherwise would be naive. Note, too,

that decisions are made, programs are developed and mounted, and, all in

all, handicaped youngsters are better served with the Cooperatives than

without them. Moreover, if any of the characteristics that have b.
noted might be thought undesirable, it seems likely that they are less
pervasive and impactful than they would be if special education programs
were entirely in the hands of the LEAs.

Question 3: Describe the major sources of funding for special

education services and for the unit as a whole.

and

Question 6 (Service and Delivery Mechanisms): How are service

costs allocated to member LEAs?

and

Question 4 (Effectiveness and Impact IJsues): that portion that

reads: Describe . . . the impact of the funding or cost formula utilized.

The responses to the above questions are so intimately tied to the
particulars of state reimbursement plans that it is literally impossible

to speak about overall patterns. The reader who doubts that assertion
need only look at those sections of the cases that deal with funding to

be informed about the complexities involved. Furthermore, nothing

stands still; strtOe funding plans, like other aspects of education that

are hightly politicized (recall, for example, the consolidation issue),

are in continuous flux. What is true of a state this year may not be

true the' next. Indeed, this enormous variability is one of the chief

sources of complaint at LEA and Cooperative levels; the task of keeping

abreast of new developments is a ,ifficult one indeed. Furthermore,

this variability is even more gro:; when dealing with the funding of
handicapped programs; everyone agrees that providing programs fcr handi-
capped students is more expensive than for regular students, but the
precise nature of the weighting is a matter of great mysticism; different

states use different weights and the same state will employ different

weights at different times (a process euphemistically known Ls "fine
tuning" the formulas). Nevertheless, the experience of the research
team with the five sites that were studied does warrant some observations:

1. Cooperatives, whether dedicated solely to special education or
also include other kinds of programs, draw their resources from only a

limited number of sources. Theca include: direct billings to LEAs for

services rendered (sometimes disguised under the heading of "tuition");

state reimbursements (which may flow through the LEA to the Cooterati,.e;

and may or may not include 94-142 "flow-through" funds); direct state
payments (as for example, a state flat rate payment for RIETEUFFET7e
overhead); in-kind reimbursement (as for example, a Cooperative program
mounted for a local junior college in return for favorable rental rates

on space needed for media services); and outside contracts and grants

(as for example, Title IVC projects).
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2. Money is recouped by the Cooperatives in a variety of ways as

well. Charges made to LEAs (and others) for program services are usually

billed as tuition; the charges are usually calculated by dividing actual

and full program costs by the number of participants in order to arrive

at the per-pupil tuition charge. Sometimes these charges include full

overhead and at other times overhead may be charged under other formulas.

Reimbursement formulas also vary depending upon the state. In some

instances the basic unit far reimbursement is personnel time; thus, in

Riverhill, reimbursement is for "program units" defined as a certain

number of hours (annually) provided by a certificated teacher or by a

paraprofessional (at half the teacher rate). Sometimes the basic reim-

bursement unit is student head count, typically weighted depending on

the particular category of handicap presented by a given student. Or,

the reimbursement unit may be actual program or service costs. Reimburse-

ment under any of these systems is not full reimbursement in all of the

cases studied; in Riverhill, for example, it is fixed by the state at 80

percent of the actual costs, while in Northern Slopes it approximates 40

percent (even though 80 percent is authorized). In addition, certain

other items of expense may also be reimbursible, such as transportation

costs, library and other instructional materials, diagnostic fees of

specialists, and the like. Usually some rate less than 100 percent is

applicable to these categories also.

3. Keimbursement funds recouped by the Cooperative typically do

not come directly to the Cooperative from the state but flow through

(actually, or as a book-keeping device) the LEAs. It is the LEA that

applies for reimbursement, although it is typically the Cooperative

staff that assists the LEA in doing the necessary paperwork (in some

instances the Cooperative acts as fiscal agent and does all of the work

itself).

4. Costs are allocated to member LEAs in different ways as well.

In the case of Riverhill, for example, the Cooperative bills the five

member LEAs in equal shares for the fall cost of mounting the program.

The entire cost of operating the Cooperative, less outsiae grants, is

simply divided by five and allocated to the members. In other cases,

Foothills, for example, administrative costs are allocated in equal

shares to all members but program costs are allocated only to users--on

a tuition basis as described above. Or, a portion of all costs may be

pro-rated equally to all members, say, 35 percent, while other costs are

allocated to members proportionately to their average daily attendance,

say, the other 65 percent; this is the case in Northern Slopes.

5. Flow-through funds under P.L. 94-142 are also handled in

different ways. Frequently the state department of education may retain

a pertion of these funds to operate certain statewide prograi Child

Find, for example, in Northern Slopes. Or, the funds may be disbursed

to LEAs as part of their total reimbursement package. Or the funds may

be sent directly to the Cooperative, which is in turn responsible for

reallocating them to the LEAs. It might be noted that these P.L. 94-142

funds do not provide an exceptionally rich addition to the local coffers;

less than 10 percent of funds spent on special education in the states

is provided from this source. Because of the provision that these funds

cannot be mingled with other state special education funds, or dispalce
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these funds, richer states, for example, the one in which the Heartland

Cooperative is located, have used the funds to operate new programs
(Early Childhood Programs, in Heartland's case); in these states 94-142
does not contribute to regular special education programs at all.

6. Whatever else can be said about funding/cost/reimbursement
patterns, one thir,g is crystal clear: this area is hedged about with

problems. Among the more salient noted in one or more of the five
studied sites are these:

a. Funds are in short supply. The programs mandated under

P.L. 94-142, and/or its parallel state-level legislation, have placed a
burden on LEAs which most of them are unable to shoulder. Further,

since in many instances reimbursements are keyed to enrollments, dollar
amounts are in decline just as enrollments are in decline, nationally.
Add to those facts that fact that the nation is also in a period of
economic depression and it is easy to see that LEAs--and hence .:heir
serving Cooperatives--have their fiscal backs to the wall.

b. Costs that are mandated are not fully reimbursed, and
indeed, the appropriated reimbursement may be significantly below the

authorized reimbursement. With few exceptions reimburseable costs are
set at 80 percent of their value, and some costs are not reimburseable

at all (often special instructional materials fail into that category).

And at one of the sites studied--Northern Slopes--it was noted that the
authorized reimbursement rate was typically paid out at only half value.
Little wonder, given the "terrible threesome" of underfunding, partial
reimbursement, and under-appropriation, that LEAs feel beleagured.
Mandates are perceived as laid on but with little help to meet them.
One is reminded of Joe Penner's invitation, "Let's have a duck dinner.

You bring the duck!"

c. Equalization is not redly equal. In rural areas, it

seems clear, services cost more to provide because of such factors as

sparcity, inability to attract competent personnel without premium
salaries, transportation and other logistical costs, and the like. But

equalization formulas do not take these factors into account very well,

if at all. Add to that the fact that rural LEAs are often also poor
LEAs, and the problem is further exacerbated.

d. Present funding formulas take account only of operational

costs, not start-up costs. Programs that have been undertaken in response

to P.L. 94-142 (or parallel state-level legislation) have required
considerable initial investments, but these are nowhere compensated.

e. There is no insurance for the risks of undertaking and
operating programs when the only method to recoup expenditures is by
billing (in one way or another) for actual use. Programs undertaken on

the strength of promised participation by N handicapped youngsters are
4n serious trouble if only N-1 or N-2 actually come, or worse, if, while
the program is underway, some actually pull out. If youngsters drop

out, all LEAs are liable for a higher per pupil cost than they had

bargained for. If home LEAs are not required to make up costs for
students who have dropped out, the Cooperative (or the LEA that is

operating the program) may operate at a loss.
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f. Reimbursements based on headcounts are highly unfair.

Wha needs to be understood is that there is a certain base cost to

mou.ting a program, and those costs are more or less constant regardless

of the number of youngsters who may be served by it. When the number of

enrolled students goes down (avid especially when, as in the case of the

Midland Cooperative, the headcount at issue is not just the handicapped

count but the count of all stuOan*s), reimbursement goes down, but

program demand remains constant. 2A the only recourse is to recoup

the losses by reductions in perso, (these programs are terribly

labor-intensive) which simply meaLa poorer and less equitable services

for the handicapped--again.

g. The severe fiscal problems reflected in the above obser-

vations pose an enormous temptation for local administrators to improve

their fiscal position by reclassifying students into higher-weighted

categories. A pupil assigned to a supplemental assistance program is

weighted only 1.7, say, but if that same student is placed into a self-

contained class, his weight jumps to 2.0, say. That simple act of

reclassification produces nearly 18 percent grater reimbursement.

h. Formulas that work well at the state level may not work

so well at the LEA level. Head count/weighting formulas work well at

the state level because, given an N of the size that characterizes a

total state, predictions of expenditures can be quite precise, thereby

reducing the number of contingencies that must be taken into account in

developing a state budget. But those same formulas may not be effective

at the local levels, where the Ns are smaller and the numbers more

variable. We may well encounter a situation such as that in Heartland

in which funds are available--but simply happen to be allocated to the

wrong district. It is of little avail to the administrator--who may
have to wait a year for redress--to know that his neighbor is enjoying

uncommon prosperity whilst he is pulling his belt tighter!

i. Finally, the mode of disbursing the funds gives rise tc

public relations problems for Cooperatives. On the books it appears

that the LEA is having its money siphoned away to support a program

being operated elsewhere. The Cooperative may be perceived as drawing

off local reosurces without local consent--a kind of taxation without

representation. All of this may be an artifact of the bookkeeping

system employed, but the bad public relations that ensue can hardly be

worth the small gain in legalistic precision.

Question 4: Describe the relationship of the multi-district organi-
zation, similar units within the state, and the SEA.

Leaving out of consideration for the moment relationships with

otaer agencies for the sake of providing programs or services for the

handicapped (a matter which will be taken up later), Cooperatives may

best be described as highly insular. There are virtually no instances

of non-programmatic relationships with other Cooperatives among the five

cases studied--the Drivers of Special Buses Project undertaken by the

Riverhill Cooperative and another Cooperative in the state being an

exception. Instances of relationships with other types c. agencies are

limited to two: the collaboration between the Midland agency and a



local community college, under which the agency provides certain training

programs in exchange for nominal rental fees for needed media facilities;

and the case of the Riverhill Director who made numerous contacts (NDN,

LINK, state teacher and administrator associations, becoming a member of

the Board of various noneducational organizations) as a way of generating
new ideas while at the same time forming useful political alliances.

If we turn our attention to relationships between Cooperatives and
the State Education Agency, to see a quite different picture, however--a

picture of deep and intimate involvement. Indeed, it is useful to take

even one further step back and ask about relationships between the

Cooperative and its state environment, particularly, the state legislature.

State legislatures have an enormous impact on the forms that Coopera-
tives can take and on the degree to which they will be supported. They

may lay on programs, as for example, for the gifted, not mandated by

P.L. 94-142, and hence forming a further burden for local districts to

carry. In two instances among the cases studied, star legislatures

either cause evaluations of Cooperatives to be mounted, or receive
evaluations of them done by other parties for their information.

But perhaps the best insight into the nature of the impact of state
legislature-Cooperative interaction can be had by contrasting the situa-

tions in the states in which the Foothills and Nortoern Slopes agencies

are located. In the former case, the legislature had a more than century-

long history of interest in intermediate agencies such as the Cooperat've.
It has been very receptive and responsive to the needs of the handicapped,
and developed legislation paralleling if not surpassing P.L. 94-142

before that latter law was passed by the Congress. But as a result, the

legislature is also jealous of its efforts, and is perhaps overly bureau-
cratic and regulative in handling its affairs. It demands a great deal

by way of compliance, but it also funds handsomely. Its consuming

interest in school matters and especially special education matters, is

simultaneously reflected in its open pocketbook and its heavy rulebook.

In the Northern Slopes case, the legislature is much less interested,

historically, in either education or special education. While the
Foothills state mandated Cooperatives (not only for special education
but for a variety of other functions), the Northern Slopes state made
the existence and joining of Cooperatives entirely voluntary. It strikes

a neutral pose with respect to urging LEAs to join. It sets very few

regulations. But, it also is niggardly id its funding, and indeed, it
appropriates only about half of what it authorizes.

Thus, it makes a great deal of difference both to the form and to
the probable level of success of a Cooperative what state it is in. The

choice may be between a legislature of largesse that demands a high
degree of stewardship, or one that is rather niggardly but permissive.

The state sets the context, but the state education agency sets the

operating rules. And so it is to the SEA that the Cooperatives attend
most; to them, the state is at once mandater, monitor, program ratifier,

and funder. Indeed, the state department is the most powerful entity so
far as the Cooperative personnel are concerned; they tend not to know
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much about Federal mandates or funding patterns, or national climates
for this or that, bu: they are well attuned to those matters at the

state level. Moreover, the state department is the final arbiter (withih
the educational establishment) for superintendents who seek variances in

certification to be able to staff a program, for professional staff
whose recommendation will not be accepted by reluctant parents, for
program staff whose proposals are held not to be entirely legal, and the

like. It is also the case that in those instances in which Cooperatives
(e.g., Foothills, Seaside) ere extensions of the SEA, they may have
other official SEA functions to perform, e.g., act as agent in consoli-
dation moves or supervise districts in its supervisor; area.

Most of the effort to stay in tune with the SEA is carried out in
informal ways, not dissimilar to the pattern we have already noted with
respect to governance. If the SEA is the monitor, find out what they

will be enforcing this year. If the SEA is to approve programs, find

out what they want to hear about them. "Stay in touch" and "stay in

compliance" seem to be the major informal guidelines.

Service and Delivery Mechanism Issues

question 1: Describe the types of special education services
available, and how they are provided to students with different types
and levels of handicapped conditions.

Instructional programs. As the reader of the cases will appreciate,
it is impossible to describe the kinds of instructional programs offered
within one summary table, if for no other reason than that some programs
are describable using the traditional categorical labels, while others

are not. For example, in the case of Riverhill, we find the Cooperative
directly involved in learning disabled (LD), emotionally disturbed (ED),
eaucable mentally retarded (EMR), speech/language therapy (S/L), gifted
and talented (GT), and vocational education programs--all traditional
areas. They are also involved in contracting services for low incidence
categories of handicapped students: trainable mentally retarded,
physically handicapped, sensorially impaired, and severely multiply
handicapped. On the other hand, the Foothills Cooperative deals with

non-categorical programs: learning strategies resource room, individ-
ually based academic program, individual academic program -- behavioral
adjustment, basic life skills, and functional life skills--terms that
require translation to be understood by anyone not directly connected
with that state.

There are also significant variations from site to site in terms of
which agency or agencies are primarily responsible for operating a given

program. Some programs are operated solely by the Cooperative--virtually
all of the Riverhill programs are of this sort. Soma are operated by

the LEAs (one or more) with the support of Cooperative personnel as
consultants and resources--most of the Midland programs could be so
characterized. Some are operated solely by LEAs with little or no
s,ymstematic input from the Cooperative -- although the Cooperative may act
as broker for other LEAs who wish to send students to that locally-operated

program. We see examples particularly in Foothills and Northern Slopes.
Some are coordinated or combined operations, with the LEAs and the
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Cooperative having about equal operational authority and responsibility- -
these are rare but they do occur, as for example, the individually paced
basic academic program in Foothills. Some programs are contracted to
other agencies (more on this later) with the Cooperative acting as a
broker to arrange the contracts--many low-incidence programs such as SMH

or PH are of this type. But, it should be noted, no Cooperative operates
exclusively in any one of these modes.

One may similarly note variations in the locale in which the programs

are offered. Some are offered through the regular classroom, with the
regular teacher having a consultant back-up. Some are offered in resource

rooms (or other non-class facilities which ought not to be graced with

the term "resource room"--perhaps a corner of the library or cafeteria).

Others are offered in self-contained facilities, from which pupils may
or may not attend the regular class for certain experiences. Some are

offered in special facilities, sometimes located in a regular school
building anu at times at separate locations. In the extreme these

special facilities may include institutionalization. And finally, some

programs are transient, taken "on the road" to a convenient and variable
place, depending on where the clients are to be found. Again, there is

no systematic relation of these locales to program types.

It also seems clear that the scope and range of programs offered
depends heavily on available resources. Riverhill, perhaps the 000rest
of the Cooperatives, provides only those programs mandated by state law:
the "basic five," EMR, LD, ED, S/L, and vocational education; TMR, PH,
and SMH; and, because of an unusual state mandate, G/T. Heartland, on

the other hand, clearly the richest of the five sites, almost overwhelms

one with its array of programs: the same programs as offered at Riverhill,
including talented and gifted, but with two types each of EMH and LD
programs (one resource room model and one self-contained model); plus

programs for the autistic, homebound/hospitalized, hearing and visually

impaired (again, with resource room and special facility models for
each), two types of multicategorical rooms (RR and SC), and an elaborate
pre-school program that includes home intervention teachers, infant/parent
teams, parent classes, a toy lending library, and a series of developmental

learning centers. A parent with a handicapped child free to select a
state of residence would surely choose to move into the Heartland territory

to gain maximum service.

Non-Instru,.ional Services. Each of the Cooperatives engages in a
variety of non-instructional services that are more or less related to

their special education mission. Virtually universal are psychological
services, consultant services, in-service training of regular and special
educatioa teachers, media centers and/or instructional resource centers,
and vocational services, the latter typically associated with the voca-
tional or occupational education programs. Services found frequently

but not universally among the sites studied included transportation
(usually provided as a supplement to the normal LEA transportation
services), educational communications (ranging from mimeographed news-
letters to radio and television programming), cooperative purchasing
(which typically includes more than just special education), and finan-
cial services (bookkeeping, reimbursement paperwork, budget analysis
services, and the like). Two of the sites engaged in fairly extensive
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curriculum development activities, and one in an extended program of

parent training. More esoteric services included (one case each) micro-

computer applications and printing services.

Some observations. It should be stressed again that the paragraphs
just above should not be viewed as summaries or abstracts of what happens
at a typical, site; the reader cannot appreciate the program complexities
extant without reading the individual cases. Yet some observations seem
appropriate as working hypotheses, which ought perhaps to be checked in

more detail over a variety of sites:

I. Programs appear to be similarly oriented regardless of whether
they are categorically or non-categorically described. It would come as

nJ surprise to anyone that at the Foothills Cooperative, the program
labeled "Learning Strategies Resource Room" for the most part serves
'Mat would commonly be labeled as LD children; that the Individually
Based Academic Program generally serves EMH children; that the Individual
Academic Program--Behavioral Adjustment serves ED youngsters; that the
Basic Life Skills Program is for TMH children, and the Functional Life
Skills Program for SMH children. Similarly, at Northern Slopes,
Significantly Limited Intellectual Capacity means EMH and TMH children,
the Perceptual-Communication Disorders Program serves LD youngsters,

and, the Significantly Identifiable Emotional/Behavioral Program serves
ED children. A trained observer walking into these various program
rooms, asked to label the children in it, would have no difficulty
applying the conventional labels. There are of course many good reasons
why conventional labels may be viewed as inappropriate; the shifts that
we note in practice are scarcely more than convenient eupli,misms.

2. Programs offered through these rural Cooperatives are essentially

similar to those offered anywhere. The most significant element of dif-

ferentiation seems not to be rurality but wealth--witness tae variation
from Riverhill to Heartland, for example. But even the Heartland programs

do not seem to be much different from their counterparts at Riverhill --
there are only more options. Learning disabled children tend to be
served in resource rooms while EMH children tend to be placed in self-

contained facilities. Formally there seems to be little difference.

3. There appears to be a "natural" division of labor between LEAs
and the Cooperatives in that LEAs retain programs that can be operated
in renular classrooms or resource rooms, leaving to tne Cooperative
those programs that are usually housed in self-contained or special
facilities. LEAs keep the "easy" cases and send along the more difficult

and those with low prevalence in the area. Of course several of the
Cooperatives have openly espoused the policy of leaving to the LEA
everything that it can handle reasonably well with its normal resources
and staff; pride of ownership is, after all, an important element in the

success of Cooperative endeavors. Nevertheless we may note here a
tendency of LEAs to use the Cooperatives as a kind of "pressure valve"
that will relieve them of those cases which they cannot cope with directly.

4. As resources become more available and Cooperatives extend the
scope of their programs to accommodate more and more needs, a question

quickly arises about which services and program are educationally legitimate.
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For example, the Midland Cooperative experiences some difficulty in
defending its provision of more peripheral services such as physical
therapy, occupational therapy, social work, and nursing. There is

surely no question that handicapped youngsters can profit from such
services, but are they necessary from a teaching/learning point of view?
The mandate of schools is after all not rehabilitation but teaching. To
what extent are handicapped students at a significant educational dis-

advantage if they do not receive such services? Jf course there is no

simple answer to this question, but it seems likely that the development
of criteria for making a determination of educational need should be
given high priority.

Child Find. All of the Cooperatives engage in child identification
procedures. In three of the sites visited, there is an annual child
find effort run cooperatively by the state department of public instruc-
tion, the cooperatives, and local school districts. This effort might

best be described as aimed at creating public hwareness of programs and
opportunities. Newletters may be sent to the LEAs parents and patrons,
special "clinic days" may be mounted at which parents may bring children
with suspected problems for screening, and newspaper, radio, and tele-
vision announcements may be made.

Most of the referrals of children are made by school personnel,
although there are also referrals from physicians, community health and
welfare agencies, programs such as Head Start, the Association for
Retarded Citizens, and of course, parents. But teachers and school

nurses are the most likely sources, especially in those instances in

which the school nurse routinely conducts screenings. In Northern

Slopes, the Cooperative has mounted an program of activities which it
asks each school building to undertake, including reviewing all children
who fall below the 10th percentile on standardized achievement tests, as
well as children who seem to school nurses or their teachers to require
academic and perceptual screening. The program also calls for routine
screening of all kindergarten children.

It is unlikely that a handicapped child who is already in school
will remain undetected by one or several of the means available. Since

P.L. 94-142 has been in effect for some period of time, it is felt by
many that virtually all high-risk handicapped children have already been

detected and inducted into the system. Indeed, the state government for

the Foothills State recently rescinded state funding for child find
efforts on exactly those grounds.

The most fertile child-find ground that remains is at the pre-school

level. Here LEAs and Cooperatives feel at a distinct disadvantage. In

most states there is no mandate or funding for pre-school programs;
schools wishing to work the acreage must do so with their own resources

or with grant resources from some external funding agency. In the

latter arena they feel competitively inferior to such programs as United
Cerebral Palsy or the Association for Retarded Citizens; the result is
that they tend to abandon the ground to those agencies. At Midland,

that situation does not exist, because it has been possible to utilize
94-142 funds almost exclusively for a pre-school program; the possibility
that a handicapped child will remain undetected during those five pre-

school years is virtually zEro.



Two other observations are in order with respect to the child-find

situation. First, it is felt that in some instances, regular classroom
teachers are over-referring children because they see referral as a way

to rid themselves of problem children. Anecdotes surfaced at almost

every site about the teacher whose referral was turned down, and who

could not understand why the staffing committee would not classify the
child in question as handicapped. But the problem of over-referral may
not, in the long haul, be as disadvantageous as that of under-referral,
which may occur for a variety of reasons. First, some youngsters who

ought to be referred are not very visible; they are not troublemakers,
they sit quietly, they are obedient. It never occurs to the teacher

that this child has a problem. Second, ft occurs from time to time that

a handicapped youngster comes from a lower socioeconomic level; teachers
are more likely to assume a case of undermotivation rather than handicap

for them. Third, a child may not be referred because there is no program
available; rather than make waves or be the stimulus for an embarrassing
incident, the teacher simply neglects to note a problem. These are very

different reasons for underreferral but they have one common effect:
they deprive a child of needed services.

The Staffing (IEP) Process. When a youngster is referred as possibly
handicapped, it is necessary to undergo a process of diagnosis and
placement before he or she can receive any services. The basic ouilding

blocks of this process appear to be everywhere the same; but in practice
each of the blocks is carried out in somewhat different ways by local
agencies.

The initial evaluation may be carried out by an ad hoc or permanent

team. In Riverhill, for example, the Cooperative schOZT-Wychologist
receives all referrals and screens them; assuming he believes they
warrant further act'on, he appoints a Professional Planning Team which
will be responsib7o for the case from then on. One of the team is named

Case Manager. In Foothills, each LEA annually appoints a standing
Committee on the Handicapped, consisting of a principal, school psycho-
logist, guidance counselor, special education teacher, the parent of a
handicapped child, and a physician; this team is joined by the referring
individual if he or she is a member of the school staff. In Midland a

multidistrict team called the Referral Management Team screens all

referrals for the LEAs they serve. In this case a second ad hoc team is

later appointed to mange the actual staffing.

The evaluation most often involves a school psychologist, but,
depending on the nature of the handicap, may also involve physiLians,
nurses, guidance counselors, and others. Evaluations may also include

interviews with the regular teachers and principal of the referred case.

It is at the staffing level that most variation in the process can
be noted. Staffing in the simple form contemplated in the "bare bones"
list above was soon found not to be practical for a variety of reasons:
it is cumbersome, time-consuming, often embarrassing to the several
professionals who may find themselves in public disagreement about the
dispos%tion of a case, and typically quite overwhelming to the parents.
Hence a variety of changes have evolved. In Riverhill, for example, the

staffing committee members may, sans parent, meet informally in a
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"pre-staffiny" to reach a common decision that will be presented for
discussion to the parents at the formal staffing. In the Foothills

Cooperative, the staffing process has been divided into two phases;
during Phase I the Committee on the Handicapped determines the case's
overall needs and goals, decides on an appropriate placement program and
designates the persons who will be responsible for implementing it.
During Phase II, the designated agent--typically a special education
teacher--working with the regular teacher (if appropriate) and the
parents, spells out specific objectives and day-to-day lessor. plans.
Northern Slopes spells out a "Total Service Plan" as part of the formal
staffing process, but then turns over to the designated special education
teacher the responsiblity for developing the actual IEP. These several

variations work to decrease the amount of time during which the staffing
committee must meet and deliberate, tend to separate the decision process
from the parents and hence reduce the amount of negotiating that must be
done in their presence, and tend to shift the responsibility for developing
the details of the IEP from the committee to the responsible special
education teacher.

The remaining steps are fairly straightforward, being practiced in
about the same way everywhere. The program is implemented in whatever
ways have been specified, and is then reviewed on some systematic basis.
Most common is the three-month (twelve-week) initial review, fcllowing
by a fuller review on an annual basis. The total process is repeated

triennially.

Most LEAs and Cooperatives appear to be reasonably satisfied with
the methods they have evolved for carrying out staffing. Of course

everyone complains of the paperwork, and it would undoubtedly be a
blessing if more of the "boilerplate" required for the IEP could be
computer-generated. Several of the Cooperatives are working on this

possibility. Initially, too, the staffing process was characterized by
long delays between referral and placement--in some sites it might take
as long as a year for an unusual case to be resolved. But these delays

are rapidly disappearing; as the backlog of cases is diminishing and the

experience of the actors in handling them increases, one can confidently
expect that expeditious handling will be the rule rather than the excep-

tion.

There are a number of comments about the follow-up on IEPs that
should be made at this point. First, there were instances at all sites
in which the "most appropriate" placement as recommended in the IEP was
not actually made. Now it should be recognized that this "most appro-
priate" placement is that placement which is diagnostically or educa-
tionally most appropriate, not necessarily that which is most appro-

priate for the child in any wholistic sense. Too often IEPs focus on

the particulars of the handicap to the exclusion of other factors.
Ironically this posture is exactly that of which advocacy groups accuse
the general population--ignoring the overall capabilities of the person
just because he or she happens to be in a wheelchair, happens to have a
learning disability, or happens to be on the low side of the IQ scale.

Seemingly inappropriate placements are sometimes made to redress
this overemphasis on the handicap--most often because of parental
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pressures, but sometimes because of the insight of some particularly
empathetic teacher or principal. But there are other reasons for altering

IEP recommendations. Parents are sometimes concerned because the IEP-
recommended placement may remove the child from his or her own school,
away from his or her peer group (in which the child may be well accepted),

condemn him or her to endless hours on the road--with all of its atten-
dant traffic risks--and place the child under the control of administra-
tors and teachers whom the parent does not know and cannot conveniently
reach (again, because of time and distance factors). Moreover, general

community culture acts to keep the child at home--there is an interest
in "taking care of our own' and not taking care of someone else's. Re-

calling the concern over local autonomy, one can see that this posture

is another reflection of that phenomenon.

Added to the above familial, social, and cultural factors is another
very strong set--financial disincentives for making "appropriate" place-
ments into a program out of the home community. We have already seen
that placement in such programs is likely to occur only for more signifi-
cant and therefore more costly served handicaps--for which tuition must
be paid in larger amounts than it would cost to educate the child at

home. Of course it would make no fiscal difference if these costs were
fully and quickly reimbursed, but, as we have also seen, they are not.
The fiscal liability for the home LEA may thus be considerable--and
every such child places the home LEA at greater risk of budgetary over-
runs. There are also transportation costs to be considered--which
usually are not fully reimbursed either. It is clearly to the fiscal
advantage of the home LEA to keep all of its youngsters in its own
buildings and in its own programs.

How can placements other than those recommended in the IEP be
managed, legally? Is not the home LEA required to conform to the IEP

mandate? Fortunately, from the point of view of local school executives,
such extreme and costly options as appeal need not be followed--there
are other easier and far less costly alternatives. In some states

rule exceptions are possible; if the case can be made that an alternative
placement will not be harmful to the child it is usually allowed. Or

trial placements may be made, for 90 days, say--at which time the case

will be reviewed. In these instances the LEA's resource room may serve
as a kind of "safety net"--a place for a temporary assignment which buys
time and provides the opportunity for the "friendly persuasion" of those
who need persuading--parents, teachers, psychologists, or whoever.

But probably the most useful device is assignment to a "multi-
categorical room"--a room that may simultaneously serve EMH, ED, and LD
youngsters. LEAs that have a low incidence of students in one or more
of these categories might, under conditions of "appropriate assignment,"
send them to three different programs in three different locations. But

by combining them into one room--allowable under many state laws--all
these youngsters are kept "at home." Costs are held to a minimum and

all of the problems of transportation and its attendant risks solved.
Moreover, the teachers assigned to these rooms require, typically,
certification in only two of the three areas--a fact that eases the
recruitment/retention problem considerably (more of that later). There
happens also to be an unexpected serendipity for EMH youngsters
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associated with this arrangement. Typically they are served in self-
contained facilities, but when placed in a multi-categorical room they
come in contact with non-EMH youth. Thus the multi-categorical en-
vironment is for them less restrictive than the ususal self-contained
placement. Now multicategorical rooms are nut always successful -- recall
the Riverhill experience, in which the Cooperative was forced to close
down a multicategorical room servi'ing EMH and LD youth because the
parents of the LD youngsters objected. But on balance, it is a useful
arrangement, and one that resolves many of the problems faced by LEAs
regarding assignment.

A second comment that might be made about IEP fol.yw-up is that, as
always, how well the program is actually implemented depends on the
oature of the personnel who put it into action. Program is, in its
particulars, determined at the classroom level; in the final analysis,
it is more a product of the interaction of the specific people involved
than of other factors such as funds or facilities. And when the IEP
prescription involves two persons, as is the case whenever a child
receives instruction in both regular and spacial settings--there are
many opportunities for misdirection.

The regular classroom teachers are often not psychologically ready
to deal with handicapped youngsters. They see their placement in the
regular classroom (when it occurs) as simply adding to their burdens.
Moreover, probably because of lacks in their training programs (mire of
that below), they rarely understand how to deal with these youngsters,
understand that techniques different from those they normally find
effective are called for. As a result they feel no need to become re-
trained, and tend not to take their in-service experiences very seric,usiy.
Further, although nominally included in the development of the IEPs,
regular teachers feel little involved - -tend to believe that their 4nputs
are not honored. Some special education teachers fail to understand the
regular teacher's unique problems; cannot emphathize with them; and
therefore cannot offer very constructive assistance.

Communication is a problem all of its own. Even those teaLlers who
understand the need for close continuing communication find the cards
are stacked against them. For both teachers are expected to maintain
full time instructional assignments. When will they find time for all
of this communication--especially the regular teacher, who is completely
out of control of her daily schedule? When the teacher has a free
period he or she may be assigned some duty, or need to prepare for next-
hour classes. Elementary teachers typically have no way to free them-
selves from the responsibility at least of maintaining order in a class-
room if not actively teaching some group of youngsters. When, when,
when . . . ?

The result of all of these factors is that the program so splendidly
visua;lzed in the IEP may become unravelled at the point of implementation.
The single program often becomes two programs--the regular teacher goes
on about his or her duties without much adaptation, and the special
teacher runs a part-time special education program on the side. Program
coordination is the exception rather than the rule.
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A final comment may be made about the stigma which attaches itself
to any child for whom an IEP mandates something other than normal school
programs and routines. Stigma is of course Amply one form of the more
commor phenomenon of stereotyping -- making inappropriate inferences about

some group because of certain visible characteristics that set them off.

Uf course, the more visible or severe, or the less understood, the
handicap, the more severe is the stigma likely to be. Students become

known as "dunces" or "stupid;" when they are bussed to a program center
thty are likely to be known there as "transports" who are housed in the

"dummy wing."

It requires no special perspicacity to understand why stigmatization
occurs. The Supreme Court said it best: "Separateness is inherently

unequal." Special Educaticn is special not only in the forms of education
but in the characteristics of the youngsters it serves. And as we saw

in the Riverhill case, the necialness need not be handicapping; even

the gifted are afflicted by a kind of stigma!

The unfortunate aspect of stigmatization is that it is translated

into action. The special youngsters are teased and made the butt of

unfeeling jokes. Some youngsters (sometimes unbelievably abetted by
their thoughtless parents) may feel fear and hostility. They certainly

will make every effort to avoid socializing with the handicappedand
even that tendency may be unwittingly helped by school lunch room and

playground schedules. The result: the handicapped quir:dy learn (even
those reputedly unable to learn) that they have some shameful condition;
they may become secretive about it and deny it; they may, when they
finally are released from school, have become so thoroughly persuaded of
the validity of the stereotype that it becomes a self-fulfil ing prophecy.

Of course most special and regular educators are sensitive to this
problem and make genuine efforts to combat it. If youngsters are removed
from the special classroom for work in the resource room, their removal

is done as unobtrusively as possible. Some states have mandated delabeling

as a way of avoiding stigma--but of course, it is noi; the particulars of

the label that count but the practice. A self-contained room is a

self - contained room whether it is labeled "EMH" or "significantly limited

intellectual capacity." Strenuous efforts are r%Jerecall several
examples from the Foothills agency--to develop and operate public aware-
ness programs--and child-awareness programs in schools. These are

clearly laudable efforts and deserve to be continued and redoubled. But

it seems quite clear that, in these five sites, the problem of stigma
has not been solved--nor is it likely to be in the foreseeable hture.

Facilities. The casual visitor to at least four of the five Coopera-
tives included in the field study would not be impres:;ed with the facilities,
not, that is, unless he or she happened to be an afficionadc of turn-of-
the-century architecture. Those who may be concerned that the large
ex:enditures being made nationally or at the state level for special
education are being diverted from programs into lavish quarter or the

staffs need fret no longer. Without exception, the buildings being used
to house these programs are converted from some other--and not too
similar--use, mostly, old school buildings, or, in, the case of Foothills,

an old resort hotel. We'll come back to the Midland case shortly, for

it is indeed a story apart.
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The general pattern is to house the Cooperative headquarters in
such reconverted quarters somewhere near the geographic center of the

catchment area, but to operate the programs in LEA (or sometimes rented)

quarters. How the central facility is organized depends a great deal on
whether the Cooperative is heavily committed to other activities and
services in addition to special education, and what its functional
posture is -- whether, for example, it is primarily a service provider or

a supporter. The former functional arrangement of course calls for

housing more staff. Usually, too, in the central facility one can
expect to find a media center and a library, the latter presumably

stocking both print teaching materials and professional (in-service)

materials. Unfortunately the collection found in such centers and
libraries are usually incomplete and, to some extent, fortuitous- -

resources do not permit the systematic collection of most everything

that would be useful to have.

Programs are decentralized to LEA facilttiesto put them as close

to the user as possible. But whether the spaces are self-contained
classrooms or resource rooms, they are often not likely to be the best

available. These Cooperative programs (and even those programs operated
by LEAs for their own special education students) are likely to get, as
one teacher put it, "the leftovers," spaces that were still available

after all "normal" school functions had been provided for. Some resource

rooms belie the nut; they may contain few resources, and almost virtually

r,one that a regular teacher might borrow to use in his or her own class-

room. Moreover, in scme cases the resource room may see multiple use--the
speech therapist in one corner working ore-on-one; an itinerant LD

teacher with a group of secondary youth learning to read; and perhaps

even the EMH teacher with his or her regular class of eight, who in a

given building may find their self-contained class assigned to the

resource room! Effective instruction cannot take place in such a Babel.

Fortunately this latter situation is relatively infrequent--but it does

exist.

If the exception proves t" le, then weartland provides more

proof th a any reasonable per ri

it

want. It is the complete excep-

tion--an understandable one, t is large, serves many counties and

many LEAs, and is located in a state which prizes education and has just

again voted ,:self another penny rise in the sales tax--all dedicated to

the schools. Midland illustrates what conviction backed by money can

do.

Like the other Cooperatives it too is housed, centrally, in a
reconverted structure- -but this time a more modern office building whose

arrangement of waiting rooms and offices seems just right for the kinds

of activities that go on there. But this central space is just the

beginning. The Cooperative also has satellite offices in seven of the

eight counties it serves, five developmental learning centers to house

its pre-school program, and a number of instructional/ diagnostic centers

in leased facilities such as churches, schools, and storefronts. It

boasts not only a library and media center but a media preparation shop

and a commercial quality print shop. It also suppor a "Boys Ranch"

for certain of its programs. Of course, the large majority of the
special education programs are housed in LEAs (indeed, the Wonder Bay
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LEA houses so many of them that it is often referred to as a mini-Coop),

and some of the earlier observations about the quality of these facilities

also apply here.

There can be no doubt that program and personnel are far more in-

fluential factors in deciding quality than are facilities. It may be

true, as one informant suggested, that if the right person teaches a

good program, even a barn will do to teach in, but, he went on to add,

"Here we sometimes don't even have a barn." An overstatement no doubt,

but something to ponder on. Unless you're Midland. Then you've something

to be grateful for.

Private and arochial schools. The field study gathered very

little information on the subject of private and parochial schools for

the simple reason that only one of the five Cooperatives studied had

such sL600ls within its area. The exception was Midland, which serviced

14. By state law, these schools come under the purview of the director

of special education of the Cooperative for special education services,

which can be rendered on the grounds of those schools so long as it is

possible for itinerant VI or HI teachers, or consultants working with

teachers, to provide them. But these schools may not offer special

education programs as LEAs might. If there are children in these schools

who need, say, the kind of help given in resource rooms or self-contained

classrooms, they must disenroll from the private or parochial school and

enroll in the appropriiTiFTETTC school. Needless to say, this require-

ment is traumatic for many of the parents who feel they are forced into

choosing between the greatest good for the child and their commitment to

religious or philosophic principles. Their dilemma seems to be one of

the prices our society must pay to maintain the separation of church and

state.

Question 2: How are services monitored from the perspectives of

both the LEA and the monitoring agency? What monitoring patterns appear

most effective given the contexts of the particular sites?

The monitoring processes used in connection with the programs of

the Cooperatives are straightforward. Essentially, there are two steps.

First, the Cooperative (or, sometimes, the individual LEAs in conjunction

with the Cooperative) devises an Annual Plan, which is submitted to the

State Department of Education. The SEA is everywhere the duly constituted
monitoring authority, and usually delegates this function to its Division

of Special Education, or equivalent. The Division reviews the plan for

conformity with state and Federal guidelines, which are published for

the guidance of the locals. It may also review (triangulate) the Plan
against other documents and reports filed by the Cooperative. In effect,

this level of monitoring establishes that the Cooperative's objectives

are appropriate as described by law. (We may note, in passing, that

since state special education laws and P.L. 94-142 are typically very

similar, the locals are unable to differentiate them and tend to assume

that what they zre dealing with are state requirements. Locals are

typically unaware of the particular Federal specifications under which

they operate.)



The second step, invariably, is a local site visit by an examining

(or "validating") team of SEA personnel. The purpose is to examine

actual operations to to certain that they conform to the previously

approved specifications contained in the Plan. In effet.t, this step

keeps the locals "honest." Site visit teams may look into the staffing

process, the degree to which IEPs ere implemented, the effectiveness of

committee operations, the extent to which claims such as hours spent or
miles driven are valid, or anything else it suits them to examine.

[Note that the Seaside case differs substantially from these procedures

and problems. Refer to the case for details.]

Now this eminently rational (or rational-appearing) process gener-

ates a number of problems:

1. There are typically few guidelines for the locals to follow in

developing plans and reports. Experience is the best teacher here;

"findings" of one year are avoided the next. The reader may recall from

the Riverhi-.1 case, however, that in that instance "findings" were more
often found to be errors of the examining tec.m than true aberrations in

local operations. So even experience may be misleading.

2. The process operates on an extremely tenuous assumption: that

compliance equals quality. Of course it does not. At best compliance

indicates that certain minimums have been met--and then not often quality

minimums but minimums on some quantitative indicator--number of children

served, number of hours spent, and so on.

3. The process is largely a matter of check-off. Since a list

has been provided in the Plan, the committee need do nothing more than

to check-off those items which it can find. Again, it is presence-absence

that counts, not quality.

4. The process imposes an enormous paperwork burden on all of the

participants. "Paper trails" must be left to which site visit teams can

refer for virtually every program related performance. It is not unusual

for special education personnel to report that they spend the the equivalent

of a day a week or more in such "compliance" paperwork. Since there is

so much other paperwork already involved, as for example, in the preparation

of IEPs, this additional paperwork is hardly greeted with enthusiasm.

It is moreover enormously wasteful of time and energy. Paperwork can

never replace trust.

5. Some procedures and structures exist primarily for the sake of

compliance and pose a wasteful burden on Cooperative personnel. For

example, all of the sices have developed elaborate procedures for estab-

lishing due process with respect to IEP generation: who will do what

under such and such contingencies. Many of these procedures are cited

in detail in the case studies. Yet virtually no cases have ever been

brought (and not too many seem likely).

6. As a result of all the above, Cooperative personnel exist in a

debilitating "climate of fear" with respect to compliance. When any new

act is contemplated, the first question that will be asked is whether,

as a result, the unit (or some individual) would be found in non-compliance.
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Discretionary acts that would have great utility (e.g., in making decisions

about borderline cases) are often eschewed because they do not fit

formal, published criteria exactly, and hence are not in compliance.

And so on and so on. When local discretion is so hobbled, not only is

the bugaboo of local autonomy resurrected, but handicapped children are

served less creatively than bureaucratically.

question 3: What are the procedures for hiring, training, and
organizing personnel for intermediate agencies? What is the administra-

tive relationship among IEU staff, LEA staff, and programs offered?

Recruitment and Retention. The situation with respect to recru.ft-

ment and retention is perhaps best Rimmed up in the plaint of on Coopera-

tive Director who said, "I can't get 'em and I can't keep 'em!" Open

positions are common in Cooperative budgets, and high turnover rates are

also.

There are many disincentives that discourage a potential Cooperative
(or LEA special education) staff member from accepting an appointment.
Rural salaries are low and so are the annual increments. The feeling of

some teachers that they started low and get further behind every

year. There is a lack of appeal in rural life for many candidates; most
have no experience with such areas and dread their apparent isolation.

Social life, they feel, is virtually non-existent, and what there is

t be played out in a "goldfish bowl." There are many value conflicts

as well; the values that characterize the American rural scene are not

those that many of the more sophisticated, big-city raised and big-Univer-

sity trained teachers and administ -ators espouse.

Directors of Cooperatives feel that tney nevertheless have some
strategies available to them in the recruitment game. Some are willing

to settle for persons of zero or low experience. They may look for

persons trying to "break in" to special education who are not trained to

do so--retreaded teachers, for example, who could not normally be certi-

ficated. But understanding state departments, realizing the recruitment

difficulties faciling these rural cooperatives, may be willing to grant
conditional certification waivers (the conditions usually involve enroll-

ment in a formal training program and making reaosnable progress toward

the accompanying degree). The Riverhill Director spoke glowingly about
his strategy of "challenge and recycle"--challenging persons who are

casting about for a mid-career change. Directors are likely to stress

to candidates the "quality of life" which the quiet countryside affords

--an escape or respite from city life, less hectic pace, outdoor attrac-

tions (especially useful in Foothills and Northern Slopes because ,f

skiing and in Seaside because of beaches and fishing). But it seems

clear that these strategies are only minimally successful; recruitment

is still one of the toughest problems which Cooperative Directors face.

Retention is no less a bugaboo. Of course we may assume that those

persons attracted by the different rural lifestyle may, once there, come

to appreciate it even more fully and opt to say. But now other fac,:ors

come into play which were perhaps not quite realized at recruitment

time. The schools are small and the facilities are minimal. The paper-

work burden is high. If the teacher is an itinerant, travel time begins
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to take its toll. The suspected lack of privacy is realized. Peer

relationships are strained because they are so casual and, in the case

of itinerants, so changeable. Alienation sets in. Burnout may follow,

especially when the .chers who may be inexperienced realize the slow
progress of their students, and how difficult it may to get additional

training that might help break the log jam. And when these teachers
recall that they do have options--special education personnel are, after
all, in high demand--they may decide to seek their fortunes elsewhere.

Again, Directors have means for countering these tendencies to
abandon ship. One Cooperative organizes its personnel into teams; the
Director of Special Education is candid in saying that the function of
the teams is at least as much to build and buttress morale as it is to
devise program and provide training. A principal in Northern Slopes
confronts his special education teachers with a set of "Coping Rules" to

help them rt along. But clearly the most effective means are those
utilized in Midland; again, these are possible because of Midland's

exceptional fiscal situation. They include higher salaries than are
offered by local LEAs, and perquisites like travel allowances to national
professional meetings (and encouragement to write papers and present

them) and a handsome professional development stipend. Another possible

strategy that seems not to have been tried, perhaps because of state
regulations relating to their use, is to provide paraprofessionals to
support the teachers (over and beyond client overload considerations).

Such paraprofessionals are "cheap" and usually have local commitments
that will keep them "on the job,' But again, these strategies, real or

possible, are ,iot as effective as one might wish--particularly if one
has the responsibility for getting staff to "re-eniist,4 as it were.

Organizing for service provision. As might be expected, service
delivery takes many different organizational forms whose nature depends
on a variety of shaping factors.

Perhaps the met important of these factors is the form of the
service delivered by the Cooperative--whether direct or Inarect. In

some instances, as for example, Riverhill, the Cooperative offers and

staffs all of the special education programs. In other instances, as

For example, Northern Slopes, the LEAs offer virtually all of the pro-
grams, but with assistance and support from the Cooperative. In still

other instances, as for example, Foothills and Midland, botn the Coop-

erative and the LEAs operate a substantial proportion of the programs.
From the point of view of personnel deployment, the Cooperative may
consist of some combination of the following types, depending on tne
degree of direct vs. indirect service: special education teachers,
resource/consultant personnel working with special education teachers in
the field, resource/consultant personnel working with regular teachers

in their home LEAs, and service personnel sucn as psychologists, social

workers, and physical therapists, ad hoc itinerants who may be either
consultants and/or direct service providers in particular instances.

A second shaping factor is the scope of service. In most cases the

Cooperatives are centralized, that is, located in one central facility

to which its personnel are administratively assigned, and, except for

those working in self-contained classrooms, a; also physically assigned.
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But, as in the case of Midland, when the scope of servic becomes very

broad, decent-alization may occur--to satellite centers, developmental
learning centers, and even to a "mini-Cooperacive" such as that at

Wonder Bay.

A third shaping factor is that of contraci;ual relationships with

personnel. Personnel lay be employees of the Cooperative or of the LEA.
In Riverhill, for example, all special education personnel are hired by
the Cooperative, while in Northern Slopes all instructional personnel
are hired by the LEAs. In Foothills, there are some of each--although

the number hired by the Cooperative are in the large majority. The

nature of the hiring agency of course has important consequences for
supervision, and, from the point of view of the personnel themselves,

for employee benefits. The salary scale and the nature of tenure and
retirement privileges may depend on just who the employer is.

A fourth shaping factor is the nature of the program. Programs for
low incidence handicaps, such as TMR, SMH, autism, and so on, tend to be
contracted to special agencies under contract/tuition arrangements. But

when there is some division of labor between Cooperative and LEAs, the
Cooperative tends to take on the "more difficult programs" and the LEA

the simpler. Thus self-contained programs in Midland and Foothills are
operated by Cooperative personnel, while resource rooms are operated by

LEA personnel.

It is easy to see that various mixes of form, scope, contractual
relationships, and programmatic nature can yield an enormous number of

combinations of organization format. And, these are only the most

salient of the characteristics involved. To see how any given combina-
tion finally emerges it is necessary tc read the individual case studies.
Curiously, the one factor that seems not to make a difference in how
sercces are organized is whether the programs are categorical or non-
categorical. It is, for example, impossible to tell what the organiza-
tional form is likely to be by seeing whether program labels are couched
in such terms as EMH, ED, LD, PA the like, or terms such as "Individually

Based-Basic Academic Program" (Foothills) or "Significantly Limited
Intellectual Capacity" (Northern Slopes).

Two prominent points of different that might be thought of as
concomitants of organizational form have to do with the number of per-
sonnel that make up the Cooperative, on the one hand, and the communi-
cation patterns that exist among these personnel, on the other. The

extremes in the five cases studied for number of personnel are Northern
Slopes, with only six persons who make up the Cooperative, and Midland,

with more than 250. Of course, the large number in Midland can be
accounted for by noting the large number of LEAs served (45, plus 14
private and parochial schools), tKe large number of programs (including
an extensive pre-school program), and the rich financing of that operation.

On the other hand, this large number occurs despite the fact that the
large majority of special education programs are operated by LEAs (175

out of 198). Thus, one cannot assume that there is perfect, or even
dependable, correlation between the shaping factors and the kinds of
personnel deployment one can expect.
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Communication becomes exponentially difficult as the number of
personnel increases and special means become necessary to maintain it.
The two best examples are Foothills and Midland. In the former case,
communication is managed to a significant degree through the medium of
the team; five teams organize the teachers of the program into units
which meet on A regular basis to discuss curricular projects, diagnostic
services, and problems of all kinds. The Director of Special Education
for the unit makes the point that the process involved in these reetings
may be just as important, if not more so, than the product; it provides
a means for developing a sense of identity and for supporting morale.
In the Midland case, communication is managed by the device of the
consultant, who regularly meet with each teacher; by satellite offices,
each with its own manager who is responsible on a cross-category basis
for all personnel in the satellite area; and via the large contingent of
itinerant service personnel: psychologists, social workers, and the
like.

Whatever the formal organization may look like, it is apparent that
much, if not most, of the business of the Cooperative is conducted
informally. Of course, Cooperatives are intended to be service agencies,
and it is part of the lore of organizational theory that service organi-
zations must rely more on influence than authority. It is certain that
service organizations must be operated in ways that keep anyone from
losing face.

We see the informal mode in action in these Cooperatives in a
variety of ways. Governance is informal; much business is conducted
through informal contacts, such as "showing the flag" or "coffee and

chats." It is seen in the pre-staffing innovation, and in the use of
"friendly persuasion" to line up parents who might otherwise object to
the stipulations of the IEP. It is seen in recruiting and hiring pat-
terns--Directors tend to be appointed from among "one of their own,"
people "who have been there" and understand the unwritten rules of the
game. As much as anywhere, in the Cooperatives, "politics counts."

And always, but especially when business is conducted informally,
it is ti)e people who are involved who make the difference. Human re-

sources turn out to be the most important assets that the Cooperative
has. Cooperation fuels a successful program; negotiation and communi-
cation are eased when the people are committed, accepting, understanding,
sympathetic, hard working, professionally well qualified, worthy of
respect. It is easy to forget the importance of these qualities; they
sound a little "corny," a little like the qualities claimed by each boy
scout as he repeats the oath to be loyal, honest, trustworthy, and on.
But over and over anecdotes emerged during these site visits to reaffirm
belief in these aphorisms about human virtue. Recruitment and retention
programs aimed at identifying and keeping these kinds of persons, and
programs aimed at improving the extent to which they possess these
qualities, are perhaps the most important that a Director can devise.

Form is not the only organizational constraint on effective func-
tioning. Sometimes the role to be filled is defined too much by the
characteristics of the predecessor in that role; the "shoes may be too
big to fill," or, the earlier performance may have been so poor that
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everyone predictF failure again. Time and energy that might more profit-

ably be devoted to other things must instead be focused on overcoming
these expectational stereotypes. Or, roles may be placed in protagonist

positions. The organization itself represents a trade-off, and hence a

potential conflict, between local autonomy and more effective services

for the handicapped. This conflict is reflected at other layers:
between Cooperative Director and LEA superintendents and principals; and

between regular and special education teachers. T:- latter conflict,

coming as it does at the operational level, may be especially intense,
ranging over relative responsibilities defined in the IEP (and who had
input into forming those requirements), over sharing authority and
responsibility for the child's program and the child's grade, and over
the desire of the special teacher to "educate" the regular teacher about
the needs of handicapped youngsters. Role-displacements also may occur;

Cooperative teachers find themselve shifting from being service admini-
strative personnel; from being doe! to being sideliners. Moreover,

these displacements often occur wi A no relief from the original role;
efforts to discharge those other expectations as well involve inordinate
demands of time and e.fort, leading to fatigue and to disenchantment.

There are also problems arising from the fact that Cooperative
personnel are frequently itinerant personnel. The "windshield time"

required is often the least of the concerns, which include demands to
serve two masters, a loyalty torn between Cooperative and LEA, a lack of

appreciation of the cuntr)bution being made, and, in extreme cases,
almost as much stigma as is attached to the handicapped youngstorc being
served.

And, finally, there is the constraint of paperwork. We have already
alluded to the enormous demands of "compliance paperwork;" added to that
is the paperwork that goes with the job--scheduling, record-keeping,
communicating with parents, updating the IEP, and on and on and on, it

seems, endlessly.

Despite it all, one cannot help but be impressed with the dedica-
tion ano commitment exhibited by the staffs of these Cooperatives.
Their morale is uniformly high and they continually feel challenged- -

even if overworked. But it seems clear that greater attention to their
oganizational problems is needed if this high level of morale is to be

Wntained. There is a need to respond to their needs with as much
individualizatior as they exhibit in responding to the needs of the
handicapped whom they serve. Each locale is different and has its own

array of problems--and reinforcers. Boards and Directors must feel that
they have the flexibility and freedom to respond in a meaningful way.

Training. It is difficult to be overly impressed with the provisions
for training afforded to either special education teachers or regular
teachers within the Cooperative framework. In the main, provisions "for
such training are conventional; the training is, moreover, rarely judged

to be more than minimally effective. Among the techniques that can be
found for special education teacher training in one or more of the

visited sites are these:



o Workshops or seminars, most often ccAducted by the Cooperative as

part of a regularly scheduled s.Jrles. Usually only a portion of the

program time is devoted to special education topics, which seem to be

chosen more or less haphazardly (often, it is claimed, by "needs assess-
ments" which turn out to be little mere than questionnaire checklists).
These workshops and seminars may be Leld prior to the opening of school
and/or during "in- service days" during the school year. They may also

be offered by the SEA, by a private firm, or at times, by regional and
national associations; in the latter case, Cooperative staff members are
reimbursed for attendance.

o Consultation, particularly in Cooperatives such as Northern
Slopes and Midland in which most special education programs are LEA-
operated and Cooperative personnel work primarily as consultants.
Consultants may also be resource teachers, and, more rarely, persons
brought in from outside the area.

o Courses, taken as local colleges or state universities, which
Cooperative and LEA staff are "urged" or "encouraged" to Qtttd. In

Midland, courses are offered by the Cooperative as well; by state law,
one-half the hours required for re-certification may be earned in such
locally offered courses.

The preceding three tech. ,ues are found at all of the sites.

Other techniques used in fewer places include:

o Modelling by a Master Teacher.

o Teaming.

o Stress reduction workshops.

o Self-training (in which one staff member takes the lead in teach-
ing others, e.g., the school psychologist may teach other staff about
test interpretation).

o Computerized library reference systems.

o Classroom intervisitation.

The techniques used for regular teachers are essentially similar
but truncated. At the 9ve sites, these teachers were served by in-
service workshops and seminars (sometimes operated by the SEA), con-
sultation, newsletters, and the same library reference system.

A variety of reasons is heard for the judgment that these programs
are not very effective. Chief among these is the belief that teachers,
either regular or special but more particularly the former, do not feel
the need for additional training; the problem described as attitudinal,

and so the chief lack is often seen as a means for motivating teachers
to want training. There are also practical problems, such as the limi-
tations place on the amount of time that can be devoted to 1i-service in
teacher contracts, different schedules followed from LEA to LEA, and
inability of special teachers to command the respect and attention of



regular teachers (a problem already described in several earlier sections

of this report).

But most important in the failure of in-service education, it is
asserted, is the failure of pre-service education. The schools and
colleges charged with the responsibility to train teachers in the first
place have been singularly inattentive to the special requirements
placed on teachers by P.L. 94-142 and its parallel state legislation.
Training of regular teachers is not coordinated with special education,
or vice versa. Neither side is especially knowledgeable of the problems,

or the resources, of the other. Regular teachers are not trained how to
identify and exploit available assistance in working with handicapped
youngsters, especially mainstreamed youngsters; while special education
teachers are rarely trained as resource or consultant personnel and are
oriented only to traditional service delivery models. Until the faculties
of teacher training institutions themselves become attuned to the needs
and possibilities, it is of course impossible to orient the trainees
appropriately. The failure in practice for special and regular education
to work together stems, ultimately, from the failure of teacher trainers
of both stripes to relate to one another. In-service training cannot dc

the job unless the teacher is made receptive to it at a tender age.

Administrative relationships. There are three different kinds of
administrative relationships between Cooperatives and LEAs that are

worth commenting on. The first of these concerns the relationship
between the Cooperative Director and the superintendents and principals
of the member LEAs. There is no instance in the five sites visited in
which this relationship could not be characterized as "good." Superin-

tendents have input channels into the decision-making process, and it
would be rare for a decision to be reached in which concurrence was not
testJd before the decision was put to a vote. Much of this relationship
is carried out via "coffee and chat" (to use the term suggested by the
Riverhill Director); "keeping in touch" is an important function of the

Director. Generally superintendents are pleased to have someone willing

and able to relieve them of the burden'of attending to special education
mandates. Of course the Cooperative Director may have an occasional
problem because he or she sometimes is required to "wear two hats," as
in the case of Foothills, whose Director is also area superintendent,
and of Midland, in which the Cooperative is also charged to supervise
school consolidation activities. But relationships are good and communi-

cation is easy.

A second level of interaction occurs between Cooperative consultants
and LEA superintendents and principals. These consultants may be seen

by the principal as competing supervisors, and the question of relative
authority may come up. Or, the consultant may be coopted by the admini-
strators, as in the case of Midland, where, insteel of working with
teachers 3nly, Cooperative consultants are mainly consultants to admini-
strators, helping them with the enormous paperwork requirements and
reviewing their activities to be sure that they remain in compliance.
But while this role displacement may be onerous for the consultant, it
generally breeds good will with the administrator who is being helped;
the relationship tends to be quite positive.
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A third and difficult level of interaction occurs between Cooperative
personnel an' LEA personnel who are involved with handicapped students,
either as regular teachers of classrooms that have some mainstreamed
youngsters assigned to them, or as teachers of self-contained classrooms
that happen to be LEA-operated. The former are regular teachers and the
lattev special education teachers, but the Cooperative personnel in
either case come onto their turf to work with them. Several problems
arise immediately for the staffer. There is the matter of
loyalty--is one's primary loyalty due to the Cooperative or to the LEA?
There is the "two masters" problem--when entering someone else's turf,
to whom is one responsible--principal or Cooperative Director? If the
frequently stated principle--that the Principal sets the tone for a
building and is chiefly determinative of the quality of what goes on
there --is valid, is it not important to have him or her on one's side?
Principals are described by respondents as falling at different places
along a continuum of responsiveness; he or she may be very accepting and
supportive cf special education, or may not be, generating negative
feelings toward the special education personnel and programs from everyone
else. What if one's principal is of the latter sort; to whom should one
be loyal? Whose leadership should one follow? Or again, some principals
may feel completely incompetent to 'upervise special education instruction,
virtually abdicating their normal responsibility for what is taught in
their buildings. Should one then look for leadership elsewhere?

Despite all these potential problems at the principal's level, it
seems apparent that in these five LEAs, at least, relationships with
administrators are reasonably satisfactory. Most everyone--teacher or
principal--is aware of the potential for difficulty in the relationship
and works at minimizing that potential. And it is perfectly clear that
there is nothing inherent in the nature of Cooperatives that increases
the likelihood ofSiaFiTationships. In practice, most administrators
are grateful for the assistance they receive and do what they can to
simplify its delivery.

Question 4: How are parental involvement and due process provisions
carried out within an intermediate agency?

Parental involvement. Parent involvement varies considerably
within sites (owing primarily to socioeconomic factors) and substantially
across sites, owing again to socioeconomic factors and the efforts of
LEAs and Cooperatives to foster meaningful involvement. In the worst
cases, parents' level of awareness is low; their lack of information
about such matters as the nature of handicapping conditions, their
rights, the processes followed by the school, and the like, is profound.

That this is the case is surprising, for parents do have problems,
and they do have opinions about how well the schools are responding to
those problems. They may feel, for example, that the schools are not
competent to respond to the needs of their handicapped children. They
may feel that schools do not pick up handicapping conditions soon enough,
and that when diagnoses are finally made, they are inauquate or simplistic.
They may feel that program offerings are minimal, perhaps even inferior.
They may be concerned about the time lost and the risks run in long-
distance transportation. Parents have these concerns but they all too
often never get expressed in any fruitful way it seems.
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However, Cooperatives and LEAs do make efforts to increase involvement,
not only because they are legally mandated to do so, but in some cases
because they feel a general commitment to the principle. Techniques
employed include newsletters, radio and television broadcasts, Child-Find
awareness campaigns, slide/tape shows, informational programs, workshops,
parent education materials, parent classes, family counseling, and
social work activities. As one might guess, the poorer agencies engage
in fewer activities than the more wealthy, but all of the five sites
studied do engage in at least some of these, with more or less success.

Of special interest are parent advocacy and support groups, and
groups constituted to provide decision-making input. Found at all sites

is the Association for Retarded Citizens; this group has its own agenda
and tends to focus on influencing (lobbying) political bodies, notably
state legislatures. Their influence was felt more prior to the passage
of P.L. 94-142, and consisted primarily of efforts to get state legisla-
tures to pass laws paralleling (the impending) P.L. 94-142. Locally
significant groups are much rarer. Riverhill does have a Parent Advisory
Board, whose members are appointed by the member LEA boards; this group
is largely reactive, however, to proposed policies, does little to
initiate new ones and seems to have as its primary function acting as a
communications link between the Cooperative and the community. Midland
encourages the formation of category specific parent support groups;
such groups exist in relation to most of the programs Midland offers.
Midland also houses an externally funded parent advocacy group known as
"Pilo i, Parents," through which selected parents are trained to provide
information and support of other parents. But of course such an elaborate
activity would not be possible without additional funding. Little else

is in evidence at the sites; parent support/ advocacy groups are not
prominent in these rural Cooperatives.

ilInvolvemlitiLthelilijIiii.g_Imms. One would expect the
parents o diagnosis and assignment to
be more involved than other parents, and while that is true to some
extent, the difference in level of participation is not very noticeable.
Estimates of the proportion of parents involved in these processes
r?nges from 10 to 90 percent; fifty percent is a commonly expressed
average figure, and then, it is usually only one of the two parents who
attends, virtually always the mother.

There is some evidence to suggest that the extent of parent partici-
pation depends on a number of factors: the nature of the particular LEA
concerned (whether for example the LEA is active in soliciting parent
involvement), the particular handicap whir'', is involved, the severity of
the handicap (less participation can be expected fra. parents of mildly
handicapped children), the socio-economic status of the parents (higher
SES means higher participation rates), the amount of prior experience
the parents have had with "the system," and, finally, the nature of the
prior experience, including whether it reached, in the parents' opinion,

a satisfactory resolution.

There is much speculation at the sites about the reason why parents
participate so infrequently. Some parents, it is said, see the school
as the authority: "they know best" and the parents are content to have



them make the necessary decisions. Some do not understand the process,

and, despite numerous attempts by the Cooperative or LEA to inform them,

just miss out. Some feel incompetent--they are "over their heads" and

cannot make a useful contribution. The whole approach simply confuses

them. Some feel overwhelmed; the sheer number of "experts" involved

puts them off. Some simply have emotional reactions--fear, anxiety,
guilt, shame, frustration--which effectively prevent them from partici-

pating. Some face irresolveable time conflicts--they cannot attend
because they must work, say, or handle other familial or household
matters that for some reason take precedence. Some will not attend

because they lack confidence in the process or fear the stigma that may

attach itself to them. A very few do not attend because they believe
that non-attendance is the only means at their disposal to express
disapproval of the entire approach.

Cooperatives and schools are under special legal pressures to
obtain parental involvement in IEP staffing and so make strenuous efforts

to do so. Of course, it should be clear that, early on, school personnel
often had as many misgivings as did the parents about their participation;
apprehension was high because the school personnel also were inexperierKed
and felt somewhat incompetent, because they feared public embarrassment,
and, in the extreme, felt that parental participation might lead to a
"take-over." But several years of experience, plus adjustments such as
pre-staffing, have removed most of these early concerns. The professionals

in these encounters are definitely in Clarge.

Techniques used include letters, informaLional brochures that
describe the processes to be followed and outline parental rights,
parent conferences, and, in Heartland, parent/infant teams and assistance

from school social workers, who act as familial advocates and ombudsper-

sons. A variety of informal techniques are also employed: a proactive

style among the professionals most responsible, such as the psychologist,
in anticipating and dealing with problems; use of board members and
members of parent adivsory/advocacy groups to provide inforr,ation and
exert "gentle persuasion;" and a variety of "off-the-record" contacts
between teachers and parents. Strenuous efforts are also being made to
simplify the IEP process, including the prohibition of arcane technical

language in dealing with parents. But it seems clear that none of these
techniques, nor all of them together, have produced the level of parental
participation contemplated in the structure of P.L. 94-142, and certainly

not the level that would be considered desirable from a humanistic point

of view.

Due rocess. All of the sites studied have developed elaborate due
process regu atm_ to protect the rights of the child and parents.

Parental participation and sign-off is required at every step of the IEP

staffing process: before the staff can test or diagnose a youngster,
before the IEP staffing session is scheduled, and before the resulting
IEP is implemented. If the parents are not themselves a part of the
staffing committee, a parental surrogate must be, or the parents must

waive their rights to be present. Parents must further be involved in

subsequent reviews: the short term (usually twelve week) review, the

annual review, and the triennial review. Parents may revoke permissions

already given if for any reason they become dissatisfficrWiTh the process.
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There are, furthermore, extensive guidelines governing the due
process hearing, which can be demanded by a parent who feels dissatisfied,
or by the LEA or Cooperative in the event that parental cooperation is
not forthcoming. These guidelines spell out in great detail such matters

as the rature of the notice required, the nature of the hearing, the
qualifications of the hearing officer, the timing that must characterize
each step, and the available appeal processes--including appeal to the
state court ? - -if the hearing does net come a satisfactory conclusion.
Parents who have 7, language problem are guaranteed an interpreter. The
hearing is set so far as possible t. accomodate to the parents' work
schedule. Hardly anything is overlooked that would protect the parents'
rights and make the hearing a viable process for all parties.

ii view of the immense effort that has obviously gone into develop-
ing procedures in such detail, it is more than interesting to note that
there have been relatively few due process hearing and/or court cases in
any of the five sites. Neither the parents nor the school districts
involved have often felt sufficiently pressed to take such action;
indeed, it -gems to be a matter of policy with most districts that the
parents' wishes constitute the final guide to what shall be done in a
particular case. It is clear that P.L. 94-142 over-regulates in this
area, and by that over-regulation reinforces local concerns about being
found in non-compliance. The e 'borate regulations have been formulated
simply for the sake of compliance; certain there are no practical reasons
why they would otherwise have emerged.

question 5: What are the provisions for related services in inter-
mediate agencies? Is there a relationship between general health care

and social resources availaL- in rural communities and the extent and
quality of special services provided handicapped students?

Most of the programs and services offered by or through the Coopera-
tives in these five sites might best be described as "self-contained:"
every effort is made to provide, directly within each LEA or in neighboring
LEAs, all that is required. However, Cooperatives do turn to other
agencies for certain purposes, including:

o Referrals. Many community agencies and practitioners are aware
of the responsibilities of the schools under P.L, 94-142 and so refer to
their attention those cases which they Pncounter in their normal practice.
Such practitionersfugencies include dentists, physicians (although
physicians as a group are often locked on with suspicion both by parents
and by school personnel), hospitals, social welfare agencies, community
health centers, and county and state health agencies.

o Evaluations. More complex handicapping conditions may require
evaluations that are beyond the resources the Cooperative to provide;
these arp arranged, for a fee, in area hospitals, urban diagnostic
centers, and with private practitioners.

o Source of services. Local hospitals are often prevailed upon to
provide occupational therapy and physical therapy services as needed; it
is the plaint of Cooperative Directors that either they cannot find or
cannot fund PT/OT personnel. Several of the sites have relationships
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with local community colleges to provide services such as para-professional
training courses or media services, either for a fee or in-kind payment
(e.g., the Cooperative staffs the program for which the institution
provides facilities and gives credit).

o Program sites. The Cooperative may lease a site in which to
house a program from ARC; or it may arrange with a local hospital to
provide tutorial services for students who are hospital-bound in that
facility.

o !nstitutional service provision or placement. More difficult or
low incidence handicaps may be served by participating in programs
provided by other agencies, or even by placing youngsters in those
facilities. Contracts are usually drawn for this purpose, and tuition
or fees are involved. Such agencies include facilities for the deaf and
blind, for orthopedically handicapped or severely multiply handicapped
student.), the state university medical center, the state family service
center, or (most frequently involving ARC) sheltered workshops and other
vocational prgorams.

It might also be noted that in a few instances Cooperatives find
themselves in competition with these other agencies, usually when external
funds are involved. Then another agency such as ARC or United Cerebral
Palsy may elect to develop its own grant proposal in order to offer
services which, under more circumscribed funding circumstances, might be
left to the Cooperative to provide.

Overall, it seems reasonable to conclude that the services and
programs offered through or in conjunction with these other agencies are
the equivalent of those available to anyone, whether located in a rural
or urban area. Many of these facilities after all are located in urban
areas or serve whole states. What is not equivalent is the ease with
which these facilities are utilized. 771 logistics of getting children
there and back are difficult. So while quality may be equal, access
clearly is not equal. Unfortunately, the use of these distant facilities
is often the only choice available.

Ouestion 6: How are service costs allocated to member LEAs?
'This question has already been answered as part of Question 3:

Organizational/Governance Issues. See above.

Effectiveness and Impact Issues

The order in which the questions posed in this section (see Part 1,
pp. 3-4) are answered has been altered somewhat to provide for a more
logical flow. Questions 2 and 3 will be dealt with first, followed

by a response to Question 1.

Question 2: Describe the percep.ions of school personnel, parents,
community leadership, and other relevant actors of the costs and benefits
of the collaborative arrangement.

The terminology of cost/benefit comparisons does not occur in the
everyday language of most school personnel, or of virtually any parents
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or community members. Cost/benefit issues seem not to be much addressed,

regardless whether a person holds a good or bad attitude about the
Cooperative or about special education. When cost /benefit issues are
touched upon, they are not particularlf likely to be dealt with in terms

of the Cooperative per se so much as in terms of special education
programs. Thus Question 2 is an especially difficult one to answer.

Costs: It is possible to draw inferences about what respondents
see as the costs of the cooperative special education program, whether
they are school personnel, parents, or community members. In dollar

terms, the program is frequently said to "cost a lot," the implication
being that it costs so much that second thoughts are beginning to occur
to people. It is not unusual to hear the sentiment expressed that "the
Coop gets all our money," whether because of assessments made against
LEAs that are not fully reimbursed, or because of the flow-through
misperception that figured so prominently in the Midland case. A fiscal

expert at one site ventured the guess that as costs continue to go up
and resources decline, resentment will grow, resulting in a closer look
at special education expenditures and possibly a need for more persuasive
justifications.

Community members are likely, in addition to the dollar issue, to
be seriously concerned in the cost to them of local autonomy. That

issue has already been addressed earlier; it weighs heavily on the minds
of those who believe that local communities were doing quite well in
relation to their special education needs, and that the Cooperative was
simply "laid on." They see little or no gain in return for their loss
of discretionary action. LEA administrators and Boards share this

feeling, and also regret the accompanying loss of some parts of budgetary
control.

Teach( see other kinds of costs. Some regret the ease with which
a child may be referred and staffed into a special program; that program,
they feel, may be used as a crutch by emotionally dependent children, or
as a smokescreen for the child rot working up to capacity. The well-

intentioned efforts to help the child may rather hurt him or her. They

feel that they, the regular teachers, have had placed on them an extra
and unfair burden; their pupil/teacher ratios were already high enough,
they felt, and placing a mainstreamed handicapped child in their class
may result in a fiscal weighting but not in a task weighting. Further,

some of the special programs undermine the regular curriculum and the
regular tescher's authority and responsibility; at issur here are,

chiefly, LO programs.

Auditors of Cooperative special education programs thus have no
difficulty in tallying a variety of cost factors, not only in dollars
but also in social, organizational, and human terms.

Benefits: Benefits are a great deal harder to pin down than are
costiTTiFiTas, expected or unexpected, are both hard to detect and,
once detected, to assign unequivocally as effects of the program. But

again, some claims are made.



Administrators of LEAs are typically pleased with the fact that the

Cooperative relieves them of many burdens. They help with the paperwork,
they are insurance against findings of non-compliance, they make possible
programs that could not otherwise be mounted, and so on--all of the
incentives that were listed in an earlier section of this Report.
Parent.: are pleased because the Cooperative often provides services that
mould not have been available otherwise. The Cooperative programs make
it more likely to bring to the child whatever is needed to meet his or
her unique needs.

Many of the costs and most of the benefits are intangible--hard
even to define and virtualy impossiule to measure. Do the benefits
justify the costs? Many advocates would claim that they do. It was

clearly the belief of the members of the Congress that passed P.L.
94-142, and of the state legislatures that passed parallel legislation
in many states, that such would be the case. But the issue is by no
means closed. One parent asked, "Isn't it better if you have $10,000 to
spend it on ten children rather on on one?" The question implies oppor-,
tunity costs, opportunities that must be foregone because the resources
that would be required fa: them are committed to special education
instead. Of course nc one knows just what those foregone opportunities
are. It might be appropriate to ask, for example, "Given that P.L.
94-142 and its parallel statutes had never been passed, is there any
reason to believe that the resources these bills commit to special
education would have been committed to some other socially useful pur-
pose? Would they simply have purchased more entertainment? More

nuclear devices?

Question 3: Describe any equity issues involved in the operation
of the multi aiStrict unit, such as distance or travel time for different
local districts to obtain services, impact of the funding or cost formula
utilized, ability of member of non-member districts to obtain equ.valent
services within a given state.

The "bi four". Rurality is characterized by four qualities which
interact to p ace constraints on service delivery and exacerbate problems
found even in urban areas. Cooperatives seem to have adapted well to
these four "menaces," so that they are not as influential as the unini-
tiated might imagine--chalk one off to the hard work of Cooperative
administrators. But they still have many serious effects.

The big four are distance, travel time, sparcity (low population
density), and terrain/climate. Their possible influence on Cooperative
operation is immediately evident. Conquering distance can be managed
only through the expenditure of time and resources. Travel time detracts

from time that might be more productively used for teaching or learning.
Sparcity requires the inclusion of large areas to make up for the other-

wise low incidence of clientsespecially of relatively rare handicapping
conditions. Terriarklimate are themselves interactive; up-and-down
implies greater distance than dead level; snowy roads take more time to
travel than clear roads; cold climate means more engine failure and
hence more foul-ups in transportation.
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Sparcity is an especially interesting characteristic. Among the

five sites studied, only one, Riverhill, is sufficiently small in area
that population sparcity is not a significant factor. In the rural
portions of the state in which the Foothills ager-y is located, 20
percent of the population live on 90 percent of the land. The area
served by the Foothills agency, five times that of Riverhill, is larger
than the entire state of Rhode Island, but is only one-third the size of
the area served either by the Midland or Northern Slopes agencies. But

Midland serves almost 32,000 students in 42 LEAs and la private/parochial
schools, while Northern Slopes serves about 5,400 students in 8 LEAs.
Indeed, Northern Slopes serves only one student for every square mile
of territory--that's sparce! To make matters worse, Northern Slopes is
divided into approximately equal halves by a mountain range that is all
but impassable in winter. And even Midland and Riverhill, virtual.y
flat territory, have their share of problems when it snows.

How do the big four impinge upon Cooperative operations? In many
ways, including:

o inducing a reticence to make most appropriate (in the diagnostic
sense) placerients -- higher weighted programs are usually further away;
sending students to them increases both LEA costs and risks to the
student.

O reducing teaching/learning time--travel time is directly subtract-
able from available instructional time. In a few instances it was found
that because of the time spent in travel, students were not in the
classroom for the minimum time prescribed by state law.

O producing schedule interruptions because of transportation
breakdowns, inclement weather, and similar factors.

o delaying delivery of materials, communications, and other items
sent "over the road."

o lowering teacher morale because of the hassle of travel logistics.

o hampering, and at tines preventing, vital face-to-face communica-
tion between parties: teachers, administrators, parents, .0.1 so on.

o impeding in-service training.

o inducing a sense of isolation--a problem in personnel retention.

0 increasing costs of all services. .

o producing otherwise unnecessary time lags in pupil staffinys
because of the difficulty in getting all relevant parties together.

o increasing the difficulty of recruiting personnel because they
do not wish to put up with these problems and conditions.

Detailed reading of the cases will provide many instances of each
of these allegations.
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LEAs and Cooperatives have not been very successful in developing
solutions to big four engendered problems. One solution, especially
attractive to very large Cooperatives, is to decentralize, but one must
ask whether decentralization of, say, Midland, doe anything more than
to produce a number of Riverhills? Since Riverhill is also troubled by
the big four problems, is anything really gained by decentralization?
Another solution is to rely on operation of the program by LEAs, using
the Cooperative only as a support unit, as through consultation and
technical assistance. But that can work only in area like Foothills
where sparcity is sufficiently in check to permit virtually every LEA to
operate its own programs. But if that were the case, what incentive
would the LEA have to join a Cooperative in the first place? Would not
the funds used to support the Cooperative pay for the services that the
LEA needs but cannot itself supply, say, tuition to send a multiply
handicapped student to a special program elsewhere? (Note that solution
is widely in use anyway, even with Cooperatives in place.) Another
solution is to rely heavily on itinerancy- -keep the stadent in one place
and move the teacher. That is a solution which is feasible only for
programs operated largely on a part-time resource room basis; self-con-
tained programs could not be operated that way in any event. Besides,
as we have seen, itinerancy produces its own share of intractable problems.
Another solution is to put the time-on-bus to good use; that is the
approach being explored in the Bus Driver Project at Riverhill. It

remains to be seen whether this solution is viable.

Impact of funding/cost formulas. This topic has already been dealt
with as part of Question 3: Organizational/Governance Issues. See
above.

Ability to obtain equivalent services. As this question was origi-
nally posed to the research team, the issue was whether or not, in a
given state, members and non-members of Cooperatives (or recipients and
non-recipients of Cooperative Services) were able to provide equivalent
services to their client groups. Cooperatives were formed largely in
order to overcome inequi5y in service provision; it was presumed that
rural LEAs, usually small and often poor, would not, on their own, be
able to mount a full service spectrum. And no doubt that presumption is
correct. The present study as it developed, could not, however, provide
information that would shed much light on that particular issue. In

three states--those in which the Foothills, Midland, and Seaside Coopera-
tives are located -- membership is not voluntary; every rura: LEA in the
;tate is mandated to join the Cooperative in whose catchment area it is
located. In all three of those states, moreover, the Cooperative has
certain other legal responsibilities to carry out which in effect turn
them into intermediate or decentralized state departments. In those
states there is no possibility of comparison.

The other two states--those in which Riverhill and Northern Slopes
are located--membership in a Cooperative is "voluntary," although in
eacn case certain penalities may be associated with not joining; for
example, loss of certain funds because the independent LEA may not have
the minimum qualifications to make application for reimbursement. The

number 0 LEAs that remain independent is tiny. In the Riverhill case,
there is no LEA in the county that is not a member; again, comparisons
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are impossible (unless the project had chosen to include some other
county in the state in which non-members were found; a decision neither
logistically or fiscally possible). In 67NOrthern Slopes case, there
is one member of the Cooperative that has elected not to receive special
education services (although it does participate in other Cooperative
programs). It is significant that this LEA is located in the largest
town in the area; a unit that apparently felt that it could, entirely
with its own resources, provide a program that would at least minimally
meet P.L. 94-142 requirements. Maintenance of local autonomy was pre-
ferred to a (possibly) improved level of service. Recalling, too, the
extreme emphasis in this state on local option, the decision of this one
community is not surprising. In this case, there seems to be little
doubt that the LEA program is "as good as" that offered through the
Cooperative; indeed, the independent LEA services certain Cooperative
clients on a tuition basis through its locally established programs.

If we leave this question of member-noa-member equality of service,
a somewhat more interesting question can be addressed: Do the members
of a Cooperative all enjoy equality of service? Other parts of this
report have already spoken, even if only by inference, to this question;
thus we have seen that:

o Services are not always equally available; availability depended
somewhat on the remoteness of the LEA, on items wealth, and on
the severity of the handicapping conditions presented by its clientele.

o Services are not always equally utilized; utilization depended
on such factors as the degree of local pride (an expression of autonomy?),
parental preferences for keeping their children "at home," cost disincen-
tives to making tne "most appropriate placement" when that placement
would send a child out of the hone district, and the fact that service
demands almost always exceed service supply, resulting in a rationing of
services on the basis of locally relevant criteria.

But there are two other issues that deserve some attention. As is
often the case, equality of service is determined not only by a variety
of more or less practical considerations but also by certain philosophic
positions that are taken. Two of these relate to the nature/nurture con-
troversy, and to the question of whether education is a right or a privilege.

The latter principle is very much at issue in Northern Slopes. it

seems clear that in that state there is a sharp division of opinion on
whether education is a right or a privilege, and it seems apparent that
in the legislature, at least, the latter position is ascendant. Bills

such as the Exceptional Children's Education Act (ECEA) speak in terms
thai; would suggest that education is a right even for the handicappd,
but, when appropriation bills are on the line, that liberal sentiment is
supported only to the extent of about 40 percent reimbursement. That

would suggest that education is a privilege; a kind of "let the user
pay" philosophy. Very much at issue is the state's equalization aid
formula, which clearly does not treat land- and income-poor districts
equitably.
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At the moment of this writing, a case has been brought before the
State Supreme Court in which the SEA (joined by 26 LEAs) contends that
education is a privilege and not a right, in effect justifying the
legislature's stand, while the complainants--the children of 16 other
LEAs, reinforced by a lower court decision in their favor--contend the
opposite. The decision of the Supreme Court will, more than any other
factor, determine whether equitable services will be made available
throughout the state. If the decision is unfavorable to the complainants,
gross inequity will result which will affect the rural (read: poor)

LCAs out of proportion, and of course, affect the handicapped even more
inequitably.

It seems clear from this case that under certain circumstances, at
least, the possibility of equal treatment hangs as much on a principle
as on any organizational feature.

The former of the philosophic positions--the nature/nurture contro-
versy--is best illustrated in the Seaside case. The handicapped in this
Cooperative catchment area come largely from poor, non-white populations.
Now, when it is proposed that funds and programs be provided that will
held these handicapped overcome their problems, a question that immediately
arises is this: "Can they be helped?" If one believes that handicapping
is mainly the result of nature--genetic failures, say - -then the answer
to that question is "No." But if one believes that handicapping is as
much the result of nurture as anything else, then the answer to that
question is, "Of course."

It is clear that the authors of P.L. 94-142 (and of parallel state
laws) tend to believe that nurture is heavily implicated, and that
intervention programs can be mounted that will overcome many of the
environmentally induced problems. But if a local community--and that
often includes the personnel who man its schools and agencies -- believe
that it is nature that makes the difference ("That's just the way those
people are!"), they may be legally required to go through the motions of
providing interventions and spending the funds allocated for that purpose,
but they are neither committed to those goals nor will they pursue them
assiduously. Now please note that is not to say that these are inherently
prejudiced people, morally and ethically worthy of condemnation; they
happen to be the victims of a particular belief which is, one may note,
not entirely without its respectable academic champions (e.g., Jensen).

In short, if it is equity in service provision that is sought, one
needs to spend some time establishing, first, that education is a right,
and second, that education is ossible for the handicapped. If a program
is established in a community in which one or both of these conditions
is not met, then the probability of equitable service will be very low
indeed.

Question 1:
1

Assess any evidence on the quality and quantity of
services delivered by the Cooperative mechanisms in terms of the major
requirements of P.L. 94-142.

1
Question 1 is addressed last since it seems to call for judgments based
on the preceding data.
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Introduction. Before undertaking assessments of any kind, it is
important to note--and to appreciate--that assessments depend on a
number of factors to be meaningful. At least four such factors should
be borne in mind as this section is read:

1. P.L. 94-142 does not, typically, come into the hands of local
implementers directly, but rather through the filter of a state department
of education. Moreover, in the filtering process, P.L. 94-142 requirements
are intermingled with the requirements written into parallel state laws.
It is not uncommon at the Cooperative level to have a respondent comment
that "the state department considers that compliance with ECEA (or
Regulation 77 or Chapter 300 or whatever) is equivalent to compliance
with P.L. 94-142." It is sometimes the case that parallel state laws
set more stringent requirements (or more stringent criteria for meeting
them) that does P.L. 94-142. Locals, it should be understood, rarely
have P.L. 94-142 explicitly in mind; rather they are, from their perspec-
tive, meeting state requirements.

2. Both P.L. 94-14 and the parallel state laws are over-regulated.
We have noted that locals often live in a "climate of fear," lest they
be found in non-compliance. The activities directed at mere compliance
(e.g., "compliance paperwork" and establishing an audit or accountability
trail) take on such proportions that they seriously detract from the
time, energy, and resources available to engage in service delivery.
Compliance documentation and service delivery are, in short, in a trade-off
situation, and at the moment, the latter suffers from the over-emphasis
on the former.

3. The site visits reported in this study, even though spread over
a period of 2 fears, nevertheless represent simply a "snapshot" of what
is otherwise a very dynamic process. There is a time dependency that
should not be overlooked. Everything is constantly in a state of cAange;
it has come from somewhere and it is going somewhere on the day (week,
year) on which we happened to take a "picture." Then, like the horses
in a 1/1000 second snap of a race, every thing is frozen, but that
frozen state is not the real state. To make an adequate assessment
require; a longitudinal study of greater dimensions that was presently
possible. Two pieces 4 evidence might be cited to demonstrate the
importance of this observation. First, respondents were able to move
over time in their memories as they were interviewed; the developmental
histories they repoTiiiTiFd which are recorded in the cases) show
dramatically how dependent everything is on the passage of time. Second,
even after only one year, each of the cases would have required an
epilog to "bring it up to date," and at times, the epilog would have had
to contain information very diffeient from what had been explicitly or
implicitly predicted as probably happening.

4. Assessments which might be made, despite all the above caveats,
are nevertheless very context-dependent. They cannot and should .at be

treated as generalizations. We have had many illustrations in these
cases (and many in this Report) of contextual factors that play important
roles in determining quality and effectiveness; factors such as sparcity,
remoteness, nature of the handicapping condition, nature of administrative
support, statewide funding structure, and on and on and on, that must be
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systematically taken into account. Moreover, all of these factors
interact to further complicate the picture. There are so many perturba-
tions that even if one thought that generalizations were possible in
principle, practically it would prove impossible to arrive at them.

Further, it should be understood that the present study was neither
conceived as an evaluation nor was it ever so 'ortrayed to the artici ants
at the five sites. Sites were not selected to be illustrative of "good"
and "poor" Cooperatives, not were data collected to determine whether
objectives were met--either those of the Cooperative itself or those
implied by P.L. 94-142 and/or parallel state laws. To have taken an
evaluation posture would have put the research team in a very different
light and probably would ha'e clogged many of the channels which we were
otherwise able to pursue. Hence these assessments are ex post facto and
based on incomplete data. On the other hand, they may be based on more
credible information than might have become available had evaluation
been an openly announced purpose of the study.

Quantitative assessment. Very few relevant quantitative data
accrued in this research that might be interpreted with respect to the
major requirements of P.L. 94-142. One way to deal with this question
is to look for the presence or absence of various features; when that is
done all are found to be in place to some degree in every site. "All"

is interpreted as the following elements which are said to be mandated
by P.L. 91-142 (but see 41 above):

o Zero rejection (more of this below).

o Program provision for special populations - -all cases regardless
of how unusual the handicap are cared for in some way, either by programs
offered by the Cooperative, by one of its mftber LEAs, or under contract
with some other service provider.

o Child find mechanisms are in place; in one state, support at the
state level has been withdrawn on the assumpton that high-risk handicapped
have been identified, and that local child-find mechanisms are in place.

a IEP procedures have been formulated and operationalized at every
site.

o Placements are being made in most cases in appropriate (diagnosti-
cally) settings; in some instances waivers are sought, or trial placements
are made; even in those cases the "non-appropriate" placement often
turns out to be quite appropriate, all things considered. The principle
of least restrictive environment is honored, and in a few instances,
placement of EMH youngsters in multi-categorical rooms actually results
in less restrictive settings than would be the case under usual placements
in self-contained EMH programs.

o Parental participation is solicited with respect to the diagnosis
and placement of children; however, parent participation is limited
because of socioeconanic factors and the reluctance of professionals to
give up too much ground to parents.
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° Protective safeguards (due process) have been developed and are
uniformly in place; they are so elaborately constructed in relation to
the number of times they are used that overkill can be suspected (part
of the compliance "climate of fear" syndrome).

Returning for a moment to the matter of zero rejection, it is
certainly the case that not all entitled children are being served,
partly '.dcause there is a reluctance to identify them unless appropriate
programs are already available (recall, for example, the sudden increase
in the .unber of ED children identified in Riverhill once the program
had been authorized and set in place), partly because some parents
persist in "hiding" their handicapped children, and partly, no doubt,
for other reasons that have not come to our attention. Yet the number
of unserved or underserved is probably small and becoming smaller.

Qualitative assessment. It is convenient to begin this section
with a review of the P.L. 94-142 requirements. There follow some assess-
ments of local commitments to handicapped children alio programs, together
with some judgments of overall program quality. The section ends with a
discussion of the utility of the Cooperative as a mechanism for meeting
P.L. 94-142 requirements, as well as some statements about the law
itself.

1. Zero rejection. While, as noted above, not all children are
being served for one reason or another, it is also the case that those
children who are identified and diagnosed as requiring special service
receive it. No one is denied service, even thought there may be some
question from time to trine the service that is provided is what
is best for the child.

2. Child find. All of the sites have extensive child find programs,
but, with the exception of Midland, none are as thorough-going as they
might be. Indeed, in the case of Foothills, the state department of
education has terminated funding for child find activities, on the
assumption that all high-risk children have been identified, and that
effective local mechanisms are in place for the identification of future
occurring cases. It seems likely that at all sites, some of the early
intensiveness to identify children needing service has subsided, possibly
for the same reasons. All of the sites have now accumulated a large
case load, and the stimulus for finding even more cases has been blunted.
Nevertheless, on balance, the judgment that child find activities have
succeeded in identifying high-risk children and continue to succeed in
identifying new cases seem appropriate. What is needed is continued
vigilance to" be certain that location and identification activities do
not retrogress.

3. IEP development. The development of an IEP for each handicapped
child is certainly one of the most important features of P.L. 94-142,
and, recognizing that importance, all of the Cooperatives (and their
member LEAs) have instituted means for generating them. These means are
remarkably similar although they may differ in some peripheral character-
istics, as for example, whether the IEP team is formed on an ad hoc or
standing basis. The process of IEP development, originally (and correctly)
viewed as very time-consuming, had undergone its "shakedown cruise" at
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each site; the process has been streamlined and, by the addition of such
features as the pre-staffing, made practial. Two problems remain.
First, the preparation and subsequent follow-up of IEPs requires an
enormous amount of paper-work whose utility is very much in doubt. The
paperwork is mainly compliance-oriented, and only secondarily program
oriented. Second, insofar as the IEP calls for joint effort between a
regular and special teacher for its execution, there is frequently a

breakdown so that what ought to be one program becomes, in fact, two
rather disconnected programs. The reasons for this breakdown have been
extensively discussed in this Report and in the individual cases; solu-
tions are still unknown.

4. Program provision. The judgment of whether or not programs are
appropriately provided rests on a number of prior judgments including:
the range of program options available, the availability of staff to
implement those programs properly, and the smoothness of any collabora-
tive functioning that may be required. On the third point, we have just
commented on the fact that the alliance between regular and special
teachers is shaky; when programs depend on that alliance they are likely
not to be well implemented. On the second point, we have seen that
recruitment and retention of appropriate staff is a difficult problem in
all of the Cooperatives. Some staff such as physical and occupational
therapists are virtually unavailable. In other cases, staff are utilized
in circumstances that obviates their (partial) lack of competence, as
for example, the use of multi-categorical rooms whose teachers need to
be certified in only two of the three categorical areas ordinarily
assigned to such rooms. lie have seen that staff sometimes teach with
certification waivers, and even those who are fully certified may be
less experienced that one would like. Thus, a goodly number of provided
programs are probably not implemented appropriately because of staff
shortcomings.

So far as the programs themselves are concerned, however, a full
spectrum of options is not always available at every site. Sometimes
options are compromises or the options are not as accessible as one
would hope, involving difficulties in transportation, detaching a child
from the physLal and social world to which he or she is accustomed and
which provides a real measure of psychological security, and making it
virtually impossible for the parents to be in close touch with the
child's service providers. There is, furthermore, a cost factor thai;
operates as a disincentive to exercise the "best" option in all cases.

One aspect of program provision that deserves special comment is
the close relationship that exists between special education and voca-
tional education. They are, as it were, constant bedfellows. While
there is a great deal of talk about improving the "quality of life" of
handicapped citizens, it seems clear that this rhetoric is more than
overbalanced by the emphasis on making the handicapped "more productive
and contributing members of society," that is, members who will "pay
their own way" and not be a "burden to the taxpayer." Employability
comes through again and again as a major goal of special education
programs; phrases such as talent assessment, career exploration, work
adjustment, career education, occupational education, and vocational
education are encountered over and over. Now there is no doubt that
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youngsters ought to be taught how to get and hold a job--all youngsters
need that kind of training. They ought also be able to acquire during
their school years some skills toward that same end. But the curriculum
is overwhelmingly in support of vocational training for these youngsters
--one must look far and wide to find any experiences that will help them
improve the quality of life. It seems clear that this society's economic
orientation holds as much sway in this arena as elsewhere; humaneness is
largely lacking.

5. Appropriate placement. All of the Cooperatives attempt through
the IEP process to develop a "diagnostically appropriate" placement for
each child, that is, placement in a program that will maximize educational
opportunity in terms of what is possible for that handicapping condition.
A range of program L. Lions available for placement at each site makes it
possible to assign the child to one that is nominally, at least, appropriate.
"Common" conditions such as ED, LD, and EMH usually are assignable to
programs within the home LEA or one close by; less common handicaps such
as TMH or SMH usually require transport to a more distance facility.

But the availability of programs is no guarantee of their effective-
ness. A number of problems may arise. First, the program available for
a particular child, ED say, may be marginal, becauA it may be taught by
unqualified staff on certification waiver, because the curricula and
materials supporting it are inadequate, or because the facilities are
minimal. It is unlikely that any of the programs at any of the sites is
as good as it could be made under ideal conditions. Fortunately, most
of the programs are at least minimally adequate, and a goodly number are
quite good. Another problem that may arise is that, because of lack of
fiscal resources or qualified staff, or, because of a lack of a program
at all, a child may be assigned to a multi-categorical room, where
numbers of children can be taught at once, thereby reducing per pupil
costs, and to which a teacher not certified in all areas can be legally
assigned. While there may be some advantages in such rooms, as for
example, that EMH youngsters come into contact with other kinds of
children than they would in the self-contained room to which they would
usually be assigned, it would be difficult to claim that on balance
multi-categorical programs are superior, in terms of equalizing educa-
tional opportunity, to programs targeted specifically on some particular
handicapping conditions. These programs do have benefits as noted,
particularly if staffed with a good teacher. The danger with their use
is that they can be overused for administrative convienence.

Finally, there is a philosophic question that can be raised about
the meaning of the term "appropriate." The term is usually understood
as "diagnostically appropriate," but, as is easily seen, what is diagnos-
tically appropriate may not be most appropriate in some more holistic
sense of the term. This observation is likely to be especially true in
cases in which youngsters are reassigned from their home schools or LEAs
to a more diagnostically appropriate setting which happens, unfortunately,
to be some distance away. Children are separated from their normal
supportive environments, from family and peer group with whom they might
otherwise interact throughout the day. The transportation involved uses
up time and adds risks to the child's life. Parents are less able to
stay in touch with what is happening to their children and to be able to
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influence the service that is provided. The child may be moved into a
community which is socially and even culturally different. Thus, what
is most appropriate from a diagnostic point of view may not be appropriate
in some broader sense; the child may actually be constrained rather than
freed.

New the number of children for whom the most appropriate diagnostic
placement is away from home is, in overall terms, rather small--a small
proportion of the handicapped population which in turn is a small propor-
tion of the total population of children. Nevertheless for those children
the most appropriate placement may be a traumatic one indeed. It seems
appropriate to suggest that placement policies ought to be reviewed with
this fact in mind.

6. Least restrictive environments. By least restrictive environment
is usually meant an environment as much like the "normal" classroom as
possible, an environment in which a child encounters many "normal"
models. Presumably such encounters will improve the child's self-image
and social competence, and may even improve academic performance.
(Unfortunately the evidence for any of these contentions is far from
conclusive, but these allegations are widely believed.) But as in the
case of "most appropriate placement," what constitutes a "least restric-
tive environment" is open to interpretation. Ye have already noted that
for an EMH child, cutomarily placed in a self-contained class, placement
in a multi-categorical room with ED and LD youngsters may be tantamount
to making his or her environment less restrictive. But other questions
of a more pervasive interest may be raised.

The most usual interpretation placed on least restrictive environment
is what has come to be called "mainstreaming." Here the child is placed
into a regular classroom; he or she may be given supplementary assistance
by the regular teacher (who may be advised in this matter by a consultant
or resource teacher), or, more usually, may be taken out of the classroom
into a resource room for brief periods of supplemental teaching by a
resource teacher. At least, that is the model. But we may note, first,
that some children are placed into regular classrooms who perhaps ought
-,ot to be there simply for the sake of compliance with the least restric-
tive mandate; that is, as evidence of the fact that the school is "doing
its best" to comply. This practice may have the most serious consequences
for the child; far from being normalizing and stimulating, it creates
for him or her a no-win situation.

We may also note that the resource room model doesn't work all that
well either. Pulling a child out of a regular classroom has a variety
of possibly undesirable consequences: it creates program discontinuities
for the child, results in a loss of at least some regular teaching (and
thus puts the mainstreamed child further behind his or her regular
classmates), and it brands the child as "special," a stigma which class-
mates are all too likely to exploit. Of course both regular and special
teachers are aware of these possible consequences and do what they can
to overcome them through, for example, careful scheduling and "awareness"
programing. Yet some negative side effects seem to be inevitable.
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7. Parent participation. The record of parent participation is
not shiny at most of the sites, at least so far as participation in the
1E7 process is concerned. We see that typically only about half the IEP
staffings have a parent in attendance, and then it is likely to be only
the mother who is there. So, parents cannot attend, for example,
because of work or other schedule conflicts, and some will not attend
because they lack faith in the system or as a form of pasresistance
signifying disapproval.

The experiene of Midland does seem to indicate that parents who
are committed to education and who have available to them a variety of
excellent facilities will participate in program imlementation to a
greater extent than in IEP staffing. This observiTTO77igi to e
especiall true of the parents with children in the pre-school agram.

Since the other Cooperatives lack such programs, no compariscr ire

possible.

Two other comments seem appropriate to a qualitative review of
these Cooperatives and their contexts. First, one may be moved to ask
the question, "To what extent are the communities involved really com-
mitted to providing P.L. 94-142 type ttenefits to handicapped children?"
It seems apparent from these five cases that there is a great deal of
variation. In Midland, we find persons who are culturally committed to
education, wno would do virtually anytning to ' ,prove it. They demonstrate
that commitment over and over, in tens of the school system built
throughout the state, which is :vie of the finest in the nation (as
scores on national tests prove again and again), and in terms of the
taxes they voluntarily levy on t.emselves. ThP parallel state legisla-
tion passed prior to P.; 94-142 provided so much support for special
education that when P.L 4-142 funds became available, they could he
used virtually in their Jiltirety for the support of a pre-school program
--everything else was already covered. Because these people have that
commitment, and back it with their dollars, they have evolved a special
education system perhaps unparalleled anywhere in the country. Other

sites appear to be considerably less committed. At Northern Slopes, for
exanpl, where, on a statewide basis, education is viewed as a privilege
and not a right (and hence the user is expected to pay). While io one
would argue that Northern Slopes does not offer programs that at least
minimally meet the requirements of P.L. 94-142, they have a long, long
way to go to match what happens in Midland. Parents who had a handi-
capped child and the option to move to wherever they wished to live
would certainly select Midland as the state of choice.

Second, one is moved to ask, "What is the overall quality of these
programs?" If the question is intended to ask whether the programs gyre
of the high quality we have a right to expect, the answer is, "Yes, in

terms of the resources that are put into them." But if the question is
intended to ask whether the programs are as good as they might be, the
ansvr.r is, "Clearly not." Now of course one can always establish ideals
that are not attainable under any circumstancQs, indeed, it is the
nature of ideals that they be unattainable. But we are not speakiry
here of ideals, only of "being as good as one can." And on that '..:terion

all of the programs, including Midland, have a considerable way to go.
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It is important to note, however, that the power to become better

is not vested in local hands, except in part. Of course more resources
are needed, and the difference between Midland and the other sites makes
it clear what a difference resources can make. But there are other
problems of equal magnitude: the lack of property trained personnel in
both regular and special teacher categories (a matter more in the hands
of teacher training institutions than local sites), the lack of appro-
priate materials (a matter more in the hands of developmental projects
and publishers), the lack of appropriate facilities (partly a matter of
resources but also of lack of knowledge about what kinds of facilities
are most productive of educational accomplishment), and so on. Interven-
tions directed at any one of these factors will not make a sufficient
difference; a concerted wholistic approach is needed.

Finally, we may turn to some other observations about P.L. 94-14'1
and the utility of the Cooperative in meeting its requirements. First,

let it be noted that P.L. 94-142 mandates a presently unachieveable
model of service delivery; that is, it lays over the current (older)
system some requirements for which that system is simply not ready. The

new mandates define new roles. Regular teachers must now deal with
mainstreamed youngsters, and interact with special teachers as consul-
tants or resource personnel in dealing with them. Special education
teachers must be prepared to take on those consultant /resource person
roles from their end. School principals and LEA superintendents must
provide the leadership and support that these new roles require. All of

these people must, further, work together with other kinds of personnel
in and out of school in what closely approximates an interdisciplinary
team. And none of these persons is relieved Om of the expectations
associated with their former roles: regular teachers still have roomsful
of children to teach, special teachers still engage in instruction of
youngsters with special needs, principals and superintendents have all
the administrative functions they have always had, and so on and on.
New roles and extended roles abound, and nowhere is there any modicum of
relief from the demands of the old roles!

Nor are these personnel trained to these new roles. Certainly
those who have been out of tiiii717-e-service training programs for five
or more years were not exposed to these new ideas, but, although it is
shameful to admit it, even recent graduates have had no training as
schools of education continue to ignore the ..ew rezponsibility and to
train persons only for the old.

And finally, with all of its mandates to meet, P.L. 94-142 is also
overregulated. The hand of compliance lies heavily on the shoulders of
everyone associated with the "new" special education. Not only are
there more and new things to be done by people poorly trained to do
then, but much of their time and energy must go into mnintaining documen-
tation trails for the sake of compliance reports.

Gi/In all of these factors, is it any wonder that the system: is
buckling just a bit? And is it any wonder that in rural areas, in which
am problem is aagnified and excerbated by rural conditions, the system
should be buckling even more?
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The Cooperative has proved to be the only viable way in which P.L.
94-142 could be responded to by these small, rural LEAs. Begun in order
to enable even such a minimal response, and to ameliorate inequities of
resources and service provision, the Cooperatives have been more success-
ful than probably would have been thought possible, in prospect. They
have proved to have a multiplier effect--involving individuals and
agencies beyond the own membership and focusing their resources as well
as their own on the needs of handicapped youngsters. They have set up
synerpisme, between special education programs and other kinds of
services iffered (academic, media, library, and so on), and between
special education programs and outside funded projects (research, develop-
ment, demonstration) that have yielded increased dollars, extended
facilities, improved ideas, as well as an energized and excited staff.
They have better utilized personnel, enabling the use of more specialized
persons whose expertise could be more narrowly focused on significant
problems. All in all, of the best Cooperatives, one could say--as the
writer of the Midic..0 case said of that agency--that they are impressive
units, and that they would be thought of as impressive even if they were
located in Chicago! Indeed, there is considerable doubt whether Chicago
--or any large urban area--provides the conditions that would make a
Midland possible.

Cooperatives were expected to be most useful to small LEAs, and
they have proven so to be. At several sites larger LEAs abstained from
Cooperative membership because they had ample resources faTigntain
independent special education programs. One may reasonably presume that
any school district that has the requisite resources would prefer, in
the interest of maintaining its precious local autonomy, to operate its
own program; in the case of Midland we noted that the largest 22 cities
in the state, currently forced to be Cooperative members, were vigorously
lobbying to have that requirement removed. But for small, and
especially the small and poor, LEAs, Cooperatives have become the mode
of choice: to guarantee a minimally acceptable program, to share risks
and paperwork, to form an effective lobbying and entrepreneurial group,
and, lest we forget, to provide a better level of service to handicapped
children.

Finally, the history of these five Cooperatives provides important
evidence of the positive impact of P.L. 94-142. Even though many locals
are not fully cognizant of that law, being oriented primarily to a
parallel state bill, it should not be forgotten that many of those
parallel laws were passed in anticipation of P.L. 94-142; a case of
"willing the mandatory," as it were. Nevertheless that act of a priori
willing had positive effects: it gave the state a sense of ownership in
its own program anu hence a greater sense of commitment; it provided an
earlier base from which to grow, and in some cases, whether in a com-
petitive spirit of "gping the extra mile" or for some other reason,
culminated in legislation that actually exceeded P.L. 94-142 in scope.
The imminence of P.L. 94-142 both stimulated local legislatures to pass
their own legislation (one might think of it as a kind of latter-day
"soonerism") as well as reaffirmed to everyone the principles on which
it was to be based. Everyone had to take the whole thing more seriously!
And when P.L. 94-142 was passed, the effect was to push up levels of
effort everywhere, an176 counter opponents who had begun to find their
collective voices following the passage of local legislation.
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It should not escape our notice that P.L. 94-142 also provided some
new funds for special education. These funds have not been as large as
one might have expected from a reading of the purposes announced in the
preamble to P.L. 94-142, but while marginal, the funds have made possible
some efforts not possible before. They have also acted as a kind of
national equalization force; no doubt that effect will continue to
become of greater significance if the national economic downturn continues.

P.L. 94-142 has also had the effect of fueling what has become a
kind of self-sustaining reaction. The case history of flidland is instruc-
tive in demonstrating that "services beget, services." If it becomes
possible to provide services in some areas that are not available in
others (as was tne case in flidlandl:i state when Superintendents acquired
the time and resources to establish special education programs in selected
communities), thf2 inequity becomes patent to all; the "victims" quickly
demand equal services. To whatever extent P.L. 94-142 is successful in
establishing effective programs in some locales or some states, other
locales and other states will clamor for equal programming. P.L. 94-142
is thus a powerful catalyst for change.
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PART V

GENERALITY OF FINDINGS

Part V is included in this report because it is mandated in the
RFP. But it is the posture of the researchers that this section is not
germane to the study as done, nor can the study friitfully yield "generali-
zations" in the sense of nomic universals, unrestricted as to time and
space.

We have seen in Chapters I and IT that generalizability is an
assumption that characterizes the conventional research paradigm, and
that the naturalistic paradigm not only rejects this view but makes the
exact oppostive assumption: that at best, only transferable elements
may be abstracted whose transferability is an empirical matter, depending
on the degree of similarity between sending and receiving contexts. In

the classical paradigm, all that is necessary to insure transferability
is to know something with high internal validity about Context A, and to
know that A is somehow representative of the population to which the
generalization is to apply. It will then apply to all contexts within
that same population.

The naturalist rejects this formulation on several grounds. First,
the concept of "population" is itself suspect; it identifies a group of
persons, agencies, places, or other units that can by definition be
placed together, as for example, the population of Chicago residents, or
the population of mentally handicapped, or the population of rural
cooperatives. Now as every sampling statistician knows, inferences
about populations can be made with greater and greater precision to the
extent to which the population is divided into homogeneous strata: the
portion of Chicago residents who live along the North Shore and who earn
$75,000-85,000 per annum; the portion of the mentally handicapped who
fall in the IQ range of 65-75; the portion of cooperatives that have
been formed under voluntary state legislation in rich states with strong
committment to education; and so on. The more homogeneous the strata
can be made, the better the inference. But of course what such stratifi-
cation amounts to is the formation of subunits that are more and more
alike contextually. If one wishes to know, under those circumstances,
whether something found out about a stratum of Chicago residents also
applies tc, a stratum of, say, New York residents, the two sub-populations
will have to be compared on those factors that define the stratum. That
is to say, in order to be sure of one's inference, one will need to know
about both sending and receiving .ditexts. We move then from a question
of generalizability to a question of transferability. And transferable
inferences can be made only by someone who knows both the sending and
receiving contexts; they cannot be made by a resilFEEir who knows only
thp sending context. The latter can develop only workin h otheses
about the contexts he or she did study; in effect, such hypot eses make
up Part IV--Results of this ime.

An illustration of the above allegations can be formed by consider-
ing a few of those working hypotheses, for example, "The Big Four pose
some real problems in rural settings, " or Parents are apathetic," or
"Fiscal disincentives exist that tend toward the creation of multi-cate-
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gorical rooms." Suppose now one wishes to suggest that those same
hypotheses hold in some other rural cooperative. First, we should
notice that these working hypotheses were not equally true, nor true in
the same way, of the five sites studied; hence tney are not likely to be
equally true or true in the same way in any other site. Further, by
looking at the particulars of the cases, we begin to develop some insight
into how the Big Four exacerbates the problems in Northern Slopes--because
(primarily) of mountainous terrain, or in Seaside--because (primarily)
of water barriers; why parents are apathetic in Seaside (nature/nurture
controversy) and in Northern Slopes (right/privilege controversy); why
fiscal exigencies tend toward the creation of mult'-categorical rooms in
Foothills (distances and terrain) and in Heartland (startup and withdrawal
risks). The "generalizations" are meaningless without information about
their genesis, development, and prognosis indigenous to each particular
site.

Finally, it should be clear from the above that if there is to be
any generalization (and we much prefer the term "transferability"), the
burden lies not with the researcher but with the person seeking to make
the application. The researcher cannot know the sites to which transfer-
ability might be sought, but the seekers can and do. The best advice to
give to anyone contemplating such a transfer is, first, look to the case
that most closely approximates your own contextual circumstances; second,
be sure that there is sufficient overlap of conditions between the sites
to make the transferability hypothesis feasible, and finally, conduct
some additional pilot tests to be certain of your inferences before you
attempt replications or make major investments.
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PART VI

CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

It is difficult to know how to construct a section of a report that
ostensibly deals with policy. One issue is simply this: to whom do you
address policy recommendations? Who are the policy makers in this
instance: the Congress, state legislatures, the Office of Special
Education in the Department of Education, state education agencies,
Cooperative and LEA boards? Obviously all are policy makers in some
sense and at some levels, but it would be impossible to structure this
section so that discrete sets of policy statements could be directed at
each. Responsibility for policy making overlaps; moreover, the imple-
menters of policy made at a superordinate level become the makers of
policy for implementers at subordinate levels. Our solution to this
dilemma: hope that each kind of policy making audience will recognize
those recommendations that apply to it, in whole or in part, and will
take appropriate action.

Another issue has to do with the nature of policy statements. What
is a policy anyway? A guide to discretionary action? Governing guide-
lines? Mandates? Standing rules? Our solution to this dilemma: avoid
making a definition of policy since to make one would be to invite
differences of opinion that would obscure the meaning of what was said
and divert attention from it. Instead, permit each reader his or her
own definition, and although that will mean some confusion in interpre-
tation, that confusion is less offensive than complete diversion.

A third issue has to do with whether recommendations should be
directive or simply susostive. Our solution to that problem: don't
over-estimate you own importance. The research staff is in no position
to mandate anything; we can only hope to be persuasive by dint of strong
and well-docummented argument.

A final issue has to do with the form of the recommendations. It

was discovered that different formats for policy statements emerged from
the cases. Sometimes the statement took the form of a caveat: things to
remember or watch out for while policy was being formulated. At other
times the statement pinpointed some need for which a particular policy
might be ameliorative. At still other times the statement involved a
trade-off: having done this you have reaped that,.or, if you do this
you cannot also do that. Our solution to this problem: put in all
three, organized Into just those three sections: caveats, needs, and
trade-offs.

Caveats

In formulating, reconsidering, and reformulating policies, policy
makers ought to be mindful of the following caveats, all of which have
emerged fron one or more of the studied sites:

I. Polio changes are the ke s to solvin many problems noted at
the sites, but all levels of policy makers and impl ---nteetrerm must act in
a concerted manner if mandated policies are to achievi their purposes.
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There is little point in setting a policy which lower level policy
makers will find repugnant or to which they cannot conform because of
problems of resources, staff availability, local culture, and the like.
As changes in the policies governing P.L. 94-14c are contemplated, it is
imperative to obtain and honor imputs from all levels to avoid pitfalls
and to provide them all with a sense of ownership and, hence, of commit-
ment.

2. Policy-in-intention and policy-in-implementation are not the
same. There is always a noticeable difference between a policy statement
an the way that it is, or can be, carried out. First, the intention of
a policy is usually difficult to divine. When the policy is made in the
Congress or a state legislature, the policy may be left deliberately
ambiguous in order to retain as many constituents as possible. Agencies
charged to develop guidelines may be reluctant to make statements that
might be interpreted as coop ing the legislative body, or imputing to
them intents other than those they "really" had. When the policy is
implemented, resources of time, energy, and money almost always fall
short of what is required to carry out "full" intent; local policy
implementers cut corners, ration services, and make their own interpre-
tations in order to fit the ends to the means. And that even from the
well intentioned implementers, those street-level bureacrats, as Lipsky
(1980) has termed them.

3. Thus, while laws propose, humans dispose; policy makers must
legislate for reality, not for an ideal. We have seen that P.L. 94-142
imposes a burden on the present system for which that system is not
quite ready. Yet compliance with the mandates is stringently enforced.
The result: a climate of fear which, like all anxieties, debilitates
and constrains performance. Policy makers need to take account of the
real conditions and circumstances under which the policies will be
carried out.

4. Furtaermore, while mandates are frequent, guidance is rare.
P.L. 94-142 is notorious for "laying on" mandates while failing to
specify how those mandates might feasibly be carried out. It is now
evident, as it should have been all along, the local agencies do not
possess the expertise to do what they are ordered to do. That observa-
tion is not a reflection on their intelligence or wisdom, for it is
likely that no one, legislator, Federal or state bureaucrat, or university
professor, possesses the requisite wisdom and experience. It would be a
great relief to all if euhsequent laws and policy statements recognized
that fact, and made :;once provision for sharing the responsibility for
devising means to achieve the mandated ends. Mechanisms to encourage
and enable such joint effort are needed.

5. Policies ought not to be based on the assumption that locals
will in the absence of stringent enforcement measures ('teeth" to
assure compliance), fail to carry out their responsibillties. There is

some evidence from the past that not all localities can be trusted to
"do the right thing." The Federal government has over the past several
decades, and in a number of arenas, taken the posture that its special
mission in education is to identify and support certain "national impera-
tives." To be sure, there are national imperatives, but there are also
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local demands and possibilities. Policies ought not to be written in
ways that close out the latter any more than in ways that enable local
closeout of the former. We have seen from these cases that local autonomy
is a powerful dynamic; that perhaps the major force acting to constrain
Cooperatives is the fear that locals will be required to give up even
more of their decision making power. That fear must be taken into
account, and the local desire to be a full partner must be honored.

6. Policies ou ht not to be based on the assumption that com liance
is equivalent to qua ty. We have seen from these cases that monitoring
is primarily a "check-off" process; whether a child-find program is in
operation is more important than whether it is turning up the appropriate
youngsters; whether there is an IEP is more appropriate than what it
says; and so on. Now the research team suspect that monitoring has
devolved into a kind of "deliverables" listing precisely because no one
knows that quality would mean and what its indicators are. But the need
to save face is rampant; everyone pretends that he or Ode does know, and
that when these check-offs occur, quality can be assumed to have been
checked also. But this tendency can be shortcircuited if policy statements
clearly separate the issues of presence and quality, and propose criteria
for the latter. If criteria are not known, there should be no pretence
that anything else is being checked than presence.

7. Policies should em hasize remedies and not enalties. The
language of 'mandate and comp lance is rampant at a the sites; it
is as though a local agency could have only one reason for failure to
comply, and that is willful disobedience. "By God," the policies seen
to say, "They will comply or we'll have their heads." The result is
that when mistakes are made, or shortcomings occur, one's every instinct
is to hide them and hope they won't be noticed when the compliance check
is made. But it should be clear by this time that not nearly enough is
known, about either proper ends or means, to support so dogmatic an
attitude. A policy that openly recognized the high probability of
failures and mistakes, and afforded means to redress them, would ultimately
be of much greater significance than one that promised merely to punish.

8. Finally, it should be evident that legal mandates aren't enough;
there must also be local commitment. What we have here is a case of the
classic, "You can lead a horse to water . . . ." These cases have
illustrated not only variability in commitment from site to site, but
have dramatized the powerful role played by local history, experience
and political culture. Clearly no mandate is likely to overcome such
fundamental differences quickly. What we face here is a long-term
problem that will have to be worked at over a period of generations.
That p,ogress has been made cannot be doubted; P.L. 94-142 is itself a
powerful testament in favor of that assertion. But patience will serve
us all better at this point than anger; understanding better than intemper-
ance; a helping hand better than a heavy hand. To those whose children
are adversely affected by the history of political culture it is d
bitter pill to swallow, and policy-makers must surely do all they can to
limit their torment. But a supportive political culture takes time to
build; what we should be doing is laying plans for building it rather
than railing against the incomprehensible slowness of the process.
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Needs

Needs are shortfalls which policymakers could compensate if they
chose to do so. Of course they must balance those needs relating to
P.L. 94-142 against other kinds of needs for which they must also provide
resources and support; the decisions involved are, in the final analysis,
a matter of values. There is nothing "natural," inherent, or compelling
about the following list of needs; it does represent, however, what
those most intimately involved with the implementation of P.L. 94-142 in
rural Cooperative settings believe to be crucial to their continuing and
expanding successful operation.

1. Clarify and simplify P.L. 94-142. Some of this confusion
arises from the fact, already noted, that major bills are always deliber-
ately ambiguous in order to retain constituents. Another factor in this
case is that even professionals in the field of special education do not
agree on terminology and basis therapeutic concepts. Still another is
the fact that any bill, no matter how carefully written, is subject to a
variety of interpretations; the recent Supreme Court decision in the
case of Rowle' is illustrative of the fact that even these honorable
gentlemen could not agree on interpreting the bill's provisions--a
strong minority report was filed.

2. Provide more resources. A major stated purpose of P.L. 94-142
is to assist the states fiscally to carry out its provisions. Some
funds have been provided, but not in proportion to the mandates that
were laid on. The absolute level of funds available to do the joo--even
in states like that of Midland--is too low. Of course every program
always is found to need more funds; no doubt careful examination by the
Cooperatives might identify ways in which existing resources could be
better allocated. But there can be no doubt that more dollars are
needed if the P.L. 94-142 programs are to move to the next plateau of
effectiveness.

3. Provide more resources ro ortionatel to rural areas.
Everything costs more in the country: services are more expensive to
provide, as we have seen; human resources are not in place, and incen-
tives are required to ameliorate that problem; perquisites are needed to
offset the rural disadvantage; even more training than one might expect
is needed because of the relative youth and inexperience of those persons
who are recruited; and so on. It is a truism in business that volume
gives one a competitive edge, but with rural cooperatives, it is expected
that they compete equally in the face of sparseness. Special subsidies
are required to restore their competitive ability. Some sort of "rural
weight" should fe developed along the lines that provides LEAs extra
funds for handicapped students in proportion to the degree of severity.

4. Fully fund mandated programs. It simply adds insult to injury
when mandated programs are not fully funded. In most states special
education expenditures are not fully reimbursed--the injury. But when
the authorized reimbursemeni-Ts not provided, the insult follows. Among

thesiMiaies only one state failed to carry out its responsibility,
but even that one case should not be tolerated.
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5. Build in the state as a major actor. We have seen that it is
the parallel state law rather than P.L. 94-142 which most locals have in
mind when they think of compliance. We have seen that it is SEA personnel
who monitor, and that Directors of Cooperatives consider the SEA to be
an integral and vital part of their political "beats." In short, Coopera-
tives attend to the state and are only rarely cognizant of Federal
involvement. The SEA thus provides a "natural" channel through which
Cooperatives can be influenced. Any revisions or extensions of P.L. 94-142
should contemplate designating the SEA as a chief actor in a more formal
way, to exploit that channel.

6. Stimulate the redesign of state equalization/funding formulas.
We have seen that often equalization is not very equal; rural LEAs and
Cooperatives continue to however near the "poor" end of the continuum.
New formulas are desperately needed. The Midland example of a common
tax base plus an equalization increment is probably a good model to
follow--at least from a special education perspective. Further, services
should not be reimbursed on a head-count basis, for in general, some
minimumTivel of service must be provided regardless of the absolute
number of clients being served; thus, service costs do not rise or fall
in proportion to headcount but remain more or less constant. And, no
account is typically taken of extraordinary start-up costs. Finally,
state economic dilemmas ought not to be solved by "juggling" elements of
the formula (the example in Midland's state of altering the formula from
a base of average per pupil expenditures to lowest per pupil expendi-
tures is a case in point). To do so renders planning moot and balances
budgets on the backs, in this case, of handicapped children.

7. Provide assistance in carrying out legislated mandates. We
have seen that mandates are frequent but guidance is rare. LEAs and
Cooperatives need assistance in knowing how best to respond to the
requirements of the law. Providing for technical assistance, from the
SEA, a consultant corps, or even from priyate advisors, is essential if
performance is to improve. At the very least some means of sharing
successful experience from site to site should be devised.

3. Allow for more flexibilit and variation at the local level.
We have seen that a strict app icat on o ex sting mandates does not
always prove to be most usefully responsive to local conditions. Further-
more, locals need and want more local option; to preserve their feelings
of self-esteem, and to foster "buying into" the program, local autonomy
needs to be recognized and honored. In more technical language, what is
needed is a policy more idiographically and less nomothetically oriented.

9. Reduce the existing_ "climate of fear". We have seen that the
present emphasis on compliance wreaks havoc with effective program
operation. Almost as much time is spent by some persons on compliance
activities ane. compliance paperwork as on service delivery. Almost
everyone agrees that P.L. 94-142 and its local parallel laws are over-
regulated. Local integrity needs to be more openly recognized; emphasis
lust be shifted from compliance to quality; guidelines and regulations
need to 5e reduced in number and simplified in the bargain.
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10. Provide personnel incentives. We have seen that a particular
problem of rural Cooperatives and LEAs is their inability to attract and
retain professional personnel. There are surely many disincentives to
their recruitment and retention. These disincentives can in part be
offset by providing differential salary schedules and other perquisites;
the example of Midland is a case in point. Of course all these things
cost money; again, it may be possible to provide for them through a
reimbursement "weight" for personnel in rural areas.

11. Provide increased pre-service and in-service opportunities.
We have seen that a major impediment to the effective and efficient
operation of the system mandated by P.L. 94-142 is the fact that personnel
have not been and are not being trained for the "new" roles called for,
whether regular or special teachers or administrators. Efforts have
been made in the past to influence pre-service education, as for example,
through the "Dean's Grants Projects," but these have been notoriously
unsuccessful. In-service training is particularly difficult in rural
areas because of the accessibility problem; moreover, regular teachers
thus far have failed to see a real need for re-education. It is impera-
tive that close attention be given to this problem and new mechanisms
and programs be devised that counter the problems of the old and provide
both institutional and individual incentives.

12. Stimulate the development of additional, optional, models of
service delivery. The mandates of P.L. 94-142 not only lay on the
present system tasks of which the present system is incapable, but in
fact lay them on in monolithic fashion. It is a philosophic presupposition
of this research that context is all-important, and surely the five
cases bear this point out well. We see that many local parameters can
enter into the mix as "mutual shapers": history, funding pattern,
tradition, state law, local attitudes, feelings of autonomy, relative
experience of personnel, degree of previous success experiences, and on
and on and on. Some attention should be given to the development of
alternative mode's among which a particular local Cooperative might
choose, that reflect different possible permutations of such factors and
allow a greater degree of individualization on the organizational level.
It is a truism of teachers that they must begin where the pupils are;
similarly, policies must start where the institutions are.

Trade-Offs

Virtually all policies imply some trade-offs; these trade-offs need
to be kept in mind, and weighed, as part of the policy decision process.
Trade-offs provide policy makers with decision options: if they do X
then they cannot also do Y, or if they do X they necessarily also buy
into Y. In this less than perfect world virtually nothing is free
("there is no free lunch"); everything bears its price. The trade-offs
listed below expos:, some costs that are often overlooked.

1. IF: You insist on complete conformity in meeting national
imperatives such as those idealized in P.L. 94-142;

THEN: You decrease the implementer's ability to respond to
local setting demands.
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That is to say, national imperatives and local needs are often at
cross purposes. Now of course if those local needs are illegal or
inhumane, it is right to emphasize, indeed, to insist on, national
imperatives. But most are not, and if these local needs cannot be met,
hostility, non-conformity, and outright resistance may result. A
balanced posture is well-advised.

2. IF: You provide for maximum authority and responsibility to
Fe-vested in the Cooperative;

THEN: You correspondingly diminish the authority and respon-
iiTTlity of the member LEAs.

Given the concern over autonomy that has been encountered in these
five cases, it is useful to think about setting the stage in ways that
will permit the LEAs to retain some measure of authority and responsibi-
lity.

3. IF: You reduce the amount of compliance activity (mainly
paperwork) from the presently required level;

THEN: You will increase the probability that more effort and
energy will be expended on service delivery.

It is the case, as we have seen, that a great deal of time and
effort are expended in activities that relate to the demonstration and
documentation of compliance. Clearly time and energy devoted to such
activities cannot also be devoted to service delivery. One cannot be
sure, of course, that if compliance activity were to be reduced, the
saved time and energy would be applied to improving service delivery,
but at least that possibility is opened. The risk involved is that not
only compliance documentation activity but compliance itself will diminish.
We judge that to be a rather low probability occurrence, however.

4. IF: You mandate compliance with rigid specifications;

THEN: You inhibit the adapativeness, creativity, and respon-
siveness ;ceded to educate handicapped _Aildren most appro-
priately.

Rigid specifications are spawned by distrust and by the desire to
eliminate ineffectiveness and inefficiency. If the process can be
specified down to its last detail, the system becomes "foolproof"; any
agent can carry it out flawlessly. But this kind of perfection suffers
from a most serious deficiency: it is completely non-adaptable. Any
deviation from expectation (and the real world flourishes on such det,ia-
tions) cannot be handled; the infamous "Catch-22" is an almost certain
outcome. Ironically, the more detailed the specifications, the greater
the probability of overall program failure.

5. IF: You impose a complex model of service delivery;

THEN: You may inhibit the ability of LEAs and Cooperatives
carry it out.
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We have seen that the requirements laid on by P.L. 94-112 are too
advanced to be carried out by the educational system in its present state.
Dealing with this problem also involves "starting where the pupil is."
Asking for a small step constitutes a challenge; asking for a large step
results in frustration and withdrawal.

6. IF: You mandate Cooperatives to insure equality of service;

THEN: You may reduce the efficiency of its operation.

Equality is no doubt a worthy goal, but it cannot be reached by
mandate alone. Equality implies treating everyone equally, but, in the
case of handicapped youngsters, unequal treatment is often called for,
depending on the circumstances of the case. Insistence on "mere" equality
insures bureaucratic nonadaptability of the worst kind. Clearly there
must be safeguards against nonequality on irrelevant grounds, such as
racial or socioeconomic bias. But such safeguards can be mounted without
completely stultifying the ability of local professionals to use their
best judgment.

7. IF: You require the Cooperative to operate in such a way as
to produce stability over time;

THEN: You will also reduce the equity with which its services
are rendered.

Not enough is known about handicapped children and how to serve
them, especially in rural areas, to require early stabilization of the
Cooperative's organizational and operational form. Unless the personnel
associated with the Cooperatives are in a position to make adjustments,
eventually the system will get suff;ciently out of synchronization with
local needs as to produce gross inequities. The equity of time A is
rarely the equity of time B.

8. IF: You are overly permissive in permitting LEAs and Coopera-
tives to take any path that seems appropriate to them;

THEN: You run the risk that there will be a loss in overall
program quality.

This trade-off is the inverse of several of those already stated.
!ri the press for adaptability it is easy to overlook the possibility
that local agencies will be granted too much freedom and flexibility.
Without some guidance at the local level, the overall program will lose
cohesiveness and integrity and fail in its overall objectives. A balance

is needed.

9. IF: You permit Cooperatives to operate in ways that increase
service potential;

THEN: You run the risk of attracting negativr. politica.
pressure.
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Every operation has its clientele who want and value its services.
Now we iuee from these five cases that some Cooperatives offer a mich
broader range of programs than do others. Every broadening of program
scope is likely to produce some negative criticism. To be surer the
clientele to whom the new service is extended will ae supportive, but
these new client groups uecome smaller and smaller with each extension;
pr-sumably the more important program elements have already been built
it. The old clientele will complain that its resources are being dimin-
ished; others will complain that the Cooperative is "empire-building;"
still others will complain that resources are being diverted from other
programs (non-specie" education) for dubious purposes; still others will
a,gue 'hat the pro;,: ram additions arc "peripheral" and tf-t their educa-
tional necessity is questionable. If Cooperatives are 4., do more; the
intact of that expanded progrlm should be carefully assessed.

10. IF: You establish Cooperatives in ways that make them inde-
pendent of other state structures;

THEN: raj reduce the Cooperatives' po: tical viability and
their ability to get things done.

Within a state government system, no une appreciates an agency per-
mitted 4.o operate "outside of channels." We see that these channels are
also, tTortant to Lfle Cooperative itself, providing avenues for both
professional and political communication, avenues of appeal, informal
influence networks, pools of resources to be tapped, and the like.
Cooperatives such as those in Foothills and Midland ere more politically
viable--because they perform several functions for the state and are
plugged into a state network--than those such as Riverhill--which are
established under permissive state legislation to be relatively independent.

11. IF: You establish Cooperatives in ways that are new or novel;

THEN: \ou may inhibit the Cooperatives' political viability.

This trade-off is a corollary to #10 above. Cooperatives perforce
must relate to other political entities, chief among them being tne SEA
and the _tate legislature. If Cooperatives take the form of novel
agencies, none of the others will know how to relate to thee. Caution
becomes the watchword until experience builds up. In the interim, the
Cooperatives' political viability is low.

12. IF: You establish Cooperatives in such a way as to mandaturily
TFclude large LEAs;

THEN: You will probably experience less cooperation and more
hostility from the larger than the smaller.

This trade-off relates to the local autonomy pre,lem. Now large
LEAs are useful to include in Cooperatives bcc-...ise they ofte- have the
resources, personnel, and facilities to make a substantial contribution
to the Cooperative's program. On the other hand, they also can use
*hose resources to establish perfectly acovtable and viable local
orograns. To be forced into a Cooperative when one has the means to
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remain independent is the ultimate indignity, the final affront to local
autonomy. It would probehly we wise to increase the extent to which
larger LEAs can opt in or out of Cooperatives; providing a "safety
hatch" is almost a necessity in some instances if the Cooperative is to
function effectively.

13. IF: You cater to smaller LEAs as Cooperative members;

THEN: It is likely that handicapped students %..1 be more
accepted and receive more personalized service.

We see from the cases that smallness may be a virtue for certain
purposes, not the least of which is the degree of acceptance of and the
quality of service for handicapped students. In mall communities
everyone literally does know everyone else; handicapp.d children are
included. Their peers and Cher parents' peers have L. awn them all their
lives, and their handicaps are more likely to be seen as "mild" deviations
than really handicapping conditions. Teachers know these children too,
and know their families; this contextual knowledge plus the warmth that
tends to accompany longtime relationships results in more personalized,
and probably more humane, service. Cooperatives may need to be reasonably
large to function effectively, but to consist of smaller LEAs is a
virtue from this perspective.

14. IF: You place a ::oungster in the "most appropriate" setting
iron a diagnostic point of view;

THEN: You run the risk of placing him or her in a setting
which is not the most appropriate from a wholistic point of
view.

There is more to life than being in the program most specifically
designed to deal with your particular handicapping condition. Being
taken out of the context of the some community, being removed from peer
relationships in which one has most likely been accepted, being placed
under the care of individuals who have not known one before the moment
of assignment, having to spend long hours ir. travelnone of these
factors is likely to contribute to whr,lesome adjustment. The child may
be better off in the home LEA in a program that is, diagnostically,
"second choice." It may even be the case that assignment to such a
second choice program may result in a less restrictive environment than
might otherwise be the case, as we observed for EMH youngsters assigned
to multi-categorical rooms.

Policy-making will continue to be, as it has been, an art. Good
policy-making depends on having good information, but good infonnation
is not enough. The listing of needs in this chapter stems from infori,:a-
tion, but judging those reeds against one another and against other
needs which policy-makers encounter is, in the final analysis, a matter
of values. That values play a key role is perhar- most apparent from
the trade-offs listed above--virtually every policy decision confronts
the policy-maker with explicit or implicit value choices. Further, the
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caveats, important as they are, will not, in their observance, make a
Solomon of the decision-maker--but he or she can be sure that in their
breach will trail disaster. It is a lot to take account of all at once,
but whoever promised the policy-maker a rose garden?
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AUDITOR'S REPORT
Special Education In Rural America

"A ',,Aturalistic Study of Collaborative Service Delivery"

The primary purpose of this report is to determine the dependability

and confirmability of the Special Education in Rural America field study com

ponent. The process of inquiry auditing is based on the metaphor of the

fiscal auditor whose task is to determine the adequacy of the processes used

(dependabi-Aty) and the outcomes reached (confirmability). I agreed to act

as auditor for this project, because I share the belief that disciplined in

quiry ought to be open to inspection and verification. As auditor I acted

on behalf of a larger readership who in general would not be able to read the

extensive documents, data sources, and reports, which are the foundation of

this inquiry. The overall purpose of my audit was to verify that:

1) Interpretations and conclusions were grounded in the data and,

2) Inquiry techniques were appropriate to the study.

In order to respond adequately to these purposes I spent nearly three

days at the University of Kansas conducting the audit. Prior to this I was

sent a cope of the Technical Report on the Study, three letters from project

staff outlining or explaining the project, and one general statement document

which addressed the purposes of the study. I read these documents prior to

my arrival which set the conceptual context or some of what I was to do. The

day of my arrival, I met with Thomas Sk'tic, Earl Knowlton, and Egon Guba,

project staff members, to orient me to the study, the audit process, and to

clarify procPaures and expectations related to the process of and the final

product of this audit report. The next two days were occupied with the audit

activities I will now describe.

I began by reading the five case studies and keeping notes to myself on

key findings and descriptive data which I wanted to check and verify. Project

staff members were available and on call for questirns and were gracious in
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orienting me to their (Eta classification system, which made it very easy to

find the original data buurce for verification. These researchers constricted

a sophisticated and diligent system for retrieval of data which is to their

credit. It abled me to quickly and efficiently find the data source I

needed and I could then continue with my audit activities. Included in my

notes to myself I delineated those dcsuments and specimen records I wished to

review. This was the next step in my auditing. I then read and reviewed

interview protocols, data category cards, in-house memos, policy statements

from each State Education Department, newsletters from four of the states

involved, descriptions of programs, copies of legal statements pertinent to

special education, fiscal plans, public relations documents, evaluation hand-

books from State Education Departments, migrant education statutes and inter-

pretations, related and pertinent court cases and the state plans for imple-

mentation of PL 94-142. These documents helped to inform the data on the

3 x 5 data cards and the two researchers' journals I read. Furthermore, they

allowed me to understand better the historical descriptive sections of the

five case studies. I sampled the categories of data cards in four of the

five case studies. I purposely concentrated on four of the five cases since I

was thoroughly familiar with the fifth site from other related research in

which I have been involved. Since I already had a good background in that

instance, I felt that it would be more productive to focus on the other four.

I also chose review the cases in reverse order of their development, because

I felt that the researchers would have exercised their skills more adroitly

the longer they stayed in the field, so that I wou!cl be reading the richer

cases first. Actually, each of the cases was well written, well documented,

and thorough in addressing the purposes of the inquiry. The categories of data

cards I sampled and read from each case study were guided by frequency and

distiibution criteria. I selected the categories most frequently entered in
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all cases ol,./ those categories contained the most entries. This indi-

cated to we :Le ityortance of those categories in the minds of the participants

of the stud,. i dlso checked the data cards with the least amount of entries

and any irrekelar category, looking for sources of tension, conflict, or circum-

stances out of the ordinary. After reading the case studies themselves and check-

ing back on the data I can safely say that the data were collected systematically,

and the analysib and synthesis found in the case studies reflected exactly what

was in the raw data records and statements.

I then decided to double check this by reading the original project applica-

tion to NIE and all related correspondence. I found that the research plan out-

line matched what the researchers accomplished which attested to their honesty

and integrity throughout the project. One of the noticeable characteristics of

the five case studies is how close to the data the individual researcher stayed.

Next, I reviewed the Halpern dissertation, (1983, Indiana University) on Auditing

Naturalistic inquiries in order to see what the writer described as far as stretch-

ing the fiscal auaitor metaphor to the arena of educational research. At various

times throughout the audit I spoke to the investigators of the project, Skrtic,

Knowlton and Guba, to clarify existing statements or records or to pose questions

to them about their own style of wr!ting, or decisions they made in the field.

They were open, direct, communicative and responsive to me.

Additionally, although it is beyond th scope of the dependability/

confirmability audit as normally defined, it was clear to me that the researchers

had taken many methodological steps that would shore up the overall credibility

of the study, including (but not limited to) the overall member checks (site

visit 3), individual member checks following interviews, debriefings with local

personnel at the end of each site visit, intra-staff debriefings, and triangulation.

In the final stages of the audit, I concentrated on developing "Suggestions

for Consideration" for the final debriefing meeting between the investigators and
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myself. The im,ttibators and I met to discuss the following suggestions:.

A) In each of the case studies there appears a Note to the Reader section.

This section would be more helpful to the reader if the style were

uniform. I think the reader should also know exactly what each researcher

did. For examples, a simple listing of numbers of people interviewed,

types and numbers of classes observed, etc. would be informative. Quite

possibly an overview statement about the five states involved would be

useful for the reader in simply understanding the scope and breadth of

the p' ject. Furthermore, any statements of an apologetic tone for in

quiry processes should be eliminated. This was a disciplined inquiry.

Ethnogl phic research methods (Naturalistic Inquiry) are rich in history,

tradition and practice in many disciplines: medicine, law, sociology,

anthropology, and psychology for example. If the reader is unaware of

this body of literature, it is up to the reader to fill in these gaps not

the researchers who conducted the case studies. In addition, the rigors

and demands of ethnographic-naturalistic
case studies is well documented

and can be verified by speaking to those researchers. Let the uninformed

reader take on that task her/himself.

B) If it is possible to cut down the length of the case study, I would 1

vise the re'searcher's to do so without compromising the power, essence,

and substance of the cases. One place to cut would be the section on

"the referral process for students." This process is already well des-

cribed in the State Plans. People who work in special education are wcil

acquainted with this referral process. Perhaps a footnote could lead

the reader to the already written description. Another area which could

be compressed is the demographic description. Whenever possible, I would

streamline the demographics to one solid paragraph. Next, the sections

on funding formulas, while incredibly informative and dramatically
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demoh.,cAti.e ut the individuality of the regions under study, were lengthy

and lauurious to read. Is there any way to streamline these sections?

Finall, the sections which describe the mechanics of a given regional

unit like L.D. program, the EMR program, and the gifted program could

be mentioned in a sentence or two by way of description only. Those

persons who cork in Special Education are more than acquainted with these

terms and pr:Igraos. Again, a footnote or an appendix describing these

terms and programs might better serve the purpose of the study. I realize

from my own experience as a case study researches that I am reluctant to

cut anything out of the report and that critical trade-offs are faced

when onc2 deletes any part of a descriptive narrative. I am requesting

that the researcher's consider this course of action to allow for a more

compressed case description without sacrificing substance.

In summary, the audit trail included raw data; samples of data reduction,

reconstruction and synthesis; process notes (journals and researcher's note

on the case studies); and intentions described in the proposal. After review-

ing and verifying this trail I do not hesitate at all to say that the investi-

gators of this research project grounded their
interpretations and conclusions

in the data and Furthermore chose the best possible techniques do so. In

the first meeting with the investigators I questioned each of them about their

predispositions and biases. They described for me their interest in special

education (two of the researchers teach classes in special edtication for

example) and their degree of interest and commitment to that field presently

and in the foreseeable future. I needed to clarify this at the onset to be

clear about this 131.1s, which I view as healthy and requisite to conducting

in depth case studies over lcng periods of Lae. One of the reasons one has

to have some strong interest in such endeavors is that the length of time,

degree of energy needed to sustain oneself in the field over time (in this
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case over LW.) year3) and the disciplined demands of field work are all

encompassin;. If you don't love the topic and what you are doing you run'

the risk of disengaging yourself from the participants under study and there-

fore run the risk of being untrue to your participants interpretations of

what they e:perience in their given social setting. This is what case study

research is about. It is thorough in-depth case studies such as these five

cases that a body of descriptive and explanatory data will be constructed.

It is a time consuming, reflective, deeply personal mode of inquiry. It re-

quires carefulness in language and style of writing which these researchers

eminently displayed. The investigators of this study have conducted and

maintained a disciplined inquiry. The data collected verify this rather

directly. It is a model of excellent research processes and the substance

of the findings are powerful. They are to be commended for so diligent and

scholarly an activic}.

Valerie J. aneai, PhD
Assistant Professor
Department of Program Development
and Evaluation

State University of New York at Albany

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Valerie Jancbick is an experienced ethnographic researcher. She has

conducted five major long term case studies. She has served as dissertation

director of two long term ethnographic case studies at SUNY Albany (McDermott,

1981 and Licopoli 1983). She is currently directing two dissertation studies

using the ethnographic methods of participant observation and interview. She

conducted the mini-training workshops
on Ethnographic Research Methods of the

American Educational Research Association annual meetings in New York, 1982

and Montreal, 1983. She has conducted workshops on this method in the United

State and Canada at leading universities. She currently teaches a course

in Qualitative Research Methods and has published the results of her research

projects in Curriculum Inquiry, Secondary Education Today, Studies in Art

Education and other journals. She has completed a study on the Fillmore Arts

Center in Washington, D.C. to be published in Daedalus. She is currently

conductim.; ,n1 interview study of women leaders in up-state New York. This

summer she will begin a book on issues in Migrant Education, the culmination

of three years 01 data collection using interview and observation techniques.

Professor Janesick is familiar with the substance of the Special Education

in Rural America project having read Cite literature related to PL 94-142

under two influences;

1) She recently Chaired the dissertation of Lorenzo Licopoli who wrote

on the implementation of PL 94-142 in four school districts in upstate

New York.

2) She served as a member of the SUNY Albany Dean's Grant Committee

1981-82, to help develop a plan to educate faculty members about

I, 94-142. Furthermore, as Project Director for The Migrant Tutorial

Outreach Program at SUNY-Albany, she is familiar with delivery of

tutorial services to rural disadvantaged children of migrant
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There are few motels in Riverhill County. There are no Interstate

highways, and the largest town numbers only about 1,400 souls. in any
event, just across the river tv the west, which is also the state line,
there is a medium-sized city with an Interstate cleaving it and an abun-
dance of "brand-name" motels. When we 4.sited we stayed in one of those.

There's only one way into Riverhill County from there -- across a high

bridge that gives the approaching traveler a bird's eye view of what we
will find on the other side. That's Rivertown below--marrily a bedroom
suburb for the city we just left although with its share cf small indus-
tries--sprawled on the flood plain and convoluted to fit itself to the
river's meanderings. The county, we soon find as we drive east (see
Figure 1), harbors two cultures, to fit its two geographically differen-
tiated areas. The "river people" live in the flood plain of the west
end, a plain partly urbanized and, despite its geologic origins, not much
suited to agriculture. The "hil I people" live on the rolling hills of
the east end, tilling what e first appear to be intractable, rocky
slopes, but on close examination turn out to be uncamaonly fertile glacial
deposit's bringing as much as $-,000 per acre. The hill people and the
river people don't have much in common; the former are "old families"
whose great-grandfathers moved to Riverhill from the Midwest a century
ago, while the latter are relative transients who have lived here perhaps
only a generation at best. They work at different kinds of jobs; they
enjoy different levels of the socio-economic scale; they are racially and
ethnically dissimilar. But they do have something in common. They have
handicapped children.

The county has five unified school districts within its boundaries,

with fou of them located in the four largest towns. Rivertown, tnat we
just passed through, has 261 pupils and 23 teachers, housed in a ratively
new building. A century ago Rivertown's population had a large proportion
of blacks; now its blacks number 10 to 15 percent while the remainder are
white, blue-collar commuters, although a number of small industries are
located in Rivertown in which some of then work. Some of he folks
elsewhere in the county neiertheless persist in characterizing Rivertown
as black, or ascribe to it other pejorative characteristics: factory
workers, one-parent families, "free-lunch kids," on welfare.

A ;ew miles to the east we enter Waukula, the largest of the five
districts, with 500 pupils and 43 teachers. Wukula 's the only com-
munity in the county that hac shown any appreciable population shift over
the past decade, increasing n size by about one thiru as it, like River-

town, assumes the characteristics of a suburban, be-room community.
Indeed, Waukula has taken over as the suburba "hub " The town also has
acquired some industry of its own.

Another short drive east brings us to Teague, the county seat,
nearly as large in school population as Waukula Oa 450 pupils and 36
teachers. Teague is very conservative, comprised historically of older
residents; it serves primarily is a service center for the surrounding
agricultural community.

To the southeast lies Hillcrest, with 310 pupils and 25 teachers.

Hillcrest houses the county's community college and is also a small-scale
touri .t center. The area has maintained the flavor of its ancestral
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European culture which many visitors find charming. The community is

favored with a new school building erected when the on was destroyed

by fire. While all of the communities are vigorously autonomous, Hillcrest
is most so. Recently, because of a new low-income housing project, new

residents have been drawn here from nearby cities; they are characterized
as "transients" and "poor people" who "get a lot of freebies."

The last district, Media, stands in a compromise location more or
less at the center of a cluster of tiny communities whose separate schools
it replaced (not without a struggle) just a few years ago. Media is

nevertheless the smallest of the districts with 231 pupils and 23 teachers.
Needless to say, its entire student population is bussed to the school

site.

The administrative staffs of those small districts are correspond-
ingly modest. Waukula manages with a superintendent, a secondary prin-
cipal, and an elementary principal who oversees two schools. Teague hab
a superinte;_.ent, an elementary principal, and a secondary principal.
Rivertown has a superintendent while another person doubles as both
elementary and secondary principal; in Media the superintendent also
serves as elementary principal; while in Hilicrest the superintendent *is
als' the secondary principal.

The total enrolled population, K through 12, is thus 1,752; these
pupils are serviced by 150 teachers and 13 administrators. The whole is

about the size of a medium high school in an urban setting (although with
more teachers and administrators than would be found there). But the
enrollment is spread over an area of 388 square miles. We're in a rural

setting in which the population averages 23.7 persons per square mile.

Stability and continuity characterize the communities of Riverhill

Couhty. The population has remained essentially the same for F. re than a

decade. The five local school districts have enjoyed continuous leader-
ship in excess of the lifetime of the Cooperative which mutually services

them. There is a lot of local pride; thr. citizens see themselves as
self-sufficient and conservative; local autonomy is a keynote in their
self-image. They are pleased to resiae in ;ural America, and retain many
of the traditional values often described as "the American way." Riverhill

County is a good place to live, :no most of its inhabitants prefer its

life-style to any other.

Prior to 1974-75 school year, each of these districts separately
maintained whatever programs existed for handicapped children--or indepen-
dently contracted for needed services fram surrounding counties in which
they were available. There is no reason to doubt that the districts were
each committed to doing what they could for these youngsters. It was

apparent, however, that none of the districts could muster the resources
necessary to provide the level of service that might be considered ade-
quately responsive to the need. The districts mounted no special efforts
to locate every handicapped child; there seemed to be little point in
iientifying the low-incidence handicapped since little could be done for
them.
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A number of factors interacted to produce a change. The Congress of
the United States had already passed P.L. 93-380, the Education Amend-
ments of 1974, Part B, which was seen as the precursor to what ultimately
became P.L. 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act. It

was obvious that some form of cooperative action would be reqvired to
meet the mandates of thse laws. Further, the state department of education
had already begun the disbursement of funds in ways supportive of the
intent of the forthcoming act. And so the five districts made a move
that could only be considered novel and daring, considering the great
weight placed on local autonomy by the people of Riverhill County: they

united under the leadership of Teague as the "host agency"--the fiscal
and legal agent--to form the Riverhill County Special Education Cooperative
onE of two forms of cooperation authorized under state law. Under this
agreement, Teague underook to provide needed services for the handicapped
chi-iren from all five districts, while the other four agreed to support
the Lasts of the services on an "equal-shre" basis--regardless of the
number of handicapped students they might send--and to provide the trans-
portation to get them to the facilities provided by Teague.

The first director of the new organization was charged to coordinete

the existing programs--EMR, LD, and speech--and to plan and implement all
additional programs that would be required to meet the mandates of the
state and of P.L. 94-142. Offices for the new cooperative were established
in office building space rented by the Teague board of education for the
purpose. Classrooms were set up in two mobile units located in Teague
and in two regular classrooms provides, at Media and Waukula.

The special education cooperative enjoyed mixed suLcess. The facil-

ities that were provided were not the best; indeed, they represented the
"left-overs" after the host agency's "regular needs" had been accommodated.
The rented office space became unavailable when the building's major
tenant, a local physician, deciaed that he wanted to expand his own
facilities (a decision eventually reversed). That problem was solved by
moving the Cooperative to a somwhat re-Jrbished and no-longer-used elemen-
tary building at Brookville which had been replaced as a result of the
formation of the Media district. Several districts fet that Teague was
spared problems of student transportation and student inconvenience by
virtue cf its host status and began lobbying for a more equitable arrange-
ment. By programmatically the Cooperative provided some benefits that
could not be gainsaid; indeed, the director of the organization (the
second director; the first was felled by a heart attack early in the
1978-79 academic year and was replaced, first, temporarily, and then
permanently, by a former superintendent of the Media district who had
resigned the year before to open a school supplies business, and who was
pressed into service because of the env ecy) was able to boast in an
open letter published on June 15, 1979:

1978-79 has been an exciting end eventful year for special
education in Riverhill County. Mandates provided for in 94-142
have been met to the best of our ability and exceed the efforts
of many areas in our state. Through a diversity of program
options, we are in compliance with the intent of 94-142 concern-
ing cases of which we are knowledgeable.
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The changes we have made cannot be achieved with out a
multiplicity of confusion and conflict. Only the outstanding
cooperation of the boards, administration, teachers, and stu-
dents and their understanding of the situation have made our
current progress possible and future progress attemptable.
Thanks to all for caring about kids.

Indeed, the parties to the cooperative agreement were sufficiertly
impressed with its success that as early as the middle of the 1978 -19
school year, they began negotiating a new Agreement, moving into the

second of the two types of legally permissible organization that permitted
them to cooperate not only in special education but in other areas as

well. So the Rivernill County Educational Cooperative (,he organization
retained most of its former name despite moving into its new legal form)
also provides services in the areas of career education, media, curriculum
development, and in-service training.

It should not be supposed, however, that the decision to cooperate
was uniformly applauded. There seems to be little doubt in the of

most local observers that without the impetus of 94-142 and its precursor,
there would have been no cooperative- -the need for it was perceived to be
"laid on." Most citizens felt that there was no necessity for effort
beyond that which had been voluntarily expended by the inch sidual LEAs in
order to service the children adequately. Indeed, r' ;istance to any form

of consolidation had been a hallmark of the county; ,or example, the
proposal to replace local schools by the Media complex had been defeated
at the polls three times before it was finall, approved. Resistance to

the idea of a cooperative is well symbolized by the fact that the local
dist. icts, which had earlier agreed to a common time schedule to accommo-
date sporting events (the independent districts were all members of the
same athletic conference), decided after the establishment of the Coopera-

tive! to move to independent (and conflicting) schedules. A common calendar
was simply a reminder of the loss of local control, and needed to be
eliminated, however much such a move might complicate the bussing of

handicapped youngsters from district to district. Local pride was from
the start a significant impediment to the efficient and effective opera-

tion of the Cooperative.

Demographics

Riverhill County is modestly sized--388 square, miles with a total

population of 9,327. Even the four "big" towns in the county would
appear minute to an urban dweller; their populatiuns (1981) are:

Hillcrest--954; Rivertown1 275; Teague--1,240; and Waukula--1,418.

The schools are not unusual for settings of this type. The relevant

demographic data are shown in Table 1. Organizations differ depending on

local custom and history. Elementary enrollment (defined arbitrarily by
the state education agency as comprising grades K-6) is just under two-
thirds of the total. Pupil/teacher ratios are low by urban if not rural
standards:



TABLE 1

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA FOR RIVERHILL COUNTY SCHOOLS, 1981-82

District Organization
Enrollment

Faculty
Pupil/

Teacher
Ratio

Number of
kministrators

Elem. Sec. Total

Hillcrest K-8-4 212 98 310 25 12.4 3

Media K-6-2-4 146 85 231 23 10.0 2

Rivertown K-8-4 175 86 261 23 11.4 2

Teague ::-8-4 300 150 450 36 12.5 3

Waukula K-6-6 265 235 500 43 11.6 3

Total I --- 1,098 654 1,752 I 150 11,7 13
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11.7 tc 1 overall and ranging from a low of 10.0 to 1 in Media to a high

of 12.5 to 1 in Teague.

The distribution of exceptional youngsters included in the school

census is shown in Table 2. This table displays data by age and type of

exceptionality as of May 6, 1981. Included also are comparable data (as
available) for Riverhill County October 10, 1980--the beginning of the
same academic year, and statewide data for Fiscal Year 1981. Several

points are strikingly apparent:

1. Three classes of handicap account for 84 percent of the pupils

served by the school system: learning disabled, speech/larguage

impaired, and educable mentally retarded. These are the same

three categories that had been served prior to the establishment

of the Cooperative.

2. The largest proportion of handicapp.d children is found in the

6-11 age group; indeed, the number in this age group exceeds
the sum of all other age groups cm.:;ined. It is unlikely that
handicapping conditions are so distributed in the population,

even given that attendance attrition will produce some later

age reductions.

3. The absolute numbers of low ircidence handicaps are very small:

5 TMR, 1 PH, 2 SMH. Nevertheless these children are receiving
service, and undoubtedly of a very special sort.

4. The number of ED youngsters is quite low and concentrated in

the 15-17 age group.

5. The number of children assigned to the gifted prcgram is small,
fewer than 10 percent of the total.

6. There is a striking increase in the numbers of children placed
in the LD and S/L programs at the beginning and end of the

school year for which data are given in Table 2. LD numbers

increase from 57 to 76 in the period from 10/0/80 to 5/6/81
and from 26 to 49 in S/L. But of course LD and S/L children
are usually in school--it does not require a massive child find

program to locate them. It seers likely that these increases
result from increased teacher sensitivity leading to referral,

and of course, th. exi tence of programs makes referral possible
and heightens sensitivity even further.

7. Largely because of the increase in LD and S/L placements, the

total number of children being served by the program increased
dramatically over the course of the school year (10/10/80 to
5/6/81), by a proportion of almost 40 percent. The data suggest
that when programs become available some teachers become aware
of the possibility of referral and use it.
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TABLE 2

NUMBER AND TYPE OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN SERVED, BY AGE (10/10/80 AND 5/6/81)

Handicap

As Of 5/6/81
As

10/10/80

Of

%

Statewide
Fiscal '8Age Total

4:5 6-11 12-14 15-17 18-21 N % N %

Learning Disabled 0 23 31 16 6 76 39.4 57 41.3 30.0

Educable Mentally Retarded 0 22 5 10 0 37 19.2 35 25.4 10.2

Trainable Mentally Retarded 0 4 1 0 0 5 2.6 5 3.6 3.1

Physically Handicapped 0 1 0 0 0 1 0.5 * . 1.4

Severely Multiply Handicapped 0 1 0 1 0 2 1.0 2 1.4 0.9

Emotionally Disturbed 0 0 0 4 0 4 2.1 * * 6.5

Speech/Language Impaired 2 45 2 0 0 49 25.4 26 18.8 30.2

Gifted 0 6 8 5 0 19 9.8 13 9.4 16.0

Total 2 102 47 36 6 193 100.0 138 99.9 99.8

*Information not available.
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S. The data for Riverhill County are somewhat different from those

for the state as a whole (using 5/6/81 data for the County and
FY 81 data for the state). The largPst difference is in respect
to learning disabled youngsters, with Riverhill Cooperative
running 9.4 percentage points higher than the state (39.4
percent vs. 30.0 percent). Educable mentally retarded pupils

are also overrepresented by 9.0 percentage points (19.2 vs.
10.2). Gifted are underrepresented by 6.2 percentage points
(9.8 vs. 16.0), whine emotationally disturbed and speech/
lanuage cases are both underrepresented on the order of four
and a half points (2.1 vs. 6.5 and 25.4 vs. 30.2 respectively).
The reaminIng differences are small but since tnese categories
are f lw incidence, even small differences may be relatively
meaningful.

A final set of demographic data is displayed in Table 3, showing,
for Fiscal Year 1981, the number and percent of exceptional children
originating in each district, as well as per pupil costs. Immediately
evident is the disparity in the proportions of children referred from

each of five districts. Hillcrest, Media, and Waukula sent, respectively,
11.94, 10.82, and 11.00 percent of regularly enrolled youngsters, while

Rivertown and Teague sent 16.85 and 7.11 prcent respectively. It is

unlikely that handicapped youngsters are distributed in such uneven
proportion over the county. It is interesting to note that Teague, the
"host agency" of the earlier county-wide federation, accounts for only
16.53 percent of youngsters serviced by the Cooperative--despite the fact
that it exceeds in total enrollment all of the other districts but one.
These differences in numbers served are immediately reflected in costs
per student, in view of the fact that costs are pro-rated to districts in
an equal-shares basis. The reasons for these disparities are not immedi-
ately clear, although it is evident that the services of the Cooperative
are used differentially by the member districts.

The Cooperative works closely with a number of other agencies in the
community. Student evaluations are sometimes aided by referral to the
Family Center, Protestant Hospital, Aural Associates, and others that may
be deemed appropriate in special cases. Efforts to identify exceptional
children are assisted by local dentists, physicians, and other health
services, by the Social and Rehabilitative Services, and the annual
CATCHMENT LOCATER Clinic (the Cooperative's annual screening procedure).

Contact is also maintained with the Social Welfare Department, the Head
Start Program, the Community Mental Hea.Z..h Agency, the regional worker

for the state screening program, the state mental heal''' center, and the
County Health Officer. In addition, contracts or services are maintained
with adjacent counties to provide certain program services; see below.

There are no private or parochial schools in Riverhill County; hence

the Cooperative has found it unnecessary to evolve procedures for relating
to such units.

Purpose of the Cooperative

In response to the requirement posed by the state department of
education that the agency shall, in its local comprehensive plan (required
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TABLE 3

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN SERVED AND COSTS PER STUDENT SERVED

BY DISTRICT (FISCAL 1981)

District

Hillcrest

Media

Rivertown

Teague

Waukula

Total

Enrollment of
Exceptional Children

N

37

25

44

32

55

193

a--

Percent

19.17

12.95

22.80

16.58

28.50

100.00

Totai

Enrollment

310

231

2E1

450

500

Percent of
Total

Enrollment

Cost Per
Student Serve

(Dollars)

11.94 1,087

10.82 1,609

-4-

16.85 914

7.11 1,257

11.00

1,752 11.02
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under P.L. 94-142), state its "philosophy and/or general goals regarding

the education of exceptional children," the Riverhill Cooperative stipu-

lates that:

We, as members of the Riverhill County Education Coopera-
tive, stand firm in our conviction of quality education for the

individual student.

We are unified in desire to provide the services

necessary for insuring each child an opportunity to achieve at
the maximum of that child's abilities and capabilities.

We are in concert in our belief that an atmosphere of
cooperation, trust and confidence provides maximum opportunity
for growth within and among educators, students, parents, other
professionals and the community-at-large.

We share a common desire to meet the provisions for excep-
tional children as set forth in legislative action by makiny a

free and appropriate eaucational program available to each
exceptional child regardless of the exceptionality.

We are unanimous in our concern for the dignity and self-
esteem of the individual.

We are united by a positive attitude toward the child and
the child's total environment and the important place education

has in that milieu.

In setting up the Cooperative agreement*, however, the members

shunned this rhetoric in favor of a more pragmatic statement:

Educational Services to which this . . . Agreement rel, 2S

are limited to Special Education, Career Education, Media
Services, Curriculum Development, In-Service Training for Staff
Programs and such other purposes permitted by the laws of

[State].

The Cooperative shall provide during the term of this
agreement, Special Education for the appropriate students of
each district that is a party to this Agreement at least equal
to those areas of special education that are mandated by the
[State] legislature, beginning with the 1979-80 school year.

And what are those mandated areas? They are those covered by two
separate state laws and by P.L. 94-142. The first of the state laws

provided for educational services, beginning in 1974, f'r "developmentally

disabled" children and youth, and defined "developmental disabilities" as
mental retardation, specific learning disabilities, cerebral palsy, and .

* The legal document establishing the Cooperative c.s an entity; not
the local comprehensive plan filed with the state.
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epilepsy. The second act required special education programming for all

handicapped children by 1979 and for all gifted children by 1980.

In the end, the Cooperative's goals and purposes can perhaps be best

assessed by what it determined to put into practice. In Riverhill, that
has meant providing services to the:

o Educable Mentally Retarded.
o Learning Disabled.

o Emotionally Disturbed
Speech/Language Disabled.

o Trainable Mentally Retarded.

o Physically Handicapped.

o Severely Multiply Handicapped.
o Gifted.

These services have been provided by regular and special personnel includ-
ing teachers, psychologists, occupational therapists, physical therapists,

speech therapists, social workers, counselors, and coordinators. Specific

programs in residence are provided for learning disabled, educable men-
tally retarded, emotionally disturbed, speech/language disabled, and

gifted. Services for all other recipients are provided by contract with
external agencies.

It is worth noting, finally, that while the services mentioned in

the Agreement other than special education might in principle permit
wide-ranging activities on the part of the Cooperative, in fact these
other services--career education, media services, curriculum development,
in-service staff training--are utilized almost exclusively in support of
the special education function. While there are some exceptions, far
example, in that the Careers Orientation Project carried on by the Coopera-
tive also has utility tor regular students, it seems clear that special
education is the central purpose and other functions serve as handmaidens
to it. The validity of this assertion will become evident below as these
related activities are described.

The Structure of the Cooperative

The Riverhill County Educational Cooperative became effective in
mid-1979. Legally, the Cooperative is a type empowered, as we noted
above, to provide service not only in the area of special education, but
in other areas as well--a provision that makes possible projecting,
seeking funding for, and carrying out projects which are only indirectly
related to classroom instructicn of the exceptional student.

The Agreement establishing the Cooperative is an uncomplicated
document providing only for the most obvious and salient matters. These

include: the governance structure; the services provided (the two para-
graphs dealing with this matter have already been cited; see p. 14 above);
the term of the Agreement and provisions for renewal; fiscal details such
as the formula for member local education agency (LEA) contributions,
preparation of the budget, ownership of property and the processes for
divestitu.e of property should the Cooperative not be renewed; procedures
for rehiing personnel under contract to Teague because of its earlier
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role as "host agency" who will now be contracted directly by the Cooperative;
a statement that the resolution of any problems by the Cooperative board
will be binding on the member LEAs; means for modifying the Agreement
(including the provise that changes recognize a unanimous vote of the
members); retention of all powers to the Cooperative provided for under
state law; a note that the Agreement will require approval by the state
attorney general before becoming effective; and, finally, notice that the
Agreement may be terminated at any time by actions of the state legislature.
All these provisions required only eight double-spaced typewritten pages;
the Agreement is simple, direct, minimal.

The overall organizational structure is depicted in Figure 2. The

five LEA boards each name one regular and one ilternate member to the
Board of the Cc perative. 'IA superintendents are designated as advisors
to their district's representative, with authority to attend all monthly
Board meetings and to counsel with the member on any matters that come
before the Board--an arrangement which does little to encourage Board
members to become expert in the Cooperative's problems but to rely instead
on advice from the Superintendents. Of course it would be a mistake to
regard the members of the governing board as mere puppets whose strings

are pulled by the Superintendents, but it would be equally naive to
suppose that the Superintendents' informed influence on board members is
inconsequential.

The Board is responsible for naming the Director; following on the
heart attack of the original director, the Board selected "one cf their
own"--a former superintendent of the Media district who had resigned to
enter private business, but was willing to be "drafted" in the emergency.
The Director supervises two chrical staff, 14 professionals and 13.5
paraprofessionals, all of whom are located within the county except one
professional and one paraprofessional who are located at the site of

another cooperative in the state with whom the Riverhill Cooperative
operates a joint project (the Drivers for Special Buses Project; see
below). The Director maintains liaison with the principals of each LEA
school. The principals continue to be accountable for all operations

within their buildings, putting the Cooperative teachers. whether iti-
nerant or permanently assigned (e.g., in a self-contained EMR room), in
the position of serving two masters. The Cooperative staff and the

regular classroom teachers have a variety of relationships, which will be
described in more detail below.

The Director also receives inputs from the Parents Advisory Board,
consisting df 10 parents, two from each of the cooperating LEAs, which
meets three or four times a year. The parents on the board are appointed
by the school beard of each LEA on nomination by the superintendent; it
is unclear to what extent parent interests and concerns are actually
represented. It is the case that parent advocacy or support groups have
not sprung up spontaneously, so that it is probable that school board
nomination may be the only feasible way to obtain parent inputs.

It see' likely that decisions about important matters are not made
in open meetings of either of these Boards (Cooperative Board and Parent
Advisory Council) but are simply ratified there. It was suggested by
several informants that it was only on occasions when matters could not

12
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be determined by the normal workings of the "good old boy" network that
formal actions would be taken at open meetings.

Given the interlocking arrangements that have been noted--LEA boards
appoint Superintendents and Cooperative Board members, as well as members

of the Parent Council= the Cooperative Board aseoints the Director
uperin endents si as advisors o the oar. 'emsers - -it wou 'e naive

indeed to imagine that all business is conducted formally and publicly.
But, on the other hand, not too much 5-7 intention should be read into
these arranments; we deal, in a rural community, with persons who know

each other well have man other contacts than those relating to Coopera-
IT/TITIThess, anted operate within oca mores iiiaFistoms to which they

were long ago socialized. What is likel to-TiTr-Fifween the cracks in

such an arrangement is new information that cannot be interpreted by the
locals or that flies in the face of their belief systems.*

It should be noted, finally, that the Cooperative is perceived to

provide both advantages and disadvantages to the local school districts.
The major advantage, of course, and one that would no doubt result in a
cooperative effort even in the absence of any other advantages, is simply

that by joining, LEAs can provide a quality and scope of service to
exceptional children that would be beyond their own means. It is the

Cooperative, in effect, that permits the LEA to come into compliance with
94-142, and, in this case, the state's own legislative mandates. But

membership provides more benefits than that. Silce it moves the locus of

acit from LEA to Cooperative, it also moves the responsibility for
compliance. Accountability is shifted from superintendent to Cooperative
Director. The Cooperative also assumes operational responsibility: it

is now up to it to plan, program, schedule, implement, troubleshoot.
Superintendents heave a collective sigh of relief to be rid of all those
details, as well as of the burden of paperwork that is also lifted from
their shoulders. Finally, it is advantageous to an LEA to have available

by virtue of the Cooperative's existence a supply of consultant help for
teachers who must service exceptional children in their classrooms under
the mainstreaming concept; the ultimate responsibility for their success
or failure with these children rests, to a considerable extent, with the
resource teachers or teachers of self-contained special education rooms

who are easily available for consultaticn.

There are of course off-setting disadvantages, at least as seen from

the perspective of the local districts. There is, most importantly, a
loss of autonomy and control. The local district is no longer able to
determine exclusively whom to serve ana huw to do so. Principals remain

in control of their buildings but must somehow accommodate itinerants or
even permanently placed personnel who are responsible to some other

authority as well. Boards and Superintendents lose a measure of fiscal

control; they agree to absorb their percentage of Cooperative costs
without knowing in advance what the costs will actually be (see below).

*The underlining of this paragraph indicates that it is interpretative
material reflecting the opinion of the inquiry team. See p. v.



Some parents may feel disconnected from their children: when they have a

complaint they do not know with whom to lodge it, and when they do know
they sometimes find the person is relatively inaccessible in a schoolroom
or office miles away. Teachers invade one-another's turf on a daily

basis. Channels of communication become lengthened and distorted.

The Cooperative agreement contains procedures for extending the

contract, with or without revisions, after its automatic termination in
1982. It reamins to be seen, as of this writing, whether the agreement
will be preserved in its original form, or whether substantial changes
will be made reflecting the three years of experience. In view of the
problems that have peen identified, it is hard to imagine that proposals
for extension will not receive more intense scrutiny than did the original
proposals.

The Targets for Cooperative Services

We have already seen that the Cooperative is committed in its state-
ment of philosophy to "meet the provisions for exceptional children as
set forth in legislative action by making a free and appropriate educa-
tional program available to each exceptional child regardless of the
exceptionality." But a child must be identified before he or she can be
served; what does the Cooperative do about that?

Children who are sufficiently within the "normal" range so as to be
sent to school come under the surveillance of teachers and administrators
who refer them for possible service. We have already commented on the
fact that over the course of a school year children enrolled in LD and
S/L programs grow in number precisely because these problems are so
visible to professional personnel. Other children whose parents have
taken them to private physicians, community health services, or other

special care agencies are also likely to be referred to the school for
attention. The school itself conducts annual hearing and vision tests to

identify children with deficiencies in these areas.

These sorts of child locating procedures might be described as
passive; the children come to the school's attention with virtually no

special effort on the part of school personnel. But the Cooperative also
engages in more active locating procedures. Bimonthly newsletters are

sent to parents of handicapped youngsters and other patrons of the system
to keep them apprised of opportunities for their children. Announcements
are sent to area newspapers and radio stations to create awareness and
encourage referrals. The Cooperative participates each year in the
state-mandated and state-operate CATCHMENT LOCATER CLINIC. Unfortunately,
this program generates a low response rate. A majority of cooperative
personnel believe that the program is ineffective because it lacks scope
and magnitude. Four neighboring cooperatives, of which Riverhill was
one, wanted to join forces for child find purposes b4t were prohibited
from doing so by the State Department of Education, for reasons that were
unclear to the Cooperative staff.

There are a number of forces other than State Department of Educa-
tion prohibitions against joint action that discourage the Cooperative

(and other similar agencies) from becoming very active in early childhood
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locating procedures. While professional experts seem to agree Lhat early

identification and remediation are most desirable, the Cooperative is
hardly motivated to act strenuously in that direction. First of all, the

Cooperative cannot mount early childhood programs; such programs while
authorized by the state are not mandated and therefore not funded.
Second, numbers of agencies compete for those funds that might be available
for early childhood education; Cooperative staff feel that these agencies

(for example, United Cerebral Palsy, the state health department, the
State Department of Education's special education division) are quick to
seek available funds but equally quick to refer identified children back
to the school system when such funds are in low supply. The Cooperative
refers those young children which it does find to the local, Head Start
program; severe cases are referred to specialized agencies outside the

county.

Those school-age children who are identified by whatever means are
rapidly and expeditiously evaluated and placed. For example, during the

first 36 days of the 1980-81 academic year, there were 64 referrals and
62 staffings, that is, sessions involving relevant personnel and parents
to determine the disposition of individual cases. During the first month

of that academic year the speech/language therapist conducted a total of
846 speech or hearing tests. All children who are identified are served

in in-house programs or are referred to other agencies c.t which the
Cooperative pays charges or tuition. The range of such services is

summarized in Table 4.

Information gathered by the Cooperative with respect to its client
group of children is of course confidential in accord with policies
published on an annual basis. Records are kept both by the local district

as well as the Cooperative. Requests to access the records must be made
in writing except by those personnel who have direct responsibility for
the child's program, who may consult them on a need-to-know basis.
Parents or guardians may consult the records on request; however, no
release of information will be made to them or to others without written
authorization (except in certain cases such as court orders). Access to

all records is logged.

In the event that parents or guardians object to information in the
record, or wish to amend or otherwise cause it to be changed, they may
make a request in writing, which is referred to the responsible staffing

team. The decision of the staffing team is communicated to the parent or
guardian. In the event that the parent or guardian disagrees with the
staffing team's decision, a hearing may be requested.

The Cooperative Director reviews records on an annual basis. Those

records which are no longer useful are destroyed after five years in

accord with P.L. 93-380.

Cooperative Functions and Operations

It is time now to turn to the question of just what the Cooperative
does--how it functions, and what mechanisms it employs to get things

done. A variety of activities will be considered, including descriptions
of how clients are processed, of programs and projects, of support services,
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TABLE 4

SERVICES OFFERED TO EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN BY THE COOPERATIVE

Program

4=k

Nature of Service

In-House

Learning Disabled

Educable Mentally
Retarded

Emotionally Disturbed

Speech/Language

Gifted

Vocational Services

Psychological Services

2 elementary and 2 secondary teachers, 3 para-
professionals, itinerant programs, all LEAs.

3 teachers at 4 age/grade levels, 3 parapro-
fessionals, self-containea rooms, 3 sites
(Hillcrest, Media, Teague).

1 teacher, 1 paraprofessional, self-contained
room, 1 site (Rivertown).*

1 therapist, 1 paraprofessional, itinerant,
all LEAs.

.5 FTE coordinator, .5 FTE paraprofessional,
itinerant, all LEAs.

1 vocational coordinator, itinerant, all LEAs.

1 psychologist, 1 paraprofessional, itinerant,
all LEAs.

Contracted

Trainable Mentally
Retarded

Severely Multiply
Handicapped

Physically Handi-
capped

Vocational Education

Contracted to neighboring county facility.

Contracted to neighboring state family services
center; severe cases to state university medi-
cal center.

Contracted to neighboring state family services
center; severe cases to state university medi-
cal center.

EMk vocational program contracted to neighbor-
ing county area vocational school.

*Program suspended in 1981-82 because of the unexpected resig-
nation of the ED teacher and paraprofessional.

#Students throughout county served at these sites.
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of staff training activities, and of related activities including change,

evaluation, due process, public relations, and politics.

Processing of Clients. When a pupil referred for service, how

does the Cooperative respond? How does it decide whether the pupil
warrants service, and how obes it determine what services to provide? An

overview of the client processing steps is given in Figure 3, involving

14 steps ranging from initial referral to triennial re-evaluations. Each

step is considered in the discussion that follows:

1. The child hey be initially referred a variety of ways. The

most likely source is a teacher who sees the child on a daily basis, but

referral may also come from a physician, a parent, a welfare agency, or
any of a multitude of sources. Referral is formally made by filling out

a "Request for Services Form" and sending it to the rrincipal of the
school which the child is attending or would nurmally attend.

2. The principal reviews the case as presented on the form; if the
child is already in school the regular teacher of the child is involved

in this review. If the principal is in agreement that th.2 case is a
valid referral, he signs the form and transmits it to the Cooperatie's

school psychologist for action.

3. The psychologist convenes a "Professional Plann4ng Team" (PPT)
to discuss the referral (a "referral staffing") and to determine if
intervention is appropriate. The team is assembled ad hoc and typically
consists of the principal, the referring teacher (if.TiTT, speci.al educa-
tion personnel, and any others deemed necessary in view of t;:e case

particulars.

It the PPT determines that intervention is unnecessary, the situa-
tion reverts to the status quo, although the PPT may mike rF.commendations
for "indirect interiii1WT6 the teacher, amelioratite or supportive
actions that are within the purview of the teacher to take in the normal
classroom situation. For example, the teacher might be Acouraged to
follow through on some of the suggestions that the PPT would have recom-

mended had the IEP been developed.

4. If intervention seens appropriate in the judgment of the PPT,
two steps are taken. First, a "case coordinator" is named--a teacher,

social worker, guidance counselor, or other person, who will be respon-
sible for the case and handle logistical and other details. Second,

parents are solicited for permission to begin a program of evaluation. A
form, "Permission to Test," is mailed to them which specifies the reasons
for the proposed comprehensive evaluation, indicates the types of instru-
ments to be used and by whom, informs the parents of the confidentiality
of the resulting information, and assures them that competent personnel
will be available to interpret test results to them. The "tests" may
include not only conventional paper-and-pencil or other standardized
instruments but also family and/or child interviews, collection of work
samples, classroom observations, and other more qualitative evidence.

Simultaneously, parents are sent an information f^rm, "Parental Rights in
Special Education," which lists for them 47 "rights" under Federal and

state law.
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) 1-Referral to Principal

2-Principal signs off;
refers to 's cholo ist

3-Psychologist convenes
professional planning
team; decision reached
on intervention

No

I

Status Quo i

No

State s Quo

Yes

I

4-PPT solicits
parental

permission
to collect
information 1

I

Due process
initiated by

district

Yes

1
5-Comnhensive

:valuation I

1
6-Comprehensive
Evaluation II

I

7-PPT Pre-
Staffing

I

3 -PPT solicits

parental con-
ference

!

9-Preparation of IEP

I

10-Parental sign-off
on IEP

No Yes

Statu&tr(1 Due process
I initiated by
[district

1

P'1-Placement/ImplementWon 1
!

1

L 12-12 week review 1
7---

13-Annual Review --1

I

14-Triennial Re- evaluation

FIGURE 3: FLOW CHART OF THE COOPERATIVE CLIENT PROCESSING STEPS
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b. The child's teacher(s);
c. On;7! or both of the child's parents;

d. The child where appropriate; and
e. Other individuals at tie discretion of the parents or

school.

This team carries out the pre-staffing (minus the parents) and partici-
pates in the formal IEP session (Step 8 below).

The placement and review PPT is mandated by Cooperative policy to
attend to or provide the following information in making its determina-

tions:

a. Present levels of educational perforrirnce;
b. Special education and related services needed without

regard to availability;
c. Projected dates for initia,ion of services and the

anticipated duration of services to be provided;
d. The extent to which the child will participate in

regular educational programs or other less restricted environ-
ments;

e. Establish objective criteria and evaluation proce-
dures throi'ih annual goals and short term objectives to be
evaluated ac least every 9 weeks;

f. List the names and positions of the individuals
responsible for implementation; and

g. Provide the parents wit.h a copy of the IEP at each
evaluation period or upon request.

8. Having reviewed the information and prepared its recommenda-
tions in preliminary form, the PPT asks the school principal to set up a

parental conference--thz. IEP staffing, which he normally does through the

Cooperative. Parents are contacted in writing and invited to attend.
While there have been nu case of parental refusal to date, if such

refusi' did occur, the Coor ve would 'Ake whatever steps seemed most

appropriate to the child: Jceed to a hearing to determine if the
child should be specially .0, or to revert to the status quo.

9. The IEP is formally ratified at thP staffing session with the
full PPT including parent(s) in attendance. Essentially this amouhts to

completing and signing off the "Coorerative Individual Educational Plan"
um, which, in ac]ition to personal identification data, includes a
summary of performance capabilities, strengths and weaknesses in intellec-
tual, academic, language, and "other" areas, together with recommendations
for special services needed in respect to any of these; a notation of any
"unique educational needs," e.g., a hearing aid; and the specification of

annual goals ("The student will . . ."). Short term objectives covering
at least the first nine weeks of time are also devised, and recorded on a
second form, which also provides space for evaluation of their achievement.

Cooperative policy provides for certain role- and responsibilities
for the various personnel involved. The Director is named as responsible

for obtaining any recommended services not immediately available within
the district or Cooperative. The special education teacher is responsible
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for recording agreed upon information on all forms, for meeting with the

parent every nine weeks to review the objectives and to determine whether

changes are necessary (a function for the entire PPT team if required),

and to note all instances of parental involvement or input in the student

folder. If at any time the teacher has been unsuccessful in three attempts

to arrange a parental meeting, a copy of the IEP is mailed to the parents

by Cooperative central staff for their inspection.

10. When the IEP staffing meeting is completed, parents are asked

to sign-off the plan indicating their acceptance and granting permission

to proceed. Parents who refuse are asked to sign a "Rejection of Services

Form" instead to attest to their formal refusal.

11. If parents give their consent the program as outlined on the

IEP is immediately put into effect; the child is placed as called for and

1.,,truction and/or therapy begin.

12. Short term objectives are reviewed every nine weeks. Evalua-

tions are made diagnostically, checking such pre-established categories

as "objective met as stated," "made progress," "no observable progress,"

"learning pre-requisite skills," "objective too difficult," and "student

lost interest." Other comments may be inserted as appropriate. If

wide-ranging chenges in the IEP seem to be called for, the IEP may be

referred back to the PPT and parents for reconsideration.

13. In similar fashion, the IEP is reviewed every 9 weeks as well

as on an annual basis and revised if necessary by the PPT.

14. Complete re-evaluations of every serviced child are mandated

every three years. The school psychologist is responsible for seeing to

it that such re-evaluations are scheduled, and to stagger their sche-

duling in order to facilitate the logistics of the process.

All in all, the process as instituted by the Cooperative seems to be

working reasonably well in the opinion of staff. Much credit is currently

being given to the schoc1 psychologist, new to the cooperative in the

Fall of 1981, who seems to have expedited matters greatly--although at no

small cost in his own and other staff time. The significant lag between

referral and final placement, occasioned by the large numbers of cases

turned up by mass screening procedures, has been reduced to the order of

six weeks. The prestaffing step seems to have eased the burden a great

deal. But complaints continue about the "real" utility of the IEP process,

and about the burden of paperwork which it imposes. More will be said of

these matters later.

nro rams. As we have already seen, the Cooperative provides a

variety o programs, some in-house and some through contracts with other

agencies. The contracted programs--trainable mentally retarded, severely

multiply handicapped, and physically handicapped--are very small, serving

a total of seven youngsters among them. These programs are all outside

the county and the Cooperative's sole relationship to them is to refer

students, organize the necessary transportation, and provide for tuition

and other related costs. The other six programs, LD, EMR, S/L, ED,
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Gifted, and Vocational Education, will be described below. The latter

program also has extensive contracted components.

I. The LD program. A total of 76 LD youngsters are served by the

Cooperative, 53 at the secondary level (Grade 7+) and 23 at the elementary
level. All of these pupils are mainstreamed in regular classes and
serviced by itinerant LD teachers who work with them in small groups or
one-on-one, removing them fr3m their regular classes for approximately
two hours (or two class periods) per week.

The LD program is operated by fcur LD teachers and three paraprofes-
sionals. The two elementary LD teachers service about a dozen children
each, spending about a half day in each district; the two secondary LD

teachers service more than twice as many in the same time frame. Each
teacher is assisted by a paraprofessional, except that the elementary
teacher serving Hillcrest-Media-Teague is currently unassisted. In

general, teachers and paraprofessionals interchange buildings, so that
schools are covered by someone--teacher or paraprofessional--virtually
all of the time. The teachers break new ground with pupils and do moFt

cf the direct teaching, wh;le the paraprofessionals work with them in
completing assignments made by the teacher.

The Cooperative staff are caught up in all of the national confu-
sions about identifying LD students. Only about 20 percent of cases
nominally labeled as LD come with a positive diagnosis of some handicap
such as dyslexia (itself a slippery concept); the remainder are diagnosed
mainly on the basis of achievement deficits and patent iearning problems.
Since for some children these difficulties may not be patent until the
child has teen in school for some pericd, LD cases tend to pile up at the
secondary level. Unfortunately, by that time, or so the Cooperative
staff has apparently concluded, it is too late to remediate; all that can
be done is to help the chili compensate for deficiencies that he or she
will carry through life.

The program of the Ccoperative has two thrusts. On the one hand,
the LD teachers work with tne pupils on a variety of learning strategies:
time management, test-taking, note-taking, and the like, on the assump-
tion that improvement in these areas will help them compensate for other
deficiences. Secondaril mainly, in Riverhill County--the LD teachers

strive for simplification: giving tests orally, rewriting teachers' work
sheets and instructions, using a simplified book covering the same content,
or even rewriting assigned book chapters, all intended to simplify learning
tasks for the LD student and increase his or her chances for doing satis-
factory academic work. As one LD teacher suggested, the emphasis of the
secondary LD program has shifted from academic to vocational survival
skills; her highest praise for the LD program was that it had succeeded

as a motivator to stimulate LD students to enter vocational programs.

The LD students are served in a variety of ways. The main approach
is by means of direct sessions with LD teachers or paraprofessionals.
Students are excused from their regular rooms or classes to work with the
LD staff in resource rooms or other spaces--library or study hall, for

example. Pupils are taken out at times--arranged in advance with the
regular teacher--when they will miss as little as lossible: during
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"non-academic" times, or, when material is being covered in which the LD
student is already deficient, or, at the secondary level, during study

hall times. Removal is made as unobtrusive as possible in order to avoid
stigmatizing the student, for example, by having him or her leave at the

same time each day so that it becomes routine, by moving at recess, and

the like. The LD teachers typically spend a good bit of their time in
consultation with the regular teachers, discussing helpful techniques,
providing or redeveloping suitable materials, and even suggesting objec-
tives which the regular teacher can endeavor to accomplish with the

pupils. In at least one school, the LD youngsters are mainstreamed into
special sections of high enrollment courses (e.g., high school Lglish)
to which a variety of "problem children"--not only LD--are assigned;
these sections are typically smaller and are taught by teachers with

special interest in or empathy for LD children.

Ntmbers of problems emerge with respect to the LD program. Some are

spawned by the fact that both teachers and paraprofessionals are itineraLts
--which is itself a direct consequence of rural facts of life: low

incidence and great distances. Some LD teachers do not feel well-accepted

in the schools--they are "merely" transients and not part of the school
"family." )hey must report to the principal, if only informally, when
they arrive--just one annoying aspect of the "two masters" syndrome. A

great deal of time is lost in moving from one district to another--one
teacher reports she has just an hour and a half to travel, eat lunch, and

orient her paraprofessional --whom she "passes in the night,' as it were.
Itinerants are required to report to the Cooperative at Brookville once a
week--which takes more time away from the "real" job. That time is not

all lost, however, since the teacher's main store of materials is at
Brookville; she would need to return tnere from time to time anyway since
she cannot carry everything she might need at all times. The price paid

for itinerant in social lo istical and ever terms is nevertheless

quite high.

Other problems emerge once the itinerant LD teacher is actually

inside a building. First, she must work around the schedules of the
regular teachers and the pupils. The pupils are mainstreamed, and the LD
work is an interuption to the normal classroom routine. It is important

not to remove the pupil at a time when key subjects such as arithmetic

ere being dealt with. Moreover, it is crucial to it into whatever plans
the regular teacher may have in order to maintain good relationships as

well as not tc detract from the learning of the non-LD children in the
class. In any event the child cannot be removed for toc long a time--an

hour is about the maximum. Detractors (including some of the 'egular

teachers who feel their schedules ought not be interrupted) suggest that
such a short period of time at best twice a week is hardly sufficient to

do much about the child's problems. Both itinerant and regular teachers

long for a "smooth day" without confusion either resents having schedules
or activities interrupted by arbitrary actions of the other.

Removing the LD children for special work also branas them as "special"

in a stigmatic sense. If professional adults have a difficult time
explaining or understanding LD, one can only imagine what the other

childrens' understandings must be. It is impossible to hide the fact

that the LD child is different from his age/grade peers, and probably
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different in some pejorative sense. Thus the LC teacher must, in addition
to treating the learning disability, also deal with the child's psycho-

logical problems

Another serious problem faced by the LD itinerant is that of main-
taining adequate relationships with the regular teachers of the children
she serves. Simply finding time to communicate is difficult--in the
elementary school the regular teacher must absent herself from the class,
and in the secondary school the regular teacher may have to give up part
of his or her only free period of the day. But more serious is the
inevitable conflict over control, which most often comes to a head over
the matter of grades--if this child is divided between two teachers, who
determines what the child's grade is? Frequently unofficial "bargains"
are struck etween the two, such as that half the grade is determined by

each, or that the LD teacher gives a grade in one subject--say, language- -
while the regular teacher gives the grade in another--say, math, although
the LD teacher may be helping a child in both. Or the LD teacher may
understand that while the child may be doing "A" work in terms of standards
the LD teacher sets, the child may never receive a grade higher than a
"C" from the regular teacher.

Finally, the LD teacher has the problem of maintaining an image of
professional integrity. Her posture of helping the LD child compensate

by reading test items to him or her, or of simplifying the language of
work sheets, may in fact-be misinterpreted. Regular teachers sometimes

have difficulty in understanding learning disabilities, tending to think
of these LU children as lazy, abetted in their attitude by the well-
intentioned but somewhat misguided LD teacher. When one adds to these
difficulties the fact that the LO teacher is an itinerant, not one of the
school's regular family, suspicions are often confirmed in the minds of
the regular teachers.

2. The EMR program. A total of 37 children is serviced in the EMR

program by a staff of three teachers and three paraprofessionals. instruc-

tion is carried out in self-contained classrooms, whose location is based

largely on available space. Children are bussed to the locations in
which they are served, unless they happen to be close-in residents of the
district within which the facility is located. Instructional groupings

are formed on age/grade bases; thus, Level I is equivalent to primar;
(1-3) llementary grades, Level II to intermediate (4-6) elementary grades,
Level III to junior high school (7-9) grades, and Level IV to senior high

school (10-12) grades. A combination Level I and II room is located at
Teague; a Level II room at Hillcrest, and a combination Level III and IV

room at Media. Virtually all Level IV students are bussed to a neighboring
county to participate in a vocational education program (see below); the
few that remain behind are served in concert with junior high level
youngsters not yet eligible for vocational programs.

For the first several years of Cooperative operation, EMR and LD
youngsters were served within so-called "Inter-related Learning Centers,"
which combined their instruction, but, according to the Local Comprehen-
sive Plan, "population shifts" produced a sufficient imbalance that this
service model was abandoned in favor of a self-contained categorical
model for EMR youngsters and the itinerant aelivery model for LD children.
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There is a great deal of speculation about the "real" reasons for the

shift. Local informants suggest that a few LD parents objected strenuously
to having their children stigmatized by being "lumped" with EMR children.

It is of course not the case that EMR children are isolated from the

rest of the schoc1. All EMR pupils participate with age/grade peers in
art, music, and physical education. In a few selected cases EMR pupils

are released from the self-contained rooms to attend certain "academic"
suijects in regular classrooms. Occasionally, a "regular" child may be
sent from the regular classroom to a self-contained room for special help
in some difficult area, an "informal" arrangement not officially recognized

but which most are willing to accept on the assumption that a child may
be helped.

The substance of the program seems to be very similar to that of EMR

programs generally. The aim is to enable a child to cope with real-life
situations, to learn to recognize and live with the consequences of one's
own behavior, to assume responsibility for one's own life, to achieve
fiscal independence including the ability to hold a job, and the like.
In fact, most of the EMR students who experience the Cooperative program

succeed reasonably well within those limits. Some hold jobs, some enter
the military service, some marry.

As compared to LD teachers, the EMR teachers have few problems.
They are not itinerant and so are relieved of many of the burdens outlined
in the preceding section. They manage their own rooms as do the other
teachers in.the building; they feel a part of the school family; they
receive comparatively little "outside" supervision. On the other hand, a
few feel somewhat frustrated by their students' slow progress, by the

infinite patience demanded of then, and by their inability to produce
"breakthroughs."

The major problem associated with the EMR program seems to be that

it stigmatizes the studen` who are assigned to it. They are labeled as
"stupid" or "dunces" by many who apparently fail to understand the meaning

of the EMR cateogrization. They are teased by "normal" children. The

EMR label may continue in some cases to dominate their lives even after
leaving school; some observers feel that it accounts for lower success in

job placement at least as much as their presumed lesser ability.

3. The Speech/Language program. The speech/language program

services 49 youngsters utilizing one full-time speech therapist and one
paraprofessional. Both these staff members are itinerants and visit all
of the schools of the county on a regular basis, The speech therapist
operates a speech/language screening program at the beginning of each

school year that reaches more than half the enrolled population of the
five member LEAs; during the remainder of the year his time is taken up
with making one-on-one diagnoses and carrying out remedial prescriptions.
The paraprofessional assists by following through on the speech therapist's
prescriptions for children.

The program is substantively conventional. The large majority of
cases--about 7C percent--are articulation problems, with virtually all of
the remainder being language problems. Occasionally a voice or fluency
case is seen.
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Since speech/language therapy is carried out in virtually all school
systems nationwide by itinerant therapists, there is nothing unusual
about the Cooperative case. The therapist moves through the schools on a

regular schedule. He does not expect to be seen--nor is he seen--as a
member of the school family; rather he is a specialist working from the
Cooperative headquarters in Brookville. Beyond the fact that a student

may be teased for stuttering or other speech anomalies, there is no
particular stigoa attached to being seen by the speech therapist. As

with LD students, S/L clients are taken out of regular classes for speech
therapy at times appropriate both to them and to their classroom teachers.

Students are admitted to and discharged from the program as the need

arises, time is available on the therapist's schedule, and the pupil's
problem is ameliorated. When students are to be given speech therapy,
their parents are requested to sign off on a "Speech/Language Placement
Form;" similarly, when therapy is judged to be complete, parents are
asked to sign off on a "Speech/Language Dismissal Form."

4. The ED program. The saga of the Cooperative's Emotionally

Disturbed program illustrates dramatically what can happen in a rural
setting when a small number of children with a particular disabil4ty is

combined with a severe teacher shortage.

ED is among the state mandated programs, but it was the last to get
started in the county. Initial locater activities had identified only

one child that could properly be labeled ED. While the Cooperative felt
under no great compulsion to initiate a program, the Director nevertheless
hired an ED teacher to plan and to do additional screening. Despite the

fact that there are more than 60 ED programs in this state that have been
unable to attract certified ED teachers, the Director was fortunate in
persuading such a person (male) who, for personal reasons, wanted to live
in Riverhill County, to accept the position.

Planning and screening got under way in the 1980-81 school year.

Screening turned up four more candidates, and two additional candidates
moved into the county. The mother of one of these latter children, a
particularly knowledgeable person, negotiated with the school district
for ED placement prior to moving in, and was assured that would happen.
Meanwhile, the ED teacher proposed to the Cooperative that a two-level

program be mounted, one elementary and one secondary, and that two teachers
be hired to staff these classrooms. He himself did not wish to teach
fulltime; he would, however, act as a continuing consultant to the teachers
and as a substitute, when needed.

The Cooperative accepted the plan in principle but was unable to

find the two teachers it called for. Indeed, the wife of the teacher
already on board found Riverhill County unacceptable as a place to live,
and that teacher left. Meanwhile, the districts in whose bounds ED
children had been identified began to put pressure on the Cooperative to

provide a program. Further, the mother of the child who had been assured
ED placement when the family moved to Rivertown also placed extreme
pressure on the Rivertown principal, going so far as to threaten court
action.
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It was clearly time to act. The Director entered into negotiations

with the Rivertown board to provide and remodel a room for the program in
that district. A deal was struck with the State Department of Education
permitting the Cooperative to hire a non-certified teacher, provided that
he or she would enroll in a graduate program leading to certification,
that the number of children assigned to the program would be only half
the number normally permitted under state re .:lations, and that the
teacher be visited periodically by an ED consultant for monitoring and
assistance purposes--not an unreasonable compromise.

The program was scheduled to get under way with the 1981-82 school
year. Three of the seven ED candidates were slated to be placed, one of
early high school age and the other two of late elementary age. The
provisionally certified teach (female) was supported by an ED parapro-
fessional (male). Rivertown s at work getting the facility ready for
occupancy. All systems seem to be "go."

The start .ls inauspicious. The formal opening of the room was
delayed for a variety of reasons, as for example, that the carpet had not
arrived. 3ut finally, after some six weeks into the semester, the class
was duly assembled. Within eight days it was disbanded.

Early on the oldest of the three students made threatening gestures
to the teacher. She, inexperienced in the ways of ED youngsters, immed-
iately requested the school principal (note tht she did not first contact
the Cooperative) to remove the child from the class, indaing that she
feared for her safety and would not teach the class so long as he was
present. The principal pointed out that she had no oasis for such a

request and insisted that she take the child back into the class. When
she refused, he recommended to the Director that her contract be voided.

After a conference with the Director, the tea ..her resigned her post,
citing as her reason that she had contacted the State Department of
Education to check on her certification status and had been told that she
was not legally certified. The ED paraprofessional also resigned. As a

result, there was no ED program for the remainder of the year. Two of
the children in the class were returned to regular classrooms, and the
third was recommended for placement in a state residertial program. The

remaining four identified ED cases in the county likewise remain unserved.
The parent of one of the returned children said she was terribly frustrated,
wanted "to do right" by her child, and felt guilty about her inability to

act.

The Cooperative has devised an approach to deal with the situation.

The Director has determined to hire a regular teacher with at least 10
years of classroom experience, enroll her (the Director has a particular
c.indidate in mind) in an ED certification program, have her observe in

other ED classes elsewhere, and simultaneously, train her as a counselor.
Once operational, the new program would not involve an actual classroom
but would look like a "crisis intervention" program. The teacher would
carefully chart the behavior of the identified ED youngsters, and when
she sensed that they were in periods of emotional disturbance, pull them
out of their classes for special attention. Support and assistance would
be forthcoming from Cooperative supervisors.
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It remains to be seen whether this strategy can be implemented at
all, let alone be successful. There is some question whether such a
program will be found responsive to the state mandate for ED. There is
also the question of whether he State Department of Education will again
"deal" with the Cooperative to make all this possible.

5. The Gifted program. The gifted program might well be labeled
as the "program that nobody wanted," or, for that matter, wants. Mandated
by state law, provisions /* luding funding) for the program are contained
in the state's special anion plan and carry all the weight of any
program mounted for harm capped youngsters under P.L. 94-142.

The program has moved through several phases before arriving at its
present form, in which 19 youngsters are served by a half-time Cooperative
coordinator/consultant and a half-time paraprofessional. Its roots are
found in a Title IV-C adoption/adaption grant of $2,500 that, during the
1978-79 school year and extending through calendar year 1979, was ear-
marked to "develop and design a delivery system for Project Talent"--the
gifted program. Unfortunately, the persons responsible for the program
resigned at the end of the school year, leaving the last three months of
the grant period dangling, although the program was terminated. During

1979-80, the program was operated as a virtual sideline by the Director,
who was untrained for 441e task. Beginning in the Fall of '980, a trained
professional and a paraprofessional were assigned to operate the program,
but only on a half -tine basis.

State guidelines provide minimal criteria which must be used in

identifying and evaluating youngsters eligible to participate: teachers'
evaluations, evidence of past accomplishments, and test scores, including
a standing at the 97th percentile or better on a standardized intelli-
gence test and at the 95th percentile or better on a standardized test of
academic achievement. The school districts also utilize tests of creati-
vity a!:d cognitive style, self-concept scales, school sentiment sr:ales,

teacher and peer ratings, academic histories, and a student autobiography
--all techniques selected and coordinated by the Cooperative. IEPs are
generated for these gifted students in the same way as they are for other
areas of exceptionality.

During the first year of operation, the gifted program engaged

students in "Discovery Contracts," through which the gifted agreed to
undertake individual projects presumed to meet program goals such as
fostering self-directed learning, problem solving, leadership, and creative

thinking. Students were often excused from regular classes to work on
these projects, sometimes independently and sometimes under the super-
vision of the itinerant Cooperative consultant. In addition, students
were often involved in tours and field trips.

There was, however, general dissatisfaction with the program. It

was felt by some that the whole program was one "glorified field trip"
that contributed little to the students' growth but did prevent them from
participating in useful regular class activity. Souk. parents actually

felt that their children were stigmatized by being 'labeled "gifted."
Many regular classroom teachers who were expected to assist the gifted
carry through their projects felt that they were being required to do
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extra work. A few students themselves felt the "contracts" required more

of them than should be required. The superintendents became anxious to
escape the bad image that was being created and lobbied the Cooperative
to "get the program back into the classroom." The Cooperative was not
successful in recruiting trained personnel to operate the program; had
little budget for programming and materials, and for a time contented
itself with untrained leadership.

Interest and commitment rapidly waned. The Cooperative cut back the
personnel commitment to the program in 1981-82 to a half-time coordinator.
The gifted program became the program that no one wanted--and most every-
one hoped the state wc.Ild get off their backs by removing the mandate.

6. The Vocational program. Unlike the five programs already

discussed, the vocational program is not directed at a particular category
of handicapped students but to all of them. Philosophically, the Cooper-
ative takes the position that for most handicapped youngsters, vocational

goals are more realistic than others, e.g., college preparation. Thus
the Professional Planning Teams stress the delineation of vocational
goals in the preparation of IEPs, and a great deal of attention is paid

to carrying them out.

In specifying vocational goals, the PPT has essentially five place-

ment options: in a work-study experience, in the sheltered workshop
(this unit will be described 4n more detail below), in simulated job
training, in the so-called VATSS (Vocational Assessment and Training for
Special Students) program, and in the CETA youth program. While relation-
ships with the local CETA administrators have been good, lack of CETA

funds as well as the operation of political factors in the state have not
made that option terribly viable. Two other options, simulated job
training and the sheltered workshop (most often a post-school option for
TMR students), are of only passing interest here. The other two deserve

more extensive discussion.

Work-study experience has its roots in a project, "Special Career

Needs," which was based on "Project Discovery" materials adopted by the
Cooperative via the National Diffusion Network. Project Discovery deve-
lopment was funded by the then United States Office of Education and its

evaluation reviewed and approved by that Office's Joint Dissemination and
Review Panel. The project is described in the Department of Education
publicatiri Educational Programs that Work. Thus, the Cooperative adapta-

tion represents one of the successful applications of a Federally funded
project--an occurrence sufficiently rare as to warrant notice.

The Cooperative adaptation was made possible by a Federal grant of
approximately $22,000. Initially, it was -tesigned to provide work exper-

iznce for EMR students at junior and senior high school levels. Local

business and industry executives as well as farmers (noteworthy in a
rural area) were solicited to provide opportunities for placement; a tax
writeoff provided one incentive for participation. In 1981-82, the

program was expanded to include all categories of exceptionality except
gifted; currently the program serves about 60 students. A useful spinoff
of the program is that it has increased community awareness of and empathy
for problems of handicapped youth.
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The other program, VATSS, provides'an interesting example of coopera-
tion v:ith a vocational school located in an adjacent county which provides
vocational training for youth for an entire region of the state. Handi-
capped students attend under contract with the Cooperative; non-handicapped
students may attend under contract with the local school district. Under
state law, school districts may receive vocational educational millage
which they may use to mount vocational programs; most of the Riverhill
districts operated their own programs until the regional school was
opened. Now they send their students to the regional school, paying for
them directly or through the Cooperative depending on whether they qual-
ify as handicapped.

LO/EMR students who are 16 years of age and able to read minimal
safety instructions are eligible to attend the school on a half-day

basis, returning to the home school for regular classes in the afternoon.
The vocational school teachers are responsible for carrying out IEP
objectives relating to the vocational program, even though they are not
directly involved in developing the IEP in the first place. The students
are exposed to three "Sampler" courses of 5-6 weeks duration each, which
are intended to provide exploratory experiences in three different voca-
tional areas. If they are deemed successful and elect to continue, the
handicapped students may then become full-time, regular vocational students,
receiving a full year of training in the area judged to be most suited to
their aptitude and interests. While at the area school, these students
also have available a learning skills center (mathematics and reading)
which is used primarily, although not exclusively, by VATSS students.
The area school has on its staff a VATSS coordinator who maintains rela-

tions with the several sending districts and cooperatives (of which the
Riverhill Cooperative is one).

At the Cooperative responsibility for all of these vocational pro-
grams rests with the vocational coordinator. She acts as liison with
the area vocational school, provides some direct instruction to students,

works with the EMR teachers to provide backup to their vocational efforts,
and coordinates vocational programs such as "Special Career Needs" as
well as some non-vocational programs such as the Sexism project (see
below).

Related Projects. The Cooperative is by no means limited to instruc-
tional programs. In this section we shall describe four other projects
which are interesting examples of adaptation, cooperation, and creativity:

the Careers Orientation Project, the Vocational Sexism Project, the
Drivers for Special Buses Project, and the Sheltered Workshop.

1. The Careers Orientation Project. This project, supported with
a Title IV-C grant of just under $12,000, is a second instance of the
utilization by the Cooperative of materials available via the National
Diffusion Network. The project has two components. First, the Coopera-
tive undertook a local job survey in order to identify "locally available
careers," jobs that students in Riverhill County schools might aspire to
were they to continue living in the county. Information from this survey
was then used to guide teachers in exploiting curriculum units available
from the national project. Three levels of units had been developed by
the originating agency: awareness/orientation units at the elementary
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level, exploration/orientation units at the middle school/junior high

level, and preparation/information units at the senior high school level.

Fifty-one instructional modules are available for the first two levels

and 30 for the latter.

What makes this project of special interest--and differentiates it

from the Special Career Needs project described earlier--is the fact that

these materials are useable with all students, including handicapped

youngsters. Since the Careers Orientation Project is under the direct

supervision of the Cooperative vocational coordinator, one can be sure

that this possibility is being exploited. The special role of the Cooper-

ative in contributing to the vocational education of all Riverhill County

youngsters should not be overlooked, however.

2. The Vocational Sexism Project. This project is closely related

to the Careers Orientation Project and the Special Career Needs Project

in that it, like the others, is concerned with vocational education.
However, the special focus of this project is to create awareness of

opportunities available to both boys and girls in non-tradition31 vocational

areas--areas that cut acroiiw5Ormal" sex lines. Materials for the

project were obtained from the state office of the national LINK organi-

zation, a group similar to NDN but different in that while NDN disseminates

project models, LINK disseminates project products, i.e., materials.
Funding for this project is also provided under a Title IV-C grant.

Again, the coordinator for this project is the Cooperative vocational
coordinator, a fact that assures adequate exchange with other ongoing
vocational efforts.

3. The Drivers for Special Buses Project. This training project

for drivers of school buses transporting handicapped youngsters is a

joint venture between the Riverhill Cooperative and another cooperative
elsewhere in the state, with the involvement of still three other cooper-

atives. Another Title IV-C grant (over $100,000) provides the fiscal

support.

The original idea developed as a result of a conversation between

the Directors of the two cooperatives dealing with the fact that drivers

of buses transporting handicapped children had special demands made on

them for which they were untrained. An early intention for the project,

therefore, was to design bus driver training "packets" and to organize
and orient the members of a network of instructors who would use the

packets in providing in-service training experiences for drivers. Later,

a second and possibly more powerful idea emerged. Some handicapped
children (in Riverhill County at least) spec approximately two hours
riding the school bus every day, and that time is lost for instruction.
Indeed, in a few cases, so much time is used in bus-riding that it is

impossible to meet state mandated minimums of instructional tine per day.

Why not train bus drivers to provide instructional experiences en route,
for example, by playing video tapes, linking up computer games, and the

like? Indeed, the bus project became, in the minds of its developers, a

means for experimenting with different kinds of equipment and related

software to determine their relative effectiveness for bns-based instruc-

tion. It remains to be seen how this project will develop.
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4. The Sheltered Workshop. The story of the sheltered workshop

might well be entitled, "A Story of Collaboration to Provide Needed
Services." Early on, the Director and the staff of the Cooperative

realized that while their programs were doing much to service more seriously
handicapped youngsters, once they had completed the program some had

nowhere to go. The Director contacted a sheltered workshop operating in
an adjacent two-county area under the auspices of the Association for

Retarded Citizens (ARC) in the hope that some placements might be arranged
there for persons from Riverhill County. The director of that other

workshop suggested instead that Riverhill County develop its own workshop
program, and assisted in obtaining a summer grant from the state to get
started. The Cooperative approached the Riverhill County Commissioners

with a request that they provide funds for the workshop operation, but
the Commissioners were unable to respond at that moment because of the
schedule of tax collections. Undaunted, the Director turned instead to

CETA, which saw in the request an opportunity to provide placement for
several of its management trainees. CETA not only assigned two trainees
but also provided funds to remodel the building (immediately adjacent to
and connected with the Cooperative building at Brookville) and to purchase
some needed equipment. With the help of the adjoining county workshop, a
contract was obtained to repack damaged food products, and thereby employ-

ment was guaranteed fGr seven workers. Since then, and with the contin-
uing assistance of the neighboring director, other contracts have been
let, including one to provide custodial services for the Riverhill Coopera-

tive!

Nothing succeeds like success. The county commissioners were finally

able to provide some support of their own. They paid for installing a
gravel driveway to the building and provided the foundation for a loading
dock. Best of all, they levied a one-mill tax to support the workshop in
the future. The two CETA trainees, having completed their apprenticeship,

have stayed on and form the permanent core supervisory staff.

The Cooperative hopes to expand the program to include older resi-

dents of the county who have been unable to find other employment. An

effort to secure a Federal grant in support of such an expansion was
aborted when Federal budget cuts eliminated the funding program. But

there seems little doubt that the program will continue to exist in at
least its present form, despite the fact that the project has never been

grant-supported.

Support Services. The Cooperative provides very few services other

than those included in the programs and projects described above. It ;las

no responsibility for food services. Psychological services offered to
youngsters are those available through the counselors in the buildings in

which they attend school--although the advice of the school psychologist
may be sought in "difficult cases" and he does participate in all evalua-
tions. There are no family counseling or support services of any kind.

The single area in which the Cooperative is involved in support
activities is transportation, but even here the burden is minimal.

According to the Cooperative agreement, each of the member districts is
responsible for providing transportation to the "attendance facility" to

which each student is assigned. In practice, this means arranging for
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the transportation needs of the 37 EMR students who are the only ones

transported to Cooperative program locEtions. Of course that produces
some problems; at times students are transported from the home district
to ar intermediate district where they transfer to another bus, and
hence, finally, to the actual facility, for such students the time spent
on the bus may exceed ail hour each way. But the average student spends
only 45 minutes one way, not an oireasonOle time, even in an urban area!
in addition, srne of the students must be transported to the adjacent
county vocational school to part'cipatE in VATSS; these students are
counted among the 37, however.

The Cooperative has + ree direct responsibilities with respect to
transportation. First, it takes responsibility for bussing the seven
students enrolled in TMR, PH, and SMH programs--although parents have the
option of driving their own children to the assigned facility and receiving
mileage reimbursements. Several of these children slo spend large amounts

of time on the bus. Second, the Cooperative is responsible for arranging
transportation schedules--a feat of no small proportions when it is
realized that each of the member districts operates on a distinctly
different schedule and each is reluctant to make busses available for
Cooperative purposes until all of the "regular" students have been taken

care of. Finally, the Coope tive has taken on the responsibility of
completing the paperwork needed for the 80 percent reimbursement offered
by the state on transportation costs--a service much appreciated by the
five superintendents.

Trainin . Provisions for training under Cooperative auspices (and
inclu in the regular I. 'get) fall into three categories: regular

education personnel, Cooperative staff, and paraprofessionals. No training
is provided for parents or community members, or for administrators

except as noted below.

1. Regular teachers. The 1981-82 state plan is silent with respect
to those provisions of P.L. 94-142 concerning the Comprehensive System of
Personnel Development (CSPD) mandated to be developed and implemc.nted by
each state. However, a four-pronged teacher training approach is under-
taken by the Cooperative. First, teacher contracts provide for reprting
for service ten days prior to the actual opening of school; a portion of
that ten-day period is normally utilized for the 2-day Riverhill County
Educators meetiry that includes teachers, administrators, and paraprofes-
sionals. Topics are determined hy a committee that canvasses teacher
interests and sets meeting agendas. Usually some topics relevant to
special education are included. Second, five additional in-service days

are set aside during the course of the school year; programs for these
are developed by a similar committee and may also be utilized for special
education training. Third, the State Dunartment of Education operates

two 2-day workshops annually whose program emphases are largely determined
by teacher responses to the Mann Generic Competency Inventory. The
Cooperative pays a $25 reimbursement to those participating in these SEA

workshops. Fourth, teachers are "urged" to attend courses offered by the
Hillcrest Community College designed to be responsive to teacher in-ser-
vice needs. Despite these arrangements, many teachers do not feel that

their needs are being especially well met,
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2. Cooperative staff. The staff of the Cooperative are also the
recipients of in-service training. First, seven days spread over the
school year are designated as "work days," or in-service days. Topics

are selected for each in terms of need. In one instance, for example,
the Cooperative staff was familiarized with a classroom management system
called "Mastermod," because it was felt that familiarity with the system
would facilitate the Special Education staffs' own work while also enabling
them to teach it in turn to regular teachers. It was hoped that a "common
communication system" might evolve which would enable better pinpointing
of student needs and the development of more responsive remediation.
Second, Cooperative staff are enabled and reimbursed for attendance at
regional ?.nd national in-service seminars and workshops, for example,
such as are offered by the International Reading Association and the
Council for Exceptional Children. Finally, Cooperative staff are offered
training by their own specialists, as for example, training of other
staffers by the school psychologist on interpretation of standardized

test scores. Cooperative staff feel somewhat more satisfied with the
training opportunities afforded them than do regular teachers, but would
also like to receive more, and more specific, training.

3. Paraprofessionals. Paraprofessionals are also subject to a
variety of training requirements. First, each paraprofessional is issued
a copy of the "Paraprofessional Handbook," which provides a variety of
information ranging from such items as contract termination through
caring for a sick child. The manual is self-instructional. Second,

paraprofessionals, as has already been noted, attend the in-service
meeting held prior to the opening of school, along with teachers and
aaministrators. Third, one day per month is set aside for separate
paraprofessional meetings on topics determined to be of high need.
Finally, the State Department of Education through a special unit pro-
vides paraprofessional training workshops on an irregular basis; the
Cooperative is reimbursed for the time spent at these meetings but is

required to pay registration and transportation costs. There appears to
be little evidence about the utility of these experiences for parapro-
fessionals.

Development and Change. Organizations in general- -and cooperatives
are no exception--are not prone to change unless there is some active
force moving them in that direction. At the Cooperative that active
force is the Director, who believes that facilitating useful change in
the organization is one of his major responsibilities.

A need for change or futher developrnt is likely to be sensed by
the Director for any of several reasons. Perhaps the major reason is

problems with current programs. Thus the Interrelated Learning Center
serving both LD and EMR youngsters is found to be unsatisfactory and is
replaced with an itinerant LD and a self-contained EMR model; pre-staffing

emerges when IEP staffings are found to be cumbersome and embarrassing;
the sheltered workshop is establiFhed when it is noted that certain
graduates of programs have nowhere to go. Pressures from parents, board

members, or school administration with respect to these problems provides
an additional stimulus. A seconu major source is the existence of other
projects that have had some measure of success in other similar settings;
thus Special Career Needs, Careers Orientation, and Vocational Sexism are
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all projects that have well-developed precursors--and materials sources- -

elsewhere. Similarly, the seconda-y LD program in Riverhill is modeled

on another project (Project MODS) developed elsewhere in the state. In

other cases the Director himself generates the basic idea, as in the case

of the bus driver project that emerged from a casual conversation with a

fellow director from another cooperative. In still other cases teachers

and other personnel in the system are encouraged--as through the State

Department's mini-grant program--to formalize solutions to problems that

they have devised for their own classrooms (Title IV-C funds from the

Federal government flowing though the State Department).

The Director has some well developed contacts that he taps systema-

tically for ideas. First, there are formal diffusion agencies like NON

and LINC, which the Director finds accessible, and whose materials he

believes to have quality, transportability, and validity and which can

call his attention to materials from all over the country. The Director

also utilizes the various departments of the State Education Agency. He

frequently turns to the state Special Education Administrators association,

as well as to contacts he has made at the state universities. He also

makes an effort to become a member of a variety of boards of trustees.

"Get involved in everything and anything you can," he advises. "You meet

fantastic people and the exchange of ideas is great." Even though many

of these ideas are not on the head of special education, they can often

by adapted. The Director has managed to be named to the boards of the

state Paraprofessional Advisory Council, the state Mathematics/Science

Advisory Board, the regional mental health board that services four

counties (of which Riverhill is one), the regional Achievement Services

Board, Blue Cross/ Blue Shield, the advisory board to the state's Title

IV-C projects, and the VATSS advisory board, of which he is president.

He also -erves as the regional representative for the state education

association (NEA affiliate) and as a linker for the state LINC agency.

When the Director has cetermined that some new unit or procedure is

required, he typically moves through the following sequence of steps:

I. He calls the Cooperative staff together as a planning team.

2. He calls in a number of outside experts for advice.

3. He prepares a list of alternative procedures that might

be useful.

4. He presents this list of alternatives individually to the

five superintendents, with a recommendation.

5. When the superintendents have reached a decision, he

presents the joint recommendation to the Board.

6. Typically the Board will adopt the joint recommendation,

especially in view of the fact that the superintendents
slt as ex officio members at Board meetings and serve as

advisors to the members.
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Although only three years old, the Cooperative has passed through a

number of forms, with different programs and different operating proce-
dures. Most of these changes have been documented in earlier sections of

this case study.

Evaluation Monitorin . Evaluation activities at the Cooperative

take our orms: comp lance reports, and evaluations of programs, staff,

and funded projects.

Tne anneal compliance report is filed by the Cooperative with the

State Department of Education .nd is validated by a monitoring team both
by checking against other documents filed by the Cooperative and by a

site visit. The compliance form essentially requires a "Yes-No" checkoff
of items that are specified for LEAs and cooperatives in the state plan.
There is no hint of a quality assessment; so long as the mandated item is
physically present, the Cooperative is found to be in compliance. A

recent compliance report on which instances of non-compliance had been
noted by the state monitors was examined by the case study team; many of

the "non-compliance" notations had been found to be in error by the
Director who was aole to cite, in the margins, the titles and page numbers
of documents in which the required information had in fact been provided.

A second form of evaluation, with five sub-types, has to do with the
Cooperative 2E222m, The major type of program evaluation is based on

evidence of student progress--achievement of the goals set in the IEPs.
Virtually all of the evidence for progress comes from observations from
teachers, parents, physicians, and so on. Another type of program evalua-

tion is input from the governing Board--in the main, an informal assessment
of the degree of responsiveness and support for the program displayed by
the general population. Student follow-up is a third type of program

evaluation, but ft'w such data are available because there havP been, to
date, few graduates to follow up. Cost effectiveness data, a fourth

type, are called for on a state form, but the Cooperative has been unable

to complete this form because it does not maintain data on a cost-per-pupil
basis. Finally, teachers fill out an annual report, which is the basis
for compiling an end-of-year report for the SEA, but the data required
are largely descriptive (numbers served, for example) rather than qualita-

tive and judgmental.

A third form of evaluation has to do with staff. Both Cooperative

teachers and paraprofessionals are evaluated in terms of a systematic
procedure. A Teacher Evaluation form based on state-mandated requirements

is utilized for this purpose which lists a variety of objectives to be
accomplished. Within the broad rubric of "Classroom Performance," teachers
are accountable for 22 objectives relating to instruction (e.g., "Enlists

student input in determining classroom activities"), 16 related to class-
room management (e.g., "Volunteers skills, services, and talents to tasks

at hand"). An additional 28 objectives define the area, "External Class-
room-Internal School Performance" (.e.g, "Informs parents of areas in

which students need improvement"). Teachers are evaluated by their
superiors twice a year during the first two years, once a year for the

next two years, and at least once in every three years thereafter.
Teachers are expected to select five objectives as "goals" during each
evaluation period; the main feature of the evaluation summary is the
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judgment of whether these goals have been achieved. A large proportion
of the objectives require, as an essential part of the rating process, a
conference between evaluator and evaluatee, assuring that the evaluatee
will be thoroughly aware of ratings made and reasons for them.

Paraprofessionals are rated monthly by supervising teachers on a
special form which is discussed with then and which they must sign. This

form provides for rating, on a five-point scale, eight "personality and
character" items, four "punctuality and attendance" items, seven "execution
of work" items, and seven "quality of work assisting the teacher" items.

A fourth form of evaluation has to do with funded projects. Each
project proposal has an "evaluation" section; so for example, The voca-

tional education project outlines an evaluation based on assessment of
contextual, process, and product factors, while the bus project speaks of
achievement of performance objectives, promising both formative and

summative data. But these sections do not describe the evaluation that
will actually be done or how it will be done.

On balance, one cannot be much impressed with the evaluation proce-
dures either at the SEA or the Cooperative level. But the situation is
not atypical and surel ought not to be charged off to the laziness or

ineptitude of the involved personnel. Evaluation is a rapidly changing
ut which even its most competent practitioners do not pretend to have
mastered. Nor are either Federal or state guidelines operationally
adeouate-q-he sa fieffect "Go and do a ood evaluation." And to a
arge extent, eva uation summative or impact nas become, nationally,

a mere ceremonial dance, a charade, because its results so rarely are
taken seriously enough to influence any decision. But, on the other
side of the coin, it seems clear that evaluation [formative) procedures
at the Cooperative and its corresponding SEA could be greatly improved,
with substantial benefit to all.

Due Process/Parental Involvement. P.L. 94-142 requires that parents
(or guardians; we will use the term "parents" to mean either) be involved
in decisions about their exceptional children and be afforded due process
should any disagreements occur. We have already seen how the Cooperative
has set up the processing of clients (cf. pp. 18 ff): parents must give
permission before evaluative data can be collected about a child (Step 4,
Figure 3), must be invited to attend a staffing meeting (Step 8), must

participate in the preparation of the IEP (Step 9), are asked to sign off
on (signifying permission to implement) the IEP TStep 10), and are entitled
to receive and review information about subsequent placements and reviews
(Steps 11 through 14). A form, "Parental Rights in Special Education,"
is provided to the parents as part of Step 4. Parents are also guaranteed
that information about the child will remain confidential; a variety of
measures have been established to support that guarantee (see p. 16).

What we are concerned with here is the process that the Cooperative

follows in the event, either, that the parent refuses to participate in
this process or to sig7Bfron it, or that as the result of a decision by
either parent or school district, a due process hearing is held.
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The parent receives (Step 4) a notification of a Staffing to prepare
an IEP. This notification is couched in "generally understandable lang-
uage," indeed, in the "language of the home" should that not be English.
The letter specifies other options considered for the child and rejected,
and also calls attention to the fact that the parent has the right either
to consent or object.

If no response is received to this letter, follow-up is made, first,
by telephone, and then by is registered mail.

Should the parents still not respond, the IEP staffing proceeds
without them. Immediately thereafter, a notification is sent which
informs the parents of decisions made about the child, and again informs
them of their right to request a hearing, to have a second, independent
evaluation made, and to access any records that have been compiled.
Parents are also informed about available sources of free or low-cost
legal assistance. If, after 30 days, there has been no response, the IEP
is implemented.

If parents refuse any of the steps of Figure 3, or if either the
parent or the school district calls for a due process hearing, another
series of steps is put into motion; these are summarized in Figure 4.
Additional information about each step is given below:

I. The hearing may be initiated by either the parent or the school
district. Note that it is the district, not the Cooperative,
that initiates action.

2. An "impartial" hearing officer is appointed by the Board of the
LEA. To assure impartiality, the hearing officer may not be a

member of the Board, be responsible for having recommended the

action on which the hearing is based, have a personal or pro-
fessional conflict of interest, or be a member of the State
Board of Education or any other board concerned with the educa-
tion of the child.

3. The hearing officer is charged with carrying out certain pre-
hearing duties. These include: verifying that the parents
understand their rights to call for an independent evaluation,
t.o retain counsel, to have access to records, to be present at
the hearing, to receive and read any testimony given, to con-
front and cross-examine any witnesses, to present their own
witnesses, to have the child testify on his cr her own behalf,
to object to the introduction of any previously undisclosed

testimony, to have an orderly hearing, and to have an official
record made of the proceclings. The hearing officer also has
the responsibility for arranging for an interpreter or signer,
if needed; to notify the parents of the time and place of the
hearing at least 10 days in advance (and that time and place
must be reasonably convenient for the parents); to obtain a
summary of evidence to be presented and of witnesses to be
called from both sides; to request the clerk of the district
court to issue subpoenas if needed; to determine the wishes of
the parents regarding the child's participation and whether the
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1--Hearing Initiated

i

2--Hearing Officer Appointed
by LEA Board

I

3 - -He- {ring Officer Carried

OW. Pre-Hearing Duties

i

4--Hearing Held (30 Days)
L__

I

5--Decision Rendered (5 Days)

i

6--Decision Mailed (24 Hours)

I

7--Appeal Initiated to State
Board of Education (10 Days)

i

8--Transcript Transmitted
by LEA

F-

9--State Board Reviews Transcript;
May Request Additional Evidence.

(20 days)

1

10--State Board Renders Decision

I

11--Appeal to District Court I

FIGURE 4: FLOW CHART OF THE COOPERATIVE
DUE PROCESS HEARING STEPS
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hearing shall be open or closed, and to furnish the hearing
agenda, at least five days in advance, and preferably at a
pre-hearing clarification conference attended by both sides.

4. The hearing must occur within 30 days of receipt of initial
notification by the parent.

5. The decision of the hearing officer must be reached within five

days of the hearing's termination.

6. The decision must be mailed to the parties within 24 hours

after having been reached.

7. An appeal may be made to the State Board of Education by either

side, in writing, and within 10 days of receipt of the decision.

8. Immediately on notice that an appeal has ben filed, the school

district must transmit to the State Board a full transcript of
the hearing, together with any evidence collected at the time.

9. The State Board reviews the transcript and evidence; it may if

it deems it necessary request additional information or evidence
from either party. The review must be concluded within 20

days.

10. The State Board rer' its decision.

11. Either side may appeal to the applicable district court.
Thereafter normal legal processes are followed.

This elaborate process is established as official Cooperative policy
because such a policy statement is required as part of the state plan.
In fact, these steps have never been followed. Parents (including those

of non-handicapped children) are, in the main, a passive lot; to them,
the "school is the boss." Most tend to accept the judgment of the school's

personnel, and the data of the evaluation, as gospel. Most parents tend
to be positive about the pre-staffing which, although it limits their
input at a vital decision-making point, streamlines the process, makes
fewer demands on them, and obviates the long and painful process of
generating objectives for the IEP. When parents refuse services, it is
the policy of the Cooperative to accept their judgment, although continuing
to use "gentle persuasion" to get them to "come around." There is also

some reason to believe that most parents are ignorant of their rights or
do not understand then despite repeated attempts to inform them; as a
result, they are reluctant to press an issue because they are unsure of
their ground. The elaborate instructions to the hearing officer are
wasted unless a hearing is actually called; since this has never happened,
parents have been unable to benefit from the officer's service (Step 3,
Figure 4).

The elaborate plans devised by the Cooperative thus have never been

tested, and may in reality be unnecessary. They would of course be
essential should an appropriate contingency ever arise.
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Public Relations/Communications. Public relations, or communication

with the community, is largely informal in Riverhill County. There may
from time to time to be a radio or newspaper announcement, as for example,
in relation to the annual locator effort, or, a feature story about some
aspect of the Cooperative's program, for example, participation in the
Special Olympics. But in the main, the Cooperative depends upon two

bodies, the governing Board and the Parent Advisory Council, to maintain
lines of communication with the citizenry.

Members of the governing Board are appointed by the member LEA
school boards. Virtually all of them see their function not as making
policy decisions but as "watching out for the district's interests."

Nevertheless, the Director characterizes them as "good links to the
community," that are useful particularly to "dispel myths and rumors."
The extent to which Board members play this role proactively or merely
reactively is not clear.

The members of the Parent Advisory Council are also appointed by the
LEA boards--two representatives per district. While there is no doubt
that they represent parent positions to the Cooperative, their main
function is to serve a public relations role with the community. They

are sometimes enlisted in the game of "friendly persuasion" mentioned
earlier--persuading parents reluctant to endorse special services for

their youngsters to do so nevertheless. To a lesser extent than Board
members, they also operate to dispel myths and rumors and to promulgate
"official" information.

It is not surprising, given the lack of a formal and hard-working
public rt'ations mechanism, that informants should characterize the
community's level of awareness as low. Most of the decisions and actions

are politically mediated (reflect again, for example, on the interlocking
interests represented when LEA boards appoint superintendents, Cooperative
Board members, and Parent Advisory Council members; superintendents sit
ex officio on the Cooperative Board; the Cooperative Board names the
erector; the incumbent Director was formerly superintendent of a member

LEA).

This situation is not necessarily bad, nor is it by any means atypical.
Given strong traditions of local autonomy and rural circumstances in
which virtually everyone is well known--and trustedby everyone else,
such intimate networks are the rule and not the exception. dui of course
the status quo is thereby supported; it is possible that a transient

parent, an ethnically different child, an unusual problem, may be unfairly
or ineffectively dealt with, llowever well the system may work under
"normal"- circumstances. On the other hand it is also true that "new"

people are easier to identify and help than "old". The latter outcome
seems more probable than the former in Riverhill County.

Managing Political Factors. The management of political factors is
a Cooperative function which is entirely in the hands of the Director,
and carried out by him both informally and formally.
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Locally, we have seen that the interlocking nature of various boards

and offices virtually guarantees that decisions and actions will be poli-
tically mediated. The Director is the key person in managing these
mediations, and he does so with skill and patience. Every decision to

come before the Board is first checked individually with each of the five
superintendents; their support can be counted upon before the matter

reaches a voting stage. The Director also devotes a great deal of time
and energy to "showing the flag," making an effort (not always successful)
to visit each superintendent and principal in his office on a weekly

basis for, as he describes it, "coffee and a chat."

At the state level, management of politics means two things: staying

"in compliance," and "keeping in touch." Both demand close communication
with key figures in the state capitol. The question of what will be
interpreted as "in compliance" is answered by determining what interpre-

tations will be placed on the many, often ambiguous, Federal and state
guidelines. Often a simple consideration like using the language that
monitors want to hear (the ''official" language) is sufficient to avoid d
non-compliance finding; it's important to keep up on those "simple"
considerations. The Director makes numbers of visits to the State Depart-
ment of Education, and while there, touches base not only with the personnel

of the special education division but those in other divisions as well.
Another way to keep in touch is to be a part of a variety of decision-
making bodies in the state; we have already reviewed the Director's
broad-ranging memberships on key boards (p. 36).

National level political factors are hardly ever heard of in the

Cooperative. Whatever factors exist nationally are communicated to the
Cooperative via state offic;als; they are screened through their percep-
tual apparatus. Local cooperatives, in whatever state theymay be found,

do not pay much attention to Washington their accountability channels

run through the state government. Riverhill is no exception. It is an

illustration of the fact that while the most pervasive policies are made
in Washington, and the persons who can alter those policies also sit

there, local agencies like the Cooperative are out of contact with them.

Facilities

The facilities of the Riverhill County Educational Cooperative in

Brookville are hardly arresting. The central office is housed in a
turn-of-the-century elementary school building of a half-dozen rooms,
into which the Cooperative moved following the construction of the Media

complex, which consolidated several tiny schools of which Brookville was

one. The facility has been minimally remodeled to provide private offices
for the Director and the school psychologist, and work spaces for the
largely itinerant gifted coordinator (who doubles as assistant director),

vocational coordinator, speech therapist, four LD teachers, and the
paraprofessional coordinator. In addition, the Cooperative treasurer and

two clerical personnel are accommodated. A large conference/board room,

which also houses the word processor and copying machine, completes the
upstairs workspace.
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Connected to the back of the building is the Sheltered workshop,

resembling a World War II Quonset hut. While the basement has been
partly finished to produce a "playroom" to which children can be brought
for various purposes, e.g., testing; a kitchen area in which staff can

prepare coffee and store lunches; and the Media Center. Brookville
itself is hardly recognizeable as a town. The Cooperative building is

about a block from the town's "center," bordered by a partially gravelled
parking lot in which, during the day, the Cooperative's small bus is

parked. Staffers tend to "brown bag"; the nearest restaurant, or more
properly, cafe, is in Teague, six miles away.

Nevertheless, during the work day, this facility is buzzing with
activity. Permanently assigned personnel come early and stay late.

Itinerant teachers move in and out to secure materials and make reports.
Parents and children come and go. State monitors arrive to check books
and make visual inspections. Employees of the sheltered workshop stop to

chat on the way to restrooms. Over coffee professional personnel "infor-
mally staff" a case or seek one another's advice about a problem.

The Media Center, housr'' in the basement of the Brookville building,
is a minimal and largely fo itous collection of film projectors, TV
receivers, books, games, diagnostic devices--all the usual accoutrements

of such a facility--obtained mainly through project fund purchases. It

is presided over oy a paraprofessional who shares this task with that of

driving the Cooperative bus. Her role is mainly checkout clerk--she is
not sufficiently knowledgeable about the collection or competent in the
use of the materials to provide any real consultant assistance to the

staff. The combination of minimal materials and untrained staff render

the facility minimally useful. But of course such problems are not unsolv-
able--they remain unsolved only because of lack of funds, not because of

disinterest.

The small bus is the only form of transportation owned outright by

the Cooperative. As we have seen, transportation for virtually all of
the Cooperative clients is provided by the home district. The few TMR,
PH, and SMH students served by the Cooperative are, however, bussed to an
appropriate facility in an adjacent county. This bus provides that

transportation, and it is driven by the same paraprofessional who other-
wise is in charge of the Media Center. Itinerant staff drive their own
automobiles as they move from school to school; they are reimbursed for

mileage, although, as they quickly testify, at a loss.

Teachers on the Cooperative staff conduct their business in resource

rooms. These rooms are whatever facilities local districts have found it
possible to make available. Three such resource rooms are self-contained
classrooms to which EMR classes are assigned--elementary rooms at Hill-
crest and Teague and a secondary room (housing both Level III and IV
students) at Media; these rooms are reasonably well stocked with mater-
ials appropriate to the teaching that goes on there. But these rooms are

also used by itinerants; it sometimes happens that two levels of EMR
iiraents, the speech therapist working one-on-one with a client, and the
elementary and secondary LD teachers working one-on-one with their clients,

may all be in the same room at the same time. In buildings that do not
house EMR rooms, the itinerants may have offices permanently assigned to
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their use, as in the case of the elementary and secondary LD teachers
serving Rivertown, but in other cases they use classrooms, the library,

the teachers' lounge, the cafeteria, or any other space that happens to
be available. Even when permanent facilities are assigned, they are the
"leftovers" after "regular" needs have been met. One teacher described
the assigned room as a "sacred cow, one used as the concession stand for
sporting events." Moreover, the degree to which these rooms have been
renovated to their new use depends on the degree of fiscal solvency of
the host LEA. As one principal put it, "Some people say that with the
right approach you could teach in a barn. Then sometimes one doesn't
have even the barn."

Professional Staff

The total professional staff of the Cooperative consists of 14
persons: the Director, school psychologist, speech therapist, vocational

coordinator, gifted coordinator (and assistant director), four LD itinerant
teachers, three EMR self-contained teachers, one ED teacher (a vacant
position), and one developmental/instructional specialist for the bus
project, hired and paid by the Cooperative but located physically at the
facility of the other involved cooperative. These personnel are hard to
come by and harder to keep. As the Director puts it, "I can't get 'em
and I can't keep 'em!" Recruitment and retention pose difficult problems
in rural areas.

There are many reasons, shared by a majority of Cooperative staff,

why teachers might prefer not to come to Riverhill. Salaries are low and
so are increments; one starts behind and gets further behind with each
passing year. Riverhill is, moreover, on the state border--and the other
state has both a higher salary scale and lower certification requirements.
Teachers who do come to Riverhill can look forward to an abbreviated

social life, 1.:ved in a fishbowl. There are value system conflicts; as
one respondent put it, "You can't just live with someone here." Finally,
Riverhill is in the unfortunate position that, while essentially rural,
it is sufficiently close to both big cities and more attractive towns
that teaciers may elect to come there only as a lesser choice.

Those teachers who do come may not stay long. They find the schools
are small; the paperwork burden high; the travel (even if assigned to a
self-contained room) exhausting; the lack of respect frustrating; the
lack of privacy annoying. They burn out; they have offers of better jobs
(especially now that they have gained experience); their spouses are
transferred. Those who remain work out special coping strategies: they
live elsewhere and commute even further (across the river, say); they
"pal around together" and shut out community influences; they leave on

weekends; they develop other interests such as church activities to keep
themselves occupied.

The Director has developed some interesting strategies by which to
do his own coping--and to keep the Cooperative afloat. 1-1(! looks for
people trying to "break into" special education but who are not fully
trained for it; he manages to get certification waivers for them, appren-
tices them in classrooms, and enrolls them in certification programs in
nearby universities. Given the recent experience with the ED program,
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however, he ruefully admits that this strategy is not likely to tempt him
again in the future, that despite the fact that other teachers hired on

certification waivers have nevertheless performe adequately. He provides
an annual $400 "personal budget" for teachers to spend professionally.
He looks for persons who by background or interest fit into the rural way
of life--even to the extent of persuading the wives of local farmers to
consider training. But his major strategy, he suggests, is to "recycle,"
to find persons who have grown tired of what they are now doing and to

challenge them to work in the Cooperative. He confronts them with "signi-
ficant emotional events" (intellectucJ and practical challenges) that
"turn them on." In some cases he asks them to serve in dual roles, to

lessen the possibility of burnout in any one and to provide some change
of pace. It is to the Director's credit that despite all of these diffi-
culties, he has managed to recruit and retain personnel who could compete
favorably in most settings. They are not "culls" but competent and
resourceful professionals.

Despite these difficulties the personnel on board are qualified to

perform their assigned tasks. The Director is, as we have seen, a former
school administrator who holds a superintendent's license. The school

psychologist and the speech therapist hold the certification for their
roles. All other personnel are teachers with professional licenses; with
the exception of the ED teacher of such brief tenure, none are on certifi-

cation waiver.

Professional staff are provided in-service training (see pp. 34

ff.), are encouraged to acquire additional training by taking courses in
nearby state universities, and to apply for Special Education Trainee-
ships funded Federally via the State Deportment of Education. Neverthe-
less, some outstanding training needs remain unsatisfied, especially,
according to the Director, programs aimed at "attitudinal change" that
take account of rural concerns, and programs on "how to be an itinerant,"
a contingency not covered in the training programs of even fully prepared
teachers.

Eignt of the Cooperative staff are itinerants, although there are

three different patterns of itinerancy. The school psychologist is in
the schools on an ad hoc basis, testing children, meeting with Professional
Planning Teams in pre-staffing sessions or to develop IEPs, and the like.
The Gifted Coordinator and Vocational Coordinator, while sometimes working
one-on-one with children, spend much of their time in resource or consultant
roles to regular classroom teachers. The speech therapist and the four
LD teachers work primarily in one-on-one or small group situations with
pupils whom they see on a more or less regular schedule.

These itinerant teachers speak freely about the "stigma" of being an
itinerant--and there appear to be some major drawbacks to the position.

They see children sporadically and perhaps too'briefly to do an adequate
job with them. They are not easily accessible to concerned parents, nor
are the parents easily accessible to them. They spend large portions of
time and energy driving from one school to another--ten percent road time
is a rather minimal estimate--and that doesn't count home-to-school time.
While they are reimbursed for mileage, the reimbursement does not equal

actual expenditure. There ire even hidden costs such as increased
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insurance premiums for the distances driven. They are pressed into

service as mesengers between schools. Worst of all, they have no home

base. Every building they enter is someone else's turf; each building

has its own "boss," and that boss has as much authority over the itinerant
as does the Cooperative Director. Itinerants complain that too large a
proportion of time in each building must be taken up in "PR" work, communi-

cating with, explaining to, mollifying, helping the permanent personnel.
The penalty for not doing that is psychological lockout and non-cooperation.

The EMR teachers who are assigned to self-contained classrooms have

their problems of relationship too. While more likely to be accepted as
one of the local "family," they nevertheless also suffer two masters. It

is Cooperative policy that the EMR teachers shall "service the principal's
preferences," even to the extent of performing lunchroom or playground
duty if called upon to do so. Regular teachers feel free to use them as
resource teachers, consultants, and even as providers of direct service
to their own youngsters.

With few exceotions (one elementary LD teacher and the vocational
coordinator), each of the Cooperative professionals has a paraprofessional
assistant. More will be said about how these two persons relate in the
following section; let it be noted here, however, that while the parapro-
fessional is clearly a major aid to the professional, he or she also
requires supervision. This task taxes the professional staff even further.

It should not be assumed from this account, however, that the Coopera-
tive staff suffer from low morale or feel especially put upon. Perhaps

because of the Director's policy of providing everyone with a challenge,
perhaps because of their own dedication, or perhaps because things are

not so bad in practice as they seem to be in description, these teachers
and other personnel by and large enjoy their jobs.

Paraprofessional Staff

The Cooperative has budget lines for 13.5 FTE paraprofessionals,

although during the 1981-82 school year 2.5 were unfilled. Four full-time

and one half-time positions are assigned to the central office: psycho-
logist, speech/language, media center coordinator/bus driver, paraprofes-
sional coordinator/gifted, and general paraprofessional (half-time,

unfilled). Six paraprofessionals are assigned to classroom duty: three

L.D. paraprofessionals who are itinerant, and three EMR paraprofessionals
assigned to self-contained classrooms. One additional L.D. position is

authorized but unfilled, as is an ED position. Finally, a paraprofessional
is assigned in support of the developmental/instructional specialist
employed for the bus driver training project; she is, however, assigned

to the project facility in the other involved cooperative.

The problem of recruitment and retention is relatively miner for

paraprofessionals, in contrast to teachers. There are virtually no
prerequisites except state registration, although by Cooperative policy
high school graduates and residents of Riverhill County are preferred.
Hillcrest Community College now offers an associate level degree for
paraprofessionals, largely because the Cooperative Director offered a

variety of inducements--ready-made enrollment, volunteer instructional
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staff, among others--in order to persuade the 'ollege administration of

the feasibility of the program. The program feeds not only into the
Cooperative but into the regular teacher aide program found ,1 the Riverhill
County--and other--LEAs. Since the paraprofessional positions are filled

primarily by local residents, a great deal of status is attached in the
community to incumbency.

In fact, wages and working conditions are quite satisfactory.
Para-professinnals are paid by the hour--from a low of $2.90 to a high of
$7.00, depending on the years of service and the number of in-service
training hours accumulated. Salaries for a 35-hour week, for the school
year, can be as high as $8,820. In addition, paraprofessionals are
members of the state retirement system, eligible for group -urance,

recei',J 3 5-day sick leave allowance, and are iaimbursed fo travel

mileage. They are also covered by liability insurance shoi. they have
an accident while driving a child on school busine4s.

The role of the paraprofessional is, according to the Paraprofessional
Handbook, to "assist and support the teacher, but . . . not assume the

primary responsibility for the classroom." Among other authorized duties
are these:

1. Assist or directly carry oo.t educational activities designed by

the director.
2. Work with individual pupils.

3. Work with small gr ups.
4. Drill the entire c iss on follow-up or rei .forcement activities.
5. Assist in duplicati1ig materials f-a. the instructor to use in

the classy s.

6. Correct pc rs and check the work of students.
7 Assist wd classroom housekeeping chores.
8. Prepare instructional aids, games, and bulletin boards at the

discretion of the instructor.
9. Perform various clerical duties within the classroom.

10. Supervise students on buses and at dismissal and on field

trips.
11. Supervise job training.

12. Assist in carrying out programs set up by support personnel
(0T, PT, speech).

In fact, paraprof ?ssionals also act as an important link to the
community, and serve as advocates for the children. Many parents will

approach paraprofessionals when they would not think it appropriate to

deal directly with teachers. Similarly, children will often exp6se
problems or concerns t7 the less-threatening paraprofessional, who can
then intercede with the teacher or act as advocate for the child.

A very few view the paraprofessional role with cynicism, teliev%ng
it to be the state's cheap and inadequate answer to the sudden demand for
services for the handicapped. They point Iut that paraprofessional wages
are very significantly less than teachers' salaries. Moreover, the fact
that the state will reimburse the local district in the amount r. $4,020
for each authorized paraprofessional is seen as an attempt to encourage
widespread utilization, thereby re"icing available teacher positions.
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As we have already noted (p. 35), a great effort is made to provide
in-service training for the paraprofessionals. They, furthermore, have a
great incentive to participate fully in such instruction because accumu-
lated hours of training substantially determine the hourly wages that are

earned. Thus a paraprofessional with no classroom experience but with
the maximum number of training hours noted in the salary scale (1,860)
earns as much per hour ($5.50) as the paraprofessional with six .)ears of

experience but only the minimum hours of training (20).

Paraprofessionals are asked to work closely with their supervising

teachers; indeed, the Paraprofessional Handbook suggests that there be
daily communication, problems be discussed as soon as they arise, initia-
tive be taken, and that, above all, the paraprofessional should be a

"team worker." In fact, the paraprofessional's performance is likely to
be determined almost entirely by the expectations that the supervising
teacher holds. If the teacher only rarely requires any thought or ini-
tiative, the paraprofessional is likely to perform at minimal levels. On

the other hand, if the paraprofessional is constantly challenged with
provocative assignments, it will be difficult for the casual observer to

tell which is teacher and which paraprofessional. Indeed, several of the
principals make that precise observation about the best paraprofessionals.

Two comments may be made about the ways in which supervising teachers
and paraprofessionals interact. First, supervisors are required to
evaluate the paraprofessional for whom they are responsible on a monthly

basis (see p. 38). Through this interaction the paraprofessional quickly
comes to know just what form of behavior to exhibit to receive good
ratings--and that may range from servility to creativity. Second, only
the EMR supervisors are in constant touch with their paraprofessionals;

all others are itinerant and typically carry out functions at some dis-
tance removed from the supervisor. We have seen, for example, that LD

teachers and their paraprofessionals typically trade-off buildings, so
that they may encounter one another only in passing and have only the
br2afest opportunity to discuss what they are doing. Often that discus-

sion is limited simply to the giving of directions--"This eternoon drill
Johnny on the materials on p. 19 of the book he's working on." In the

latter cases the paraprofessional must be capable of much more independent,
and dependable, activity.

On balance, most informants indicate that the use of paraprofessionals

in Riverhill County has been quite successful. Most agree they are doing
a useful job and doing it well. They function in important formal and
informal roles, and in this setting, where special education teachers are
so difficult to recruit and retain, they provide a pool of stable and
committed personnel that can be counted on to provide needed countinuity
for the program.

Funding

Riverhill County Educational Cooperative is funded through three
main sources: state reimbursements, including P.L. 94-142 Federal flow-
through funds; billings to the member LEAs on an equal -share basis; and

project budgets, largely Title IV-C funds. The first two may be thought
of as "hard," available, although with sons negotiation, on a year-to-year



basis, while the latter is "soft," subject to dramatic changes from year
to year depending on the Cooperative's success in the entrepreneurial
market.

Considering the latter first, income from project budgets is by no
means an insignificant portion of the Cooperative's operating capital.
So for example, the Careers Orientation Project was funded at just under
$12,0r-, the Special Career Needs Project at about $22,000; the Voca-
tional Education Project at about $24,000; and the Drivers for Special
Buses Grant at over $100,000! The particular impact of the latter grant
can best be understood by pointing out that during 1981-82, the Director
was appointed to the project for .5 FTE; that is, half his salary was
drawn from this account, and of course, half his time was devoted to
project activity. Some of the Cooperative staff, as well as some of the
superintendents, f-:al that this commitment is too great; that the Director
is deflected from carrying out his "real" role as Cooperative leader.
Too, some of his duties had to be delegated elsewhere, and no doubt the
load of some persons was increased as a result without concomitant
recognition.

Not only does the actual discharge of duties connected with funded
projects take time, considerable effort must also be invested in obtain-
ing them in the first place. The Director asserts that in this state one
gets IV-C grants by "knowing people and networking," by "backscratching."
He suggests, "It's the rural way of doing things--neighboring." He says,
by way of metaphor, that it's much like "putting up hay." One farmer may
have 10 acres in hay and his neighbor 20, but both get together and do
both fields, not too much concerned that the contribution may be uneven.
This way of viewing the world has implications for the fact that the five
member LEAs determined, initially at least, to fund the Cooperative on an
equal-share basis, as we shall see.

The state's contribution is set by law; indeed, in this state,
support of special education excess costs has been mandated 'since 1951.
Essentially this support is determined by the number of "program units"
which an LEA can claim. The "program unit" is defined as teacher (or
paraprofessional) clock-hours; 1,080 hours of a special teacher's time is
counted as a program unit, while the same amount of paraprofessional time
counts as a half-unit. A "special teacher" is a certified teacher of
special education such as LD or EMR; a support person certified by the
State Board of Education such as a school psychologist; a support person
certified by a licensing or registering agency such as an occupational or
physical therapis44 or any other person approved on an individual basis
by the Special Education Administration Section of the State Education
Agency, for example, an adaptive physical education specialist. A para-
professional is any person apps 'ved (certified) by the State Board of
Education for that role. In 1981-82, the state reimbursement within this
category was $8,060 per special teacher and $4,030 per paraprofessional.

The state in addition reimburses a portion of transportation costs.
The travel of itinerant teachers, the cost of transporting special educa-
tion students to instructional sites, and certain other transportation
expenditures are reimbursible at 80 percent of actual outlays
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Personnel and transportation reimbursement requests are made three
times annually on forms provided by the state. The first two payments,
made in the Fall and at mid-year, are projected amounts based on estimates;
the final payment is made on actual personnel and transportation costs
and includes adjustments from the earlier estimated figures. All reports
are subject to later audits as a result of which further adjustments can
be made.

Several other comments should be made to place the reimbursement
picture into context. First, the state presumes, as the basis for making
these reimbursements available, that the costs incurred by the LEA to
provide special education are excess costs, beyond the range of normal
per pupil expenditures experienced by the LEA. There is no reimbursement
for the mainstreamed special child--but there is for the resource room

instruction he may receive from, say, an LD teacher, in order to compen-
sate for his handicap. Nor is there reimbursement for any transportaion
costs which the LEA would incur anyway; so for example, a Teague child
transported to a Teague school housing an EMR program does not entitle
the Teague LEA to claim transportation reimbursement, but a Waukula child
transported to that same site would result in a reimbursement claim.

Second, it should be noted that the state does make allowance for students
who may be placed elsewhere on contract; so for example, the transta-
tion of SMH children to the adjacent county is reimbursible, and the LEA
may claim a portion of a "program !mit" of reimbursement which is cal-
culated by the ratio cf the number cf contract children served to the
average number of children placed in a special education class in that
district. So for example, if the average special education class size
were 10 children, and 3 children were served by contract in another

county, the Cooperative would be reimbursed the three-tenths of a program
unit, that is three-tenths of $8,060. Finally, we may note that the
Cooperative is charged with all of the paperwork attendant to reimbursement,
relieving the local districts of this tedious responsibility.

Of course, state reimbursements alone do not pay the full cost of
educating these children, nor should they, since the district should
assume responsibility for at least the normal per pupil expenditures.
The actual costs incurred by the Cooperative, over and above state reim-
bursements, are billed back to the member LEAs on an equal-share basis;
that is, each of the five members pays one-fifth of this cost regardless
of the number of children which it refers for Cooperative services.

This arrangement is rationalized on a nu* r of grounds. First,
members were initially anxious to arrange matters in such a way that no
damper would be placed on referrals; this equal-share arrangement encourages
the LEAs to refer ever one who might possibly profit from special attention.
(As a result, a very ew eel there is a risk that teachers will abuse
the system by referring to the LD program children who are not "true" LDs
but simply difficult to teach. There seems to be agreement that the
number of such "abusers" would be small, however. Second, the members
found it impossible, especially without experience, to determine a fair
way to calculate a per-pupil cost. Pupils come and go; different programs
cost different amounts; teacher-pupil loads vary randomly; different
teachers and different paraprofessionals command different salaries; and
so on. Rather than tackle this "algorithmic problem," as one informant
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put it, the members simply found it easier to agree on equal shares.
Third, as we have already suggested, the local culture is to share and
share alike on tasks without demanding too accurate an accounting of who

"comes out ahead" and "who is losing out." It was apparent that no LEA
could respond to the legal mandate on its own, and whatever the size of
the contribution it made to the Cooperative, it would amount to less than

a solo effort.

The charge-back formula presently being used might be stated as

follows:

Total Costs - (State Aid + Project Funds)

5
= $ billed to each LEA.

Table 5

COOPERATIVE BUDGET CATEGORIES AND AMOUNTS
PROJECTED FOR 1981-82*

Category Amount
Dollars Percent

Administration 35,850 7.82

Instruction 296,975 64.81

Transportation 55,800 12.18

Plant Operation 16,500 3.60

Plant Maintenance 3,250 0.71

Fixed Charges 36,850 8.04

Capital Outlay 13,000 2.84

Total 458,225
10.00

*Project budgec- not included.

Let us see how this works. Table 5 indicates the major budget
categories and amounts projected for 1981-82, exclusive of project costs.
During this same period reimbursements could be charged to the state as
follows (recall that "program units" include part-time specialists such
as physical therapists and pro rata charges for contract services):

16.5 program units (Teachers) @ $8,060 $ 132,990

14.5 half-units (Paraprofessionals) @ $4,030 . 58,435

Transportation, $55,800 X .8 44,640

Total Reimbursible $ 236,065
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If we subtract this reimbursible total from the full costs (less project
costs) of operating the Cooperative, the amount billed back to the LEAs
must equal $458,225 - $236,065 = $222,160. Each LEA's share is thus
$222,160/5 = $44,432. (It should De noted that this is an approximation
since the data of Table 5 represent the projected budget.) The total
bill-back amount for the 193 students served is $222,160/193 or $1,151 (a
slight disparity from the $1,042 figure shown in Table 3 because of
variations in base data).

This dispersal is seen as unfair by those districts sending fewer

children for service. A "quick and dirty" estimate (made by multiplying
$1,151 by number of students served--see Table 3) suggests that the
district sending fewest children may be paying almost $35,000 more than
it should in comparison to the district sending the most children. The

Cooperative Director attempted to move to a new formula about a year ago
that would have placed the charge-back on a per-pupil basis, but this
effort was successfully aborted by the LEA sending the most children
since the basic agreement called for a unanimous vote on any proposed
changes. There seemed to be little doubt that as the agreement draw to a

close at the end of the 1981-82 school year, a new agreement would emerge
featuring a new chage-back formula. One formula discusised would divide
overhead costs by five, add in a per-pupil charge and a travel charge
(travel is also unevenly divided over the LEAs), and subtract the district's
contribution of space and facilities. The Director believed that the
formula which finally emerged would take account of local wealth, the

total student enrollment in the district, the cost per pupil, the percentage
of state r- "zation, and the number of exceptional children served.
Many info ; felt that the fear that, if costs were divided on a
per-pupil uasts, LEAs would be reluctant to refer cases, is now unwarranted;
parental and advocate group pressure simply makes that option untenable.
However, they do feel that there would be one positive referral gain:
LEA Boards would see to it that teachers could not refer cases of difficult
but not actually handicapped students; close scrutiny would assure that
such cases would "stay at home" and be handled by the teacher as part of
the normal load.

Scheduling

The Cooperative carries a variety of scheduling responsibilities,
including devising an annual school calendar for special education services,
scheduling transportation, and dove-tailing the removal of special students
from mainstreamed classrooms for service.

The annual calendar is developed by the Director and approved by the
Board. For 1981-82, this calendar comprised 181 service days (beginning
in mid-Augus and ending at the end of May) for teachers, including
in-service days and parent conference days. Paraprofessionals reported
three days later than teachers and were released six days sooner. The
development of this calendar poses some problems since the member LEAs do
not share either a similar school year or daily time periods. While the
local Boards of Education assert that their calendars are set for the
convenience of their patrons, and, since their neeus differ, so do the
calendars, there is some reason to believe that these differences are
maintained as an assertion of local autonomy in the face of what are
perceived to be externally "laid-on" requirements for cooperation.
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The problem of developing an annual calendar is not nearly so much

affected by this perception than is the daily schedule, and particularly,
the scheduling of transportation. Thus the Director asserts that "variable
couoty schedules are the main problem in scheduling, not he distance
traveled." And of course he must consider not only the differences in
school days but the fact that local transportation schedules are given
first priority by the LEA; only after its "regular" have been transported
are busses made available for special students. The special busses thus
begin at a considerable disadvantage in getting students to school on
time.

For the EMR students, this problem is exacerbated in that they must
travel across district boundaries. All EMR students not served within
their own LEAs are transported to Teague as a central point; they then
transfer to a bus coming from the district in which their program happens
to be housed. The total time on the bus may thus exceed by a significant
amount the one-hour rule of thumb set by the State Department, and may
also result in reduction in instructional time below the state mandated
minimum of 6 hours per day. It is for these reasons that the Cooperative

has been so interested in finding ways to utilize bus time for instruc-
tional purposes via the Drivers for Special Buses Project. At present
aides and older students riding buses are utilized on an ad hoc basis for
this purpose, but no one claims that these efforts are very effective. Of
course, more flexibility and cooperation from the member LEAs in scheduling
would improve the situation somewhat.

We have already seen that itinerant teachers, primarily LD and
speech/language, who must work one-on-one with students who are main-
streamed, must also adapt their schedules for several reasons. It is
important not to remove a student at a time when he or she would miss

significant instruction. It is important not to remove a student when to
do so would' disrupt class activity for the regular students. It is
important not to remove a student in ways that emphasize the removal and
thereby stigmatize the student. Moreover, the itinerant must apportion

time to be able to deal with whatever number of students there may happen
to be in a given building. Sometimes this means, for the speech therapist,
being able to devote only 20 minutes per client per week--an amount of
effort whose efficacy may well be doubted.

Finally, we may note that the Cooperative operates under a "three-
fifths" close-down rule. If for any reason, for example, weather, or
failure of the heating system, as many as three of the five member LEAs
decide to close down for the day, the Cooperative will not conduct special

classes or activities. If only two are closed down, the Cooperative does
operate, but of course not in the schools in the closed-down district(s).
It should be noted that on such days, the Cooperative may claim state
reimbursement even for the closed schools.

Scheduling then is a problem, but one for which ground rules appear
to be well developed and understood. The mos; crucial time is at the
beginning of the year, according to the Director. The Cooperative staff
takes about a half-day to devise a provisional transportation schedule,
which is then implemented. "We run it and see who c.Aplains. We adjust
accordingly." So far, it seems clear, the problems have not been insur-
mountable.
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Relationships of the Cooperative

The essence of any cooperative is cooplratlon; the degree of effec-
tiveness which an agency like the Cooperative can achieve is acutely
dependent on the quality of the relationships which it enjoys with related
agencies and reference groups such as parents and teachers. Our intent
in this section is to explore the Cooperative's relationships with a
number of key others.

Relationships with Member LEAs. It must be recalled, at the outset,

that the Cooperative was not an entirely free creation of the member
LEAs; while it did have a more or less voluntary precursor, that precursor
was devised as the Riverhill districts began to see the handwriting on
the wall. In any event, had the precursor not existed, the passage of
94-142 likely would have' forced it. The existence of the Cooperative
represents an abridgement of local autonomy and a restraint of free
choice, in the eyes of some locals. The distinction between "your kids"

and "our kids" remains--especially under the present equal-shares arrange-
ment which makes each district responsible for the excesses of the others. '

On that basis alone, the prognosis for a successful cooperative venture
must have appeared to be low three years ago when the agreement was
signed; in retrospect, one must regard the relatively high level of
success of the Cooperative as a pleasant surprise.

The Agreement represents the formal conditions of relationship and
sets the parameters for the exchanges -goods and services. We have
already reviewed that document and noted its most important features (see
pp. 11 ff). But the informal relationships are equally weighty, and that

they work as well as they do is most often credited to the efforts of the
Cooperative Director, whose political know-how in this context is plainly
apparent. One would hesitate to call the Cooperative a "good old boy
network," for the main characters hardly fit the good old boy stereotype.
Yet there does exist a potent informal influence network, as that term is
used by sociologists. And the Director is at its hub. He makes virtually
all his contacts by telephone or in person; characterizing memos as

"cold." He makes an effort to see each principal and superintendent for
"coffee and a chat" once a week--although that good intention has often
fallen by the wayside since the inception of the bus project, which

siphons away half his time. He "coaxes and cajoles" so as not to be
excluded from important decisions'while at the same time protecting the
Cooperative from having undesirable tasks "pushed off onto it." "You

gotta be an a__ . _:ach," he says. And we have already noted how he
consults with individual superintendents on important issues he intends

to present to the Board, to be sure they will support his recommendation.

Despite tnese efforts by the Director, things do not always go
smoothly--problems do arise. Many locals continue to resent the Coop-

erative, believing that "it gets all the money" (read: it scoops up all
the LEAs' flexible funds) but has "an easy way to go--fewer kids, less
accountability, and so on." The Director, it is asserted, need not

answer to a constituency in the same way as do the superintendents.
Further, there is some doubt whether the whole thing is worth doing at
all--an attitude especially prevalent in those communities that have some

transient population elements. "Why should we pay for a lower class kid
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who's not even a member of our community?" Further, there are the omni-
present problems of turf. Who's really responsible? Who's really in

charge--especially when the Coop teacher comes into my school? Communi-
cation suffers too. Comments such as, "We speak a different language";
"You're not in the building when I need to ask a question"; "The Director
always seems to be out of town, or doing something on the bus project,
and the assistant director is not really in a position to provide us with
an authoritative answer"; are sometimes heard.

But despite these difficulties the Cooperative is generally viewed
positively. If nothing else, it relieves the LEA administrators of the

enormous burden of fulfilling the mandates of P.L. 94-142 and the related
stake laws and regulations. It takes over most of the paperwork burden,
and it takes the heat if findings of non-compliance are made. And it is
a source of help. As one informant put it, "They have the expertise,
know what to do, and they can point you in the right direction."

In the final analysis, as one might expect in the real world, the

degree of cooperation that exists between the Cooperative and the LEAs
cannot be easily summed up. "It depends." It depends on the issue at
hand. It depends on who is affected most. It depends on the attitudes
of the major actors involved. It depends on the political implications.
One cannot give a rating of " +7" or w-4w and expect that rating to be
predictive in all situations and at all times. Relationships are generally
positive, but some are much better than others. It depends.

Relationships Between Special and Regular Teachers. The relation-
ship between regular and special teachers is heavily mediated by the type
of special teacher being considered. Those EMR teachers who operate from

self-contained classrooms are for all practical purposes part of the
regular staff--and they usually share in such duties as lunchroom or
recess supervision. The itinerants occupy a very different niche; for

them the major problem is to build trust, to overcome the image of the
"outsider," to prove that they have "common sense."

Whether itinerant or self-contained, however, special teachers
interact with regular teachers in a number of standardized ways. There
are formal consultations about particular children, for example, an LD

teacher working with a regular teacher so that each might better under-
stand the child, devise some common objectives which both might work
toward, or share insights that could be ;developed only in their own
unique contexts. Second, the special teacher may act as a resource for
he regular teacher, mentioning teaching strategies, materials, and so on

that might be useful. Some regular teachers report that such information
is highly useful in helping them with their regular teaching responsibi-
lities as well. Third, there are the interactions that occur as part of
prestaffing or IEP staffing sessions, although, as we have noted, the
image of competence projected in such sessions on either side has been
less than satisfactory. Finally, there are informal interactions in the
teachers' lounge, the lunch room, the restroom, that are also influential
in shaping mutual perceptions.

At the same time, there are several standard problems that emerge

between regular and special teachers. How are they to share the respon-
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sibility for a child? One regular teacher suggested that the special
teacher should test, evaluate, and prescribe, while the regular teacher
should carry out the prescription. Would that approach satisfy everyone?

How are they to share the teaching? Who determines what to teach and how
to teach it? Is the former the task of the regular teacher and the
latter that of the special teacher? Who determines the child's grade?
It is appropriate to make "deals" that prevent the special child from
getting more than a certain grade, say "C," simply because he or she
receives help from a special teacher? How can they decide on the sche-

dule--to take children out of the class for help, to meet together for
consultation, to staff?

The special teachers appreciate that they have a problem and they

work consciously at dealing with it. "It's hard," one observed, "for
regular class teachers to understand what a teacher without a classroom

does with his or her time." A feeling of resentment is built up, it is
asserted, by the regular teachers who believe that the special teacher
controls his or her own time, works fewer hours, escapes onerous duties
such as lunchroom supervision, and the like. To compensate, special
teachers try very hard to be helpful, to relieve the regular teachers of
paperwork brdens, to assist with problems even though they may actually

lie outside the purview of special education, to develop alternative
methods and strategies, to adapt materials. One special teacher ;as gone
to the trouble of developing an orientation leaflet about LD for the
teachers in her school. All of this help is given in unobtrusive ways to
avoid antagonizing the regular teachers. And it seems to be working;
many itinerant teachers report that the regular teachers are turning to

them more often, and with greater confidence, while many regular teachers
report that they are much more comfortable with the special teachers than
even a year ago. (No doubt the experience of both regular and special
teachers as members of Professional Planning Teams also contributes to
this greater rapport.) But of course the need to make this public rela-

tions effort siphons off time and energy which the special teacher feels
ought to be devoted to serving handicapped children. Clearly, however,

the effort is not wasted, for without it, it is unlikely that the special
teachers would be doing any teaching at all. An unfortunate matter? One

that would exist onl, in a benighted rural area like Riverhill? Hardly;
Riverhill is not benighted in any event, and the new kid on the block
must always prole himself to be accepted.

Relationships Between Special Teachers and Administrators. Regard-

less of whether one considers the self-contained or the itinerant special
teachers, it is clear that they serve two masters: the Cooperative
Director, 'lid the principal (ultimately the superintendent) of the build-
ing(s) in which they serve. Recognizing the possibility of a conflict of

interest, the Cooperative Board early-on adopted the policy that special
teachers would follow LEA rules when on LEA turf. The special teacher is
to provide "extra hands and extra eyes" to complement the intents of the

LEA.

In practice, as one might expect, the degree of interaction between
a special teacher and a building principal is highly variable. Some

principals seem neither to know nor to care what the special teacher is
doing, expressing only relief that someone is there to accept the burden
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of the handicapped children. Others are intensely involved with the

special teachers, treat them as a member of the school's "family," aqd

support them in every conceivable way. In a few cases building princi-

pals appear to be unconvinced of the utility of having special teachers

at all; one informant characterized these principals as suffering from

"SPEDophobia" (fear of special education). Worse, these principals can

"contaminate" their buildings and even the entire LEA by their overt

expressions of this attitude.

As a result, the special teachers have learned to "play" the LEA,

adopting different collaborative strategies depending on their "reading"

of the situation in the building(s) they serve. The same LD teacher, for

example, may appear to be a very different person in the two buildings

she serves--diffident and "by the book" in one building and assertive and

experimental in another. Indeed, the itinerants share information about

the several LEAs to help one another "play the game" productively.

Relationships with the State Department of Education. Formally, the

State Department of Education has two functions: to monitor for compliance

with state and Federal guidelines, and to approve (and by that action, to

fund) program applications and applications for reimbursement.

While P.L. 94-142 is implemented via guidelines issued by the U.S.

Department of Education, compliance of the Riverhill Cooperative--or any
other LEA or cooperative--is monitored not directly with those guidelines

but rather with their counterparts as outlined in the state plan. That

plan sets out the items to be covered by the local comprehensive plan,

which is the primary basis for program approval. The state plan also

outlines the forms that must be filed with the state. Finally, a State

Department appointed site visit team visits the site to validate the

written reports and to observe program operation at first hand. What is

important to note about these arrangements is that, from the local point

of view, what is crucial is not the P.L. 94-142 statutes and regulations

but those emanating from the state capitol. Most locals have hardly any

comprehension of the Washington political scene, but are acutely sensi-

tized to the state-level political scene.

In order to stay connected with the state political scene, the
Cooperative Director, as we have already noted, invests considerable time

and energy in walking the halls of the State Department, stopping not

only in special education section offices but in those of other important

units as well. He comes to know, for example, which regulations are

likely to be enforced and which slighted. He senses where this year's

compliance emphases will be placed. And he develops insight into what
kinds of entrepreneurial activities will have payoffs in terms of Title

IV-C and other grants. It should also be noted that as a result of his

presence, the State Department personnel become well acquainted with him

and with the Cooperative's operation, a useful concomitant to the informal

network.

A final point may be made with respect to another part of the state
yol,-rnment which may well impinge on the Cooperative operation. In this

state the itgislature maintains a "Legislative Post-Audit Committee"

which carries out ex post facto evaluations "n various funded programs.
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In 1982 the Committee elected to audit the Riverhill County Cooperative,
receiving a "Performance Audit Report" from its staff and presenting it
to the Legislature. The content of this report has not yet been made
public, nor has there been any indication of legislative reaction. It

will be of interest to contrast their findings, whatever they may be,
with the results of this case study.

Relationships with Parents and the Community. Sc far as the Cooper-

ative is concerned, the community is virtually equivalent to the parent
group, since it is only the parents with whom Cooperative personnel come

in contact. It seems to be the case that the communities have provided
adequate support to the member LEAs over the years--although, as one
informant pointed out, that is a difficult judgment to make since there
have been no recent efforts to seek a levy increase at the polls. The

community seems to be aware of special education programs, if not of the
legal entity known as the Riverhill County Educational Cooperative;
understands that such programs "cost a lot," and wonders if it is "getting
it's money's worth." Beyond that, the general public seems to know or
care little about the Cooperative or its programs.

There are of course efforts made by the Cooperative to reach the
general public and to increase its level of awareness. Newspaper stories

appear from time to time; radio stations .!re willing to make routine
announcements such as those relating to screening programs. The Coopera-
tive also utilizes materials available from the National School Public
Relations Association, as for example, the booklet entitled "Public
Education for the Handicapped," which provides an overview of the pro-
visions of P.L. 94-142. A packet, "Parents Are Very Important People,"
has been developed for parents of referred youngsters. Despite these

efforts, most staff characterize the general level of public information
as low.

Formii efforts to establish relationships with parents and to solicit
their inputs is limited almost exclusively to the Parent Advisory Council,

a group of 10 parents appointed by the LEA Boards of Education, two per
member LEA. This Council meets three or four times a year at the call of

the Director. The group is nct organized to take the initiative in
providing input, however; it is described by informants as a sounding
board for ideas which the Director has determined to put before them.
They are a reactive, not a proactive, Council.

The relative inactivity of this group suggests that parents do not

have particular problems or concerns to put before the Cooperative, but,
if informants can be believed, this is not the case. They have, in fact,
a variety of quite serious concerns:

° Thal; pupils who could profit from Cooperative services are diag-
nosed later in life than is necessary, and that the diagnoses,
when made, are inadequate.

° That the programs that are offered are poor, allowing the
children to "grow up dumb and dull."
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o That children are transported over longer distances and with
greater time losses than is desirable.

o That children assigned to Cooperative programs are stigmatized by

teachers and peers; astonishingly, such stigma is feared even
by some of the parents of children assigned to gifted programs.

o That students withdrawn from mainstream classes for special

help miss too much of the regular instruction.

o That the mixture of regular and special education students

in the same building may lead to a collapse of discipline
and a reduction in safety.

o That there is no advocacy group or support system for the
parents of served children.

o That "more service is needed."

There is nothing surprising about this list. It seems clear that
some of these concerns could be counteracted by an appropriate program of
information and public relations. Now that the Cooperative is about to
move into its second Agreement, and its programs seem to be reasonably
well established, it may be the case that the staff will be able to
devote more attention to this matter.

Of course if parents have concerns about the Cooperative, the Coopera-
tive staff also has concerns about parents. Clearly the most difficult
problem they face is to raise the level of awareness, of the community as
a whole but particularly of the parents. Their lack of knowledge of
their rights, of the nature of handicapping conditions, and of ways in
which they can help their own children, is profound. Most parents enter
into the staffing process characterized by passivity. Some of them seem
unable to cope with the fact that they have a handicapped child; many of
them seem content to allow the Cooperative to accept full responsibility
for the child's diagnosis, program, and treatment. Often they equate
handicap only with retardation or wheelch", confinement; they seem to be
unaware of the fact that these children can be helped to a fuller life.
They feel guilt and frustration, and are delighted to have an agency
that, ostensibly, takes this great burden from their backs. Of course
not all parents fit this caricature; some are very militant indeed. But
the majority know little and some seem not to want to learn more. Or so
it appears to the Cooperative staff.

Despite this construction of parents, however, it is the case that
they are generally supportive. Most seem satisfied with the quality of
services received; one parent suggested that "even though we're rural we
get an urban level of service." Most say they are "glad to help all we
can," even though they may add, "But we don't know enough to know if the
service is any good." The final test, as one informant suggested, is that
no parent has thus far been sufficiently displeased to file a court case;
on the other hand, the Cooperative has not seen fit to initiate dLe
process hearings even when parents have refused service.
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Relationships with Other Service Agencies and Cooperatives. Such

relationships fall into four classes: child locater, referral and evalua-

tion, service programs, and ad hoc projects.

With respect to child identification, we have already noted that the

Cooperative participates in the statewide program, and, in addition,
maintains relationships with a number of educational, heath, and welfare
agencies (for example, Head Start, local physicians, and the county
welfare board) to receive referrals. For those children that cannot be

adequately evaluated by Cooperative personnel themselves, referrals are
made to diagnostic services both in and out of the state.

Relationships are maintained with two other agencies for services to

children for whom adequate facilities do not exist in Riverhill County.
These include programs for TMR students who are bussed daily to an immed-
iately adjacent county to the east and secondary EMR students involved in
the vocational education program who are bussed to the immediately adja-
cent county to the north. The Cooperative is reimbursed for these programs
by the state education agency as described in the section on funding.

The most interesting relationships are of course those that are ad
hoc--those that evolve in response to some opportunity or need sensed by
Tiie staff that cannot be handled by routine contracts. Two such arrange-

ments have been described, the bus project and the sheltered workshop.
The former arrangement emerged as a result of a casual conversation
between the Cooperative Director and the director of another cooperative

in a very different part of the state. As a result, the two Cooperatives,
with the agreement of three others willing to serve as study sites,
jointly wrote a proposal for i Title IV-C grant that has produced results
not only for the original problem--training bus drivers how to deal with
handicapped children--but has also led to an even more interesting project
concerned with providing useful instructional experiences for children
while on the bus. The second arrangement, the sheltered workshop, is
illustrative of the the snowball effect that sometimes occurs when one
success--attracting CETA support--leads to other successes--assistance

and even a tax levy from the County Board of Commissioners.

It is probably the case that relationships of both the formal (exem-

plified in child locater activities or program rovision) and of the
less formal (ad hoc arrangements of the bus project and the sheltered
workshop) types will continue and enlarge. Both kinds of relationships
have been fruitful and have taught lessons about ho; to capitalize on
opportunities that have not been lost on the Cooperative staff. And no
doubt such efforts should be encouraged by the Cooperative Board; in the
long_ run they can only mean better service for the County's exceptional
children.

Some Problems of Particular Concern to the Cooperative

As the reader will have surmised from the preceding panes, the

Cooperative is not devoid of problems. No doubt .he major dimensions of
these difficulties are already apparent. Nevertheless, for ease of
reference and for the sake of clarity, they will be briefly described

again in this section. The order in which they appear is not necessarily
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reflective of their importance or priority to the people of Riverhill
County (indeed, it is doubtful if a single priority listing cculd by.
found on wnich even a majority of stakeholders would agree). They have
been arranged in terms of the project staff's sub'ective judgment about
the elent to which the problems are exacerbated by the fact that River-
hill ,:ounty is a rural setting. Thus the first problems are likely to ue
found anywhere in substantially the same form as in Riverhill County, but
as we move down the list, the influence of Riverhill's rural status is
likely to become more and more telling.

1. Interpretation of and cm;iiance with P.L. 94-142. In many
ways, the teachers and administrators involved with sp_ ial education in
Riverhill County--whether Cooperative staff or employees of themember
LEAs, must feel that crying to understand and implement P.L. 94-142 is
like kicking a 40-foot spone. The whole is so massive and intractable,
that while it yields easily to the force of the foot, it springs back to
its former condition just as soon as the force is removed.

First of all, it is virtually impossible to understand P.L. 94-142,
ainigem by no means confined to the good folk of Riverhill. The law
itself is a terribl com'lex document which challenges the best le al
TIME., Boo s rilt4111711FIVIMIMIETIMMI ave been
inter,. and its s' -ific meaning. Indeed, some of the most common jargon
used in describing the law terms like ''child find" and "mainstreaming,"

rend- influen-are not oub: in the aw at all ut stem
17111Wforts to interpret it. New Federa regu ations were expected to
be handed down in the Fall of 1982, but the trial version of these re 'u
is ions was wi drawn when severa mem'-rs o ongress a ac i voci-
ferous y in hearings. Apparently they felt that the proposed regu ations
were inconsistent with their intent.furtherithe recent Su reme Court
decision on Rowley the case of thidiiT-ifThose parents wante er
schoo to 'revide a si nin inter reter in class illustrates the fact

a a

that the court mikes some constructions of the law that others had not
contemplated; constructions supportedbly a najority of the court but
with vigorous dissents from several members appended. Can it come as a
surprise then to discover that the teachers an6 Aministrators of Riverhill
County 're a bit confused by it ill?

To make matters worse, the interpretation of the law comes to Riverhill
not directly from Washington but through a filter in the State rapartment
of Education. We have already noted the tendency of most Riverhill st.Aff

to attend primarat to State Department edicts; for them, state level
officers represift"the law." But, aroue the majority of locals, the
State Department makes these interpretations out of context to what i.
going on at the local level, sometimes making things go from bad to wors
because of less- than -apt phrasing. One informant suggested that tte
State Department kept chang.'0., its posture depending on how the winds
blew. So for example, when the idea of pre-staffin2 was being considered,
the State Department, upon being asked, declared that procedure to be
illegal. But shortly, after a group of out-ofstate consultants that had
come in to do some in-service training on IEPs tacitly approved the
pre-staffing procedure, the State Departr.nt abruptly reversed itself.
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Nor is the State Department the only unstable element in the picture,
most locals suggest. They note they are confused by the fact that defini-
tions of handicapping categories vary appreciably across states. So do
teacher certification laws--so that a teacher who can handle special
classes in the city across the river cannot teach in Riverhill County
because in this state the certification laws are different. Fven within
the Cooperative, things keep changing, for example. the IEP form. It
would be nice to have a form we could all live with a while, an
informant suggested, particularly if that form were une promulgated by
the State Department, so we could know it was "official."

This interest in "official" forms has another side. The majority of
the Cooperative staff and of the regular teachers and administrators of
Riverhill County who work with handicapped children feel terribly vulnerable;
in some ways, their greatest fear is that they w"1 be found to be "out
of compliance." Is what they define to be a leas restrictive environment
one that would be concurred in by a State Department monitoring team?
When evaluations are made, diagnoses reached, and prescriptions tendered,
would they be found "correct" should a parent challenge in a court of
law? A majority of the Cooperative staff that served as informants for
this study indicated that much of the "extra" paperwork they did (and the
regular paperwork is bad enough; see below) was intended to provide a
tralloif documentation that they could present if challenged. A major
concern of the Cooperative staff is that not knowing exactly what the law
is about, they may be found to be in violation of it out of ignorance.
So when one does something, the thing to do is to make a record of it and
give tne reasons why; perhaps, if the action is found illegal, it may at
least be found to be extenuatingly rational!

Finally, a majority of locals say, the whole process required is too
complex to be understandable anyway. Referrals come to us in garbled
form and we don't have time to sort it all out. We can't count on complete
and accurate diagnoses. We can't count on IEPs that will do much good.
Even if we could, the teachers and administrators responsible for carrying
out their provisions don't know enough to do them well, particularly if
they are things a regular teacher must do with mainstreamed youngsters.
These teachers were hardly prepared to uo regular teaching, let alone
knowing how to deal with exceptional youngsters. And there really is no
efficient way for them to acquire the skills they need to cope satis-
factorily. And even if they knew enough, the rules are too inflexible to
permit the making of sound professional judgments. Too many cases are
borderline but decisions auout them have to be made on arbitrary rules,
like a rigid IQ level to decide who might and might not profit from being
in an EMR class. Decisions about whether emphases ought to be placed at
the elementary or secondary level are also closed off. And so on. Givenall that, they seem to be saying, is it any wonder that we find the
system unworkable?

There is little doubt that the inability of the teachers and admini-
strators of the Cooperative and the other Riverhill education units to
understand P.L. 94-142 and to determine in some non-arbitraq way whether
they are in compliance with ft is a matter of "he utmost seriousness.Nor is this problem one for which they can devise an adequate coping.
strategy. One cannot be surprised, therefore, to discover that ttture.
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not coping with it very well. Yet they are doing about all that they

can. Their inte rity and commitment should not be doubted the diffi-
cu y rea In y change n po cy can expecte o e

2. Paperwork. If the paperwork overload is not the most serious
prvclem facing the Cooperative, it is certainly the most frequently
mentioned. It is a complaint as often encountered as the common cold in
January. And there can be no doubt of its validity. Paperwork demands
come in many different guises.

Most commonly condemned are the many forms, memos, letters, minutes,
aid the like, associated with the development of the IEP. The process by

which children are referred, evaluated, and staffed has .:l ready been
described; virtually every step of the flowchart displayed in Figure 2
involves some kind of paper entry. Should a due process hearing be
invoked as a result, there is more paperwork associated with the steps
shown in Figure 3. One informant asserted, and one might guess not too
facetiously, thaE only 25 percent of the effort of developing an IEP went

into thinking through instructional objectives and strategies; the remaining
75 percent goes into paperwork tNe "boiler plate" of the IEP. Moreover,
because of their special expertise, and because it is politic for them to

acquiesce, Cooperative staff, including especially itinerant teachers,
are asked to do much of the paperwork that might properly belong elsewhere.
Of course, the importance of the paperwork connected with the IEP should
not be underestimated; it not only complies with the law but is the basis
for all child services thereafter. While undoubtedly onerous this paperwork
could not be eliminated even significantly reduced.

Once a child is in the system, a trail of paperwork accompanies his
or her pivgress through it. IEPs must be consulted every day and entries
made. Systematic evaluations must be entered on the appropriate form
every nine weeks, and those evaluations, and many other paper examples of
the child's progress, are to be discussed with the parents at those
intervals also. The file on an individual child can rapidly become an
inch or more thick--every item in it representing elaborate paperwork on
someone's part.

Third, all special tePchers are inundated with paperwork needed to
coordinate the roles and responsibilities of the several actors in the
drama. Teachers need to know on what schedule an itinerant, say, will be
in the building, whom he or she will want to see, and when. The itinerant
in turn needs to schedule appointments to discuss the children's work,
map out joint strategies, or simply serve as a resource. He or she will

need to post schedules in every school she services, as well as at the
Cooperative itself, so that anyone who needs to reach him or her can do
so. That means a location and telephone must be listed for every hour
(more likely, every half-hour) of the day--a week in advance. Moreover,

he or she must file an actual schedule afterward; plans do change, and an
accurate record of contiaiTs required. He or she must apprise the
building principal of his or her schedule to preserve protocol. He or
Fhe must develop and file I sson plans. Now of course all of this scheduling
activity helps the Cooperative staff get the work organized, but there is
probably more organization here than most reasonable people would -led,
certainly more than they would voluntarily impose upon themselves.



Finally, the teacher must leave an audit trail--detailed documenta-

tion of all activities. One informant indicated that she felt compelled
to "account for my time minute by minute." That means logging all
contact time--who was seen, when and for how long, for what purpose.

Mileage consonant with the consultation must be logged. And all keep a
personal diary for protection, Es suggested in the preceding section.

How long does all this paperwork take? Some informants suggest
that at a minimums one full day per week must be invested in "compliance
paperwork." -1TiZMe cases it may run percent or more, as for example,

at a time when many IEP staffings are'being held. The Director, and
others who echo him on this point, indicate that successful operation of
an agency like the Cooperative requires "people people, not paper people,"

a fact which at once accounts for the distaste that most Cooperative
staff exhibit toward paper work (they are by disposition people people)
and for the extent to which the paperwork is in disarray. That, and the
fact that there just isn't enough time for the most compulsive person to
get it all done.

What is the Cooperative doing about this problem? Not much is

possible; the paperwork requirements are mainly imposed, beyond the
control of the locals AD do anything about them. The adoption of the
pre-staffing was intended, among other things, to cut down somewhat on
the paper work; in that it has succeeded, but the volume of paperwork is
still monumental. There is talk at the Cooperative about developing a
computerized IEP form; armed with "boilerplate" software and access to
student records, the computer could with minimal manual input (e.g., the
actual statement of objectives) "crank out" the IEP with considerably
less investment of time than is currently the rase--even though a minor
loss of individualiz.tion might result.

But again, the change most likely to help can come only at the
policy level-. -Much of the current paperwork is compelled by a com-
pliance posture, born out of Federal distrust of locals who are (it is
apparentlAf believed) quite willing to turn their backs on their handi-
capped children unless compelled to take a more responsive posture by out-
siders. This assumption is on its face absurd, especially in a rural
setting with a strong tradition of "taking care of one's own." But
that's a problem in its own right, as we shall see.

3. Bifurcation of Control and Responsibility. Even a casual
observer of the Cooperative soon recognizes the bifurcated nature of
authority/responsibility channels in the situation. The question,

"Who's in charge here?" or, "Who's to blame (or 1.,aise)?" is likely to
bring two or more answers.

The ambivalence begins at the very top. The Cooperative has its
own Board empowered to set policy, make fiscal determinations, and
approve programs. Those decisions impinge upon the everyday operations
of the five member districts. But such matters happen, legally, also to
be in the purviaw of the LEA boards. It takes but one example such as
the LEA boards' electing to operate schedules independently, to the
detriment of the Cooperative's scheduling, to realize the power of the
local board to counteract or reinforce Cooperative Board decisions, as
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they may choose. Of course the Cooperative Board is appointed by the
local boards, in part to insure that the Cooperative will riot make

decisions that do not take account of local interests. Nevertheless,
once constituted, this governance system has the potential for conflict.
And if the local boards do not happen to agree with, say, a policy
decision of the Cooperative board, can they be held accountable for
carrying it out?

The difficulties spawned between boards are reflected in the agents
who are the official implementers of bovi policies--the Cooperative
Director, on the one hand, and the LEA superintendents, on the other.
It is no accident that the Director finds it politically useful to make
a weekly round of superintendents' offices for "coffee and chat." It is

imperative that possible areas of conflict be identified and worked out,
informally if possible, so that the difficulty is not reflected up to
the Board level where a public decision will need to be made. Such

informal negotiation is simply prudent; superintendents are not villains
merely granting them that but rrofessionals who must assess the impact
of proposed cooperative actions and make whatever response seems best in
terms of local interests.

At yet another level, there is a clear bifurcation in authority

between Director and building principals. Principals are traditionally
responsible for everything that goes on in their buildings. That injunc-
tion certainly also covers special education, even if provided by Coopera-
tive teachers. Who decides if the principal asks things of the Coopera-
tive teachers that are inconsistent with Cooperative directives? We
have already seen that it is Cooperative policy, probably in anticipation

of this possibility, that the special teacher shall at all times conform
to the principal's wishes. Can the Cooperative teacher always follow
this injunction? Will he or she not experience the biblical "two masters"
problem? When the chips are down, to whom does the special education
teacher owe loyalty--principal or Director? More importantly, will he
or she be able to tell in some particular set of circumstances?

And what of the interaction between regular and special teacher?
We have also seen that there are many potential areas of conflict between
these two roles! over scheduling, prop.amming, grading. And often the
some regular teachers feel at a distinct disadvantage, especially if
they must accept the advice of the special teacher about some problem
that was not handleable.

Parents provide another focus for conflict. Some parents feel

disconnected from their child's teacher when that teacher operates in a
building many miles away, or comes in once a week to work with the
child. The majority of special teachers feel frustrated over requirements
that they must report to parents at nine-week intervals, an arrangement
which seems to give the parents some special regulatory authority. Most
of all, many parents have trouble with the whole IEP process, feeling,
on the one hand, that the school with its special facilities and expertise,
knows best, but retaining the right to be critical if things go wrong.

The situation we see here is another one of the "contextual" factors

producing difficulties largely beyond the control of locals. There is
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nothing about Riverhill in particular that produced this problem; it
exists anywhere and anytime that several agencies agree to cooperate
to solve some common problem. Some elements of the problem, for example,
the parental aspect, would exist even if each of these fivelLEAs were
operating its own special education program. But it is a debilitatin,
problem. Hardly anyone feels confident about his or her ability to
initiate a positive action; everyone seems to have a veto. -Many feel
owerless. Man also feel vulnerable in this ambi uous situation who
is to say where the axe of accountabilittmay fall? Of course this very
ambiguity also gives everyone an "out"; there is always someone else
who shares the responsibflfty to whom the blame can be shifted:. If one

is looking for an organizational pattern in which authority and respon-
sibility are clearly delineated, the cooperative is nct the answer.
But this ambiguity is one of the trade-offs that must be tolerated for

the sake of cooperative resolution of a problem that no one of the member
agencies could resolve alone.

4. Stigma. "Special" people are different, whether they are "jet
setters, atnietes, immigra '7s, or simply youngsters assigned to special
classes or labeled in special ways. Sometimes the particular quality of
"..pecialness" is something that people envy; at other times it becomes
pejorative. Unfortunately, being labeled "EMR," "LD," or even just
"mainstreamed'' belongs in the latter category.

The degree and kind of stigma which is attached to a child depends
in part on the nature of his or her label. In Riverhill County, there
seem to be three levels. The first occurs when one is labeled "gifted."
Curiouily, one might expect this label to be desired and admired, but in
fact it is not. Like all labels this one separates the gifted child
from his peer group. To be labeled "gifted" is to be set above one's
peers, a distinction very likely to earn one the hostility of one's
age/grade mates. For the child the label bears another problem: it

means that he or she is expected to do more than the others. Some
children can accept that charge with grace and motivation; others resent
it. Finally, and perhaps most astonishingly, even some parents seem to
resent the label for their children, perhaps because they share their
child's feelings about it, and perhaps because they fear that in the
long run, the label will harm the child more than it will help.

The second kind of stigma is that attached to children who are
being mainstreamed; in the Cooperative that means primarily LD children,
but also includes those seen by the speech therapist and a few border-
line EMR pupils who were believed to be able to profit more from regular
classroom instruction than from special class placement--in the spirit
of "least restricted environment." These children are identifiable as
"different" because they leave the regular classroom from time to time

to work with an itinerant teacher or participate in some therapeutic
progra,n. Some "regular" children, perhaps out of mere curiosity, contin-
ually question these special children about what they do outside the
room; they, being naturally reluctant to admit a deficiency, are likely
to be secretive and so exacerbate the situation even more. Moreover,
the teachers abet their secrecy by arranging teaching sessions on the
least obtrusive schedule they can manage. But of course the regular
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children are not fooled. The special children become targets for inno-

cent but telling jokes. The regulars tend not to socialize with them
very much. And finally, if their presence in the classroom seems to be
the cause of "slowdown" in the teacher's normal schedule, so as to
accommodate the handicapped, the regulars may react with "resentment and
disgust."

But the chief victims of stigmatization are the EMR youngsters who
are taught in self-contained classrooms. Most are bussed in from other
districts and so are recognizeable in the school as "not one of us;"
even the teachers are likely to refer to them, although without rancor,
as "transports." While many of the children in the school make an
effort to be friendly and helpful, others make them the butt of callous
jokes. The EMR children seem to understand that some of this joking is
inevitable, but when the non-handicapped students do not sense that they
have overstepped their bounds, the special children are likely to react
with anger, shouting back and engaging in other hostile behavior. No
doubt they thereby affirm ire the minds of the other children their
"dangerous" character. And thus are stereotypes reinforced.

Nor is the stereotyping of EMR children limited to occasional hallway
or playground incidents. It will be recalled that the Cooperative's
initial effort to provide programming called for the establishment of
"Interrelated Learning Centers" in which both LD and EMR children would
be serviced together. That plan was soon abandoned, ostensibly because
of "population shifts" in the county, but actually, some informants idsist,
because some parents of LD children refused to have them taught alongside
children whom they, and apparently the community in general, considered
"stupid."

The stigma of special education is not dissimilar to the prejudices
which one may see acted out in virtually every other area of life as
well. In other areas, some reasonably effective techni ues have been
developed for dealing with it, but neither the educations community at
large nor the Cooperative has managed to devise adequate coping mechanisms
for special populations. The efforts of the schools such as min.lin
EMR children with their a .e

in resat on to the magn tu.e o the pro. em. 'ajor e'ucationa e forts
seem to be called for. Several informants noted that stigma is a more
serious problem at the secondary than at the elementary level. But of
course secondary youngsters should also be more easily teachable about
the problem, and have a wider range of experience for understanding if.

Sti ma is a ma or national .roblem associated with special educa-
tion, per aps yen av ng s roo s in w esprea ear er be refs tha
handicaps were visitations from God in response to special sins. But in
this day and age, its occurrence takes one by surprise and leaves one
chagrined. It is one of those unpleasant and unanticipated side effects.
Moreover, despite the general recognition of stigma as a problem, no one
seems to have .. effective way of dealing with it. So again, one cannot
be surprised by the fact that the Cooperative has been unable to cope
with it either. Here is a real challenge for the Cooperative--if a
national, adoptable solution does not exist, perhaps the Cooperative can,
by creative leadership, invent one.

rade mates over lunch or recess, seem un



5. Community Ignorance and Parental Apathy. It is safe to say
that the level of community awareness about special education in general
and about the Cooperative in particular is very low. As one respondent
put it, the community stereotype of special education is to equate it
with "retards and wheelchairs." There is some feeling that the Cooperative
s an agency forced on the community despite the fact that the several

LEAS were doing very well, thank you, for their handicapped youngsters
on their own. The community seems to be aware of the fact that the
Cooperative represents a substantial fiscal investment, although that
awareness is likely to be expressed in the phrase, "It costs too much!"
The community does not bestir itself very much to provide employment
opportunities, using safety as the reason for not hiring handicapped in
industry and nonsuitability for farm pursuits for not hiring them in
agriculture.

Parents, as a subgroup of the community, might be expected to be

somewhat more attuned to the needs of the handicapped but they are not.
There is little contact with parents except during the IEP process, and
here most parents tend to be passive, accepting the school's decision as
1.A. They tend not to know their rights, or if they do, not to be
militant about them. There have been no due process hearings nor court
cases in the history of the Cooperative.

From the point of view of a bureaucracy, keeping a low profile).

having the community generally ignorant of what the agency is for, and
maintaining an aura of special professional comptenece that overwhelms
the client may be useful for survival. But on the other hand, such a
posture cannot be justified from either a legal or moral point of view.
No one in the Cooperative, in any LEA, or indeed, anywhere in Riverhill
County, is counsiTTng such a strategy. But for alT practical purposes
things are working out that way. The community remains ignorant; the
parents remain apathetic.

The Cooperative staff is ,2f course aware of this problem, and is

making some effort to deal with it. An information packet is currently
under development to be sent to parents. The Cooperative does have a
public information program, utilizing newspapers, radios, and booklets.
Both the Board and the Parents Advisory Council are utilized as informal
but powerful community links. However, no one claims that this program
is pursuei. as assiduously as it might be. And surprisingly, there has
been no effort to develop a support group which numbers of parents feel
.4ould be very helpful. In contrast to the problems discussed earlier,

1 problem of community ignorance and parent apathy is one that the
Cooperative can work on and expect to do something about.

6. Low Level rf Resources. It is a truism that "more funds" wil'

always appear near the top of any agency's "wish list." The cuestion,
however, must always be whether the agency can operate at an acceptable,
level of performance (in relation to its leiTT mandate) with the resources
it has. In the case of the Cooperative, and perhaps of most other.
agencies providing services to the handicapped, the answer to that
question is probably "No."
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P.L. 94-142 has as one of its four major purposes "to assist states
and localities to provide for the education of all handicapped children."
In the case of the Cooperative, we have seen that the state's reimburse-
ment formula provides about $1,363 per child served, leaving about
$1,151 per child to be billed back to the member LEAs. The total of
these two figures, that is, $2,374, is almost exactly the regular per
pupil cost in Teague and Waukula (about $2,300 and $2,350 respectively)
and below the per pupil expenditures in the other three districts (about
$2,700 in Media, $2,750 in Hillcrest, and $3,100 in Rivertown). Of
course, the conclusion should not be drawn that the districts are using
Federal funds to supplant rather than supplement local funds; to these
amounts must be added the (unknown) costs for facilities, regular tea-
chers, overhead costs, and the like. These vary from a great deal extra
for that child who may be seeing an itinerant far only one period a week
to very little extra for the EMR child taught in a self-contained class-
room by a Cooperative teacher. Nevertheless, one must be struck by the
fact that amounts spent are not very much greater than for "normal
students." The moneys coming from the state do not provide that much
extra assistance. If the intent of P.L. 94-142 is to make an exceptione
range of added services available, the funding pattern is off the mark.
It can probably be argued that it is only prudential administration in
the Cooperative that makes it possible to provide these extra services
somewhere near the normal range of cost.

The poor level of funding seems to have two immediate consequences:
limiting the program and keeping it at a mediocre level. With respect
to the first, referrals to a program are likely to be limited by the
available capacity for responding to them. The member LEA5 exhibited
some concern, on entering into the cooperative agreement, that referrals
would be heavily mediated by charge-backs frail the Cooperative; wisely,
therefore, the agreement provided for equal-shares reimbursement (among
other reasons for this decision). And capacity is clearly a function of
resources. It seems reasonable to suppose that more children would be
referred if there were facilities to receive them and programs to help
them.

With respect to the level of mediocrity, it seems plain that the
Cooperative is getting by only through great personal effort in the face
of inadequate support. Space is poor; the Cooperative gets what the
members can set aside after tht r own needs are taken care of. The
Cooperative's resource rooms are overcrowded and must often be used by
multiple occupants at once. Materials are inadequate; the resource
rooms are minimally supplied; the Media Center is stocked on a hit and
miss basis; itinerants can carry the materials they have with them in a
car. Staff are not exceptionally well paid. More paraprofessionals
could be effectively utilized to carry out prescriptions made by the
special teachers. And so on.

The resource picture thus leaves a great deal to be desired. In

the Cooperative's case--and perhaps in the cases of most agencies pro-
viding services for handica d children--the lack of resources is a
major problem. And this pro em is not one a out which muc can done
at the local level. Action must begin at the level of Congress, which
needs to ask itself whether its third purpose--assisting states and



localities--is being met, and whether its other purposes--including more
particularly a free, appropriate public education--can be met without

some fiscal adjustment.

7. Pupil Staffing Difficulties. The process whereby children are

diagnosed and as!igned to a treatment program has been and continues to
be a major source of difficulty. We have seen that the process produced
so many problems, i'or example, being cumbersome, time-consuming, embar-
rassing to members of the Program Planning Team (PPT), and overwhelming
to parents, that the device of pre-staffing was introduced (see Step 7,
Figure 2). The utilization cf pre-staffing has apparently ameliorated
some of these difficulties and most teachers and parents seem to prefer
it to the original process.

But other problems continue to plague Cooperative and LEA personnel.
Not all referral judgments are based on sound evidence. Once it has
been determined to make an evaluation, considerable time may elapse- -

although the turn-around time has been considerably reduced since the
advent of a new school psychologist a year ago. The validity and quality
of the evaluations, whether done in-house or elsewhere, is also ques-
tioned by some. Perhaps the greatest difficulty confronting the Pro-
fessional Planning Teams is how to distinguish between LD and EMR cases,
a determination fraught with multiple dangers.

Persons involved in the staffing, whether members of the PPT or
others, have not always done their homework, failing to acquaint them-
selves thorougly with the facts of each case. As a result, there may be

considerable confusion and several false starts. Parent inputs are less
than desirable, with a majority of parents being perfectly willing to

let the professional staff make all the decisions.

PPT members are also caught up in another bind. On the one hand,

most everyone seems to feel that the earlier a diagnosis is made and
treatment is begun, the better for the child. On the other hand, there
is no early childhood money, so -.1ry early identification is not prac-
tical. Further, both LD and ED cnildren are more easily diagnosed at a
later age, when the nature of their difficulties becomes more apparent.
These two conflicting influences, one demanding early inter antion and
the other forestalling it, must be played off against one another by the
PPT in reaching a decision.

Finally, as we saw in the immediately preceding section, funding
levels are ultimately determinative of the services that can be cffered.
As PPTs make their decisions, they must be mindful of the number of
still available "slots" for the children they are placing. Even though
they may be advised not to take resources into account in making their
judgments, it is of course difficult for them not to do so.

The problems associated with the smooth flow of the staffing process
are thus a mixed bag. There seem to be no immediate solutions to the
problems of time and energy and conflicting forces that dog the protes-
sional staff engaged in carrytn out the staffing. No doubt the process
will become more streamlined-and efficient as experience is gained and
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other shortcuts like the pre-staffing occur to people. But there prob-

ably is no systematic way to attack these problems, nor is it clear
whose responsibility ft might be to mount an effort to overcome them.
One can predict, therefore, that this particular problem will be around
for some time.

8. Transportation. Transportation is one of those niggling
little "practical" problems that seems trivial until one tries to deal
with it, whereupon it may suddenly loom very large indeed. Of course,

Riverhill County is not a remote area; it consists, after all, of but
388 square miles, intersected by tolerably good roadways, not as rugged
as the name "Riverhill" might suggest. But it would be a mistake to

underestimate its transportation problems.

Most of the students serviced by the Cooperative are mainstreamed

students; they are transported every day to the normal attendance build-
ing in their home LEA. Whatever transportation problems they face are
identical to those faced by all their fellow students. But other students

are not so fortunate. Thirty-seven EMR students (with few exceptions)
are transported either to one of the three self-contained classrooms or
to the area vocational school under the VATSS program; their transporta-
tion is managed by having busses from their own LEA transport them to
Teague, a central transfer point, and hence to whichever building they
attend. For some this commuting may require more than an hour each way.
The seven students who are transported by the Cooperative bus to the
adjacent county--and recall that these are the more severely handicapped- -
are not so fortunate. In the mornings they are driven to Waukula by
"home" busses, and are then transported to the special facility. In the

evenings, they are picked up at the facility by the Cooperative bus but
are driven directly to their homes. The total time on the bus for these
students may total to over three hours daily! The Cooperative hopes to

solve some of these problems through the bus project.

A very different kind of transportation problem confronts the

itinerants--LD teachers, school psychologist, and speech therapist, who
commute to and between the schools that they service. Each drives his
or her own car, with mileage being reimbursed by tine Cooperative (which
rec:vers 80 percent by state reimbursement). Ten percent of the school
day may be used for travel by even those teachers wh,. uivide their time
between but two schools (e.g., the LD teachers), and more by those who
must make multiple stops. The szhedule is sufficiently pressing that
the speech therapist, for example, is able to devote only 20 minutes
once or twice a week to his clients.

The whole is exacerbated by the weather. Riverhill is part of a

state known for its rigorous winters. When snow falls it may be severe
(one principal tells of keeping children in the building overnight
rather than authorize bus travel under hazardous conditions). It takes

time to clear the roads of snow. Fortunately, schools need be closed
only rarely. In 1981-82, weather caused only eight school days to be
missed, and four of these were made up. But when we recall further the

fact that each of the districts operates under a slightly different
calendar, we can begin to appreci-te the problem of keeping the buses
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running, getting the children to the school on time, and managing the
complex schedules that have teachers meeting students when and where
they should.

It seems unlikel that the trans ortation roblem will be amenable
to any easy solution--or any solution at all. Rural areas are charac-
terized by geographic dispersion and low density population. If for no
other reason than the former, children will have to be trans orted. The
latter condit on suggests that when low inc dence handicaps are aggre-
gated over a low density population, some children will have to suffer
even greater transportation woes to collect up a sufficient number of
them and get them to where a suitabTe program exists. Computer sche-
duling might help; having the LEAs move to a common schedule would be a
blessing! But busses seem to be a permanent fixture.

9. Problems of Itinerancy. Itinerancy occurs whenever the service
offered is responsive to a low-incidence condition. In even major urban
school systems, it is not uncommon to find teachers who are effectively
itinerants: speech therapists, adaptive physical educators, and so on.
If a low incidence condition is combined with a low density population,
as is common in rural areas, itineancy.of service personnel is likely
to spread to other services that in a large school system might be
located in virtually every builaing. And in the country, the service
providers have a lot further to go between stations!

The itinerants of the Riverhill Cooperative are pressed in three
ways as a result of the roles they fill: psychologically, logistically,
and administratively. Psychologically, they lead a kind of "marginal
man" existence--they have no real "home," unless you count a desk at the
Cooperative as such, nor are they accepted as "part of the family" in
the schools in which they spend their time. They are transients--akin
to the student "transports." A few have no sense of belonging and have
to manage without much colleague acceptance. They are an outgroup even
with their students, who recognize that they are unlike their "regular"
teachers. Even their professional integrity may be challenged--they may
be seen as helping lazy students slide through school. It is little
wonder that they feel stigmatized and powerless. The conditions are
ripe for what sociologists call "alienation." Of course, the extent to
which a given teacher will find itinerancy and its associated conditions
psychologically burdensome is largely determined by that teacher's
personality. One can regard the inherent difficulties as insurmountable
hassles or simply as part of the job--something that comes with the
territory. Tne teacher who can display flexibility and is willing to
negotiate will find the difficulties much less burdensome than one who
defines the role relatively rigidly and places professional considerations
beyond the pale of any negotiation. Further, there are useful trade-offs
for the experience of alienation: one might not feel part of the family,
but at the same time one need not assume any of the obligations of
family membership. And one can feel part of the Cooperative family if
not of the school family.

The itinerant is also pressed logistically. His or her profes-
sional life rotates about the calendar. All of life is one big schedule.
Teachers need to know when Johnny will be taken out. Johnny needs to



know. The Cooperative needs to know where you will be and with whom--and

why. (he principal needs to know. And this schedule rotates in turn
about time-on-road, which gobbles up a big proportion of one's daily
allotment of time. Interspersed are other logistical factors: where

will one find time and place to meet with one's paraprofessional to
plan, to check progress, just to get to know one another? And how will

one manage to find the materials that are desperately needed for that

new case that came up this morning? Are there some relevant items in
the school library? Back at the Media Center? Out in the car? Clearly

the extent to which the itinerant will feel logistically pressed depends
on the number of schools to be served. Two seems to be quite manageable,

but five is certainly too many.

Finally, the itinerant is pressed administratively. He or she has

two masters--the Director and the principal. Both seem to feel (and it
is clearly the case) that they have the right to program the itinerant.
The attituee of the principal is clearly determinative here. There is

also the struggle for communication and control with the regular teacher.
Who decides what and how to teach? What grade .o give? Why does it

turn out to be so necessary to spend a large portion of one's energy
doing PR work in the building, trying to persuade everyone with who ore
must work that being an itinerant doesn't mean you cannot be trusted--or

have lost your common sense?

Ironically, the itinerant service delivery model will always be

needed in rural areas--even to supply what might in urban centers be
thou.ht of as common services. The role cannot be abolished nor can it

su s an a y c ange . u nere are some actions na can a en

to make the itinerant's load somewhat easier. First, the unusual aspects

of itineranc need to be given 'ublic reco nition. the itinerant should
be seen as someone
burdens even knowin about them in advance. This recognition can best

g ven y a salary t erentiai. Support services should be provided
artituTarl psycholo ical su''ort services. Sometimes these can be

best provided by the victims" themselves, if opportunity and encourage-
ment are provided for them to exchange war stories" and provide mutual
encouragement. The demanding nature of the task can be recognized in

reduced loads. So far, the Cooperative seems not to have done an of

these things.

10. Getting and Keeping Qualified Personnel. Special education

teachers (with the possible exception of EMR teachers) are in short
supply everywhere, particularly since the advent of P.L. 94-142, but the
shortage is experienced especially hard in rural areas. We have already

reviewed personnel problems in some detail, and have seen that:

0 Teachers are hard to attract to the Cooperative because of low
salaries and low salary increments (a function mainly of the
inadequate resource problem described above), the higher
certification requirements in Riverhill County as compared to

the state immediately across the bounding river, the relative
closeness of the county to urban areas which are more likely
to attract personnel, and the lack of appeal of rural life to

many who have not experienced it while growing up.
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0 Teachers are hard to keep in the Cooperative because of the
lack of privacy (a goldfish bowl existence), the unattrac-
tiveness of working in small schools with minimal facilities,
equipment, and materials, the overwhelming paperwork burden,
the unpleasantnesses of itinerancy, the truncated social life,

the value conflicts with the local culture, and a general lack
of understanding and respect from the community.

As a result, teachers suffer burnout, or they beCome easy targets
fcr better offers in more desirable settings, particularly after they
have gained some experience in the Cooperative and so become more valued.

We have also seen that both teachers and the Cooperative Director
have developed coping strategies for dealing with these problems. Thus

the ma,Jority of teachers tend to develop closed social patterns that
include only one anther (they "pal around together"), live outside
Riverhill County, leave the area whenever possible and often on weekends,

and during the week immerse themselves in a variety of activi+ies, such
as church activities, to escape. But it is clear that these strategies
do not eliminate the problems but only tend to hold them in abeyance;
the need to use such strategies itself becomes a repugnant "hassle."
Sooner or later teachers may look for a more decisive way of dealing
with these problems, and that may mean leaving.

The Director, we have noted, has devised some coping strategies of
his own. He endeavors to recruit persons who have a preference for the
rural life; indeed, he seeks to persuade persons already committed to
the area 403 become retrained to be special education teachers. He

encourages staff to seek additional training at nearby universities. He

provides a $400 annual "personal budget" which teachers can spend as
they like to support their professional styles. He makes necessary
"deals" with the State Department of Education to secure certification
waivers so that interested persons can "learn on the job" and be paid
and trained while doing it. He seeks out ways to challenge his personnel;
to confront them with "significant emotional events" that will "turn
them on." He often provides split assignments to help alleviate burnout
and overcome the boredom of a single task.

The Director may be one of the more creative cooperative directors
when it comes to dealing with the personnel problems. There can be no
doubt, however, that recruitment and retention will continue to be a
major issue, one that is very much exacerbated by the rural setting. It

seems unlikely that whatever may be done, rural cooperatives are not in
the best bargaining position nor will they be. It is a tribute to the

personal commitment of the_persennel who do work for the Cooperative
that they provide the level of quality service which they do.

11. Local Traditions and Practices. Riverhill County exhibits a
strong local culture which is not atypical of the rural life style.
Among the more compelling components of that style are such elements as

a strong feeling of self- suffl.iency, a drive for autonomy, intense
feelings of local pride and local identity, the dom4nanre of rural
morality, and the concept of "neighboring" as a way of tackling problems

with "togetherness."
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The five member LEAs are small, and given the notional press toward
consolidation, it iF not surprising that suggestions have been made from
time to time that these districts should consolidate--if not into a
single county system perhaps into two LEAs. There has been some discus-
sion of a possible merger between Media and Hillcrest, but no steps have
been undertaken even to fully explore the possibility, not to ,iention
consummating it. The Media district p(oposal, combining three tiny
former LEAs, was defeated at the polls three times before final acceptance.

A recent Post-legislative Audit suggestion toat Rivertown should seek
consolidation was coldly received. None of these facts would suggest
that in Riverhiil County we have LEAs interested in much else than
maintaining their autonomy.

Given that context, one could confidently have asserted that the
suggestion that there be a Coverative would not be universally embraced
with joy. Indeed, as we have seen, the Cooperative is more ofte! seen
as something that was "laid on" the local districts, and therefore
something the challenged and undermined local control. It seemed to he
the case that a cooperative arrangement could not be avoided if the
requirements of 94-142 (and the analogous state requirements) were to be
met, but the locals surely did not have to like it nor could they be

expected to cooperate beyond the bald letter of the law.

It would be a mistake to believe that that spirit has r ntinued in

full flower as the style of operation of the Cooperative has become
cleat and as its successes have mounted. Yet it is also the case that
the strong reed to maintain local autonomy has had its effect.s, For
example:

0
The interlocking governance arranger-nts on which we have

commented several times seem to be directed toward maintaining
and protecting the status quo. The major function of the
Cooperative Board seems not so much to be to provide policy
guidance as to "watch cut fer local rights." But of course,
that is hardly an unreasonable posture for Board members to

adopt, 4ho will represent local interests if they do not?

O
The failure of tne LEAs to agree on a common schedule (ar easy
thing to do when the issue was limited to the sports schedule)
can be seen as one way for the LEAs to assert their local
authority.

O
The rejection of the Cooperative teachers (and especially the
itinerants) as outsiders, and the inability to absorb them

into local social structures, is further evidence.

O
The unequal referral races from the members, with Teague, the

original "host agency" LEA in the days when the Cooperative
was voluntary, dropping to 7.11 percent against the average of
11.02 percent referrals (as contrasted also with Rivertown,

which sends 16.85 percent of its youngsters) may also be
interpreted as one index of resistance. So also the increased
"cure rate" occurring when children move from elementary to
junior high levels.
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The distinction the LEAs sometimes draw of "Your Kids, Our
Kids," or the attitude of some caught up in the question, "Why
should we pay fir kids who are not own?" may also be cited as
evidence.

Clearly the Cooperative faces a political situation which is essen-

tially beyond its control, a set of "contextual factors" which the Coop-
erative cannot impact on
rorltsoperation. in4S4fktcs ignore

" for the sha e the Coo erative's environment and must be reckoned
viLnee_o_elleoo.erativecould intervene to change these
f'.s,ihactornigtwillcouriselbefore doing so, for who is to say

that the Riverhill County values are inferior or constraining? If one
takes the 'ro'ssition of local control of education serio'AT the peo le

a River 1 ounty not on y have the OD igation to decide but its agents,
the Cooperative amon them have an obli ation to listen and res ond.

The Director's strategy seems to be to work within the system, but

informall as evidenced in his weekl "coffee ano cAt" circuit his
c earance o ro os ac ions wi ne suer n en en s se ore 'rin' n a

matter up with the Cooperative Boar and h s sens tiv ty to ocal mores.

His aim seems to be less to confront the Board with a fait accompli than
to have determined their level ort ore actin - -an act n onI II

when e Knows e as gain-' heir suppor . is s ra egy is o n

safe and sound is evidenced in the not inconsiderable progress that the
cooperative has made in but three years time.

What Can Be Learned from the Case?

In the preceding pages we have attempted to give the reader a

"feel" for what it is like to live in the Riverhill County Educational
Cooperative; to provide a vicarious experience as seen through the eyes

of the local participants. If we have been successful in providing such
a "thick description,' the reader by now will feel quite familiar with
the Cooperative, its circumstances, and its problems.

It is time to ask the question, "So what?" What can one make of
all this? Is there anything to be learned? There are of :ourse many
lessons--although the reader should be careful not to assume that these
lessons are generalizable to other cooperatives indiscriminately.
IndeLd, a further reason for providi,q a thick description is to make it
possible to reacn a judgment about the degree of similarity between
Riverhill and any other site to v,hich a reader mi,,,ht wish to transfer

the findings. If there is a high degree of similarity, transfer might
be appropriatebut even then caution will be the best weapon of the
pructent.

No doubt the reader will already have drawn many lessons for himself

cr herself, depending fdri particular interests or codceras. The purpose
of this section is not to point to all possible lessons but to focus on
a few that seem to be of special importance. particular selection

is of course a subjective matter, ''it it has not been made haphazardly.
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Instead its seeks to emphasize those matters that seem particularly

salient at the site itself, or that are of special national interest at
this particular time.

The narrative began with a brief description of five local school
districts, all located in a single county, Riverhill, that are uanded
together in an educational cooperative mainly but not solely for the
purpose of providing services for exceptional children. Each of these
aistricts had, historically, dealt with these children as well as it
could, on its own. But the services that were provid'.d were undoubtedly
inadequate. And it is probably the case that numbers cf children were
nct served at all, because parents were ashamed to admit their existence,
because they knew that the schools would be unable to help them (perhaps
not able even to enroll them), and for a variety of other reasons. Of

course, there is no concrete evidence that this was the state of affairs
in Riverhill County, but it is plausible to surmise that it was for two
reasons: because that's the way it was almost everywhere else in the
United States; and because, as it became clear that something like P.L.
94-142 was just over the horizon, the five districts formed themselves
into a voluntary cooperative to get things going in special education.
Apparently the leaders of the several LEAs realized that they could not,
independently, provide the level and character of service that would
soon be mandated. And so we learn from Riverhili

LESSON 1: ORGANIZATIONS COME TO WILL WHAT THEY PERCEIVE IS
TO BECOME MANDATORY: ACTION IS GALVANIZED BY ANTI-
CIPATION, OR NECESSITY IS THE MOTHER OF INVENTION.

In Riverhill County, it is plain that it was better to have P.L. 94-142
thah not to have it, for it forced attention on the problem of special
education in ways that probably woulJ not otherwise have occurred. To
the eternal credit of all concerned, however, the move to cooperate
antedated the law rather than followed its passage.

In due time P.L. 94-142 was passed. In this state, several laws
already existed foreshadowing-W-042, and in at least one area of excep-
tionality--the gifted--going beyond Federal requirements. But now the
five local districts felt compelled to constitute themselves into a form
of organization authorized under state law. These five vigorously
autonomous districts felt their control being eroded, felt pressed, felt
dictated to. They relt as Media's three precursors felt when moved to
consolidate (recall that that proposal was rejected three times at the
polls before final passage), and as Riverhill feels even now at the

suggestion from the Past-Legislative Audit Committee that it consolidate.
And so we learn

LESSON 2: WHILE FORMING A COOPERATIVE MAKES POSSIBLE MORE ADEQUATE
SERVICE FOR THE HANDICAPPED, IT TAKES FROM LOCAL DISTRICTS
A SUBSTANTIAL PORTION OF THEIR AUTONOMY AND CONTROL. DE
FACTO, POCKETS OF DISAFFECTION ARE FORMED. THE POTENTIAL
OF ADDED OR BETTER SERVICE THAT MIGHT ACCRUE IN FORMING A
COOPERATIVE MUST ALWAYS BE WEIGHED AGAINST THE POSSIBLE

POLITICAL IMPACT OF DIFAFFECTION AMONG POWERFUL STAKE-
HOLDERS.
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Well, there didn't seem to be much that one could do about it.
Cooperation certainly was needed to meet the mandates, and only certain
forms of cooperative action were legally acceptable. So on with it!
But forming into a Cooperative certainly did not mean that the local
districts must give up all control. And certainly, more than a mere
vestige of control is relined under the Cooperative governance system,
in which Cooperative Board members are elected by each LEA Board, one-on-
one; the LEA superintendents sit as ex officio Cooperative Board members
and serve as advisors to the electedMiligr77one-on-one; the Director
himself is a former superintendent from within the County who knows the
area, its customs, and its fears, and who can be counted on to understand;
and when the entire fiscal structure is posited as much on the rural
concept of "neighboring" as on anything else. The state may well set
the parameters for cooperation but the locals still determine the imple-
mentation witHn those parameters, a posture significantly eased by the
"loosely-coupled" organization hoth within LEAs and between LEAs and the
Cooperative. And so we learn

LESSON 3: TOP-DOWN MANDATES WILL BE OBEYED WITHIN THE LETTER OF
THE LAW, BUT LOCALS WILL STRIVE FOR AS MUCH ELBOW ROOM AS
POSSIBLE IN ORDER TO PROTECT THEIR OWN INTERESTS AND
CONTINUE SO FAR AS POSSIBLE IN THEIR TRADITIONAL OPERAT-
ING SYTLES.

Once the Cooperative was started, it set a variety of activities in
motion. It took over all of the previous special education programs
from its members LEAs, and reformulated them into the present program
structure. It reached out in child-locater activities that not only
brought more youngsters in for service, but also youngsters of types
that had not been served in the past. Agencies were enlisted to help
the Cooperative both to identify clients and to evaluate and diagnose
them. Some programs simply could not be mounted even with the Coopera-
tive's expanded resources, and so contracts with neighboring facilities
were let. Projects were undertaken which got the Cooperative into
collaborative arrangements with oner cooperatives in the state. From
311 of this we learn

LESSON 4: COOPERATIVES FACILITATE THE INVOLVEMENT OF INDIVIDUALS
AND AGENCIES BEYOND THEIR OWN MEMBERSHIP. THEY PROVIDE
THE CAPABILITY NOT ONLY TO PULL TOGETHER BUT TO REACH
OUT: THEY HAVE A MULTIPLIER EFFECT IN FOCUSING RESOURCES
ON THE NEEDS OF LOCAL HANDICAPPED YOUNGSTERS.

The Cooperative soon became involved in ventures that were not,
strictly speaking, necessary to provide the services mandated under P.L.
94-142. Projects like the Careers Orientation Project, the Vocational
Sexism Project, the Sheltered Workshop, and especially the Drivers for
Special Buses Project, have obvious programmatic implications, but go
beyond those in several ways: they provide additional dollars which
permit hiring a staff of great,r scope and background than would other-
wise be available; they are a source of new ideas feeding into the
normal change processes of the Cooperative; they can be used to provide
challenges to staff and help to relieve the boredom of their everyday
tasks. Thus we learn
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LESSON 5: COOPERATIVES CAN CREATE A SYNERGISM BETWEEN PROJECTS
AND PROGRAMS THAT YIELDS MORE DOLLARS, BETTER IDEAS, AND
ENERGIZED AND EXCITED STAFF.

All the activities in which the Cooperative engages are not played

out on a blank canvas. A variety of constituencies continuously scruti-
nizes its every act. Many of these constit'Aencies, or stakeholding
groups, have been described and cited in t' s case study; they include
school officials, teachers, parents, comm. qty members, taxpayers, state
and national officials, and yes, even the children themselves. It would

be absurd in the present heavily pluralistic culture of these United
States to believe that all these groups saw eye-to-eye on what the
Cooperative should be doing; indeed, the opposite assumption, that there
come into play many different value systems, in conflict with one another
to s6..e extent, is a great deal more tenable. If one believes in decen-
tralization, and in the wisdom of local determination, it is especially
difficult to insist that the "national vision" must necessarily hold
sway in every community of this country. On the other hand, our citi-
zens do hold certain rignts, and otr own history is too rife with illu-
strations of how these rights may be trampled not to give one pause.
And so

LESSON 6: THE COOPERATIVE MUST DO ITS WORK IN A SEA OF CONFLICTING
VALUES. ITS PROGRAM MUST REFLECT A COMPROMISE BETWEEN
NATIONAL IMPERATIVES THAT INCLUDE THE PROTECTION OF BASIC
RIGHTS AND LOCAL DETERMINATION OF WHAT IS FEASIBLE AND
APPROPRIATE IN THAT SETTING.

If ,ompromise is needed, how can one avoid politics? As is so
often the case (and equally often avoided or denied in research studies),
political actions are the linchpins that keep the wheels on successful
programs. That this should be so should certainly come as no surprise
to the national lawmakers who often tailor a bill to be deliberately
ambiguous so as not to lose contituents. If ambiguity ,s a key device
in the writing of laws, it is also a key in their administration and

implementation: the ambiguity provide!. the ncessary flexibility within
which local political interests car, harmer out their compromises. To be
sure, some of the local political interests are "undesirable" (is that
not also true at the national level?), and it may be unfortunate that
the system encourages, indeed requires, compromises that these elements
can live with too. But it is the nature of power that groups that have
it cannot be shunted aside. And so we learn--if we didn't know it
already

LESSON 7: POLITICS COUNT. LOCAL NEGOTIATIONS AND COMPROMISES
WILL BE AS DETEkMINATIVE OF PROGRAM AT THE LOCAL LEVEL AS
NATIONAL NEGOTIATIONS AND COMPROMISES ARE DETERMINATIVE
OF MANDATES AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL.

Arid while we're on the subject, let's not overlook the stilt,. leiel

either.

If politics count, then politicians are key. And at the Coopera-
tive, key personnel make the difference in the operation. We have
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reviewed in some detail .ne Director's operating style: as :hangs
agent, as "assistant coach," as a political force, as the "eyes and
ears" of the oganization, as its leader. Much less has been said about
he school psychologist, who occupies the unchallenged second rung on

the organizational leadership ladder. If the Director might be charac-
terized as "Mr. Outside," the psychologist is certainly "Mr. Inside."
It is he who keeps the work load moving, the channels of communication
open, the daily emergencies under control. Many informants credit him
with having turned the Cooperative around. And of course the interactions
of individuals on a face-to-face operational level in the final analysis
"drives" the whole system. So we repeat a lesson which has already been
learned so often as to be terribly redundant, but is nevertheless true:

LESSON 8: PEOPLE MAKE tHE DIFFERENCE.

At times it takes a considerable effort before a role incumbent is

able to exert the influence appropriate to the office he or she fills.
Other actors on the scene will continue to define the role in terms of
the' performance of the current in:umbent's zedece:sor. If that prede-
cessor happened to be somewhat ineffective, the new must first
work at erasin the negative image so created. So, in Riverhill County,
the new school psychologist, the new gifted coordinator, and several
itinerant teachers had to overcome the shortcomings of their predecessors

before being able to establish their own "track ,ecords." One can
expect that the teacher eventually appointed to replace the resigned ED
teacher will have a similar problem. al the other hand, if the predecessor
incumbent happened to be unusually effective (or was so perceived), the
new incumbent will have to demonstrate the ability to ''fill the shoes"
of the giant. Thus:

LESSON 9: ROLES ARE LARGELY CEFINED BY THE PERFORMANCE OF
EARLIER INCUMBENTS. REPLACEMENTS MAY HAVE TO

OVERCOME NEGATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS OF THE ROLE IN
CASES IN WHICH T4E PREDECESSOR'S PERFORMANCE
WAS POOR, OR MAY HAVF TO LIVE UP TO IMPOSSIBLY

HIGH STANDARDS IN CASES IN WHICH THE PREDECESSOR'S
PERFORMANCE WAS (PERHAPS APOCRYPHALLY) UNIVERSALLY
APPLAUDED. INCUMBENTS MUST DEVOTE CONSIDERABLE

ENERGY TO "CLOSING OUT" CONSTRUCTIONS BASED ON
EARLIER PERFORMANCE BEFOR2 THEY CAN REDEFINE
THE ROLE IN THEIR OWN TERMS.

The Cooperative, we see, is required to conform to many mandates,
but it gets very little help in carrying them out. Definitions of
handicapping categories are very different from state to state, but the
Cooperative gets little guidance in sorting them out. The state may
mandate early childhood identification measures but fail to provide for
program to serve than who are identified. IEP forms not only vary from
state to state but within the state almost with every printing (indeed,
some printings are made because the forms are changed). Staff are
charged to carry out esoteric processes suLn as needs assessment and
evaluations, but there are neither adequate guidelines nor technical
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assistance to show them how. Their situation is very much like the
invitations the late comedian Joe Penner issued on his once-famous radio
show, "Let's have a duck dinner. You bring the duck!" And so

LESSON 10: MANDATES ARE FREQUENT BUT GUIDANCE IS RARE. LOCALS

ARE ON THEIR OWN TO DIVINE WHAT IS REQUIRED AND HOW
TO PROVIDE IT.

No the Cooperative has one very clear mandate: to provide a free

appropriate public education in the least restrictive environment possible.
But it must carry out this mandi.te in Riverhill County, in available
facilities, with whatever personnel can be recruited, given the salary
levels and the working conditions extant. Under those constraints it is
simply not possible to do what the law commands, however well-intentioned
the actors may be. Adjustments must be made. The local implementers
can be counted on, indeed, are forced, to seek out and exploit every bit
of flexibility that exists, and perhaps to cut other corners besides.
So we witness the emergence of prestaffings. The Cooperative stops
short of mounting due process hearings. The system quietly refuses to
find and refer more children than it can handle. The State Department
is petitioned for certification waivers (and it accedes because it
doesn't know what else to do either). Inter-related Learning Centers
are replaced with self-contained classrooms. The school day is "short-
ined" because bus rides must be long. LD teachers make "deals" with
regular classroom teachers about grading to avoid a lockout. Many such
"adjustments" are made, not for the sake of avoiding the mandate, but

to carry out as much of it as is eollitilt under the condition and con-
straints that exist. It seems thel'e64WF of the lawmakers are often
bigger than the "stomach" of the system can accomodate. Thus we learn

LESSON 11: POLICY-IN-INTENTION AND POLICY-IN-IMPLEMENTATION
ARE NOT IDENTICAL. THE LATTER AT BEST APPROXIMATES

THE FORMER AND MAY DIFFER SIGNIFICANTLY FROM IT.

So we see the Cooperative staff struggling with the same problems
that confront their counterparts all over the country: trying to under-
stand ghat the law mePns, z;locating appropriate resou-ees, hiring,
training, and supervising teachers and other service 1 onnel, dealing
with deficiencies, shortfalls, and unzxpected side eft ts, and trying,
all the while to keep politically co61. Is it reasonable to expect,
under such circumstances, a flawless operaVan? Surely not. Certainly

some things go well--and what the Cooperative is doing well has been
documented here--but other things will turn out to be mediocre, and
still others will not work at all. And so

LESSON 12: THE RECORD OF SUCCESS, EVEN IN WELL-MANAGED ORGANI-
ZATIONS OPERATED BY WELL-INTENTIONED PEOPLE, WILL BE
A BROKEN FRONT, RANGINC FROM THINGS ACCOMPLISHED
EXCELLENTLY WELL TO THINGS NOT ACCOMPLISHED AT ALL.
NO HUMAN ORGANIZATION COULD DO OTHERWISE.

But all of the "lessons" learned so far have been drawn out with no
reference to the fact that Riverhill is a rural county. All of the

problems that might be faced in any context here are exacerbated by two
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indigenous rural problems: distance, and low population density. Many

of the handicaps are low-incidence problems- -even the more widespread
handicaps such as EMR will comprise only a small fraction of the popula-
tion. When low incidence is combined with low density population, the
result is a sprinkling of ceses that, in a rural area, is difficult to
assemble for service and expensive to serve when collected. The other
problems we have recounted that are also compounded in a rural area,
such as itinerancy and recruitment and retention of staff, of course
simply add to the difficulties. Hence we learn

LESSON 13: WHATEVER THE PROBLEMS OF SERVING THE HANDICAPPED
MAY NORMALLY BE, THEY ARE EXACERBATED SEVERAL-FOLD
IN RURAL SETTINGS.

Cooperatives are usually formed, and certainly were formed in the

case of the Riverhill Cooperative, because as organizations they can
accomplish desired goals that cannot be accomplished by the members
singly. There is no doubt that the Cooperative is functioning at a
considerably higher level of service for the handicapped than any of its
member LEAs could alone. But the problems we have reviewed in the body
of this case study, and the "7essons" we have summarized above, make it

plain that the Cooperative is an insufficient solution to the problems
posed in delivering services to handicapped youngsters in rural areas.
Thus we learn

LESSON 14: THE COOPERATIVE IS A NECESSARY BUT NOT A SUFFICIENT
RESPONSE TO THE TASK OF ADEQUATELY SERVING HANDI-

CAPPED YOUNGSTERS IN RURAL AREAS. MORE IS NEEDED.

P.L. 94-142 is a particularly difficult piece of legislation to

implement because it represents such a dramatic departure from past
practice, because it (apparently) fails .to consider local capacity,
because it is underappropriated (surely in Riverhill County), and because

it is missing some essential features that would help many of the problems
encountered by the Cooperative, and, no doubt, its counterpart agencie-,
all over the country. Many of the most difficult problems, such as
proper interpretations of the law, the paperwork burden, and low level
of resources, are beyond local control, comprised of "contextual factors"
determined elsewhere. Locals cannot provide the additional resources
that might be needed. They cannot change certification standards. They
cannot change child-find criteria or IEP forms. They cannot change
community attitudes--certainly not in the short haul. And so on. If

they are expected to solve the problems of the handicapped they must be
helped to do so--and helping implies changes in policy. And so

LESSON 15: THE TOOLS NEEDED TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS OF SERVING
THE HANDICAPPED MUST BE PROVIDED, IN THE MAIN, BY
CHANGES IN POLICIES. POLICY-MAKERS AT EVERY LEVEL
--FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL - -MUST BECOME ACTIVELY
INVOLVED IN A CONCERTED MANNER IF PRODUCTIVE CHANGE
IS TO OCCUR.

We can also learn, from the Riverhill experience, that wherever

policies may be enunciated, it is at the state level that they become
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operationally visible to the locals. Riverhill Coun4 officials are
hardly aware of the Washington scene, and have very little knowledge
about how policy makers are, or could be, influenced at that level. But

they are acutely conscious of state-level officials. It is from the
state that they receive instructions with which they must comply; it is
a state official who approves the local comprehensive plan and thereby
provides access to flow-through funds; it is the state department that
mounts monitoring teams and the state Post-Legislative Audit team that
reports on compliance; it is state law that is referenced in the Cooper-
ative Agreement--not 94-142. And the Coovrative administrators know
very well how to meal with state officials; they are at home prowling
the corridors of the state office buildiA and have viable contacts
throughout the State Department of Education, not simply with the special
education division. And so

LESSON 16: AS POLICIES ARE FORMULATED, THEY MUST BE CAST
INTO A FORM THAT MAKES THE STATE A CHIEF ACTOR AND
LIAISON, FOR THE STATE IS THE MOST VISIBLE AND MOST
POWERFUL CONTACT FOR THE LOCALS WHO ARE SERVING THE
HANDICAPPED.

In the final analysis, all of the laws, policies, guidelines, and
activities come to a focus on the ultimate client--the handicapped

youngster being served. That youngster certainly knows little if any-
thing about how the. service happens to get to him or her, and frequently,
the parents know little more. But they do experience the service, and
from that experience draw their own implicit or explicit impressions of
policy. If policy-in-intention is different from policy-'n-implementation,
policy-in-experience is surely different from both. Con ,der the case
of the ED-diagnosed youngster whose mother shared her co,5tructions with
the research team. While this case is surely not typical (what case
ever is?), i. does illustrate how wildly different the three levels of
policy can be. First, we have the Cooperative recognizing that ED is a
state-mandated program (policy-in-intention at the state level) and
moving to design a course of action to mount such a program with all due
speed. Indeed, a planning year is provided under the guidance of a.
state-licensed ED teacher, who proposes a specific plan for implementa-
tion (policy-in-intention at the Cooperative level). Unfortunately
contingencies arise: the planning teacher suddenly leaves the district;
the room designated for the program is not completed in time for the
beginning of the school year; the teacher who is finally hired to run
the program is neither fully certificated, trained, or experienced; an
unfortunate transaction occurs between the teacher and one of the pupils
in her charge. The policy is bent (policy-in-implementation) and indeed,
the program is completely abandoned. The mother in question, already
concerned because she feels that promises made to her have not been
kept, experiences the policy as a deliberate decision on the part of the
Cooperative and the involved school district not to mount an ED program
(policy-in-experience). And so

LESSON 17: POLICY-IN-INTENTION, POLICY-IN-IMPLEMENTATION, AND
POLICY-IN-EXPERIENCE ARE ALL DIFFERENT FROM ONE
ANOTHER. SLIPPAGE OCCURS BECAUSE OF PRACTICAL
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CONTINGENCIES MUCH MORE OFTEN THAN BECAUSE OF INCOM-
PETENCE OR EVIL INTENTIONS. POLICY-MAKEPS SEEKING TO

CORRECT DEFICIENCIES ARE WELL ADVISED TO CONCENTRATE
ON REMEDYING THE CONDITIONS PRODUCING SLIPPAGE
RATHER THAN ON CENSURING OR PENALIZING POLICY IMPLE-
MENTERS.

It is just this tendency for policy-makers and monitors at all
levels to censure or penalize that produces a heavy emphasis on com-

pliance at the local level. Indeed, the most important factor in the
operational lives of Cooperative staff sometimes seems to be the need to
leave a "paper..trail" justifying virtually every act. The term "com-

pliance paperwork" is commonly heard; many staff go well beyond the
formal requirements in their efforts to document what they do:- The
waste of time and effort is prodigious. Further, the effort to give the
a earance of compliance is seen at every level; thy.., the very wording
oun in ne local comprehensive plan parrots the wording of the state

plan, and mechanisms are highly developed on paper, for example, the due
process hearing steps, even though they may never be used, simply because
the state plan requires that they be spelled out. And as we noted with

respect to the site visit made to the Cooperative by a state department
monitoring team, the "checklist" used by them exhibits interest in

the quality of program or service than in the fact that t"4 exist in
the prescribed form. The preoccupation with compli_nce is not helped,

in this case, by the fact that the monitoring team made "findings" that
were factually incorrect, a situation that certianly reinforced the
feeling of the locals that it is crucial to maintain documentation. And

so

LESSON 18: LOCAL IMPLEMENTERS AND AGENTS LIVE IN A "CLIMATE
OF FEAR" BROUGHT ON BY AN OVER-EMPHASIS ON COM-
PLIANCE AND LEGAL RETRIBUTION. SUCH A CLIMAT:
IMMOBILIZES CREATIVE RESPONSES, STUNTS FLEXIBILITY

AND ADAPTABILITY, AND, IN THE ENO, PRODUCES A BUREAU-
CRACY THAT FUNCTIONS IN THE BEST "CATCH-22" TRADITION.

If, finally, one poses The q estion, "Are the purposes of P.L.
94-142 being met in Riverhill County ?" one would have to venture a
guarded "only partly." But in view of the lessons learned so far, one
is hardly in d position to fault solely the locals for that partial
failure. Of course one might argue that staff could be better triined;
governance could be more prudential; facilities could be better utilized;
and so on. Any operation can be improved. But most of what ails the
Cooperative is brought on by contextual factors rather than internal
lapses.

At the same time, there is little doubt that P.L. 94-142 has had a
salutary effect on the delivery of services to the handicapped in River-
hill County. While the member LEAs did recognize their responsibility,
even to the extent of forming a voluntary organization for dealing with
it, it is dubious whether the effort would have retitled its present

level without the impetus provided by the Federal legislation. It is
undoubtedly also the case that the Cooperative has fallen short of what
Federal policy makers, parents, advocacy groups, and indeed, Cooperative
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staff. themselves, might have wished for. There is a long way to go to

meet the ideal of 94-142 to provide a free appropriate public education
in a least restrictive environment for every handicapped child. And so

a final lesson:

LESSON 19: LAWS CAN MANDATE BUT ONLY HUMAN AGENTS CAN IMPLEMENT.
LAW MAKERS ARE WELL ADVISED TO UNDERSTAND THE REALITY
FOP WHICH THEY LEGISLATE RATHER THAN SIMPLY TO
LEGISLATE FOR THE REALITY THAT THEY WOULD LIKE TO
HAVE.

Epilog,

The information on which this case study is based was collected
during the Fall of 1981--a year pri-r to the time at which the case
study was actually written. A draft of the case study was taken back to

the site in the Fall of 1982 for the purpose of soliciting reactions
from a selected group of locals, who served as member checkers for
credibility and provided additional information to fill in gaps which
had been identified in the writing process. Not surprisingly, the
situation in Riverhill County had progressed beyond its status of the
year before. Several of the changes are worth noting briefly:

* The Agreement which expired at the end of the :981-82
school year had been extended for an additional two years
without change. The extension was completely unexpected
in view of the widespread discussion of and apparent
strong sentiment for basic change, at least in the funding
formula, which everyone seemed to agree was inequitable.

* The era of parent quiessence seems to have ended. While
in the Fall of 1981 the Cooperative personnel could say

with pride that no one was sufficiently disaffected with
Cooperative services to bring a court case, there are now

several cases pending.

* The Legislative Post-Audit whose findings were turned

over to the state legislature in March 1982 and which
were expected to contain strong recommendations for
consolidation of at least the Rivertown district with one

or more others in the county turned out to be an innocuous
document.

* The contract with the adjacent county to provide services
for severely handicapped youngsters has not been renewed;
instead, the Cooperative has instituted its own program
and hired a teacher for that purpose. Thus the earlier
judgment that the county did not have sufficient resources
to mount such a program has been reversed.

* The ED program allowed to lapse in the Fall of 1981 has
not been replaced, as then expected, by a kind of crisis-
intervention mechanism. Instead, a new Interrelated
Learning Center 1,a room simultaneously serving the needs
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of EMR, LD, and ED youngsters authorzied under state law)
was established. In view of the earlier experience of
the Cooperative in attempting to operate such a room for
EMR and LD students--an arrangement which was abandoned
in part because of objections from LD parents who felt
that their children were being stigmatized--this move is
quite unexpected and surprising.

* The anticipation that a contract for custodial services

would be signed between the Cooperative and the sheltered
workshop has been realized. Clients of the workshop, who
can now be encountered throughout the Cooperative building,
seem gratified by the new work they are able to do, while
Cooperative personnel seem pleased by the quality of
service provided and the opportunity to interact on a
daily basis with sheltered workshop clients.

These changes suggest a truism about cooperatives that undoubtedly
also holds for organizations of many types: they are in continual flux.
Now we might have said that organizations undergo continuous change or
development, but these latter terms suggest a much more goal-oriented,
planned, convergent process than actually seems to occur. The research
team does not have data about these changes, nor is it in a position to
suggest why they occurred, but it do's seem clear that, by and large,
the changes were unpredictable (at least by us). They seem to have been
shaped by contextual and opportunistic factors as much as by rational
decision-making. Organizational futures unfold, and when they do, their
form is often an enormous surprise to allTIRTTuding the chief actors
the situation.

That the world we all live in is a probablistic and not a determin-
istic one is a conceptual truism whose empirical ramifications are

appreciated--or anticipated. Here in Riverhill County we have a
good example of what such unfolding can mean. Given the data of 1981,
any reasonable observer would have predicted that: the new Agreement
would contain a funding provision based on actual per-pupil costs for
each program; parents would continue to accept the "authority" of school
personnel; the legislative post-audit could have made a strong case for
consolidation; services for severely handicapped youngsters would have
been continued through contracts with neighboring counties; and the ED
program situation would have been resolved through 3 crisis-intervention
program model. The only prediction among the six that one is likely to
have made in consonance with actual future events is that the Cooperative
would contract with the sheltered workshop for custodial services. All
of the other problems have been resolved in unexpected and improbable
ways.

Persons who expect to generalize from this case study (or from
research data however collected) may draw an important lesson from this
outcome: generalizability is relatively meaningless even within an
apparently stable situation. How much more careful must we be in applying
the information from one site, at one time, to another site, at another
time?
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It will be tempting to the skeptic to assert that the unpredicta-
bility w, have noted is traceable less to the inherent non-generalizablity
of data than to the sloppiness of our methods, which produce unstable
information generally invalid even for the site at which it was collected.

But of course, it was a major purpose of the third site visit to check
the raw information which we had earlier collected, as well as our
interpretations of it, with persons much more intimately familiar with
the site than we. It seems appropriate to close this case with a few
quotations from those locals who helped in the member check:

The Cooperative Director: "Good overall credibility. That is

talking about how [the Cooperative] works."

The Assistant Director: "Reading this caused me to re-evaluate
my own position. This is the way it looks to an outsider."

An LEA Superintendent: "Basically it is authentic."

A governing board member: "Wonderful! The community should

read it to understand the Coop."

A school principal: "An outstanding document--raw honesty.
Sometimes when I read a research report about a situation
I know, I say, 'Man, did they dress this one up.' But every-
one wore plain clothes in this report. It is interpretative,
understandable, realistic."

An itinerant teacher: "The overall itinerant picture is fair
and accurate."

A regular teacher: "I was overwhelmed by the insights and the

way that you wrote it. I developed an appreciation for the
Coop that never had befo;.e." But, she added, "It is a
put-down to our way of living."

A parent: "I think you give the reader a bad picture of our
county."

It would be nrither fair nor appropriate to claim that all of the

reviewers' comments were so positive am_ supportive. Indeed, the obser-
vation of the parent and of the regular teacher regardirg the "feeling
tone" which we had built in ahcat the quality of life in Riverhill
County attests to the fact that we researchers, without a day's experience

in rural living among us, were unable to develop a real appreciation for
the lif=a style roe saw laid out before us. As the Director put it to us
it an aside, 'We're living what you all admire so much in paintings of
1ral Arerica!" but insofar as our analysis of Cooperative operations

and of the problems faced by local personnel is concerned, it seems that
the ca< study did no violence to what the locals themselves experienced
and felt. The locals found the document acceptably credible.
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Appendix D

Site #2 Case Study

The Midland Regional Education Agency
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INTRODUCTION TO THE AREA

The focus of our story is an eight-county area located near the
center of an agricultural state. Driving through the area gives no
indication that these are hard The farms are well-kept and lush;
the image is one of experimental farms, each trying to out-produce the
others. Ironically, the better things look in the fields, the worse
they are at the marketplace.

Corn and bean production are again likely to break all
records. But prices are down, the credit crunch is on, and

federal program to remove land from production has not beer
locally as a workable solution. Objections pour from local
coffee from the Proctor Silex. The plan is just too little
It won't solve local problems.

previous
the newelt

viewed
diners like

, too late.

Economic problers for farmers signal hard times for virtually
everyone. The agribusiness support industriet,--farm implement and
supply, meat packing, s. rage, transportation--are particularly hard-
pressed. Although unemployment in the area is lEss than the national
average, plant closings in some counties have caused sharp increases in
the jobless rate. It has not been a good year for the local economy,
and the prospects for next year are not much brighter.

Business and politics aside, the colors are green and black and
white and blue--green fields, black soil, well-kept white houses and
outbuildings, all spread over gentle hills against a backdrop of blue
sky. There are other colors, too. They give life to the scene and
r wind us that these crops did not grow by themselves. The fields come
to life as farmers and their families literally dig in to get the job
done. The tools of the trade, two-tone tractors and the implements they
pull, wait quietly to be called into action while a rainbow of pickup
trucks wave as they pass one another on the two-lane. These are the

same trucks that one sees in the city, but somehow they look more accus-
tomed to work out here.

Most of this effort goes to support the livestock, which are the
real consumers here. They will get most of the crop. More than three-
fourths of the food eaten by the people of this state is imported from
other states; humans are one step further along the food chain.

Welcome to tae midwest, America's heartland. Terms like "midwest"
and "heartland" convey more than locale or rj2ography or how people make
their living. There is something much bigger at work here--a spirit, an
ethic, a common set of values. One need not even leave one's car to
sense there things. The roads. the reststops, the layout and repair of
the farms - -all these things suggest a proud pcople, a proud state. They
are proud of their land, how it is kept, what it produces. They are

proud of their ethics, what they accept as -alues to live by, how those
values are lived out from day to day. And not the least of their pride
centers on their schools. It is not uncommon in rural communities for
the school to serve as the focal point for community activity, spirit,
and pride. And while some local observers believe that the sports
program rather than the academic program is the real rallying point,
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particularly in the smaller communities, the value placed on education
and the quality of the school system is readily apparent.

It's hard to L11 which came first: pride in the school system or
good schools. One thing is certain, however; the schools in this state
are among the best in the country. State slogans and catch-phrases sing

the praises of the school ystem. "Good schools for a good tomorrow"
and "Our schools come first" are more than catchy slogans, one tends to
believe them. If the proof is really "in the pudding," state-wide
achievement scores are enough to convert even the most skepticaL
Comparative studies of student achievement indicate that student?
this state typically perform about a year above the average student in

the nation. These same students rank first in mathematics and in the
top five in verbal skills compared to other students across the country,
and they rank first when compared to the other states in this region.

But what brings us to this particular area? Why these eight cot ties?

How are they related? We are here to see how special education services
are delivered through the efforts of the local school districts and the
Midland Regional Education Agency (REA). The Midland REA is one of 15

such agencies created by the state to assist local school districts
provide special education and a number of other educational services.
Each PEA serves a specific geographical area and provides its services
to the local school districts which are included in it. Much wore will

be -aid about the nat e and operation of the Midland REA as our story
prLvesses. For now, however, we would like to say more about the local
school districts which make up the Midland catchr- t area, followed by a

look at state level organization.

Local Education Agencies

The eight-courty Midland area covers more than 5,000 square miles

and includes 42 local education agencies (LEAs) serving about 30,000
students in grades kindergarten through twelve. Given these statistics,
the Midland REA ranks second among tne 15 REAs in terms of both number
of member districts and square miles covered. However, it ranks only
eighth in terms of total number of students served. Student density is
6 students per square mile, rather less than the state average of 11
Thus, the Midland REA ranks second lowest (tied with No other REAs) of

the 15 REAs in terms of student density. Figure 1 shows the distri-
bution of the 42 LEAs within the Midland area.

In addition to the 42 public LEAs, the Midland REA also serves 14
parochial schools within the eight-county region. For the most part,
these are Catholic schools, but there is one Lythe.-a.: parish school anc
one version of the Christian schools that have recently begun to appear
around the state. Parochial schools have a long tradition is this
state, and the Catholic schools in this region are considered to be
among the finest. The legislation creating the PEAS included parochial
schools as part of the service area from the start. Although the concept
of separation of church and state is still es strong as it ever was,
means have been devised for cooperation in the education of handicapped
children.
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fhe relevant demographic data for each of the 42 public school
systems are shown in Table 1. Although the districts themselves are not
unusual fo. a rural setting, several interesting features can be identi-
fied. Eleven of the 42 LEAs serve fewer than 300 students. All but one

of these LEAs have at least 2 schools, and the average attendance for
each school in the 11 LEAs is 137. The next set of 17 LEAs range in
attendance from 300-600 students, with an average attendance per school

of 182. The next 7 LEAs range in size of daily attendance from about
600 to 800 and average fewer than 300 students per school. Finally, in

the last 6 LEAs located in the larger towns within the Midland area,
average attendance per school is 319.

School organization differs in each LEA according to local tradition

and custom. Ho ever, a trend toward middle schools is evident in the
larger districts. Although not required by the state, all Midland LEAs
offer kindergarten programs, Perhaps the most interesting organiza-
tional characteristic is that all 42 LEAs maintain 12 grades. As we
shall see in he section, "Evolution of Regional Education Agencies and

Special Education," the 12-graded school district is a remnant of past
efforts to ..onsolidate schools,

Table 2 provides similar demographic data for the 14 parochial
schools in the Midland catchment area. Only the largest towns can
maintain 12 grades and only the Catholic schools of the largest town can

offer a middle school/junior high program, the result of consolidating
several parish schools. Table 3 gives the number of handicapped young-
sters identified in each LEA and the percent or their total school
enrollment so identified.

State Education A enc

The Department of Public Instruction (DPI) is organized into five
branches which subsume 37 various divisions and sections. Each of the
five branches is administered uy an associate superintendent who pe:s:_s
specific authority and responsibility to the directors of his or her
respective divisions, who further delegate to section chiefs. All in

all, not an unusual arrangement, other than its simplicity. Figure 2
depicts the DPI table of organization. As our story unfolds, references
will be made to state level organization. Althcugh most of those refe-

rences will be to the Pupil Personnel Services Branch, which subsumes
the Special Education Division, at times reference will be made to other
units in terms of their relationship to special education services.
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Table 2

Midland Area Parochial Schools

gt.tx School Organization
Number of
Schools Enrollment

Victoria St. Mary's 1-8 1 60

Red Cloud Sacred Heal K- 8 1 70

Mesquakie Mesquakie Catholic 1-6 1 90

Foster Lady of Faith 1-8 1 100

Cedar City St. Thomas Aquinas 1-6 1 110

Lincoln Center Christian School K-10 1 118

Holton St. Paul's 1-8 1 12/

Lincoln Center St. John's Lutheran K-8 1 132

Wonder Bay St. Matthew's K-8-4 2 365

Lincoln Center Consolidated Catholic K-6-2-4 4 1,130

14 2,357
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Table 3

Number of Handicapped Students per LEA
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THE MIDLAND REGIONAL EDUCATION AGENCY

The REAs were established by the state legislature in 1974 to
provide "an effective, efficient, and economical means" of identifying
and serving children from birth to age 21 "who require special education"
and "to provide for media services and other programs and services for
pupils in grades kindergarten through 12 and children requiring special

education." REAs also were authorized to provide other education services,
within the limits of available resources, at the request of the local
school boards in their assigned region.

From this original intent, several refinements have evolved in

practice or through specific legislative action. Under the authorization
alluded to above as "other education services," all 15 REAs currently
maintain three divisions: Special Education, Media Services, and Educa-
ti'nal Services, the latter division encompassing these "other" services.

Other refinements have resulted from specific legisladve actions,

which have extended the reiponeMities of the REAs in two respects.
First, in 1978, the REAs were assigned additional responsibilities for
school district reorganization within their region (see later section:
"Governance and Administration of the REA"). The second statutory

refinement occurred in 1980 arid authorized REAs to provide assistance to
LEAs in identifying children and establishing programs for talented and

gifted students. This service has been incorporated into the services
offered via the Educational Services Division within each REA. Further,

the REAs conduct surveys and carry out other assignments as directed by
the -tate. In many ways, the REAs provide "a regional link" between the

DPI and the local districts.

Demographics of the Heartland REA

We have already noted the physical characteristics of the Midland

service area: 5,000 square miles, 45 local school districts, 14 parochial
schools, 127 public school buildings, 31,766 students. This section
describes the REA itself, its personnel and facilities, and how it
operates to carry out its responsibilities in the Midland area.

Legally, the REA is a school corporation. As such, it may hold
property and execute lease-purchase agreements. In virtually all respects,

it operates as a school district. It maintains a board of directors and
employs administrators and other per qnel to carry out its assigned
responsibilities. The Midland REA empluys 266 full-time professional,
paraprofessionals, and classified staff. Of the total, 214 staff members,
141 professional certified staff and 73 clerical staff and aides work in

the special education division.

Facilities

The main REA facility in Lincoln Center is not very impressive when
viewed from the outside. For the most part, it looks like a simple
one-story brick building, with a portion of it extending the structure

to two stories. What is impressive, however, is the interior and what
goes on there.
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Perhaps because the building was formerly a medical arts facility,
the interior immediately impresses one with its professional atmosphre.
The agency receptionist sits behind the information counter waiting to
direct clients to their destinations. Two stairways off the main ltoby
reveal that, in addition to a partial second story, there is another
entire floor underground. The building takes on larger proportions from
an inside perspective.

The former purpose of the building fits well with its current uses.

Examination rooms become testing rooms: waiting rooms and vestibules
become reception and clerical work areas; doctors' offices become staff
offices; and nameplaque holders now read like an educational directory
rather than a medical one.

One should not interpret "professional" as "cold," however. One
soon realizes that the professional atmosphere resembles the firmer

medical building atmosphere only in that it sends a clear message that
serious work goes on here. Beyond that, the resemblance fades. There
are no somber waiting rooms; rather, clients, parents for the most part,
can be seen talking in groups among themselves, or talking with REA
staff. The parents typically have very young handicapped children and
are here to deliver them for their weekly sessions with REA special
education staff, as well as to meet with each other while their children
are in therapy sessions.

As spacious as the facility is, an immediate impression is that

"you can't fit 266 people in here." In fact, only about 80 of the staff
members are located at the Lincoln Center facility; the remaining staff
are housed in several other facilities spread throughout the service
area.

In addition to various REA c'ssroom facilities, special education
"satellite offices," as they are called, are located in the county seats
of seven of the eight counties. The main facility serve; as the REA
office in the eighth county. The satellite office arrangement is used
to reduce traveling, to make the REA as visible as possibly in the area
communities, and to facilitate the perception of the REA as a part of
the local public schools. Moreover, the satellite offices "act as a
buffer for immediate problems,"

Each satellite office has an office manager and a secretary. the

offices exist to facilitate the delivery of special education semices,
each office housing the special education support staff assigned to that
particular area. The office manager (typically a special education
consultant, psychologist, or spee#,41anguage clinician) is just that--a
manager. He or she supervises the office and secretary but does not

ordinarily have supervisory responsibility over the other professional
staff hcused there. Of the 141 certified special education staff members,
100 operate out of the satellite offices.

The production facilities and administrative offices for the mediq
division are located at the North Midland Community College (NMCC) here
in Lincoln Center. In addition to the satellite offices and media
facilities, the REA operates a number of speck'. education instructional
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and diagnostic units within the eight-county area, which house special
education programs and staff. These generally are located in churches,
schools, and store fronts, which, for the most part, are leased. And,

as one might expect, the REA operates special education classrooms in
various facilities including some of the schools of the LEAs that make
up the Midland catchment area.

So, while the special education division is decentralized in various
locations around the Midland area, the media division operates totally
out of facilities at the community college, and the educational services
division houses its staff and operates out of the central office in
Lincoln Center.

Governance and Administration of the REA

The state statute creating the REAs delineates the duties, authori-
zations, and operations of the board of directors, the governance mechan-

ism of the REAs. Policies are developed by the board in response to
state and federal mandates as well as requests by member districts and
carried out by action of the hoard through the REA chief administrator.
Figure 3 depicts the flow of authority frar the State Board of Public
Instruction.

Governance

Most REA services result from federal or state mandate or from
needs expressed by local districts. How these services are delivered

and paid for, however, is the responsibility of the Heartland REA Board
of Directors. Each board member (director) is elected to the position
by the school boards of the 42 LEAs within the Midland area. Nine

directors each serve staggered, three-year terms without pay.

Each director represents one of nine "Director Districts" within
the Midland area which have been determined on the basis of population.
Directors must reside in the Director District they represent and may be
a member of a school board within that district, but they may not be an
employee of an LEA (one of the current Midland directors is also a local
school board member). Once the board has been formed, the directors
elect a president and vice-president and appoint a treasurer and secretary.
The REA chief administrator serves the board as its chief executive
officer.

The makeup of the Midland Board of Directors is not what one might
expect in a rural area. Attending a Board meeting would lead one to
believe that he had been transported somehow to the corp. to board room
of a major company; these people mean business. Motions from the floor,
seconds, debates, votes--all in all, an impressive array of talent
assembled to govern the Midland REA.

Board members tend to be local business people and professionals;
the current board includes one Ph.D., one veterinarian, and one engineer,

in addition to a contractor and other small business owners, including a
farmer. Although the directors rely on the chief administrator's expertise
relative to educational concerns, there is certainly no lack of expertise
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to deal with fiscal and management matters. And serving on the board is
not simply a matter of attending the monthly meetings and voting "aye"

or "nay". Directors work between formal meetings. Often they must
review materials prepared by the chief administrator to inform them of
the substance of the issues they will consider at the next meeting. At

times, there is committee work between meetings and away from the REA.

The Midland Board of tors is responsible for establishing

educational policies and adr dstrative procedures that support and
supplement rules and regulations promulgated by the DPI. Program and
service plans, as well as the annual budget, are approved by the board

and then submitted to the State Board of Education for final approval.
The board also is authorized to enter into contracts or agreements with
other agencies for programs, services, and/or facilities. The board

appoints advisory committees from the local districts and establishes
evaluation procedures for the Midland REA programs and staff.

Administration

In addition to the Chief Administrator and the, three division

directors, two other positions round out the Midland REA administrative
structure: an administrative assistant to the chief administrator who
also serves as the REA business manager, and an assistant director who

serves under the Director of Special Education. Administratively, both
the Directors of the Media Services and Educational Services Divisions
serve unassisted. Given the size of the REA, in terms of personnel,

budget, programs, and lend area, six administrators hardly seems exces-
sive.

Central Administration. The chief administrator, his administ-tive
assistant, and a small support staff, including a three-person bockkeeping
department, make up the central administrative staff. The statut creating
the REAs defines the responsibilities of the chief administrator
follows:

I. cooperate with boards of directors of local school districts
of the regional education agency in considering and developing
plans for the improvement of the educational programs and

services in the regional education agency.

2. when requested, provide such other assistance as possible to

school districts of the regional Education agency for the
general improvement of their educational programs and
operations.

3. submit program plans each year to the department of public

instruction to reflect the needs of the regional education
agency for media services.

Immediately evident is the fact that the chief administrator has no
real power over the LEAs. This is by design; the REA is a service
agency. Consistent with this service role, the c! f.` administrator is
required to cooperate with local districts to improve REA services,
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provide services at the request of local districts, and to devise ser-
vice plans which respond to the media needs of local districts. Notice-
ably absent in the list of duties is any responsibility for special

education services. But how can this be since we know that this is the
REA's primary purpose? The responsibility for special education ser-
vices rests with the director of special education. This, in itself, is
a very interesting administrative arrangement, but as will be seen in
the next section, it becomes even more interesting when one understands
the reasoning and politics behind it:

Even with this administrative quirk, let there be no doubt that the

chief administrator is in charge. As in any other administrative hier-
archy, the three directors--Special Education, Media, and Educational
Services--report directly to the chief administrator. In addition to
the perfunctory duties associated with the overall administration of the

REA, the chief administrator and his central elministration staff have a
number of additional ongoing responsibilities.

The primary responsibility is the management of the REA budgets, a
very complex matter. In addition to keeping separate accounts for the
three divisions, the REA manages an array of budgetary matters for its

member LEAs. the REA business office handles tuition statements for
LEAs which have asked the REA to operate certain special education
programs (explained later in the section ''REA Funding: Revenues"),

bills for media production, purchase orders for the cooperative buying
service offered by the Educational Services Division, checks from school
districts for workshop registrations, and a host of other fiscal matters
that keep the three bookkeepers busy. Although the REA purchases computer-
ized bookkeeping services from a private accounting firm, the front-end
work necessary to keep the computer happy is formidable.

Another major responsibility of central administration is the

processing of school district reorganization proposals. This responsi-
bility is time-consuming, expensive, and, to a certain degree, contro-
versial. In order to understand the issues, one needs to know ..:he
history of school consolidation in this state. This history ,nd the
REAs' part in it will be discussed later in the section "Evolution of
Regional Education Agencies and Special Education Services." For now,

it is safe to say that the REA would rather not have anything to do with
school reorganization.

Perhaps the most important role of a chief administrator is that of

maintaining good relations with the superintendents of the LEAs. From

their vantage pcint, the view at the state level is that the "personal
trust" built between a chief administrator and superintendents is what

makes the REAs work. And if maintaining good relations with superin-
tendents is the essential skill, the Midland's chief administrator has
all the necessary credentials. Prior to joining the REA, he had been a
principal and/or superintendent in several LEAs in the Midland area. He

knows the schools, the area, and the people. His credibility with local
superintendents is enhanced because he has "been there," so to speak.

He is one of their own, selected from their ranks.
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Because the RCA's primary purpose is to provide special education

services, it is important for a chief administrator to understand the
goals, services, and operations of special education programming. Here,

too, the Midland chief administrator has the necessary experience. In

his last two positions prior to joining the REA, he served as superin-
tendent in two districts that had evolved into special education centers
prior to the formation of the REA. Thus, the credentials of the chief

administrator appear to be totally in line with the demands of his iob.

Director of Special Education. The REA legislation gave the director

of special education in each agency the "responsibility for implementation
of state regulations and guidelines relating to special education programs
and services," with the following "powers and duties."

1. Properly identify children requiring special education.

2. Insure that each child requiring special education in the area
receives an appropriate special education program or service.

3. Assign appropriate weignts
1
for each child requiring special

education programs or services.

4. Supervise special education t.upport personnel.

5. Provide each school district within the area served and the
department of public instruction with a special education
weighted enrollment count twice annually.

6. Submit to the department of public instruction special educa-
tion instructional and support program plans and applications
including those for new or expanded programs and services.

7. Coordinate the special education program within the area
served. Include in the program plans submitted to the depart-
ment for support services the cost necessary to fund identified
nonpublic school pupils served by the area with support services.

One immediately notes the difference in the language between the
role of director of special education and the role of chief administrator.

The chief administrator is assigned "duties,: whereas the director of
special education is assigned "powers and duties." Comparing the two
indicates that, although the chief administrator has no real power over
the LEAs, 'he director of special education clearly does; indeed, some

regard his authority as "awesome." The state views each REA as a single
special education program for which the REA director of special education
has full responsibility. As such, the director has "maximum power" over
the LEAs with respect to the education of handicapped youngsters.

1The weighting of handicapped students will be described in the section

"REA Funding: Revenues."
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As one might expect, power translates into money. As the coor-

dinator of the special education program in the Midland area, the director
properly identifies children requiring special education (has the final
word on who is arid is not handicapped), insures that each
identified child receives an appropriate program (has the final word on

what is or is not an appropriate program for any given youngster), and
assigns appropriate "weights" for each child (has the final word on the
level of service required and thus determines the money the LEA till

receive to educate the child properly). These powers give the director
the final authority rega.ding the appropriateness of special education
programming for all handicapped children in the Midland service area.

The significance of the powers of the director of special education

cannot be overemphasized; they will come into play at various points
throughout this case study. For now it is important to know that they
exist; later it will be important to see how they are used.

Why were directors of special education given these powers? Why
not bestow tnem on the chief administrator to be delegated to the direc-
tor of special education? The answer, although perhay4: not immediately

apparent, is very logical, and reflects the thinking of individuals
astute in public school politics.

One should recall that the REAs are service agencies, and that
making them work requires a chief administrator who can maintain good
relations with lccal superintendents. Maintaining these relations'ips

requires that the chief administrator be accepted by superintendents as
one of their own, someone from their own ranks. Good relations are much
easier to maintain when one serves another than when une has power over
another. If the chief administrator had to maintain good relations
(necessary to the survival of the REA) while simultaneously implementing
the state special education mandate, he or she would undoubtedly be

faced with making compromises.

Thus, we see that administratively the operation of the REA and its

special education program require an educational version of the "good
cop/bad cop" strategy. The director of special education can take the
heat from disgruntled superintendents; he has the power. The chief
administrator can maintain good relations with the superintendents; he's
one of them; he understands; and, moreover, it's out of his hands- -
everyone kisuws that it is the director of special education who has the
power.

One should not assume, however, that the director's power is the
answer to all potential difficulties between the REA and the LEAs with
regard to special education. An important function of the chief adminis-
trator is to "smooth out" disagreements when tney occur. Three poten-

tial situations arise when the director interacts with districts in
matters related to special education. The most positive outcome is when
the district, the parents, and the director are in agreement regarding

the identification and/or placement of a handicapped student. Problems
arise when the district and director agree and the parents disagree or
when the director and parents disagree with the district. The former

case, which of the two cases happens most often, does not present an
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LEA-REA relation problem. These situations are handled in various
formal and informal ways, which will be explained later in the case
study. The latter situation, however, creates a problem for tne director
and the chief administrator. It is in these cases that the chief admin-
istrator's credibility as a former area superintendent ana building

administrator come into play. His job is to try to mend fences, smooth
things out, maintain good relations. Luckily, this latter situation
happens infrequently. And although it happens infrequently, it is not
for a lack of potentially troublesome situations. Whenever the director
of special education sides with parents over the LEA, the situation is
created for what sometimes develops into a heated disagreement.

Can the Midland [director of Special Education take the heat? Of

course he can, although his personal style of administration as well as
his professional background interact to cool things substantially. How
he administers the special education program (read, uses his power) will
be addressed at numerous points throughout the rest of this case study.
Indeed, the director's administrative style is a key element of the
Midland special education program.

Prior to joining the Midland REA as its first director of special
education, he was director of special education for a three-county
cooperative venture. All three counties are Currently within the Mid-
land service area, and, in fact, the home base for the arrangement was
located in Lincoln Center, the home of the REA. In many respects, the
current Midland special education program was a natural evolution from
the old Tri-County Special Education Cooperative, as it was called.

His job then was very similar to his current one. He coordinated

special education services on a regional basis, working with multiple
LEAs. The primary difference between the Tri-County arrangement and the
Heartland program is that, at the time of his work for Tri-County (1968-

1975), special education programming was "permissive" and riot mandatory.
As such, the development of new programs and the expansion of established
ones required "finesse" rather than power.

_Organization

As we have noted in previous sections, the Midand REA, like the
other REAs, provides three primary areas of services: special education,
r:.mlia services, and educational services. All three types of services
are provided for students who attend school in the 42 LEAs and 14 paro-
chial schools. Special education is by far the largest division, employing
nearly 80 percent of the Midland staff. Ficure 4 illustrates the organi-
zational structure of the REA and identifies the various services pro-
Jided by each division.

Media Services Division

The provision of media services was a priority in the state before
`he inception of the REAs. A former state superintendent, the main
force behind the development of media services, used ESEA monies to
develop a system that predated the REAs but did use an area concept.

Media services were then incorporated into the REAs in the original
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legislation which called for the creation of "media centers" within each

REA. The Midland REA chose the name "Learning Resource Center" (LRC)
for its facility, a term which more accurately describes its holdings

and functions.

As we have noted, the LRC is not located at the main REA facility,

but at the Midland Community College (MCC) in Lincoln Center. The

college serves 2700 students in 25 postsecondary programs and provides
spacious facilities for all aspects of the LRC operation for a sortlingly
low fee--$600 per month. In return, the LRC provides media production
for the NCCC's 25 postsecondary programs (2700 students). This is only

one example of the many collaborative arrangements between the Midland
REA and the MCC.

It's easy to see why the Media Services Division is well thought of

by the LEAs. Media are visible and tangible; in many ways, its media
services are the REA's best public relations tool. This doesn't mean,
however, that there are not those who see media services as a frill that

can be cut when money is a problem. Nor does it mean that each consumer
understands and can capitalize upon the potential of today's media

capabilities. Sadly, some continue to view media as the equipment used

to experience them.

The Media Services Division is administered by the director who

coordinates the activities of 4 professional staff members, 13 class-
ified production/service staff members (artists, printers, etc.), and 4
classified clerical staff. Six services are provided.

Materials Lending Library. Through the lending library, the Mid-
land LEAs have access to 6,50u films, 20,000 books, and more than 2,000

multi-media kits. The LRC's films had a circulation of over 55,000 this
year. Circulation rates increase each year. Book circulation is currently

over 70,000. All loan Material is scheduled using a computerized "booking"

procedure. The materials lending library is the LRC's most popular
service.

Curriculum and Professional Library. As the name suggests, this
service provides learning and reference materials foe' students and
teachers, including materials for problem learners. The curriculum

laboratory is maintained by a librarian who works with the Educational
Services Division curriculum consultant and each subject area consultant

to maintain the currency of the collection. The professional library
includes a computerized reference system in which all current research
in education can be called up for teachers and administrators.

The professional library is the Media Division's least used service.
There's no apparent reason for this except that, like most teachers, the

Heartland teachers find barely enough time to keep current with their
students' needs, let alone with the newest developments in the professional
literature.

Delivery Services. Naturally, getting the materials to the con-

sumers in a 5,000 square mile area is the key to a successful lending
library service. The LRC's fo'r delivery vans traveled over 80,000
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miles this year, making stops twice per week at each of the 151 public

and parochial schools in the service area (over 50,000 service stops).

The vans will deliver professional materials, too, and carry communica-

tions among LEAs and the REA satellite offices and other facilities.

Printing Services. The LRC produces student and professional

materials. Over 50 percent of the printing is for direct student use.

For the most part, these materials are curriculum products of various
types--manuals, answer booklets, instructional modules, and the like.
Some of these materials are published by the Midland agency or by

other REAs and/or the DPI.

Over 1,000 separate printing jobs were completed by the eight-person

printing staff (over 5,000,000 impressions). The printing equipment is

what you would find in any commercial print shop. Whether one sees the

finished products or watches the staff at work, it is evident that the

print services arrangement is a professional operation.

Small Media Production. The production staff duplicated and/or

created nearly 3,000 jobs at the request of Midland teachers during
the 1981-82 school year. Textbooks were duplicated and recorded for

students with reading problems, audio (400) and video tapes (over 1,000)

were duplicated for general classroom use, several slide programs and

numerous overhead transparencies were produced and over 12 Ales of

materials were laminated. The production center is the second most used

service offered by the LRC, after the materials lending library.

Consultation. In addition to providing, producing, and circulating

media materials, the LRC offers consultation services to teachers and

administrators as they plan for media production and use. LRC consul-

tants and the director conduct workshops on the proper use of equipment

and materials. They often use the terms "the modern student" or "today's
chila;" the implication being that, today, children are surrounded by
media and that they have learned to expect it. The LRC wants not only

to provide such material but to prepare professionals to use it appro-

priately.

Educational Services Division

Of the three divisions, the Educational Services Division nas the

least clear mandate. Whereas special education and media services are
specified in the REA legislation, educational services are not; instead,
they are permitted to evolve at the request of the LEAs. Because of its

emergent nature, the Midland Educational Services Division has become

the "utility player" within the REA; it handles service requests that do

not fit neatly into the other two divisions. From a management perspec-

tive, the Educational Services Division is more difficult to operate

than the other two divisions. Projections relative to staff hiring and
deployment are more difficult, for example, because future needs are not

as clearly known. To compensate for this uncertainty, the director
fills in the gaps when new needs cannot be adequately addressed by his
staff within their current assignments. When requests come in for
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services or programs that carrot be met by the Heartland Educational

Services Division, they are contracted for with other REAs. Nearly all
such contracts are arranged between the Midland REA and one of two
adjacent REAs.

Division staff includes eight consultants, a continuation school
teacher, and a home-school liaison worker. The staff is housed at the
main REA facility in Lincoln Center, although it is safe to say that on
any given day most of them are TA in the schools. Eleven services or
programs are currently operated by the division.

Computer Assisted Instruction. CAI is the most rapidly expanding

area of service. For some time the REA offered centralized mainframe
computer services with a time-sharing delivery system available to the
LEAs. But by the end of the 1980-81 year, 26 of the 42 districts had
purchased microcomputers, and, by the fall of 1981, 350 microcomputer
software programs were available on a shared basis through the division.
Work is underway to make the two systems compatible and, when completed,
the combination will provide access to over 1,200 software programs. At

the start of the year, all but four LEAs had access to either an Apple
II, time-sharing, or both.

The CAI consultant conducts workshops for teachers and administra-

tors on computer applications and community awareness activities through
presentations to various community groups. The division, like the REA
generally, does not miss an opportunity to make the community aware of
its services and activities.

Testing Analysis Services. The consultant who heads this service
area wears several hats. In adaition to his testing services responsi-
bilities, he handles career education and assessment, multi-cultural/
non-sexist education, and serves part time as a guidance and counseling
consultant. The primary testing service is called Project ASSESS (dev-
eloped at another REA). Through this program, the REA analyzes achieve-
ment test scores and identifies strengths and weaknesses in the curri-
culum. As a follow up to the analysis, the division assists the schools
in making curriculum adjustments as well as in planning instruction to
meet the learning styles and levels of individual students.

Mandated by the state in 1980, multi-cultural/non-sexist education
has been a recent add-on for the Educational Services Division and this
consultant. Inservice programv for most of the districts and parochial
schools were conducted during the 1980-81 school year, and a series of
subject area workshops relative to multi-cultural/non-sexist education

has been scheduled in conjunction with the DPI over the next three
years.

Two separate systems facilitate career assessment/awareness: a

slide-tape program which measures functional skills associated with
specific career options and a computerized career information system.

Guidance counselors at each school know the system and help teachers use
it on request. The system is ised with both regular (administered by
counselors) and special (administered by work experience instructors)
education students. About 1,000 student: parti:ipate each year.
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Guidance. The guidance consultant works with the guidance counse-

lors in five of the nine counties (the testing consultant, as part cf
his guidance role, serves the counselors in the other four counties) on
a half-time basis and coordinates the Educational Services Division
staff development program (discussed below). As guidance consultant, he
plans and conducts ..lorkshops for guidance counselors aud coordinates the
publication of the Counselor Newsletter which is printed at the LRC. In

addition, he serves on the LACTNTTOF7 Committee and chairs the Heart-
land Inservice Committee.

Staff Development. The staff development program is a separate
undertaking rom tra itional inservice education -sograms. The main

difference is that courses can be taken for certification renewal or
graduate credit through several colleges and universities in the state
(including the three largest institutions in the state as well as two
smaller colleges, one located in the Midland area). In 1976, the State

Board of Public Instruction amended the state co K:2 to allow recert-
ification credits (up to one half) to be earned in an approved inservice

education program. The Midland REA program was approved in 1977 and
since then has offered an impressive program of courses.

Fifty-three courses will be offered for certification renewal or

graduate credit this summer including several courses offered by the
special education division. In general, courses include topics such as
human relations, assertive discipline, beginning sign language, effective
relationships with students, human growth and development, stress manage-
ment, software design, non-verbal communication, counseling special

students, and English as a second language. Last summer, more than 700
individuals from the Midland area took advantage of the offerinu.
Teachers receive the course listing by the beginning of April t;a,.h year

and register before school dismisses at the end of May. Although special

education topics are included in the course offerings each year, the
director of special education admits that the full potential of the
staff development program for reaching regular teachers has not been
capitalized upon.

Talented and Gifted Program. The TAG (talented and gifted) consul-

tant provides technical assistance in identification and program develop-
ment. Most districts use a resource rou model and some add to that by
identifying teachers who serve ac "mentors" for TAG students.

The TAG consultant conducts inservice programs; serves as a board
member on Midland TAG, an advocacy group comprised of parents and edu-
cators; publishes The Talented and Gifted Express, a newsletter for
educators; and distributes literature to parents of TAG students to help
them understand and respond to their child's giftedness.

Elementary Curriculum Assistance. The elementary curriculum consul-
'ant responds to the requests of LEAs and individual teachers for curri-

culum assistance. In some cases she develops materials with the assist-
ance of the LRC; however, most requests can be handled through the LRC's
curriculum laboratory, other local schools, and various consultants in
the Midland agency or another REA.
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Requests from district superintendents and principals usually
encompass textbook selection assistance, using achievement test scores
to improve instruction, evaluations of curricular packages, inservice
education in specific academic areas, and preparation of courses of
study and curriculum guides. Teacher requests tend to be limited to
materials and, although the consultant is prepared to provide tailor-
made inservice programs, requests for them come less often than she
would like. She maintains relations with the administrators by holding

dues-paying membersh;p in the Midland Elementary Principals Association.

Reading/Language Arts. Although the consultant in this area has

primary responsibility for reading and language rifts instruction, she,
like many of the other consultants, wears several hats. One major
responsibility is her coordination of a tightly- structured, general

reading program that the Midland agency has adopted. At the request of
teachers, she helps coordinate the reading program with the basal series
currently in use. Numerous workshops and inservice programs are offered
on topics related to reading and language arts, as well as other topics
such as death education, motivation, ego enhancement, affective educa-
tion, and values/decision-making.

The consultant conducts workshops for various groups in addition to
teachers and administrators, for example, the DPI, the state's public
broadcasting network, and substitute teachers. She also presents pro-
grams for local community groups and publishes thr-_, eading/language
newsletters, up to nine separate issues during the academic year.

Mathematics/Science. the current state of affairs in mathematics/

science education in the Midland LEAs is not unlike th, national scene- -
deficiencies in problem solving, long division, measurement, and the Ise
of electronic aids; the consultant's goal is to convince LEAs to examine
these areas.

The Educational Services Division adapted the Berkeley/Seattle
Health program, and currently 25 LEAs and two parochial schools, includ-
ing nearly 6,000 students in grades K-7, are using the hands-on program,
which is aimed at student self-understanding. The mathematics/ science
consultant coordinates the program's deliv,.v among the participating

schools, including the printing and distribution of program materials,
film purchase and scheduling, and dissection specimen delivery.

Another Innovative curricular program offered by the Educational
Services Division is the Starlab Planetarium System. The mathematics/
science consultant coordinates the scheduling of two portable planetariums
into Midland schools on request. He provides the necessary materials
and inservice training to enable each school to use it effectively. The
planetarium is a K-I2 offering that provides instruction from simple
star locations to complex astronomy.

Financial Services. Although these services are cert inly not as

exciting as a portable planetarium, they are no less essential to effec-
tive school operations. The financial consultant provides assistance to
local administrators and school boards in budgeting, fiscal accounting

procedures, and preparation of annual fiscal reports to the state.
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Although some of this work has been simplified through the use of the

REA computers, the financial consultant's workload actually increasea
because he now serves as the liaison between LEAs and the Computer
Center a-d, in addition, must conduct inservice sessions for administra-
tors on the use of software for administrative applications.

In addition to these general fiscal services, the financial consul-

tant is responsible for other services which are related to fiscal
operations such as family census processing (required by the state),
property accounting, energy audit, and cost analyses relative to contract

negotiations in the districts and in the REA itself.

The financial consultant also completes the annual computer plan

which requires coordinating input from all LEAs with the REA and the MCC
(a cooperative arrangement for the Computer Center) And assists in the
preparation of the annual REA plan. This latter endeavor requires
studies of local enrollments and curriculum as well as studies under-
taken relative to school district reorgaW.zation proposals which must be

processed through the REA.

Continuation School. The Educational Services Division offers a

continuation school program for pregnant teenagers and employs a full-
time teacher to manage it. Concern for teenage pregnancy in the Heart-
land area predates the REA by 10 years. The school began in 1965 and

was subsumed by 'ale divison when the REA was created in 1975.

The continuation program allows and encourages pregnant girls to

continue their education while provid;ng special attention to their
unique physical, social, and emotional needs during and after pregnancy.

Each student takes part in accredited, independent study correspondence
courses offered through a university in a neighboring state. The courses

correspond to the regular high school curriculum. The girls are followed
up after they leave he ?rogram and return to their home community
and/or school.

Home/School Liaison. 7' service i limited to the Lincoln Center

schoo. district, the large ,ne Midland LEAs and the location of the
main REA facility. Unfik, bmaller districts where home-school
communica*ion is facilitated by the size of the school population and
the community, the Lincoln Center LEA's size warrants such a service.

Lincoln Center offers a Saturday program to discourage discipline
:oblems during tt wee and, particularly, to reduce and make up for

truancy. The district staffs the program with one of their own teachers
but the home/school liaison person participates in the Saturday sessions
and makes home visits when necessary. Although, in the past, the home/
school liaison worked mostly with minority students and their parents,
her population has expanded since her involvement with the Saturday
program. In addition, in recent years, she has worked closely with the
Vietnamese and Laotian students and their families who have immigrated

to the area. Special programs for these students are provided in the
Midland schools and coordinated through the REA.
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MIDLAND REA SPECIAL EDUCATION DIVISION

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of the ser-

vices and staffing of the Special Education Division of the Midland REA.
Most of this case study will be devoted to special education services
and programs; this section is meant only to provide an introduction to
the division so that its size and operations can be viewed in relation
to the other two divisions. Later sections will detail both REA and LEA

special education operations.

The special education division exists primarily to provide special
education support services (school psychology, speech clinicians, school
social work, occupational and physical therapy, and the like). A clear

preference is voiced in the REA legislation for provision of special
education instructional programs (direct instruction of children) at the

CA level. However, the REAs may provide instructional programs at the
request of LEAs within their region. LEAs typically request the REA to
provide instructional programs when providing their own programs is not
practicable.

In addition to support services and some instructional programs,

each RE;, offers a preschool program for children who are under the age
of five and who require special education. These children typically
have disabilities that are more severe and thus more recognizable at an
early age.

Thus, the Midland REA offers three types of programs/services:
special education support services, special education instructional
services, and preschool programs. The following sections briefly describe
the individual services available within each of the three areas.
Figure 5 depicts the organization of the Special Education Division and
identifies the number of staff involved and the staffing pattern.

Special Education Support Services

Ten general types e support services are provided to each of the

42 LEAs and the parochial schools in the Midland catchment area, under-
girding both the special eoucation direct instructional programs of the
LEAs and of the REA and the preschool program. Parochial schools do not

offer special education instructional programs; rather, identified
handicapped students attend regular public school programs or programs
offered by the REA. Some support services can be offered at parochial
schools (e.g., psychological testing services) but for other services

(e.g., various therapies) the parochial school student is served on
"neutral" ground.

Special Education Consultants

The primary role of the 12 special education consultants is facili-
tating the delivery of appropriate educational services to handicapped

1Children are actually served until the age of seven in some cases.
At age seven, children who had been in the preschool programs are

transferreu to special and/or regular programs operated by LEAs
or the REA.
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childen. This involves consultation with special and regular teachers,

parents, and LEA administrators. Consultants also serve as the director's
designee in assigning weights to handicapped students (as explained
previously in *ha section "Director of Special Education").

Speech/Language Services

Thirty speech and language clinicians are responsible for the
evaluation and remediation of language and speech disorders. All child-

ren are eligible for screening services. In the 1981-82 school year,

3,645 children were screened and 1,893 received comprehensive evaluations.
Over 1,300 children received regularly scheduled therapy sessions, while

900 more students were involved in speech/language improvement programs.
Only the 1,300 children who received regularly scheduled therapy sessions
are counted as "handicapped students."

School Psychological Services

Twenty-one school psychologists provide an array of testing and

program services. Although the largest proportion of staff time is
devoted to psychometric testing and the preparation of psychological
evaluations, the psychologists provide many other services, including
classroom observations, direct counseling, parent conferences, and
teacher and parent group inservice programs. In addition, they initiat-

ed nine new research projects and continued several others.

Physical and Occupational Therapy

Two part-time physical therapists and one part-time occupational
therapist served the entire Midland area this year. They provided

diagnostic and therapeutic services to support students with physical
disabilities and limitations. They evaluated 150 students and provided
direct services and consulted with other staff.

School Social York Services

Nine full-time school social workers and the supervisor of this
unit, part-time, provide direct social services to the nine-county area.
Their services are aimed at improving the ability of the special student

to adapt to the demands of school, peers, family, and community. School

and community awareness of the social needs of handicapped students is a
priority, and improved parent/school relations ranks high on the list of

priorities for the unit. They provide workshops for teachers, on one
end, and prepare parents to become more involved in their child's educa-
tional program, on the other.

Audiology SeNices

The REA employs four audiologists and five audiometrists who provide

a number of diagnostic and audiological services. Although these services
are part of the Special Education Division offerings, they extend beyond
handicapped children, since they include hearing screenings for all
children. Administratively, the audiological staff reports to the
Supervisor of Hearing Conservation/Education, who also supervises the
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teachers of hearing impaired students and the special education nurses
(explained below).

Itinerant Teachers: Hearing Impaired

Four itinerant teachers served a total of 52 hearing impaired

students in the Heartland area it 1981-82. This included infants,
preschoolers, and school-aged students. Approximately half of the 52
students received direct services while the remaining half were on
molitor programs.

Itinerant Teacher: Visually Impaired

During the 1981-82 school year, 22 visually impaired students were

served by one itinerant teacher of the visually impaired. The type of
services each student received depended on his or her individual needs,
with some receiving regularly scheduled instructional sessions whereas
others were accommodated through consultation with their classroom
teachers and the use of specialized equipment and/or materials.

Students who receive direct instruction from the itinerant teacher
tend to be preschoolers. Older students, for the most part, attend
regular classes with the use of materials such as Braille, magnifiers,
and large print and/or talking books, many of which are borrowed from
the DPI.

The itinerant teacher serves as a member of the Infant/Parent Team
for assessment and programming when the child has a vision problem.

Special Education Nurses

The Special Education Division has maintained two special education

nurse positions for the past five years. They serve in support roles to
the REA special education instructional programs and to the various
services offered through the preschool program (explained in the follow-

ing sections). Special education nurses provide direct nursing through
first aid administration, health teaching units, dental and health needs
supervision, monitoring of immunization records, family counseling, and

direct nursing therapy and consultation.

Work Experience Instructors

During the 1981-82 school year, five work experience instructors
provided career education, vocational training, and work adjustment

services to secondary handicapped students. Work experience instructors
provide job supervision, career/vocational assessment, and arrange
community work sites for students. Student performance is monitored by

the instructor as well as by a work site trainer or resource person.

Special Education Instructional Programs

REAs may provide instructional programs at the request of local
districts when the provision of such programs is not otherwise locally
practicable. Of the 198 special education instructional programs in the
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Heartland area, the REA Special Education Division operated 32; although,

of course, it provides support services to all 198. The REA instructional
programs are primarily self-contained classes, that is, classes or
programs that serve moderately and sever.ly handicapped students who

spend their school day in separate classrooms or school buildings. Some
programs provide contact with regular education students/programs (Ex-
plained more fully in later sections). The REA Special Education Divi-
sion staffs each instructional program/classroom with staff members who
are employees of the REA. Teachers in the LEA special education instruc-
tional programs Ire employees of the LEA that operates the program.

The LEA special education programs tend to serve students who are
mildly handicapped and Oro spend a part_or most of their school day in

the regular classroom. Thus, LEAs tend to operate the resource room
programs, whereas the REA runs most of the self-contained programs.
This is a reasonable division of responsibility since moderately and
severely handicapped students appear in fewer numbers and thus make it
impractical for most LEAs to generate enough students to operate their
own classrooms.' Thus, the REA tends to serve low incidence populations
in self-contained programs; the LEAs operate resource programs for
mildly handicapped students and some self-contained programs and programs
with limited regular class contact for moderate'y handicapped students

who come from both the home district and other aistricts; and the .ending
LEA pays tuition to the receivi.'Ig LEA or to the REA, whichever provides

the program.

In addition to the instructional programs that can be characterized
as categcrical classroom operations (serving specific categories of
exceptionality), the REA provides some instructional programs/services
that are best described as generic or cross-categorical because they
provide services to multiple categories of handicapped students.

The following sections describe the REA special education instruc-

tional services very briefly. The generic programs/services are presented
first, followed by the categorical programs. Here again, our purpose is
merely to give the reader an overview of the array of services. More
will be said about service and program operation later.

Homebound/Hospital Tutors

Several part-time personnel (totalling 1.0 FTE) are employed to
provide home or hospital instruction to students who, for medical reasons,
cannot attend regular programs. The Outors provide direct instruction

in the home or hospital on a daily basis for some acaaemic subjects and
coordinate instruction on other topics with the regular program. The
child's regular or special teacher provides supplemental materials and

assignments. Approximately 140 students were served in this manner, for
varying lengths of time, during this school year.

1As we shall explain later, however, gathering even enough mildly handi-

capped students to operate resource programs is difficult for some
districts.
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Trainable Mentally Handicapped and Severely/Profoundly Handicapped

The REA operated seven TMH classes and three S/PH classes in the
nine-county area. The classes are located in regular school buildings,
some DLCs, and in two self-contained facilities in Wonder Bay. Although

the classes are located in certain LEAs and REA facilities, students are
sent to them from all districts in the Midland area that have students
who can best be served in such programs.

The programs cover the entire age range (elementary, junior high,
senior high) and are staffed by teachers who are REA employees. Pro-

gramming focuses on community fuactiuning and recreation/leisure, domes-
tic, and vocational skills.

Programs for Emotionally Disabled Students

The Special Education Div ,ion operates three types of educational

programs. All three types of ,'rograms are self-contained; two of the
three are in facilities that are separate from the regular public school
systems.

One of these separate-facility programs is a junior high residen-
tial program operating out of a boys ranch setting just outside of
Lincoln Center. Thirteen students were served at the ranch during
1981-82. Students 7Are placed in the program who require a highly struc-
tured environment. As students demonstrate the ability to profit from a

less structured setting, they are returned to traditional educational
programs in Lincoln Center or in nearby districts. This one facility
serves the entire Midland area and, at times, has served students from
other REAs.

Another separate facility (also in Lincoln Center) is maintained

for junior and senior high students who have been labeled "chronically
disruptive." This is a unique category of exceptionality which has been
mandated by the state legislature for students who have beer excluded
from school. These students can be describel as youngsters who need a
highly structured program to be able to maintain satisfactory relations
with peers and adults. The program, serving 30 students in four separate

classrooms, consists of a highly structured behavior management system,
individualized academics, and counseling. The teachers are REA employees.

The third type of educational program operated by the REA serves

elementary education students in solf-contained classrooms. The REA
operates two such classes, one in Wonder Bay and the other in Lincoln

Center. Students in these programs have some contact with nonhandicapped
students but spend most of the school day with their REA-employed teacher.

Autistic Program

This program is a 3-year, federally funded state demonstration
project to develop a rural delivery system for autistic children. It is

currently in its second sear of funding and, by design, serves the
entire Midland area. The REA competed with seven other REAs for the
project and was one of four to receive funding.
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The project has tirue components. a diagnostic clinic, which has

to date identified nine students with six more pending; a self-contained
special class and the development of a K-12 curriculum; and support and
training for parents, LEA personml, and REA staff. The model and
materials will be d2veloped by existing REA special education instruc-
tional and support staff.

Hearing Impaired Programs.

Four teachers of the h'-"'n9 impaired and five interpreter/aides

served a total of 27 hear, ..paired students in 1981-82. The 27
students were served in fol..: hearing impaired classrooms: two preschool,
one elementary, and one junior high. Another 52 hearing impaired students
were served by itinerant teachers. Hearing impaired students who are
served in resource rooms and attend regular classes are assisted by
interpreter/aides. The age of the 79 hearing impaired students ranged
from 18 months to 20 years. Eight other students attend the state
school for the deaf.

Preschool Programs

Children from birth to age seven and their parents are served

through a number of programs within the preschool unit. There are 19
preschool staff members, .ho are supported by other REA speci-,1 education
personnel at various times and for various activities. Several interre-
lated programs are provided: home ir ervention, assessment and interven-
tion activities conducted in the home by a home teacher who trains the
parents to deliver the intervention; parent/infant team, an ad hoc team
of REA preschool and support staff who provide interdisciplinary support
to children ages 0-2 and their parents; parent classes, 8 weeks of

training which is designed to help parents understand and work with
their children; materials designed for a home study course for parents
who are unable to attend classes; Developmental Learning Centers (DLCs),
five centers located throughout the area serving 3 to 7 year-olds who
are developmentally delayed; and a toy lending library which makes
instructional toys available to parents for home use.

Special Education Advisory Council

The Midland REA maintains a 28-member Advisory Council which is
made up of parent, teacher, and public and parochial school representa-
tives. Each of the nine director districts is represented by an admini-
strator (superintendent or principal) from two LEAs within it. Six
parent representatives, three special education teachers, and an adminis-
trator from one of the area's parochial schools round out the council
membership.

The council meets twice each year to discuss Midland programs,
problems, and issues. Meetings typically begin with an information
sharing session during which the special education division updates the
council on current and proposed changes in the state and REA special
education rules and regulations, the introduction and !,.ogress of new

programs, and the results of any state monitoring activities that may
have been conducted. Suggestions, questions, and/or concerns of the



council relative to changes in procedures are noted by the director for
future use at the annual meeting at the DPI of the REA directors of
special education.

The information sharing session is followed by an open discussion
period, during which council members are free to raise issues about
special education services. Here again, issues that cannot be addressed
at the REA level are presented to the DPI for clarification and/or a
response.

Minutes are transcribed and included in the Midland area annual
special education plan (described in the section, "Authority and Respon-
sibility for Special Education").
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MIDLAND REA EXPENDITURES

Reviewing the number and types of services provided by the REA

quickly leads to the question, "How much does all this cost?" The
revenues received for the three REA divisions are generated through
iifferent formulas and mullt be kept in separate operating budgets.
Further, an additional distinction is made between special education
instructional and support programs, which also must be kept separately.
Thus, the four primary cost categories are special education support
services, special education instructional programs, educational services,
and media services. In addition to the costs of the three divisions,
there are two other general categories of program costs: administration
costs and plant operation and maintenance costs. In total, six program
cost categories are used to manage the Midland REA budget. Figure 6
lists the costs for the six types of direct program costs and illustrates
the proportion of the total budget amount allocated to each cost category.

Central administration costs are calculated as indirect costs and
are prorated back to each division. Plant operation and maintenance
costs reflect the dollars used to maintain the facilities owned or
leased by the REA and include a separate line for the operation and
maintenance of the special education satellite offices.

Program costs within each category are subdivided into categories
of expenditures. Figure 7 lists these expenditures and illustrates the

proportion of total expenditures for each category.

In November of each year, the REA submits its program plans for the

following school year to the State Board of Education. One month later,
the operating budget is submitted for re,iew. After some adjustments,

which typically occur, the REA is given final approval on the operating
budget. In recent years, some reductions have occurred. For example,
the Midland REA's 1981-82 approved budget was reduced by about $250,000.
Of this amount, approximately $165,000, $69,000, and $15,000 in cuts
were absorbed by the Special Education, Educational Services, and Media
Divisions, respectively. Although the other two divisions managed to

get by with adjustments in the level of some services, the Special
Education Division lost seven positions. The reduction, however did not
cause major difficulties since six positions had gone unfilled from the
previous year and the seventh position was easily handled through attri-
tion.

The state's biggest expenditure is in education. The budget cuts

which have occurred over the last 2 years have resulted from ailing
national and state economies as well as from declining enrollments.
Budget cuts were passed down to REAs and LEAs in several different ways.

For the most part, the cuts were made by adjustments in the state aid
formula and legislative changes in the ways REA dollars are generated.
(see section: "Funding Regional Educational Agencies").
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Figure 6

Midland REA Expenditures 1981-82
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Figure 7

Midland REA Categories of Expenditures
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EVOLUTION OF REGIONAL EDUCATION AGENCIES AND

SPECIAL EDUCATIO14 SERVICES

One cannot separate the events leading to the development of the

REAs from the evolution of special education services in this state.
The Omo stories are really one; the development of eaJi has contributed
to the other. As we have seen, the REAs were developed primarily to
provide special education. But, the development of isolated exemplary
special education programs in the state provided the impetus for REAs.

The REAs were not the first type of educational unit to be placed
intermediate to local schril districts and the DPI. As a matter of
fnt, REAs represent the tourth type of intermediate unit and the third
type of regionalized service agency to be established.

ThP County Superintendency

The first intermediate unit structure to be established dates to
the mid-1800s when the position of county superintendent was inter-
polated between local districts and the DPI. The county superintendent
was an elected official with direct power over all districts in a county.
One should not confuse the c' 'nty superintendency wich county districts,
however. The local districts remained independent, even though they
were all supervised by the county superintendent and funded, in part, by
a county-wide -dx levy. Imagine the task, with more than 5,000 districts
spread across 99 counties state-wide! It's not difficult to understand
the DPI's impetus for creating the couc,ty superintendency.

School District Consolidation

Over the 60-year period from 1910 to 1970, the number of school

districts decreased from over 5,000 to 454 (presently 447). Three
factors influenced this reduction. The advent of school buses created a
trend toward consolidation since transportation to central locations was
then possible and attractive to school systems. In 1953 it became
official state policy to encourage school reorganization. The 15-3
statute read:

It is hereby declared to be the policy of the state to encour-
age the rer ganization of school districts into such units as
are necessary, economical and efficient and which will ensure
an equal opportunity to a 1 cliTiFiT5T the state (empliEill
added).

This may have been the legislature's way of testing the waters - -ne

reorganization mandate, just a wa,^niny. out the bill did contain a
mandate of a different sort. County boards of education were direct&
to conduct detailed stuoies and surveys of school districts for the
purpose of promoting reorganization. So, in one declaration the state

tested the waters and studied how best to proceed. Apparently, the
waters were fine, and the studies helped chart the course for the next
wave of reorganization, which began in 1957 as a result, finally, of a

formal legislative mandate. The mandate did not create mass resistance



since it was aimed at eliminating one-room school houses, a practice
that had seen its day anyway. One must assume that this course of

action was predicated on the results of the reorganization studies
conducted by the county boards in 1953. The 1957 statute disallowed
districts to hire teachers if their previous year's daily attendance was
below 8 students and if fewer than 10 students would be enrolled tt-3
next year.

Also, that same year, two cr more adjacent counties were allowed

jointly to employ a superintendent. This made sense; the number of
districts would be reduced in any given county due to the 1957 mandate
and, in li-)t of the reduction in districts that had already occurred
with the introduction of school buses, one superintendent could handle
the job. Although this action did not create a new type of intermediate
unit, it did make the existing ones (county superintendencies) larger,
while at the same time it reduced the number of administrative entities
with which the DPI had to deal. All in all, a neat package; only the
tiniest districts had been eliminated and the system was tightened
administratively. So far, so good.

In the next round of consolidatic- activity, the DPI did not fare

so well. In 1965, the legislature mandated that by July 1, 1966 all
areas in the state were to be included within a school district having
twelve grades. To effect this policy, the legislature granted authority

to existing county boards of education to "attach" any area not a part
of a twelve-graded district and to make it part of such a district. A

district, however, which was included in a reorganization petition

prior to or on April 1, 1966, was not subject to attachment. The legi-
slature went beyond simply encouraging reorganization--either reorganize
or be attached.

There is a pattern here that we will see again as this history
unfolds. The state, motivated by economy, efficiency, and equality,
delegated the responsibility for school reorganization to local units of
the educational system. In 1953, the county board of education con-
ducted the studies which guided the 1957 consolidations. and, in 1965,
they were given authority to attach neighboring districts to one another.
The state's goal: better, more efficient, more equitable schools through
reorganization. The state's method: let the locals work it out. Of

course, when tne state let the ccunty boards work it out, they also let
them take the heat. How hot was it? Very. The dissidents united.
People who were concerned with the dismantling of small schools formed
an advocacy/ lobbying group that exists today: STOP (Stop Taking Our
Pride). Although this group had little ._`feet on the reorganization of

school districts in 1965-66, they have had a greater impact on the
quality of small schools in this state, as well as on the evolution of
the REA concept. What's more, they sent a clear message to the state
that "enough is enough."

The 1965 high school district legislation has since been amended;

currently it declares that "if any school district ceases to maintain
twelve grades, it shall reorganize within six months or the state board
shall attach the school district not maintaining twelve grades to another
district." It appears that the state board of education has recovered
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the task of school reorganization, but, as we shall see, the heat has

been transferred to another educational unit.

Before we get too far ahead or ourselves, let us return to 1965.

Two other important pieces of legislation were passed then that have a
bearing on the evolution of the REA concept.

Area Schools

Legislation also was passed in 1965 that divided the state into 15
"merged areas," in which two or more school systems could merge resources
to establish and operate a vocational school or a community college, or
a combination of both. The law was permissive for the first five years
but required all area of the state to be in a merged area by July 1,
1971. These area schools represented the second type of intermediate

(the first was the county superintendency) and the first type of
regional service agency. The MCC in Lincoln Center is an example of an
area school; a combined community college and vocational/technical
school.

Besides being one of the historical antecedents to the REA concept,
the area schools are important to our story of the evolution of REAs and
special education for several other reasons. First, when the REAs were
':rested, they were to share geographical boundaries which were coterminous
with those of the area schools. Second, REAs were to use a governance
structure which was identical to that of the area schools. This, in
itself, was a point of controversy in the evolution of the REA system, a
point that will be expanded upon later. Third, because area schools and
REAs eventually were to share the same service areas, the legislation
creating the REAs specified that REAs could not provide programs or
services which are or may be provided by the area schools. Not only was
duplicaf:', prohibited, but cooperation among area schools and REAs was
encouray4a. The area schools were authorized to provide the first two
years of college work as well as an array of vocational education programs.
One such vocational program was to serve persons who have academic,
socio-economic, or other hardicaps which prevent succeeding in regular
vocational education programs. This authorization is important because
it demonstrates an early commitment to the needs of handicapped students
(1965, prior to P.L. 94-142 and the REA special education delivery
system) and, as we shall see, a program area that is a natural point at
which the REAs and the area schools can converge. It is also important
to note that the availability of vocational programs .cor handicapped
students made programming easier for students who were beyond high
school age. Finally, when first plans for the REAs were introduced,
they called for the governance of the REAs to be subsumed by the existing
area schools' governance structure. Obviously, as noted above, this did
not happ!n; but the important thing about the proposal is why it was
rejected and what were the trade-offs that were made. As we will see,
special education lost something in the deal but gained what has amounted
to its most powerful trump card.
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Joint County School Systems

The third piece of legislation passed in 1965 that affected the
evolution of the REA concept was the "joint county school system" statute.
You will remember that, in 1957, two or more adjacent counties were
allowed jointly to emoloy a superintendent although each county maintained
its own board of education. The 1965 legislation allowed two or more
counties to merge their boards of education forming a multi-county board

to govern districts in the combined counties and to be administered by a
single joint courty superintendent. Whereas the joint hiring of a
county supetintendent by two or more counties authorized in 1957 can be
characterized as an efficienc measure, the merging of individual county
boards into a "joint county board of education" represented a third type
of intermediate unit structure that organized governance and administra-
tion on an area or regional basis and the second type of regionalized
services arrangement. (Area schools were the second type of intermediate
unit and the first type of regionalized service agency, even though they
were not established until 1971.) Thus, with the combined authorizations
of the 1957 and 1965 legislation, school systems had three options for
organizing themselves.

1. single county superintendencies: independent districts within
one county, one board, one superintendent (1858 statute)

2. joint county agreements: independent districts in two or more
counties, one board in each county, one jointly employed
superintendent (1957 statute)

3. joint county school systems: independent districts in two or

more counties, one board, one superintendent (1965 statute)

The 99 counties of the statl elected one option or another depend-
ing on the local context and politics. By 1975 the following state-wide
configuration emerged: 23 single county superintendencies, 18 superin-
tendents in 46 counties with joint agreements, and 10 superintendents in
30 counties with joint county school systems. Thirty percent of the
counties, in effect, opted for an area approach to school organization;
nearly one half of the counties maintained their own boards of education

but hired superintendents jointly with adjacent counties; and about one
fourth of the counties chose to remain as single-county units. But
then, on July 1, 1975, all county and joint county school systems were
abolished and the REA concept was ushered in. But before we move to
that point, let's see what effect the joint county systems had on educa-
tion, and particularly on special education.

Evolution of Sect?). EJucation within the County Systems

To understand the evolution of special education, three points need
to be made. First, just after World War II the special education needs
of the state were recognized and the legislature authorized such services
cn a permissive basis. This move was consistent with what was happening
then on the national scene. The authorization meant that school systems
could, but were not required to, provide special education services.

Secondly, when the county superintendency was created in 1858, it was a
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popularly elected position. However, in 1913, the law changed so that

both the county board of education and the county superintendent were
selected by the presidents of the local districts' boards of education.
A further change occurred in 1947 when the county board of education
became a popularly elected body and, at the sane time, the superintendency
became a three-year appointment. Thus, the governance ofthe county
system came under more direct control of the county residents. When

joint county agreements and joint county systems emerged in 1957 and
1965, respectively, the county boards of education remained, in their
various configurations, popularly elected bodies.

The third ingredient in this mix relates to the overall goals
expressed by the state legislature when it first encouraged and later
required school reorganization. Economy and efficiency were ce,..tainly

realized under the joint county structure. Ironically, however, the
third goal of "equality" became even more elusive as the first two goals

were achieved. Schools became more efficient, and some became efficient
enough to start offering new or expanded programs like special education,
for example. As a result, districts became unequal in terms of the
number and quality of programs they offered. But more on this later.
With fewer schools and school districts to supervise as a result of the
high school district consolidations, the discretionary time of the
county superintendent was increased. With the formation of larger and
fewer school districts the county superintendent role became one of
record keeping, for the most part.

These three events, considered together, set the stage upon which
the special education story began to be acted out. The curtain can now

be drawn; but, first, tOere is one more player: the Association for
Retarded Children (ARC)'. The MC, a national advocacy group of parents
and professionals with locally based affiliates, was formed in 1946.
During the time in question, between 1947 and 1965, local ARCs began to
be organized around the state. Naturally, their existence was spotty
and dependent on the initiative of individuals (primarily parents) in
various communities. County ARC groups started classes for trainable
mentally handicapped youngsters--hired a teacher and set up the programs
in abandoned rural school houses. Once the programs were operational,
the county board of education was asked to take them over. In addition

to organizing these programs the ARC groups were a strong voice in
advocating for handicapped children in the state. The executive director
for the state ARC was a strong lobbying force for the REA concept and
the state special education mandate.

So, curtain up! Let us begin by reviewing the pieces that were in
place to this point in the evolution of special education services.
Table 4 presents the significant events that occurred over the 30-year
period from 1946 to 1975.

1
Currently, the Association for Retarded Citizens.
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Table 4

Educational Reorganization and Development of Special Education

Timeframe Events

1946 Permissive legislation allowing but not requiring special
education services.

Establishment of %ational ARC and local ARCs in certain
areas of the state.

1947 County Boards of Education popularly elected.

1953 State policy established to encourage school reorganization
and to conduct feasibility studies.

1957 Consolidation of very small districts (serving fewer than
10 students).

Joint County Agreements: joint hiring of superintendents
by two or more counties (counties maintained separate
boards of education).

1965 High school district reorganization via attachment.

Establishment of Area Schools: special purpose inter-
mediate units.

Joint County School Systems permitted: one board of
education, one superintendent.

1965- With fewer school districts to supervise, and with
1975 resources freed by increased efficiency, some county

superintendents began to offer additional educational
services, including special education.
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By 1975 when the REA concept was introduced, 51 county units were
operational: 23 single county systems, 18 joint county agreements (46
counties), and 10 joint county school systems (30 counties). Although

the type of county unit had some bearing on the extent and quality of
special education services available in any given unit, the real impetus
for development of special programs and services came from two other
directions. In both cas(2s, the development of special education programs
resulted from the initiative of individuals and/or groups at the local
(district, county, joint county) level. First, county and joint county

superintendents who were interested, knowledgeable, and/or concerned
about speci.1 education initiated such services. Remember that they

could ory now consider expanded services of any type because their load
had been reduced, which increased discretionary time. Second, parents
of handicapped children individually, in groups, or in concert with the
ARC began to request, lobby for, and, in some cases, demand services for
their children. Also, in some communities, the ARC began to provide its

own programs.

And so we see that, between 1947 and 1975, school systems grew
larger in size and fewer in number. This resulted in more economical

and efficient school systems. As the systems improved, the county

superintendent's role changed in practice. The superintendents could
begin to think about expanded services (special education and regular

curriculum services) because basic needs were being met. Even so, the
move to offer special education services was not unanimous; rather, it

was idiosyncratic. Whether these services were provided depended on the
individual--the superintendent, the parent, the advocate, or the com-

bination of all three in harmony, or, in some cases, at odds.

The first services to be provided were psychological services,

speech services, and programs for trainable mentally handicapped children.
The ARC was most involved in helping to establish and, in some cases, in

operating these latter programs.

Because they were dependent on local initiative and politics,
services developed unevenly across the state. County superintendents
who were more aware provided better and more programs and services.
More active parents and parent groups pushed harder for programs and had

different degrees of success. This was to ba expected under a "permissive"
system. However, another factor contributed to the uneven pattern of
specia; education program development.

Funds with which to operate the programs and services were not
built into the state school finance system. Even when the state allo-
cated special education reimbursement dollars at 26 percent of the costs
of the programs, the money distribution scheme was, in the words of the
current state Director of Special Education, "helter-skelter" and mired

in "red tape." Newer programs tended to get more money than established
programs and services plateaued because of the limits placed on reim-
bursement. And, most significantly, where a student lived determinea
the quantity and quality of services he received. Moreover, only 25

percent of the school-aged children who needed special education services
were receiving them.
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Certain rural county and joint county units literally became "special
education centers." By 1975, some units were providing special education

programs and services that would rival those provided in some of the
current REAs. Nevertheless, a problem emerged. Ironically, the problem

was created by the very fact that some units had developed exemplary
programs and services. The legislature was "plagued with complaints
about inequitable services."

Recall, if you will, the three goals of the state legislature when
they encouraged and later requ:red school reorganization: economy,
efficiency, and equality for all children in the state. The first two

goals had been accomplished. In fact, the introduction of special
education was possible because those goals were met. But, by meeting

the first two goals, the chances of reaching the third goal, equality,
had become even more remote. Clearly, something had to be done.

Emergence of the REA Concept

One should not assume that the legislature aid not have a solution
available to it. In fact, the idea had been formulated and lay waiting
for its time to came. The obvious solution was the operationalization
of the REA concept. The basic plan had been written ten years earlier,
in 1964. But it was ct.ntroversial and could not pass muster at the
state house for fur reasons. First, given the 1957 and particularly
the 1965 bout with school reorganization, the idea sounded too much like
consolidation or, at least, centralization to be politically acceptable
in the mid-'60s. This was true lot because legislators did not understand
it, but because they felt their constituents would not understand it.

Communities that lost their schools through tne consolidation process
were, more often than not, bitter and skeptical of further state inter-
ference in educational decision making that would affect local school

systems. Also, there is evidence to suggest that the original plan for
REAs called for the consolidation of all local districts into "county
school districts," that is, 99 school districts serviced by 15 REAs.

The plan was unpublicized, but it was not a well-kept secret. Second,
the REA plan was massive and, as such, no equitable way to fund it was
available in 1964. Third, there was no real motivation for serving all
handicapped students equitably; P.L. 94 -142 was 10 years away.

Finally, a political problem emerged that turned local districts

against the plan. Initially, it was proposed that the REAs become an
additional function of the area schools. This meant that the area
schools' administrators and their boards of directors would assume
governance and administration responsibilities for the REAs. This

concerned the local districts. They felt that the area schools would
not be able to address the needs of local districts because of their
postsecondary emphasis. Further, the districts questioned the area
schools' expertise relative to special eucation. The local districts
wanted the administration and governance of the REAs to be separate from

1
The Education for All Handicapped Children Act passed in 1975 which

guaranteed all handicapped children the right to a free appropriate
public education in the least restrictive environment.
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that of the area schools; they wanted a governance system that would be
more responsive to local needs and they wanted the REAs to be operated
by people whose efforts and expertise would be directed toward the
traditional K-12 segment of the public scnool system.

State-level special education staff and advocates, however, wanted
the REAs to be run by the existing area schools. Their rationale was
that one board and one set of administrators for both the area schools
and REAs would assure the smooth transition of handicapped students from
the public schools into the vocational training programs offered by the
area schools. Thus, a stalemate between local districts and special
education planners and advocates emerged to create the fourtn barrier to
the introduction of the REA system as it had been oriyinally conceptualized.

What, then, happened to change the political scene in 1974 when the
REA legislation finally was passed? As one might expect, a combination
of events took place. First, there was a elange in the basic REA plan
that eliminated the idea of consolidating local districts. Under the
revised plan, all local districts were to remain intact. Further, the
plan to make the REAs part and parcel of the area schools was abandoned.
Without the threat of consolidation, rural districts began to see the
REA concept as a means of saving their schools. The fact that REAs
would retard consolidation while, at the same time, providing access to
needed services and allowing small districts to be at least somewhat
cost-effective became a big selling point for the concept. The elimina-
tion of the part of the plan which gave the area schools the administra-
tive and governance responsibilities for the REAs did not come without
a price, however. The trade-off for the local districts to secure a
separate administrative and governance structure for the REAs resulted
in an important advantage for special education. The LEAs were anxious
to make the trade at the time, however. In the trade, the LEAs got an
REA administrative and governance structure that was independent of the
area schools and gave up the "power" for special education authority
that currently rests with the REA directors of special education.
Special education gave up the link between K-12 programs and vocational
training but gained the "awesome authority" of the REAs' directors of
special education l'or all special education matters within the designated

regions, a trade treat certainly has worked to the advantage of handicapped
students.

Second, the legislation creating the REAs was combined with two

other pieces of legislation. One created the funding mechanism for the
REAs and special education services and the other created the state's
special education statute. Therefore, a "package-deal" was created. In

one law we find subsumed the REA system, state special education policy
and procedures, and a mechanism to fund the entire enterprise. Third,

during the period of time from 1966 to 1974, exemplary special education
programs and services had developed in certain districts throu h the
efforts of county and joint county systems and parents and the ARC.
Some children were being served but most were not. Complaints from
parents and advocacy groups poured in to the legislature; they demanded
equitable services. In effect, the unequal development of special
education services across the state had created the fuel to sustain a
bonfire of pressure. . Law suits were being filed in many states and
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parents and advocates were winning them all. As time drew closer to
1975 the knowledge that the federal government would pass a law to
require that special education be made available to all handicapped
children and youth exerted influence on states. The mandate from above

was sure to came, so why net be ready for it? Besides, advocates for

the handicapped knew of the certainty of the federal law and this further
intensified their lobbying of the legislature. Finally, and not the
least significant, was the importance that the people in this state

placed on education. The years since consolidation had seen state
achievement test scores rise for all students as well as the development
of exemplary special education programs. The people were proud of their
schools and committed to quality education. The REA concept was sold as

the "great equalizer." it was to provide equal access to services to
all students, regardless of where they lived in the state.

All these factors combined with, or as the result of, a change in
the times made the concept of a regionalized service agency tenable. In

1974, the state legislature passed Senate File 2001 which abolished all
county and joint county school systems and replaced them with regional
education agencies as of July 1, 1975. SF 2001 included three sections:
Chapter 200, Regional Education Agencies; Chapter 300, Procedures for
Children Requiring Special Education; and Chapter 400, School Foundation
Plan. SF 2001 completely overhauled special education policy in the
state; new definitions, new governance pracedures, a new delivery system
(the REAs), and a new financing scheme.

Chapter 200 has been or will be discussed as a matter of course in
describing the Midland REA. The requirements of Chapter 300, likewise,

will become clear as we describe special education services in the
Midland area. Chapter 400, dc2 to its complexity, will be described in
some detail in the next major section, "Funding Regional Education
Agencies."

Evolution of the Midland REA

In 1975 when SF 2001 was passed and the REA system was created, the
nine-county area currently served by the Midland REA included all three
types of county school systems. Two counties maintained single county

units and four others operated under joint county agreements (jointly
employed one superintendent). The remaining three counties participated
in the third type of authorized arrangement (joint county system) and

operated the Tri-County Education Agency. Thus, the Tri-County system
had been operating special education programs in the three-county area
for some time prior to the start of the REA. Some believe that, in its
day, the Tri-County system delivered special services as well as the
current REA (see Figure 8).

In addition to the Tri-County system, one of the two single county
units, Richland County, created a county-wide special education program
to coordinate the delivery of speech and psychological services and

programs for trainable mentally handicapped youngsters. All LEAs in the
county participated in the program, which was housed in the Wonder Bay
district. The single-county program evolved into a four-county "loose
arrangement" when three adjacent counties began to purchase speech and
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psychological services from the Richland special education program.
Ironically, the three adjacent counties were assigned to the neighboring
REA when the boundaries were drawn. The Richland county unit remained
in the Midland catchment area, thus severing the ties between it and the
three adjacent counties it served (see Figure 8).

So although special education services were not mandated until SF

2001 was passed in 1974, some services did exist prior to that time in
the Midlana area. But most admit that services were uneven across the
region and that where a student lived determined whether he received
services as well as the nature of those services. The good programs
were concentrated within the Tri-County and Richland County arrange-
ments. With the advent of the REA, more students were identified,
better assessment and placement procedures were developed, more services
and service options became available, and, in general, more students
were served and served better.

When the Midland REA was formed, it was located in Lincoln Center,
the largest city in the eight-county region (population 30,000) and the

former home of the Tri-County Education Agency. In addition, when the
Division of Special Education was formed within the REA, the special
education director for the Tri-County Education Agency was hired as the

director of special education for the division. His first order of
business was to hire the director of special services from the Richland
County unit as his assistant director. Thus, the special education

talent which had evolved in the area was captured within the nets of the
REA. In addition, the superintendent in Wonder Bay (the home district
for the Richland special education program) was hired as the chief

administrator of the REA.
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FUNDING REGIONAL EDUCATION AGENCIES

The most significant aspect of the REA funding mechanism is the

role it plays in the success of the REA concept and, for the purposes of
this case study, in the success of the implementation of the state

special education mandate and P.L. 94-142. Most people view the REA
system as the special education mandate. Remember that SF 2001 Created
the state special education mandate, created the delivery system (the

REAs), and created the funding mechanism to make it all possible. Most
knowledgeable people at the state level, as well as in the Midland area,
believe that LEAs would have resisted Chapter 300 and P.L. 94-142 if the
resources to comply with them were not part of the mandate. Without the

money, mandates have no teeth; SF 2001 "created a structure that's
workable and put the bucks behind it." The DPI's approach: "create an

environment where young, motivated professionals want to work within the
system;" you need only give them "resources, reasonable loads, and the
chance to be creative."

To establish the REA funding mechanism required that the state
revise its then current state aid formula to fund the REAs and, thus,
special education. Each of the three parts of SF 2001 contained a
different aspect of the overall funding scheme and, taken together, they
formed an interlocking funding mechanism which modernized state aid for
education, funded the REAs, and generated and distributed the dollars to
finance special education instructional and support services,'

The following sections describe the overall funding scheme. The
general state aid formula is presented first, followed by the mechanism
used to generate the revenues to fund the REAs, which include media,
educational services, and special education support and instructional
services.

The Foundation Plan

In order to understand the state aid formula, one must be familiar
with several key features of the system: equalization, budget levels,
tax base, weighted or budget enrollment, per pupil costs, and allowable
growth.

Equalization

The amount of money contributed by the state to individual districts
for education varies on a statewide basis between 40 and 60 percent
depending on the property tax valuation of the individual districts.
This is accomplished by having each district tax itself at a uniform
rate of $5.40 per $1,000 assessed property valuation. The state then
pays the difference between the amount of money generated through the
uniform property tax levy and the "foundation level," which is a percen-
tage of a state average cost per pupil figure (see Figure 9 and the

A new state aid formula had been established in 1972. It was revised
and interlocked with the REA and special education legislation to
create the overall funding scheme to support the REAs and special
education.
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discussion below). An agricultural tax relief adjustment is built into

the system which, in effect, acts as an indirec. school 'relit much the
came way that a Homestead credit does for residential property. Without
this relief, the average mix of state aid to local property ta., contribu-

tions for education would be closer to a "50-50 split" on a statewide
basis.

Budget Levels

Three sepeate budget levels are used to establish LEA budget

revenues and the state's contribution to education (refer to Figure 9).
The Maximum Authorized Budget refers to the total set of revenues a
district has available to it; this includes unspent balances, 'ederal

aid /greats, and any special state aid or budget adjustments. atu rally,

these revenues are variable from district to district and fr year to
year. They are simply added to the controlled budget level, rich is

the critical level for calculating 4 district's revenues.

The Controlled Budget is calculated by multiplying a district's
cost per pupil from the previous year (plus an "allowable growth" factor
--expla:aed Lelow) times the district's weighted enrollment. Weighted
enrollment is a key factor in special education funding and will be
discussed in greater depth below. For now, understand that handicapped
students are weighted according to ZhE degree of services they regui:v
above what is ordinarily prJvidcd to oonhand ,capped students. In effect,

a district's weighted enrollment inflates its actual student enrollment
(head count), thus generating additional dollars for special education

instructional services.

Cost per pupil i alculated as the sum of the previo'is year's cost

per pupil amount plus percent growth factor, "allowable growth," which
is set by the state add basO on the Consumer Price Index. Once per
pupil costs are calculated, they are multiplied by a district's weighted

enrollment to establish the Controlled Budget level. Thus, next year's
Controlled Budget for a district is last year's per pupil costs plus an
allowable growth factor times this year's weighted enrollment. the

allowable growth factor had risen to 13.6 percent by 1980-81 but was
reducqd to 5 percent by the state comptroller for the 1981-82 school
year.'

The foundation level (refer to Figure 9) is the level to which the
state will fund education. The legislation creating the funding scheme
established this level at 77 percent of the state average per pupil
costs. State aid to a district is based on the difference between the
foundation level and the dollars generated through the uniform property
tax. Districts are allt,..ed to levy an additional property tax to make
ip the difference between the foundation level and the controlled budget
level.

1
Actually, allowable growth has been based on a different index A

recent years. This is discussed in a later section.

2
The reason for the downward adjustment and its impact .111 be ciscussed
in later sections.
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Funding Media, Educational, and Special Education Support Services

Total revenues fur the REA's various services are generated in
different ways and from different sources. The primary distinction is

in the way special education instructional revenues are generated compared
to the ways the other services, including special education support
services, are generated. A further distinction can be made between the
sources of special education support services revenues and those for
media and educational services. This section deals with these latter
distinctions, whereas the next section is devoted exclusively to special

education instructional services revenues.

The ways revenues are generated for media, education services, and

special education support services are similar in that they are based on
a flat charge oer pupil. However, the sources of the revenues (i.e.,
who pays the flat charge) are different. Media and educational services
are charged directly to districts, whereas special education support

services are paid for through a combination of state aid and property
taxes, in the same proportional mix as the state and local contributions
to general education funding.

Media Services

Revenues for media services are based on a fixed cost per pupil
times the total REA enrollment (public and nonpublic). The current rate
is $16 per pupil on a statewide basis, although the amount varies somewhat
among REAs. The $16 figure has risen from a level set in the original
legislation of $8 per pupil. As services and costs increased, the rate

rose and, finally, in 1978, the costs of media services were allowed to
increase each year at the rate of allowable growth established for the
state aid foundation plan. The source of revenue for media services is
the property taxes collected by each district. Thus, media services are
paid for by local citizens exclusively.

Educational Services

Revenues for educational services are generated in the same manner

as those for media services; public and nonpublic school enrollment is
counted in the overall enrollment figure. The current rate for educa-
tional services is $21 per child on a sta vvide basis, with less than 1
dollar variance across REAs. Like the rate for media services, the
educational services rate increases at the state rate of arowable
Irowth. Here, too, educational services costs are paid for by local

citizens via the uniform property tax.

Special Education Support Services

Although the support services revenue generating scheme is similar
to that used for media and educational services, there are several
fundarintal differences. First, funds for support services are drawn
from -.11.1 state aid formula. That is, when the state calculates the
state average per pupil cost from which it calculates the foundation
level, the state average per pupil cost for support services is included.
Therefore, specid education support services are funded through a
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combination of state aid and local property taxes in the same proportional
mix as state aid and local taxes are usQd to fund general education. The
state assumes responsibility for support services costs in proportion toits share of general education costs.

Second, although support services costs are based on a flat charge
per pupil like media and educational services costs, the way student
enrollment is figured is different. Student enrollment used to generate
support services revenues is based on the total weighted, public school
enrolls ,t for the entire REA catchment area. Remember that the weighted
enrollment is an inflated enrollment figure based on weights assigned to
handicapped students according to the degree of services they need. On
a statewide basis, the 1981-82 average rate per pupil for special educa-
tion support services is $88, which increases each year based on the
allowable growth factor. The Midland REA's support services allotment
is a little over $92 this year.

Another important distinction between the way media and educational
services revenues are generated and the way support services revenues
are generated has become moot in recent years, but it is interesting
from a developmental perspective. Originally, the legislature provided
additional funds for support services (beyond allowable growth) for "new
and expanded programs." REA support service costs were allowed to
increase beyond allowable growth for a five-year period. Each REA could
submit plans and budgets for new or expanded services beyond the level
of allowable growth. This was logical and necessary in the early years
of the REA as they expanded to full service capacity. However, as state
funds became more scarce and, more importantly, as LEA budgets decreased
because of declining enrollments and the REA budgets increased because
of support services budgets that could grow at an increased rate, local
districts and, in turn, legislators became dissatisfied with the system
and it was subsequently changed. In fact, the "new and expanded services"
dollars were discontinued after three years of the planned five-year
period. Currently, special education support services budgets are tied
to enrollment (weighted) and allowed to grow only by the allowable
growth factor.

There is currently a great deal of concern over the manner in which
special education support services are funded. The concern centers on
two aspects of the revenue generating scheme: the assumption that per
pupil support services costs are relatively constant across REAs and the
wisdom of basing support services costs on enrollment, particularly in a
declining enrollment situation.

The debate revilves around two issues. First, some directors of
special education argue that support service needs cannot be assumed to
be the same across REAs. They point to greater numbers of handicapped
students, concentrations of more severely handicapped students, total
nonpublic school enrollment, economic factors, population density, drop-
out rate, rate of absenteeism, and general achievement revel as contri-
buting to disproportionate needs across REAs. Secondly, reduced enroll-
ments do not necessarily correspond to reductions in the need for support
services. This is particularly troublesome for rural REAs where sparcity
is a factor and results in children receiving fewer services than they



need because of additional travel demands placed upon fewer support
staff. Travel or "windshield time" is, of course, subtracted from
direct service time.

While no definitive answer to the disproportionality of needs issue
is available, a state study of the problem has snown that two factors
may be indicative of unequal needs: square miles covered per support
staff member and nonpublic school enrollment. Although the latter
factor is not a major concern to the Midland REA since it serves only 4
percent of the state nonpublic school enrollment (compared to other REAs
that serve much larger proportions, ranging up tc 21 percent), the
sparcity factor is a concern.

The Midland REA ranks second among the REAs in terms of sparcity;
it serves 6 students per square mile with each support staff member
averaging 57 square miles of coverage (the state average is 11 students
per square mile and 31 square miles of coverage). Tn fact, the combina-
tion of a reduced allowable growth factor for 1981-d2 and the state's
fastest declining enrollment caused the reduction in Midland support
staff (seven positions) discussed earlier. Even though the reduction in
force did not seriously affect support service delivery this time because
all but one of the positions were unfilled, further drops in Midiarrl
enrollment and continuance of the policy of alloting support service
revenues on the basis of enrollment are likely to have adverse effects
on the delivery of support services in the future.

Flow-Through Dollars

The revenues to support media, educational, and special education
support services "flow-through" the local districts' budgets. That is,
the amount of money the REA generates to support its operation simply
appears in the local budgets of each district because it is generated on
the basis of the enrollment of each district in the area it serves. One
must understand that this money does not belong to the LEA; it belongs
to the REA and would not be available to the LEA in any event. From a
bookkeeping standpoint, the money does not pass from the LEAs to the
REA; ratner, it comes to the REA directly from the state on a quarterly
basis. And whereas this may sound simple and quite logical, it is one
of the REA's biggest problems; the districts' perception has been that
the REA is taking their revenues.

The problem was particularly bad when thi EA special education
support services budget was growing beyond Cle allowable growth factor
and LEA budgets, over the same period, were shrinking because of declin-
ing enrollments. Moreover, it was mostly because of this faulty percep-
tion of the REA as the "rich new kid" nn the education scene and the
reaction of the LEAs, who watched their budgets shrink, that caused the
legislature to curtail support services growth by basing it, like general
education funding, on student enrollment.

Educating the public and, particularly, the LEAs about this fiscal
quirk has been and continues to be a major activity for the REAs, in-
cluding the Midland agency. Although these public relations efforts
have paid off to a degree, particularly with superintendents, the issue
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remains as a "bone of contention" in the minds of local school boards

and community membe.-s. In fact, it threatens the very survival of the
REA system and has had particularly negative effects on the perceptions
of special education services (because so many dollars are generated)
and educational services (because they are so amorphous). Media services

seem to have escaped these negative perceptions because of their visi-
bility and tangibility. Reactions of the LEAs range from elimination of

the funding for these services to transfer of the funds to local control.
What is alarming with respect to special education services is that a
"backlash" of sorts is beginning to be voiced. Local district consti-

tuents are beginning to resent the amount of resources they see being
spent on special education; remember, the Midland REA is special educa-

tion to them.

The saddest thing, of course, is that this perception of the REA as

somehow taking from LEAs (or getting something that the LEAs aren't
getting) is a false one which derives from a lack of understanding of
the REA concept and its goal to improve educational services on an area
basis by equalizing services to all children. Moreover, these issues

most likely would not have developed if the growth period of the REAs
had not coincided with restrictions on LEA budgets. And even though the
recent fiscal restrictions placed on the REAs by the legislature may
alleviate some LEA concerns (by no means at no cost to the quality
and/or extent of services), the flow-through funding procedure remains
as an irritant to many local school boards and administrators. The

State Association of School Administrators has studied the problem and

suggested that the procedure be changed. Of course, one solution to the
problem would be to give REAs taxing authority.

The success of the REA concept and the special education mandate is
predicated on the availability of ample resources with which to comply.

Ironically, it is this very thing, availability of resources, that now
threatens the REA network and the special education mandate. Some

positive gains have been made lately, however. The REA has worked hard

to educate district superintendents about the flow-through issue and the
superintendents, in turn, have worked to enlighten local school boards.
The superintendents who have been won over have taken the case to their

school boards by explaining the flow-through mechanism to the board,
detailing the procedure and its purpose, and making the point that the
regional agencies use the flow-through dollars to help small schools

survive. As a result of such efforts, ',he general feeling is that
resentment has lessened to a 0-oree, but that further effort is needed
to each more people with the i_ssage, particularly in the smallest

Heartland districts.

Funding REA and LEA Special Education Instructional Programs

Revenues for special education instructional programs are generated
and distributed differently than the dollars for special education
support services. To understand the system, one must be familiar with,
among others, two key ideas: weighting and tuition.



Weighting Plan

Special education instructional programs are developed along a
"continuum of services" model. The continuum ranges from the least
restrictive placement options such as supplemental assistance (special
adaptations which allow the student to remain full-time in a regular
classroom) and resource room program (student attends regular classes
nearly all day and receives additional help in a resource setting) to
the most restrictive setting which is a self-contained special program
in whi0 the student receives his total program in a separate classroom,
building and, in the most severe cases, possibly a residential facility
in the region, state, or in another state.

The placement of a child in any program is determined more by the

severity of the handicapping condition and, thus, the level of services
required, than the type of disability itself. For example, a learning
disabled child may be assigned to a regular class plus resource room

assistance, or a special class with integration into the regular program,
or a self-contained class. The placement depends more upon the severity
of the learning disability and the teacher-student ratio necessary to

provide appropriate instruction nan on the fact that the child has a
learning disability per se.

Table 5 provides the weights assigned to different instructional
placements, describes the programming criteria for each placement and
indicates the student-teacher ratio. The weighting plan is integrated

into the totpl educational finance system, the School Foundation Plan.
As such, xcess costs" (above the costs of instruction in the
regular p. for special education instruction are borne by both the
state and the local district in the same proportional mix as general
education financing which is based on local wealth. A district's cost
per pupil (prior year's cost per pupil plus allowable growth) becomes

the 1.0 weight of regular students and, thus, determines the funds
generated for excess special education instructional costs.

A student identified as requiring special education is assigned a
weight of 1.7, 2.0, or 4.0 and, therefore, generates special education
dollars at the weight times the district per pupil cost. Students who
are enrolled in the district on December 1 of one year make up the
special education student enrollment count, which is used to generate
the district's special education instructional budget for the following
year. Multiplying the total of the weights for all handicapper; students
counted on December 1 by the district's cost per pupil (last year's cost
per pupil plus allowable growth) yields the district's special education

budget for the next year.

School districts account for the total dollars generated via the
weighting plan in a separate special education budget. This includes
the 1.0 funds, the equivalent of the amount generated by regular educa-
tion students. However, an accounting mechanism is used to transfer the
1.0 funds, or a portion of those funds, back into the regular program
budget. These monies are used then to cover the costs of regular trans-
portation (not specialized), operation and maintenance, administration,

and integration costs, which are costs incurred by the regular program
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Placement

_____Type___

Supplemental

Assistance

Resource Teaching
Program

Special Class with
Integration

Self-Contained
Class

Self-Contained
Class

Special Day School/
Residential Facility

Table 5

Placement Ilptions, Weights, and Maximum Class Size
__.

Weight Criteria

1.7 Regular educational program with supportive
programs, services, materials, equipment,
and/or transportation.

1.7 Regular education program in addition to
special education resource teaching
program.

1.7 Special education class with integration
in the regular education program.

2.0 Self-contained special education class
for moderately handicapped students.

4.0 Self-contained special education class
for severely handicapped students.

4.0 Special day school, boarding school, or
residential facility.

1
Programs for hearing impaired students have a maximum of 10 students per teacher.
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Maximum Number
of Students
Per Teacher

10

18

12 (elementary)1
15 (secondary)

8 (preschool)
8 (elementary)
10 (secondary)

5
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when the student is integrated into regular classes. Table 6 shows the
portion of the 1.0 costs that are returned to the regular program by
special program type.

Using the 1981-82 state average per pupil costs of $1 ,940, Table 7
provides an example of the regular program flow-back funds.

Tuition

Once a district has generated its special education budget, it has
four options for providing special education instructional services

according to the specifications that accompany each weighted program
type: provide the program itself, send the student to a program operated
by another LEA 1

, send the student to a program operated by the REA, or
send the student to a program operated by another public or private
agency.

For the last three options, the district must pay tuition for the
student to attend a program operated by another agency. Tuition is
calculated by dividing the real costs of the program by the number of
students it serves. No matter which option is selected, the money
generated by the student's weighting is used to cover the costs of
providing the program. The Heartland REA central administrative office
provides the accounting services necessary to transfer tuition dollars
from LEAs to the REA. Districts transfer tuition dollars for LEA pro-
grams on their own.

Special Education Funding Adjustments

As one might imagine, there are a number of circumstances which
might occur for any given LEA that would send the weighting scheme into
a tail spin; a student requiring a special education program moves into
the district after December 1, transportation costs overextend the
budget, programs operate at less than capacity, and so on. To account
for these and other situations which might require some sort of adjust-
ments to be made, the state maintains the State Budget Review Committee
(SBRC). The SBRC has two primary functions. First, it reviews all LEA
special education budgets and provides a mechanism to make up deficits
and adjust surpluses. Second, it reviews special education pupil and
finance data and makes adjustments (up to .2) in the weightings on an
annual basis.

Let us first describe how LEA special education budget deficits are
handled. When the economy was in better shape, making up deficits was a
simple matter. The state would give the district the money to cover the
deficit in the form of additional state aid. Now that the economy has
turned down, however, the state no longer has the resources to be so
generous. In a deficit situation the SBRC now routinely grants the LEA
permission to include additional allowable growth in its next year's
budget. (The needed money is taken from the general education account
and made up the following year through the adjustment in allowable

1
The tuition option does not exist for the resource program type because
of all LEAs provide their own resource rooms.
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Table 6

Percent of Regular Program Costs Retprned by Placement Type

Percent of 1.0 Costs

Placement Returned to Regular

Type Integration Weight Program Budget

Supplemental Total 1.7 100

Assistance Integration

Resource Teaching Considerable 1.7 100

Program Integration

Special Class Some 1.7 45

with Integration Integration

Self-Contained Little 2.0 30

Class Integration

Self-Contained No 4.0 25

Class Integration



Table 7

Placement
Type

Regular Program Flow Back Funds by Weights

Percent Flow
Back of 1.0

Regular Costs

Dollars Flow
Back to Regular

Program

Special

Program
Dollars

1981-82 Per
Pupil_ Costs

Total Dollars Generated
Weight (Weight x Cost Per Pupil"

Supplemental $1,940 1.7 $3,298 100 $1,940 $1,358Assistance

Resource Teaching $1,940 1.7 $3,298 100 $1,940 $1,358
Program

Special Class
with Integration

$1,940 1.7 $3,298 45 $ 873 $2,425

Self-Contained $1,940 2.0 $3,880 30 $ 582 $3,298
Class

Self-Contained $1,940 4.0 $7,760 25 $ 485 $7,275
Class
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growth.) Naturally, this means that the district must increase the

local tax levy to generate the dollars; this is not looked upon as an
attractive course of action, as one might imagine. The SBRC and the DPI
realize that this is not a workable solution for the long term. Ironi-

cally, most of the money needed to make up LEA special education budget
deficits is available in the state but cannot be gathered up or used by
the SBRC. The money exists in the form of special education budget

surpluses in other LEAs.

The SBRC reviews the budgets each year of those LEAs showing a

positive special education balance. The SBRC routinely allows these
LEAs to apply balances over five percent to the subsequent year's special
education budget. To do this, the LEA simply reduces the local tax levy
for the following year and the SBRC reduces the state aid amount propor-
tionately. The SBRC permits LEAs to keep balances of five percent or
less and apply them to the next year's special education budget without
a concomitant adjustment in state aid or property taxes. Either situa-
tion works to the advantage of the LEA with a special education budget
surplus. The problem with this arrangement is that the SBRC cannot

recoup the excess funds from these districts; it can only allow them to
apply those funds to next year's special education budget in one of the
two ways described above. If the SBRC could recoup the state aid por-

tion of those surplus funds, it could create a fund to be used to cover
the costs of LEAs which ended the year with a special education deficit.
In fact, the SBRC has approved a plan and submitted it to the state
legislature which would, in effect, zero out all LEA special education
budgets at the end of each year. If approved, the plan would eliminate
situations in which some LEAs show a surplus at the end of the year
while others are caught short. It is pending currently.

In addition to dealing with LEA special education budget deficits

and surpluses, the SBRC is responsible for reviewing and, if necessary,
adjusting the weights assigned to various special education program
types. Baseu on real cost data for the state, the SBRC has the authority
to adjust any of the weights by a .2 increment and has done so on several
occasions since 1975-76. The original weights were set at 1.8, 2.2, and
4.4. Between 1975-76 and 1981-82, the 1.8 was reduced to its current
1.7; the 2.2 weight was reduced ix its current 2.0; and the original 4.4
weight was reduced twice, from 4.4 to 4.2 and then again from 4.2 to its
current 4.0 level. The weights for 1982-83 and 1983-84 have been announced:
1.7, 2.2, and 3.8, and 1.7, 2.2, and 3.6, respectively.

Thus, we see that this state's version of the pupil weighting

system addresses adequately some of the major disadvantages of the
general weighting system approach. In fact, state officials are very
proud of the entire special education funding system; and, indeed, they
have every right to beam. Table 8 compares special education instruc-
tional costs between 1975-76 (the start of the REA delivery system) and
last year's total instructional program expenditures and expenditures by

program type.

The DPI was quick to point out to the state legislature that,
although total costs increased over this period because of a 72.8 percent
increase in the number of students served and unprecedented inflation,
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Table 8

Comparison of 1975-76 an 1980-81 Instructional Costs Per Pupil

Placement
Type

1980-81
1975-76 Costs 1i0-81 Costs Adjusted Costs'

Resource Teaching 2,165 2,836 1,815
Program

Self-Contained
with Integration

1,786 2,760 1,766

Self-Contained 2,253 3,754 2,402
Class

Preschool 3,914 3,456 2,211
Class

Self-Contained 3,167 6.133 3,924
Class

Total Per Pupil 2,147 3,086 1,975

TOTAL
EXPENDITURES 59,013,892 146,554,091

2
93,782,614

3

'Adjusted for inflation to 1975-76 dollars.

2
72.8 percent increase in pupils served.

3
58.9 percent increase in buying power of dollars.
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the REA system has been very cost-effective in that it has been able to
serve students for less cost per pupil in virtually every program cate-
gory when 1980-81 dollars are adjusted for inflation. Needless to say,
the legislature was impressed; these figures represent a 58.9 percent
increase in the buying power of the dollars they had allocated for
special education.

Another feature of the special education funding system ;instruc-
tional dollars only) that pleases the DPI and the legislature is the
accuracy with which total costs are predicted. For example, total
statewide expenditures for 1981-82 were 2.2 percent below the $161
million allocated under the weighting scheme, an impressive accounting
feat. That suits the legislature particularly well since it operates
under a mandated balanced budget.

One should not assume that these accomplishments have made state
officials blind to the remaining funding problems. Indeed, they are
painfully aware of the fact that special education budgets at the LEA
level less often balance out as well as the state's budget. The DPI
continues to make proposals to the legislature which it believes will
remedy the situation for the locals.

P.L. 94-142 Special Education Funds

As prescribed in P.L. 94-142, the state education agency receives
the entitlement based on the state-wide child count, keeps 25 percent,
and passes the remaining 75 to the LEAs via the REAs. The money passes
from the state to the locals throuyh the REAs because each REA submits a
consolidated application on behalf of itself and its member LEAs.
Remember, the state views each REA as the specTir education program,
encompassing all REA programs as well as those of the member LEAs.
Thus, the state's fiscal management of P.L. 94-142 monies is quite
simple; funds are distributed to the 15 REAs on the basis of their
respective handicapped child counts. The REAs then, under ordinary
circumstances, would pass funds on to its member LEAs. However, the
circumstances in this state are extraordinary when it comes to what P.L.
94-142 monies are used for.

State Entitlement. The Special Education Division 3f the DPI
maintained 25 percent of the 1981-82 P.L. 94-142 dollars, or $3.13
million, to fund three aspects of overall special education operation:
direct administrative costs, costs of providing program support and
technical assistance to local and intermediate education agencies, and
costs of instructional and support services for children who are served
in programs that the state operates on a regional or statewide basis.

The total P.L. 94-142 dollars received by the state in 1981-82 was
$13.3 million. This amounts to 5.8 percent of the total state special
education costs for support services ($56.5 million), special education

1
An application submitted for P.L. 94-142 funds by more than one educa-
tion agency.
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instructional programs ($74.5 million), and the regular r,u,ation portion
(the 1.0 weight) of the costs associated with providing special education
programming ($86.5 million)--a total state cost of $217.5 million If
only excess costs (above regular education costs) are considered ($56.5
million plus $74.5 million or $131 million), p.;.. 94-142 revenues, at
$13.3 million, amount to 10.2 percent of th=7. total.

REA Entitlement. In its application to the federal government for
P.L. 94-142 funds, the DPI assures that the monies will not be co-mingled
with state spacial education dollars, that they will be used to supple-
ment and increase state and local funds expended for special education
and that they will not be used 4'n supplant state and local special
education dollars. Because SF 2001 created a states a special education
dolivery system and the fiscal resources to sustain it prior to P.L.
94-142, the state earmarked the P.L. 94-142 dollars to supplement and
i-xcease the preschool handicapped progrms offered in each REA. State
dollars for special education instructional and support programs are
generated on the basis of a weighted student enrollment procedure.
Thus, in order to generate dollars, a handicapoed child must be enrolled
in school. Children who are age five and you4er are not ordinarily
enrolled in school and, therefore, do not generate resources to support
their education under the weighting scheme. Under the P.L. 94-142
"srpplement not supplant" provision, the state had to use the federal
doCars for pr-^rams they were not already providing. Since SF 2001
generated resources for all children except those too young to be en-
rolled in school, the P.L. 94-142 monies naturally ue use,: to provide
early childhood education and the necessary support services.

Thus, we find a situation in which a state provides all services
required by P.L. 94-142 without the use of P.L. 94-142 dollars and, more
importantly, uses those dollars to go beyond the law to serve a popula-
tion that is generally not provided for in it. All in all, a very
fortuitous situation for young handicapped children and their parents in
this state. And, as we shall see, the benefits that accrue are very
impressive--for the youngsters, their parents, the community, and the
schools.

REA Revenues and Expenditures

Given the above description of the system used to generate and
distribute dollars for media services, educational services, and special
education instructional and support services, this section presents the
breakdown of revenues generated by the Midland REA during the 1981-82
school year. Because Midland expenditures were presented much earlier
in the story, they will be briefly recapitulated here so that revenues
and expenditures can be compared side by side.

Total REA Revenues ar4 Expenditures. Figure 10 lists the revenues
and expenditures for the LvAT Midland REA operation. You will recall
from earlier discussion that "tuition dollars" are oaid by LEAs to the
REA for providing requested special educati A instuction.1 programs and
that "flow-through" dollars are funds generated on the basis of student
enrollment which are used to provide special education support services
and media and education services. The revenue figure for "federal grants"
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Figure 10

Revenues by 2,,Jrces/Expenditures by Program Costs
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includes the P.L. 94-142 dollars passed from the DPI to the REA to
support preschool programs. The pie graphs for total revenues and total
direct program costs per division provide a further illustration of the
extent to which special education dominates REA operations.

A small proportion of the budget surplus of $352,873 (6 percent)
represents outstanding purchases. Most of the surplus, however, repre-
sents excess special education support service dollars which resulted
from the inability of the REA to fill some support positions. The state
recently has paid close attention to support services budget balances.
There is talk among the REA directors of special education that the
state may attempt to recapture these dollars. Currently, the REA can
carry these funds over into the next budget year.

The total amount of money spent for instructional programs by the
Midland REA is only a fraction of the total of instructional dollars
spent by the entire Midland area. Table 9 indicates the total number of
dollars spent by the Midland LEAs for instructional programs, as well as
a breakdown by program types. Additionally, the table provides an
indication of the proportion of students in each program type who are
served by their home LEA versus those who are "tuitioned out" to other
LEAs, the REA, or to other agencies. Calculating the proportion of
total Midland instructional dollars allocated to LEAs versus the REA
indicates that the REA rece ves only 11 percent of the instructional
dollars. The proportion of students served in instructional programs
offered by the REA is even less since the REA tlnds to serve low inci-
dence, higher weighted student populations.
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Table 9

Midland Area Special Education Instructional Dollars Generated 1981-82

Placement
Type Weigot Home LEA

Number of Students

Tuitioned Out Total

Supplemental 1.7 15 0 15
Assistance

Resource Teaching 1.7 1,677 9 1,686
Program

Special Class
with Integration

1.7 336 129 465

-P.
.1

a
Self-Contained
Class

2.0 63 124 187

Preschool
1

2.0 9 64 73
Handicap

Preschool 4.0 5 28 33
Handicap

Selt-Contained 4.0 30 143 173
Class

lotal 2,135 497 2,632

1

Preschool 2.0 and 4 0 paid for with P.L. 94-142 dollars.
/
iota! students enrolled by December 1, 1981.
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Total Students 9

and Expenditures '

Total Dollars Students

47,030 14

5,699,079 1,673

1,426,918 423

663,300 165

260,034 66

264,819 34

1,331,172 169

9,692,352 2,544
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AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

Since the passage of P.L. 94-142, most sta'ces have amended existing

state laws or created new ones to assure compliance with the federal
statute. Such was not the case in this state, however. As we have
noted in previous sections, the state special education law here existed
prior to the passage of P.L. 94-142 in 1975. Not one word of the state
law has been changed as a result of P.L. 94-142. There was no need to
do so.

P.L. 94-142 and Chapter 300

You will recall that Chapter 300 is one part of SF 2001, the
"package deal" legislation which created the REAs. For all intents and
purposes, Chapter 300 and P.L. 94-142 espouse the same principles and
guarantee the same rights to handicapped children and their parents.

The two laws are so similar because they share a common foundation; they
both are based on the model law written by the Council for Exceptional
Children, the national professional organization of special educators.
The two laws differ in one respect, however. While P.L. 94-142 guarantees
a appropriate public education for handicapped children ages 5 to
21, Chapter 300 extends the age limits downward to birth.

By the time P.L. 94-142 came down from Washington, the DPI had

already begun implementing Chapter 300. The biggest impact of P.L.
94-142 was that it reaffirmed the state special education law in the
minds of those who doubted it. The REA concept is considered to be the
special education mandate.

Authority and Responsibility

The DPI is given responsibility for all education programs provided
for handicapped children in the state through Chapter 300, an additional
statute giving the DPI supervising responsibility over nonpublic schools
and over educational programs existing in facilities operated by the
Department of Social services and an interagency agreement with the
State Board of Regents. Authority and responsibility is delegated to
the Division of Special Education within the DPI to promote, direct, and
supervise the education of handicapped children in all schools under the
control of the DPI.

Through Chapter 300, the Division of Special Education extends that

responsibility to the REA directors of special education who coordinate
the special education program in each REA area.

Consolidated Applications

To receive its fiscal entitlement under P.L. 94-142, the state
makes application to the federal government and assures compliance with
P.L. 94-142. Each REA submits one consolidated application to the state
'n behalf of itself and its member LEAs. The consolidated application
process makes REAs and their LEAs partners in the provision of special
education services and programs; they are in it together.
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Compliance Monitoring

The responsibility for monitoring compliance is assigned, by Chapter
300, to the DPI, Division of Special Education. It is more than interest-
ing to note that the language describing monitoring in the state application
goes beyond statutory compliance to include "program effectiveness."

Through reviews of consolidated applications and on-site visits, the
state monitors and evaluates special education prcgrams and Jervices to
determine "if the program or service is adequate and proper to meet the
needs of the child; if the child is benefiting from the program or
c.2rvice; if the costs are in proportion to the educational benefits
oeing received; and if there are any improv_ments that can be made in
the program or service." A written report of the evaluation is sent to
the REA, the LEAs, and to the president of the senate and speaker of the
house of representatives of the general assembly.

Midland Special Education Policy

The Midland REA translates state special education rules and regula-
tions into its "Special Education Procedures Manual," which is referred
to locally as "The Book." The body of the manual is printed sideways on
about 80 81/2 X 11 pages, each divided into three columns. In the left-hand
column are printed the state special education rules and regulations;
the middle column specifies the Heartland procedures which correspond to
each rule and regulation; the last column is reserved for comments and
further clarifications. If one were searching for a catchy name for the
procedures manual, a fitting choice would be "Everything You Ever Wanteu
to Know About Midland Special Education," although "The Book" probably
says it best.

The director uses the three-column format for I very specific
reason. Early on, he and the REA were perceived by the LEAs as "making
the rules" for special education. He uses the three-column format to
show the LEAs that the "procedures" required by the REA do in fact
correspond tc the state special education "ales and regulations.
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IDENTIFYING AND PLACING STUDENTS

Naturally, the first step in providing spacial education services
is to find the students who are eligible for those services and to

decide which services they need. The following sections take us through
tr s process. Once we know how students are identified and placed, we
c411 begin to discuss how services and programs are delivered by the REA
and the local districts.

Processing Students

The process depicted in Figure 11 represents the steps followed

from the point a referral is made to the development an Individual
Education Plan (IEP) which specifies the nature of the disability and
the measures to be taken to deal with it.

Screening and Identification

There is very little doubt as to the impact the REAs and P.L.
94-142 have had on the nuwber of children identifies; and served; a
statewide increase of 78.2 percent fits well with estimates that the
joint county system was serving only about 25 percent of all handicapped
children. What is less clear is whether this increase was due to P.L.
94-142 or the REA system. Given the requirements of the SF 2001 package,
it seems safe to say that the increase would have been obtained regard-
less of P.L. 94-142. However, one must remember the role the federal
law played in reaffirming the state mandate, let alone how it was used
to support preschool handicapped programs.

The statewide system of child identification carried out each year

cooperatively by the state, the REAs, and local districts consists of a
public awareness campaign, a series of screening and referral activities,
and a computerized child accounting system. Each REA conducts a local
informational program, which corresponds to a statewide media campaign,
and notifies parents where they may bring their children to have them
assessed. ThE state TV and radio spots feature the state superintendent
who encourages parents to have their children screened by contacting
their local REA.

The Midland REA presents slide/tape shows and other informational

programs to various community ano parent groups. Parents are directed
to bring their children to their local "pre-kindergarten roundup" or
",. 1 child clinic" (run by local health departments) to have any sus-
pected problem checked out.

Of course, the target populations here are very young children and
children who may hive severe handicaps Cr handicaps that are not easily
identified (e.g., hearing impairments). Besides parents, other profes-
sions and agencies make referrals, too. And, although the cooperation
among the REA, Public Health, and the Department of Social Services is
very good in this regard, relations with area physicians have been a
good deal less productive. Although there is a good deal of variance

among area physicians, most parents and REA staff members characterize
them as unaware of the potential of early childhood intervention and the



Figure 11

Flow Chart for Referral and Special Education Services
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needs of young handicapped children. In the more extreme cases, physi-
cians are'thought to view the REA as a threat. Some physicians make

referrals to the state university training hospital (which maintains its
own educational facilities for severely handicapped children). In turn,
the training hospital refers virtually all Midland children back to the
REA. Of late, however, the REA has been able to win over some physicians
through impressive gains in children the physicians had formerly discounted.
Apart from this rift with physicians, in general, one can assume that
all referrals are ultimately channeled into the REA in some fashion.

The system has been very effective in identifying young and/or

previously unidentified handicapped children :n the state and region.
However, there are those who believe that there are still some (very
few) "hidden children" out there. Some parents, evidently, cannot be

reached, either by public campaigns, the REA, or the twentieth century.

State regulations require that the public schools find and serve
handicapped children from birth on. However, these same regulations
require parents to accept services only for children who are seven and
older. In effect, parents cannot be forced to allow their children to
L, served before the age of seven. The local districts and the REA do
have one option, however; they can file neglect charges against parents
who refuse to allow their children under seven to be served. And although
this course of action has never been taken in the Midland area, the REA
is ready to exercise it in cases where the child is severely handicapped.
For parents who refuse services for their young mildly handicapped
children, the unofficial policy from the DPI is to not file neglect
charges because of the fear that parents will become alienated and
resent or tear special education services later when the child reaches
the age of seven, at which time the P.1. 94-142 due process mechanism
can be brought to bear.

Not all parents who refuse services can be considered to be neglecting
their children, however. There are parents who provide their own interven-
tions for their children, and do it sll. Naturally the REA is there to
help these parents with consultation and materials.

In-School Referral

The diagram depicted in Figure 11 illustrates the flow of the
referral process. When a referral is made, the building principal

obtains written permission from parents for an evaluation. A case
manager is assigned based on the problem identified in the referral.
Case managers are typically REA support staff determined by the suspected

disability and the speciality needed.

Although referrals can come from LEA or REA staff, parents, physicians,

community or state agencies, or the child him or herself, most in-school
referrals originate with regular classroom teachers. Some administrators
feel that teacners are too quick to refer students for special services

and that there is a tendency to refer students who otherwise would have
been served adequately in the regular classoom if it wer° not for the
availability of so many special programs ("If you have a program, they'll

send kids."). Some feel that teachers use special education as a means
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"to get rid of problems." However, those who may be a little closer to

the situation, special education resource teachers, for example, tend to
defend the regular teachers, in that they feel classroom teachers are
concerned about these students but for one reason or another would
rather have someone else address the problem.

One should not assume, however, that all referrals end in a "handi-

capped" determination. Indeed, 70 percent do not. And, even though
Figure 11 illustrates the mechanism for addressing the problems that may
have prompted the referral in the first place (psychologists and special
education consultants offer suggestions to teachers for these students),
it is difficult for teachers to accept the situation in which the student
they referred is declared ineligible. It's even more difficult when the
report is that there is nothing wrong at all.

What concerns some people more than over-referral is the under-

referral of the "quiet kid" who, although he may need help, does not
squeak loudly enough to get oiled. Further, other children end up being
referred less often than some observers feel is appropriate. Children

from lower socioeconomic groups sometimes are not referred by teachers
because they are perceived to be undermotivated rather than "handicapped."
Principals are sometimes reluctant to refer students for whom no services
exist in the building or district.'

Not along ago, the time from referral to staffing ranged from 2 to
3 weeks to 2 to 3 months. This is not hard to imagine in an area as
large as the Midland catchment area. However, the REA went to work on
the problem and has developed a system which has reduced the lag time
considerably.

Referral Management System

A number of referral management teams made up of special education
consultants and support personnel have been established. Each team
serves a number of districts. They meet weekly (at times, using confe-
rence calls) to review the referrals that have come in that week and to
assign a case manager. A team leader is in charge and makes sure each
referral is dealt with expeditiously. Even with the new management system,
however, delays still occur in some cases.

Pre-Staffings

Another efficiency measure has been instituted to streamline the

completion of evaluations that must be conducted prior to the actual

'More will be said about this later in the sec_ion "Heartland Special
Education Instructional Programs."
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staffing.1 Parents do not necessarily attend these pre-staffings, but

they are notified of "the purpose, time, and location of the meeting and
who will be in attendance" by the building principal.

The purpose of the pre-staffing is to arrange for and monitor the
evaluations that must be conducted in preparation for the actual staffing.
These sessions include the support personnel involved in the case; the
REA director of special education, usually represented by the management

team's special education consultant, the building principal; and other
LEA personnel determined by the principal. In conducting these sessions,
the staff are not to make any pre-judgements regarding the placement2of

the child since parents must be in attendance for those discussions.
However, the teams are not totally successful in withholding. judgments.

After all, these are professionals who have been trained to make such
observations. It is not surprising in the least that occasionally a
placement option surfaces in the discussion. If this does happen,
parents are notified of any and all options discussed. When the case
manager feels that the necessary evidence has beer gathered, he or she
arranges the formal staffing conference.

Staffing Conference

In general, the conference is attended by LEA personnel, REA person-
nel, the parent(s), and the student if he is 18 years of age or is
mature enough to benefit from the experience (about 10 percent of the
students attend their IEP conference and for most it is a valuable
experience). Because the building principal is technically the supervisor
of special education in his or her building, he/she (or a designee) is
required to chair the conference, and the special education consultant
assigned to the geographic area attends all staffings as the official
designee of the REA director of special education. In some cases the
principal asks the REA consultant to serve as his or her official designee.

Other REA staff, particularly the support staff who have conducted
evaluations, also attend. Additional members are the LEA special and
regular education (ordinarily the referring teacher) staff who have been
involved in the case.

If one were tallying conference membership, he is likely to have
run out of fingers by now. The number of people in the staffing conference
has been a problem in the past, often amounting to over a dozen profes-
sionals. There was concern that some parents were overwhelmed and that
such a large group had a negative effect on the proceedings. Steps have
been taken to limit the number to five members whenever possible. Each
person in attendance is assigned a role: the psychologist reports the
results of psychological tests, other support services staff who may

1
A " staffing" refers to a meeting between parents and school personnel
where student data are presented and discussed and a special education
program is an option. Also called an IEP Conference, since the IEP is
developed at the meeting.

2
There are certain conditions under which placement decisions can be
made without the parent.



have been involved in the case report their findings, the special educa-
tion consultant reports results from classroom observations, the referr-
ing regular teacher reviews the reason for the referral and reports on
the student's current regular class performance, the special education
teacher shares the results of academic or diagnostic testing that may
have been conducted, and the parent is expected to provide information
on the child's performance at home and goals for programming.

After permission to test has been secured and prior to the staffing,

some districts send parents an attractive booklet prepared by the RE,,
that explains the staffing conference. It is intended to prepare them
for the conference by explaining its purposes and procedures, identifying

the types of matters that will be addressed, and projecting events that
will occur after it. There is a section on explaining the conference to
the child and suggested lists of information to bring and of questions
to ask. The last several pages provide space to make these lists and to
take notes durilg the staffing. At several places, the booklet stresses
that the staffing conference is a team endeavor and that the parent is
considered a member of the staffing team.

Parent participation in staffing conferences varies according to

the LEA, the particular handicapping condition, the degree of severity
of the handicap, socioeconomic status, parent's educational background,
the amount of experience the parents have had in such activities, and
the nature of that experience. Most districts report active invulvement.
Estimates of parental attendance at initial staffing conferences range
from 90 to 100 percent, with about 50 percent of the staffings attended
by both parents. Annual review staffings also are well attended.
Estimates here range from 80 to 90 percent. And although these attendance
figures are imps ssive, the amount of actual meaningful participation by

parents is somewhat less encouraging. Parents with minimal educational
backgrounds feel that they have little to offer, but even those with
more education feel uncomfortable about setting educational goals for

their children. Some parents, particularly parents of educable mentally
handicapped children, are themselves mentally handicapped. Estimates of
the proportion of cases in which this is true range from 50 to 90 percent,
depending on the district.

It appears that parents, regardless of their background, are intimi-
dated by the process. One mother characterized the staffing process as

one in which "six professionals sit you down and tell you what you did
wrong with your child." And for most parents, repeated staffing exper-
iences doesn't seem to help reduce their feelings of intimidation. Some
parents feel intimidated because they sense that everything has been
decided before the staffing takes place and that they have been invited
simply to hear the results.

Meaningful parent participation is increasing, however. Those who

do attend are more sophisticated, more aware, and they make more contri-
butions. One should not assume, however, that the growth has been
one-sided. At first, the LEA and REA staff were just as aprehensive as
the parents they were trying to welcome to team membership. The staff
feared that parents, with their newly gained rights, would take over and

somehow control both the conference and the child's program. Although
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this perception may seem unwarranted, to say the least, given the level
r participation described above, it is not without some basis in reality.
(here are most definitely parents in the Midland area who would give
even the most seasoned professional a run for the money in a staffing
conference. Fears of a "take over", however, have dissipated for the
most part. It is interesting to note that as these fears on the part of
professional staff have subsided, parent participation has increased.

Of course, other factors such as holding conferences at more convenient
times and reducing the number of professionals in attendance have contri-
buted to increased participation as well. Two key players in setting
the climate of the IEP conference are the consultant and the psychologist.
Most consultants and psychologists receive high marks for understanding
the parents' situation, being prepared, and creating a comfortable
environment. And, whereas there is no evidence to suggest that other
participants fall unacceptably short in these areas, it is certain that
the consultant and/or the psychologist play an important part in setting
the tone of the conference.

Now that we know who attends the IEP conference and what eac'
person does, let us review briefly what actually happens at the conference.

The following list summarizes the events that take place.

I. Prior to the staffing, the parents have been advised as to the

natIre and purpose of the staffing and who will attend.

2. At the time of staffing, the chairperson 'ntroduces the members
of the staffing team.

3. The chairperson identifies the child's present program.

4. Each person who has conducted an evaluation is given a few

minutes to summarize his/her findings and recommendations.
Whereas, written summaries have been provided in some cases,
it is anticipated that these oral reports will take only a few
minutes. The psychologist is the last person to report, and
concludes the report by giving a diagnosis.

5. The chairperson of the staffing committee or the designee of

the Director of Special Education identifies the needs of the
student being staffed. These needs are discussed and clarified
with the parent and other participants in the staffing.

6. Goals are listed for the student.

7. Program options are identified and discussed with the parents.
The most appropriate option is then selected.

Program and Placement Decisions

As indicated above, the final goal of the IEP conference is the
selection of the most appropriate nrogram for the child. It would be a
mistake, however, to assume that each student is always placed in the
most appropriate program. In some cases, the appropria-:c program and
the actual placement are two different things. For a number of reasons



that will be discussed in more depth in the next section, it is not

always possible to place a student in the most appropriate program. In

these cases a "rule exception" is proposed and considered by the Director
of Special Education.

As prescribed in the rules and regulations accompanying Chapter

300, a copy of the staffing report and the request for a rule exception
is forwarded to the director which e4lains the programming needs of the
child; the justification for the request, including the unique circum-
stances which prevent the child .om being placed in the most appropriate
program; how the recommended placement be adjusted (via instructional
and support Nrsonnel utilization) to meet the needs of the child; and
verification that the child's progress will be closely monitored. The
director may approve the request, deny it, or send it to the DPI for an
opinion. If granted, the rule exception is good for one year.

It should not be assumei that requests for rule exception; are
certain to be approved. Further, simply because a student is placed i

a progran o' tr than the one recommended at the IEP conference does no
mean that the placement is totally inappropriate. In fact, some of them
turn out to be placement of choice; things may work out fine, "you
never knoi." Moreover, since these alternative placements are usually
in the home LEA, parents prefer them. When given a choice, parents tend
to choose placements closer to home over ones that may be more appropriate
programmatically but are in another school district. Why Ale exceptions
are needed, the politics surrounding them, and how they dre worked out
wi'l be discussed at some length in the section "Midland Special Education
Instructicnal Programs."

Trial Placements

In addition to the temporary placements which result from rule
exceptions (many of which, in effect, turn out to be trial placements),

two other types of trial placements are used; one formal, the other
informal. The formal trial placement resulted from a recent rule change
which allow3 a student to be placed for 45 days in a different program.

There appears t) be support for the change among building principals,
although not all districts have used trial placements yet. Building
administrators who have used them, however, see them as an essential
part of a maintenance program in which a student can be returned to a
regular classroom on a full-time basis for a trial period; if the student

can be maintained there, he can be staffed out of his former special
educat'un program.

The informal version of the trial placement idea is used by the

director in situations where parents simply do not want their son or
daughter sent to a special education program in another LEA, regardless
of whett'er the staffing team thinks it is the best program (most appro-
priate) for him or her. Tn many ways, it is very similar to a rule
exception. The trial placement uses the resource room "as a net." The
director will place a student in the resource room in the home district
on a trial basis (all LEAs have their own resource rooms). If the
placement works out, as they do about half of the time (remember, "you
can never tell"), another staffing is hela and the student is officially
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placed in thL program. When these placements don't work out., parents

usually an be convinced that _heir child does, in fact, need the program
that was recommended at the staffing, which is located in a neighboring
district. In some districts, a resource room placement is almost always
recommended first. Here, more restrictive placements are considered
only when the student cannot be maintained in a resource program.
Again, about half of these trial (or "net ") placements work out to be

the placement of choice.

Regardless of whether the child is placed in the program recommended
at the staffing or placed in an alternative program via trial placement
or rule exception, the parent must approve of the placement before it
can be made. Of course, there are due process procedures that can be

used by the LEA or REA to appeal a parent's decision as well as by the
parent to appeal a placement decision made by the LEA or REA (refer to
Figure 11). However, actual use of the process is extremely rare.

Minority Report/Due Process

Any party in a staffing who disagrees with the decisions made can
file a minority report with the Director of Special Education. The

director can opt to accept the majority opinion, commission further
evaluation and another staffing, or simply call for a restaffing. His
role is to facilitate a resoluticn, to come to a compromise without
ccipromising the adequacy of the child's eduational program. If a

compromise can't be achieved, he refers the case to the DPI, Division of
Special Education, for an opinion. If this doesn't resolve the case, an
appeal is made to the State Hearing Ofticer for a due process hearing.
Here again, it is extremely rare for a case to go beyond the minority
report mechanism. In fact, the Heartland area has had only one due
process hearing in its 7 years of operation (the REA/LEA won the appeal,

the student is doing fine, the parent has become agreeable). It should
come as no surprise that so few due process hearings have been called
for when one considers the placement flexibility the director has at his
disposal.

Other explanations for the lack of due process hearings have been
offered, however. Some observers believe that the full range of complaints
will never be known because parents are either reluctant to present them
to the PEA or are not knowledgeable enough about their rights to know
when a complaint may be warranted.

The Inaividualized Education Plan

Before any student can be placva in a special education program (as
a result of the staffing procedure) or start receiving special education
support services, an IEP must be completed. The general arrangement is
to have the IEP completed at the staffing conference. In practice, the
preliminary aspects of the IEP are completed prior tc the IEP conference,

i.e., evaluation results, a list of strengths and eaknesses, and current
level of functioning (in essence, the information needed to make decisions).
At the meeting the tasks are to decide if the student is qualified,
reach consensus oh program and placement, and to identify goals and
objectives. In general, broad goals are identified at the meeting and,
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although some objectives are drawn From the goals, most of the objectives
are written afterward. Typically, the special education teacher (LEA or
REA) writes the objectives either under the guidance of or in conjunction
with the special education consultant. In any event, the consultant is
the certifying official, representing the director, and must sign-off to
make it official. The consultant, through the REA, takes care of all
typing and duplication and sees that copies are distributed to eaLn
person responsible for implementation.

If the child's program involves regular classroom placement, the
regular teacher is involved. In these cases (primarily, students who
will be served in resource rooms and the regular classroom), the special
education resource teacher visits the regular teacher and collects from
him or her the "regular class objectives." The resource teacher, most
often with the consultant, consolidates the regular class and resource
room objectives and devises the IEP objectives. The consultant certifies
the IEP and has it typed, duplicated, lnd distributed.

As formal and comprehensive as the staffing process appears to be,
the process begins to unravel at the point of implementation, particularly
when implementation involves coordination between the regular classroom
and the resource room. Most regular teachers appear to have adequate
input into the IEP through the referral and conference stages, although

some admit in regard to this input that they "don't know what weight it
r reed." However, when it comes to carrying out the IEP, the regular
LeaLher often is not involved. In these cases, regular teachers do not

receive copies of the IEP document, and when they do, it is just that--a
dcc.ument. And when the regular teacher is not involved there is no
meaningful way to coordinate what goes on in the regular classroom with
the resource room program; few instructional accommodations are made in
the classroom for the student, within-class ability grouping notwithstand-
ing, and the student's program ends up being two programs--a regular
class program and a resource room program. This dual-program implementation
of the IEP is by no means universal In the Midland schools; some manage
to coordinate their efforts to a greater degree than others. But, by

and large, when one considers primarily the mildly handicapped student,
who tends to be served via the resource room model, a pr ')gram that is
coordinated between regular and special education occurs far less often
than one would hope for.

Value of the IEP

One should not assume from the above discussion that the IEP is
widely disregarded. Although, in general, there is not a great deal of
commitment to IEPs, the value placed upon them varies according to
whether one talks with administrators or teachers, or regular or special
educators.

Administrators, in general, tend to place more stock in the IEP.
Most would agree with one adminstrator who said, "the paper flow is
quite great, but good things have happened as a result." He, like other
administrators, believes that students have better programs because they
have IEPs. And, although some question their usefulness as instructional
tools, many see the IEP as a "vast impr...vement" for planning and m.nitoring
students' programs.
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It is no surprising to find that regular and special teachers hold

different views of the value of the IEP. Special educators are accustomed
to such planning and, although some see the IEP as a "glorified lesson
plan", most use it as a "long range plan." Certainly, special education

teachers who work with moderately and severely handicapped students in
self-contained settings value and use IEPs; they have always used similar
procedures to plan for and evaluate instruction. Again, it is in the

regular-special education arrangement (the mainstream setting, if you
will) that the usefulness of IEPs tends to fade. And, although the IEP

serves its purpose on the resource room side of the arrangement, its
value on the other side--the regular classroom--is most suspect. Even

some resource teachers believe that generating extended lists of very
specific objectives, which often takes 3 to 4 hours per student, is not
the most efficient use of their time, time that could be better spent
working directly with students. Moreover, most believe that "goals and
objectives are not the key thing" anyway. What really counts is the
communication between the regular and special teacher and the coordina-
tion of effort between the regular and resource programs.

In the best of worlds, special education teachers would like to
meet with the regular teacher daily or, at least, trice a week. But
this is impossible given the time available to both types of teachers;

and spending time generating specific lists of objectives makes the
chances of holding such meetings even more remote. Most regular and LEA
resource teachers would agree that too much time is spent in the conference
reviewing assessment results and not enough time specifiying objectives
and instructional mEthods. Perhaps they believe that, since they are
both there and their time is limited outside the conference, more time
should be spent helping them with the important job of coordinating
instruction. Further, some regular teachers question assessment results
pr ,,sented by REA staff. They believe that they can tell the group more

about the level of student functioning based on their daily work with
the student than an outside person can from administering a few tests.
However, they usually keep these feelings to themselves.

Although inservice education and the passage of time have reduced

the perception of the IEP as simply "required by law" or "a bureaucratic
thing that has to be done," some teachers continue to hold this view.
Even so, one should not discount the impact IEPs have had on the system.

If some regular administrators had their way, they would require IEPs
for all students. This realization, although it might surprise some
special educators, most likely comes as no surprise to ;,he REA special
education division. In fact, the common view twee is that the IEP
process serves as staff development for building principals; tne hope
being that principals will become more knowledgeable about special
education students and programs. What they may not have expected,
however, is that principals would generalize the IEP process as a means
to improve the regular education student's school experience.

Review Process

As was mentioned earlier, during the 1981-82 school year consultants
participated in more than 3,500 staffings, Obviously, given the size of
the special education student population, most of these were review
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rather than initial placanent staffings. Each student's IEP and program
is reviewed at least annually and, at 3-year intervals, each student is

re-evaluated. Although this is the general rule for LEA-operated programs,
some REA-operated special programs review student IEPs every 9 weeks.
In these instances the schedule looks something like this.

9 weeks: parent conference and a written report (parents
can add objectives to the IEP e this point)

18 weeks: formal anruil review and a wri.cen report (attended
by all persons providing services and the parent)

27 weeks: written report only

36 weeks: parent conference and a written report.

Parents are requested to attend the formal annual review but may attend

conferences as noted and receive copies of the written reports. Support
services staff write reports reviewing progress relative to the services
they provide and may attend the reviev, staffings, meet with parents
individually, or simply submit the report to the teacher who then shares
it with the parent. Since the need for any re-evaluations is noted at
each annual review, the 3-year re-evaluation is handled as a matter of
course within the yearly evaluation cycle. Thus, for students in REA
programs, re-evaluations are conducted when they are needed and not
merely at the end of a 3-year period.

The scheduled reviews of the IEPs in LEA-run programs vary some' hat
but, in general, are conducted only once a year, in conjunction with the
annual revitd. Even though this schedule meets the minimum review
requirements, some special education teachers feel that reviews need to
be conducted more often and view the "one a year" arrangement as a
weakness of LEA special education programs. Moreover, some LEAs conduct
the annual review at the end of the school year; building principals
agree that this needs to be changed since an end of year review precludes
taking action on any program deficiencies that may be uncovered.

Introducing IEPs in the Midland Area

Of course, the Midland area is way beyond the introduction stage,
but let us use this opportunity to give you a glimpse of the director's
administrative style. In 1975-76, when IEPs were first irtroduced, the
director was cited by the DPI for noncompliance with the IEP requirements.
It came as no surprise to him, however, because his goal was to "soft-
pedal" the IEP for a year, to "phase it in gradually." Rather than
frightening the LEAs by being hard-nosed about it, he proposed an IEP
format and gave it to the LEAs for their input. Over the course of that
year, revis were made and the year ended with a product that could
be implementer. the next fall. The director was where he wanted to be,
although not where the DPI expected him to be. He didn't care, however,
and to this day he believes that the time spent was well worth it.



MIDLAND SPECIAL -DUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS

This section describes the types of special education programs in

th_ Midland area which are provided by the LEAs and the REA. The
first several sections that follow concentrate on school-aged programs.
The preschool programs are discussed later in the document.

Instructional Program Options for Students

Listed below is the continuum of instructional services available
to Midland students.

Option 1 Regular educational program.

Option 2 Regular educational program with supportive programs or
services (not special education) available to all students.

Option 3 Regular educational programs with the addition of special

educational instructional materials, equipment or devices
or special adaptions of materials to meet the pupil's
needs.

Option 4 Regular educational program with special education consul-
tative services.

Option 5 Regular educational program or special education program
with special education consultative service for parents

or family.

Option 6 Regular educational program or special education program

with provision for special transportation (1 pupil.

Option 7 Regular educational program in addition to itinerant

special education support personnel working in the
regular classroom or otner facility.

Option 8 kegular educational program in addition to special educa-
tion resource teaching program.

Option 9 Special education class with integration in the regular
educational program.

Option 10 Self-contained special education class.

Option 11 Regular or special education service combined with a

private or public supplementary program.

Option 12 Special day school.

Option 13 Special boarding school or residential facility.

Option 14 Home service/hospital service.

Option 15 Combination of other options.
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Although all 15 instructional options are available and used in the

Midland area, 5 (which subsume most of the others) are most relevant to
our discussion. The weight and a description for each are provided in
Table 10 (p. 101b). You will recall that children are assigned to
program options on the basis of their educational needs rather than
according to categorical labels. In general the smaller districts offer

programs for mildly handicapped students: learning disabled (LD),
educable mentally handicapped (EMH), and mild emotionally disabled (ED).
The REA pr -vides programs for trainable mentally handicapped (TMH)

students; severely/ profoundly handicapped students (S/PH); chronically
disruptive (CD) students, who are Fitrved in self-contained classrooms in
Lincoln Center only; hearing impaired (HI) students, who are served in
self-contained and resource programs as well as on an itinerant basis;

and visually impaired students (VI), who are served by an itinerant
teacher in their home districts. These students are, of course, in
addition to preschool handicapped children.

Program Options for Local Districts

Each LEA has four options for providing special education instruc-
tional programs for its handicapped students. They are:

1. to provide the program in the home district

2. to send the student to a program provided by another district

and pay tuition and transportation

3. to send the student to a program provided by the REA and pay

tuition and transportation

4. to send the student to a program provided by a private or

state agency in the Heartland area, in some other area in the
stag, or in alother state and pay tuition and transportation.

There is a pattern to the types of programs which districts provide
on their own and which they don't. The pattern is related to both the
severity of the handicap (whit is highly correlated to prevalence) and
the size of the district; the more severe the handicap, more likely
the district is to ask another agency (a' LEA, the REA, p 'ate or

public agency) to provide the program fc- the student; the larger the
district the more likely it is to provide its cin programs, even when
severity increases. In addition, the largos the district, the less
likely its more severely handicapped students are to have to travel

outside the city limits for services. This is true not only because
these districts tend to provide more of their own programs but also
because the REA (which provides virtually all programs for more severely

handicapped students) has located its 2.0 and 4.0 programs in the larger
population centers in the Midland area.

Figure 12 illustrates these deployment patterns. One can see that
the instructional programs offered by the REA are located in three
cities which are located more or less to reduce travel as much as poss-
ible for districts (and their students) within the region.
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Table 10

Five Basic Instructional Program Options

Description

Regular educational program with supportive
programs, services, materials, equipment,
and/or transportation.

Pupil remains in the regular program for
most of the school day. Provides for at
least 30 minutes and not more than 2 hours
per day in the resource room

I / Th pupil IS in a special class !WIC than
halt of the school day, but is integrated
with other pupils in regular educational
programs whenever appropriate. Time spent
in the special class is determined by the
degree of intervention necessary

2 0 the pupil receives most of the basic
educational eAperiences through an
inrtructional program in the special class
foTerien«,s are supplemented by inclusion
in those parts of the total school preyram
when appropriate and provision of
supportive IVIiPS as needed

4 0 the pupil receives all of the basic
educational program in the special class
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program
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Figure 13 presents the same map, except that it illJstrates the
flow of students among districts who are involved in irrc.er-LEA programs.

Also noted are the district's home-LEA program offerings. One can see
that virtually all LEAs offer resource programs and that the bulk of the
traveling is carried by students who are weighted 2.0 and 4.0. These

students travel to other LEAs to participate in LEA or REA programs and
tend to be students who are identified as trainable mentally handicapped
or severely/profoundly handicapped.

Options for Parochial Schools

Parochial schools can request itinerant services for visually
impaired and hearing impaired students as well as consultative services
from REA special education consultants. These services are free of

charge since they fall within tne realm of support services.

Parochial schools receive the full range of support services, media
services, and other educational services provided by the REA: hearing
and vision screenings, counseling and guidance services, tutors for
students who study English as a second language, computer services, and

the rest. Special education consultants and support services personnel
arrange and conduct IEP conferences for students who need special educa-
tion instructional and support services. In all respects, when it comes
to any of the REA's special education, media, or educational services,
the Heartland parochial schools are treated just like the LEAs.

Parochial schools, however, offer no special education instructional
programs of their own. If a student can be maintained in a rcgular
classroom with itinerant or consultative services (hearing 4, aired and
visually impaired), the student is served at the parochial ;:lool via
the REA. However, when a parochial school student requires d resource
roam program, or a self-contained class with integration, or a self-con-

tained class, the student must disenroll from the parochial school and
enroll in one of the public schools to be able to receive services (they
can't be served on the grounds of the parochial school, although they
can be tested there). These students are served then either in LEA
programs or REA programs which are availah:e in the LEA. Parochial
school students who arc learning disabled, mentally handicapped, emotion-
ally handicapped, and severely/profoundly handicapped are served in this
manner.

The Midlar5 parochial schools are very satisfied and grateful for
the support services they receive from the REA. They are also grateful
for the instructional programs, since it would be impossible for them to

provide these services on their own. As you might expect, however,
parents whose children must disenroll from parochial school and attend
public school classes are somewhat less enthusiastic, although they,
too, are grateful that there are programs available. l'hrents are hurt
by the arrangement; one parochial school administrator characterized
parent's reaction by saying that "it destroys them." They have elected

to send their children to parochial school for religous and/or educational
reasons and removing that option is difficult to accept; some cry openly
in staffing conferences. The saving grace, however, is that the student

can return to parochial school (with REA fellow -up services) if they can
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work back up to grade level; and this does happen occasionally. One

thing that compounds parental reaction to disenrollment is that some
students aren't identified as handicapped, learning disabled, fur example,

until they are in junior high school. It appears that earlier identifi-
cation would alleviate the problem, in that d.;senrollment would come at
an earlier age and, thus, allow a greater chance of returning to parochial
school.

Home-LEA Special Education Program

The nature and range of home-LEA instructional programs vary by the

size of the district. The Midland LEAs can be categorized by size
generally, and relatively, into three types: small, medium, and large.
Thirty-six of the 42 LEAs can be viewed as "small", less than 1,000
students. Five of the remaining 6 districts can be thought of as "medium"
for the Midland area. These districts, Hawk Landing, k. 'ierford, Holton,

Wonder Bay, and Cedar City, enroll between 1,300 and 2,000 students,
approximately. Finally, the largest city, Lincoln Center, with a public

school enrollment of over 5,600 students, serves as the home of the REA.
Figure 14 illustrates the flow of students to these centers.

Table 11 indicates the number and types of special edur on programs
offered by the 36 smallest districts Cl a home-LEA basis. 1, s immed-

iately evident that every LEA offers at least one speci1 education
program and that all districts offer either an LD or multi-categorical
resource room program, with one-third offering both types of resource
rooms. The multi-categorical resource room is the most popular program
with 29 LEAs offering either an elementary, junior "idh, or sehilr high
version; 11 districts offer multicategorical resource room prograos
which cover the entire school-age range.

Twenty-two districts provide LD resource rooms, of which 13 offe-

elementary programs, 18 offer secondary programs, and 7 offer both.
Educable mentally handicapped youngsters are served predominantly in
multi-categorical resource rooms at all grade levels; 6 of the 39 dis-
tricts maintain self-contained with integration (SCIN) classrooms for
these students, while one district prqvides a self, contained EMH class.

As the categories of exceptionality become more severe, and thus

student numbers 1)-_-come.. fewer, the programs become nonexistent; only two
LEAs maintain their own TMh classes, for example. No REA special educa-
tion instructional programs are housed in any of the 36 smallest LEAs,
except for the DLC in East Johnson. These districts provide programs
for moderately and severely handicapped students by sending them to the
programs offered by the REA. They do, however, on occasion send a

mildly handicapped student to another LEA or take one in from another
LEA when the need arises. However, for the most part, they provide
programs for their own mildly handicapped students and use the REA's

programs for their moderate to severely handicapped students, except, of
course, for Drystal Lake and Watson which provide their own TMH programs
and take in TMH tuition students from neighboring LEAs.

The group of five "medium-sized" districts can be characterized as

special education centers in their respective regions; they offer more
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Tab'e 11

Special Education Programs Offered in Midland's Smaller Districts

Learning Disabilities Multicategorical Educable Mortally Educable Mentally Trainable Mentally
Resource Roca Resource Room Handicapped SCIN Handicapped S-L Handicapped S-C

SC noel Districts Enrollment J S C J S E

Powell Consolidated 175 X

Greenfield IRO I x

Dutton 210

Foster 222 I I x

Clark Valley 225 x x

Konnecker -Muller 225 x x

Duud 225 x

Highland 250 I x x

Bradford 250 I x

Sunville 275

Schillhg 282 I

Rohrville 300 ( x x

Cedar Lreek 311 x x

Lowell-Liberty 335 X

Wolfe 335 I

Crystal Lake 335 x x X

Branson City-Newbolt 350 I X x x

Linden 358 X A

No Mason 365 I *

Central Mason 366 X

Apache Rapids-Reinhardt 372 ( x

Twin Oaks 373 x x

Southwest Johnson ISO I x

Scott City -goonesdale 400 x (

SkyvIew -Lee 470 X i x ( (

Larrouse-Grant 530 X x

Thurbolt-Anthony SOO

Garden City 580 I 4 X

Alma
600 I (

Parker City
6:0 I I (

datson
620 I

f

Mesquakie
635 x I

1111 City

East Johnson 4

730

750

, I

x 1 ( 4

Clearview 773 I I ( (

dhoulancl 800

1 E elementary, , ,uniOr nigh. . - seconoary

Multict-3or. al ,LiN LiAss

fro junior nigh EMH classes

,Nmerates its hen Developeental Learning tenter

Two ,..-ondary multl,ategOrical resource rooms
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special education programs than any of the smaller LEAs, which-serve

,Their own students as well as students from surrounding LEAs. Table 12
lists the five LEAs and indicates the number and type of programs they
offer. Immediately evident is the pattern of LD versus multi-categorical
resource rooms across the five LEAs. Each district maintains a virtually
complete compliment of SCIN classrooms for EMH students and three of the
five maintain self-contained EMH programs. One district, Rutherford,
offers a multi-categorical SCIN classroom, while two of the five offer
both self-contained EMH classes (elementary only) and SCIN rooms that
serve LD students only.

In addition to their own programs, three of the five LEAs, Hawk

Landing, Wonder Bay and Rutherford house REA programs; 11 and 2, respec-
tively. These districts are referred to as host-districts. Other
districts in their respective regions who have students who need these
programs bus the students to them; the districts sending students,
naturally, pay tuition to the REA for these services.

As one would expect from its size Lincoln Center offers many more

programs. However, the pattern of types of programs is very similar to
the five medium-size towns, except that many more ED classrooms, which
are all self-contained operations, are offered. The only unique offer-
ings by the Lincoln Center LEA, besides the number of ED programs, are
the self-contained program for physically disabled students and three of
the Midland area's four hearing impaired classrooms.

The REA houses one preschool, one elementary, and one junior high

hearing impaired program in Lincoln Center and one preschool program in
Wonder Bay. Although these programs are primarily self-contained, some
integration does occur at the elementary level, with even more integration
in junior high. In fact, in junior high the hearing impaired program

has evolved into a resource program. Hearing impaired students attend
regular classes and go to the hearing impaired classroom for services
only one period each day. Each hearing impaired classroom has at least
one aide. When hearing impaired children are integrated into regular
classrooms, the aides often accompany them as interpreters.

Like Rutherford and Wonder Bay, Lincoln Center serves as a host-
district for the REA, hnusing 21 of their special education classrooms.
The entire range of programs available in Lincoln Center, through either
the LEA or the REA. represents virtually the entire range of special
education programs.

Inter-LEA Special Education Programs

Inter-LEA special education programs are arrangements formed between
two districts, a sending and a receiving district, for the provision of

a special education program of one type or another; this nearly always
includes a program for the mildly handicapped student. Arrangements are
made between and among the 36 smaller Midland districts as well as
between the smaller and the medium-sized districts and between the
Lincoln Center LEA and the smaller and medium-sized LEAs in its general
area.
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Table 12

LEA Instructional Programs

School Districts Enrollment

1.D/RIP

1JSEJS
Multi/

RTP
ED/SCM

EJS

Multi/
SUN_

E J S

EMH/SCIN LD/S-C

E J S

EMH/S-C

E J S

TMH/S-C

S

ED/S-1.

J S

C9/S-C

E J S

PD

J SE J S E J

Eagle Grove 1,298 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Jefferson 1,344 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

Humbolt 1,46U 1 1 1 1 1 1 I

Sturm Lake 1,6U9 5 1 2 1 1 1 1 1

Webster Lily 1,105 5 2 1 1 2 1 1

tort Dod(je 5,643 4 2 3 9 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 1 1 3 ? 1 1

REA Instructional Programs

srhuol Districts

laqle Grove

tntollment RIP

10/S-C HI/S-C HI 1M11 /S-C ED /S -C CU/S-C S/P
1

NEC/
2

SCIN

DEE
3

Atterson E-1

NaMmIt

..tormlake r-i E-1 E-1 I 2

J-1 II.1
Webster (ity

fort Dodge J-1 E-2 E-1 P-2 E-1 J/5 -4 P-1 S-I 4

J-I J-2 5 -1

S-I
1-

5eve.e/Piolound
2
11ultrcategor (al r,ogram in vocatronal education at NUL

3
Preschool classes, Developmental learning (enter

1 . Elementary P = Primary I . level one
J Junior High J/S Junior/Senior High 11 = Level two
S . Secondary
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Inter-LEA Program Costs

When one LEA arranges to send one of its handicapped students to a
program offered by another LEA, the standard arrangement is that the
sending LEA pays tuition and transportation. Tuition is based on the
receiving LEA's total cost of operating the program (teacher, facility,
materials, and an aide, if one is necessary) divided by the number of
students who attend the program. Each sending LEA is charged this cost
for each student it sends. Therefore, tuition is variable based on
total program costs, the number of students who are in the program (and,
more importantly, stay in the program; a point that is addressed below),
and transportation costs. Tuition costs are never a certainty as one
attempts to decide whether to send a student to a particular LEA program.
For example, real tuition costs may not be known until the last minute
since a number of administrators from various sending districts mustmake their final decisions to send or not to send before any one of them
can calculate individual costs.

Another uncertainty stems from the fact that students who need
special education services are not always known on the first day of
school. Students do get identified mid-year, but what is even more
troublesome for administrators (because it happens more often than
mid-year identifications) is the student who comes to the Jiscrict,
after the December 1 official handicapped student count date. Although
the district will receive a weighted enrollment allocation for the
student, it may take as long as a year and a half to get the money.
This is problematic because special education budget balances and defi-
cits are figured at the end of the current year. And, remember, under
the current system for dealing with special education budget deficits,
the only option available is permission from the SBRC to raise the local
tax levy. What is even more aggravating abouv the post-December 1
enrollee is that the cAministrator knows that the money to educate the
child is in the special education budget of some ether LEA; an LEA that
doesn't need it now that the student has moved!

Transportation costs currently are the most stable factor in the
algorithm. However, not long ago the fluctuating price of oil was
enough to keep the fiscally-minded administrator up nights. There are,
of course, other problems associated with transportation; the biggest of
which is that the transportation costs are not always covered by the
weighted enrollment allocation. This happens particularly when tuition
costs are higher than they shluld be because the receiving program isnot running at full capacity. For example, let's say that a student who
needs to attend a program in another LEA generates $7,000 in welued
enrollment dollars for the sending LEA and that transportation costs are$3,000. If the receiving program is not running at capacity (less thanthe maximum class size), tuition could run as high as $G,000. So,
instead of meeting the costs with the weighted allocation, the sendingLEA is out $2,000 ($6,000 tuition plus $3,000 transportation less $7,000
reimbursement). In case one thinks $3,000 is high for transportation,
.emember that some students travel up to 55 miles one-way to programs,
particularly students who have low-incidence handicaps and for whom
programs are fewer in number and ?arther between. So why not offer more
of these programs? If one were to offer more programs, the tuition
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costs would be higher still since there are only a limited number of
students who require such high-cost programs.

There is a built-in incentive in the funding mechanism to serve
students closer to home, because of transportation costs. This factor
comes into play mor: for mildly handicapped students for whom instruc-
tional programs can oe more readily "jury-rigged" in the home LEA. And,
because there are incentives to save moray (keep property taxes in mind)
and ways to do it (ott'er ways besides transportation will be discussed
below), one should not be the least bit surprised that local districts
keep youngsters at home whenever possible.

Before we talk about other ways to keep from overrunning an LEA
special educatiun budget, let's review the w, budcets w:tt eaten up th-'
aggravated administrators the most in t4ff past. Ihe problem is referred
to locally as ";.411-out" and here is how 16 might happen. Three LEAs
are cooperatiP,9 tu provide a special education program. One LEA provides
the program and each of the three districts send an agreed upon number
of students, which determines tuition costs per student and, thus, per
LEA. One administrator, ln the words of our informants, "thinks there's
money to be made" and starts his own program. Becar' the tuition
charges ve based on ton, costs divided by the number of students, the
other two LEAs' costs go up and, again ;ri their words, "this robs kids."
Because this fiscal "gamesoanship" wa, getting out of hams, three years
ago the DPI strongly encouraged the LEAs to go beyond the "gentlemen's
agreements" by torming contracts among themselves. Now in most cases
program costs 'ire calculated among the pa,tiripating LEAs and one-year
contracts are drawn. A'',.hough the pull-out problem has been addressed
for now in some districts, the fiscal gamesmanship has by no means
ceased; the game continues to be avoiding special education cost overruns.
Of course, the bigger issue here is that as long as cost overruns for
special education can be made up only through increased taies, ways will
be devised to save money on providing services.

When local aaministrators first started dealing w special educa-
tion budgets under the new funding system, their primary concern about a
budget overrun stemmed from the fact that the SBRC :lad been used fur
years to audit general education budgets that were on shakey fiscal
ground. It had always been considered a "biarl, mark" against adffc istra-
tor if they ever had to deal with the SBRC. It took some time for the
REA to convince the administrators that overruns in their special educa-
tion budget were not the sign of a poor fiscal manager. Now, wst
administrators have come accept the fact that an overrun in their
special education budget does not carry the same stigma. However, they
continue ,u try to avoid them because of the increased tax levy conse-
r,uences.

Red...ing LEA Costs for Special Education instructional Programs

Most pupil weighting systems contain incentives to place students
in more restrictive settings because such placements generate more
special education dollars. The system doesn't work that way here;
trencpr-tation costs tend to eat up the money generated by the higher
weig. because the higher-weighted programs are typically farther away
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from the sending LEA. Moreover, one must ramember that the heavier the

weight, the more costly the program. The 4.0 weight carries with it a
teacher-student ratio of one teacher plus an aide for five children.
Thus, noverweighting" is a rare occurrence.

The real incentive here is to place student-. in the home LEA.

There are some obvious advantages to placing students closer to home;
parents 'end to like it, the district assumes more responsibility for
special education. There are trade-offs, however, as one might expect.
And, of course, the primary concern must center on the adequac,-; of the
crild's program. Now, before one starts imagining severely handicapped
students sitting in resource rooms with learning disabled students, let
us assure the reader that severely handicapped youngsters and other
students with low-incidence handicaps are not kept in the home district
to save a buck. We are referring to mildly handicapped students (pri-
marily LD, EMH, and ED students) when we raise the issue ..r adequacy of
vogram versus program costs. And let us assure you further that the
'Issues involved here are discussed openly by REA and LEA administrators.
What is perhaps most interesting are the ways local administrators go

about manipulating the system to create programs that pass muster under
the rule exception procedure. Remember, the director must 'pprove these
exLeptions and so must the child's parents, who tend to favor placements
in the home district.

Thfr changes in student placeient (ones that depart from the program

recommended by the staffing committee) that local administrators propose
car -pie classified by what factor(s) in a child's placement they manipu-
late. the diagnostic label assigned to the student, the certification

of the special educative, teacher, the age range of the students in the
class, the student adult ratio, or some combination of these.

Teacher-student or, more precisely, adult-student ratios are mani-
pulated by using paraprofessicnals. If an LLA has reached the maximum
class size for a particular program, has more students to place but not
enough to start a second class, it compensates by over staffing the
program (more students than the maximum alio-751e) and hiring an aide
until the numbers build up to justify an add"lonal class.

Teacher certification is a persistent problem for rural administra-

tors. They can't seem to recruit certifiable telchers and feel they are
at the mercy of the state department in deciding .ho's qualified to
ti.ach in their districts. And, although they say that the whole certifi-
cation game baffles them, how they deal with it indicates more understand-
ing than they apparently are willing to admit. They have side stepped
certification problems to some degree thus far by relying more on multi-
categorical resource programs than on categorical ones. If they have a
teacher who is certified in mental retardation and emotional disturbance,
for example, but need one who is certified in learning disabilities,
they change t' . resource and/or SCIN programs into a multi-catego ical

program, for woica a teacher need only be certified in two of the three
categories and place all three types of students the new program.
Thus, the recruitment/certification problem is solved.
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Perhaps the most difficult manipulation tb arrange is a "label
change." Actually, the label is not changed. Rather, a student with
one label is placed in a program which serves children with a different
label (e.g., placing an LD student in a program designed for EMH students).
It is this type of request that place REA psychologists and principals
at odds. The problem starts wnen the psychologist labels a student as
having a disability for which the principal has no program. Some princi-
pals, particularly in the smaller districts, resent the power t; a psycho-
logist, who is acting on behclf of the director, has over them. Of
course, the REA special education director knows that the end result of
being too hard-nosed with building principals is that, in the long run,
fewer student: will be referred. His years as director of the Tri-County
Special Education Cooperative, prio- to Chapter 300 and under permissive
rather than mandatory legislation, serve him well in these situations.
"If you know you can't win the battle withou.i. going to war, and the
student is not being hurt, and there's light at the end of the tunnel;
sit in the wings and wait." The director relies on his influence rather
than his power to convinc Aperintendents and principals of appropriate
programs for handicapped students because he knows that, as director of
special education under the REA arrangement, "the one thing that gets
yGu into trouble quickest is if ycu start directing."

One should not read into the director's administrative style a
tendency to back off when faced with a difficult situation in an L A.
Quite the contrary; when the situation calls for it, he can be as (turd-
nosed as they come. But even when he uses his "power," one is reminded
again of his past experiences and the finesse that has served him as his
most powerful administrative tool; for example, when it's necessary, he
doesn't hesitate to ask the DPI attorney to call a superintt. Jent to
inquire about a case or to request an invitation to speak at the superin-
tendent's next school board meeting about another case. But even when
such measures are necessary and even though he wins "the battle," he
never takes his eye off "the war"; somehow he'll leave the LEA with the
superintendent thinking that he, rather than the director, h A won the
battle. No one loses face.

And how do the local administrators take to the director? They
like him; they can "badger" him and he them. There are no hard feelings,
say the local administrators; thcy see him as 4omeone who is willing to
bend the rules to make them fit the situation. And although he rarely
has to convince an aaministrator of the need for a particular program,
the flexibility built into the system via the rule exception is, like
the director maintains, essential. Moreover, he has everyone convinced
that he hands the rules just for them.

LEA Education Staff

As we have noted previously, the REA provides instructional programs
for moderately and severely handicapped student populations. Special
Aucetion programs for general special education students (LD, EMH, ED),
.1hich i.volve regular classroom integration, are provided by the LEAs.

It is not the REA's purpose to provide the -dtegrated special
educatior programs. In fact, the goal of the REA is to have LEAs take
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as much responsibility for their own programs as possible. To be sure,

the REA is there to provide the support services necessary to allow LEAs
to deliver their own mildy handicapped programs but, in the main, the
REA does not push LEAs to let them provide these programs.

From the REA's perspective, there are both advantages and dis-

advantages to LEA-operated p.: rams for mildly handicapped students.
The advantages center on the acceptance of responsibility on the part of
local districts and communities fo.' their handicapped students. Thl

disadvantages really boil down to one: the quality of LEA special
education staff. This in no way means that all LEA teachers of mildly
handicapped students are inferior, quite the contrary. There are many
good teachers throughout the Midland area. One is likely to find them
in any classroom, large or small district, REA or LEA prugr What it
does mean, however, is that, in general, the quality of the special
education teachers who have been hired by LEAs is less than one would
hope for given the demands of the job.

Why are the LEA special educators less than qualified? What are
the demands of the job? Before we can talk about the quality of staff,
let us say a few words about the demands of the job. It is no longer
sufficient for teachers of mildly handicapped students to be good teachers,

particularly when their students spend some, if not most, of their time
in regular classrooms. Today's special education resource teacher needs
to be many things beyond a good teacher including a public relations

person, a change agent, a mediator, an advocate, a facilitator, an
inservice edu ation provicer.

Although some teacher traiaing nrograms have begun to update their
training curriculums to reflect the demands placed upon special Educators

by P.L. 94-142, most have not; and, even those that have, have only
scratched the surface. More will be said about preservice special
education teacher training later in the report. For now, it is important

to understand that many of the special education teachers that constitute
the selection pool have not been prepa:o adequately for the demands of
the job. MorenvPr, it is questionable whether many of skills reqwired
can be developed through training.

The quality (as it relates to the demands of the job) of the Heart-

land LEAs' special education teachers is affected by recruitment and
retention problems that plague most, if not all, rural districts. These
issues will be addressed in later sections. For now, it is enough to
understand that it is difficult to attract large numbers of special
education teachers to mral areas.

The first reason relates to the way, and by whom, teachers are
selected. Typic 'ly, this is the job of the superintendent who, in the
smaller LEAs, most often is faced with two problems: first, not knowing
the qualities to look for in a good special educator and second, being
forced to select the first candidate to show up. After all, another
candidate may never be available. Of course, t[i REA could be a tremen-
dous help with hiring, and in some cases LEAs ask the REA for help in
recruiting. But because the hiring and firing of staff is a traditional
symbol of the nower invested in the superintendent, LEAs ao not often
ask the REA to be involved in the interview or the actual )iring.
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Another reason LEA special education stiff tend to be less than
qualified for their positions is that, once hired, they have fewer
opportunities fir staff development than, say, the REA staff - -both in
the traditional sense (insemice education, professional conferences)

and in the sense of professional colleagial relations. They are isolated,
for the most part, from further training and from one another.

Of course, the REA delivery system is designed to account for the

problems of professional isolation. After all, it is a rural delivery
model and, as such, employs special education consultants to serve just
this purpose. For reasons to be explained in the following section, the
role of the consultant has been modified, in practice, in a way which
negatively affects the ability to carry out perhaps the most important
part of the job--providing consultation for LEA special education teacners.

Tne lack of adequate supervision is sometimes another reason for

less than adequate quality (as we have defined it) among LEA special
education teachers. Even though, technically, building principals are
the svpervisors of the LEA special education staff in their buildings,
it is doubtful whether they have enough time to be real supervisors,
given their other responsibilities. What are these other responsibilities?
One must remember that, in addition to the perfunctory duties which have
taken principals farther away from the role of instructional leaders a'

schools have become more complex, tne Midland principals have quite a
host of functions to perform which are related to non-instructional
special education management -- weighted enrol ,rent counts, contracting

for inter-district services, arranging and paying for transportation,
negotiating rule exceptions.

The most serious general shortcoming of the current core of LEA
special education teachers is their lack of impact on regular classroom
teachers. As we have pointed out, the ability to affect changes in the

regular school program is perhaps the essential skill in the arsenal of
teachers of mildly handicapped students. Although most of the Midland
LEAs' special education teachers are hard workers and good teachers of
children, the REA special education consultants report that the results
of their efforts to win over regular teachers, as it were, are quite
variable. Many work to "educate regular teachers" about special educa-
tion and mildly handicapped students, but some do not. Again, this is
no small undertaking, nor is it something that one can be expected to do
without training and experience. One LEA resource room teacher confessed
that she simply didn't know how best to approach the regular staff. "I

don't want to say 'hey, you're doing it wrong' or 'I know better than

you'."

REA Special Education Staff in LEA Buildings

Acceptance appears to vary with the type of program and whethar one
considers instructional staff or support services staff. Although we

will postpone comment on support staff until a later section, several
interesting observations can be made about the acceptance of instructional
staff.
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An LEA learning disabilities resource teacher, whu had worked pre-

viously for another REA which employed all special education staff

whether they taught in REA or LEA programs, told us that, after her

prior experience, she preferred being employed by the LEA. When the REA

hires the special education. teacher who works in an LEA "there's a real

split" among the special teacher and the regular teaching staff and the

special teacher is viewed as an "o..,..sider."

Support for this "outsider" feeling was provided by a Heartland REA

special teacher who operates an REA class with a considerable amount of

integration in an LEA. Here again this teacher has contact with the

regular program and reported the same perception. Moreover, because sh'

feels like an "outsider," she has become reluctant to suggest improvements

in the regular education program. She is reluctant to say "we should do

this" because she doesn't feel that she's really accepted as part of the

"we." As a result, she avoids any public comment about the regular

program and, particularly, :About teaching practices she observes.

In general, REA teachers who run classrooms that are totally self-

contained but are located 4n a regular LEA building have a completely

different experience. Altnuugh they are accepted as part of the staff

without stigma, the climate of the building, in many ways, sets the tone

for this acceptance. For example, some REA teachers feel "torn" between

their loyalty for the REA and the building where they work. If they

can't resolve their feelings, they can request a meeting with the REA

consultant and the building administrator. Most report that this type

of meeting, one in which roles and responsibilities are discussed,

usually does the trick. But here again, building climate plays tne

biggest part. One can feel comfortable calling for these meetings in

so buildings, whereas in others one is more reluctant to do so.

The Largest LEA

The Lincoln Center LEA and the REA have a special relationship--perhaps

because of proximity, perhaps because of the LEA's size, 'out most likely

because of history and tradition. The 1981-82 school fear marked the

forteenth year that the superintendent and director have been wcrking

together to provide special education services in the Fort Dodge area; 7

years under the Tri-County arrangement and 7 years under the current REA

structure. The vast array of services did not crop up overnight; nor

has it developed since the initiation of the REA, although preschool

services and some of the other refinement are certainly due to SF 2001

and P.L. 94-142. Because they had a quality program before the special

education mandate, Lincoln Center and the REA have been able to work

together since 1975 to extend and refine what amounts to a very impressive

array of services; certainly, the most e-tens4ve in the Midland area

and, when tilken together, enough to rival most any collection of programs

in this or any other state. There has been tine: for t*,is build-up, both

from the perspective of the program's 14 year history and frun that of

the discretionary time crcaLed by resources vtlich nave flown generously

from the REA legislation. In effect, experimentation - -new programs,

different delivery models -has been possible because a strong foundation

existed and the resources necessary to erect a structure upon it have

been available.
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New programs have been and continue to be developed. The pattern
has been that the REA initiates the new program, pays the start-up
costs, stabilizes the program, and passes it on to the LEA. These
experimental programs, of late, have been geared toward serving students
better rather than simply establishing additional programs (since the
need for new programs has leveled off). The latest one, for example, is
a combination high-functioning TMH and low-functioning EMH class located
in a regular junior high sch, 1. The program includes some integration
with the regular program and appears to be very successful. When this
class is transferred to the LEA, the REA will repeat the model at the
nigh school level (current students will matriculate to the new program).
Thus, we see that once programs are in place and the resources neceF
to sustain them and make refinements are forthcoming, the rest is up to
the talents and motivation of the people who are involved. The second
stage of the REA's two-stage strategy--first get programs in place, then
work on quality, is no where more evident than in Liocoln Center.

One should not assume that all relations between Lincoln Center and
the REA are without friction, hodever. Lincoln Center administrators

are just as concerned about money as the smaller districts in the area,
and this occasionally takes precedence with them. But even though the
REA knows when to take -- one more experimental program, one more student
placed in one more regular class period, one more community excursion
for TMH E:udents, it also knows whIn to give.

F-,r example, one of be REA special education consultants works

full-t,me as the unofficial cooruinator of all Lincoln Center special
education programs (both REA and LEA), a service for le district

certainly not without benefit to the REA. When lowe nrollments began
to force school closings in Lincoln Center, the REA offered to move one
of its DLCs, which houses four classes for severely handicapped youngsters
as well as a IMF classroom, into one of the regular school buildings
that was slated to be closed; this saved the LEA from the objections of
neighborhood parents, while at the same time, allowed the REA to integrate
their classrooms into regular buildings. The REA doesn't misF a trick.
There is more to this special consideration, nowever. One must remember
that Lincoln Center is not a rural LEA. It has the student enrollment
to perhaps survive without the REA. And although it currently does not
have that option, there have been efforts to change the law to allow tn..
state's larger LEAs to do so.

Although at times REA-Lincoln Center relations can become strainea
and even adversarial, it's a healthy relationship that has developed
over time among essentially the same core group of actors.

Effects of Instructional Program ManivAativis

The LEAs in the Midland area receive their weighted enrollment
dollars for special education instructional programs in one lump sum
(actually, quarterly) based an the previous years D.cember 1 :hild
count. The money is not earmarked for specifi: children (iideed, some
of last year's children may be gone and otners -nay have arrived), rather,
the total amount is used to support this year's tctal special education
instructional needs. This fact, combined with the various ways costs
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can mount, described in the last sections, can sometimes cause budget
overruns. At the end of the 1981-82 year, 11 ot the 42 Midland LEAs
were in a deficit situation (refer to Table 13). Overruns for 1981-82
ranged from a little over $100 to over $20,000; the average deficit was
over $7,500; 6 LEAs' deficits were between $5,000 and $20,000, 3 of
these were over $10,000. In 1980-81, 14 LEAs showed deficits that
ranged from around $100 to over $11,000. Only 6 of the 11 LEAs that had
special education budget deficits in 1981-82 (ranging from over $5,000
to over $20,000) had them in 1980-81, while 5 LEAs that had posi,,ve
1981-82 balances had 1980-81 deficits ranging from just under $1,000 to
over $11,000. During these same periods, positive special education
balances ranged from under $1,000 to over $172,000 (1981-82) and from
$500 to $83,000 (1980-81). And, so we see that one is never sure about
one's special education budget. Will it be enough? Student populations,
ac well as the si:?eific needs of students within populations, fluctuatefrom year to year.

We have seen how LEA administrators deal with their fiscal plight
by rear. sting and, in certain cases, receiving rule exceptions from the
director of special education. The next logical question is, ot course,
what effect do these manipulations have on students?

As we have noted, rule exceptions are played out exclusively with
programming for wildly handicapped students, LD, EMH, ED (sometimes
referred to as the general special education population), those students
who are served in resource rooms and who, for the most part, receive
some e their instruction in regular classrooms. Manipulating program/
placement decisions for moderately and severely handicapped students and
very young and/or low incidence populations is simply out of the question.

The primary effect of rule exceptions is that students are educated
in their home school iistricts. This, in most cases, coin-ides with the
wishes of parents and, of course, the rule exception must ways have
formal approval from the parent. Other effects include label changes,
20 percent of the rule exceptions; increa,ed class sizes, about 70
percent of the rule exceptions; and ',eider age ranges in programs (10
percent), which are not by any means unheard of in rural areas. But
perhaps the most significant effect is the increased use of multi-
categorical resource rooms rather than categorical ones.

The Host LEA

The reader will recall from earlier discussions that the REA operatesdirect instructional programs in three of the Midland LEAs--Lincoln
Center, Rutherford, and Wonder Bay. These districts also offer their
own special education instructional programs, The Wonder Bay LEA is ot
particular interest to us because of its location in the Midland area,
the number of REA and home-LEA

programs offered there, and, not of the
least importance, its history as the hest district for ne Richland
County special education program prior to the creation of the REA.

Wonder Bay has become a special education center within the RFA
itself, a sort of mini-REA, if you will. The REA satellite offiLe
located there has grown to be the largest in the area, housing 20 REA
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Table 13

Midland Special Education Balance of Funds

Balance 5% of 1980-81 Balance Balance 50 of 1981-82 Balance

1980-81 Receipts Over 5% 1981-82 Receipts Over 5%

3,935 6,125 0 18,817 6,589 12,228
13,526 7,235 6,291 434- 8,177 0

7,668 5,934 1,734 6,443 7,980 n

1,250 5,596 0 198 6,332 0

56,145 24,412 31,733 43,985 26,083 17,902
1,910- 6,769 0 2,329- 7,250 0

507 8,035 0 14,864 8,189 6,675
5,295- 3,830 0 6,035 4,184 1,651

11,018 1,845 9,173 3,208- 424 0

5,706 7,676 0 7,287- 8,219 0

6,009- 3,035 0 5,743- 3,351 0

18,128 9,396 8,732 37,830 10,191 27,639
5,902 18,891 C 39,362 20,320 19,042
2,127 7,109 0 2.995 7,613 0

5,710 4,357 1,353 21,388 4,767 16,621
620- 6,855 0 8,548- 5,935 0

8,242- 11,966 0 12,273- 11,588 0

4,627- 4,518 0 28,677 4,307 24,370
20,111 5,181 14,910 131- 4,704 0

14,677 6,790 7,887 13,170 7,869 5,301

28,729 19,838 8,891 39,556 20,122 19,434
6,349- 8,177 0 18,769- 8,151 0

5,457- 3,880 0 1,715 4,628 0

2,757- 3,031 0 1,583 3,523 0

6,304 3,553 2,751 5,906 3,959 1,947

5,000 10,505 0 350 10,569 0

3,087 6,941 0 24,287 7,093 17,194

2.361- 4,008 n 7,765 4,549 3,216

4,766 5.232 16,437 10,012 6,4L
856- 2,359 0 10,477 6,527 3,950

14,255 7,167 7,088 34,167 9,127 25,040

5,798 4,517 1,281 2,964 4,392 0

3,012 7,509 0 19,068 7,869 11,199

10,029 7,309 2,720 22,068 7,655 14,413

11,268- 518 0 6,022 1,377 4,645

83,158 94,303 0 172,567 110,182 62,385

10,566 4,903 5,663 4,204- 4,192 0

27,598 7,050 20,548 8,568 6,806 1,752

12,119 14,425 0 3E,300 12,957 25,343

13,309 4,404 8,905 19,704 4,487 15,217

10,966 18,490 0 17,903 19,908 0

154- 1,991 C 2,009 2,463 0

349,201 395,665 139,680 622,254 434,620 343,799
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staff members. Wonder Bay serves all uF the LEAs in its county as well

as three districts adjacent to it. Students who need programs which are
only offered there, either Wonder Bay's or the REA's, travel from up to

40 miles away to attend them. The Wonder Bay LEA operates 15 of its own
programs and houses 11 others operated by the Heartland REA. Please

refer back to Table 12 for the mix of Wonder Gay and REA programs.

Naturally, the districts that send students to Wonder Bay are glad
they have the option to do so. To meet some of their program needs they

otherwise would have to send some students to Lincoln Center. Satisfac-

tion with the arrangement, however, has become less reciprocal over the
years.

Because the Wonder Bay LEA houses about twice as many special
education ko_41ams as one would expect based upon size, top level

administrators have grown increasingly dissatisfied with the arrangement
as host-district. At the peak of their dissatisfa:tion, the superinten-
dent petitioned the REA to relieve what he referred to as the psychological
strain of so many programs by taking over some of the special programs

that were being maintained by the LEA. In particular, the superintendent
wanted the REA to assume operation of all programs in Wonder cy that
served students from other districts. The REA rejected the proposal for

two reasons. First, it could not afford to operate these additional
programs given its current staff. Moreover, the REA was reluctant to
take any action that would reduce local ownership of children

and programs.

The RF.A was not completely insensitive to the situation in Wonder

Bay, however. In fact, the REA has gone out of its way to make things
easier for Wonder Bay by instaliating a WATTS line between Wonder Bay
And the REA central office in Lincoln Center; scheduling weekly visits to
the LEA from the REA's Supervisor of Special Education Consultants;
hiring LEA building principals as supervisors of both Wonder Bayana REA
special education programs, and paying part of their salaries; and
adding extra staff to the Wonder Bay special education satellite office.
And, although it has been a gallant effort, it has not changed the minds

of Wonder Bay central administration. Even with a WATTS line and weekly
visits, communication does occasionally break down. The supervising
principals are not happy with their new roles; they fee. they are not

qualified even though a special education consultant supervises programs
and the principals merely oversee the staff. Even the REA special
education staff who are assigned to the area admit that, local ownership
notwithstanding, administration of the entire operation would be much

simplmx if the REA took over.
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MIDLAND SPECIAL EDUCATION SUPPORT SERVICES

The REP provides ten separate types of special education support
services for the Midland LEAs and parochial schools: special education

cow;ultants, school psychologists, school social workers, speech/language
clinicians, physical and occupational therapists, itinerant teachers for
hearing impaired and visually impaired students, audiologists, special
educdticn nurses, and work experience instructors. Although work exper-
ience instructors are a support service, their activities are presented
in d subsequent section, "Midland Vocational Education Programs."

Special Education Consultants

The consultant role has been an evolving one in the Midl- d area.

In general, the 12 special education consultants act as catalysts in the
LEAs by identifying the need for new programs and assisting in their

development. With regard to current programs, their job is to facilitate
the delivery of appropriate services by consulting with LEA and REA
special teachers, regular teachers, administrators, and parents. This

entails the following activities.

1. coordination of placement and annual review staffings, consisting
of preparation for, participation in, and writing reports for
each staffing

2. consultation with teachers regarding new ideas, materials and

methods to be utilized in their programs

3. consultation with teachers regarding the development and

implementation of Individual Education Plans

4. providing information to teachers, parents, and principals

relative to student needs in order to maintain well coordinated
programs

5. providing assistance to parents in any concerns or interests
they show

6. providing assistance to superintendents in completion of reim-
bursement claims, reporting of indexing data and notification

of changes in special education rules and regulations

Although this list of tasks might be considered the consultants'

"formal" role, in practice they spend about 80 percent of their time on
-.le first and last activities and try to do the best they can with 2
throligh 5 in their remaining time, that is, the time that i left after
"windshield time" is subtracted, which can amount to an hour per day.
This might surprise one who is familiar with the traditional consultant
role (a strategist who helps teachers work with students). More will be
said about this arrangement in the following sections.

Special education consultants relate differently to special educa-
tion teachers depending on who employs the teacher. They are supervisors
and consultants to REA instructional staff, but only consultants to LEA
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special education teachers. In their supervisory capacity over REA
special teache-, the supervising consultant functions as a support, in
addition to being a monitor.

Evolution of the Consultant Role

Originally, the DPI wanted consultants to be deployed according to
the categories of exceptionality in which they were trained and certified.
However, because the Midland director didn't want consultants "passing
each other on the road," as it were, he assigned them to serve specific
geographical regions within the Midland area. Currently, they serve as

consultants to the REA and LEA special education teachers in their
assigned areas, regardless of handicapping condition. This is true

except for those handicaps that require a more technical knowledge bas.
i.e., hearing impairments and visual impairments, and for preschool
handicapped childrer. In these cases, there are categorical itinerant
teachers and consultants who cover the entire Midland area.

One might reasonably ask whether wluicategorical consultants have
the necessary expertise to provide consultation in areas for which they
have not been trained. The REA has addressed this issue by establishing

several support mechanisms. First, as we have noted, specialized/technical
areas are handled by categorical itinerants and/or consultants. This

leaves, for the most part, the general special education .reas, LD- EMH,

ED. Most Midland multicategorical consultants have certification in LD.
To provide the necessary support for EMH and ED, the REA uses a consultant
"back-up" system in which consultants work with one another (certification
in all three categories are accounted for across the total set of cunsul-
tants). And, as we have mentioned, day-to-day instructional and management
techniques for the three general special education populations (mildly
handicapped) are not that different. For moderate to severe handicaps
in these areas, consultants provide consultation to one another in, what

amounts to, on-the-job training.

Another "back-up" for multicategorical consultants comes in the

form of resource materials. The REA has adopted the system FORE criterion-
referenced instructional system, which provides a vertical articulation
of skills in reading, mathematics, and language. Consultants can use

the system to help teachers diagnose, program fur, and evaluate students
in the areas which are dealt with most often in special education programs.
Further, the REA has spent the last few years writing curriculum guides
for each categorical arPa, which serve as guides for LEA and REA special
education teachers as 14-11 as the consultants.

Of late, one of the preschool consultants has been required to
assume responsibility for consultation in the area of severely/profoundly
Handicapped. Work in this area of exceptionality can be very technical.
Here, the DPI provides workshops and mini-courses, and preschool consul-
tants supplement this with self-study, visits to classrooms, and consul-
tation with other consultants.

The REA appears to have dealt with the issues related to converting

current staff to multicategorical consultants. This conversion, however,

has not been the only change in the consultant role. Actually, there
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was another, and perhaps more pressing, reason for assigning consultants

geographically; more than one consultant in an area increases the chances
of different messages" being conveyed to administrators, which, of
course, reflects adversely on the REA. This rationale takes on more
weight when one considers that special education consultants are the
director's proxies in the LEAs; they assign weights to handicapped
students and certify the weighted enrollment count for reimbursement
purposes, interpret state and federal special education regulations,
coordinate and do the attendant paperwork for placement and annual
review staffings (over 3,500 this year), and coordinate all REA special
education programs in their assigned region. Thus, in effect, the
special education consultants have become, in practice, administrative
consultants.

This is true only in the small LEAs; administrators in the larger
tcwns, and particularly in Lincoln Center, have the experience and staff
to qo it alone. In the small districts, the special education consultant
has become the administrator's "right hand man," doing the "footwork"
necessarj to make sure state and federal rules are followed and, of no
small coacern, making certain that weighted enrollments are all accounted
for.

Although some consultants enjoy their administrative role and find
it quite challenging, many do not. Those who prefer the traditional
role have watched their careers change from teachers of children to
teachers of teachers and now, finally, to "teachers of administrators."
It wouldn't be so bad, they say, if the teachers didn't need their help;
but, they do.

Alt,Jugh some special education teachers understand the administra-
tive role of the.consultants, many do not. Teachers are asking for more
time from the consultants, which is not surprising. What is surprising,
however, is that some administrators are saying, "Why aren't consultants
in classrooms more?"

It is not difficult to understand why consultants have begun to
fall out of favor with teachers. Special education teachers want help
themselves hut, more importantly, want consultants to help regular
classroom teachers. They feel that consultants should return to the
role of strategist; and, although many regular and special teachers are
not satisfied with the consultative services they receive, nearly all of
them are quick to add that it's not the consultants' fault. They are
spread too thin--too many schools and, mere importantly, too many roles.
One politically astute consultant finger -,: the problem as "the title
'consultant'."

One should not assume that all consultants fail to meet the needs
of their teachers. Even under the demands created by their administra-
tive role, most consultants manage to meet the responsibilities of the
traditional consultant ,le. Some hold regular after-school meetings
with teachers to provide inservice education on requested topics, thus
extending the 20 percent of their time available for work with teachers
out of their own hides. For some, the work day and work week extend
into the nights and weekends; some serve as board members for nonprofit
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handicapped consumer groups, some are directors and/or counselors at

summer camps, some work with community planning groups to develop ser-
vices for handicapped individuals. The list goes on.

Some consultants manage to maintain more of the traditional consu

tant role by incorporating "consultation to teachers" into their two
administrative tasks (i.e., coordination of staffings and consultation

to administrators). They accomplish this on a "one-to-one" consulting
basis when, for example, they work with special teachers in developing
IEPs or during the actual staffing sessions when they recommend new
ideas, materials, and methods to be used with children. The net effect
is that some consultants manage to extend the amount of time that they
spend with teachers beyond the 20 percent that is left after administra-
tive consultation. Moreover, it is not that administrative consulting
is inappropriate. In fact, the director's position is that administrative
consulting was (and in many cases still is) a logical first step when
P.L. 94-142 and Chapter 300 were first introduced. The required change

was so overwhelming that his plan of attack started with superintendents,
then 'lived to principals, and will eventually concentrate primarily on
teachers. His rationale has been that ignoring administrators would

have been counterproductive. He feels that as superintendents and
building administrators are educated and won over, more time can be
devoted to teachers. His position is that working with teachers without
first developing administrative support puts the cart before the horse.

School Psychologists

Although the largest proportion of the psychologists' time is
devoted to psychometric testing and preparing psychological evaluations,
they assist in designing intervention programs for handicapped students
on the basis of evaluation results and in consultation with other special
education support staff. As we have noted, their work is not limited to

special education students. When str4ents are referred for special
education services but do not qualify for them, the psychologist provides
follow-up services with the referring regular teacher.

In addition to these activities, psychologists provide classroom
observations, direct counseling, attend parent conferences, and conduct
teacher and parent group workshops. At the request of the local districts,
the psychologists are available for "pre-referral" conferences in which
the merits of the referral are reviewed. The school psychological
services unit within the REA provides other assessment services as well,
including kindergarten screenings (nearly 2,500 this year).

But, of course, the major function of the school psychologists in
the Midland area is their role in tilt; IEP staffing. In 1981-82, each
psychologist conducted over 100 evaluations and, as a group, they parti-

cipated in nearly 5,000 initial or review staffings; about 15 percent of
the average school psychologist's time is spent in staffing conferences.

In the staffing, the psychologist's job is to synthesize for the
group the evaluation results and identify the significant issues related
to then. It is the psychologist who attempts to provide closure by
suggesting a diagnosis and a label, although, in the end, final decisions
are reached by concensus through the group process.
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In many ways, the school psychologist is under the gun. Teachers

who, from their perspective, ore convincea a child is handicapped, come
to staffings fully expecting a "handicapped" diagnosis. Yet, when the

child does not meet the set criteria, the teacher, in some cases, blames
the psychologist. Even when the psychologist suggests more tests, some
teachers won't listen, relieving as they do, that the child is already

placeable. This scenario is particularly prevalent when the child is

suspected of being learning disabled. Moreover, the new LD identifica-
tion criteria make it more difficult to label a student as such.

A problem of even greater proportion has been discussed in previous
sections, that of arriving at a diagnosis and program recommendai..ion for
which an LEA has no program. Here, the psychologist is on the front
line; even though the airector will ultimately deal with the situation,
the psychologist is the one who must face it initially as well as live
with the results. Building principals characterize psychologists by the
degree of flexibility they show in these matters. From the perspective
of some builaing administrators: "Too much power in one hand, the

psychologist."

To be sure, there are complaints from teachers and administrators

about too much time from referral to staffir;, missed appointments, and
the like; this is to be expected. However, when one considers the
logistics inherent in the Heartland delivery system, it is totally

unexpected, given current statistics on lag time and waiting lists in
rural areas, that the school psychologists managed to maintain a 96
percent response rate on over 2,000 new requests for their services in

1981-82. And this is in addition to 5,000 conferences and 2,500 screenings.

Currently, the school psychological services unit is field-testing

procedures and software developed last year to computerize analysis and
projection procedures. Attempts are being made to develop a computer-
based case information storage and treatment outcome system. The goal

is to use computer applications to streamline operations.

Like otner support staff, the 21 school psychologists are assigned

to LEAs on a geographical basis. Ten psychologists are assigned to the
central REA office, from which they serve the Lincoln Center LEA and the
remaining schools in the county, certain other REA instructional programs,
and the TAG program. The remaining psychologists are assigned to the
other REA areas and work out of satellite offices. Four psychologists
are assigned to the Storm Lake office due to the size and number of
programs offered there.

School Social Workers

Two major goals for the school social work unit are to act as

advocates for handicapped children and their families and to provide
direct support services for children and families (evaluation, counsel-
ing, liaison, resource identification, etc.). As one might expect,
human and public relations are a big part of the job. Although ongoing

family counseling is not provided as a rule, the Midland social workers
do provide individual and group counseling in the schools as well as
parent counseling/education on a short-term basis. Referrals are made
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to community social service and mental health agencies when more extended
family counseling is needed.

Unlike some other REAs, the Midland social worker has no clear or
mandated set of responsibilities in the special education referral
process. Of course, they attend staffings and analyze home and school
situations on request, but their role in special education as well as in
the schools is less well understood than some of the other more commonly
accepted support services. It is apparent that their services are
somewhat underutilized, perhaps because their niche has not been firmly
cut in school operations yet; at least this is a reasonable projection
from a professional perspective. Some teachers simply do not request
social work services like they do, say, psychological services, even
though, in many respects, certain aspects of the two services are very
similar.

But misperceptions on the part of the community are more interest-
ing, although not at all difficult to understand. There is a stigma
attached to social work, an image problem, if you will. It seems that

rural communities associate "social work" with "social services." And
social services, to the people in those towns, means "welfare", "foster
homes," "child abuse"--all those things for poor people.

It is ironic, however, that it is this very connection with social
services that makes the social worker the linchpin in a total service
approach to special education. The state, as well as the Midland REA,
takes a very broad view of education, a view that encompasses the social/
emotional factors that surround and engulf the child, the family, the
home. The social worker is trained to provide or arrange for the social
services that are necessary in some cases to facilitate the educational
process. They know ''the system": foster care, Title XX, planned parent-
hood, free lunch programs, financial assistance. These are things that
educators rarely have had experience with.

Perhaps the best utilization of the social worker in the Midland
area is by the preschool program. Social workers provide grief counsel-
ing for parents of young, severely handicapped children, analyze the
home situation to allow behavior management programs to be designed (in

cooperation with school psychologists), help in locating local fiscal
resources, and make the necessary interagency contacts to get parents
on, what are referred to as, "state papers," which facilitates obtaining
medical services. The special education nurse (discussed below) and the
social worker make an effective team; together addressing concerns such
as nutrition and family life.

Even though the LEAs and, to some degree, the REA, stress school

psychology over social work, demands for social work services are increas-
ing. As special educators, teachers, aoministrators, parents, and other
REA staff have become more aware of social work services, they have
requested them more often.

During 1981-82 school year, individual and group counseling was
provided for over 600 special education students. Parent counseling was
provided to nearly 300 parents and about 100 families. Assessments were



conducted for more than 500 students, which were used to provide informa-

tion to support referrals, placements, and the need for specific support
services.

Nine school social wcrkers are assigned on a geographical basis

like psychologists and speechr.anguage clinc'ans. Each social worker
responds to all referrals Ord provides all needed social work services
in his or her assigned area. exception to this deployment patt.2rn
is the part-time work of sonic ;ial workers with the preschool program.

As demand; for social work services have increased and the REA

support services budget has decreased, the staff has used group counsel-
ing, parent groups, and priortizing caseloads to meet needs more effi-
ciently.

Speech/Language Clinicians

Like consultants, psychologists, and social workers, the 30 speech
clinicians are assigned to the Midland area on a geographical basis.
Although most of them are assigned to the area that includes the Lincoln
Center and surrounding smaller LEAs, five of the remaining eight satellite
offices house at least two clinicians, and two of the remaining three
each have one clincian. The Wonder Bay satellite office is staffed with
five clinicians.

In addition to the clinical services provided fo youngsters, the

speech services staff consults with parents, teachers, and other REA
staff. They provide infcrmational and instructional programs for school
personnel, REA staff, and the community. Like the REA staff as a whole,
the speech services staff rarely miss an opportunity to provide school
and community presentations to maintain a continued awareness of the
needs of children with speech and language disorders.

Everyone wants more speech/languge service. Community awareness
campaigns have paid dividends. Parents, who may not have realized the
capabilities of nor thc importance of speech/language intervention prior
to these services being available, now see them as a necessity. And it
is not only parents of handicapped students who make these demands; most
parents have become aware; screenings, comprehensive evaluations, monitor-
ing and speech/language improvement programs are all in high demand.
Although total school enrollment began to decrease after the 1978-79
school year, the demand for speech/language services began to drop
slightly only during the current year. In 1978-79, 1,404 children
received direct services. The figures for 1979-80 and 1980-81 remained
relatively constant, even though enrollment dropped nearly 1,000 students
per year over that same period. The direct therapy figures for 1981-82
are 1,350, which is a slight reduction from the previous year. However,
during that same time, the number of students receiving speech/language
improvement programs increased from 540 to 9(0.

Clinicians are assigned specific caseloads using a system chat

accounts for severity of disorders, travel requirevInts, number of
buildings served, and unique caseload circumstances. :he system, designed

to allow clinicians to program the frequency of ink:emention based on
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the severity of the disorder for any given student, was initiated in

1981-82 to improve the quality of services and to make services more
equitable and efficient. And as if demand were not high enough, the
unit is developing a procedure to identify high risk babies, which will
only act to stretch their services even further.

In an effort to meet demands for services, deployment patterns

obviously need to be altered on occasion. The only complaint at the
building level is that clinicians in some cases change from year to
year.

Audiology Services

During the 1981-82 school year the REA's four audiologists and five
audiometrists provided hearing screenings (23,900), acoustic analysis of
hearing aids, diagnostic follow-up examinations (3,376), medical referrals
(795), and evaluations of auditory training systems and hearing aid
functioning. Hearing impaired students, difficLlt-to-test youngsters,
and infants are tested in the soundproof testing booths located at the
Midland central facility and the Wonder Bay facility. Over 1,000
students were tested in these controlled settings in 1981-82.

Referrals for the various diagnostic testing services come from
parents, schools, and physicians. During 1981-32, the age of the young-
sters tested ranged from 3 months to 20 years. The audiological capabi-
lities of the Midland REA are quite impressive, given that the equipment
and procedures necessary to test infants are relatively recent develop-
ments in audiology.

Physical and Occupational Therapy

Two part-time physical therapists (PTs) are employed by the REA to
serve the entire Midland area. Prior to the 1979-80 school year, a very
limited amount of PT services were contracted for through other agencies.
This year the REA employed one part-time PT (about 16 days per mrnth)
and contracted individually with another for three days per wee:, The
REA is anxious to hire both PTs on a full-time basis but neither can
accommodate that desire; they can command greater compensation through
private service. Area hospitals have declined to provide PT services
(on a contract basis) because their PTs do not feel prepared to work
with children and/or because they do not have available PT staff to do
so.

About 150 students were referred for PT services during the 1981-82
school year, up 18 percent over 1980-81 referrals. Of the 150 youngsters,
approximately 80 percent qualified to receive services. It appears that
even though it's not getting any easier to find PTs to work in the
Midland area, there is no problem finding children who need PT services.

To compensate for having fewer PTs than are needed, the unit has
adopted an "indirect service" or "consultative" model. Under the model,
PTs develop the activity programs for some children and then train
aides, parents, and special education teachers to implement them.
Approximately half of the students who require PT services receive them
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in this manner. The PTs then spend their remaining time providing
direct services and doing the evaluations and background work (obtaining

physicians' prescriptions, gathering medical information, and the live)
necessary to develop the programs.

Strategies to deal with the lack of OTs include the contracted
services of a part-time OT to serve as a consultant to the REA PTs in
providing OT services. PTs also have access to OTs at the state uni-
versity training hospital who will consult with them over the phone.

This same hospital has sent an OT training and consultation team to work
with REA staff at the request of the Midland agency.

Itinerant Teachers

Four REA itinerant teachers served 52 of the 79 Midland hearing

impaired students while one REA itinerant teacher served all 22 visually
impaired youngsters during the 1981-82 school year. Needless to say,
itinerant teachers are busy people. Each teacher travels up to 1,500
miles per month in delivering direct and indirect services to students,
teachers, and parents.

In general the types of services provided by hearing impaired and

visually impaired itinerant teachers are similar and include assessments,
eligibility, and placement activities, acquisition of specialized equip-
ment and materials, assistance to classroom teachers, orientation of
nonhandicapped children, and assistance in regular classroom modifications.

Itinerant teachers also serve on the preschool intervention teams
for those young children who are visually and/or hearing impaired or in
cases in which vision and/or hearing problems ;.re secondary nandicaps.

Special Education Nurses

Although all of the 15 REAs have special education nurses, the
Midland REA deploys its nurses in a unique way. Rather than being

assigned only to one center-based program, the Midland nurses usually
travel to and provide service in the REA instructional programs of the
eight-county area.

Administratively, the special education nurses are assigned to the
Hearing Conservation/Education unit. This is logical since, in addition
to their regular duties, they prov4,de an array of screening services
(hearing, vi ion, height, weight, blood pressure, scoliosis) and make
appropriate medical referrals.

They provide an important link among the child, family, school, and
community in relation to health needs and are available for consultation
with respect to health/medical information to REA staff, LEA nurses,
county nurses, and LEA staff.

Parent education is a major emphasis. Parents were informed througn
written material and formal presentations on first aid, feeding skills,
nutrition, child abuse, genetic syndromes, vestibular stimulation, and

communication with the medical community. Perhaps the heaviest involvement



of the nurses tas been in conjunction with the multidisciplinary preschool

progra. cages birth to 3). They provide health history interviews,
functional assessments of vision and developmental milestones, physical
examinations, recommendations for further health care or evaluations,

interpretation of health information, parent counseling, and training
sessions for parents and REA preschool team members.

In addition to their work with young children, their parents, and
the preschool teams during the 1981-82 school year, they participated in
staffings and case manklement activites with other REA special education
staff in relation to evaluation and program planning for handicapped
students on request. In their overall capacity they serve Midland
children from birth to 21 4nd traveled about 1,000 miles each month

during the year.
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PRESCHOOL PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

The Midland REA preschool unit offers an array of interrelated,
interdisciplinary programs for handicapped children ages 0-7 and their
parents. Nineteen preschool staff members work out of the central
facility in Lincoln Center as well as each of the special education
satellite offices.

the preschool program serves children who are moderately and severely
Handicapped from birth to age 3 via a home intervention program (which
is considered a support service and funded with P.L. 94-142 dollars); at
3, services are continued in one of the five Developmental Learning
Centers, Children who are less severely handicapped may continue to
receive services if eligible until they are school-age, at which time
services continue but are provided through the ordinary special educa-
tion programs offered by the LEAs and the REA.

The program uses an interdisciplinary model which is based on a
child's "hierarchy of needs" approach and uses the services of the
entire REA special education support staff: community and social
services (social workers), medical (special education nurses), physical
and occupational therapy, vision and hearing (audiologists and visually
impaired and hearing impaired itinerant teachers), pre-speech/cognition
(speech/language clinicians and psychologists). Children who are served
in the home receive at least one hour of direct intervention per week,
although efforts are underway to adjust the system to provide more or
less intervention time to children on the basis of their individual
needs. All services are free to Midland parents. Private placements,
when they are required, are paid for by the home LEA. The home LEA
picks up educaticial costs (from their weighted enrollment) and the
Department of Social Services covers noneducational costs.

Infants (0-2) are not formally iientified as "handicapped," rather
the label "deferred diagnosis" is used until the child is 2 years of
age, at which time he or she is formally identified. Disadvantaged
children wno may be delayed because of environmental conditions can not
be served directly. In these cases, children are referred to Head
Start, but are unofficially labeled as "communication handicapped,"
which allows the REA to make program recommendations, do follow-up, and
re-evaluate each year to 6 months. These chi'dren are followed closely
and, if necessary, are staffed into appropriate services when they reach
4chool age. Of course, disadvantaged children with severe handicaps are
labeled accordingly and served in the usual manner.

Home Intervention

Nine home teachers operate out of the REA central office and four
of the satellite offices in the Midland area to identify and provide
services to children from birth to age 5 and to their parents. The home
teachers (B.S. in early childhood education plus 20 semester hours in
special education) conduct assessments of cognitive, motor, and social
development and, if the child is deli.yed (and thus eligible for the
program), arrange for a comprehensive evaluation (speech/language,
psychological, etc.) to be conducted by other REA special education
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personnel in the home. Based on these results, the home teacher, in
conjunction with the other professional staff and the parent, designs an
individualized intervention plan. The plan is carried out by the home
teacher and the parent during (and in between by the parent) weekly
visits 6Ythe home.

During the 1981-82 school year, 265 children were screened; 141
received comprehensiv: evaluations and were served on a regular basis in
their homes. Of course, the major goals of the program are to further
the development of the child and to educate parents about their child's
problem and how to work toward remediating it. Parents are provided
with written prescriptions, directions for activities, data recording
devices, and materials to use in instruction and are trained how to use
them. Each home teacher serves about 15 children per week, traveling
between 200 and 300 miles in making his or her appointed rounds. The

number of children screened and served has remained relatively constant
since the home intervention program was initiated in 1976-77. The REA
has managed to educate the Midland area about the value of early inter-

vention; 20 percent of the children served this year were 2 years of age
or younger. Home intervention service costs run $1,600 per child per
year.

Parent/Infant Teams

An ad hoc team of specialists is assembled for each infant (0-2) in
the presFEETprogram depending on his or her individual needs, as well
as the needs of the parent. The teams are made up of the parent, the
home teacher, and any or all of the special education support staff who
have become involved in the child's program (psychologist, social worker,
audiologist, PT, nurse, speech/language clinician).

The multidisciplinary teams provide ongoing, in-depth evaluations,
programming suggestions, and demonstrations at regularly scheduled
sessions held at the central REA office 4n Lincoln Center or the satellite
office in 1.P-older Bay. Ten infants and their families were served during
i981-82 in this fashion at a cost of $2,300 per child. They attended
sessions in which all members of the Parent/Infant Team were available
to them for consultation.

In addition to the professional services made available to the
parents through the team, parent support groups are formed among those
parents who participate in the Parent/Infant Team program. Parents of
children who f3rmerly were involved in the program attend the sessions
to lend support and encouragement to the parents currently involved in
the program (discussed below).

Parent Classes

Parents who are involved in any of the Preschool unit's services
are invited to attend parent classes. A series of 2-hour class sessions
is held weekly for 8 weeks. Parent classes explore mutual problems of
child rearing and promote the idea that "parents are teachers too."
Through films, slides, discussions, and demonstrations, parents learn

about toys as learning tools, self-concept, speech and language development,
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motor development, and discipline and behavior modification. This

training is also available in a home-study format for parents who cannot
attend the formal classes.

Parents take home a different toy each week and are instructed in
its use to encourage prescribed parent-child interactions. Upon comple-
tion of the eight classes (or home-study course), parents are eligible

to check out items from the toy lending library (explained below).

Developmental Learning Centers (DLCs)

There are five DLCs in the Midland area, four operated by the REA
and one operated by one of the school districts. Each DLC is staffed
with what are called "center-based" teachers (as opposed to home teachers),
and is provided with the support services it needs from the ranks of the
REA special education support staff. Each of the REA DlCs is alloted
one full-time speech /language clincian, while the one LEA DLC has access
to speech/language services via the other four DLCs and/or the REA
special education support services unit, Each DLC operates from one to
four classrooms that serve a maximum of eight students each. The class-
rooms are staffed with a teacher and an aide.

Originally established and funded by the county boards of health
and taken over by the REA, the DLCs serve children from ages 3 to 7 who
need more intensive intervention than can be provided in the home. The
DLC staff, aided by the support staff necessary for particular cases,
conduct formal and informal assessments to determine the nature of the
disability and to be able to design appropriate programs of intervention.

If the child's disability is such that the DLC is the most appropriate
program, the DLC works up an individualized plan and carries it out
in-house. In some cases, the DLC may not be the most appropriate facility
to serve the child. Here, the DLC coordinates the necessary services
with other child care programs.

The five Midland area DLCs served a total of 92 children during the
1981-82 school year. Children with the following handicapping conditions
attend the programs: mental disability (35), communication disability
(35), physical handicap (12), emotional disability (3), severely handi-
capped (4), hearing impaired (2), and visual impairment (1). As we have
noted, the DLC in Lincoln Center will be moved to an LEA elementary
school which was scheduled to close due to enrollment decline (caused by
the closing of a meat-packing plant).

Toy Lending Library

In addition to the home- and center-based direct intervention

programs, the Midland preschool program provides a toy lending library
which contains over 7,000 educational materials appropriate for children
from birth to age 6. The main toy lending library is located at the
central REA office, with a smaller toy library located at the Wonder Bay
satellite. All materials are available for home use; parents earn a
library card after they have completed the 8-week parent classes.



Parent Education Materials

Various parent-use materials are available for group or individual
use. These materials, for the most part, are prepared by the preschool
and support staff (and printed by the LRC, as one might guess) and cover
a wide range of "parent as teacher" topics. Materials are also available
to guide parents through learning activities they can use at home to
foster their child's development. For example, one item is a manual
used in the parent classes. It contains over 300 pages of information
and step-by-step activities in topics such as creative play, self-concept,
behavior modification, motor development, and language development.

Hearing/Speech Services

The hearing conservation program monitors "at risk" preschoolers or
those with slight hearing losses to prevent hearing loss and further
deterioration. The preschool unit also offers out-patient speech/language
therapy services. Children who are at risk, or those who have success-
fully completed therapy, are monitored. Fifty-five children received
these preventative/maintenance services during this school year.

Parent Support Groups and Services

Two parent support groups have been added to the preschool unit's
offerings in recent years. The first, Parents Actively Lending Support
(PALS) originates with the area Child Abuse Council. The REA and the
Department of Social Services are informally involved and the PALS
services are used by the REA preschool unit as well as other units when
necessary.

Pilot Parents, the second support group program, was adopted by the
REA (as 1 replication site) from its original site in an urban center of
a neightoring state. Although the project has since been replicated in
25 cities around the state, the REA is the first site to adapt the model
to a rural delivery context. The REA participates in the training of
parents of handicapped children (6 weeks, 12-18 hours total). The
program provides infonmational, self-advocacy, and moral support to
other parents of handicapped children. The state Developmental Disabili-
ties Council provided the seed money. The program has trained 40 sets
of parents in the Midland area over the past 3 years, some driving over
200 miles to participate. The project has caught on and spread to other
rural REAs in the state.

The Department of Social Services sponsors a program that provides
in-hove services to parents of severely handicapped children who are
also welfare recipients (Title XX funds). A "family support worker"
does household chores to free up parents to be able to spend more time
with their children. The preschool unit, naturally, accesses these
services to enable parents who are participating in the home intervention
program to be able to carry out the intervention program designed for
their children.

Because this program has worked so well, the REA is attempting to
secure foundation funds to initiate a "respite care/baby sitting" service
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for Heartland parents who do not qualify fur Title XX monies. The only

difference is that the REA program will provide baby-sitters who are
nurses. The proposal has been verbally approved.

The entire array of preschool services comes under the watchful eye

of the Supervisor of Preschool Services. With the help of two preschool
consultants, she manages and supports the preschool staff and coordinates
the use of support services from other units with the appropriate super-
visors. The Preschool Supervisor deploys her staff on a geographical
basis throughout the Midland area in response to referrals which come
from many sources (the numbers in parentheses are the percentages from
each source during 1981-82): parents (27); school personnel (7); private
preschools (6); Head Start programs (9); Department of Social Services
(17); other REAs (4); medical personnel, including health nurses (9);
genetic counseling services (3); Pilot Parents (2); Midland REA per-
sonnel (via screenings, roundups, etc.) (7); and the state university
training hospital (9,. Not the least time-consuming task for the pre-
school supervisor is the "juggling around that's necessary to get the
student placed and figuring how it's going to be paid for."

Parent Participation

Parent involvement in the program can be characterized along two
dimensions--severity of handicap and socioeconomic status--which, of
course, are related. Parents of severely handicapped children tend to
represent all socioeconomic strata, just as severe disabilities tend to
be distributed. Milder handicaps, on the other hand, tend to be more
prevalent in lower strata, particularly when the disabilities are related
to cultural and environmental conditions, like mental retardation.

Parents of severely handicapped preschoolers are very active in the
program; they come to training sessions, follow through on suggestions,
and, in general, do all that is expected of them. Parents of less
severely handicapped children tend to become less involved. Of this
latter group of parents, the preschool staff estimates that 20-25 percent
are themselves handicapped. In these instances, the staff break down

interventions into small steps, print them on postcards, and send them
to the parents as reminders and manageable directions for intervention

activities.

Of the families who do participate in the preschool program, mothers
become invoked more often than fathers. However, some siblings join in
to help, and during the winter months fathers too become involved.
Conversations at support group sessions tend to center on money problems
and relationships -- marital, family, community. It is not surprising

that a very strong bond is formed between parents and the preschool
staff, as well as among parents themselves. Parents buy or make presents
for the staff and, if one were to attend a support group session, it
would not be at all unusual to see plenty of hugging, kissing, and
laughing. When the children are present, they are all hugged and kissed
by everyone--parents and staff. The scene, if it were not so positive

and happy, would surely wet one's eyes, and for the person who tends to
be soft-hearted, it does anyway.
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Impact of the Preschool rtogram

It would not be an exaggeration, by any means, to say that the

impact of the preschool program has been significant, whether one consi-
ders the effects for one child or all children, whether one considers
the effects on families, or the schools, the Midlana communities, or
the taxpayers.

Parents feel the biggest advantage the REA provides is that it
draws the necessary people to the area. "It's hard to find caring

professionals for so few kids; it takes a region When they tried to
get help from other agencies or the medical community, they most often
ran into 'walls." It was impossible for them to get information about
services like OT and PT, for example.

The parents of preschool children currently in the program are
painfully aware of the fact that, in a rural area like this one. their
children's lives, as well as their own, would have been significantly
different if it were not for the REA. In a panel interview with 10
preschool parents, they all supported the statement, "The Preschool
program has been a normalizing experience for all of us." One mother
made perhaps the key point about having a severely handicapped child in
a rural area when she said, "In our town, he'd be the only, child who was
different." Another mother added that without the preschool program,
"I'd be sitting at home waiting; I didn't know what to do without the
REA." Two other mothers in the group projected that without the preschool
program, "We would have been doing the wrong things with our kids" and
"we would have lowered expectations; our kids would manipulate us.'
They all agreed that the preschool program keeps them motivaed and that
the parent support group is "essential, it removes guilt."

One should not assume, however, that all parents are equally positive
about the preschool program, or, more accurately perhaps, that all

parents are as positive about it each and every day. For some parents,
satisfaction with the program and the staff varies over time. Some
parents want more services for their children, or want differential
treatment for them. For example, one mother felt that he child needed
more physical therapy than the amount being provided and that the amount
of any particular type of service should be based more on the needs of
the child. But even in these instances, virtually all parents agree
that the impact of the preschool program has been significant. One

mother perhaps said it best, "We do feel that the infant program does
make a big difference in our lives and it is for the positive, but there
are some not so positive days."

Perhaps the greatest impact of the program has been on the Midland

communities. Although the attitude toward children who have visible
)andicaps is "accepting" because, in small towns, everyone knows mom and
dad, the tendency is to view the child as a "sad sight" or to "feel
sorry" for the parents. One parent in the interview, who was supported
by the nods of the other nine, said, "But, I can deal with it because of
the parent support program."
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When parents take their handicapped children shopping or to social

events (which they do religiously), a com., reaction they say is, "I
can't believe you take him out of the house." On this point, they all
agreed with one mother when she said, "A lot is your attitude toward
your child. If you project a positive attitude toward your child, the
community will also. My good attitude comes from the REA. Another

mother added, "The community can watch the child grow up. After a
while, they quit asking questions because they know." And not the least
of the impact on local residents' attitude toward handicapped children
stems from the fact that these children attend schor,.. When your child
"goes to school, it makes it okay." Other parents supported one mother's
statement that this same situation works to affect the attitudes of
"relatives" as well.

One should not assume that the impact of the preschool program has
escaped the watchful eye of toe more fiscally-minded observer in the

Midland area. Indeed, as one interviewee put it, "The preschool
emphasis can pay big dividends." And, indeed it has. Of 100 children
who were receiving preschool services in 1976-77 and who completed third
grade in 1980-81, only 69 were still considered " handicapped" at the
start of the 1981-82 school year. Of the 31 students who were no longer
considered handicapped, 18 had completed third grade, without being
identified as handicapped, and 13 were not labeled hardicapped but had
received some form of supplemental assistance during 1.6-ir first three
years of school. In general, 22 of the 100 childrefi Rived to less
restrictive (less expensive) settings once they entered school.
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MIDLAND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Duri3g the 1981-82 school year, 132 students were served by the
REA's five work experience instructors. The instructors operated out of
five REA special education satellite offices. One of the instructors

serves in the capacity of Coordinator of Work Experience Instructors.

Work experience instructors have available to them, through the

REA's educational services division, the Picture Interest Exploration
Survey (PIES) and the Talent Assessment Program (TAP) to assess career/
vocational interest and ability in industrial, technical, and service

occupations. More in-depth assessments are available from the Assessment
Center located at the MCC in Lincoln Center for a fee of $5.00 an hour,

which is paid by the student's home LEA. Vocational assessments are
conducted using work samples and can range from 2 to 6 days in length.
The Assessment Center is a cooperative program funded Ly the community
college, the Midland REA, and a private agency, and receives referrals
from the Midland REA (and through the REA, the Midland LEAs), CETA,
Department of Correctional Services, Displaced Homemakers, the state job

services agency, tad the Rehabilitation Bralich of the DPI. The community
college Special Needs Director works with the Coordinator of the Assess-
ment Center to facilitate the evaluations of special education students.

In addition to the above activities, the work experience instruc-
tors organize parent support groups, provide career counseling for
handicapped students, develop vocational curriculum, conduct various
public relations activities for employers, and provide inservice programs.
They also serve on the initial and annual review staffing committees for

their students.

State regulations permit students to work part of the school day
and to receive pay for t'at work, which typically ranges from $1.60 to
$4.00 per hour. Several agencies contribute money to be used to pay the
students as an incentive to em-loyers, although many employers pay the
entire -age themselves. In 1: years, some employers have started
using the Targeted Job Tax to employ handicapped students.

Two Cosely related programs are Vocational Education for Selected
Students NESS) and Experience Based Career Education (EBCE). The VESS
program serves high school special education students who are judged to

be ready for a voutional training ogram. Individualized programs are
:eloped that inc,Ide any or all of the following areas depending on

the needs of the student: vocational skill training, job-seeking skills,
social skills, daily living skills, and academic instruction related to

a specific occupation. The VESS program differs from the work experience
program in that it provides instruction to develop ,job specific skills,
whereas the work experience program trains for general vocational skills.
The VESS program includes training for 17 occupational areas including
auto mechanics, broadcasting, farm operations, drafting, nurse and
teacher aide, and data processing.

The VESS program is a cooperative venture operated by the community
college, the REA, and the Midland LEAs. Tuition for student enrollment
is paid by the sending LEA. Per pupil costs for the programs are $1,800
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and handicapped students are weighted 1.7. Handicapped students can
attend the program until age 21 if it has been determined that they
require the training VESS offers.

The EBCE program is designed to provide career exploration exper-

iences for learning disabled and mildly mentally retarded students.
More than 200 community sites are used to provide observation of and
participation in various occupations; these experiences may range in
length from 3 to 9 weeks. The students' regular high school curricula
are altered to correspond to the occupations they are experiencing. If

students complete their academic assignments while participating in the

EBCE program, the credits they earn count toward graduation requirements.

The EBCE program, like the services offered through the work exper-
ience program, does not train for specific job skills (as does the VESS
proi.am) but rather provides exploratory experiences. Both the EBCE
program and the work experience program provide the experiences necessary
for students to choose an occupation. Once a student has made his or
her choice, the VCSS program can be used to train for that occupation.

During the 1981-82 school year, 11 Midland LEAs sent a total of 28
secondary special education students to participate in the VESS/EBCE
programs. The VESS program offers training in specific occupations in

various locations throughout the Heartland area. VESS graduates receive
certificates that list specific job skills fur which the graduate is
certified as competent.

The MCC facility also offers a sheltered workshop which is funded
by the county board of supervisors. The move to provide the sheltered
workshops was spearheaded by the president of the college whose son
needed such a program after high school. In fact, the president's

personal situation has played a big part in cementing the strong rela-
tionship between the MCC and the REA special education division.
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REA RESPONSIBILITY FOR DISTRICT REORGANIZATION

The Midland REA's role in district reorganization entails three

tasks. It is required to coaduct feasibility studies and surveys for
local districts, help LEAs plan reorganization proposals and review
and/or modify those proposals oefore submitting them to the State Super-
intendent, and to conduct public hearings and assist LEAs in submitting
proposals to the electors. It is important to recognize that the REA
does not originate reorganization proposals; the locals do. The Midland

REA has had the most experience of all 15 REAs in dealing with school
district reorganization. It has processed seven proposals since 1975,
only two were approved by the voters.

Indeed, most observers believe that school district reorganization
is a state level problem which has been delegated to the REAs because
the state legislature "won't touch it". As in most other states, consol-

idation has been and continues to be a political hot potato. It is

interesting to note that their role in school district reorganization
was not part of the orig.:,a1 mandate cresting the REAs; it was added by
amendment four years after they were in operation. An early problem for

the REAs was the perception at the LEA level that they were to push for
reorganization. For the most part, however, this perception is held
less often by the locals than in the past.

One should not assume that all local communities or districts view
the REA as a means to reduce the threat of reorganization. Some districts

continue to view the REA as a vehicle for pushing reorganization. In

fact, this perception makes these districts uneasy amoi accepting REA
services. The REA is not the only target for these misperceptions,
however. In some small districts, locals are more suspicious of the
largest district in the county than they are of the REA.
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SOME ISSUES OF PARTICULAR CONCERN TO THE REA

Although the Midland REA is certainly an impressive agency, the
reader will have surmised from the preceding pages that it is not complete-
ly devoid of problems. No doubt the major ones are already apparent.

Nevertheless, for ease of reference and for the sake of clarity, they
will be briefly described again in this section. Their order of presen-
tation does not necessarily reflect the importance placed upon them by
the people of the Midland area. Indeed, it is doubtful if a single
priority listing could be devised on which even a majority of stakeholders

would agree. Our order of presentation, rather, reflects the research
team's subjective judgment about the extent to which the problems are
exacerbated by the fact that the Midland area is a rural setting. Thus,

the first problems are likely to be found anywhere in substantially the
same form as in the Midland context, but as we move down the list, the

influence of Midland's rural status is likely to become more and more
telling.

Public Law 94-142

There is little doubt that more handicapped children have been
identified, served, and served better, since the passage of P.L. 94-142.
It is almost as certain that, on its own, Chapter 300 would have accom-

plished essentially the same results. However, one cannot underestimate
tne impact of P.L. 94-142 in this state as well as in the Heartland
area. Given the downturn in the economy, it is very doubtful that
preschool services would have been affordable without P.L. 94-142 dollars.
Moreover, we know that P.L. 94-142 made those who otherwise would have
taken the state mandate less seriously attend more carefully to its
terms. In these ways, the federal mandate has helped.

In other ways, however, P.L. 94-142 has foisted its share of problems
on the Midland schools and the RCA. There is little doubt that it has

caused some unnecessary confusion. Some feel that more time is spent
making sure one does not violate its requirements than in living up to
its goals. Ever the law's most vocal supporters agree that the "red
tape" can be overwhelming. Less avid supporters argue ;That it is ridi-
culous to expect the bill to work in the smaller, rural Midland LEAs as
it does in urban centers. Even DPI officials agree that the regulations
accompanying P.L. 94-142 are too specific and, at times, detract from
getting the real job accomplished. This is particularly true, they say,
in a state like this that has its own special education law and, more
importantly, the delivery system and resources to give it "teeth." But

even those who see the regulations as burdensome are quick to add that
P.L. 94-142 (the statute as opposed to the regulations) is a necessity.

What woula happen if P.L. 94-142 were repealed or substantially
deregulated? From the state perspective, the nature of continuing action
would depend on the health of the state's economy. Under good economic
conditions, the state would maintain Chapter 300's current standards.
Under poorer economic conditions, there would be pressure to ease require-

ments somewhat to minimize costs by increasing class size limits, reducing
administrative requirements, eliminating nonessential support services,
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and tightening eligibility criteria. The brunt of the burden would fall

on handicapped students and special and regular ceachers.

The bigge -,ncern of those who handle these matters at the state
level is the *IN.... that repeal or deregulation of P.L. 94-142 would
have on preschool programs. The 0-2 age population would be lost Nit-

right, and, depending on the extent of the alterations in the federal
mandate and the condition of the state's economy, the 3-5 age group
would be in serious jeopardy. Parents of preschool handicapped children

in the Midland area organized letter writing campaigns to lodge their
complaints in Washington, D.C.

We raise the issue of repeal or deregulation only because it was a

topic that received considerable attention during this school year, both
at the federal level and in the Midland area. Various proposals to
deregulate, as well as rumors of a repeal, seemed to be the topics of

concern with many people. By the end of the year, no one was certain
just what action, if any, would be taken.

The threat of repeal or deregulation represents one concern for the

REA in respect to P.L. 94-142. But what is undoubtedly the most serious
problem is the amount of time and effort expended to make certain the

locals are in compliance with existing regulations. Remember, the REA
does not monitor the LEAs per se,- the DPI does. But remember, too, that

when monitoring is done, the REA and the LEAs are under scrutiny together.
The consolidated application procedure (a P.L. 94-142 device) and Chapter
300 make them partners in special education, as it were. Because the

local districts, particularly the smallest ones, have a difficult time
both in keeping current with the regulations and complying with them,
measures have been taken to assure that they do. The REA special educa-
tion consultants, acting as the director's proxies, work with the adminis-

trators in each of their assigned LEAs to help them stay on top of the
requirements. But that diversion of effort means that less time and

energy are available for the consultants' other duties. Thus, we see

that the multiplicity and specificity of requirements has resulted in a
shift in the role of the consultant from one of helping teachers to one
of helping local administrators, a role displacement of dubious utility.

Regardless of one's feelings toward P.L. 94-142 and its regulations,
or Chapter 300 for that matter, there is little doubt in anyone's mind

about the unprecedented change in the way handicapped children are
educated. But one should not assume that the benefits of these mandates
have been all one-sided. In fact, the effects have been felt in many

areas of education in the Midland schools. Some regular teachers have
realized that techniques that work with problem learners work even
better with some of their regular students. Even some of the procedures

required by the special education rules have been adopted for use in
non-special education settings. For example, some teachers have, on
their own, used staffing conferences and written IEPs for talented and
gifted students. The vocational instructors at MCC, after revising
their curriculum to accommodate handicapped learners, found that it was

now more effective with their nonhandicapped students. There has been
an increase in individualized instruction for all students in some

schools. One principal who administers two buildings, only one of which
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houses special education programs, commented that Pi can see a positive
difference in his staff in the building with special education programs.
In fact, having handicapped students in the building has been a positive
growth experience in a majority of the Midland schools. There are other
examples, but the point is that P.L. 94-142 and Chapter 300 have had a

positive impact on thn lives of handicapped students, the specificity of
the regulations nctwithstandirg, and in some respects have begun to have
a positive impact on the Midland schools in general.

Paperwork

Heavy regulation is necessarily attended by heavy paperwork.
Actually, there are two types of paperwork requirements within the
Midland operation, that associated with IEPs and that associated with

the LEAs' weighted enrollment count.

The LEAs don't complain much about the IEP paperwork. Regular

teachers and principals for the most part have been relieved of this
task by the REA special education consultants, who help the local special

education teachers complete of the IEP and take responsibility for
typing, duplicating, and distributing it. The special education teachers

do the bulk of the writing. But while other REA support staff k.ave
minimal paperwork duties associated with the IEP per se, the paperwork
related to evaluation reports can become overwhelming. For example,
some speech clinicians estimate that they spend 50 percent of their time
hunched over' paperwork of one kind or another. Of course, not all of

the paperwork stems from IEPs or evaluations; some of it emanates from
the DPI and some from more traditional sources.

In addition to their role in the paper flow of the IEP process, the
ronsultants spend a great deal of time with local admiaistrators processing
weighted enrollment counts. As we have noted, some have characterized
their role in this respect as doing the "leg work." Naturally, LEA
administrators see the consultant as a tremendous help. And while these
services represent significant savings for the LEAs, they are not cheap
in terms of their effects on the quality of the LEA special education
programs.

In all, about 80 percent of the special education consultants' time
has been absorbed by the activities related to compliance and accowicing.
This has had predictable effects on all programs, but especially on the

quality of the LEA special education programs for mildly handicapped
students, since the REA's link to these programs is the consultant,

LEA Programs for Mildly Handicapped Stuaents

A variety of concerns can be identified in the Midland REA and its
associated LEAs that relate to the programs being offered for mildly
handicapped students--those students usually mainstreamed--for whom the
interaction between special and regular teachers (and other personnel)
is critical.

The first of these problems might be characterized as a communica-
tions impasse. All of the Midland LEAs provide their own programs for
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mildly handicapped students, offering LD and/or multicategorical resource
programs (LD, EMH, and ED students); some provide SCIN classrooms as
well. Some of these programs pre-date t'e REA, especially in Richland
County and the three counties that were served by the Tri-County Special
Education Cooperative. In most of the smaller LEAs that were not part

of these earlier arrangements, however, local experience with special
education programming coincides with the existence of the REA.

Because these are local programs, the LEAs tend not to seek assis-
tance from the REA; conversely, because the REA wishes to encourage and
reinforce local ownership, it is reluctant to intervene. However, many
LEA special teachers want help from the RFA, particularly in reaching
regular teachers. They are reluctant to approach the regular teachers
about classroom accommodations for handicapped students because, as some
report, they feel the regular teachers are already overburdened and the
last thing they want to hear is a request for some additional effort.
Moreover, special teachers are often reluctant to approach regular

teachers about handicapped students because they know that many regular
teachers see students who have problems in their classrooms as a sign of
personal failure. The result: a communications breakdown.

A second problem relating to the mildly handicapped student is the
lack of involvement of regular ;.eachers in carrying out the provisions
of the IEP. Regular teacher involvement often ends when the staffing
conference is completed and the IEP document has been delivered. In

these cases, the regular teacher goes on about the business of running
the classroom just as before, leaving the IEP to the special teacher
with minimal coordination between the special and the regnlar class.
Nearly all of the Midland regular teachers received very little training
relative to handicapped students in their teacher education programs,
because their training antedated the passage of P.L. 94-142 or because
of lapses in teacher training curricula currently available (more of
that below). Coordination between regular and special education is

weakest in buildings in which there is less than adequate administrative
support; without it, the special teacher often feels helpless and retreats
to the resource room "bastion."

A third problem relating to the mildly handicapped is the resentment
built up by the regular teacher on being asked to assume this additional
burden. "We just get the problems," was the way one interviewee charac-
terized the sentiment of some of her fellow classroom teachers. And
while this feeling is by no means universal, it is safe to say that
there are regular teachers in the Midland who area share this sentiment.

There are multiple reasons for this resentment. Regular teachers
often feel that their input carries little weight with special educators,
particularly in staffings, for example. But the surest basis for resent-
meta are the giving of grades and the adaptation of curriculum, parti-
cularly at the secondary level. One administrator said that as far as
his teachers are concerned, "The cu riculum is sacred, not to be tampered
with by God or anyone." There is no standard approach to assigning
grades to handicapped students who attend regular classes. While infor-
mal policies are sometimes worked out, there have been occasions in
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which teachers were reluctant to assign grades higher than "C" to handi-
capped students even though they had earned them according to the agreed-
upon rules. As one might expect, debate centers on fairness to the
handicapped student, to the curriculum, and to the standards of the
school. The latter concerns exacerbate the nroblem at junior and senor

high school levels.

Another form of resentmert also centers Oh fairness. "What about
the average student?" some teachers ask. Others are concerned that
talented and gifted students rarely get as much attention from the

system as do the handicapped. Fu the;, this resentment goes beyond the
building and LEA level all the way to the REA. Remember, in the minds
of many Midland teachers, the REA is special education. Moreover,
resentment is heightened when they see so much money go to the REA--the
"flow-through" problem. Even t( administrators at the REA admit, "If

you're not involved in special ocation, you have reason to wonder."
The REA is painfully aware of i.s inability to alter significantly
teachers' perceptions or the agency and of special education.

There are fortunately, some ameliorat4ng forces in the situation
that can be enlisted. Perhaps the biggest ally is time. Resource

teachers in some LEAs report that acceptance improves even after only
one year following the introduction of a new program, if the new program
is perceived as a quality operation. Some principals, on the other
hand, believe that it takes more time: "Some regular staff need to be
sold on special education." But even that task becomes easier with the
passage of time. And certainly, time has been the key factor when one
considers the nistory of acceptance of special education across the
Midland LEAs. The larger towns have been at it longer, and, if a year
can make a difference, the experiences that the larger towns had via the
two joint-county arrangements have given them a head start. Although

the two systems--special education and regular education --are not
integrated as one system in any of the Midland LEAs, they are more

likely to be farther toward that end in the larger--more experienced- -
towns. The time clock is definitely on the side of increasing success.

Another factor that seems to be working for a more meaningful

synergism between regular and special education is administrative support.
While the REA staff may feel that they have not had a satisfactory level
of impact on regular teachers, they do feel considerable success with

principals. Special education support staff who have occasion to visit
many districts note that administrators' philosophies about special
education certainly do vary from building to building, and especially
between elementary and secondary level principals. The former are almost
always characterized by interviewees as child-oriented and the latter as

either subject- or management-oriented. But in all events, there is
literally total agreement among regular teachers, special teachers,
parents, and REA staff, that where special education works well, the
building principal "paved the way," "set the pace," "won over the staff."
Principals tend to use their own language to describe their role:

"serve as a buffer," "stamp out fires." But whatever the language, the
message is loud and clear: principals can make a difference.
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A third factor tnat makes a difrerence relates to the personalities
of the special education teachers and staff themselves: the extent to
which they can effectively "sell" themselves and their programs. They

need to project a feeling of pride in what they are doing. Regular
teachers stress that the special education teacher must have qualities
that command respect; they must be viewed as competent, but willing to
admit to being wrong when they make mistakes. Administrators agree that
the personality of the .special education teacher is critical; one princi-
pal noted that In his builOinm, special education is no longer a "dumping
ground" because the regu; Aching staG has come to respect special
education teachers. Print. pals support the idea that the special teachers
must be willing to take the initiative in creating good relations. A

panel of six principals summarized the characteristics of a good special
education teacher: a person who works well with regular teachers, who
is patient, understanding, puts in extra hours, shares authority, is a
co-worker, and doesn't act like a director over regular teachers.

These attributes and skills are apparently critical not only for
resource teachers but also for special teachers who man self-contained

classrooms. The behaviors that seem to impress administrators about all
special teachers, including those who do not have shared responsibilities
with building teachers, are associated with 1 willingness to take on and
share in regular building responsibilities. "The MDT teacher is excep-
tional--she'll handle d,..cipline in the hall," is a typical eminent.

Thus we see both crisis and opportunity in the programs that LEAs
offer for mildly handicapped youngsters. The natural inclination of
LEAs for autonomy and of the REA to encourage feelings of local ownership
militate against easy communication. It is difficult to carve out a
meaningful role for the regular teacher in carrying out the provisions
of IEN,. Regular classroom teachers build up resentment against special
youngsters, resentment that hinges on factors such as their inadequate
preparation, concerns over control over grading and curriculum, and
issues of fairness. But as usual, there are forces in the situation
that can be enlisted to overcome, or at least ameliorate, these problems.
Time, administrative support, and the strong personalities of most of
the special teachers interact to increase acceptance.

Teacher Preservice and Inservice Education

Some schools or colleges of education have attempted to alter their
training curricula to reflect the added demands placed upon regular and
special teachers by P.L. 94-142. Most, however, have not. The rift

between regular education and special education chat one sees at the
building level has its roots on the college campus. The same resentment
that one can sense in the public schools is as apparent in the "hallowed
halls."

One should not assume that all of the blame falls on the side of

regular education, however. Special education, with its perhaps over-
rt.liance on traditional service delivery models, and v..th the stake
faculty have in their particular categorical areas of exceptionality, is
as much to blame as regular education. Regular and special educators
cannot seem to work together in the schools because their teachers at
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the college level are just as estranged. One who is familiar with the
workings of schools of education should not be surprised in the least
with the current state of tne art in the education of mildly handicapped
children. Mainstreaming, least restrictive environment, P.L. 94-142,
Chapter 300--whatever one calls it--requires that regular and special
educators work together. Until they can do this in colleges of education,
no one should expect great strides in this direction in the public

schools.

Of course, the most logical solution to meet these training needs

is inservice education. However, inservice teacher education is not in
much better shape than preservice education. Here, the problems are

even less well understood. Many authorities, as well as inservice
education participants, believe that training teachers in the field is

the weakest expect of teacher education. Most administrators expect
teachers to be finished products and thus do not place great importance
on inservice education. Further, negotiators for teacher contracts have
made a minimal number of inservice days one of their demands. Who can

blame them? Inservice teacher education nas been so neglected that it

amounts to little more than a ritual that teachers must endure.

And while nearly everyone agrees that effective inservice education
for regular and special education teachers (particularly teachers of
mildly handicapped students) is sorely needed, there are a number of
barriers that get in the way. Although Midland LEAs are willing to
permit their regular teachers to attend inservice sessions on special
education, the training that is conducted has very little impact because,
as some put it, most regular teachers do not have a "perceived need" to

change their behavior. This lack of motivation is the essence of the
problem in delivering inservice education. If one has no interest in

tne content and believes that it is of no consequence to him or her,
inservice education simply becomes one more thing that has to be done
rather than being a learning experience. REA consultants who have
rresented programs to regular teachers in some districts believe that

they wasted their time for just this reason. There is no "need" to
attend to the content since there is no reason to change one's behavior
or to do anything differently in the future. These same consultants

feel that an all out effort to provide inservice training must await the
time when regular teachers feel that there is some need to learn; this
change in teacher perspective will require a change in administrative
philosophy tr.vard inservice education in general and special education

in particular.

In some cases, LEA special education teachers are reluctant to

approach administrators or regular teachers to suggest the need for
inservice training. They are reluctant to suggest that standard practice
is ineffective or wrong. So, here again, the LEA special education
teacher retreats to the special classroom and tries to do the best he or
sde can for the student--forced to work at the student level rather than
the system level in attempting to make a change.

The REA has been thwarted in its attempts to provide inservice
programs for the Midland LEAs because each district works from a different

schedule--different times of the day, different numbers of days allotted
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to inservice training each year, and so on. In general, and to say the
least, inservice education has not been a viable vehicle for staff
development in the Midland area. In some of the smaller districts,

regular teachers have never had inservice training on matters related to
their role in special education.

The complete reverse of this situation is apparent with respect to
the REA special education teachers who work with moderately and severely
handicapped students in self-contained settings. One is immediately
impressed with the quality and character of the REA teachers. Their
teacher training programs have served them well. This is not unexpected,
however, since special education teacher training programs have been in
the business of training self-contained classroom teachers for a consider-
able amount of time. In fact, advances in some areas, like severe and

profound handicaps and infant stimulation, have progressed quite far.
The REA teachers apply their skills quite remarkably with the children
they serve.

Furthermore, each teacher and handicapped child is bolstered by an
incredible array of support services. Rarely do moderately/severely
handicapped children have a single handicap. Rather, their conditions
usually require an interdisciplinary apporach. In this regard, the
conditions for REA teachers to make the most possible gains with their

charges could not be more facilitative. The support services and staff
are, like the teachers they support, of high caliber and character. The
work ethic and commitment to handicapped children is immediately apparent

and impressive.

Of course, having all these services is only part of what is needed.
To make it all work to the benefit of V'e child takes a team effort.

Teachers and support staff must be able to communicate and work coopera-
tively. The boundaries are clear yet flexible; everyone has input;
everyone has an opinion. Personalities give and take as the staff keep
their ultimate goal in mind: the child's development.

But it is not just that these people had adequate preservice train-

ing. They, too, were unfinished products when they came to Midland.
They have grown and developed with the careful nurturance of the REA.

Each has an allowance for travel to conferences and workshops throughout
the year. And, in some cases, when they present papers and training

sessions at these events, as many do, the REA pays for their entire
trip, over and above their typical allowance.

The REA provides these amenities partly as a recruitment device
(see below) but more importantly, they are interested in each person's
professional growth. And it has paid off for the REA and, most of all,
for the children of the Midland area.

And so we see that while the REA teachers are confident special

educators--self-assured that they know what they are doing and that they
are having an impact on the lives of the children they serve--the LEA
special education teachers, for the most part, are insecure and anxious
about their role in special education. This is to be expected because
very few special education teacher trainers understand the role of the
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teacher of mildly handicapped students under the P.L. 94-142 mandate.

Moreover, even the-best of these special teachers are thwarted when they
confront regular education in school buildings in which there is little

or no understanding of them or their role. Just as in the education of
more severely handicapped student,, it takes a team effort. If the

regular education staff in a building does not understand or is not led
to understand their part, there very little chance for a quality

program for mildly handicapped sti..Jents. Where this is true in Midland,
one can predict the result.

Declining_ Enrollments

One-third of the Midland LEAs currently are in a "zero growth"

state. Although enrollment is expected to go up in three or four years,
it has declined by about three percent each year for the past seven
years. Total Midland enrollment has dropped by about 1,000 students per
year over this period. The 1980 census figures indicated a 5 percent
drop in the total population of the area, this representing a 20-year
turnaround in what had been modest growth. Furthermore, occasional

plant closings have caused targeted population drops in some areas. The
closing of a meat packing plant in Lincoln Center, for example, meant
the loss of 750 jobs and produced a 50 percent drop in the enrollment of

one elementary school.

The REA has been affected negatively by declining enrollments as

well. We previously have noted the image problem created over time as
LEA budgets declined because of lower enrollments while the REA budget
continued to increase. That problem was corrected by legislative action
which changed the way REA support service dollars are generated. But,

while the modification, which amounted to basing support services revenues
on student enrollment and allowing only the standard LEA allowable

growth factor, solved the image problem, it created new difficulties for
the REA.

The problem with basing support service revenues on enrollment is
that demands for support services do not decrease as enrollment drops.
In effect, the REA support services budget has decreased while demand
has remained constant. Moreover, state cuts in the allowable growth
factor resulted in the loss of seven support positions this year. What

all this means for the REA is that they must serve a relatively stable
and, in some cases, increasing number of students, with fewer support
staff.

In an urban area, lower enrollm nts usuall,, result in decreasing
demand for services, but when fewer support stzif must travel the same
distances to deliver their services, windshield time eats away at the
time they spend with their students. The result is that students receive
fewer support services.

Determining Appropriate Placements
forzibiilcllytlandicapped Students

As we have seen, it is not possible for individual LEAs to provide
each type of program that might be required by a student. This is true
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primarily for low-incidence populations (e.g., severely/multiply handi-

capped, hearing impaired) for whom the REA provides programs, hui. it is

also true of programs for more prevalent disability types such as LD and
EMH. In these cases, districts have two options: they can provide

their own programs or send the student(s) to a neighboring LEA.

But it is not always possible for the smallest Midland LEAs to
offer categorical programs. Sometimes it is not even within their
fiscal means to send these students to a categorical program in another

LEA because transportation costs are prohibitive. The solution of
choice in the Midland area has been to provide multicategorical programs,
which serve a combination of LD, EMH, and, to a lesser degree, ED students.
In fact, the rate of growth for these programs has consistently surpassed

the rate for LD resource programs. During the 1981-82 school year more
than 60 percent of all resource programs are multi-categorical, with the

remaining resource programs serving LD students exclusively.

This trend toward more multi-categorical programs is consistent

with a national trend in rural special education. The idea is not a new
one. The basic assumption which supports their use is that labels are
artificial for instructional purposes and that the educational and
social needs of mildly handicapped students are more alike than different.
The fact that state multi-categorical certification requires only two
areas of categorical certification (any two of LD, EMH, ED) attests to
an orientation regarding similarity across categories.

The effects of multi-categorical resource programs have been differ-
ent for each of the three categories. Learning disabled students tradi-

tionally have been served in resource settings; there is nothing new
here for them except that they are now more likely to have classmates
who have been "labeled" as something other than LD. The real difference,
of course, is for students who have been labeled EMH and ED. Tradition-
ally, these students have been served in settings which are more restric-
tive than resource rooms. The multi-categorical room thus provides the

opportunity for more contact with the regular program. Self-contained
classes for EMH students are very rare in the Midland area. Indeed,

only 1 of the 36 smaller LEAs staffs such a class, while 6 of the same
group of LEAs offer EMH SCIN classes. Twenty-nine of these LEAs, however,
provide multi-categorical programs which now serve EMH students. Three

of the medium-size LEAs offer self-contained EMH programs as does the
Lincoln Center LEA. In these larger cities, the EMH SCIN model is used
extensively, as is the multi-categorical model. In these districts, a
continuum from self-contained to SCIN to multi-categorical programs has
been created for EMH students. And students do move along the continuum.
In effect, and regardless of the motivation, Midland's EMH students
appear to have moved closer to the mainstream of public education.

Approximately 57 percent of the EMH students are served in multi-categorical
resource rooms, 40 percent in SCIN classes, and 3 percent in self-contained
rooms. Indeed, one of the primary motivations behind P.L. 94-142 was to
reduce the segregation of handicapped students, particularly EMH students.

The impact of multi-categorical programs has been felt by ED students
and their parents, too. Tables 12 and 13 illustrate that there are very
few ED programs in the Midland area, and those that do exist are
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self-contain:A and REA-operated (except for those in Fort Dodge). This

pattern is not unusual. Students who can be properly identified as ED
are far less prevalent than either LD or EMH students: just how to serve
them best remains a persistent problem in the nation and this state.

Approximately 25 percent of all mild ED students are served in
multi-categorical resource rooms. One would find one or two mild ED
students in each of the Midland's multi-categorical programs. The

remaining mild EL students are served in regular classes with supplemental
assistance provided to classroom teachers and/or parents or in self-con-
tained programs in the home LEA if such programs exist. Where they do
not exist, a choice is mode- -place the student in a multi-categorical

program or send him or her t., a self-contained program in another district.
Most often, however, placement in self-contained ED programs is reserved

for the relatively severe cases.

It would appear that the rule exception procedure may be working to

the advantage of mildly handicapped special education students. Rather
than pre-ju..ging students by assigning a permanent label and progr'am,

the rule exception forces trial placements under closer scrutiny, allows
the student to remain in the home LEA, coincides with parents' wishes
more often, results in a less restrictive program placement in virtually
all cases, and provides for alt. ring the placement (transfer to a more

restrictive setting) if things don't work out. And remember that in
about half of the cases this less restrictive placement becomes the

placement of choice. The key issue here is that many students end up
being served adequately ir programs that are less restrictive than the

ones recommended by the IEP committee. On one hand, this is a very
positive situation in that ,;s restrictive placements are possible on a
trial placement basis because of the flexibility built into the system.
On the other hand, however, one must question, the ability of placement
committees to make appropriate placement decisions. These data indicate
that in about half of the cases the decision is for an overly restrictive
placement. One must wonder about other children who have been placed in
programs without trial placements in less restrictive settings. Are

their current placements too restrictive? Could some of them be pAced
in less restrictive programs? In any event, there seems to be
doubt that the notion of trial placements in less restrictive settings
is an administrative option that serves well the best interests of
students.

Another key issue is, of court.., whether it is better to place a
child in a program which is closer to home but Jaya be less diagnostically
appropriate, or to place him or her in a program which is in another
school district but Ian be more diagnostically appropriate. An even
less clear, but related, distinction center,. on whether social or academic

goals should be the primary concern in prc-jramming for students who have
disabilities.

As we have noted above, in the final analysis, the appropriateness
of special education programs that require integration into regular
classrooms depends on what one might refer to as "building-climate." Is

the administrator supportive of the program and the special teacher?

Are the regular teachers aware of their role in the integration process?
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Can.the special teacher communicate with and make recommendations to the
regular teachers? Do the regular teachers respect the special teacher
and program? The type of program appears to be less important than
building climate. Thus, when one wrestles with the issue of rule excep-
tions that keep students in the home LEA (whether it's to save money or

to satisfy parents), the key consideration is the particular program
under consideration and not a program type. OTourse, this approach
does not offer a total solution *o whether it would be better to keep
the student in the home LEA or send him or her to another one, but in
the Midland area one would err to select a program solely on the basis
of type or proximity.

The Largest Midland LEA

Historically, relations between the REAs statewide and the largest
LEAs within them have been the poorest. The central issue is this:
large LEAs have the student population to generate the money to meet all
of their special education needs and, thus, do not really need the
REAs. The large LEAs did not (and probably could not) oppose the REA
legislation because, after all, SF 2001 .:rested not cx.ly the REAs but
also the funding scheme. The state's 22 largest cities have banned
together tc force the REAs to treat them differently from the smaller
and more rural districts. And, in fact, some of the largest cities do
maintain special relationships with their REAs'; the state's largest
city has operated apart from its REA from the start. The most recent
thrust is a proposal that would allow each of the 22 LEAs to act as
intermediate units. However, support for the proposal has not been
Forthcoming from the DPI. The fear is that such action will "eat away
at the REA concept." Moreover, the DPI Division of Special Education
would, under the proposal, have to deal with 37 applications and monitor
37 units rather than 15.

Actually, the flexibility exists in Chapter 300 to allow the largest
cities to maintain their own special education programs under contract,
but the state view is that REA directors of special education do not
want to relinquish the power% State officials also feel that, since
most of the current directors are former directors of joint county
special education units (as is the Midland director), they are accus-
towd to serving all districts in a region, and they have failed to
recognize that the larger LEAs require different treatment. Although
this latter perception may hold statewide, it appears to fail when one
considers the relaticnship between the Midland REA and the Lincoln
Center LEA. Although it is quite possible that Lincoln Center could
meet the mandate at some minimal level, it most likely could not provide

the range nor the quality of services it now provides through its asso-
ciation with the REA.

Whether or not the move to withdraw the 22 largest LEAs from the
REA network will amount to more thAn a proposal remains to be seen. The

1 In nine of the 15 REAs, over one-third of the total student enrollment is

concentrated in the largest LEA.
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potential loss to the Midland REA would be substantial if Lincoln Center
were to pull out. The most serious impact of course would be the loss
in support service dollars since the generation of those funds currently
is based on student enrollment. If the REA were to lose those dollars,
it would undoubtedly have to curtail some support services to the smaller

LEAs.

Finding and Keeping Quality Personnel

The REA does not have the problems finding and keeping personnel

that many other rural areas have. There are several good reasons for
this which relate to the agency itself as well as to the area and state.
The state and region attract personnel because of their reputation for
quality schools and a wholesome life. Another positive factor is the

agency's location in Lincoln Center. REA staff are willing to work in
more isolated areas because the unattractiveness of the isolation (parti-
cularly for single persons who are not originally from rural areas) is

minimized by their association with the REA. Some staff tend to relate
to Lincoln Center as their home base.

Although most REA special education instructional staff are not
paid according to higher salary schedule than LEA regular and special
education staff (those that are paid more have not felt resentment from
their LEA counterparts) and, in fact, are paid $90' less as starting
teachers than those of Lincoln Center, the REA provides each staff
member with a handsome professional development stipend. Staff members

are encouraged and financially supported to attend one national conference
each year and to become active professionally through writing and present-
ing papers at professional meetings. In a limited number of cases more
stipend money is provided for staff members who present papers. With
these it tives to offer, the director and his staff can be more selec-
tive in hiring and do, in fact, allow positions to go unfilled when they

can't find the right person. They know what they are looking for and
stick to 6E7 game plan.

Of course, these same assets and strategies serve to keep staff as
well as to attract them. However, "burn-out" is not unheard of in the
REA. Home intervention teachers, for example, are particularly prone to
become discouraged because of travel demands and dealing with what often
appear to be slow rates of progress in their clients. The REA is sensi-
tive to these pressures and is quite comprehensive in its efforts to

study and combat attrition. The results of REA conducted exit-interviews
with personnel who have res;gned for various reasons point to a suppor-
tive administration and the quality of the REA operation as the key

factors in staff longevity. Some staff say that the REA special educa-
tion program reflects their value system, a construction which supports
the director's comment regarding recruitment: "We know how to pick
them." If one recruits well, retention becomes much less a problem.

Although the REA has fewer concerns in this regard than most rural
agencies, it is not devoid of problems. By far, the major problem is
finding physical and occupational therapists who are able and willing to
work with young children and in school settings. Further, both PTs and

OTs typically can command more money in the private sector. And while
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the REA has been able to keep two part-time PTs on staff for two years.
the situation is more desperate for OTs.

The special education division has never been able to hire a full-
time, or even a part-tima, OT as a regular REA state member, although it
diu contract for part-time OT consultative services during the 1981-82
year. A major goal has been and remains the recruitment of at least two
OTs (the REA maintains two OT positions in the budget), but even extensive
recruitment efforts have heen unsuccessful. For example, in 1980-81 all

university and college training programs in the country were contacted
twice, all State Occupational Therapy Association presidents and place-
ment chairpersons were sent recruitment information to disseminate to
their members, a recruitment ad was placed in all State Association
newsletters, and an individual letter was sent to the 1,600 individuals

then registered as OTs in the eight neighboring states. All this produced
six potential interviewees; two cancelled, four were interviewed, three
were offered positions, none accepted. The reasons for not accepting
varied; as new graduates, none wanted to work without other more exper-
ienced OTs for support and direction; some were deterred by the traveling;
most felt they lacked ,ufficient training to work with very young children
or children in a school setting. This latter position is consistent
with the situation state-wide; university training programs are not
training OTs to work in school settings. And the situation is not

getting better.

A strategy under consideration at the state level involves the use

of certified occupational therapy aides (COTA). This option, however,
has created controversy among OT professional. Their concern centers

on the considerations of using less than fully-certified OTs to provide
OT services. It is not only the concerns raised by OTs that have kept

the COTA option out of reach of the REAs; the DPI is concerned t,iat REA
directors of special education will overuse COTAs.

The problem of not enough OTs is not universal among the REAs,
however. Some manage to attract the precious few who are willing and
able to work in educational settings (primarily REAs closer to large
cities and situations which the OT's spouse works in the region). An

obvious solution then would be for the Midland REA to contract with a
proximate REA for OT services; good idea, it has been tried, but it
didn't work. One of the Midland's neighboring REAs actually has six
OTs, but they "couldn't/wouldn't" share.

The situation described above, of course, is not unique. It reflects

the state of affairs on the national level. Another national issue

related to PT/OT is: who should pay for th.m? The debate centers not
on whether these services are needed but rather on whether they are
"educational" services and thus whether education agencies are respon-
sible for providing them.

This second aspect of the national debate seems moot in the Midland

area since PT/OT are viewed as simply one more REA special education
service. However, that does not mean that the REA or the state is not
sensitive to the issue. Even though the notion that education agencies
should pay only for educational services is to them an acceptable argument,
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their concern then is the lack of criteria to make that decision

possible.

The Midland PT/OT staff add objectives to .he IEPs of youngsters

who require their services which are educationally-relevant; they are
presented in educational terms, more for the benefit of regular and
special teachers then to satisfy any claim that PT/OT has overstepped

its bounds, however. That's not the issue here.

The lack of available PT and OT professionals in the area is by far

the major concern for the Midland area. And it has and will for the
forseeable future take its toll. The current staff must prioritize
caseloads; more time is spent with younger children and, in gene-al,
children who show the most potential.

Finally, the recruitment and retention of LEA special education
staff is subject to the problems one typically finds in rural areas.
Teachers, predominantly females, are reluctant to move to the smaller

LEAs, particularly if they are not from the area or do not have a small
town background. Local administrators are thus forced to take what they

can get. This does not mean that all LEA special teachers are less than
qualified, but it does mean that the likelihood of finding an inexperi-
enced teacher in the smaller LEAs is much greater. And we know from
previous discussions that there is much more to the job than teaching
children. Extensive work with regular teachers is involved, and much of
this work involves efforts to change standard classroom procedures to
accommodate the handicapped learner. It is in th4s regard that many

young, inexperienced special education teachers fall short. It is most
difficult for these teachers to have an impact on a seasoned regular
staff. We have already noted that, once hired, the special education

teacher has little chance to grow on the job. Psychological isolation
from the rest of the staff can take its toll and render the teacher
helpless in any regard except to act as a tutor to enable the student to

keep up in the regular class. One must wonder if this is healthy for
the teacher and appropriate for the student; both can become isolated
from the regular program.

Special Education Funding

We have discussed at some length the state system for funding

general and special education programs. And we have seen that a special
education finance formula is more than a series of algorithms; it not

only computes financial resources available to districts from the state
but also conveys important state policy choices about how handicapped
students shall be educated.

The following sections discuss various aspects of the funding
scheme and attempt to draw out the inherent policy positions which
shaped them. We will attempt to uncover evidence which may be used to
assess how well the system works in general, as well as how well it
works for the Midland area. We will be particularly interested in the

ways in which the ruralness of the Midland area affects the equity of
the system.
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School Foundation Plan

The state aid formulas used in most states nave been in use for
quite some time. They have become less effective as economic conditions
and school enrollments have fluctuated. Typically, adjustments are made
by fine-tuning or "patching up," but these adjustments do not always
solve problems and may, in fact, cause others, since the results of
fine-tuning are not always predictable and, in particular, because
adjustments often affect districts differentially.

Although the state foundation plan used here is relatively new
(totally revamped in 1972), it suffers from problems created by the
dramatic change in economic conditions since 1975, as well as from the
unprecedented decline in student enrollment over that same period. The

plan worked well when enrollments were increasing but now, with declin-
ing enrollments, it has had to be "doctored up" on ocrAsion. Eventually,

it will have to be changed rather completely to reflect more closely
current and projected conditions.

Two recent refinements of the foundation plan are most notable.
First, recall that the plan sets the foundation level at 77 percent of
the state average cost per pupil. This is the level up to which the

state will reimburse local districts after the amount raised from the
uniform property tax levy has been determined for general and special

education costs. Recently, however, this level has been fine-tuned by
setting reimbursement at 77 percent of the lowest state cost per pupil
figure. The second refinement is related f$575Fpercent of allowable
growth by which the state permits districts' budgets to increase.
Whereas this amount was formerly based totally on the consumer price
index, the state has had to devise a new base for the calculation which,

in effect, has reduced real allowable growth. The new base includes the
rate of increase in state revenues as part of the calculation which thus
ties allowable growth to the health of the state economy. As the state
economy has worsened of late, reductions in the allowable growth rate
(calculated under the revised formula) have resulted.

Naturaliy, these adjustments have caused problems for local districts.
Money has become tighter and local property taxes have increased to the
breaking point. It's not difficult to understand how resentment toward
the REAs and special education could build up under such conditions,
since those budgets continued to increase over this same period. And

although a resentment toward expanding special education budgets is
certainly a political problem that warrants serious concern, the changes

in the way special education support service dollars are generated
(which were made, in part, in response to this resentment) can amount to
an even greater danger (support service dollars are now tied to student

enrollment and the state authorized allowable growth rate).

Further, special education instructional revenues are not immune
from adjustments in the state foundation plan. Although the weighting
plan helps to maintain the level of these funds relative to expenditures
for r3gular education, a lowerPd allowable growth rate means that dis-
tricts receive fewer special education instructional dollars.
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Special Education Funding Formula

Although the types of special education funding arrangements used
across the country can be classified into five or six basic formula
types, virtually every state adds its own twist, making an accurate
characterization difficult. The system used in this state can be classi-
fied as a "pupil weighting system."

Pupil weighting systems have several clear advantages over other
types of arrangements: the entire range of student needs can be accom-
modated in a single formula; high compatibility exists with general
state aid formulas; there is a reduction of budgeting in-fighting among
education interest groups because each group's relative share is fixed
in advance; and adjustment for the effects of inflation is easy, parti-

cularly if average cost per regular education pupil is used as a base.
However, pupil weighting systems are not without their share of disad-
vantages.

Pupil weighting schemes can be extremely complex, particularly if

they include many weights and involve the calculation of complex full-
time equivalent student counts. This state's weighting scheme avoids
this short-coming by using only three weights and does not involve
calculating full-time equivalents.

Three additional potential disadvantages of weighting formulas are
eliminated by the weighting scheme used here. The first two problems
created by weighting systems relate to misclassifications of handicapped
students and placement in more restrictive settings than are necessary.

Weighting schemes create incentives for placing students in higher
reimbursement categories (more restrictive settings). This problem is
addressed here, however, because the director of special education
assigns weights to all handicapped students in the REA area, not local
districts. And, as we have seen, when transportation costs are considered,
the incentive in the Midland region is to assign lower weights so that
students can be placed in the home district. Further, weighting formulas
generally require student labeling, which can be stigmatizing. This
state reduces this effect by labeling placements (e.g., special class
with integration) rather than conditions (e.g., educable mentally handi-
capped).

Pupil weighting often limits small districts from offering their
own programs for small numbers of handicapped students (the weighed-gen-
erated revenues don't always add up to the cost of providing a program
in these districts). In these cases, districts must join together to
offer interdistrict programs. And, although this option is available to
the districts of this state as well as the option of having the REA

provide the programs, we have seen that inter-district and LEA-REA pro-
grams introduce their own special types of problems.

Weighting formulas are advantageous for states because they are
fairly accurate in predicting statewide costs. However, because indiv-
idual districts are faced with changing costs (students move in and out,
students are pulled out of interdistrict programs foe various reasons,
and so on) and have varying general per pupil costs, weighting formulas
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are far less predictable at the local level. This state's mechanism to
deal with LEA special education budget deficits (SBRC), although in the

past adequate, has become less attractive since LEAs currently have only
the option of raising local taxes to make up deficits.

Finally, some weighting fcrmulas are administratively burdensome
because they require stutent -level record keeping (fairly detailed
accounting of student's time in regular And special programs). Although

the system used here does not require extensive accounting, it does
require enough to divert significant time from program matters to account-
ing matters. We have seen its impact on the Midland LEA program for
mildly handicapped students.

The DPI believes that an effective special education funding plan

requires three key elements. It is satisfied with the first element:
the weighting plan. The weights have been accurate. They were a little
high to start with (1.8, 2.2, 4.4), but setting them at this level was

considered necessary to account for program start-up costs. They have
since been adjusted downward to reflect real costs more accurately and,
moreover, there is a built-in adjustment mechanism co review and adjust

weights on a yearly basis, i.e., the SBRC. The second element, when
handicapped students are counted, was fine-tuned once (changed 676
September to Decemper 1) but needed further adjustment. Because it

could take morT. Lnan a year for LEAs to be reimbursed for students who
received services but were not enrolled in the district until after the
Da(..ember 1 date, the DPI inst44. ,d a system this year (1981-82) in

which an LEA could use its current December 1 count or its previous
year's December 1 count (whichever is greater) for reimbursement purposes.
This adjustment will purportedly reduce the lag time to one semester.

The third element necessary to tune up the system is one that is

totally lacking at this time. The SBRC, as we have discussed, has only
the option of allowing LEAs to raise local property taxes to recoup
their special education instructional buaget deficits. Further the SBRC
can only reduce state aid while allowing districts to reduce property

taxes to adjust for special education balances; the SBRC cannot recoup
these excess monies directly. To deal with the problem, the DPI has

proposed a system of "zeroing out" the state aid portion of LEA special
education instructional budgets at the end of each school year by creat-
ing a fund into which that portion of all LEA special education balances
which was allocated by the state would be collected and from which LEA

special education deficits would be paid. After all, the monies are out
there; they are simply not in the right places. This proposal, too, is
pending. The state Special Education Division feels that, with these

proposed refinements, they will have a nearly perfect funding system.
Sounds good, but it remains to be seen whether the proposals will be
accepted.

The budgeting refinements discussed above, of course, deal oily
with funds for special education instructional programs. The system for
funding support services is an entirely separate matter. Since all
support services revenues go directly to the REA, one might view budget-
ary problems related to support services as simply an REA concern.

However, because LEAs are the recipients of support services, it is
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their problem too. Support services revenues are generated on the basis
of the total LEA weighted enrollment for the entire REA catchment area.
Because the REAs have generally shown support services budget surpluses
in the last couple years, the DPI has shown increased interest in recouping
what appear to it to be excess funds. Since the DPI can't legally ask
an REA to return money, it has proposed to reduced the allowable growth
factor, which would allow recovery over time. However, for rural REAs
like the Midland agency, surplus support dollars have resulted from an
inability tr ill all positions and not from exorbitant support service

allocations. Most persons knowledgeable about rural deployment problems
contend that tying support services revenues to enrollment (as has been
done of late) is a mistake. Further, tying support service allocations
to the state allowable growth factor has caused problems over the last
few years because the legislature has had to reduce the state allowable
growth rate. Now, a further reduction in the growth rate for support
services budgets will most likely cause more serious problems, particu-
larly for rural REAs who have had surpluses, for the most part, because
of recruitment problems.

Finally, reductions in suppurt service revenues will affect rural
areas most negatively. We have discussed the issue of basing support
dollars on enrollment and how it alone negatively affects services due
to sparcity factors. We also know that the Midland REA serves one of
the state's sparcest regions. The reductions discussed above, when
considered in conjunction with the sparcity issue, represent a situation
of most serious concern to the Midland agency.

Equity of Instructional and Support Services

The preceding sections have attempted to address issues related to

the education of handicapped students in a linear fashion. That is, we
started with issues and problems that are most likely to affect different
contexts in about the same ways. As we worked down the list, we began
to see that some problems apply more particularly to Midland's rural
status. In presenting the issues we also attempted to address them
singularly as much as possible, although the interaction among factors

was most often too apparent to conceal. In this final section, however,
we would like to consider the issues together and to assess the impact
of Midland's rural status on the education of handicapped students
there.

Instructional programs, of course, must be considered in terms of
whether we are concerned with mildly or more severely handicapped students.
Programs for mildly handicappped students are affected by three primary
factors in the Midland area: the unavailability of all program types in
each district, the greater expense involved in educating the student in
another district, and parental preference for educating the student in
the home district.

Once we accept the fact that fewer numbers of students in any given

district preclude providing all program types, we must look then to its
impact. When the appropriate program is not locally available, so that
the student must be sent to another district, costs become a factor.

There is a disincentive in the funding arrangement that influences
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program placement. The issue of whether a particular program type is

the most appropriate placement notwithstanding, some mildly handicapped
students are placed in programs other than those called for on their

IEPs. Even if costs were not a factor, however, parents prefer place-
ments in the home LEA. This preference is based not on travel per se,
but on keeping the child with his or her friends, as well as in a socio-
culturally familiar setting, particularly when parents perceive the
distant setting as holding values different from the home community
(e.g., different ethnic make-up, reports of alleged marijuana use). The

irony, of course, is that the least restrictive placement provision of
P.L. 94-142 is based on keeping the child in the most normative setting.
In this sense, some ru'al parents are forced to choose between most

appropriate and least restrictive.

Parents of moderately and severely handicapped children have even

fewer options. Unless they live in or near Lincoln Center or one of the
host LEAs, their children will undoubtedly have to travel to a program.
When traveling is the only choice, further decisions must be made because
the time lost in transit may not be worth the effort when a less appro-
priate program is closer to home.

Some state officials believe that there is greater equity when one
considers support services in the REAs. Their position is that these
services are "equally available." And whereas nearly everyone wuuid

agree that P.L. 94-142 and the REAs have moved us as close as one can
realistically come to equity in support services availability, there is
no doubt that rural REAs and the children they serve remain at a disad-
vantage. Sparcity factors increase the costs of support services because
of the travel involved in delivering them. Because support service:,

cost more in sparce areas, potentially fewer of them are available. But

support services cost the student more in terms of direct service time
simply because support staff spend more time in transit. An additional
factor in rural areas is that salary differentials often are required to
attract qualified staff. With a budget cap on support services revenues,
this, too, eats away at the support services budget and further reduces
direct service time because fewer staff can be hired for the same amount

of money.

Are special education instructional and support services equitable
in rural areas? Not by any means; it depends on wnere one lives. Low
incidence and sparcity will always affect equity as long as enrollment
is used as the basis for distributing resources. This is true when
rural and urban contexts are compared, but it is also true within the
Midland catchment area.

Transportation to Programs

Even though the Midland area fares better than most rural areas in

terms of most "rural special education" problems, it is not immune tu
distance problems. In this, one of the sparcest regions in the state,
some moderately and severely handicapped students must travel up to 55

miles one way to their programs. Mildly handicapped students, too, have
not escaped the problems associated with sparcity. Although tney are
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less often, transported to their programs, we have seen how travel costs
influence the tvp of programs they receive.

The REA's primary strategy for reducing travel requirements is, of
course, its special education satellite offices. Through them, the REA
has been able to decentralize support service staff which cuts windshield
time and thus increases direct service time. The satellites have worked
well in this regard, but even the satellite centers have not eliminated

-,f'oblems. We have seen that some support staff still put in consider-

able time behind the wheel. Social workers, OTs, and PTs, for example,
spend 25 percent of their time in transit and nurses drive 1,000 miles
per month. Itinerant teachers may log 1500 miles in a month's time.

Travel demands caused by distance and sparcity, of court, are more
cnan merely a nuisance. They directly affect the appropriateness of
students' education programs in several ways. Mildly handicapped students
are placed in programs occasionally that are other than those recommended
by the staffing committee. Of course, there are other factors to consider
in these circumstances as we have discussed, but the fact remains that
deciding on an appropriate placement is often influenced by travel con-
straints. Not only do travel Its influence where a student is placed,
but time in transit must also considered in any placement decision.
On occasion, decisions are made to place a student in a program closer
to holm because the instructional time lost in traveling to the most
appropriate program renders that program less appropriate than a closer
program. In an attempt to reduce student travel time, the REA proposed
a series of central pick-up/drop-off points, but the plan did not work
out because LEAs maintain different daily and yearly schedules.

Students from small, 4.olated LEAs suffer the most. Mildly handi-

capped students are more likely to be educated in the home district
because travel to the closest appropriate program is more likely to be
prohibitive. Moderately and severely handicapped students in these
districts undoubtedly will have to travel further to the REA programs
located in the larger LEAs. Here, total program costs are increased
because of greater distances traveled and, to make matters worse, the

student's instrurtj.onal day is shortened because of the increased time
in transit_ Thus, small districts pay more for these programs and their
ct:Jents receive les3.
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WHAT CAN BE LEARNED FROM THE CASE?

In the preceding pages we have attempted

"feel" for what it is like to live in the Mid
vicar4ous experience as seen through the eyes
If we have been successful in providing such

reader by now will feel quite familiar with t
and its problems.

to give the reader a

land REA, to provide a
of the local participants.

a "thick description," the

he REA, its circumstances,

It is time to ask the question, "So what?" What can one make of

all this? Is there anything to be learned? There are of course many
lessons--although the reader should be careful not to assume that these

lessons are generalizable to other regional service agencies indiscri-
minately. Indeed, a further reason for providing a thick description is
to make it possible to reach a judgment about the degree of similarity
between the Midland REA and any other site to which a reader might wish
to transfer the findings. If there is a high degree of similarity,
transfer might be appropriate--but even then caution will be the best

weapon of the prudent.

Early in the narrative we highlighted the significant events that

occurred in this state and the Midland area that fostered the develop-
ment of special education programs. It was apparent from that history
that local development depended on several factors. We saw that the

first special education services became available when county superinten-
dents' discretionary time increased because their workload was substant-
ially reduced. As more time became available to them, those who were
motivated to address special education services began Ix provide them.
As parents learned of the availability of services in some areas, they
began to request, and in some cases demand, equivalent services for
their children. Where there were superintendents who were motivated,

either by their own interest and awareness or by the pressure brought to
bear by parents and/or advocacy groups, more and more services were
offered.

Some districts and groups of districts over time became special
education centers. This increased the demands for more services to the
point where equity became a central issue in the state. Thus we see
that services begat services, and the credit for their development has

to be given to individuals who, through personal initiative, were com-
mitted enough to get involved. And so we learn

LESSON 1: THE DEVELOPMENT OF EXEMPLARY PROGRAMS FOR SOME FOSTERS
THE DEVELOPMENT OF EXEMPLARY PROGRAMS FOR MANY. WE CAN

NOT TURN BACK.

Even in the earliest days of development, districts which were
compelled to provide special services had to join forces with other
districts to be able to provide them. We know also that consolidation

was resisted by local districts, but because local constituents were
hungry for services of all types, including special education, they were
willing to join forces under permissive legislation to improve their

offerings. As the time when the federal mandate for special education
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was sure to come drew near, the plan for the REA network, which had lain

dormant for some 10 years, became more palatable.

Although local aistricts were skeptical of the plan because they

feared it would surely lead to more consolidation, once they were satis-
fied that local autonomy would be preserved, they went along with the
proposed arrangement. After all, it had been altered to save local

schools and, moreover, the REA was a way to provide services that parents
wanted, while at the same time maintaining the local schools.

What is perhaps most interesting in this story is the way the REA
concept developed incrementally. There is little doubt that the state's
goal was a tighter education system. It had been attempted in stages
for more than 20 years. But it wasn't until a system could be devised
that spared the local districts from consolidation that it was finally
acceptable. Even so, it took the eminence of P.L. 94-142, as well as
the funding mechanism necessary to carry out the special education
mandate, before the LEAs would budge.

Since the initiation of the REA system, the locals have come to see
it as a way to avoid consolidation rather than a threat to local autonomy.
And so we learn

LESSON 2: REGIONALIZED SERVICES WILL BE ACCEPTED BY LOCAL

DISTRICTS AND VIEWED AS AN ASSET IF THE DESIGN
OF THE SYSTEM CONFORMS TO THEIR DESIRE FOR LOCAL
AUTONOMY. REGIONALIZED SERVICE AGENCIES CAN MAKE
IT POSSIBLE FOR LOCAL DISTRICTS TO KEEP THEIR
SCHOOLS AND HAVE THE SERVICES THEY COULD NEVER
HAVE PROVIDED ON THEIR OWN.

With the REA came Chapter 300 and, shortly thereafter, P.L. 94-142.
And with these mandates, naturally, came regulations. Although very few
people would argue with the intent of the statutes, some believe that

P.L. 94-142 is overregulated. The state level view is that Chapter 300
provides essentially the same guarantees as P.L. 94-142 but that the
federal statute, because it was designed for general implementation, can
cause undue hardship on smaller, rural districts.

More importantly, many observers believe that making certain to
meet the specifications of P.L. 94-142 detracts from the real business
at hand--educating handicapped students most appropriately. The reader
should have realized by now, however, that Chapter 300 is not without
its share of paperwork. The time necessary to certify weighted student
counts occupies the time of many people that could be more productively
occupied in the education of handicapped students. And so we learn

LESSON 3: THE VEHICLES FOR MAKING CERTAIN THAT HANDICAPPED
STUDENTS RECEIVE AN APPROPRIATE EDUCATION CAN

BECOME THE VERY THINGS THAT DETRACT FROM ONE'S
ABILITY TO MAKE CERTAIN THAT HANDICAPPED STUDENTS
RECEIVE AN APPROPRIATE EDUCATION.
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There is more to seeing that ccmoliance is maintained than passing
down a set of regulations to those who are to follow them. Someone has
to be in charge. Under the REA arrangement, that person is the director
of special education. The director becomes the coordinator of all
programs in an area and is the person responsible to the state for
compliance. The powers given to the Midland director place him in the
position of authority over all Midland programs. But along with that

authority comes responsibility. Through the consolidated application
procedure, he is as much under scrutiny when the state monitors an LEA
as the LEA is itself. To make certain the LEAs are in compliance takes
a combination of technical assistance and finesse. The director places

a special education consultant in the position of administrative consul-
tant to help LEAs stay in compliance and he deals with questionable
calls as they arise. In many ways, the regulations are one thing and
actual compliance is another. The Midland directcr understands that the
regulations will never fit all situations and that a certain amount of
flexibility combined with a fair amount of finesse is necessary to make
certain that all interests are accounted for. Fortunately, Chapter 300
contains enough flexibility, complemented by the director's finesse, to

work out virtually all situations to the mutual satisfaction of everyone.
From this we learn

LESSON 4: RULES NEED TO BE WRITTEN FOR ALL AND BENT FOR THE
FEW. TO EXPECT ANY SET OF RULES TO FIT ALL
SITUATIONS, PARTICULARLY WHEN THE POTENTIAL
SITUATIONS ARE LIMITLESS, IS FOOLHARDY.

Naturally, some districts have a much easier time living up to the
rules than others. Those in the Midland area which have had a history

of special education involvement are in a much better position to comply.
Their administrators understand the goals of special education and have
more experience supervising local programs, and their teachers have had
more time to adjust to the demands of their roles in the education of
handicapped students.

The Midland districts which have had the most experience with
special education are of course the ones that were involved in the
Tri-County Special Education Cooperative or the Richland arrangement.
These districts have been providing programs of one type or another for
more than 14 years. It is also significant that the current Midland
director of special education was the director of the Tri-County arrange-
ment and his assistant director was director in Richland County (Wonder
Bay). Thus we see that history is more than the passage of time. It

involves personalities, friendships, knowing one another's style. All

this facilitates the operation. In effect, both the Midland director
and assistant director of special education have been coordinating the

Midland special education program since it began. And so we learn

LESSON 5: EXPERIENCE IS THE BEST TEACHER. EXPERIENCE WITH
PROCEDURES, PROCRAMS, AND PEOPLE FACILITATES THE
OPERATION.
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The two Midland LEAs with the must experience in providing special
education programs are Lincoln Center and Wonder Bay. Tney are the
:.rgest cities in the area and, in conjunction with the REA, offer the
most programs. Lincoln Center is the larger operation of the two as we
know. However, before the REA, Wonder Bay served as the host district
for the Richland CouHty special education program, which provided special
classes for all of the LEAs in the county and provided speech and psycho-
logical services for three additional counties. Lincolnc Center, of
course, was the home of the old Tri-County arrangment.

Of all the LEAs, Lincoln Center serves the most students and offers
the greatest variety of programs. Its program are also unique The
experimental program for high - functioning TMH students and lo functioning

EMH stt-ents is perhaps the best example; it creates another , 'cement
option within the continuum of options available in the Midl area.

It is not st'rprising that an experimental program should star, in Lincoln
Center. Its history combined with its size make it a natural environment
for change. Its size, experience, and resources, along with the ability
to attract and select the best personnel, create the discretionary time
(and resources) to make such advances possible. While most of the other
Midland LEAs are working toward establishing their programs, Lincoln

Center is able to make refinements because its programs are es':ab14.shed.
From this we learn

LESSON 6: THE COMBINATION OF EiPERIPICE AND SIZE ACT TO
FACILITATE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF PROGRAMS AND
ALLOW FOR THE LiSCRETIONARY TIME AND RESOURCES
TO REFINE AND E/PAND OTHERS.

Anotner ingrediE in providing special education services is, of

course, the necessary :iscal resources to maintain them. As we have
seen, the REA is better endowed than most agencies. The state funding
system has provided the resources for it to establish an impressive
array of programs and services over the years. However, a number of
political and economic conditions have caused the state to fine-tune the
system over the past few years. We have seen that this "doctoring up"
has introuuced a new set of problems for the REA. Once assures of an

expandable support services budget, the REA can no longer count on those
dollars to expand as needs do. And while growth is still possible, it
is not enough to keep up with demand.

Although some fine-Luning is to be expected in economic conditions

such as these, adjustments to solve immediate problem, often cause
others. Moreover, the impact is often felt more severely by some than
by others. The Midland REA is in a particularly vulnerable position
since the system for generating support service revenues, even when it
was not based on enrollment, was unfair to sparcely populated areas.
Now that reimbursements are based on enrollment, the Midland agency is
p17,:ed in an even tighter bind tecause the Midland area has the fastest
declining enrollment in the state.

Instructional dollars, too, are in short supply. Reductior, al the

allowable growth factor hurt the RZA in terms of both instructional and
support dollars. But perhaps the most ironic thing about the funding
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system is that instructional dollars are available statewide. The

problem is that because of variable needs each year in the LEAs, the
dollars are not always where they should be. The state is working on

the problem, as we have noted. B. until the situation is remedied, the
Midland LEAs will have to continue to be conservative with their special
education dollars.

And so we learn

LESSON 7: SPECIAL EDUCATION FUNDING FORMULAS COME IN ALL

SHAPES AND SIZES, AND HOW THEY WORK INITIALLY
AND AFTER THEY ARE FINE-TUNED TENDS TO AFFECT

DISTRICTS AND CHILDREN OF ALL SHAPES AND SIZES
DIFFERENTIALLY.

Because the funding formula contains an incentive to serve students
in the home district, some students are not placed in the programs
recommended by the staffing committees. Locally available programs are
modified (made into a multi-categorical room) or, in fewer cases, a
student is placed in a program designed for students with handicaps
other than his own so that the LEA can place the student in one of its
own programs.

We have also noted that in nearly all cases, parents prefer the

home LEA placement over one in another district. In some cases, tne
district and the director of special education agree that the student
should be placee a program in another LEA, and the parents will ask
for a change so that the child can stay in a "less than appropriate"
program in the home LEA. Here, the resource program is used as a "net."

The child is placed in the program and, if things work out, fine. If

not, parents can usually be convinced that the inter-LEA placement
initially recommended is necessary. As we have pointed out, however,
one should not assume the initial recommended placement is always the

most appropriate placement.

The result has been, of course, an increase in the numbe of multi-

categcwical resource rooms, particularly in the smaller LEAs. For
students labeled as EMH, these placements have amounted to less restric-
tive placements than would ordinarily be t'Et case. The issue involved,

however, centers on whether these placements are most appropriate for
EMH students. For students labeled ED, who appear in much fewer numbers,
the options other than the multicategorical rooms are more limited if he

ur she doesn't live near Lincoln Center or Wonder Bay. Students who are
labeled LD traditionally have been served in categorical resource rooms.
Whether multicategorical rooms are appropriate for any student depends
on one's philosophy, and the national trends point toward a dramatic
increase in the use of such programs. And, one can certainly understand
the parents' position. Moreover, who is to say what "appropriate" is

for any given situation? Appropriateness is situational. And so we
learn

LESSON 8: PLACEMENT DECISIONS FOR SOME MILDLY HANDICAPP'D
STUDENTS ARE MADE FOR REASONS OTHER THAN
"APPROPRIATENESS."
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In the Midland LEAs, as in most LEA!, an appropriate placement is

determined by many factors. The program deemed appropriate by the
staffing committee most likely is determined on the basis of a rational
decision based on the evaluation evidence. That would be fine if this
were solely a rational world. The problem with rational decisions, of
course, is that they cannot consider all the influences that might

render them inappropriate. Not only might two separate staffing commit-
tees come to different conclusions about the same child, but what one
committt might decide today might be inappropriate tomorrow because the

child has changed. Trial placements, rule exceptions, using the resource
room as a net--all of these may be more appropriate decisions than a
rational one based on what all must be based on--incomplete information.

McrAuver, in terms of what
among Midland schools, the most
mildly handicapped ct dent most
best "climate," wheraver it may
called.

And so we learn,

we have learned about the differences
appropriate placement choice for a
likely will be the building with the
be and whatever the program may be

LESSON 9: THE MOST APPROPRIATE PLACEMENT FOR A MILDLY

HANDICAPPED STUDENT WHO WILL SPEND PART OF
HIS OR HER SCHOOL DAY IN THE REGULAR CLASSROOM
WILL BE THAT PROGRAM IN THAT SCHOOL BUILDING IN
WHICH: (1) THE ADMINISTRATOR IS SUPPORTIVE OF
SPECIAL EDUCATION AND OF THE SPECIAL TEACHER, AND
(2) IN WHICH THE REGULAR TEACHERS AND THE SPECIAL
TEACHER ARE AWARE OF THEIR ROLES AND ARE CAPABLE
OF CARRYING OUT A COORDINATED PROGRAM.

Finding a building with the right climate is, of course, the hard
part.

Like it or not, education has changed. This is true particularly
when one considers how mildly handicapped children are mandated to be
educated. Along with the change in the delivery of services have come
new roles for everyone who works in schools. Regular teachers now are
expected to modify their classroom procedures to accommodate handicapped

students. Special teachers are expected to come out of their classrooms
and work with regular teachers to facilitate the integration of handicapped
students into the regular program. Administrators, particularly building
principals, are expected to provide support to all teachers and, in
general, to provide leaaership as teachers adjust to their new roles.

The problem is that while teachers and principals are expected to

carry out their new roles, they 6:so are expected to carry out their
former roles. Expectations have been added; none have been taken away.

So, while the regular teacher must accommodate the handicapped learner
by making curricular and instructional adjustments, he or she is expect-
ed to carry out the ordinary duties of the classroom teacher. Special

teachers, on the other hand, are expected to coordinate with the regular
teacher and to act as change agents. Meanwhile, he or she continues to
see the same number of students as before, perhaps even more. The
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principal not only has the duties which have made him or her less of a
leader and more of a manager over the years, but now has the added
administrative duties associated with supervising a special education
program, which includes settling disputes among regular and special

teachers, if those teachers even talk to 'ne another.

The one added element in the Midland LEAs is the special education
consultant, but we have seen that he or she, like the others, nas been
rendered less effective because of role displacement. Most of his or
her work time is devoted not to facilitating programs but compliance
paperwork. Moreover, teachers have always been loosely connected to one
another. For the most part, they have only worked in buildings together;
they have never really worked to ether; they have never learned the
rules of cooperative teaching. Fie problem is just more obvious now
because this is what is currently expected of them.

And so we learn

LESSON 10: FOR MILDLY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS, P.L. 94-142

REPRESENTS A STATE OF THE ART MODEL OF SERVICE
DELIVERY LAID ON TOP OF A SYSTEM THAT IS NOT
TOTALLY READY FOR IT. THE MODEL REQUIRES AN
INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM APPROACH AND EXTENSIVE
COMMUNICATION AMONG REGULAR AND SPECIAL TEACHERS
AND ADMINISTRATORS. TN MANY CASES THE CURRENT

SYSTEM CAN'T BEAR 76 WEIGHT.

Although the impact of the Midland REA special edification program on

low-incidence populations has been very impressive; its impact on the
education of mildly handicapped students has suffered from many of the
same problems that are evident at thv national level. Special education
has not been able foc the most part to make the alliances it needs to
make with regular education to affect the changes necessary to provide
appropriate programs for mildly handicapped students under the least

restrictive principle.

Moreover, the attention and fisr,al support special education has

received since the mid-1970s have made matters worse. These factors in
combination with the mandate itself have caused resentment toward special
education to swell. In many respects, this resentment stands in the way
of progress for the mildly handicapped student. And while some have

managed to overcome or work around or in spite o' the pressure that has
built up over the years, many have not.

And so we learn

LESSON 11: RESENTMENT TOWARD SPECIAL EDUCATION AMONG REGULAR
EDUCATORS IS VERY APPARENT IN SOME SCHOOLS AND ACTS
AS A SIGNIFICANT BARRIER TO THE APPROPRIATE EDUCA-

TION OF MILDLY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS IN THE LEAST
RESTRICTIVE SETTING.

Despite these problems, the Midland REA is truly an impressive
agency; it would be so even if it were located in Chicago. It
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demonstrates that a cooperative agency can make great gains with the
appropriate resources, great gains on behalf of handicapped children.

But by resources we mean more than money. Of course, money is necessary,
but human resources are the real assets in the type of work the REA
does. And, as we have noted, it is not surprising that the REA's instruc-
tional and support services are of such high quality. The staff know
what they are doing; they are confident professionals doing the jobs
they were trained to do.

And so we are happy to learn

LESSON 12: IT CAN BE DONE. QUALITY SUPPORT SERVICES AND
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS FOR LOW-INCIDENCE POPULATIONS
CAN BE DELIVERED IN SPARCELY POPULATED RURAL AREAS

IN A RELATIVELY EQUITABLE MANNER IF THE APPROPRIATE
HUMAN AND FISCAL RESOURCES ARE IN PLACE.

And we can't forget the babies! Nor will we forget the gratitude
expressed by their parents. There is very little more we can add to
what we have already said about the preschool program. Again, the staff
is eAceptional. The impact of the program is immediately apparent and
promises to multiply again and again as the children continue to grow
and develop.

And we are very happy to learn

LESSON 13: EFFECTIVE HOME AND CENTER-BASED PRESCHOOL PROGRAMS
CAN BE DELIVERED IN SPARCELY POPULATED RURAL AREAS
IF THE APPROPRIATE HUMAN AND FISCAL RESOURCES ARE IN
PLACE. THESE PROGRAMS CAN HAVE A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
ON THE LIVES OF YOUNG HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND THEIR
FAMILIES AS WELL AS ON THE ATTITUDES OF THE COMMUNITY
TOWARD PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES. MOREOVER, THESE
PROGRAMS CAN VIRTUALLY PAY FOR THEMSELVES OVER THE
LONG TERM.
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THE AREA: DEMOGRAPHICS, DESCRIPTORS, HISTORY

Characteristics of the Area

The focus of our story is a six-county area dressed in rich, wooded

landscape peppered across mountainous terrain. Perhaps we never saw its
true beauty since each of our visits was accompanied by 18 to 20 inches
of fierce snow. Our first impression about the character of those who

run the schools was their polite, yet ho-hum reaction to our lamenting

small talk about that wretched weather!

From our point of view, not only the schools but everything else
should have shut down; to them it was business as usual. business as

usual includes the delivery of special education, occupational educa-
tion, and educational communication services to 21 local scnool districts

through the Foothills Area Service Agency (ASA) located in Brownsville,

a town of 12,000 people.

The place is unique: unique in its people, its towns, its awareness.

As we talk about the ASA, what they do, how they do it, and how they pay
for it; we hope to explain this uniqueness. But first, we should set

the stage: the terrain, the Cimate, and the communities.

Land rich and dollar poor describes the area about as succinctly as
a descriptor can. The 2050 square mile ASA catchment area comprises

parts of six counties. The countryside is mountainous, separating the

towns by eight to twelve ile stretches. These stretches seem much
longer, however, because one tends not to drive level and straight, but

rather up, down, and around.

All of the towns claim "agribusiness" as their industry. Tourism

ranks second, although 50 years ago, the area was a hot-spot for tourism.
As society became more mobile, wealthy tourists traded the summer auto-
mobile drive to the mountains in favor of a DC-10 trek to the sands of

Palm Beach or even the Mediterranean. Consequently, dairy cattle became

more revered than swim suits.

This 20-year transition coupled with a sick national economy make

"real" dollars hard to find. One AP board member told us that although
the population is relatively stable', it is aging, with more and more

people retiring. School populations are declining while property values

and taxes are increasing. Some believe that wealthy "down-staters" who

have purchased area property for summer homes overestimate the local
value of oroperty and pay much more for it, inflating property valuation.
Although the dairy industry currently accounts for incoming dollars,
many of those interviewed are counting on the newly developing winter

sports industry to provide the local economy the shot in the arm it

needs.

1There was some disagreement among those interviewed concerning population

stability. Although the population is pnerally aging, declines ih
terms of real numbers tend to be offset by newcomers from the cities.



The People, The Politics

P.2sides agribusiness, the schools, colleges, and hospitals are the

area's largest employers. Agricultural support industries such as
railroads, trucking, and some manufacturing, combined with educational-,
and health-related jobs, provide employment for most area non-farm
residents.

Those residents N'e an interesting sort. Close enough to a major

metropolis, they shun that fast-paced cosmopolitan atmosphere in favor
of a quiet, pastoral existence. Afternoon radio talk shows out of
-ekawitha, a town about 40 miles north of Brownsville, discuss the
merits of steel- vs. iron-reinforced wood stoves. The people are rural

but not unsophisticated. They're sharp enough to avoid city life in the
'80s and smart enough to bring sensibility to life in 18 inches of snow.
Most seem to forego the trendy equipment common to some of today's rural

areas. A sedate Ford with good snow tires does just as well as a $10,000

four-wheel drive pick-up truck.

Perhaps the following anecdote best sums up our portait of this

community. Not known for his preparedness, one of our site visit team
members parked his vehicle in a Brownsville service station lot as close
as possible to the local diner to avoid slipping on the ice with his

flat-soled loafers. Unfortunately the vehicle was blocking a newly
repaired car awaiting its owner. Upon returning, the driver found a

note on the windshield:

We welcome visitors to our community. But, it would have been
nice if you had asked to park here. We had a lot of trouble

getting Jack's car out since yours was blocking it.

No air let out of the tires, ro smashed windshield, no macho reprimand;
only a friendly admonition.

Politically, the people are neither naive nor apathetic. Local

residents appear harassed by the pressures of school consolidation,
state policies that appear to favor urban citizens, a seemingly dwindl-
ing autonomy at the local level, and apparent inequities. Half seriously,

one ASA official told us that all citizens of the state pay for trans-
portation: turnpikes, roads, subways, etc. Yet, "we don't ride subwys,

but they use the interstates."

The major point we'd like to emphasize about the area is simple.
These are sophisticated, self-assured people living life of choice.

Equity is the major political issue here: urban/rural, large/small,
have/have-not. And for the schools, the issue is extended: non-handi-

capped/handicapped.

An Introduction to the Foothills ASA

The primary mission of this and each of the state's over 40 ASAs is
to provide educational services that a single local school district
could not provide itself. In general, ASAs provide a mechanism by which

two or more local districts can share educational services. The Foothills



ASA provides services in general education (guidance, French, art,
music, home economics, industrial arts, And physical education), as well
as an array of specialized services classified organizationally into

special education, occupational education, and educational communications.

Services of the first arm, special education, include resource and
self-contained classes, and sc.vices of school psychology, and speech/
language therapy. Currently, the ASA operates 38 special education
classrooms in 27 locations both within local school districts and in two

vocational education sites serving the catchment area. For moderately
and severely handicapped students, the ASA tither provides services

directly or, in many cases, collaborates with other agencies to deliver
the appropriate program services. The ASA also provides a total of
seven school psychologists and 11 speech/language therapists whose
services are shared by the local schools.

The second arm, occupational education, is viewed as the highest
priority by local schools, de..zite the higher visibility of special
education in the general public': eye. It would appear that vocational
preparation has more direct impact on the communities or, as we shall
see, a longer history. Just as with special education, occupational

education is provided to students in the two occupational education
centers through contracted services that will be described in detail in

the next section.

The third arm of the ASA is responsible for educational communica-

tions. The Center for Rural Supplementary Education (CRSE) actually
"umbrellas" educational communications (TV, films) and other services
such as a media library and, of late, microcomputer applications.

The ASA Director and his staff deal with the schooli through organiza-
tional activities that will be described in the next section. A major
organizational linkage between the ASA and the schools is the nine-member

ASA Board of Directors through which schools have input to decision
making and ASA services. The Board meets montbly with a predominant

focus on policy, budget- and curriculum-related matters. There is not

necessarily a one-to-one correspondence between Board members and local
districts; some Board members represent two or three of the smaller
local education agencies.

An Introduction to the Local Education Agencies

Twenty-one local education agencies (LEAs) participate as component
districts in the Foothills ASA's services. These LEAs are for the most
part small; many of them house grades K-12 in one 5uilding. Administra-

tively, each has a school board and a superintendent, who in many cases
also serves as building principal. Assistant superintendents, when they

exist, may also function as building principals. In three of t;Je LEAs,

there are student populations sufficiently large enough to warrant
mutually exclusive superintendents and principals.

Table 1 displays school district child counts as of October, 1981.
Over 12,000 students attend classes in the 27 school buildings of the
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Table 1

Demographic Data for Foothills Area LEAs
(October, 1981)

COMPONENT LEA ORGANIZATION

K-6

ENROLLMENT

7-12 SPED' TOTAL

FACULTY
PUPIL/

TEACHEr

RATIO

NUMBER
OF AMIN-
!STRATORS

Garnet City K-6-6 121 103 6 230 22 10.5 2

Georgetown K-6-6 135 128 0 263 22 12.0 1

Nalltown K-6-6 153 123 6 282 18 15.7 2

Nendrixson K-6-6 205 2,13 3 411 33 12.5 2

Tilbury K-6-6 233 ,.... 9 434 26 16.7 2

Gayner-Rov-Me K-6-6 227 222 8 457 31 14.7 2

Frisch K-6-3-3 236 214 8 458 29 15.8 2

Leisler K-6-3-3 224 227 7 458 33 13.9 2

Apple Valley K-6-6 253 213 4 470 30 15.7 2

Lafayette K-6-6 258 217 5 480 33 14.5 1

North Snowcourt K.6-3-3 246 241 6 493 34 14.5 2

Warren K-6-6 246 246 6 498 35 14.2 a

Brice -Curtissvilie x.6-3-3 249 251 6 506 38 13.3 3

Brownsville K-6-6 271 247 6 524 35 15.0 2

Middleton K-6-3-3 286 243 0 529 35 15.1 2

Cherry Hill K-6-6 270 253 7 530 32 16.3 2

Laurel K-6-6 260 279 9 548 34 16.1 2

Barston K-6-3-3 264 272 19 555 33 16.8 2

Fredericksville K-6-2-4 297 290 24 611 49 12.5 3

Carlton K-6-6 539 618 16 1,173 75 15.6 4

Tekawitha
2

K-0(4)-2-4 1,037 1,130 56 2,223 -- ---- 11

TOTALS 6.010 5.912 2'1 12,133 577 14.6 53

1. Handicapped students served by LEAs.

2. Faculty data not provided because of independent district s 'tus.
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catchment area. Quite a range in size of LEAs is apparent, with the
largest totalling over 2,300 students and the smallest under 300 students.

The three largest of the 21 LEAs operate at least one special
education program for mildly handicapped students. Usually these have
begun by contracting with the ASA for special education teachers to
start a program, a resource room, for example. Then, as LEAs become
familiar with state regulatory requirements, and are able to comply with

them, they hire that teacher and take control of the program. Each of
three small- to medium-sized LEAs has hired its own school psychologist,
aAl one, its own speech/language therapist.

The section to follow will discuss in depth these and other factors

that comprise the governance structure and functions of the Foothills
ASA.
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GOVERNANCE OF THE FOOTHILLS ASA

The State and Its Department of Education

In structure and function, the State Education Agency's (SEA)

pol ical system and accompanying bureaucracy are little different from
those of many other states. But the legislature has historically shown
a willingness to underwrite a strong state educational system, one that
responds equitably to the needs of handicapped students. Nevertheless,
a heavily bureaucatic educational structure emphasizing policy-making
and policy-implementation that moves from the top to the bottom, that

is, "top-down," characterizes the system.

The 15-member State Board of Regents is elected by the Governor to
set and oversee policy for an educational system that includes primary
to university levels. Four major units comprise the top-level components
of the State Department of Education: Elementary, Secondary, and Continuing
Education; Cultural Education; Vocational Rehabilitation; and Higher and

Professional Education. There are no fewer than 15 offices and bureaus
comprising even the smallest of these units: Vocational Rehabilitation.
The largest, Elementary, Secondary, and Continuing Education, is divided
into four offices that, in turn, subsume 67 bureaus and divisions.

A summary organizational chart is shown in Figure 1; however, such

a chart is incapable of capturing the full complexity of the arrange-
ments for at least two reasons. First, it does not represent adequately
the actual powers afforded to the State Board of Regents and, through
them, to the Commissioner and his officers. The State Board "governs"
the state department, ". sets educational policy, and . . . makes

rules which have the force and effect of law." In this sense the Board
is equivalent to the legislature.

Nor does the chart well reflect the roles of the Bureau of School

District Organization and the Bureau of District Superintendents. These
two bureaus respectively supervise the functions of the ASA Directors
and the District Superintendents. The ASA Director is responsible for
all the services provided by the ASA; s/he is a service provider. The
District Superintendent, however, supervises the operation of each of
the LEAs that make up the catchment area oTthe ASA. In the Foothills
catchment area, 20 of the 21 LEAs are "dependent districts." As such,
they are too small to run independently of the supervision of a District

Supt 'ntendent. In contrast, an "independent district" and its superin-
tendent report directly to the SEA.

And here's the rub: the same person occupies both roles of ASA

Director and District Superintendent. Dr.! Foothills ASA (answerable to
the Bureau of School District Organization) and the Foothills Supervisory

District (answerable to the Bureau of District Superintendents) are run
by the same individual; thus we have here a classic example of the
"two-hats, two-masters" conflict.

Special Education Monitoring

The state, as such, provides maximal supervision through the above

two bureaus with respect to the ASA'; educational services. However, it
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also monitors special education separately through the Office of Education

of Children with Handicapping Conditions and its monitoring branch, the
Bureau of Supervision. Thus, two major activities are conducted with

respect to special education compliance monitoring. First, the Bureau
of School District Organization requires annual reports from ASAs concerning
all of their operations including special education ( students served,
costs, and short- and long-term plans). Secondly, Bureau of.Supervision

staff visit ASAs at least once every three years for the purposes of
on-site inspection of, and feedback to, ASAs regarding program quality
in terms of their compliance with state and federal regulations for the

education of handicapped students. The SEA's special education monitoring
procedures are discussed in detail in a later section entitled "Regulation

77: Evolution, Features, Monitoring."

Characteristics and Functions of the ASA

Brownsville could well have been the model for the miniature build-
ings of the town around which Lionel's model trains chugged. That model
village sets just the right tone for the location of the ASA, which

occupies a building that must be seen to be believed. It's an old
s..nmer vacation hotel, the Calvin, renovated by the ASA with some federal
assistance in the form of capital improvement funds and (separately)

CETA labor. The closing lof the hotel reflects the decline of tourism as
the major area industry.' The Calvin is now called the John MacAdam
Center (named after the inventor of-pitched asphalt).

The center's facade conveys the benignly authoritative feeling of
turn-of-the-century architecture; yet its setting--three acres of roll-
ing grassland--downplays its square, six-story bulkiness. Once inside,
you see about one-part "office" to every three-parts remnants of the
laid-back "good-ole summertime" atmosphere of the '20s. In case you're
not yet convinced of the poignancy of the scene inside, remember, 18
inches of snow blanket the grounds outside.

It is in this atmosphere that 1...e Foothills ASA staff goes about
the planning and delivery of their three main program services: special

education, occupational education, and educational communicat: ns.
Here, we'd like to describe the ASA's organizational characteristics and
its funding parameters.

Organization and Administration

Figure 2 is an abbreviated yet inclusive ASA organizational chart

presented to save 1000 words (if you believe the plc-Lure-words aphorism).
The words we will use, however, should provide a feel for the cor'plexity
and chain of command of the agency.

1 As we've mentioned, education is a major source of employment in the

area. Fifty years ago, tourism accounted for most of the area's jobs.
Ironically, many of the education employees have links to, if not

offices in, the building that was once the hallmark of tourism in the
Foothills area.
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As mentioned, three separate SEA offices supervise and monitor the

ASA: (a) the Bureau of District Superintendents supervises general
education in the LEAs, (b) the Bureau of School District Organization
supervises the three program areas (including special education) offered
by the ASA, and (c) the Bureau for Supervision monitors ASA program
compliance with the state and federal regulations for the education of
handicapped students. At the juncture between state supervision and
local programs is the District Superintendent/ASA Director. He is the

person to wnom each a the LEA superintendents reports, and he also
administers the three ASA program areas, each with its own director.

The ASA Director/District Superintentlant. Formally, the District

Superintendent/ASA Director is responsible for the supervision of the
LEAs as well as all of the services the ASA delivers to those LEAs. He

executes these formal responsibilities, as well as the subtle, unwritten
role requirements effectively. His experience and preparedness are not

the least of thq reasons for his effectiveness.

He has been an educator for over 25 years. Hi, undergraduate work
was in chemical engineering and in World War II he served in this capa-
city. Later, he taught mathematics and science in an adjoining state.

He came to Brownsville and the Foothills ASA in 1960 after a 12-year
stint as school superintendent with a metropolitan district in that
state.

Administratively, the District Superintenbent/ASA Director abides
by the chain-of-command approach to running the ASA. Reporting to him,

as shown in Figure 2, are the Assistant Superirtendents for Curriculum

and Instruction and for Administration. The Curriculum and Instruction
unit contains Special Education, Occupational Education, and the Center
for Rural Supplementary Education, each with its own organizational
layers.'

The Director operates by the "bottom-up" principle with regard to
administrative problems; that is, he insists that every effort be made

to solve problems before they rise to his level. His philosophy can be
summarized as ". . . have a problem? Kick it up one level and if it

reaches me, it's a real problem."

The problems of running such a multifaceted agency are compounded
by the Director's dual roles as boss both of the ASA and of 20 of the 21

component districts. Organizational evolution has resulted in ASAs

being responsible for a catchment area equivalent to the supervisory
district (that is, all of the dependent districts under the supervision

1The Curriculum and Instruction unit also provides a fPw it2merant
teachers, e.g., of French, art, music. 12t:., whose services are shared
by LEAs. This service has been omitted here for the sake of simplicity.

2The 21 LEAs that comprise the ASA's catchment area are referred to,
organizationally, as component districts.
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Jf the District Superirtendent), potential gunpowder for less-than-competent

administrators called upon to serve in both directive (Superintendent)
and service (ASA Director) roles.

Indeed, the Foothills Director has seen times when some of the LEAs

became fearful of his intentions. A few of the LEAs have viewed the ASA
as a vehicle by which the SEA could establish control over their districts.
A brew consisting of this dual role, the LEA d3pendency on the ASA for
specialized services, and the history of school consolidation,' could
intoxicate even the slightly insecure into a state of quasiparanoia.

However, this Director apparently has no intention of displacing
the local superintendents. His administrative style suits the LEAs very
well. He ioesn't wield the power associated with the District Superin-
tendent role overtly as some do, and as he could do if he wished.

Instead he plays down his legal prerogatives in order to neutralize, and
if necessary placate, any potential "take-over" fears on the par* of
LEAs. He indicated that other directors use the same strategy, as does
the state ASA director. In a sense, only the meek can survive. One
gets the impression that those who put the pedal to the floor of these

dual-carburetor ASA/Supervisory District engines end up throwing a rod,
thus rendering themselves non-functional.

The Foothills Director suggested that the "extreme degree of coopera-
tion" among the LEA superintendents and the ASA accounts for his agency's
avoidance of these inherent pitfalls. This cooperation is aided in
large measum by a supportive ASA Board, consisting of nine members
representing the 21 LEAs. Each of three of the Board members represents
three LEAs, and only one member represents just one LEA--the largest of
the 20. Even more facilitative is the Administrative Cabinet of local
superintendents. Here the nuts and bolts of local and ASA needs and
policies are assembled; their products are then put before the ASA
Board. Both superintendents and Board members favor the arrangement.
The Director likes the arrangement also; it enables him to preach and
practice his operating motto: "Reasonable people, working together, can
accomplish almost anything, so long as it doesn't matter who pts the
credit."

The Director of S cial Education. The Special Education Director's
response ties entail the a m n stration of all ASA services for
handicapped students, including the hiring, coordination, and evaluation
of ASA special education staff. His professional experience consists
more of classroom jobs than administrative jobs. In fact he continues
to project an orientation that is decidedly more parallel to that of
teacher than of administrator. He admits that his major shortcoming in
the eyes of at least one local superintendent is that he's ". . . too
much like a teacher."

1
The Director told us that when your town's post office, supermarket,

and sundry shop get consolidated and then reside in the town down
the road, the only thing you have left is your school.
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Thinking "like a teacher," but employing further sub-delegation
just as an administrator would, the Director has assembled five "teams,"

each headed by an ASA special education support person, that form (theo-

retically) a layer between him and the ASA special education teachers.
The Special Education Director himself serves as the leader of one of
the five teams, conducts training sessions for the ASA teachers re-
garding stress and methods to combat it and evaluates the ASA special
education teachers at least every two years. Although he has created
this layer between himself and his instructioial personnel, the Dire:tor

rarely makes a move without his teachers' input. In fact, the evaluation
scheme used for teacher appraisals was designed by the teachers.

The Director created these teams t, better manage his time and

comnication with his staff. The teams are not formal in the sense of
clearly defined objectives and responsibilities. Instead they serve to

enhance his ability to delegate tasks, respond to policy directives from
the ASA Director, and ensure that his staff work in synchrony with one

another.

His administrative philosophy is not entirely one of boxes ard
arrows, or auherence to textbook principles. Instead he borrows nis

style tn part from the Chinese. On his wall is a Chinese aphorism whose
orthography translated means, "crisis equals danger plus opportunity."
So for example, lowering enrollment certainly signals econo',..c dangers,

but la' also creates the opportunity for more flexible scheduling and
staff usage.

Thus, the Director runs the special edation program effectively
and with a style that makes it plain that he's more like a teacher than
an administrator. However, he is quick co rem...d you that, while such a

posture enables him to keep in touch with reality, he still is
responsible for aeministering a 1.5 million dollar program employing
over 70 teachers and support staff.

The Director of Occupational Education. The Director of

Occupational Education is beginning his third year in tnt role. He is

also officed at the Footh).1s ASA in Brownsville. His major

programmatic goal is "to make kids employable." His administrative
style and activities all appear to be related to that goal.

This Director supervises a staff consisting of principals for each

of the two occupational centers in the Foothills area and support per -
sonnel wh:, along with him, devote a large amount of time to maintaining
liaison with the various employers in the area, as well as with the

LEAs.

Each year the Director must file an annual report to the SEA con-
cerning his program goals and the extent to which they are met. It is

apparent, upon examination of an exemplar document, that the employabi-
lity goal is paramount. For example, a recent report began with an
"Economic Profile" in which data and narrative with regard to current

and projected vocational placement sites are presented. The Director
and his staff evidently spend a great deal of time establishing and
maintaining these sites for the students.
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As WP shall describe in the. section entitled "Service Delivery,"

secondary-level handicapped students also participate in occupational
services through classroom i::struction, work study, and/or pre-sheltered
workshops. The Director indicated that, during the present academic

year, he wanted at least 30 of the more than 600 handicapped students in
the ASA catchment area enrolled in occupational programs and at least 15
of those in work placement sites.

The Director of the Center for Rural Supplementary Education. The

CRSE Director administers services in the areas of education communica-
tions and instructional media. Also housed in the MacAdam Center, the
Director heads a staff of nine that attend to television production, a

media library, equipment maintenance, and film delivery.

Down the hall from the Director's office are the television studio

and media library. In the studio the Television Production Coordinator
produces and tapes shows with catchy names like "Brain Games" and "What's
Up Doc?" which are subsequently broadcast to the loLc1 schools. The

studio also receives and transmits public television programming to
surrounding communities.

The media library contains books, instructional materials, films,
and tapes that are lent to component districts. The Director's staff
deliver and retrieve materials at LEAs at least once a week.

No direct, formal organizational ties are apparent between the
Director of the CRSE and the special education program, although, as

will be seen, informal ties exist.

The programs And services offered by all three arms, special educa-

tion, occupational education, and CRSE, will be described in greater
detail in the section entitled "Service Delivery."

Funding Policies

One comes away from an analysis of the ASA's governance patterns

with one prevailing impression: that funding and operating services
here are more aligned with advanced management, accounting, and fiscal
practices than the typical image of rural schoolhouse 5ookkeeping would

lead one to expect. Following is a description of the ways in which
services are purchased and accounted for.

Two variables stultify any expectation of ivutine in format and

criteria for state funding of servicus for the ASA and its component
LEAs. The first is the state bureaucracy itself, its configuration and
its efficts on the ASA and component districts. The second is SEA
regulatory characteristics, which describe changing (and standard) re-
quirements for ASA/SEA fug ctions in regard Lci compliance supervision as
well as to provision of services.

A brief glar:e at the state's educational organizational chart
would convilc- a reasonable person of its size and complexity, however,
for simplici , Figure 1 presents a skelrtal version of that chart. The

state is liveeal in its politics and its educational expenditures; and
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apparently paper-work oriented in its fiscal relations with LEAs and

ASAs. The Foothills ASA must contend with these regulatory regalia just
as its urban and suburban counterparts do. The ASA typit.ally runs on
about five million dollars of fiscal fuel a year distributed across five
budget categories, each containing multiple, non-transferable line
items. In addition to its own accounting tasks, the ASA manages 5J
separate budgets for the component LEAs.

This is a state that has bureaucratized to survive. Cooing with

its regulatory requirements in spirit and letter is no small task. The

ASA copes well and with a goodly portion of hustle and class, if not
with an understandable twinge of cynicism. The following description of
the state's regulations for the education of handicapped students shows

why such sophisticated coping skills are necessary.

Regulation 77: Evolution, Features, Monitoring

Historically, the state legislature has shown a receptive and
responsive pattern of special education aid legislation, in large measure

a function of strong lobbying. In 1974, a year prior to the passage of
P.L. 94-142, the federal Education for All Handicapped Children Act, the
state legislature passed a statute providing state aid money for the

edvf,tion of handicapped students. Then in 1976, the legislature enacted
a ._vies of amendments to the 1974 statute that resulted in yet a more
comprehensive law which was subsequently modified by several legislative

actions, and state and federal regulatory changes that spanned six
years. The first of these modifications was in 1977 when the legislature
required LEAs to form standing committees to identify, place, and review

programs for handicapped students, and gave the SEA comuissioner ultimate
jurisdiction over all educational services provided to handicapped
students. More refinements ensued and July, 1582 was set as a target
date for all school districts to have implemented fully the requirements
of this refined law, which has come to be known as Regulation 77.

The original statutory regulations of 1974 (hereafter referred to
as the precursor law) were strictly categorical; that is, the education
of handicapped students had been funded solely on the basis of categorical
labeling. For example, the programs themselves were called LD classrooms,
or EMR classrooms. But school superintendents soon communicated problems
of placement inflexibility to SEA officials and discontent with the law
became apparent.

Regulation 77 had its roots in a federal project examining the
feasibility of non-categorical special education programs. The project
gained visibility in the Foothills area and parents of handicapped ane
nonhandicapped students favored the delabeling tenets of this experiment
initially. However, in addition to non-categorical programs, Regulation
77 also mandated a lowered teacher-pupil ratio. For example, the old
regulations set class size limits for secondary level educable mentally

retarded (EMR) students at 18. The new regulations reduced this ratio
to 12 students (with equivalent current performance levels) per teacher.
By complying with the new regulations, srhools saw educational service

costs grow because of the required lowering of teacher-pupil ratios.
Thus, the initial support for non-categorical programs waned for many
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who were concercd about the increased costs of education since services

provided in the new self-contained classrooms operated by the ASA meant

higher costs charged to LEAs.

The rationale behind this decreased class size, however, is impli-

citly related to the delabeling thrust of Regulation 77. Rather than
serving EMR students in an EMR class per se, for example, the regula-
tions call for the establishment of four types of self-contained class-
rooms and a learning strategies resource room within which students are
placed based on current performance levels, as opposed to diagnostic

labels. While the mixing of these diagnostic categories leads to more
homogeneity in terms of learning needs, it also leads to more hetero-
geneity in terms of instructional programming. Thus, to compensate for

the variance in instructional approaches necessary, class size has
decreased.

Regulation 77 remains in force as the law governing special educa-
tion programming and funding. It is generally believed to be even more

comprehensive in its support of handicapped students than P.L. 94-142.
The SEA monitors LEA and ASA compliance with the regulations rather

stringently.

In addition to responding to telephone calls from school district

officials or parents, reviewing local planning and evaluation documents,
and making routine visits upon requests, the SEA's Bureau of Supervision
makes in-depth site visits to each of the state's 737 school districts
and 44 ASAs at least once every three years, and more often if there are
problems.

Site visit teams examine ASA programs to see if children with
hanaicapping conditions are receiving a free appropriate public education.
They determine if unserved children and youth are receiving highest
priority, and if previously underserved and severely handicapped students
are being better served. Individualized Education Programs (IEPs) are

examined and compared with the services a student is actually receiving.
Parent participation in the development of IEPs, as well as the protec-
tion of the due process rights of students and their parents, including
the right of confidentiality, are examined. Operation of the standing
LEA-based staffing committee, including how it identifies, evaluates,
and places students, is reviewed. The team also reviews student records,

observes actual classroom instruction, and interviews teachers and
parents. Compliance is to the SEA the minimal prerequisite for funding.
As we shall see, an elaborately timed series of paperwork is necessary

to document compliance.

'However, LEAs running their own programs have since found a loophole

in these limitations. They place a total of more than 12 students

in each class and arrange their schedules so that no more than 12
students re in the classroom at any one time.
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SEA Reimbursement for Special Education Costs

Within the SEA's officialdom, a major effort is exerted to assure
local compliance with Regulation 77. Compared to many, this SEA is
tighter in its compliance requirements and stricter in its regulations,
and it's also stronger in its lobbying efforts for the educational

rights of the handicapped at the legislative level. However, the imple-
mentaZion of Regulation 77, which is an expand-d version of P.L. 94-142
with respect to delabeling, teacher-pupil rat* requirements, and its
requirement of LEA standing staffing committe<.,, like PA.. 94-142, is
predicated for now on the bureaucratic interpretation that compliance

means quality.

A rather clear hint that ASAs in this state must confront complexi-
ties in budget ,utters may be obtained by examining literature that

categorizes states according to how local districts are reimbursed for
special education costs. For example, this state defies simple assign -

ment - -ft reimburses on the basis of excesses in the cost of educating
handicapped students, but these excesses are weighted relative to the
amount and type of services provided. Thus, we see two usually distinct

types of reimbursement patterns forming a hybrid: reimbursement that is
based on student-weighting and on excess costs.

LEAs receive state aid to supplement their costs of general educa-
tion according to total aidable pupil units. TAPUs reflect both average
daily attendance figures and weighted enrollment figures. A Tk,PU is

computed by weighting elementary education by a factor of 1.0 per student

and secondary education by a 1.25 fatter. "Resident" refers to the
requirement that students must live in the district that counts them,
regardless or where they are served. This avoids the situation in
which a student is counted twice--once by the home LEA and once by the
LEA that provides the services.

Handicapped students are included in the total pupil count by
computing TAPUs that correspond to the amount and type of services

provided as reflected in Table 2. For example, if an elementary level
handicapped student receives resource room instruction more than 60% of
the day, the weighted adjustment to his/her home LEA's pupil count is

computed by adding the increment of 1.70 to the regular weight of 1.00,
resulting in a total weight of 2.70, If the student is in a resource
room less than 60 percent per day, but more than 20 percent per week,

the factor is .90, resulting in a total of 1.90. Services that are
provided with less frequency, such as resource room or speech services
twice a week, result in a factor of .13, for a total of 1,13.

The TAPU for these various st.vices is multiplied by the LEA's

approved pei nupil operating expenditure, and this product by the LEA's
aid equaliza.. A ratio; the total being the annual amount the SEA reimburses
an LEA for the education of handicapped students. The latter two elements
of this formula are specified on the basis of the LEA's true valuation
of property wealth, computed according to assessed valuation of land,
and average per-capita income. Thus, each LEA's reimix..sement varies as
a loiction of all of these factors. In general, LEAs with large numbers



Table 2 Excess Cost Increments Used to Compute an LEA's
Resident Weighted Average Daily Attendance

Placement Status Criterion Standard Weight Excess Cost Increment Total Weight

Regular Elementary No special services 1.30 1.00

Part-Time Two Periods
1
per 1.00 .13 1.13

Resource Room, or Week to Less than
Speech/Language 20% of Week
Services
(Elementary)

20% of Week to 60%
of Day

1.00 .90 1.90

Self-Contained 60% of DLy 1.00 1.70 2.70
Classroom Services (minimum)
(Elementary)

Regular Secondary No f.pecial services 1.25 1.25

Part-Time
Resource Room, or

Two Periods per Week
to Less than 20% of

1.25 .13 1.39

Speech/Language Week
Services

(Secondary)

20% of Week to 60% of 1.25 .90 2.15
Day

Se'f-Contained 60% of Day 1.25 1.70 2.95
Classroom (Secondary) (minimum)

1
The SEA defines a "period" as a minimum of 30 minutes
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of handicapped students will generate a- higher share of state aid than
will those with fewer handicapped students.

If a handicapped student's program is priced at greater than four
times an LEA's approved operating expenditure per pupil, or greater than
$10,000, the aid falls in the "high cost" category. In such a case, an
LEA would request this aid category and the SEA would approve, given
documentation of appropriate diagnostic classification.

In the main, LEAs use these funds for ASA special education services.
However, LEAs can contract with other LEAs, running their own programs,
to provide special education services. The home LEA pays for these

services in the same way it would pay the ASA. In either case, the
agency providing the service charges tuition to the home LEA. The state
reimburses the LEA according to the formula discussed above. The ASA
serves as broker by handling the accounting and other administrative
tasks associated with the particular agreement.

Sources of ASA Funds for Special Education

The state reimburses for all costs in excess of those expended on
the nonhanlicapped student. Thus, if the ASA operates programs for an
LEA's handicapped students, the LEA receives state aid of no less than
35 percent and no more than 90 percent of the costs for these services.
Theoretically, the LEA receives this reimbursement from the SEA and pays
those dollars to the ASA. In actuality, however, the ASA, as part of
its administrative services to the component districts, handles the
accounting involved in these matters in much the same way a bank would
receive one's paycheck and pay one's bills. These accounting services
are termed "administrative services."

All component dlit:"Icts share in the costs of ASA administrative
overhead on a pm rata apportioned basis regardless of ihe extent to
which they participate in ASA program services. All 21 LEAs pay a
continuous monthly fee for ASA administrative costs, which include
salaries for ASA administrative staff, legal expenses, printing, and the

computing of census and fiscal data.

ASAs receive state aid in proportion to amounts LEAs are capable of

paying relative to their tax base. State aid cmnot exceed 70 percent
of an LEAs total operating costs, nor can it be applied to ASA administra-
tive costs. The state's share is determined per LEA by one of three

methods:

a. The milla e ;-3rmula is usually preferred by districts with

high tax rates. Under this formula, a component district's
share of the ASA administrative service cost equals the amount
which is in the same proportion to the total cost as a fixed
mill tax (determined by the State Legislature) is to the
district's computed tax rate for the year. Currently the tax
is 8 mills. The amount remaining after the component district's
share is deducted becomes the amount of state aid.



b. An alternative formula, based. on the state aid ratio, furnishes

an amount of state aid which equal to the total approved
ASA cost to a component district multiplied by the district's
state aid ratio for the current year.

c. A component uistrict car accept an amount not less than that
apportioned by the State for the district's ASA aid during the

1967-1968 school year. This is known as a save-harmless
provision.

Generally, the method yielding the greatest reimbursement 1F selected.
Seven LEAs use the 8-mills formula; eight have chosen to be reinflursed
according to the state aid ratio. S.:ix LEAs utilize the save - harmless

provision.

Timeline for Service Agreements

Reimbursements to districts from the SEA for ASA program and admini-
strative services are made a year after expenditure. This is nothing
new, however; the state has reimbursed districts for general edusation
services in this fashion for many years. The ASA fulfills the role of
broker for and provider of services needed by LEAs. To maintain some

semblance of order, the state requires adherence to an elaborate set of
checks and balances in terms of the timeline shown in Table 3. This

schedule guides the mechanism described above. Adherence to it is a

bureaucratic and programmatic necessity.

Table 3 shows a summary of events and corresponding deadlines
comprising the schedule within which component LEAs apply for and receive

services. Also depicted is the timeframe in which ASAs file their own
program proposals with the SEA and receive approval.

It can be seen that LEAs must first submit a general proposal for
program services for the following fiscal year with the ASA by October

1st. ASAs then file their own proposals, based upon LEA requests, with
the SEA within 30 days. A month later, ASA five-year plans are submitted.
Although they project service needs of the area across five years, they

are turned in to the SEA annually. By December 15th, the state notifies
the ASA concerning the status of its program proposal, and immediately
thereafter ASAs notify component LEAs.

On January 15th LEAs submit specific requests, called CO-SERs
(Cooperative Service Agreements), to the ASA. These in turn are

2

There is some disagreement as to this brokerage role. Yet, in the true

sense of the word, it is one of ASA's functions. In fact, as has been
mentioned, the ASA can arrange for one LEA to receive program services
from another ASA.

CO-SERs are agreements for program services involving two or more LEAs

within the ASA. If an LEA in one ASA and a neighboring LEA in an
adjacent ASA desire shared services because of proximity convenience,
the two ASAs arrange a "Cross-Contract" which sets forth an agreement
as to the extent of services and costs each party provides and bears.
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TABLE 3

TIMELINE FOR SERVICE AGREEMENTS

Item Filed by

New Program Proposals

LEAs file new program proposals with ASA
ASA files new program proposals with SEA
ASA files long range plan (five year plans) with SEA
SEA notifies ASA of approval/disapproval; ASA notifies
LEAs that requests for approved services are due

Requests for Services

LEAs submit provisional Cooperative Service Agreements
(CO-SERS, or requests for services) to ASA

ASA files annual operating plan with SEA (based on
(CO-SERS)

SEA notifies ASA of operating plan approval/disapproval;
ASA notifies LEAs of approval/disapproval of service
requests (possibly amended)

Service Commitments

LEAs file commitments for requested service with ASA
ASA annual board meeting and budget hearing

ASA adopts budget files with SEA
ASA files base contracts with SEA

Amendments to Operating Plan (Increased Participation
Only)

Filed by LEAs wi,:h ASA

Supplemental contracts filed by ASA

October 1
October 31
December 1

December 15

January 15

February 1

'ch 15

April 1

April 1 -
April 10
May 15

August 1

May 1 -

August 1
30 days after
execution

ASA Files Program Report and Evaluation with SEA December 1



collectively submitted to the state 15 days later in the form of an
Annual Operating Plan. By March 15th, the state informs the A7A of the
status of the plan and the ASA notifies LEAs of the status of the CO -SERB.
In general CO-SERs are approved or amended depending on the guidelines
for the services requested and the capabilities of the ASA to provide
the requested service.

On April 1st, LEAs must commit themselves to (that is, consummate
or reject) the service agreement. Service agreements are rarely rejected.
LEAs who do back out of a particular agreement do so because of prohibi-

tive costs even with state aid. Sometime between April 1st anl 10th,
the ASA holds its annual Board of Directors meeting and budget hearings.
Here, LEA representatives on the ASA board can scrutinize and have input
regarding the proposed budget.

By May 15th, the ASA finalizes the budget based on doard input and
submits it to the SEA. During the inteMm between May 15th and August
1st, ASAs have the option of amending their CO-SERs. However, these
changes must be in the form of increased participation in approved ASA

services. Previously unused services can be requested only on January
15th.

On August 1st, the ASA mutt file Base Contracts (reflective of
agreed upon services via the CG -SERB) with the S'IA; ana, up to 30 days
after SEA approval of these, the ASA submits Supplemental Contracts
(reflective of adjustments to Base Contracts) to the SEA. By September
1st, the ASA is required to turn 4.n to the SEA a Program Report and
Evaluation of the past fiscal year's activities. h sonth later, it all
begins again.



SERVICE DELIVERY

The Evolution of and Rationale for the ASA

The ASA owes its origin to a state legislative enactment (the
Intermediate School District Act) authorizing the formation of inter-

mediate school districts. Passed in 1947, the act was aimed at enabling
small rural school districts to combine their resources to provide
services that otherwise would have been uneconomical, inefficient, or
unavailable.

ASAs were intended to be temporary means by which a careful transi-
tion could be made to this intermediate district framework. Though its
purposes were similar to those of the proposed intermediate .istricts,

the ASA was conceived and written intc the state law because many '..EAs
were adamantly opposed to intermediate districts. They feared their own
discretion and autonomy would be threatened. ASAs were a bit more

palatable since, unlike the intermediate districts, they could not own
property and, thus, could not invoke eminent domain, nor could they tax.

Although the original form of this legislation (i.e., mandatory

intermediate districts) was rejected, an amendment allowing two or more
LEAs within a supervisory district to share services via an ASA-type
arrangement was passed. As one state planner put it: this "created [in

effect] a hunger" for the services that ASAs could provide. This oppor-

tunity coupled with the LEA distaste for the intermediate district
concept started ASAs on their way to becoming a permanent rather than a

temporary speck on the state organizational map.

Simpler in structure and less autonomous than the projected inter-

mediate didtricts, the ASAs were seen by citizens as worthy of being an
end in themselves, not merely transitional means. Not one intermediate

district was ever formed; in 1972 the Intermediate School District Act
was repealed. Laws relating to the ASA, however, have remained on the
books. Thus the ASA has developed from a special-purpose, temporary
agency into a formally recognized middle or intermediate unit in the
state's public educational system.

No fewer than 82 ASAs were in existence during the late 50s.
Retirements of District Superintendents/ASA Directors and accompanying
supervisory district consolidations reduced these to the ell now operating.

This consolidation pattern was paralleled in scope by the consolidation
of LEAs that occurred so quickly that by the mid-'50s, 7500 LEAs had
shrunk to 900. While consolidation led to larger numbers of students

per LEA, rural LEAs were still not able to offer a full range of services.
Thus, the ASAs remained virtually indispensible.

For state administrative ease, all ASAs are coterminous with super -
uisory districts which have been in existence since shortly after the
turn of the century. At the time ASAs were established, District Super-
Intendents were also made responsible for directing ASAs. It already

has been noted that this put District Superintendents/ASA Directors in
an obvious role conflict: supervisors of the very LEAs they are to

assist. One wonders if the state didn't anticipate waves of resignations
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and retirements in the wake of this "our man/their man" predicament that
the District Superintendents/ASA Directors found themselves in. As

vacancies occurred, the SEA Commissioner exercised his legal prerogative
to consolidate the supervisory districts. If the state's overt or

hidden agenda included consolidation, its wish was certainly fulfilled.

Table 4 shows this pattern of consolidation across a. 39-year period,

during which 208 supervisory districts have become 44.

Table 4

Changes In Numbers of Supervisory Districts/ASAs: 1933-1982

Year

Number of

Supervisory
Districts

Number of

Area Service
Agencies (ASAs)

1933 208 0

1943 190 0

1953 152 51

1958 121 82

1963 86 74

1967 62 59

1970 55 55

1976 45 45

1982 44 44

In the Foothills area, eight Supervisory Districts became four; and, by
1968, one district with two boards! Then, in 1970, one unified board

was formed.

The current geographic configuration of the Foothills ASA is some-

what resistant to logic, however. The Director apparently tried to
persuade the state to establish the ASA aloes county lines, but the

state elected to split the line of responsibility across county lines;
indeed, the Foothills ASA serves LEAs in parts of six different counties.
Figure 3 is a map of the Foothills Supervisory District. One notes that
within this six-county area, the ASA's location in Brownsville is relatively

central. However, LEAs such as lialltown report that, at times, contact
and communication with the ASA is hampered in part by the distance
factor.

The need for communication between the ASA and its component LEAs
is better understood by becoming familiar with the services the ASA'
provides and how it goes about the business of providing them. We begin
by describing the services offered in special education, followed by
those of occupational education, and the CRSE.

Special Education: Programs and Personnel

Originally, ASA service delivery virtually overlooked the handi-

capped. In tie 60's, accounting and itinerant services overshadowed
special education. Howeier, concern was growing nationally regarding
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Figure 3

Foothills Supervisory District/ASA Region
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the rights of handicapped persons to treatment, and, specifically, the
rights of handicapped children to a free appropriate public education.
In the early '70s, the winds of a federal law for handicapped children
and attendant services began to gust across the state, leading legisla-

tors to pass a state law (the precursor to Regulation 77) mandating
educational services for handicapped students. Currently, the major
services offered in Special Education by the ASA in response to Regula-

tion 77 and P.L. 94-142 include:

(a) Special education resource and self-contained classes;

(b) Psycho-educational testing and referral (for further diag-
nosis) of studens in ASA and LEA special education programs;

(c) The Special Education Training and Resource Center (SETRC)
which provides consultant services, materials, training and

programs to teachers, administrators, parents and others
involved with the education of handicapped children;

(d) Counseling of teachers, administrators, other school personnel
on problems related to hanaicapped children;

(e) Rendering advice on state laws and regulations (and interpre-

tations of same) with regard to services to the handicapped;

(f) Rendering advice and assistance in obtaining financial assistance
under legislated programs;

(g) Programs and presentations regarding special education, educa-
tional testing and related topics to PTA's, school faculties,
civic and social groups; and

(h) Information on community and state agencies who regularly
serve handicapped children.

Although the ASA offers these services to all component LEAs,

several LEAs have chosen to provide resource programs and/or school
psychological services themselves. Table 5 shows how programs are
distributed across the LEAs. It can be seen that 14 LEAs, which do not
provide their own instructional services, have ASA classrooms located in

their buildings. Three LEA., which have neither an ASA nor an LEA
program housed in their buildings, arrange for the transportation of
their handicapped students to neighboring LEAs within the ASA. Three

LEAs arrange for the Foothills ASA to cross-contract with the neighboring
Mountainside ASA so that handicapped students can be served in an adjacent

LEA located in the Mountainside Supervisory District. Three of the

larger LEAs house both their own and ASA resource rooms. One LEA has

its own resource room and no ASA classrooms.

With regard to support services, four LEAs have employed their own
school psychologists, although 6mo of these LEAs share the services of

one of these psychologists. Nineteen share ASA speech/language therapy

services and six share the services of the Visual Impairment Itinerant
teacher.
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Table 5: Distribution of ASA and LEA Special Education

(SPED) Personnel Across Component LEAs
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ASA specia. education services are-delivered under the conscientious

and watchful eye of the Director of Special Education, five teams of
service providers, a cadre of 41 teachers, and the SETRC training/consul-

tativn specialist. The Director's role has been described and descriptions
of the roles of the teams, their leaders and the roles and functions of
A"A teachers will follow the present discussion of special education
p. o9rams.

Instructional Programs for Handicapped Students

The Foothills ASA employs a total of 41 teachers to provide direct

special education services to 415 ASA-served students in the supervisory
district. These teachers along with support personnel deliver services
that are non-categorical in nature. Although the students are still

classified according to traditional diagnostic categories ;lildly mentally
retareed, learning disabled, emotionally disturbed, etc.), they save
placed in non-categorical programs whose titles more accurately describe

Vat the programs do, in line with the intent of Regulat4on 77.

Classroom personnel are distributed across the followir, five
prograins: (a) Learning Strategies Resource Rooms (LSRRs), (b) Individ-
ually Paced Basic Academic Programs (IPBAPs), (c) Individual Academic
Programs Emphasizing Behavioral Adjustment (IAP-BA), (d) Basic Life

Skills (6LS), and (e) Functional Life Skills (FLS). Table 6 summarizes

ASA enrollment data per program.

Learning Strategies Resource Rooms. These classrooms are of the

non-categorical resource roam variety serving 20 students--principally
those diagnosed as learning disabled. This service model had been the
primary vehicle for serving mildly handicapped students by providing
Part-time (20 percent of the week to 50 percent of the school day)
instruction in the resource room and mainstreamed instruction in the
regular classroom. Regulation 77 opened the door for the non-categorical

twist to this resource model and, ostensibly, students who have been
classified as learning disabled or mildly reLsciee are placed in such

classes by LEA staffing committees (the full :aeration of these committees
is discussed in this section under 6he general heading, "Student Staffinc").
The local and national emphasis on the needs of secondary learning
disabled students has made this service model ev-, more attractive.

Fourteen full- and part-time resource teachers and two aides are

employed to run the LSRRs in 12 of the 21 component LEAs with a teacher-pupil
ratio of 1:17.5; however, at any one time, teachers typically work with
students indlvidually. In addition, four of the LEAs have established
their own resource programs, with initial assistance from the ASA. The

remaining four LEAs arrange transportation for their handicapped studer+s
to adjacent LEAr that house their own or ASA programs. The Team Leader

1The number 41 includes, in addition to the 35 ASA teachers shown in

Table 5, other teachers not located in LEA facilities and thus not
listed in the table.
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Table 6

BASIC DATA POUT ASA SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Program Moinstreemed

or
Self - Contained?

Pupil Enrollments Class-
rooms

Personnel Ratios

Elio Jr. NI Sr. N1. Total rowners Aides P/T /A

Learning ltratesles

&mums Ammo

ItIMUSO

N 105 31 210 16 i4 2 175 15.0

Individually Paced

Basic Academic
Program lEMM/L0)

SC/N 57 it II 124 17 6 10 8.5 S 2

Indlvidmsl Academic

Program Emphasising

&Maoism' Adjust-

ment ROI

SC' 15 S 4 76 4 4 3 7 4

Basle tits Skills

(he)

SC 10 a 14 32 3 S 2 6.4 4 6

Functional Life

Stalls (Sip)
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f.-

2 2 3 4 6 i 8
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(the Master Teacher) consults with ASA and LEA resource teachers, but

supervises only the ASA resource teachers. In parallel fashion, the
Special Education Director evaluates only the ASA resource teachers.
LEA administrators evaluate LEA resource '.'z.!achers.

The ASA's LSRR model is 4pical of the resource room model nationally,

as are the advantages and disak:.antages "Iplicit in the model. Students

spend at least half of the day in regular classrooms and may spend as

much as 80 percen` of the week in regular education programs. In a few

cases instructional focus at the elementary level centers on basic

skills remediation; while at the secondary level, resource teachers
devote much of their time to tutoring students in their regular curric-

ulum subjects. As such, some instructional approaches are no consistent

with what the name of the program, Learning Strategies Resou ,e Room,

implies. However, many of the LSRR programs do abide by the "strategies"

apprach as has been advocated of late in the literature--especially for

secondary students who, many believe, need to learn how to learn rather

they receive more of the in terms of remedial OF-Tutorial instruction.

Commensurate with the resource model, of course, is mainstreaming- -
the practice of placing mildly handicapped students in the regular
c'assroom, ostensibly facilitating instructional and social integration

with their nonhandicapped peers. As in any school organization, the
Foothills resource teachers report both advantages and disadvantages in

the model's implementation. Instructional and social integration can
improve a student's self-image and social competence. This advantage is

reported not Oh y by ASA teachers, but by proponents of mainstreaming

across the country. However, as many of the ASA teachers told us, this
socialization advantage is predicated on the degree to which regular and
special educators communicate; when their respective interests anu
programmatic activities are at loggerheads, a number of outcomes result- -

all disadvantages so far as the welfare of the mainstreamed student is

concerned.

Generally, an obvious disadvantage can be a disjointed program in
which the student does little in the resource room that relates to the

regular class, and thus is put in a situation some call "dumping"- -

mainstreaming for the sake of the requirement that the student spend a

portion of time in the regular class. In these cases, regular classroom

teachers resent the student's presence and special education teachers
resent regular classroom teachers. From the student's perspective, an
overwhelming, incomprehensible, no-win situation results.

However, the smallness of many of the Foothills LEAs actually
red:Ices the likelihood of such a dire situation. In most cases, both

regular educators vid special educators are aware of the concerns each

brings to bear on the mainstreaming issue. Regular teachers perceive
themselves as lacking the skills to work and cope with handicapped

students, even given the national and local emphasis on staff development.
Special education teachers know they are the ones upon whom the onus

lies to open channels of communication. Yet even with such awareness,
neither camp is fully able to bring about a resource room model that
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works in practice the way it was intended. Is it possible that the

"mandate" ofrealAnElluOlosuiLlii44gtu2LJ2HucLIE
ITIFEWTEFfil.egrat6 s en s success u y.

ht10:1JALLLILIELILEEILIDLUMEL. The IP-BAPs are U.12 of
four c5f--617.7c1)iypitaine4cTe in compliance with

Regulation 77. The idea behind these self-contained programs and the
LSRR described above is to maximize the continuum of services available

to handicapped students. Although most students placed In IP-BAPs are
diagnosed as mildly mentally retarded, the IP-BAPs, like the LSRRs,

technically are non-categorical. Students placed in IP-BAPs, regardless
of their diagnostic classification, must be deemed by the staffing

committee in their home LEA as needing full-time instruction in a special

education classroom.

Sixteen full- and part-time ASA teachers along with 10 aides comprise

the two IP-BAP teams, each led by an ASA school psychologist. These

personnel provide direct instructional services to 136 students in 17
classrooms, including one classroom each at the two occupational centers

and 15 in seven LEAs. One of the teachers has two classrooms: he

teaches at the Brownsville LEA in the morning and the Whitman Occupational

Center in the afternoon. None of the LEAs provides its own program;

four LEAs transport students to adjacent LEAs with IP-BAPs. The teacher-
pupil ratio is approximately 1:8; and the adult-pupil ratio (including

aides) is approximately 1:5. The limit wit.in Regulation 77 is 1:12.

Thus, in terms of real numbers, ASA staff-student ratios are more than
wcceptable.'

IP-BAP instruction is geared toward basic academic and social

skills. Teachers emphasize reading, mathematics, language, and career/

vocational skills all in the self-contained setting. Often, they arrange

on an individual basis for students to attend r"ISiC, homemaking, shop,
art, physical education, and library, as well as some academic activities

with their nonhandicapped peers.

Thus, the IP-BAP classrooms are intended to provide students with
self-contained instruction and require no regular classroom instruction

in academic areas. However, some mainstreaming does take

place. One ASA staffer indicated that nearly 80 percent of the IP-BAP

students do receive mainstreamed instruction in at least one academic

subject area.

One would expect fewer problems with this self-contained model,

however. It does not require academic mainstreaming, and hence regular
teachers are not put in the position of working with students whose
learning needs they perceive as beyond their own instructional expertise.
Iistead, in the case of t1'e IP-BAP program, regular and special educators
are brought together out of choice. Although the special educator still

-1 some local programs" erve a total of more than 17 stuaents by arranging

part-time placements so that a given teacher works with more than 12

students during the school day, yet no more than 12 at one time.
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must open the door, he or she does so with a key, not a mandate. One

regular classroom teacher added that the onus is not completely on the
special educator. She indicated that the significant factors predicting
the success of a mainstreamed student revolve around the regular educator's

"sensitivity, tolerance, and eguiWrium."

Individual Academic Programs Emphasizing Behavioral Adjustment.
IAP-BAs are the second type of self-contained classroom. Operationally,

they tend to include students labeled emotionally disturbed or behavior-
ally disordered. Four teachers and three aides work with 28 students it
four locations, three of which are in the largest LEA. The teacher-pupil
ratio, 1:7, is within the limit of 1:10 set by Replation T. The

adult-pupil ratio is 1:4. No LEA operates its own IAP-BA program.

There are two primary-level programs, one intermediate, and one secondary

program. The student's home LEA arranges for his/her transportation to
the class appropriate to hisiher age.

Programmatically, emphasis is placed on acaCqmic instruction that

parallels that of the regul- curriculum. Students for whom all of the

usual attempts at behavior management have been exhausted typically are

referred for possible sof:dal education services, And, diagnosed as
emotionally handicapped, these students are placed in the IAP-BA program.

The low teacher-pupil ratio is designed to permit intensive remediation
of behavioral problems and, more importantly, the teaching of new behaviors

that reflect more appropriate self-expression.

One of the IAP-BA teachers indicated that although the class size

limit is 10, five is an optimal class size. These are students, according

tt. tt teacher, who have been through the discipline mill, and the
students' home districts believe they need a "special environment."
Thus, some administrators apparently consider the program one of "confine-

ment" rather than promise.

Yet, the management of mainstream experiences depnds upon student

needs and teacher variables. Within a climate of cooperation IAP-BA
teachers carefully orchestrate mainstreaming arrangements. In some

cases, mainstreaming is used as a reward for good behavior. One of the

five students in the secondary program is mainstreamed in a regular

Earth Science class.

The Special Educati,m Director acts as the rAP-BA Team Leader, and
although he spends less time than he would like in his Team Leader role,
the Director has been able to increase his "drrp-in" visits and consultation

activities with the IAP-"4 teachers.

Basic Lire Skills and Functional Life Skills. The Master Teacher

serves as the Team Leader for the BLS and ELS programsthe tti;rd and
fourth types of self-contained programs. BLS aid FLS programs serve
moderately retarded and severely multiply handicapped students, respec-

tively.

The BLS program serves 32 students in three locations: at the

Palmer Center, a community building in Brownsville; at the Carlton LEA;

and at Mt. Pleasant, a self-contained school in the Lafayette LEA. Five
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teachers and two aides run the programs, resulting 4n a teacher-pupil
ratio of a little over 1:6 and an adult pupil ratio of 1:4.6--the latter

under Regulation 77's requirement of 1:12. The FLS program serves nine
students with two teachers and three aides. One FLS program is located

at the Lakeside School, he other at the Spring School. The resultant
1:4,5 teacher-pupil ratio and 1:1.8 adult-pupil ratio are under the
required 1:5, All BLS and FLS programs are self-contained.

The BLS program stresses oasic rudiments of arithmetic and survival
vocabulary skills as well as social and self-help skills. Secondary
level students receive pre-sheltered and sheltered workshop experiences

through ASA and ARC collaborative programs. The research team visi4
one BLS classroom in which the students were engaged in purposeful
object sorting and assembly activities. The teacher indicated that

although many of these tasks are preparatory, she occasionally can get a
contract from a local business for piece work.

The FLS program stresses basic self-care skills and self-initiated
communication. The severity of the students' handicaps are often com-
pounded by physical disabilities such as cerebral palsy and spina bifida.

Support services in the way of occupational therapists and physical
therapists are available from a regional hospital when needed; however,
the ASA does not employ full-time physical or occupational therapists.

Support Services for Hancicapped Students

blipport services provided by the ASA include: (a) school psycho-

logic?1 services, (b) an itinerant teacher of the v ally impaired, (c)
speech/language and hearing services, and (d) trains, and consultation
for ASA staff, LEA staff, parents, and Board of Education members,
provided by the Special Education Training and Resource Center housed at
the ASA.

School Psychological Services. Three of the LEAs hire the'r own
school psychologists. The rest share the services of twc of the seven

ASA school psychologists. The primary responsibility of these individuals
is to conduct psycho-educational testing, ustally as a result of a
referral. As will be described later in this section, the psychologist
provides the necessary data from psychological tests that the staffing
committees use in determining whether to place a studenl. in a :pecial
education program and, if so, which one. In addition, the psychologist

functions as a resource for teachers, suggesting management and instruc-
tional techniques in much the same manner as the Master Teacher.

ietafttthItinerantTeactleVisuallImiaired. The itinerant teacher
of thiVT§LiiiiUOTiTff-WWWW!Oire-ft---

a. Interpreting the needs of the children to school ariministra-

tors, nurses, teachers, and parents.

b. Scheduling and conducting instructional cessions with consi-
deration toward the needs and capacities of the child within
the framework o4 state law and regulations and ASA policies,
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c. Using special materials, equipment ana aids made necessary by
the child's handicapping condition, teaching the specific
skills needed to effectively use these special materials,

equipment, and aids.

d. Developing Individual Educational Plans for each student.

Students with whom the itinerant teacher works are those wiv, me
one of the two following criteria as specified in Regulation 77:

a. Visually Impaired - a legally blind child with a visual capa-
city of 20/200 or less in the better eye with the best correc-

tion, or a field of vision restricted to a 20 degree arc.

b. Partially Sighted - a child whose visual acuity in the better

eye with best correction ranges between 20/70 and 20/200,
including those children who can still function capably with
their residual vision and Who have a medically indicated

visual loss or a recurring serious medical eye problem affect-
ing acuity and operable eye diseases.

Si-ectiLlilia.eat__.idHearirvices. Most LEAs share ASA speech/
languAithieWitT:---TWWFR1FaifF-Wth speech impaired students from
two to five times a week for 30 minute sessions. Like speech impaired
students, hearing impaired students are placed in regular programs and
receive support services from specialists hired according to needs by
LEAs. The ASA has no hearing specialists on board.

Special Education Training and Resource Center

Staff development through inservice training and the Jissemination
of resources is provided by the Special Education Trainin and Resource

Center (SETRC). This SETRC is one of a state-wide network of 51 Centers
funded by the state's Bureau of Program Development (Office for Education

of Children with Handicapping Conditiors). The idea and concept for the

project emerged from the original Instructional Materials Center network

in the state. In operation for a little over 10 years, SETRC's budget
is devoted largely to training "decision-makers," that is, administrators,
staffing committee members, hearing officers, and board members; and
Service providers, that is, regular and special teachers and parents.

SETRC services include:

a. Trainin - Workshops are offered on a variety of topics

inc uding sign language, advocacy, behavior management, Ic-s
and regulations, learning and teEzhing styles, and

mainstreaming of handicapped children.

b. Library - A library of instructional materials, professional
resources, and resources for parents, is maintained.

c. Consultation - Consultative services include: special educa-

tion and related services available locally for the handicap-
ped, effective cut-ricula, information about computer search

requests, and current laws arl regulations.



d. Information Dissemination - SETRC distributes a bi-monthly
newsletter, brochures, newsbriefs, and copies of state laws

and regulations. Materials are sent to individuals upon

req.est.

SETRC personnel at the state level train decision makers to better
implement the te-ets of Regulation 77 with respect to the staffing of

students, due process, and placement practices. Decision makers receive
direct taming, that is, they are trained directly by the state level

SETRC staff.

From the state level SETRC perspective, l,, ^'-al service providers

(teachers, parents) receive "indirect" training. Here, local SETRC

staff use content and material developed by the state level SETRC office

to conduct the training. Thus, locals are trained "indirectly" by the
state level SETRC office via the local SETRC staff. Local SETRC staff

are trained by state level staff to deliver the prepackaged content.

Essentially, training needs are established at two levels: state

and local. Of the nine Foothills SETRC training objectives, seven are
mandated statewide needs, while two are locally-based. From the state-

wide perspectiye, regular education inservice needs are comprised of the

perfunctory "knowledge, skills, and attitudes." Yet, as one state
department official told us, "attitudes" are the key need in terms of

regular educators' contributions to special education.

Most of the training is done through instructional modules developed

by the state SETRC office. An exemplar module wo.ld include printed
materials pertinent to the topic, as well as a resource bibliography cf
materials and resources available in the local SETRC library.

SETRC and local colleges collaborate to provide training. The

colleges provide professors, facilities, and credit; SETRC, the content

and technical assistance. Studer s pay tuition on a credit hour basis.

Credit is available on an inservice basis, i.e., credit toward graduates
salary steps, or on an access basis, i.e., for anyone interested.

Recently, the SETRC network has taken on a new task. An interest-

ing deployment/training problem has arisen over the past several years
with respect to teachers of visually impaired and hearing impaired

youngsters. In the past,- these students wem served at state residential

schools. The respective populations, however, tended to be high-func-
tioning (i.e., average or bright students who happened to have a sensory

disability). Lower-functioning students with visual and hearing disabili-

ties (i.e., multiply handicapped; Lically, moderately to severely
mentally retarded with concomitant visual and/or hearing handicaps) were

housed at state facilities for the mentally retarded. With the advent of
deinstitutionalization, Regulation 77, and P.L. 94-142, both the low-and
high-functioning populations have taken a step closer to the mainstream:
high-functioning visually impaired and hearing impaired students are now
served in their local districts and low-functioning students have been
moved from state residential facilities for the mentally retarded to the

state schools for the visually impaired and hearing impaired, respectively.

Thus, we find 3 classic example of existing expertise located in the
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wrong place. Teachers at the state schodls for the visually impaired and

hearing impaired, who have the skills to teach high-functioning students,
no longer work with them. Instead, they now teach low-functioning

students for whom they lack the necessary skills and experience. And,

from the state's perspective, local districts are lacking the expertise
and experience to work with the high-functioning students for wham they

are now responsible. The state office for Education of Children with

Handicapping Conditions is aware of the problem and is developing a plan

to prepare the teachers at the state schools to work with multiply
handicapped visually and hearing impaired students, while at the same

time, train teachers in the local districts to work with high-functioning
sensorily impaired youngsters. It is projected that the SETRC network

will play a major role in orchestrating the necessary training.

Personnel Configuration

The personnel comprising the ASA special education unit are: the

Director of Special Education, the Master Teacher, 14 full- or part-time

resource teachers, 27 full- and part-time self-contained classroom

teacners, one itinerant teacher of the visually impaired, twc tr;hool

psychologists, 11 speech/language therapists, and 20 full- or part-time

teacher aides.

The work of the unit is carried out primarily by give teams define...

by the programs each team provides. The director heads the team of four

teachers who work with emotionally disturbed students; while the Master
Teacher, who works out of the ASA 's central office in Brownsville, heads

two teams: one comprised of 14 resource teachers, and the other of five

teachers of trainable mentally retarded (TMR) and two teachers of severely-

.ultiply handicapped (SMH) students. The two remaining teams are each

comprised of eight teachers of educable mentally retarded (EMR) students.

Each is headea by an ASA school psychologist.

Each team meets two to four times a month to plan activities and

once a month with all other teams to discuss on-going curriculum projects,
diagnostic practices, and long- and sheet -term problems encountered in

delivering services. Team leaders meet once a week with tree Special

Education Director. It appears that the rocess of regular get-togethers
overshadows any specific outcome of team mee ngs. Organizationally the

teams are informal and no activities are actually required from an

organizational point of view. The teams are the Director's brain child;
they are designed to racilitate communication and indirectly boost
quality rather than to pursue formal organizational goals. From the

standpoint of continuity of curricula and the facilitation of on-going
communications, most to -:hers believe the team concept works well.

Master Teacher

Among the responsibilities of the Master Teacher are the following:

a. bi-weekly visits to each classroom;

b. training e teacher aides;
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c. curriculum development;

d. professional development of NJA teachers, including the diag-
nostic observation of the teachers and on-site training involving
consultation and modeling;

e. substitute teaching.

While she is not an evaluator, the Master Teacher does hell teachers
improve on their techniques and, thus, serves as a valuable "esource. As

she makes her rounds, the Master Teacher will note through structured
observations any weaknesses particular teachers may demonstrate. In

many cases, simple verbal prompts on her part ameliorate thP problem.

Sometimes, she models the appropriate teaching techniques. In other

instances she will arrange to substitute for a day so the classroom
teacher can observe another teacher, although logistical and distance

factors sometimes get in the way. Most of the teachers agree that when
they ask for help this method of skill refinement has been advantageous

to them. The Master Teacher is well liked and her personality as well

as her knowledge serve to make this arrangement effective.

By the time the Director conducts the formal evaluation of a teacher,

these "front-end" procedures should have taken place. The Director
holds the Master Teacher responsible, whether he observes exemplary or
deficit teaching. If the Master Teacher is unsuccessful in improving a
teacher's skills, the Director then consults with the teacher in an
effort to improve his or her performance.

Other ASA Services

We've mentioned that, organizationally, the ASA comprises three

service areas: special education, occupational education and the CRSE
(educational communications). Following is a description of the occupa-
tional education and rural supplementary education services insofar as
they impinge on special education.

Occupational Education

There are two locally-supported occupational education centers in
the Foothills Service area, one in Hendrixson, the other in Whitman;
both serve nandicapped students. Pre-vocational and vocational preparation
are offered in the following areas: (a) agricultural mechanics, (o)
automobile mechanics, (c) building construction, (d) conservation, (e)
food services, (f) health services, and (g) office occupatiors. The

wajor program goal is employability for students--nonhandicapped and
handicapped alike.

In the vernacular of the occupational education program, handicapped
students am refer..ed to as students with "special needs." High function-

ing special needs students (secondary EMR students) are placed in one of
two program options: the Diversified Occupational Program or the Multi-
Occupational Program. The latter stresses a "mainstreaming" approach in

which about 15-20 percent of these high functioning special needs students
in occupational education programs are fully integrated into the regular
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occupational programs listed above. The former is more restrictive, yet
also involves some integration. In this Diversified Occupational Program,

the remaining 80-85 percent of the handicapped students are exposed to
as many of the occupational programs as is logistically feasible. While

the Diversified Occupational Program stresses exposure to a variety of

work settings, the Multi-Occupational Program provides handicapped
students with more intense regular occupational training.

Lower functioning (TMR) students are provided services that involve
a collaborative arrangement between the ASA's occupational and special
education areas. Essentially, ASA special education teachers at the

Whitman Occupational Education Center work with moderately handicapped
students in pre-sheltered workshops preparing students for later shelf- red
workshop placement. Although many of the work activities are, as one

teacher put it, "busy work," the teachers are able to arrange some piece
work for pay. Either way, the major prcirammatic emphases are work
habits and social skills.

Rural Supplementary Education

In 1968, the ASA was funded under Title III of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act to create the Center for Rural Supplementary
Education (CRSE) through which usage of educational media was to be

developed and stimulated. Special education came to the forefront in
the early '70s relative to ASA priorities. However, community priori-
ties cortinue to hold occupational education in first place. Thus, the

CRSE ranks third among the three program thrusts of the ASA. This fact,
however, does not negate the importance nor the excitement that are
imputed current CRSE activities.

The CRSE conducts a number of service delivery activities under the
auspices of the ASA, in addition to its historic mission, i.e., films
and film services. In the last decade CRSE has developed services
involving educational communications. Educational TV programs are

distributed via closed circuit to participating LEAs. Through open
channels, educational television serves 14 communities. Of late, the
CRSE has begun applications cf microcomputer technology to educational
service delivery.

Educational films/film services. The ASA through its CRSE colla-
borates with nine other ASAP in the northwestern tier of the state to

maintain a film library. This collaborative arrangement provides access
for the ASA's 20 component districts to over 1600 films, many more than

any one ASA could provide alone. Upon request, the CRSE's van delivers
ind retrieves films and other media from the schools each day.

Educational communications. The backbone of the educational TV
servfaTIMPR5,75iFREETTIs ASA is the TV translator system and
its towers (no fewer than 19) that serve 14 communities as well as
transmit programs to local school districts. This translator system is

technology's answer to one of rural America's frequently cited barriers:
terrain. The translator redirects the typical straightline TV signal so
that it literally can climb and descend the mountains. In addition,

certain ASA-based prurlms are fed to the local districts. These include:
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"Brain Games," a quiz program similar to the General Electric College
Bowl in which local students represent their schools in competition with
one another; "What's Up Doc?", an ASA editorial program in which the ASA

director (who has a Ph.D. and hence qualifies as "Doc") gives periodic
updates about the ASA, its programs, and its current activities; and
"Mountain Update," a news program anchored and reported by local students.

The 'What's Up Doc?" program probably is as useful to the ASA Director
as much as any other mode in communicating with local agencies. And

while superintendents in the past haven't exactly curled up in front of

the fire to watch "What's Up Doc?", they have begun watching it after
hearing about the other two shows from students in unpredictable ways
such as in hallway conversations, and the like. One of the by-products

of these other two shows is the identity they foster for the LEAs whose
students participate.

Microcomputer applications. ASA personnel are just beginning to
develcp instructional applications of the burgeoning microcomputer

industry. Administratively, this ASA has already incorporated these
computers into the paperwork management system. However, with respect

to instructional applications, hardware capacity and availability seem
to have outrun the necessary software.

Identification and Processing of Handicapped Students

The process of identifying and processing students believed to be

handicapped, or who qualify as such, is engineered by a standing Committee
on the Handicapped (COH), one of which exists in each of the 21 LEAs.
It's composition is standard: principal (assistant superintendent),
psychologist, guidance counselor, referring teacher, special education
teacher, parent, and physician. Typically, an actual meeting does not
include all of these individuals. The COH finds it easier to involve
parents of elementary students than parents of secondary students.
Overall, about half of the parents attend the Phase I and Phase II
components of the process. Each LEA, however, appoints as a standing
member a parent who will represent the interests of the particular

handicapped student and his/her parents. Thus, the representation of a
parental perspective is ensured indirectly. If requested, the school
nurse serves in lieu of the physician. In certain cases, and given 72
hours' prior notice, an LEA can arrange for a physician to attend. But

in the main, his/her presence on the docket is one of paper-compliance
rather than actual attendance.

Typically the guidance counselor, psychologist, or resource room
teacher serves as the chairperson of the COH.

Regulation 77 requires that the development of the Individualized
Educational Program 1--1) be carried out in two phases, the first of
which places the COH olairperson in the leadership role. In Phase I,
the COH determines (a) the need for special education, (b) the most
appropriate special education program, and (c) the personnel and/or
agency(ies) responsible. For example, upon the COH's determination of
the existence of a handicapping condition, its Phase I staffing sets
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forth the learning needs of the student_and recommends placement in one

of the program options: learning strategies resource room, or one of

the four self-contained classroom arrangements.

Although it may be clear on the basis of intelligence testing and
adaptive behavior data that a student has a high likelihood of being
mildly retarded, the specification of programming (i.e., self-contained

vs. resource classroom) ideally should be based on specific academic and
social strengths and weaknesses and not the EMR label 2E; se. Under the

precursor law guidelines, Phase I staffing decisions were more cut and

dried. For example, if a student exhibited school-related behaviors
leading to the label: learning disabilities, s/he would be placed in a

resource program. However, Regulation 77 requires the COH to consider

four broad criteria relative to a subsequent program placement: (a)

academic achievement, (b) social development, (c) physical development,
and (d) behavinr and physical management needs. Programming depends

less on the diagnostic label than on the student's relative strengths
and weaknesses acro;s these criteria.

The IEP's development is then continued in Phase II and is the
responsibility of the special education teacher. At this point, the

special education teacher, the parent, and, if appropriate, the regular

classroom teacher, develop short-term objectives, subordinate behavioral
objectives, and day-to-day lesson plans based upon the educational needs

and goals specified during Phase I. Schedules and procedures for short-term

evaluation are specified. The IEP as a whole is reviewed annually and
re-evaluations of the student by the local COH must be conducted every

three years.

Following are summaries of the Regulation 77 referral and placement

policies implemented locally. Also included are due process steps set

forth in state policy for the protec-ion of the handicapped student, and
his or her parents.

Referral and Admission of pu pils Into Special Education Pro gams

Referral of a student susp-cted of having a handicapping condition

is initiated through a written referral, usually on the part of a regular

classroom teacher, to the COH. No more than five days after the referral,

the COH chairperson met notify the student's parent who then must give

the COH written consent to conduct a pre-placement evaluation.

Pre-placement Evaluation. After consent has been given, the COH

gathers existing physical and psychological information, a social case

history, current immunization and metication records, and academic

achievement information. Upon collection and review of these items, the

COH determines if or wat additional data are needed and whether the
home LEA or the ASA could provide the appropriate program should such

services be necessary. If further evaluation is needed, the COH again

requests written consent from the parent.

Evaluation and Placement. Given that consent, the COH arranges foe

the necessary evaluations, and based on their results, determines provi-

sionally whether or not a handicapping condition exists. If, in the
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opinion of the COH, a handicapping condition exists, the parent is sent
a written invitation and cortacted by phone by the C0H chairperson to

attend Phase I of the IEP process. Both parents are asked to meet with
the CON to discuss the evaluation, long-term goals and objectives, and
the program options. The C0H then recommends the appropriate placement
to the LEA School Board. At this juncture Phase I of the IEP has been

completed. Its steps and those of Phase II are summarized below.

Development of the Individualized Education Program

The process of developing IEPs for handicapped students is sequenced
according to the following steps:

a. Referral of a pupil thought to be educationally handicapped to

the COH;

b. Evaluation of a pupil by the school psychologist to determine

eligibility, classification, and educational needs;

c. Recommendation by the Committee on the Handicapped to the

Board of Education for the provision of special education
programs and services to the pur-'1 (IEP-Phase I);

u. Arrangement for the pupil's entrance and continued assessment
in the recommended educational settings;

e. A Planning Conference for the completion of the IEP (IEP-Phase

II);

f. IEP Implementation and Annual Review.

Three stages in the sequence of events must be completed within 30

school days each:

a. The time period from the date a referral is received by the

district to the C0H's recommendation for the particular special
education program may not exceed 30 school days.

b. The time period from the date of the C0H's recommendations to
the Board of Education to the date upon which special programs
and services begin may not ex-Red 30 school days.

c. The time period from the date of the child's entry into special
education to the completion of Phase II of the IEP in a planning

conference may not exceed 30 school days.

Phase I of the IEP forms the basis for the COH's recommendation to

the LEA Board for program placement for a student with a handicapping
condition. Within 30 days after referral, the following components must

be specified:

a. Present Levels of Educational Performance relative to:
I. Achievement/Learning Rate.

2. Social Development.
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3. Physical Development.
4. Management Needs in the Classroom.

b. Diagnostic Classification (LD, EMR, etc).

c. Annual Goals.

d. Special Programs and Services: Extent of participation in

regular and occupational education, where appropriate.

e. Special Class Size, if appropriate.

f. Specialized or Adapted Equipment.

g. Alternative Testing Techniques.

h. Projected date for initiation of services, amount of time per
day and date for review of pupil's status.

During the next 30 days: (a) the Board of Education acts upon the
recommendation of the COH, (b) Phase I of the IEP and other information
relevant to program preparation for the child are transmitted to the
designated special education teacher, (c) parental consent for the
initial provision of special education is sought by the COH, and (d) the

student enters the recommended program for continued assessment and
evaluation pertinent to the development of Phase II of. the IEP.

During the final 30 days: (a) the student has begun to receive the
approved special education progrems and services, (b) the personnel
providing special education asses.; the specific instructional needs of

the pupil in the class, (c) the planning conference is conducted to
complete Phase II, and (d) the IEP, with Phase II completed, is for-
warded to the COH.

Phase II of the IEP is developed at a planning conference conducted

within 30 days of the time a student enters a special education program
and is reviewed at least once a year thereafter. The Phase II written
document is based upon the Phase I long-term goals and objectives and

includes: (a) a statement regarding short-term instructional or beha-
vioral objectives, consistent with annual goals, and (b) appropriate
objective criteria, evaluation procedures and schedules for determining

if objectives are being met. The teachers who provide the special
education bear the responsibility for generating these objectives and
criteria. In the case of occupational education services, the special
education teachers at the two occupational education centers prepare

Phase II of the IEP insofar as academic work is concerned.

The home LEA's COH must afford all parties the opportunity to
participate in the planning conference. If the parent or other parties
at the conference need an interpreter, the district must provide one.
There is no requirement in statute or regulation for a parent's signature

on the IEP document. This ASA, however, does require that parents sign
a form documenting their participation at the Phase II planning conference.

The conference may be conducted without the parent present; however, the
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parents must be notified five days in advance of their opportunity to
attend the conference. If it is not possible for the parent(s) to
attend, other alternatives such as individual or conference telephone
discussions must be attempted.

Review

The annual review is view of the status of each student identi-
fied as having a handicapp j condition, conducted by the COH at least
once each year for the purpose of recommending continuation, change, or
termination of the existing program. The projected date of the review
of the students need for services is designated in Phase I of the IEP.
It is the date on which a COH plans to review the student's status,

barring any unforeseen circumstances which might require a change in the
date of review.

Parent Participation and Procedures Ensuring Their Right to Due Process

Because of the general history of the lack of parent participation
in the referral, identification, and IEP development processes, the SEA
established stringent parental participation requirements. Essentially,
the COH is responsible for ensuring that the parent:

a. Is notified of the referral;

b. Is contacted in the event of questions or a need for more
information;

c. Decides whether or not to give written consent for the
preplacement evaluation if the child is being evaluated for
the first time;

d. Decides whether or not to request the physician's attendance

at the COH meeting at which the child is discussed; and that
the request is made in accordance with district procedures;

e. Participates in the COH meeting by providing information about

the child;

f. Is notified of the COH recommendation to the LEA Board of

Education;

g. Reads the notice of he Committee's recommendation and
contacts the COH for answers to questions or further
information;

h. Is notified of the Board's approval of the Ceti recommendation;

i. Decides whether or not to give written ccosent so that the
child can receive special education services;

j. Is notified of the Phase II planning conference whicn is held

at a mutually agreeable date, time am; place;
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k. Participates in the IEP Phase II planning conference.

At the outset of the referral process, the parent must be notified
in writing that evaluative information is being sought. This notice, as

mentioned, must be sent within five days of the COH's receipt of a
referral and must include:

a. A description of the proposed evaluation and the uses to be

made of the information.

b. A request for parental consent for such evaluation.

c. A statement of the parents' right to request the presence of

the school physician at the COH meeting at which their child
will be discussed.

d. The date, time and location of the mee44ng at which the parent
may participate in the development of IEP Phase I.

e. A statement of the right to be accompanied at the COH meeting
by such individuals as the parent may desire including an
attorney.

The parent must also be notified of the COH recommendation for
special education program, placement and/or services. This notice must:

a. Describe the recommendation in detail.

b. Specify the test or reports upon which the recommendation is
based.

c. State that the school files, records and reports pertaining to
the pupil will be available to the parent for inspection and
interpretation.

d. Describe in detail the right to obtain a hearing if there are
objections to the recommendations.

e. Indicate that the parent or legal guardian shall be afforded

an opportunity to obtain an independent evaluation and include
names, addresses and telephone numbers of appropriate public
and private agencies where such services may be obtained.

f. Indicate that the parent or guardian may be able to obtain
free or low-cost legal or other relevant services, at no
expense to the district, and include names, addresses and
telephone numbers of such services.

g. Indicate that while any proceedings are pending, unless other-

wise agreed upon, the pupil shall remain in the current place-
ment.
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h. Request parental consent to the provision of special programs
and services for pupils entering special education for te

first time.

The parents must also be notified prior to the Phase II-IEP planning
conference and the annual review, and of the final LEA Board the COH
recommendation.

Even with such an elaborate mechanism, about half of the handicapped
students' parents invited to participate do not. According to one

parent, the ASA, through the COH members employed by them (usually the
psychologist and special education teacher), makes every effort to
apprise parents that hell) for their children depends largely on their

participation i:.- the process. These efforts, including home visits, are
laudable; but, in general, parents participate in progrdmmatic matters

at a less than desirable rate. Many factors influence the overall
degree of parent participation. These include the particular phase of

the IEP that is being developed. Usually there is more participation in

Phase II. Also, the LEA itself is an influence since some have historically
had better contact with parents than have others. In any event, the

COH, like the IEP committees in other states, itself, can initiate
procedural due process by requesting a hearing. According to one of the

ASA's school psychologists and the Special Education Director, there
have been three impartial hearings requested during their tenures with
the agency; all have been initiated by parents.

Staffing of Handicapped Students in the Occupational Education Program

An "interface committee," comprised of the special and occupational
education teachers, the principal of the particular occupational center,
and a team leader, is formed for each special education student to

facilitate his/her progress through the occupational program.

Staffing procedures related to pre-vocational and vocational educa-

tion for handicapped students involve the coordinated work of the inter-
face committee and the LEA-based COH. This is usually accomplished by a

liaison person who smoothes the communication between the committees and
amplifies the programmatic goals of the IEP within the vocational setting.
Typically this liaison person is the team leader or the special education
teacher at one of the two occupational centers.

The Context of Collaborative Relationships

In this state, 70 to 80 percent of the people live on 5 to 10

percent of the and area. The remaining 20 to 30 percent of the popula-
tion is dispersed over the remaining 90 to 95 percent of the land. In

the years preceding the development and inception of the ASA concept
there were no comprehensive state-wide services. Educational service

equity was evidently lacking. In those areas where particular effects
of inequities were intolerable, school consolidations resulted.

Following the establishment of ASAs in 1948, local schools saw the
possibility for an organizational solution to the demands for educational

services that were equitably distributed. However, services particularly



addressed to the handicapped were delayed for another 25 years. By the

time the precursor to Regulation 77 was paSsed by the state legislature
in 1974, non-metropolitan schools had responded sporadically and incon-

sistently to the needs of these children and youth. In areas where
strong advocacy was present, responses were more frequent and substantive.
During 1974, the state's precursor legislation took hold and local
responses became more consistent--and more dependent on ASAs. The press

for collaborative action grew.

There are of course a variety of incentives and disincentives for
such cooperation. The major incentive is clearly fiscal. While some of

the member LEAs in the Foothills ASA lave moved to operate their own
programs (usually with original stimulation and assistance from the

ASA), most local superintendents are convinced that it is cheaper for
the ASA to develop and maintain a program than for individual LEAs to do
so (although they would probably argue that LEA-maintained programs
would be as good). A further major incentive is the press coming from
the SEA for collaboration, a force that can be easily channeled and

focused because of the dual nature of the ASA Director/District Superin-
terdent post. The SEA is charged to monitor the special education
programs of the LEAs, and, given the organizational arrangement or

coterminous ASAs and state supervisory districts, it seems clear that
the LEA is more likely to be found in compliance if the ASA provides its
students with special education services than if it provides those

services itself. Thus, both fiscal and political incentives for colla-
boration are strong.

On the other hand, the LEA also has some good reasons for remaining

outside the ASA structure. Chief among these is the fear of decreased

local autonomy. History reveals a steady decline in local autonomy, as

for example, because of the press for district consolidation. The ASA

Director indicated that each of the area's towns has its own "ethnic
flavor." He added that the need for identity coupled with the natural

geographic barriers of the region have made past school consolidations
untenable. When churches, post offices, ana other foci for local identity

close, what else is left but the schools? It is likely that some residents

feel that as the school goes, so goes the community.

Another disincentive is the tendency for the local communities to
see then--lves as having been inequitably treated. They feel that the

state's educational policies are unreasonable. The laws seem to demand
equity in the services that must be provided, but are perfectly tolerant

of the differences in local ability to pay for them. Does joining the

ASA help to overcome this inequity? If not, why do it?

ASA special education teachers themsel :es can act as an incentive

or a disincentive for collaboration. Whether they are liked and seen as
effective by their regular colleagues are important factors in the
acceptability of a collaborative arrangement that depends on them. ASA

teachers who are effective, well-liked, and stable members of the com-
munity will be wanted by the local agency, but those who are seen as
ineffective, or who are not well liked or not perceived as stable community
residents, will not. They will be shut out of the building pecking

order. The community will at best be tolerant, and at worst, rejecting
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of them.. As such, ASA teachers can personify the intrusion of a meddling

state department. Eventually these teachers will resign, move, or be
released. In all events, ASA teachers can discourage or enhance colla-

boration. They are the ASA's most visible element.

These incentives and disincentives can interact in a synergistic

way. The needs for autonomy in a given community help to mold local

political issues and resulting school policies. These factors in turn
interact with how ASA 4ecial educators are perceived and treated. And

how special education teachers "read" and respond to the climate created

by these other cultural and political issues in turn influences the
intensity with which those issues are regarded. These are pervasive,
continually changing, symbiotic influences oil the nature of LEAs as
collaborative partners- -among themselves and with the ASA.

LIALASA Relationships

LEA/ASA relationships are characterized by endeavors involving
occupational education, the CRSE, and special education, including its

SETRC project. Because the ASA is competently orchestrated, these
relationships tend to benefit special education by providing quality
educational programming.

Occupational Education. The Whitman and Hendrixson Occupational
Educational Centers se.'ve as sites for the vocational preparation of

students who intend to learn a skill or trade. Nearly 600 students,
handicapped and non-handicapped, of the component LEAs were enrolled at
the two occupational centers and received training during the 1981-82

school year.

CRSE. CRSE provides the LEAs with film and media services as well

as TV programs. This relationship is well entrenched, is supported by
adequate resources, and benefits from ASA collabc tion with nine other

ASAs in the region. CRSE also uses its television production capabilities

to provide viewers in the area with information on programs and facilities

for the handicapped, as well as a child-find mechanism, although the
requirements for such efforts have been rescinded by the state.

Special Education. The relationships between the ASA and the LEAs

are not easily classified. Their nature seems tc depend upon idiosyn-
r:.atic historical and demographic features of the LEAs as much, if not

more, than on more general factors. Several examples will illustrate

the point.

North Snowcourt and the Foothills ASA, 16 miles apart on the map,
have collaborated closely to increase that LEA's feeling of involvement

with the ASA's Learning Strategies Resource Room and the Individually

1This does not imply that no active child-find activities occur.

The school nurse, in his/her role in screening, can refer school-
aged children to the CCH.
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Paced Basic Adademic Program operated there. The North Snowcourt Super-

intendent feels that the programs operated in his LEA by the ASA owe
their high quality to the nature of this collaboration, which is close
and supportive. Yet, despite this close relationship, North Snowcourt
provides none of its own special education services, electing instead to
provide them through the ASA.

The situation in Brownsville, withir whose limits the ASA is itself
located, is different. Here, ownership of the programs has changed
hands several times depending on prevailing economics. The Brownsville

Superintendent wants to run his own resource room when there is a high
enough prevalence of mildly handicapped students to make local operation
economically feasible. When this prevalence decreases, he must draw ire
students from other LEAs in order to maintain the program. Since the

ASA can serve as broker for transportation among several LEAs and provide
materials and supplies, it's more prudent to have them provide the
prograr.

In Georgetown, 8 miles east of Brownsville, yet another situation
obtains. The LEA has decided not to take over the resource room even if
it were to be financially advantaged to do so. Anticipating program
reductions, Georgetown feels that if economic conditions force them to
cut back (a contingency they view as likely), the resource room teacher
is the ASA's responsibility, not Georgetown's. Since ASA teachers enjoy
tenure provisions but Georgetown teachers do not, Georgetown believes it
is safer to allow the ASA to run the classroom.

Thus we see that a variety of very idiosyncratic factors influence
the local decision about whether and how to cooperate with the ASA for

special education services. Some wish to enhance their local feelings
of pride, autonomy, and ownership; some see ASA as a means to balance
fiscal contingencies; some see it as a personnel prctection mechanism.

SETRC. Perhaps the mos.: effective collaborative mechanism is the

SETRC project. While SETRC training workshops deliver content concerning
special education topics, its target audiences are general as well as
special educators, parents as well as professionals, and board members
as well as administrators. In addition, a library is available to all

educator or community residents so long as they have an interest in, or
work with handicapped students. CRSE provides delivery and retrieval of

SETRC materials. The SETRC training specialist provides regular educators
in LEAs with consultation services regarding the mainstreaming of handi-
capped students. Finally, all LEAs receive a bi-monthly newsletter
designed to inform teachers and administrators about the "latest" in the

way of state-level policy and changes in that policy.
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SOME ISSUES OF PARTICULAR CONCERN TO THE ASA

Issues that are problematic to those directly or indirectly invol-
ved with the Foothills ASA are the topic of this section. The major
dimensions of these issues should already be apparent to the reader.
Nevertheless, for the sake of clarity and ready reference, they are
drawn together and discussed in an order not necessarily reflective of
their importance or priority to the Foothills stakeholders. In fact, it

is doubtful if a single priority listing (or even highly correlated
multiple listings) could be agreed upon. Instead, the order in which
the issues below are addressed reflects, in the judgment of the research

team, the degree to wnich the rural nature of the Foothills area impacts
the issue. Thus, the first issues are likely common to any cooperative
agency, while those toward the end of the section are more related to

the rural status of the Foothills ASA.

Stigma

It is not altogether unreasonable to assume that a handicapped

student, once formally identified, becomes victimized by the pejorative
nature of the label itself. There is evidence to indicate that the
label leads to inappropriate inferences on the part of many individuals
about the student and about his or her academic and social capabilities.
Without proper knowledge, these inferences translate into negative
expectations concerning what the student can or cannot do--physically,
mentally, and emotionally. In fact, it is the opinion of some that
these expectations easily can become self-fulfilling when individuals
who hold them come in contact with the handicapped student. This is

stigma; stigma not only associated with the behavioral manifestations of
a handicapping condition, but also with a label itself, regardless of
its behavioral manifestations.

In the Foothills area, patterns of stigma are little different from

those observed anywhere. The more visible or severe the handicap, the
higher the likelihood of stigmatizing effects. Moreover, the less any

handicapping condition is understood, the higher the probability of a
stigmatizing effect.

The Foothills ASA teachers have developed strategies, albeit on a
piecemeal basis, to combat the deleterious effects of stigma on the
attitudes of regular classroom teachers and nonhandicapped students

toward handicapped students. For example, one ASA junior-high level
IP-BAP teacher has devised a means for gradually integrating his EMR
students (who are officially self-contained) into regular junior-high
classes that might be termed "gradualism." For those whose needs can be
met through regular class placement, he begins the process by presenting

a lesson to the regular class--students and teacher--entitled "Under-
standing Yourself, Others, and Those Who are Different." The presenta-
tion is a timely mixture of a lecture and a film. He attempts to increase
the levels of knowledge and awareness of the students and the teachers.

HE assures them both of his availability. As he put it, it's a lot of

"public relations."
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Furthermore, he follows up. During the initial stages of his
student's placement in the regular class, he is in the class with the
student. Gradually, he phases out his presence, yet he maintains his

availability to the teacher and his or her pupils religiously. In some

cases, he continues to maintain his presence in the classroom. He

serves in the role of aide in the art class, for example, just to pro-
vide a link between his own classroom and the art class for three of his
mainstreamed students.

Carlton provides us with another example of local innovation that
results in a lessening of stigma. This second largest LEA in the catchment
area created its own "ungraded primary" (UP) program, which prepares
students for the regular primary grade appropriate for their age. It is

a transition program that serves as a buffer for low achievers who may
not ordinarily succeed in a regular class and who would probably be
identified as EMR and served in an IP-BAP classroom. The ASA neither
encourages nor discourages the program, according to one LEA administrator.
The ASA exists to provide services to many of these children and, according
to this official, probably would rather the LEA let the students be
served by the ASA. "If we didn't have ungraded classes, we'd have to
send some of these students to the ASA's EMR program." The ownership

issue notwithstanding, the Carlton UP program in many cases avoids the
placement of students in a classroom for the handicapped. Ihile such a

circumvention of the identification/placement process might be illegal,

the UP program is certainly consistent with the least restrictive environment
principle in that students avoid the stigmatizing effects of a label,
segregation for at least 60 percent of the day, and the artificial
differentiation for the purpose of quality service delivery that many
believe they receive anyway in the UP program.

In general, the Foothills ASA is not without its share of the
phenwenon called stigma. While it is apparent that the state's push to
"delabel" special education is predicated, in part, on reducing stigma,

we don't see Regulation 77 having much positive impact in this regard,
especially when handicapped students are still labeled for diagnostic

purposes. Reducing the stigma of labeling appears to depend on reaching
people more than enacting laws. Teachers who are creative and resource-
ful enough to take a leadership role in helping all teachers --and all
citizens--to increase their knowledge about handicapping conditions and

about the people who exhibit them appear to be the key.

With its many correlates, stigma presents pervasive problems to all
those concerned with handicapped students, problems which the Foothills
staff must face. Their solution depends on the interpersonal qualities

of the ASA special education teacher, the attitudes of regular education
personnel toward special education, and the nature and quality of on-
going communication between regular and special educators.

Interpersonal Qualities of the Special Education Teacher

For many years, researchers and practitioners have asked the ques-

tion: What makes a good special education teacher? Most have used
atomistic approaches in attempting to find an answer. Competency lists

have been generated and functional analyses of in situ teacher behavior
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have been reported; such llsts and analyses usually stress the interper-

sonal skills the teacher needs to possess. What is missing in many such

studies, however, is a priority ranking of competencies, and, especially,

the import of these interpersonal qualities with respect to effective

teaching.

It is apparent that under Regulation 77 and P.L. 94-142, teacners

in the LSRR and IP-BAP programs need to communicate effectively with

their colleagues in general education. These communication skills are

necessary from two standpoints: the welfare of the mainstreamed students,
and the professional welfare of the special education teachers themselves.

From a nationwide perspective, the state-of-the-art resource room
model achieves somewhat less than satisfactory instruction in the regular
classroom from at least an academic, if not a social, perspective.
Regular classroom teachers of mainstreamed handicapped students simply

do not perceive themselves as skilled enough to meet the day-tc-day
instructional and management demands that are placed upon them. In such

cases, it is crucial for the ASA special education teachers not only to

establish and maintain perfunctory communications in regard to scheduling
and curricular logistics, but also to sympathize, to cajole, and basically,

to act as an instructional resource in the true sense. The bottom line

indeed appears to be that a close relationship is the best facilitator

of communication.

Yet that requirement does not call simply for friendship. Friend-

ship is not always possible, and in certain instances, it is not even

desirable. Some educators believe it best to avoid developing personal
relationships in the professional setting. Short of such relationships,
there are other work-ethic strategies that suffice and, in the process,

benefit the handicapped student. One of the ASA's IP-BAP teachers

succinctly summarised these as: (a) "I make myself available," and (b)

I "go the extra mile." Expanded, these slogans mean that the teacher

needs to be on call during the day and, yes, even in the evening. S/he

needs to frequent the teacher's lounge and banter about, as it were.
S/he needs to visit classrooms in which handicapped students are main-

streamed. Unfortunately, anything short of this level of effort sets

the stage for problems, Cne teacher indicated that there is a tendency

to get "bogged down." According to this teacher, his/her communication

with regular educators suffers because the caseload prevents needed,
on-going consultation, even though an aid is present in the class for at

least a half day.

The special education teacher's professional welfare is also at

stake. It is relatively common to find a two-master situation among

special education teachers working in a cooperative agency. Although

the ASA teachers generally encounter no problems in answering to both

the ASA Director of Special Education and their respective building

principals, a few suffer from less than total support frec their local

administrators. One teacher stated that the presence of ASA-operated
classrooms in some cases leads local administrators to repudiate respon-
sibility for the program, even if the classes are located in their own

buildings. In other words, an administrator might feel that the students
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are ASA students and not his or her own. Thus, the two-master syndrome

is not so much a matter of inconsistency in administration as it is a
failure to exercise leadership.

Given the latter circumstance, the ASA teacher who, on a personal
level, does not harmonize LEA staff is in danger of undermining his
or her own professional welfare. One who feels isolated and alienated

in relation to the local school and its community certainly works under
less than desirable circumstances. Whether or not this teacher resides
in the community and participates in community functions and extra-

curricular school activities could have a bearing on his or her accep-
tance. All of these considerations tend toward one pivotal implication:
the interpersonal qualities of special education teachers play a crucial

role in the success not only of handicapped students, but also of the
teachers themselves.

Attitudes Toward Special Education and Handicapped Students

The attitudes that are held toward special education and toward

handicapped youngsters as individuals -re heavily determinative of the
potentiac for success of programs such as those operated by the ASA.
Three levels of attitude impinge: the community in general, regular

teachers, and nonhandicapped students.

The Community

The community provides the broad attitudinal context withiin which
other attitudes must be formed--the attitudinal matrix, as it 04,-,re. And

in the Foothills area, community attitudes seem to turn largely on the
matter of money, Although there is general acceptance of the need fcr
special education and of the handicapped students themselves, the chink
in the armor of this acceptance is program costs. As one parent of a
handicapped student said, "the feeling is that $10,000 is better spent

on 10 kids than on one." Although the backlash that can '-silt from the
disproportionate tests of special education is not yet evident in the
Foothills communities, a state department official asserted that as
money tightens, the attitudes in these ommunities will become more

conservative with respect to how local funds are allocated to special
education.

Regular Classroom Teachers

The attitudes of regular classroom teachers seem to turn on three

factors: the extent to which they feel knowledgeable about the problems
of the handicapped (and therefore, the extent to which they feel competent

to deal with them), the extent to which they feel at least partly responsible
.n the education of the handicapped, and perceived differences in their
own working conditions as contrasted with those of special education teachers.

Some regular classroom teachers have virtually no knowledge about
handicapped youngsters and hence can only regard the special teachers

with a kind of awe. "Gee, I don't know how you do it," or, "I wouldn't

do it for a million dollars," are representative of the kinds of comments
one hears from them. Accompanying these perceptions of special teachers
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are self-perceptions of incompetence with respect to teaching handicapped
students; these regular teachers see thmselves as insufficiently skilled
in instructional methods thought to be special. They are therefore
quick to divide the students into "mine" and "yours" categories; they
lEve little interest and see little possibility in bridging the gap.
This posture can especially be exacerbated if the mainstreamed student
is from another LEA. Fortunately, such teachers constitute a distinct

minority.

The Foothills area is blessA with many other teachers who, perhaps
because of greater experience with or knowledge of the handicapped, tend
to be more accepting and indeed, to feel at least partly responsible for
their education. But there is more than greater knowledge here; these

teachers also demonstrate a sense of commitment. Instead of saying, "I
wouldn't do it for a million dollars," they are more likely to assert,
"I'll do it because it's my j:b." Most cf the area teachers are of this

persuasion; when they do refer a student for special services it is in
response to a genuine perceived need and not just a matter of "passing
the buck."

A third factor, unrelated to either knowledge or commitment, that
influences the attitudes of regular teachers has to do with differences
in the ways in which ASA special education teachers' ad LEA regular
education teacher,' contracts are negotiated. FP.d group is represented
by a separate bargaining group and as a result, their contracts differ
in terms of salaries, benefits, and, more importantly, underlying phil-

osophy. One issue lurking within the operational philosophy of the
organization representing the regular classroom teachei is the per-

ceived negative influence mainstreamed students have on the teachers
working conditions. No frirmal proposals have been made to date, but
teachers, both regular and special, who are concerned with this issue

wonder how it will be handled, when and if it emerges.

Nonhandicapped Students

The attitudes which nonhandicapped students hold toward the handi-

capped seem to hinge upon two factors: own degree of knowledge

about handicapping conditions, and the procedural flexibility exAbited
by the school in dealing with the handicapped.

With respect to the first factor, it seems clear tnat small schools

such as those found in the rural setting have a real advantage over
their larger counterparts in the cities and suburbs. The closer personal
relationships, friendship and kinship patterns that are bounded but also
intensified by small community size, and early And continuing exposure
to the handicapped in a wide variety of circumstances all make it quite

likely that knowledge, and hence understanding, will be high.

With regard to the second factor, the low level of riocedural

entrenchment found in smaller schools is also supportive of positive
attitudes. Carlton provides an illustration of how procedural flexibi-
lity can enhance accep*ance. Prior to the arrival of the current ele-

mentary principal, all of Cariton's ungraded primary (UP) programs were
located in the kindergarten wing of the school (then known as the "dummy
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wing"). Consistent with the tenets of the UP program, the new principal
integrated the traded classrooms throughout the building and designated

them as ungraded. As a result, the stigmatic attitudes of the regular

classroom students dissipated.

The importance of the small school setting is evident in virtually
all of the Foothills LEAs; after all, in 17 of the 21 LEAs, students
have grown up with their handicapped classmates and have seen them on a
virtually daily basis since first entering school. In addition, intensive
doses of information about handicaps through strategies such as the
presentation, "Understanding Yourself, Others, and Those Who Are Different,"

developed by the IP-BAP teacher in North Snowcourt, act to increase the
degree of acceptance that nonhandicapped students exhibit.

The Foothills area is surely not without its share of issues relating

to community, teacher, and student attitudes about handicapped youngsters.
Factors of program cost, ownership, size, and procedural entrencnment
and flexibility, all interact to affect these attitudes, both in national

and in local contexts. But it is probably the case that perhaps the
pivotal influence shaping attitudes is the knowledge factor; the more
experience, familiarity, and information one has about the handicapped
and about handicapping conditions, tpe more positive the attitude is

likely to be.

Parental Participation

As described in the section on Service Delivery, the state has
mandated an extended series of points during the referral, placement,
and IEP processes at which parental participation is required. In

addition, a parent, who can represent the interests of handicapped
students' parent, 's required by the state to be appointed as a permanent

member of each LEA'S Lommittee on the Handicapped (COH). Given all of

these regelatory assurances, the issue remains: in any given LEA, about

half of the handicapped sti' Is referred, placed, and staffed, will not

be represented on the CO' lir own iarent(s).

Two problems emerge. rirst, hcd can parents be convinced to part-

icipate? Second, how well are their interests represented by the parent

representative? Regarding the first problem, no logical, generalizable
solution seems apparent. Some parents can't participate. They work;

they believe edu itors know what's best, they do not understand the

process; they are fearful; or, they can't participate because of some

combination of two or more of these reasons. A smaller percentage won't

participate. Some of these parents feel they and not the schools know

what's best for the child; thus, they neither trust nor participate in
the process. Others are sensitive to the stigma associated with the
handicapped label--indeed, the stigma may be so pervasive that it permeates
their own feelings of self-worth. Sadly, a small percentage of parents

who won't participate believe that no response to the school's attempts
to contact them means that they've expressed their disapproval to the

COH by nit showing up. Even such strategies as ,come visits intem,,,i to
entice participation don't seem to work.
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Those parents who do participate see the world of educating their
handicapped children quite differently. Their concerns are predictable.
They want to be better educated about their rights as well as about

their children's handicaps. They want to be active partners with the

school's service personnel. They want to share their ideas with the

teachers. The feeling on the part of teachers and administrators that

some parents are neither receptive nor sophisticated enough to under-

stand the services that are available and why they are available only
undermines the participation process with these more responsive parents.

The issue of how well parental interests are represented by the

parent surrogate member of the COH can be dealt with at No levels.
First, LEAs in this area find it generally difficult to yet a parent to
serve; surely even not entirely adequate representation is better than

tic representation. Second, there is the question of who is qualified to

represent other parents. We suggest, as one parent told us, that those
parents who have "gone through the mill" are better surrogates than
those wno have no handicapped children. This parent went on to saj that

in advocating for services for a child, one must really defend the
mandate as much or more tnan the child.

This is a critical point. Those who support the staffing and
service processes appear to be more likely candidates for a surrogate

role on the COH. Those unfamiliar with the process or unconvinced of
its potential, probably do not fulfill the intent of this regulatory

requirement. Similarly, parents who are aware of the process and have
been down this road before tend to protect the rights of handicapped

students and their parents with more tenacity. Finding such individuals,

however, will continue to be a problem.

Changes in State Programmatic and Fiscal Policies:
A Search for Balance and Equity

State policies with respect to special education seem to undergo
endless change. The evoNtion of Regulation 77 has many mile markers:

the original 1974 law, as well as several amendments refining it to its
present form nine years later. Several reasons are cited for this

ceaseless alteration. The first is turnover at tne state department.

Evidently, SEA staff make pitstops at the state capitol on their way to
other jobs. Second, the SEA's official in charge of Regulation ?7 is a

lawyer rather than an educator. Whatever the reasons, the effect on the

local schools and on the ASA are traumatic: no sooner are rules and
regulations understood and implemented, than newer rules and regulations

are passed down. The nature and adequacy of 'ocal compliance has to be

affected by so many changes so quickly.

There is, however, another side to the story. It is reasonable to

assume that: (a) the intent of the state's regulatory requirements, no
matter how many times they change, is to provide an appropriate education
to its handicapped students indeed, changes are intended to be improve-
ments; (b) the ASA and LEA administrators agree with this intent, and
(c) the most appropriate "punching bag" on which to ventilate frustrations
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related to these changes coes not hang in Brownsville, Georgetown,

or Carlton, bet at the Capitol. When in doubt, blame the state depart-

ment.

Thus, search for balance between stability and improvement will

continue. There is no reason to believe that at some point adequate

regulatory requirements that satisfy all concerned parties will not be

in place. The real question of balance, however, is not programmatic

but fiscal.

Although the state maintains that a primary reason for the imple-

mentation of non-categorical programs was to balance rural problems of

distance and sparsity by allowiig districts to combine categorical

handicapping conditioas, such a strategy did little to overcome fiscal

inequities between rural districts and their urban and suburban counter-

parts. In the Foothills area land value is assessed unrealistically

high. State assessors who receive one week of training at the Capitol

are sent to the Foothills and other rural areas armed with official

assessment methods that wee the area to be characterized as land rich

and dollar poor. High taxes are levied even though many residents are

incapable of paying them. Furthermore, this unrealistically high land

value coupled with sparse population density lead to smaller state-aid

ratios when compared to those of poor urban areas. Additional salt is

sprinkled on the wound of inequity when rural districts are compared t-

suburban districts who are land rich and dollar rich.

While a balance in regard to programmatic equity m4y be on the

horizon via Regulation 77, the search for balance in fiscal equity goes

on. Perhaps one state department official summed up the gravity of the

issue best. He indicated that since fiscal policy will never be "quasi-

socialistic" (i.e., taking dollars away from rich LEAs and giving them

to poor LEAs), no matter whet the reimbursement system, it will be an

"inequitable system."

Service Delivery

Our coverage of this ASA and its component LEAs his included a

fairly thorough description of its service delivery. At issue is not

the overall quality of tiese services; indeed they are innovative, and

in many ways exemplary. Yet they are not without gaps.

Children Needing Related Services

Conspicuous in their absence are related service personnel to

assist in educational programming and treatment for moderately and

severely handicapped students. Given the high quantity and quality of

direct and instructional support personnel, one would expect the ASA

staff to include at least a physical therapist (PT) or occupational

therapist (OT). Although a few LEAs provide PT services on an independent

contract basis, the issue of whether PT or OT services meet educational

needs continues to crop up. Thus, the COH faces the problem of decidiug

for what its LEA is and is not responsible.
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Unfortunately, the state has its own somewhat unique way of defining
support personnel. For example, the itinerant teacher of the visually
impaired is considered by the state to be e support person, although he
clearly provides direct services to visually impaired students. Similarly,

the cadre of eleven speech/language therapists, also support personnel

in the eyes of the state, comprise a major support staff. Thus, it is
difficult for the ASA to convince the state of the need for an additional
person, especially if s/he is to serve handicapped populations with low

prevalence in the area.

LEAs willing to share in the services of an OT or PT find it diffi-

cult to justify buying such services for the same reasons. Therefore,

the ASA must arrange for these services on a catch-as-catch-can basis.
The Director of Special Education contracts with the hospital in Carlton

for a physical therapist--again when it is necessary for these services
to be provided.

Children Under Five

The state legislature has for many years considered but not consum-
mated a man:late for preschool programs for handicapped children. Since

the state mandates no preschool services, school districts du not have
to provide those services for young handicapped students. Other

agencies fill the preschool gap to some extent. The Early Childhood
Direction Center, is run by the states Bureau of Program Development
(the same agency that operates SETRC), However, these centers provide

parents with "direction" only, not direct services. Typically, they
refer parents to Head Start centers or to preschool programs, such as

Tekawitha's "Sunshine Project."

Head Start serves a large number of children under five. The

"Sunshine Project" also serves this population. Head Start, of course,

focuses its services on children from disadvantaged homes, while the
"Sunshine Project", funded through federal grants and the county Family
Court, concentrates its efforts on preschool children with physical

disabilities. Both provide high-risk preschoolers with stimulatory and
readiness experiences; and upon reaching school age, these children are
handed over to the ASA. The ASA, parents of preschoolers, and advocates,

await the dn.e when the state will come to grips with the preschool
issue and mandate such programs.

High-Risk and Unserved Children

Until 1979, the state funded local child-find programs. However,

the state concluded the funding because it was convinced that high -risk

children hal been identified and that locally-based screening mechanisms
were in place. In the Foothills ASA, these mechanisms include standard

screening of kindergarten children and referrals by school personnel if
necessary. Also, the educational TV branch of the CRSE continues to
broadcast spots alerting citizens of the programs and services avail-

able.
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With the recision of state funds it is reasonable to assume that
these find programs are not as relentlessly pursued as they should be
given the priority inherent in both Regulation 77 and P.L. 94-142. That
is, both man41*-s call for schools to give first priority the provision
of services to e.eviously unserved handicapped children and youth.

Gifted Students

According 0 one of the ASA school psychologists, there are only a
few programs in the Foothills area for gifted students. While Tekawitha
has had a gifted program for three years, it was only this year that
programs in Tilbury, Middleton, North Snowcourt, and Lafayette began.
The sparsity of gifted programs is traceable to the state's reimburse-
ment priorities. One superintendent told us that the state aid for
gifted students is three dollars per pupil. Until state aid for this
program begins to approximate that of programs for the handicapped, it
is doubtful chat very many small schools will be able to afford those
services--alone or through an ASA.

Children Who Fall Between the Cracks

It appears that in LEAs that neither operate their own LO and EMR
programs nor share ASA services, students who would ordinarily receive
these services instead are provided "compensatory education services."

In such cases, they are in part-time remedial reading and/or mathematics
programs that the LEAs fund through either Title I or PSEN monies. The
questions of the legality or ethics of this practice aside, one wonders
about the effects of using these funds on students who actue:ly need
special education instead of on the students who, because of low income
and low achievement, should be receiving these Title I and/or PSEN
intents. Many of the other LEAs offer neither of these se-vices. It
appears that there are quite a few students who fall through the cracks
between regular and compensatory education, on the one hand, and between
compensatory and special education on the other.

Handicapped Children Transported to Other LEAs

In this ASA as well as in many other rural agencies, the amount of
time during which a student receives instruction and the time it takes
to transport him or her to the instructional site become related issues.
In tills state the SEA mandate on minimum time in class requires handi-

capped students to receive at least five hours of instructional time per
day. One superintendent indicated that the state "[comes] down hard"
with respect to this requirement.

Logistical problems are created for local agencies which according
to state policy are responsible for transporting students. An LEA must
arrange for transportation with other local agencies. Sparsity dictates
the routes travelled and the distances covered. One LEA official told
of a student who is bussed 27 miles to school. Some students must
transfer to another bus enroute. Two-hour per day stints on the bus can
result.
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Scheduling for small numbers scattered "here and there" provide
administrators with regular headaches. Transportation problems can even

affect family functioning as the logistics of getting a handicapped
child ready for school early in the morning can provide a family its

share of tensions. The SEA however remains effective in enforcing the
minimal class-tire rule despite the transportation and sparsity con-

straints. Students being bussed nevertheless meet the state minimum for

class time. The rare exception might be a few students who occasionally
ar' 10 to 15 minutes short because of mechanical problems with the bus,

the weather, or both.

Staff Retention

Retaining qualified pupil personnel is an issue encountered in many

rural agencies. In most rural areas, we'd add the problem of recruitment

to that of retention. Yet in the Brownsville area, the population is

neither so unstable nor so sparse that recruitment becomes a concern.
Nor is retention a major problem; yet when it does emerge, its charac-

teristics are similar to those found in many rural areas.

Without many exceptions, people who live and teach or administer

here are those who like the "pace of life," the "good people," and the
outdoor sports and activities. Family life also makes for a compelling

reason to stay. Those rho can't make it leave because the pay is low,

or the pay ts different from LEA-based regular or special education

teachers.

ASA teachers, because of their certification, are able to seek ind

likely to find jobs in areas more culturally charged. The ASA loses 20

percent of its teachers annually. Some of them have had distinct problems

functioning in the classic two-boss, visitor's-territory setting akin to
many rural areas. One ASA official indicated that ASA teachers have an

image problem: their fringe benefits, staffing arrangements, and pay

all differ from their LE:. colleagues. Sometimes, they even fall prey to

the "special ed" stigma within which their students are enveloped.

Toe ASA's main strategy for keeping qualified teachers is the
support network which emerged as a by-product of the Director's Team

concept. The Director conducts stress-reduction workshops. The Master

Teacher visits all the teachers as often as logistically feasible. Most

of all, by meeting as teams, some of the teachers develop friendships
and a feeling of belonging which, in the final analysis, serves best to

offset feelings of alienation and isolation.

'..ocal Autonomy

LEAs usually want to retain their programmatic autonomy even though,
because of population sparsity and poor local economies, locally-owned

1As has been mentioned, ASA teachers are paid according to an agreement

negotiated by their own (ASA) teachers' organization. These negotiations
and resultant agreements are distinct from, and in many cases different
from, those of LEA teachers.
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programs may not be fiscally viable. Earlier years saw frequent school

consolidations. Continuing pressure from the SEA and the ASA in this
direction has resulted in significant det_rmination on the part of local

agencies to remain as independent from state and regional control as an

LEA within a supervisory district can in this state.

Local control of the schools has been a tenet of Americln life

since the days Wore mandated public education. Especially in towns

whose people identify on the basis of ethnicity, heritage, and/or cul-

tural mores, the freedom to conduct town business according to the needs
and desires of its residents--not the county, not the state--is treasured.

One by one, personifications of town identity become consolidated:
postoffices, stores, churches, banks; the school becomes not unlike the

last man to cross the line in a tug of war. So, the point is made
again: as the school goes, so goes the community.

From the perspective of the ASA Director/District Superintendent,
any interaction with component districts has to be conducted with the

need for local autonomy balanced against the need for continuity in

curriculum and programming across the ASAs.

The four-way split of one of the LEAs three years ago provides a
bleak illustration of the necessity for this kind of balance. Requiring

"a few thousand hours of my life," the ASA Director adroitly mediated
this division which centered co the issues of high taxes (the split

reduced residents' taxes by 50 percent) and local autonomy. The enroll-

ment of the former district had declined so much that the LEA was unable

to provide all of the necessary services. The high taxes and local

control of the school were community issues. The quality of services

was an ASA issue. The decline in enrollment (a total of 192 during a
ten-year period) and the employment of the LEA's teachers were issues to

both. The Director laid out the alternatives for consolidating each of

the four parts of the district with other LEAs. He did so in the midst

of a conflict so intense that, during a ten-year span, there were 100

different members of the local board. In the process of splitting this
district, he also arranged for all but four of the original LEA's teachers

to be hired by the LEAs that absorbed this district. One of the current

component districts recently indicated a desire to split apart. The

Director must wonder whether the issue of local autonomy, in part, will

cost him another thousand hours.

The Big Four: Interactions of Off-Cited Barriers
to Quality Services in Rural Areas

The last of the issues should come as no surprise to the reader.

In many ways the ASA is helpless to deal with these barriers, yet they
represent an issue closest to their hearts. The "big four" are sparsity,

terrain, climate, and distance. Alone, each could be circumvented and,

indeed, some literally are. Together, however, they permeate all ser-

vices, all activities, and the lives of all personnel associated with

the ASA.
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Sparsity

Sparsity as an influence on the ways state policies are implemented
in rural areas is a paramount consideration. The legislature and SEA,
long in the one of enforcing implementation of equity-bound mandates,

hear much about the "urban overburden," according to one ASA administrator.
However, they seem not to appreciate "rural overburden": overburden
related to the fact that 20 percent of the people are dispersed across

90 percent of the land; overburden related to tO fact that local pre-
valence figures are lower than state incidence figures; this in a

state that funds on an excess-cost basis. Low prevalence and associated
high costs of service provision due to sparcity are of critical concern
to the ASA and the component LEAs.

Terrain and Climate

The mountains, beautiful to look at, are treacherous obstacles to
overcome from a srvice delivery point of view. The ASA has circumvented
this problem in relation to telecommunications via its TV translator

system. However, the necessity of face-tu-face communications is another

matter entirely.

Often the Master Teacher cannot get to outlying LEAs, net because

of the terrain or weather singularly, but because weather renders the
tErrain impassable. Thus, necessary visits or even friendly chats with

her team members must be delayed.

These two factors affect transportation as well. The state require-
ment for tim ? -in -class is met, but not without difficulty in cases where
the weather is not bad enough to close schools but is bad enough to
hamper normal pickup and delivery durations.

Given the frequency of heavy snowfalls and the ruggedness of the
terrain, the schools do go about their business with amazing regularity.

Distance

The 2,050 square-mile ASA catchment area is larger than the state

of Rhode Island. Two of the component districts are over 100 miles
apart. Yet, compared to some rural areas, these distances are minimal.
Distance, however, does create some minimal problems. It affects personnel

deployment patterns since psychologists, for example, are assigned to
LEAs on the basis of where they live.

1
Prevalence refers to the number of handicapped students actually

existing at a particular point in time.

2lncidence is the estimated rate of occurrence of a handicapping

condition.
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Interactions of the Lig Four

Sparsity is usually a reason for two or more LEAs to share program

services for handicapped student4. when this occurs, some of these
students are transported away Trom their home LEAs. Low-incidence
populations of handicapped studeni:s typically travel further to receive
educational services. ASA personnel also spend time behind the wheel,
Dither to provide services or to support them.

Enter terrain and c' . These two factors themselves interact;

and when applied t) the t .cor of sparsity, problems of student and
service personnel meeting travel commitments cannot help but be exacer-

bated.

All of these occur across distances that, relative to rural America,

are about average; yet relative to urban and suburban areas, these
distances are considerable. Thus, both handicapped students and their
service personnel must grapple with not one, but four interrelated

barriers. Their effects on quality services cannot be dismissed.
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WHAT CAN BE LEARNED FROM THE FOOTHILLS CASE?

The preceding pages should have given the reader a "feel" for what
it is like to live in the Foothills area; they should have provided a
vicarious experience as seen through the eyes of the local participants.
If we have been successful in providing such a "thick description," the
reader by now will feel quite familiar with the Foothills ASA, its

circumstances, and its issues.

And thus the question: "So what?" What can one make of all this?

Is there anything to be learned? There are of course many lessons- -
although the reader should be careful not to assume that these lessons

are generalizable to other such agencies indiscriminately. Indeed, a

further reason for providing so much thick description is to make it
possible to reach a judgment about the degree of similarity between

Foothills and any other site to which a reader might wish to transfer
the findings. If there is a high degree of similarity, transfer might
be appropriate - -but even then distinction is the better part of inter-

pretation.

No doubt the reader will already have drawn many lessons for himself

or herself, depending on particular interests or concerns. The purpose
of this section is not to point to all possible lessons but to focus on
a few that seem to be of special importance. The particular selection

is of course a subjective matter, but it has not been made haphazardly.
Instead its seeks to emphasize those matters that seem particularly
salient at the site itself, or that are of special national interest at

this particular time.

We began by describing the area: its demography, its people, its

politics and its Area Service Agency: The Foothills ASA. The ASA

serves 21 component LEAs which, alone, probably would be unable to deliver

educational services of the quantity and quality that the ASA brings to
bear. We also indicated that all of this happens within a heavily

bureaucratic, state-level organizational structure. A distinguishing
characteristic of this structure is that it renders coterminous the
region comprising the 21 component LEAs for supervisory purposes and the

region served by the ASA. The supervisory function and the service
function are headed by one individual: the District Superintendent of

the Foothill-, Supervisory District/Director of the Foothills ASA.

Wearing these two hats was not the whimsical, unilateral decision

cif one person, nor was it the carefully planned result of a series of

organizational enablers. Rather, it was the consequence of years of
patchwork at the state level involving legislative initiatives and
manc!ates, a series of regulatory revisions and refinements, and an
executive bureaucracy that sprouted--not unlike roots on the eyes of a
potato in the dark. From this we learn that:

Lesson 1: STATE-LEVEL ORGANIZATIONAL COMPLEXITY AND BUREAUCRACY
1. I N "II'

SARILY CREATED WITH PURPOSEFUL CONTINUITY. INSTEAD
TrS

'0 I I
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In this context, the ASA and the LEAs go about the business of

implementing state policy in the local context. Here, we see that state
edicts (policy-in-intent) and local implementation (policy-in-implementa-
tion) are processes, not events.

As processes, they must be shaped and sculpted through negotiation,
State and local officials must perceive and adapt to one another's

constructions of the world. Foothills area officials tend to wonder
about state policymakers' awareness of local reeds and local realities.
State level staff wonder about local understanding of the rationale for

and tenets of state policy.

In the midst of all this are the handicapped children and youth of

the area: the commonality of interest to both camps, the objects o!
state policy, the objects of local implementation. Should their needs

not be met, handicapped students and their parents can blame the state- -
bureaucratic, uncaring, yielding to urban interests. Or they can blame
the schools--lacking the services, the personnel, the commitment to the

child.

At the risk of hedging, neither are singularly to blame. Both the

state policymakers and the local implementors must arrive at the same
wavelength if policy-in-intent and policy-in-implementation are to
become congruent. Thus, we discover that:

Lesson 2: CONTINUITY BETWEEN POLICY MAKERS AND POLICY IMPLE-
MENTORS ' 's S

MADE AT TA TOP, IMPLEMENTED TO FIT LOCAL REALITIES,
AND KICKED BACK TO THE TOP FOR ADAPTATION. ALL OF
MS REQUIRES PERCEPTIVE WOPERATION NOT ADVERSARIAL
NEGOTIATION AMONG CONCERNED STAKEHOLDERS.

We often refer in this case study to the issue of local autonomy.
It is an issue that perhaps more than any other is unbending and unyield-

ing as far as the local perspective is concerned. From the state's
perspective, it is, at best, an ever present consideration and, at

worst, a barrier to the implementation of educational policy.

As we've said, local autonomy as an issue has a long history. Its

roots ere in the ethnic history and identity of the Foothills hamlets.
Its fire has been fueled throughout the years by school consolidations.
The continuing trend toward larger supervisory districts/ASA regions
merely fans the fire.

Across rural America, as well as here in the Foothills area, the

drive to retain local control will not be extinguished. Indeed we see a
seemingly endless cycle of state mandates and regulations followed by
varying degrees of local compliance and resistance. But, we learn that:

Lesson 3: ANY FACET OF EDUCATIONAL OPERATIONS THAT CAN BE
N LL A TH LO AL LEVEL WILL BE ONTROLLED

THERE.

.1
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While at the same time holding on to all that can be controlled at
the local level, local residents and officials concerned with specia4
education are quick to remind you of the lack of equity between the
services available to their scho,,i districts and those available to
urban and suburban school districts. Yet, there appear to be two equity

issues--both of which are impacted by the ASA as a service delivery
mechanism.

The first, of course, is the urban/rural dichotomy with regard to
equity in services. Within this issue, urban and suburban districts
should be seen by Foothills officials as two points of reference not

one. From the Foothills perspective, urbans are land- and dollar-poor,
thereby receiving more in the way of resources from the state than do

the Foothills districts. Suburbans are land- and dollar-rich, thereby
sufficiently wealth. to generate their own resources, again unlike the
Foothills schools. From both these standpoints, the ASA diminishes the

effects of these inequities. With an expert, sophisticated staff, the
ASA makes the most of both its own and its LEA's resources. It accom-
plishes this maximal diminution of rural/urban and rural/suburban inequity
through collaboration with its LEAs, with agencies like the ARC, and
from within its own ranks: SETRC, CRSE, and occupational education.

Its collaborative activities not only diminish but also ameliorate

the second equity issue: rural by rural equity. At the outset of this
case study, we made the point that ASAs function as a service mechanism
which LEAs share, a mechanism without which LEAs alone would not be able
to offer services of the same quantity and quality. Comparatively,

these rural school districts do well by their students--handicapped and
nonhandicapped alike.

The collaborative achievements of this ASA in regard to its services
have at least made a dent in the discrepancy between urban and rural
(and, we might add, suburban and rural) services. Also, these achieve-

ments have undoubtedly afforded the majority of Foothills handicapped
students quality services that wouldn't have been available in any

single local district, and that equal or exceed those available in most
rural areas. And so we discover that:

Lesson 4: WHILE THE HIGHWAY TO EQUITY MAY VERY WELL BE PAVED
WITH FISCAL MACADAM, THE TWO-LANE ROAD TO EQUITY

IS TRULY PAVED WITH COLLABORATION AMONG AND WITHIN
SERVICE AGENCIES.

We have painstakingly described the nooks and crannies of the ASA's

functions and the collaborative nature of their services. In reviewing
the data resulting from the interviews conducted and the documents
examined, more than a few paradoxes emerged. The most compelling of

these relates to the effects of the size of the schools. Smallness can

be bad; it can also be good.

Perhaps we've carped enough about its negative effects, and not
expanded upon its more positive virtues: closeness among people, flexi-

bility in procedural matters, and most importantly, collaboration. The
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District Superintendent/ASA Director and the Director of Special Educa-

tion are masters at putting smallness to use beneficially. The ASA
Director/Superintendent presides over both the cross-fertilized colla-

boration within the ASA and the collaboration among the component LEAs.
All of these efforts hinge on the facilitative nature of the small

agencies involved. Although communication is hampered to a degree by

the interaction of the area's sparsity, distance, climate, and terrain
factors, it is also enhanced by the bureaucratic simplicity of the LEAs
and the interpersonal nature of the collaborative efforts. In short,

size can be boon as well as a barrier. From this, we see that:

Lesson 5: ONE MUST NOT BE HASTY IN CRITICIZING SMALL SCHOOLS
ON THE BASIS OF SIZE ALONE. IN FACT TYPICAL

METHOD FOR REDUCING THE NEGATIVE EFFETS OF SMALL-
NESS, COLLABORATION, ITSELF CAN BE FACILITATED BY
SMALLNESS--THE VERY PROBLEM IT PURPORTS TO OVERCOME!

Once institutionalized, the limits to collaboration exist only in

the minds of the shortsighted. One of the most personalized forms of
collaboration is that which results in the true mainstreaming of a

handicapped student, true In the sense of an appropriate education in
that student's least rest] ctive learning environment. We have attended
almost exclusively to the mainstreaming of LP and EMR students. However,

we also reported that, on a state-wide level, and indeed, in the national

arena, a parallel movement of students toward their least restrictive

environments is also occurring.

This is certainly the case in regard to high functioning visually

impaired and hearing impaired students, formerly residing in state
institutions, and now being educated in their home LEAs around the

state. Their present teachers admittedly need more in the way of instruc-

tional skills to fully provide this least restrictive environment. Yet,

those who could best provide these skills themselves remain in the state
schools for the deaf and blind!

Still in the blueprint stage is a collaborative effort, to be

orchestrated by SETRC, that would bring these teachers into the LEAs to
train regular educators to better serve sensorily handicapped students.

This leads us to conclude that:

Lesson 6: LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT EDUCATION SHOULD
INCLUDE A FOCUS ON TEACHERS AS WELL AS ON STUDENTS.

I II
NECESSARY TEACHING EXPERTISE FOR MAINSTREAMING

FOLLOWS STUDENTS ACROSS THE CONTINUUM OF SERVICES.

It should come as no surprise that the teaching expertise necessary
for true mainstreaming is as much an art as it is a science. Paramount

are the art of communication and the science of hard work. The art of

communication is a given; the science of hard work apparently isn't.
Until all educators, hardworking or not, appreciate the importance of
the latter--demonstrated vivaciously by many of the Foothills ASA and
LEA staffers; may we offer the conclusion that:
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Lessn 7: THE RIGHT OF THE HANDICAPPED TO A FREE APPROPRIATE
WaTlom IN THE LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT
ULTIMATELY IS FULFILLED IN THE TRENCHESU-717SE
W-VIMIERATION AS A MISSION AND ARE NOT AFRAID
TO GET THEIR HANDS DIRTY:

Finally, if one poses the Question, are the purposes of Regulation
77 and or P.L. 94-142 being met in the Foothills area, one would have to
venture a guarded "mostly, but not completely." But in view of the

lessons learned so far, one is r,ardly in a position to fault the locals
for any partial failure. Of course one might argue that state policies
and regulations could be -ore stable, that governance could be simpler,

and so on. Any operation can be improved. But most of the issues of
the Foothills area are brought on by contextual factors rather than

internal lapses.

At the same time, there is little doubt that mqulation 77 and P.L.
94-142 hive had a salutary effect on the delivery of ASA- and LEA-based

services to the handicapped. While the component LEAs did recognize
their responsibilities, it is questionable whether the effort would have
reached its present level without the impetus provided by state and

federal legislation and by t e creation of the ASAs. It is undoubtedly
also the case that there is a long way to go in meeting the ideal of
Regulation 77 and P.L. 94-142 to provide a free appropriate public

education in a least restrictive environment for every handicapped child
and young adult. And so, having almost come full circle, a final les:5n:

Lesson 8: HUMAN SEI,..."cES SUCH AS SPECIAL EDUCATION CAN BE

CREATED BY MANDATES, BUT THEY ARE IMPLEMENTED BY
PEOPLE. POLICY MAKERS MUST TRULY UNDERSTAND THE

CONTEXTS IN WHICH THEIR POLICIES ARE IMPLEMENTED.
ONLY THEN WILL THE -IDEALS BEHIND THE POLICIES THEY
MAKE BE REALIZED.
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Appendix F

Site #4 Case Study

The Seaside Regional Education Center
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INTRODUCTION TO THE AREA

The focus of our story is a 15-county area in the southeastern
corner of a southern state. The region is bounded to the west by the

border of another state. And to the south--the Atlantic Ocean. Actually,

"bounded by the ocean" does not adequately describe the area's relation

to the sea. The two emrace each other--the land jetting outward, the
sea reaching in with crooked fingers to clinch its hold on the land.
And its hold on the land is more than physical. As our story unfolds,

we will find that the area's proximity to the sea has played a central

role in the development of the land and the people.

Area industries and economies are as diverse as the land and the
people. Communities close to the water depend on fishing and resort
industries. However, as one travels inland from any point, it is immed-
iately apparent that agriculture is the mainstay of the region. Soybeans,
peanuts, tobacco, peas, and cucumbers are the crops. Poultry production

and processing, agricultural support industries, and lumber round out
the region's agricultural enterprise. The flat coastal plains have made
large-scale agricultural production feasible for many generations. It

is not surprising then to find a considerable amount of farming but
relatively few farm owners. Although there are some small-scale farms,
80 percent of the land has been passed down in large parcels through
generations of families to its current owners.

Although most of the pri. :arm land is owned by relatively few
people, much of it is worked by tenant farmers who tend to be poor and
primarily black. During the various harvest seasons, migrant workers
join the labor force as they follow the migrant stream up and then back
down the eastern seaboard. About half the migrant workers are black

also; Hispanics and whites making up the remaining half.

Garfield, the largest city in, the region (population 20,000),
supports several major industries. Locals as well as people from the
surrounding counties, are employed by companies like Union Carbide,

Dupont, TRW, and Proctor and Gamble. The remaining employers throughout
the region are service and retail industries, local and county governments,

and the public schools. Many of those who live in the northern counties

of the region travel to a major seaport in the neighboring state to work
in the shipyards and other heavy industries located there. The trek to
the north has become increasingly popular of late as unemployment in the
region has doubled the state average of eight percent, nearly tripling
that figure in certain counties. Many of the small farmers who had
managed to keep their land in the past have not been able to make it in
recent years and have turned to fishing, heavy industry or shipyards
outside the area, or to lumber production.

And as hard-pressed as some of the local people are, the opposite
is true for many others. The land owners, of course, have enjoyed
relative wealth for quite some time. Others, too, live in relative

prosperity; but they are different. They have different accents, and

they're not from around here. They have been drawn from all parts of

the country by the "good life" that abounds whe.e the climate is moderate
and the land meets the sea in such glorious fashion. Fishing, boating,
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hunting, riding--the list goes on. One_can do these things virtually
year round.

But who are these people? Some have retired and, to them, this
area represents the dreams they held for many years--truly, their vision
of where hard work leads. Others, however, have many good years of work

left to do. But why do it in crowded cities? Why continue to battle
the elements? Why let oneself be taxed to death? They have discovered
they can live here better for less. Although choice beachfront property
does not come cheaply, a tax rate at about 72 percent of the national
average makes living here very attractive. Once the initial investment
is covered, low property taxes make the good life affordable again.

And so we get our first glimpse of the diversity of the area. As

we said, the people are as diverse as the land. Of course, most of the

people are average; they are not rich, not poor. The:' work, they play,

they are happy most of the time. Even the newcomers are little more
than average. Certainly, they have amassed some wealth; but that's
where we all hope to be someday. But it's the extremes that are striking- -
those who have always been powerful, those who have always been powerless.

Business and politics aside, the land, too, is diverse. On approaching
the sea from the north and west, we note that the land is blanketed in a
dense cover of juniper and dogwood. The juniper grow so straight and
tall that the roadways that wind through them rarely see the full light
of day. From the car, the sun through the trees creates a strobe effect
that can be disorienting. A red blanket of dried needles has come to
rest under the trees. Ground cover is kept at a minimum by the constant
fallout. And, if one looks hard, cleared farmland can be distinguished,
carved out neatly just behind the wall of timber left bordering the
blacktop.

As we approach the sea, the trees thin out to reveal more and more
of the marshy land that characterizes most of the area. Building roads

here is no simple matter. Pilings must be sunk deep to support the
roalbed.

And, if the sight of the ocean weren't enough, the way it inter-
mingles with the irregular coast line is truly breathtaking. It's plain

to see why one would want to be as close to all this as possible.
Inlets, coves, wooded islands off shore--they couldn't have picked a
better spot to put the "good life." But as we have noted, life is not

good for everyone.

But what brings us to this area? Why these 15 counties? How are

they related? We are here to see how special education services are
delivered through the efforts of the local school districts. Helping in

this endeavor is the Seaside Regional Education Center (REC). The

Seaside REC is one of the seven such agencies created by the state Lo
help local school districts provide a number of educational services,
including special education. Within this context, we are here to see
the impact of P.L. 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children
Act, on the education of handicapped students and the agencies that

serve them.
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Each REC serves a specific geographical area and provides its
services to the local school districts which are included in it. Much

more will be said about the nature of the Seaside REC as our story
progresses. For now, however, we would like to focus on the local
school districts which make up the Seaside catchment area. In the

following section we look at state level organization.

Local Education Acencies

The 15-county Seaside area covers nearly 9,000 square miles and
includes 17 local education agencies (LEAsl serving about 61,000
students in grades kindeoarten through twelve. The number of LEAs

included in the service areas of each of the seven RECs is relatively

constant, ranging from 17 to 21. The number of students served, however,

varies widely. The Seaside REC is one of two major rural RECs in the
state. The other rural REC is located in the mountains of the extreme
northern part of the state. Of the 17 LEAs served by the Seaside Center,
15 are county districts and 2 are city districts located within 2 of the
counties. In all, the 17 districts maintain a total of 127 schools.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the 15 county and 2 city LEAs within
the Seaside area. The relevant demographic data for each of the 17

public school systems are shown in Table I.

Table 2 displays the number of handicapped and gifted youngsters in
each LEA and the percent of total school enrollment so identified. Of

note are the percentages of total enrollment for learning disabled (LD),

educable and trainable mentally handicapped (EMH & TMH), and emotionally
handicapped (EH) students compared with state and national prevalence

figures. The Seaside area's percentage of LD students (4 percent)
exceeds hoth state (3.6 percent), and national (3.3 percent) prevalence
figures; while in EH, the area and state (.35 percent) are a little more
than half the national average of .6 percent. The largest discrepancies,

however, are between the regional and the state EMH/TMH prevalences (3.4

and 2.8 percent, respectively) and the national average of 1.44 percent.

More will be said about these data later in the case.

Regional and County Demographics

This is one of the most rural southern states, yet it is near the
top 10 in population size in the country. The combination of population

size plus rural residence may seem paradoxical; its logical accompaniment
is a high density of population spread over a wide area. Despite its

relative lack of metropolitan centers, the state shows a ratio of population

to square miles of land area almost twice that of the nation as a whole,

112 to 61. So the population of the stat! is relatively large for the
South, lives outside metropolitan areas, and is densely settled in those

areas.

Changing Population

Like the rest of the southern states, this state is experiencing
population growth. A greater proportion of normal population growth is
staying in the state and people are migrating here from other parts of

the country. More than any other southern state, however, growth here
is in the rural areas.
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Table 1

Seaside Area Local Education Agencies (1981-82)

School Districts
Number of
Schools Enrollment Faculty

Pupil/Teacher
Ratio

Booker 9 4,404 231 19

Wilson City 5 3,783 199 19

Bemis 10 4,643 239 19

Orman 3 1,243 67 19

Wadnekeag 6 2,563 153 17

Mattawack 6 2,265 113 20

Hiram 4 2,100 110 19

Piscaquis 6 1,767 103 17

Filmore 8 4,703 241 20

Sebecwook 4 1,146 70 16

Penubec 14 5,585 318 18

Pierce 9 5,310 291 18

Clay 4 1,676 98 17

Wilson 20 13,903 645 17

Garfield 10 4,924 268 18

Franklin 2 786 48 16

Jefferson 7 3,268 174 19

Total 127 61,068 3,368 18

5
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Naturally, growth patterns are different on both an intrastate and

intraregion basis. The Seaside region is experiencing the greatest
growth in the state and, moreover, the intrareyion differences are
distinct. The inland counties, which tend to be the poorer ones, have
the highest birth rates and the lowest in-migration. The coastal counties,
which tend to be the wealthier ones, have the lowest birth rates and the
highest in-migration. The result, of course, is refLacted in the propor-

tion of school-age population for individual counties and the resultant
burden placed on local economies.

Changing Ecoromies

Can local economies bear the weight of the increased demands placed

upon them by changing populations? Again, this varies by county in the
Seaside region. Near the middle of the southern states in per capita
income, the average resident of this state brings home about 85 percent
of the national average. A more sensitive measure, however, is family

income. Here, this state is about average for the region with 12 percent
of its families living below the poverty level. However, in the Seaside

region, the figure is 20 percent on the average. Naturally, the poorer
counties fall somewhat higher than this figure. Are things getting

better? Yes. For the southern states as a group, the rate of economic

growth surpasses the national rate. But, this state's growth rate is
below that of all other southern states except one. Again, the rate of

growth varies by county within the Seaside area.
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STATE EDULATION AGErY

The Department of Public Instruction (DPI) is organize into three
primary areas which subsume 18 divisions. Each area is administered by
an assistant superintendent. In addition, four special assistants to
the superintendent are responsible for management, communications,
research and federal programs. Figure 2 depicts the DPI table of organi-
zation.

Resting at the top of the administrative hierarchy is the State
Board of Educatior. Just under the board sits the state superintendent,
an elected official who currently is serving in nis third f'Ir-year
term. The state superintendent based h:s first campaign on e promise
to deuntralize the DPI via the REC concept. :fe was elect , in 1969,
started the REC network in 1971 and has held the post ever -ince, There
are those oho believe that the reason for the suc.ess of the kEC .oncept
is that there has been one top administrator from the beginning.

Further down the DPI hierarchy, we find the deputy state superinten-
dent and thc associate superintendent, who, among his other responsibili-
ties, is responsible for the RECs.

Administration/0r anIzation of the REC Networ:.

In his capacity relative to the REs, the associate superintendent
coordinates activities withil tie state's seven educational districts;
vich district served by one SEC. Each REC is organized into program
areas which replicate the various division. of the DPI depicted in
Figure 2. Although associate superintendent is respinsible for the
RECs ana the directr. , of each of the RECs report directly to him, ear'
REC program area coordinator is responsible to his or her respective
division director within the DPI hierarchy. So, for example, the coordi-
nator of the exceptional children program area within any given REC is
responsible to the State Director of Programs for Exceptional Chiliren.

An indication of the importance of the RECs in the DPI organization
is the representation of the REC directors on the Superintendents Execu-
tive Council. The group meets monthly to share information and plan.
It includes each of the seven REC directors, the associate and deputy
superintendents, the three assistant superintendents, the four special
assistants, and is chalred by the superintendent. Thus, the REC direc-
tors have direct accesss to top level DPI administration on an ongoing
basis. The Seaside director considers the Council to be one of his
vehicles for representing his LEAs to the DPI.

Role of the RECs

The REC network was created to make the DPI more responsive to
local school districts. Although other models were considerea, inter-
mediate units, for example, they were rejected because they were viewed
as creating "another administrative level." The decision was ode to
decentralize the DPI and to estahlish centers on a regional ba, is that
would function as service or technical assistance vehicles. Specifically,

the RECs were assigned the following functions:
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I. Provide effective liaison between the state education agency
and local education agencies, area post secondary edutational
institutions, community organizations, and agencies.

2. Coordinate and interpret state education agency policies,

programs, and services for local education agencies served.

3. Identify and interpret local education agency needs to the
state education agency.

4. Assist in the development and implementation of educational

programs which will enhance educational opportunities for all
students.

5. Encourage cooperative action among local education agencies

when it will result in mutual benefits to the participants.

State Level View of the RECs

The view from the DPI is very postive. The state superintendent
ran initially on a "decentralized" ticket and continues to maintain his
support for the concept. The associate superintendent's highest aclaim
for the RECs is that they are "a super communication device." And he is
quick to add that this communication is at least two-way; needs are
identified locally, locals' views on issues are easily obtained, locals
know more about what is going on both in the region and at the DPI.
Moreover, the associate superintendent feels that there is a feeling of
closeness under the REC concept. "Before the RECs, DPI was this nebulous
place." He believes that this has been turned around and that the
locals have "bought a piece of the idea." They see the REC as "our
center."

One should not assume, however, that the REC concept is without at
least some criticism within the DPI. It appears that there is some
concern among DPI division directors that the RECs align themselves too
closely with their LEAs. This seems ironic when one considers the
intent of the concept to bring the DPI and the LEAs closer together.
The concern centers on the notion that some RECs tend to protect the
LEAs from the DPI. The state's position is that the RECs should avoid
this posture since, after all, the RECs are the DPI. The fear is that
the RECs will avoid pointing out to the Lis those instances in which
DPI policy might be compromised. The message given to REC staff is that
policy and regulations still emanate from the state and that as DPI
employees it is 'oeir responsibility to uphold the state's position.

Some REC's and, indeed, some DPI division directors continue to
hold a "we-they" posture tower, one another. Some RECs perceive them-
selves as a "mini-DPI," but the state directors are quick to point out
that there is only one DPI; it's just decentralized.

The RECs have not always enjoyed support from state government. On

several occasions, movements to abolish the RECs have been mounted
within the General Assembly. One source of pressure is county commissioners,
a formidable political power at the county level (explained more fully



later in the case). Even a single teacher, it is believed, can get some
action out of the legislatdre if pressure is applied through the right
channels. There is even some support for the idea that the REC concept
hag been attacked simply to get at the state superintendent, who, in
effect, has based his platform on the idea. In any event, there are
those who, for one reason or another, would dismantle the RECs if they
could. But, so far, the REC concept has been able to withstand the
periodic heat.

Division for Exceptional Children

Currently, the difisich subsumes 112 of the 600 total DPI profes-
sional staff positions, and includes staff located centrally as well as
those who operate out of the seven RECs. The division is charged with
the following responsibilities.

1. Assist local school systems in developing comprehensive programs
and services for all children with special needs.

2. Provide consulting services for the following types of children:

autistic, gifted and talented, hearing impaired, multihandicapped,
mentally handicapped, orthopedically handicapped, other t'ealth
impaired, pregnant, handicapped, visually impaired, and children
that require homebound or hospitalized services.

3. Provide technical assistance in planning, program development,
program evaluation, staff development, and effective use of
media and materials for exceptl:Tal children.

4. Coordinate the activities of the Regional Support and Technical
Assistance Services.

5. Coordinate the efforts of the regional staff development
services for training for regular classroom teachers.

6. Administer ESEA Title VI, Parts, B, C, and D of the Education
of the Handicapped Act.

7. Provide interagency cooperation and coordination to services
provided by the Department of Human Resources to the public
schools and in-state operated progr; Is for school-aged handi-
capped studedts.

8. Work cooperatively with other Divisions in the State Depart-
ment of Public Instruction to mesh appropriate service delivery
for handicapped cnildren.

9. Provide technical assistance in planning and program development
to the Departments of Human Resources and Correction regarding
exceptional children programs.

Implicit within these activities is the responsibility for the
implementation of P.L. 94-142 and the corresponding state special educa-

tion law, as delegated by the state board. As one might expect, this
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responsibility carries with it the role of monitoring the implementation
of the Act in local education agencies. And until the 1981-82 school

year, this was the case. During the summer of 1981, however, because of
a reduction in the state allocation of funds to the division and the
subsequent loss of 14 staff positions, the responsibility for monitoring
local compliance was passed on to the RECs. This meant that, in addition
to their technical assistance role, the REC's exceptional children area
staff were required' to monitor the very agencies they are trying to

help.

Initial reaction to this reformulation of the REC special education
role was less than enthusiastic, as one might expect. Although, the
balance between "helping hand" and "heavy hand" seems to have been
accomplished without major administrative casualties, it has not trans-
pired without its share of problems. More on this later in the carte,

State Advisory Council

About $15,0G0 of the state's P.L. 94-142 VI-B monies fund the
activities of the State Advisory Council on Educational Services for
Exceptional Children. These activities include providing DPI with input
concerning their policies for the education of handicapped students.
The committee is comprised of professionals as well as concerned lay

persons.

Relationship to Other State Agencies

The Division for Exceptional Children maintains seven "performance
agreements" with state agencies regarding various aspects of the educa-
tion and/or habilitation of exceptional students. Each agreement speci-
fies its purpose and lays out the specific responsibilities of each
agency with regard to the services to be provided. Table 3 summarizes

the nature of the agreements.

Besides these formal arrangements with other state agencies the
Division for Exceptional Children maintains cooperative relationships
with other DPI divisions. It is common for the division to join with
program staff from other divisions to pursue common goals. These same
collaborative relations are reflected in the interactions among REC
staff who work in the corresponding program areas. More will be said
about the nature of such relationships as the story progresses.

Governor's Advocacy_Council

The Governor's Advocacy Council evolved frcm the original Governor's
Council on the Employment of the Handicapped. It's role is to act as an

advisory group to the Governor in matters concerning disabled persons
including, but not limited to, handicapped students.
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Table 3

Division of Exceptional Children Performance Agreements

With For

Department of Human Resources,
Division of Health Services

Developmental Evaluation Centers

State Training and Technical
Assistance Office

Division of Mental Health and
Mental Retardation and Substance
Abuse Services

Department of Human Resources
and the Administrative Office of
the Courts

Division of Vocational Education
and Department of Human Resources,
Division of Services for the Blind

Department c in Resources

13

Supplemental Security Income
Disabled Children's Program

Evaluation and assessment services
eligibility and reimbursement

Head Start eligibility and
services

Mental health centers services
and reimbursement

Guidelines for compliance with
P.L. 94-142

Vocational education services for
the blind and visually handicapped

Referral process
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Since the passage of P.L. 94-142, the council has been tagged with

the reputation of being a "pressure group." Indeed, while they have no
policy-making powers, they are able to communicate concerns they hear in
the field to the appropriate state agencies such as the OPI.

The Council gets its input most often in the form of complaints

from parents. About half of these complaints actually originate with
service providers, usually educators, who encourage parents to file the
complaint.
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SEASIDE REGIONAL EDUCATION CENTER

The General Assembly created the REC network to make the DPI more
responsive to the needs of the people through decentralization. An

allotment of DPI staff positions, formerly based in the state capitol,
were reallocated to seven RECs throughout the state. The Seaside REC

was one of the first two centers to be established. The first two
centers were set up in 1971-72 and the rest were developed incrementally
over a six-year period. The Seaside agency began with a director and

one secretary and evolved ove: 10 years to its present configuration

(described in the next section). The history and politics of the creation
of the REC concept will be discussed in the section "Evolution of Public

Education."

The general role of ;he RECs is to provide LEAs with services that
"maximize the educational opportunities for all students." The Seaside
REC carries out its responsibilities in this regard through two main

vehicles: consultative and media services. It provides services directly
and facilitates other services through collaboration among LEAs and
between LEAs and other agencies. Furthermore, the REC acts as a regional

link between the DPI and local districts. The REC is the voice of the
LEAs with the DPI and an interpretor and facilitator of DPI policy at
the local level. Originally, concern was expressed that the RECs would
become "just another administrative level" for the locals to contend

with. However, that fear has never Seen realized in the Seaside region.
In fact, all indications from REC, LEA, and DPI staff suggest that the
REC has become more closely aligned with the locals than with the DPI --
a situation that is of some concern to DPI.

The REC provides no direct services to students. Rather, its

services are provided to the professional staffs of its member LEAs on a

request basis. Even in its role as a facilitator of collaboration, the

REC acts as a "neutral party." One might say that the REC is a "broker,"
helping to get people and agencies together to solve problems and address

needs. And, although the original intent was to have the REC facilitate
implementation of state educational policy, here too the REC has become

a broker, or better, a "buffer." REC staff are in a unique position to
guage the local capacity to respond to state policy proposals before

they are implemented. The REC occupies the pivitol position: it knows

what the system can bear and it knows what the system needs. Because of

this unique pof' REC has become more than a vehicle to implement

policy. To a degree, the REC, and through it the local districts, has

won a voice in policy formulation.

Demographics of the Seaside REC

We have already noted the physical characteristics of the Seaside
service area: 7,000 square miles, 17 local school districts, 127 public

school buildings, 61,068 students. This section describes the REC
itself, its personnel and facilities, and how it operates to ca

its responsibilities in the Seaside area.
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Personnel and Facility

The REC's 21 professional and 11 classified staff operate out of
one facility in Penubec County, located more or less in the center of

the Seaside area. They are housed in a renovated school building that
provides ample space for the many activities that go on there. The

labor for the renovation was provided by the LEA based in Williamston
and the state paid for materials. Walls were removed and added and
ceilings were raised and lowered to convert what was once standard
school architecture to what now functions as an instructional media
center surrounded by a maze of clerical work areas and staff offices.
Rectangular classrooms have been subdivided asymmetrically to create
uniquely shaped quarters for REC staff members. It's amazing what
plants, carpeting, and paint that is not light green can do for the
blandness one expects inside the typical school building--all in all, a
charming environment for an even more charming staff.

The media center is the highlight of the tour. Everything revolves

around it and it is the first thing one sees upon entering the building.
Housed there are the instructional and staff development items that draw
about 3,500 Seaside educators to the REC each year. Two librarians wait
just inside the door to assist patrons in locating what they have traveled
to find. The REC receptionist sits there too. "Department of Public

Instruction, Seaside Center," is the greeting one gets when contact is

made by phone. After all, the REC is the DPI.

Goverance and Administration of the REC

As an extension of the DPI, all REC staff are employees of the DPI.
They are charged with interpreting state level policy and providing
technical assistance to the LEAs in the implementation of that policy.

The REC has no formal power over its member districts. The member

LEAs are free to take part in the REC's services or to forego any formal

involvement. In similar fashion, the LEAs have no formal authority over

the REC. Although this is the formal arrangement, one should not envision

a stalemate. In fact, quite the opposite is true. The LEAs rarely pass
up REC assistance and, moreover, they depend on the REC to communicate
their needs and capacities to the DPI as policy is formulated. Much

more will be said about the relationship among the DPI, the REC, and the

Seaside LEAs as our story progresses. For now, let us review the formal
structure for governance; although, as we will see, even the formal

strcture is.informal in practice.

Governance

At the highest levels, authority for the operation of the REC
passes from the State Board of Education, through the State Superintendent
and his Associate Superintendent to the Director of the REC. At the

regional level, an informal governance structure takes the form of the

Council of Superintendents. The 17 Seaside superintendents meet monthly
with the REC director and his staff for what are characterized as "infor-

mation-sharing" sessions. At these meetings, discussions center on

district needs and state policy requirements and the issues surrounding
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those requirements for the Seaside districts. In one sense, the LEAs
informally control REC activities in that superintendents approve pro-
posed REC activities at the monthly meetings. But here again, proposed
activities are rarely disapproved because each has been developed in
conjunction with the districts and with an eye for what will and will
not work in the Seaside area. Superintendents describe the relationship
between the REC and LEAs as a "give and take" process.

The school boards of the Seaside LEAs have very little direct
involvement with the REC. They are aware of the REC and its function,
but typically leave district interactions with it to the superinten-
dents.

Administration

The REC director is responsible for the day-to-day operation of the
agency. He supervises the coordinators and professional staff of each
of the REC's 13 program areas (described in the next section). All REC

staff are responsible to the director for management purposes. In terms

of policy implementation, however, each of the program area coordinators
is ultimately responsible to the directors of their respective DPI
divisions. For example, the REC's Coordinator of Programs for Exceptional
Children reports directly to the REC director on a day-to-day basis, but
answers to the State Director of the Division for Exceptional Children
concerning the implementation of state level special education policy in
the Seaside area. The REC director reports directly to the DPI Associate
State Superintendent.

Even though the director has no formal control over the policy
decisions that come down to his coordinators from their DPI division
heads, one should not assume that he has no voice in policy. In fact,

there are many indications that he has an even more central role in
education policy in this state. His position on the Superintendent's
Executive Council is perhaps the most visible indication of his influence

at DPI. Moreover, he has played a key role in the evolution of the REC
concept. We will describe his part in their development later in the
section, "Evolution of Special Education and the RECs." For now it is

important to know that he has always had the state superintendent's ear.

The superintendent relies on the director for input on policy
through the Executive Council like he relies on the other directors.
But the Seaside director's influence goes beyond this type of input. It

is not unusual tosee the superintendent out in the Seaside area. And

when he's there, one can bet that he wants the director's opinion about
some matter. The Seaside director tends to downplay his relationship
with the state superintendent, however. He explains that if the super-
intendent does seek his opinion more often than that of the other REC
directors, it is only because he has been around longer than they have.
Each of the seven REC directors represents a valuable source of informa-
tion for the state superintendent; they know their regions.

The Executive Council tends to operate informally. There are no

formal votes. Rather, group dynamics and political finesse dominate the

scene at Council meetings. For the big issues, the state superintendent
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wIll ask the directors to write position papers which address the need

for the proposed action and how best to carry is out in their respective
regions. They are also asked to give attention to the impact of proposed

action on local businesses and on various aspects of schol operation,
like transportation.'

In making his policy decisions, the superintendent tends to take

the middle position, but he is sensitive to not hurting the extremes by
his action. The Seaside director often finds himself supporting a
minority position on the Council because the needs of his region are so
unique.

The director's influence works the other way, too. He's "the man,"

so to speak, in the region. A former principal and superintendent in
the region, he knows the area, the people and the schools. Moreover, it

would be hard to imagine the Seaside superintendents' reaction to a
director who had not been in their shoes, preferably with those shoes
standing on Seaside turf.

The director's influence on the Seaside superintendents stems from
more than his past history as an administrator and a native of the area.
He is their man at the DPI. He represents them and, moreover, they know

that the DPI listens to him. When the DPI is considering policy, they
check with the REC directors and program area coordinators. But more
often than not, the first call goes to the director of the Seaside
center.

REC Funding

Unlike other types of regionalized service agencies, the funding

mechanism and procedures for the REC are quite simple. This is so
because the REC receives very little discretionary money of its own.
Since it is an extension of the DPI, most budget line-items are simply
extensions of the state-level budget. The REC funding mechanism is
independent of LEA funding. ThL! Seaside LEAs do not purchase services,
nor is REC revenue tied in any way to LEA budgets.

Salaries for REC staff comprise the bulk of the budget. Operating
expenses, travel, materials acquisition, supplies and equipment, repro-
duction, and overhead make up all but five percent of the remaining
budget.

The last five percent of the REC budget is earmarked for staff

development activities for REC staff and LEA personnel. Each program
area receives its five percent allotment to be used internally or, as is
more often the case, to be combined with other program area staff develop-
ment dollars to provide joint staff development programs. For example,
the exceptional children and mathematics education areas might go together

to provide workshops on mathematics remediation for exceptional students
for several LEAs.
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The exceptional children area can request additional monies for
staff and other development activities beyond its five percent allotment.

If it can justify the request and present a reasonable plan of action,
the extra dollars will be added to its allocation by the DPI. These

additional funds are drawn from the state's portion of P.L. 94-142

dollars.

Recent Budget Cuts

Perhaps the most significant aspect of the REC's fiscal condition
is the budget reduction that occurred during the past summer (1981). As

a result of the cuts, the REC lost two full-time positions for the

1981-82 school year. Even more important to our story is the fact that
both positions were cut from the exceptional children program area. The

REC had no choice in deciding where to cut; the budget reduction at the

REC level merely reflected the cuts in the budget of the Division for
Exceptional Children at the DPI. Thus, the loss of staff at DPI trickled

down to the REC level. When taken together, the cuts at both levels
have had a profound effect on the role and services of the REC exceptional
children staff. These efforts and the way the REC has dealt with them
will be explained in a subsequent section, "REC Exceptional Children

Area." Let us first review what the REC does with its money.

Organization and Services

As we have noted, the organization of each REC resembles that of the DPI.
The Seaside REC maintains consultants in each of 13 program areas as depicted

in Figure 3. Also dipicted in Figure 3 is the flow of administrative
authority from the DPI.

The following sections briefly describe the services of 12 of the

13 program areas. The 13th area, special education services provided by
the exceptional children program area, is described separately in the

next major section.

Adopt-A-School

Initiated in 1980, the Adopt-A-School program is designed to mobilize

and support the efforts of volunteers who work in the schools to improve
the academic skills of youngsters in grades K-12. Each LEA maintains
its own volunteer program and the REC coordinator provides technical

assistance to them as they implement their programs.

Economic Education

The addition of the economic education program area coincided with
the national movement to introduce this content area into the public

school curriculum. The REC coordinator gathers and disseminates economic

education materials to the Seaside LEAs and provides technical assistance

to teachers as they attempt to integrate the content into the general

K-12 curriculum. REC services in this area include conducting local

needs assessments, long-term planning, and establishing community resource
networks in economic education for local school systems.
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Media Services

As one might expect, media services is the most tangible resource

provided by the REC. Most RECs are noted for their media services and
the Seaside REC is certainly no exception; its 50,000-item student and
professional library averages about 3,300 loans each year to Seaside

teachers. About 600 itens are borrowee each month for use i classrooms

or in staff development programs. And although most teachers think
first of media services when one asks them about the REC, the value of

this resource is minimized for some teachers because of their distance
from the REC facility. Remember, some teachers would need to travel

between 100 and 150 milas to be able to browse through the REC's holdings.
Whenever possible, REC staff deliver materials on an informal basis, but
there is no formal arrangement, a delivery van, for example, for pick-up

and delivery of materials.

Child Nutrition

All public and non-public schools, as well as residential institutions,
child care centers, and day care homes in the Seaside catchment area,

are eligible for child nutrition services. The child nutrition coordinator
and consultant provide assistance in nutrition education and curriculum
development as well as in the areas of food service management and

quantity food production. The auditor provides fiscal management assistance
to any food service program in the Seaside area on request.

Mathematics Education

This program area coordinator provides consultation, technical

assistance, and inservicc training in both remedial and developmental
mathematics instruction. Of late, the area of microcomputer instruction
and application has been added to this person's responsibilities with
the increased availability of microcomputer hardware in the Seaside

schools. Consistent with the national scene, however, the availability
of hardware has outrun the availability of appropriate software, which
lessens the potential applications of microcomputer technolog;. Never-

theless, the future looks bright for the Seaside schools in terms of
expanding curricular offerings through microcomputer technology.

Communications Skills

Throe separate communication skills consultants serve the Seaside

primary, intermediate, and secondary schools, respectively. They provide
workshops, institutes, and on-site consultation for teachers, aides, and
administrators relative to language, listening, writing, reading, and
viewing skills as an integral part of the total curriculum.

Migrant Education

The migrant education coordinator and his staff provide a statewide

record transfer system and consultation services foy the migrant educa-
tion resource teachers located in several of the Seaside LEAs. A tele-

type supervisor and three operators man the records transfer system,

which has access to the national system. Much more will be said about
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migrant education services later in the case, partiularl row this

program interacts with special education.

Regional Services and Dissemination

The coordinator 'or this program area sarves teachers and.admini-
stracors in identifying and adopting successful educational programs
that meet identified LEA needs. If LEAs wish to adopt or adapt a program

for local implementation, the services and dissemination coordinator
provides technical assistance in design and implementation, as well as

in the coordination of any staff development necessary to institute the
proaram. Another major responsi.11ity of the services and dissemination
consultant is to coordinate staff development for bu ling principals.

In nearly all cases, the coordinator works with the FMC's staff develop-
ment coordinator to arrange inservice training activities.

Staff Development

This REC p.,gram area provides consultati*e and coordination services

for LEA and REC staff development activities. The Seaside REC is the
only REC in the state to offer such an extensive array of staff development

services. Besides providing informal consultation and coordination
acc:,ities, the staff development coordinator serves as the exeutive
off.er of the --aff Development Coordinator's Council which assists
LEAs in their staff development efforts.

I

The area coordinator assists LEAs in preparing program applications
for Title I funds and in the implementation of those programs once funds
are granted. The coordinator also monitors LEA proyrams and keeps

districts up to date on new directives from Washington and from the
state. Along with migrant and special education, Title I programs are a

major source o' federal dollars in the region. There is considerable
coordination among the three areas, which will be discussed in some
depth later in the case.

Vocat anal Education

The coordinator of vocational education services provides technical
assistance to LEAs in planning, implementing, and evaluating vocational
programs. Services include staff development and fiscal management.
Staff development is geared toward upgrading instruction, especially in

regard to handicapped students in LEA vocational programs. Often, LEAs
provide inservice programs with the assistance of the vocational euucation
program area and two other REC divisions: special education and staf.

development. Regarding fiscal assistance, the vocational education unit
assists LEAs in obtaining necessary state and federal grants and

entitlemeats to fund their programs. This include: assistance in procuring
and using 15 percent of their federal monk; for di4advan'aged students
and 10 percent for handicapped students.
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Research and Evaluation

The coordinator and her research assistant provide technical assis-
tance to Seaside districts in the coordination of LEA testing and evalua-
tion activities. In addition, the coordinator serves as the regiona'
field supervisor for the statewide testing program, which includes the
minimum competency testing program for high school students (grades 11
and 12) and the annual testing program in grades 1, 3, 6, and 9. The
latter program serves to evaluate program and curricu._ adequacy and to
identify students who are not achieving adequately. More will be said
about both programs in the section 'Grading and Evaluating Students."

School Finance

School finance is the only major area of school operation not
represented by the REC program areas. The Seasid_ _EAs must work directly
with the central DPI for this type of assistance. However, in nearly

all program areas, and particularly in special education, the REC provides
informal fiscal advice: where to find resources and how to st'etch
local dollars. These services have became increasingly important in
recent years as local and state resources have shrunk. Addressing needs
beyond its formal rule is characteristic of the REC. Agency staff stay
oil tap of local needs and do whatever they can to help.

Exceptional Children Program A. ea

As noted previously, this school year the RECs were assigned the
task of monitoring LEA compliance with P.L. 94-142. We noted, too, that
this delegat,on represented a significant departure from the traditional
role of REC staff. But tneir new role is only part of the change that
occurred this year. The REC exceptional children prng ram area lost two

of its four staff positions as a result of the same round of budget cuts
that gave them the monitoring job. So, not only do they have added
work, they are reduced in number by one half. Furthermore, one of the
two remaining staff members is precluded from conducting monitoring

activities because her position is funded with P.L. 94-142 monies and,
as such, monitoring for her would represent a conflict of interest by
federal definition. Complicating :natters further is the fact that the

REC staff development coordinator position is slated to be elimillated at
the end of the 1981-82 school year. Thus, more work related to the
coordination of staff development in the Seaside LEAs will revert to the
exceptional children staff.

The let effect of the current reduction in human resources and the

role change has beer, to reduce REC technical assistance to Seaside LEAs.
Even so, the net loss has not been quite as great as one might expect.

In part, this is the result of extra effort on the part of the remaining
staff. They simply have taken on more work. What is more interesting
for the purposes of tnis case study, however, is the way that the merger

of technical assistance and monitoring has worked out. Let us continue
with the description of the work done this year; the way the merger of
these two seemingly disparate tasks has evolvt should become apparent
to the reader.
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General Service Role

By and large, RE: special education staff work with adults; the
only children they deal with are those that are involved in demonstration
teaching. Their general aim is to provide and facilitate LEA staff and

program development efforts. Beyond this basic guiding principle, the
special education staff work on a request basis. Their second principle:
"don't barge in--wait tc be asked." Of course, a forte of theirs is

helping LEAs identify their needs.

Once a need has been identified, the staff shift into action using
one of two vehicles: (1) respond themselves, at times in conjunction
with other REC staff, and (2) arrange some type of collaborative effort
among LEAs or LEAs and other agencies or individuals. )iith the recent

staff reduction, however, much less of the first type of assistance
occurs.

A primary role of the REC in general and of the special education
staff in particular is facilitating collaboration among agencies and/ or
individuals. Even here, the REC posture is an informal one. Suggestions

are made and, if they are accepted, people are brought together. Through

their many contacts with the Department of Human Resources (DHR), the
primary source of related selvices in the area, they know many of the

staff ersonally. This helps a great deal, although the coordinator
describes her attempts at making these arrangements as only moderately
successful.

Another way to loot at the services provided is in terms of whether

they respond to the needs of teachers or administrators. Before the

staff reduction and addition of monitoring responsibilities, more emphasis
was given to teachers' needs. Since then, however, teachers have received
less attention. On one hand, LEA budgets have become tighter this year
as well. Thus, more time is spent helping administrators stretch their
dollars. On the other hand, because the REC staff are now the monitors,
they have become a ready source of information on compliance. In effect,

the emphasis now is helping LEAs "stay legal and get the most for the
dollar."

The compliance aspect of this arrangement has worked well from an
adAnistrative perspective. Local administrators find it useful to seek
compliance assistance before the fact, "to find out what's legal," as

one local administrator put it. Administrators' questions tend not to
relate to the big issues or featurft of the law. Rather, they most

often are about the "picky" things. For example, a child is not allowed
to ride the special van for several days because of misbehavior. Is

that legal in view of the guidelines on appropriate transportation?

Local administrators couldn't be happier with the new monitoring
arrangement; they get compliance advice prior to taking action and the
actual monitoring visits tend to be more productive when they occur. But

local teachers tend to get 'ess of what they need. What little time is

left after actual compliance visits are arranged and conducted is eaten
up by compliance queries which are not always easy to answer, ever if

they are picky. If the REC can't respond, they check with DPI until
they can.
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A lcok at the changing emphasis of REC special education services

over the past 8 years illustrates the point. From 1974 to 1977 the REC
implemented a collaborative plan developed with area teacher training
programs to certify all area teachers of educable mentally handicapped
(Et'EI) children. In 1978 they began staff development programs for
Seaside teachers in response to P.L. 94-142 and the state s own special
education law. Maintaining this effort as their major thrust, they took
on the task of arranging for programs to certify teachers of gifted and
talented students. They have put a tremendous amount of effort into the
development of LEA teachers and programs. In 1981-82, the two remaining
staff find themselves working harder than ever--one doing monitoring,
the other taking on more jobs inside and outside of the REC--and, all

the while, watching their goals for teachers become "past tense."

They haven't given up, however. They admit that they've been hurt,

but they say that when monitoring is done, they'll get back to "LEA
development." The REC directmr is somewhat less optimistic. He feels
very good about where they've come with special edUcation, but given the
current budget situation, he's not sure about where they're going.
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EVOLUTION OF PUBLIC EDUCATION

This section tells three stories. Each story traces a different
aspect of the development of public education in the state. Primarily,
however, the stories concentrate on development in the Seasic.e region.
The first story is about education in general and begins by noting the
impact the interaction of geography and politics has had on the region.

It goes on to follow development of the school system over Am, including
school district reorganization.

The second and third stories, the evolution of the REC concept and
special education, are told together and cover a much shorter period of
time. The stories are really one because the development of each has
heavily influenced the other.

Development of the Seaside Public Schools

We have already noted ne diversity of the Seaside region. It is
most diverse in its peoole and the distribution of wealth. As one
travels among the counties, it is hard to imagine that these differences
can exist in such close proximity. Yet, when one studies the geography,
history and politics of the region, some sense can be made of the current
state of affairs.

The flat, coastal plains of the Seaside region interact with the

area's historical /political context in two major ways to have a profound
impact an tne development of its people and the evolution of its public
schools. First, unlike other parts of the state that tend to be moun-
tainous, the Seaside region was ideal for large plantations and the
introduction of slavery. Politically, this area has been dominated
since the late 1600's by a "landed gentry." Moreover, their dominance
has only begun to diminish over the last 10 years as machine politics
have lost ground because of increases in the number of black voters and
changes in the population characteristics thrnugh in-migration.

A second impact of geography on social development occurred in the
second half of the 19th century when the culture that had taken root in
other coastal areas skipped over this ?rea because the marshy land would
not support road beds for the railroad. Even thcugh the agricultural
capacity of the land continued to expand during cois time, the standard
of living for the area's former slaves rose only slightly as the region
continued to stagnate politically and socially. The rich got richer . . .

During this same period, the state legislature enacted the first
statewide appropriations bill for public educati-A. Between 1890 and
1920, a series of laws provided more and more state money and extended
the school term to six months. By 1920, the state funded the elementary
and secondary schools of every district by allocating state sales tax
dollars to supplement local property tax revenues. An important feature
of this and all subsequent school finance legislation, however, is that
no specified "local tax effort" is required. The idea of a required
local tax effort is a basic feature of virtually all state funding

formulas. A complete explanation of the requirement and how it has
affected school finance in this, state will be provided in the section,



"School Finance." For now, it is important to know that without the
required effort stipulation, local communities are free to tax themsel-
ves for public education at their own discretion.

During the late 1800's and into the early 1900's, the landed gentry'
of the Seaside region sent their children to private schools or provided
tutors for them at home. Because they controlled local politics and,
thus, levied property taxes, and because their children did not attend
public schools, there was little incentive for them to tax themselves to
support public education. Lo, while public education steadily improved
in the rest of the country as a result of increased financial support
from state and local governments, the schools in the Seaside area continued
to lose ground. This is not to say, however, that all fl the schools in
the region were neglected. Quite the contrary. Many communities were
committed to quality public schools and taxed themselves accordingly.
The determinants were who attended the schools and who levied the taxes.
In general, however, public schools were slow to develop in the area
because they did not have the support of the ruling landed gentry.

By 1900, several hundred school districts had emerged across the
state. In those days, each school was equivalent to one school district.
In the 1930's, another law enacted by the legislature abolished all
school district*, set minimum standards for number of students and
curricular offerings, and permitted districts that could meet these
standards to reorganize. As a result, the number of districts was
reduced to 250.

Dring World War II, some of the reconstituted districts folded; by
the early 1950's mergers among city districts and their suburban counter-
parts had taken place. These mergers resulted in the formation of
county districts, in which all districts in one county would join together
to form one school system. In some cases, all but one district (usually
the largest) would consolidate, creating a county system encircling an
isolated city district. This trend toward a county system continued
through the 1950's and into the 1970's until the 250 districts were
reduced to 145 by the 1976-77 school year. Two more consolidations
occurred between 1980 and the current school year and several sets of
districts continue to consider mergers. The reconfiguration of school
organization over this 50-year period has resulted in 80 single county
units out of a total of 100 counties in the state. In the remaining 20
counties, county systems coexist with one or more city systems.

Although across the state several mergers are pending between city
and county units, the tables have turned relative to the motivation to
consolidate. During the 1960's and 1970's, county units were anxious tc
join city districts, but the city units were reluctant to receive them.
Now, as 4 result o4 urban flight and financial troubles, city units are
more likely to seek consolidation with the county. However, county
districts are more reluctant during the 1980's for fear of losing their
`ax base to the cities.

One tends to hear the common criticism of consolidation in the
Seaside region: "loss of identity." One school board member added a

slightly different wrinkle when he said, "It's a matter of having your
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own thing versus sharing with someone else, and worse still is sharing

some lace else." On the subject of school consolidation, one high-ranking
DPI official who favors the county system was quick to add, "Don't do it
unless people want it." The director of the Seaside REC was a key
player in the consolidation movement in the 1950's and 1960's, advocating
consolidation. His current position, altered by his extensive reading
of the rural education literature, is that the best thing epout consolida-
tion in this state is that, "For better or worse, we are done."

The last consolidation completed in the Seaside service area took
12 years to complete. The respective schcil boards officially agreed to
the merger in 1968; the secondary schools were finally consolidated last
year. The closing of one of the high schools was the toughest part for
the locals to swallow, particularly for the older residents.

There are at least two sides to the story of this merger. Some

believe that the closings were delayed to allow resentment to die down
before final action. Others :relieve that the consolidation would have

been consumated sooner had the courts not invoked a school integration
order in the midst of the merger.

Most of the consolidation in the slate occurred at the same time

schools were being racially integrated. In fact, many counties accom-
plished racial integration through school consolidation efforts. As it
happened, school desegregation played an important part in the deve;opment
of the public schools of the Seaside region.

Currently, private schools that admit only white children are not a

factor in the Seaside region; 15 years ago they were. As the quality of
public schools increased over the past 15 years, mire white families

removed their children from private schools and returned them to public
schools. Although some parents continued to use private schools, the
fact that fewer children attended them has caused most of them to fail.
There is only one left in the region. In this county, where the private
school is "alive and well, " it is more difficult for the public school
system to get local money from the county commissioners (the local
elected officials who levy taxes and allocate the resources to all
social service agencies, including the public schools), a situation
which is very similar to earlier periods when the landed gentry neglected
the public schools because their children didn't attend them. Thus, a
third setback to the Seaside schools occurred during school desegregation
when private schools emerged to serve children who had been removed from
th, public schools.

The incentive to support the public s :hools was removed during

racial desegregation when private schools emerged in the area. This is
not surprising. What is surprising, however, is the way the Seaside
public lchools have bounced back. Over the past 15 years, the public
schools have manacled to improve student performance scores enough to
recapture studeLt., from the private schools. Enough students returned
virtuall!. to eliminate the private school market. As the number of
private schools declined, the local incentive for more resources to be
allocated to public education was reinstated.
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How did the Seaside public schools put the private schools out of
business? *MUch of the credit has to be given to the local educators.
Working under what any reasonable person would call incredible odds,
they made the best of a bad situation: disadvantaged student populations,

inadequate revenues, an inadequate supply of qualified staff, and more
than their share of handicapped students. And, as we will see as our
sto continues, we 'All see that no small share oc the credit rightfully

goes to the Seaside REC.

Evolution of Special Education and the RECs

The stories of the development of the REC concept and the evolution
of special education services are short ones. Both stories took place

over approximately the same 10-year period, although, unlike the RECs,
handicapped students have been around much longer.

Prior to 1970, there were no state requirements regarding the

education of handicapped children. Who were served, how they were
served and, indeed, whether they were served was a matter of local
discretion. Most mildly handicapped students, who were nearly always
considered to be educable mentally handicapped (EMH), remained in regular
classes. An area teacher for 18 of those years characterized the regular
teacher's lament as, "I'll get to him tomorrow." Even when some districts
started special classes for EMH students, their teachers tended to be
"artsy-craftsy types" and the EMH programs soon came to be viewed as a

"dumping ground" by other teachers and as the "dumb" class by the other
students.

More seriously handicapped students rarely made it to school. Area
physicians routinely recommended institutional placements for these
children; parents who didn't know of their availability, couidn't afford
them, or simply couldn't bear to send their children away to them,
simply kept them at home. Trainable mentally handicapped younsters,
like their more severely retarded peers, went away or stayed at home.

Public school was not an option. And all too often, EHM students wound
up in these same places.

In 1968, a study team commissioned by the governor to study the

public school system recommended that the DPI could be made more respon-
sive to statE needs if the agency itself were decentralized. The current

state superintendent was a member of the study team; he ran for office
tha- same year on a decentralized ticket and won. Both he and the RECs
are _All here.

Soon after he took office, the state superintendent called together
six superintendents to plan the actualization of the REC concept. The
current director of the Seaside REC was cne of those superintendents.

As the team began its deliberations, they looked for guidance--some
model or.past experience from which they could learn more about the

nature of regionalized service agencies. The state's only prior experience

in such matters had been with the Special Education Instructional Materials
Centers (IMCs). Federal funds had been obtained some years before to

establish three IMCs. The current RECs became expansions of the old IMC

model. The currant state director of the Exceptional Children Division
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headed these centers. Soon after, when they were disbanded as federal

monies dried up, he was transferred to his present post.

Title IV-C monies were used to fund the first two RECs, one of
which was placed in the Seaside area. They were staffed with only a

regional director and a secretary: the hope was to establish two centers
as placeholders while working to expand them as well as to establish the
remaining five. The current director became the Seaside REC's first
director when it opened in July of 1972.

As director of the IMC's, the current state director of special
education was in the best position to know the special education needs
of the state. He proposed that each REC be staffed with four special
education positions: coordinator, staff development specialist, instruc-
tional resource specialist, and planning specialist. His proposal was

accepted and eventually he secured state funds for the staff development
position and federal VI-B dollars to fund the other three positions at
each REC as well as to begin to build his DPI-based special education
staff. Eventually the REC planning team followed suit and defined a
staffing pattern for each REC which included at least one position from
each of the major DPI program areas. It took five years to secure
complete funding, but by July 1977 all seven RECs were up and running.

Just before the first two RECs opened far business in 1972, the
state began to address the issue of special education programming by
allocating categorical funds to districts which wanted to start special
education programs at the local level. The funds were used as an incen-

tive to create specific categorical services. One by one, programs for

each category of exceptionality were identifiC as state goals; money
was given to any district that would establish a program for that particL-

lar category of children. The sequence over the first few years was

first to fund EMH and then TMH programs. Programs for learning disabled

(LD) children and gifted and talented youngsters were next followed by
programs for emotionally handicapped (EH) students. None of these

programs was mandated. Rather, the availability of resources was used

as an incentive for local districts to act. Eventually, when P.L. 94-142

and the state's own special education law mandated programs for all
types of exceptionality, categorical incentive funding was dropped.

About two years after the opening of the first two RECs in 1974,
special education in the state was harried a windfall in the form of the

Regional Training Centers (RTCs). The RTCs were to serve as demonstra-
tion and training centers to prepare regular teachers to work with LD

students. Each of four RTC, was eventually equipped with master teachers,
demonstration classrooms, and a series of self-instructional modules on

relevant topics for teachers. This was certainly an interesting arrange-

ment; but even more interesting is the story behind the evolution of the
RTC network.

Prior to the initiation of categorical incentive funds for LD
programs, several parents of LD children in one district approached

their state legislator for help. Their LD children were not receiving

services and they wanted him to do something about it. The legislator

approached the state director of special education and, in short order,
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the two of them struck a bargain. The director allocated $30,000 to

start an LD program in the local district. In turn, the legislator

agreed to see a bill through the General Assembly that would create and
fund the RTCs. The director seized the opportunity 1,.o institute what
he believed to be the most pressing need at the time--training for
regular teachers. His goal was to work on attitudes as well as instruc-

tional and management skills. The intent was to better prepare regular
teachers to work with LD students and to reduce the number of students
needing LD services by increasing regular teachers' skills in accommo-
dating individual differences.

Things were starting to happen in special education. This story

illustrates how quickly they can happen. But the story did not end
here; windfalls can be lost as quickly as they are gained. We will

follow the story of the RTCs to its conclusion as we continue with the
volution of special education services. For now, it is important to
understand that this story is just one example of the influence that was
brought to bear in the state by parents on behalf of their children.
And at about this same time, parents in this and other states were

plying the same type of influence at the national level. The result- -

P.L. 94-142.

Soon after the passage of P.L. 94-142 in 1975, the Powell Bill,
this state's own version of the special education mandate, was passed by
the General Assembly. For all intents and purposes, it mirrored

P.L. 94-142. The only difference was the inclusion of programs for
gifted and talented students within the definition of special education.
The state chose not to mandate services from birth to 5 or grom 18 to

21. Rather, it left the provision of special education services for
these age groups to local discretica on a permissive basis. In effect,

services are mandated between the ages of 5 and 17. However, same

districts have applied for and received P.L. 94-142 VI-B money to
provide programs for handicapped students in the 18-21 age range. For

example, many TMH students are served until they are 21 years old,
either in LEA programs or in one the two sheltered workshops which serve

the Seaside region.

By 1977-78, most systems were in place. P.L. 94-142 had been
passed and federal dollars would soon arrive, the Powell Bill spelled
out the roles and responsibilities of state agencies in the education of

exceptional children, the RECs had been established and special education
technical assistance was now available on a regional basis, and the
RTCs were there to address the needs of regular teachers. The future

looked bright. In fewer than 10 years, special education had progressed

at an incredible rate. Administratively at least, special education had

come out of the dark ages. Now the real work--implementation--could

begin.

The role of the REC special education staff was to interpret state
special education policy and to provide the technical assistance necessary

for the locals to comply with it. One of the RTCs was located within
the Seaside region, making it easier for the REC staff in terms of
addressing the needs of regular teachers. But as we know, the REC's

special education staffing pattern and role did not last very long. And

neither did the RTCs.
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During the summer of 1981, major funding reductions in the DPI
Division for Exceptional Children created a ripple effect that was to
change the state's special education operation significantly. The
losses meant the disbanding of the RTCs, the reduction in REC special
education staff by one half, and the transfer of the P.L. 94-142 moni-
toring role to the RECs. It appeared that, in one day, special education

had lost much of what it had gained over the previous 10 years. And
although the REC's new monitoring role appears to have worked out well
administratively, it has caused effort to be shifted away from what is
perhaps the most important work to be done--local staff and program
development.
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SCHOOL FINANCE

In this state, as in other states, public education is a state
function subject to legislative control. However, the responsibility of
financing public education is vested in state government, as opposed to
local districts, to a larger extent than in most states. On the average,
state funds account for 64 percent of local district budgets.

General Education Funding

The state funding mechanism cannot be categorized neatly. It is a
combination of a pupil unit, teacher unit and personnel budget approach.
The primary unit of measurement is average daily membership (ADM) of
pupils from which most allotments are calculated. The base allotlent
for the formula is the teacher position, which is calculated on the
basis of ADM. The actual rate of students per teacher varies according
to grade level. Once the number of teachers for a particular district
is calculated, the state reimburses the district at 100 percent of the
cost of teacher salaries according to a standard statewide salary schedule.
School districts employing teachers with more experience and training
will receive more money per pupil than districts who hire teachers with
less training and experience.

In addition to teaching positions, the state formula allocates
other positions to districts for superintendents, supervisors, principals,
and clerks. One superintendent and one supervisor position are allocated
to each LEA. One principal is allocated for each building of a specified
number of students and teachers. The number of clerks is derived on the
basis of total ADM. In all, 63 separate line-item allotments are used
to distribute funds to local districts, each with its own independent
criteria. These allotments include she personnel listed above; other
personnel such as aides, counselors, and librarians; some categorical
program areas like kindergarten, physical education, and drivers' training;
overhead costs; and equipment and materials.

Although the state makes a major commitment to funding the education
enterprise in terms of the proportion of total education costs it pays,
average per pupil expenditures run at about three-fourths of the national
average. This state's average per pupil cost figure is also below that
of its three neighboring states. Moreover, there has been a tendency
for the state's fiscal role in education to diminish as pressures for
other governmental services mount.

Average Daily Membership/Personnel Aliotment

A district's allotment of state funds for one school year is based
on the count of students for the three best of the first four months of
the previous school year; most professional positions are allotted on
the basis of the ADM count. ADM allotments of teaching personnel are
based on grade level. In kindergarten, funds for one teacher are prided
for every 29 students. In the elementary grades, one teacher is allotted
for every 30 students, while districts need 31 students for each secondary
teacher position. Teacher aides are provided for each classroom in
grades kindergarten through three at the rate of one aide for every 29
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students. Other instructional personnel, counselors and librarians, for

example, are allotted on the basis of one for every 264 students. A
minimum of six vocational teachers is provided for each district, regard-

less of size. One principal position is provided for each school building
with 100 or more students and/or 7 or more teachers. School psychologists
are not included as allowable positions under the basic aid program.

Funds for special education teachers and support /?=elated service
personnel are provided under a separate funding formula, which is

presented in the next section, "Special Education Funding."

Once the number of professional positions has been calculated,
districts are allotted the the full salary and overhead costs for each
position according to the statewide salary schedule. Like most salary
schedules, this one rewards experience and training level. In 1981-82,

it ranged from $10,450 for a first year teacher with a bachelor's degree
to $20,610 for i teacher with full certification and 16 years experience.
Districts are free, however, to increase salaries beyond the designated

level. And many wealthier districts do sweeten the pot to attract the
most qualified teachers. Supplemental increments of this type can range
as high as $1,000.

Personnel positions and a number of other nonprogrammatic line-item
allocations are made on the basis of ADM. Virtually every position,
piece of equipment, and material is allocated to districts on the basis
of ADM. All in all, 63 line-item calculations must be made to determine
the exact configuration of the state's contribution to a district in all
of these areas.

Ordinarily, the state funds districts on a biannual basis. However,
because of a tight state budget and because lately there has been less
certainty about funding, the state has reverted to single-year funding.

In an attempt to account for fluctuations in student enrollment,
the funding formula includes an adjustment procedure. In any given
school year, a district can change its ADM prediction based on the

actual number of students that enroll within the first 10 school days.
If the difference between last year's prediction and this year's actual
count is enough to justify an additional teaching position, the state
will adjust the state aid allotment to cover the district's costs of

hiring a teacher.

The state pays all district transportation costs, including bus

maintenance. Further, after a district buys a bus, the state will
replace it when a new one is needed and turn the title over to the

district. From a fiscal perspective, transportation presents few problems
for districts.

Total Education Budget

Beyond the dollars that come from the state, local districts tax

themselves to generate revenues to support the remaining portion of
their total operating costs. Because there is no requirement in the
funding guidelines that sets a standard level of local contribution, the
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amount of local dollars used to support public education varies from 0

x 5C percent with about half of the state's districts paying no percen-.
tage of local costs. Current state averages for the mix of state, local
and federal dollars ara 67 percent state, 20 percent local and 13 percent

federal. Local revenues, if any, are generated from local property
taxes, which are based on locally set tax levies and property valuations.

Figure 4 illustrates the mix of state and local dollars used to

fund public schools. The "state basic program" represents the money
that comes From the state according to the ADM calculations discussed in

the preceding section. The amount of state dollars per instructional
unit (the classroom and the resources necessary to support it) is nearly

equal across districts, since the bulk of the resources necessary to
sustain a classroom ;over 80 percent) goes toward the teacher's salary
which is r.ilatively constant across LEAs.

The top part of Figure 4 depicts local tax contribution. It is

here that resources begin to vary widely from poor to wealthy districts.
To a considerable degree, the quality of a student's educational program

under this type of a system depends on where the student lives. This
artifact of the funding formula has been criticized for quite some time.
Measures have been proposed to account for the concerns raised and they

will be review in "Finance Reform," at the end of this section.

Special Education Funding

Funds to support programs for exceptional children at the local

level are geherated in two ways. First, exceptional children are counted

in the district's ADM calculation. The resources used by programs for
exceptional children for school-based and central administration costs
(except for the local director of programs for exceptional position- -

explained below), non-special education clerical support, plant operation,
textbooks, supplies, and the rest of the 63 line-item allocations are
thus generated in the usual manner and are expected to be paid for from

the regular allotment. In this respect, exceptional children generate
state money in the same way as regular students. In calculating the
allotment for teaching positions, however, only exceptional children who

spend most of the day in regular classrooms (mainstreamed) are counted
in the ADM figure. Children who are served in self-contained classrooms
are not figured in the ADM count when it is used to generate teaching

positions. Children who are placed in self-contained classrooms who
spend some portion of the school day in regular programs are counted in
the ADM figure on the basis of the proportion of the school day that

they spend in the regular program.

These funds can be considered "regular education" dollars. They

are meant to cover the regular education portion of the total cost of
educating an exceptional child. The second way exceptional children
generate state funds is through "add-on" allocations. As the name
suggests, "add-on" funds are intended to cover the additional costs,
beyond the regular education costs, of educating the exceptional child.

The number of exceptional children for whom the state will provide

add-on funds is determined on the basis of national "expectancy norms.''
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The state sets these norms at a rate which is 30 percent hiller than

current national incidence figures for each area of exceptionality. The

state exdectancy norms for 19b1-82 are listed below.

Exceptionalityllandicapped Expectancy Norms_(11

Mentally Handicapped 3.00

Specific Learning Disability 3.90

Seriously Emotioaally Handicapped 2.60

Speech/Language Impaired 4.55

Other Handicapped 2.20

Autistic
Hearing Impaired

Multihandicapped
Other Health Impaired
Visually Impaired

Gifted and Talented 3.90

Allocations of funds for each school year arP based on the number

of eligible students in etch district the previous yEar. Counts are

taken on October 1 and December 1. The total number of eligible handi-

capped children for allocation purposes cannot exceed 12.5 percent of

the total school-age population. Gifted and talented children cannot

exceed 3.9 percent. Once the number of handicapped and gifted and
talented students is calculated, a weighted factor is applied to the

state average cost per pupil figure to determine the total add-on allo-
cation. Handicapped children's add -on factor is 0.75 or 75 percent of

the average cost per pupil. The weight for gifted and talented children

is 25 percent of the cost per pupil figure. In 1981-82, district:
received $885 in add-on funds for each handicapped student under the

expectancy -norm figure. They received $295 for each gifted and talented

student under the 3.9 percent limit. Both add-on amounts are based on
the 1981-82 state average cost per pupil of $1,180 for regular education
students (state dollars only).

The funding scheme has a "hold harmless'' provision which assures
that no district receives less add-on revenues than it did during the

1979-80 school year.

Funds generated on the basis of exceptional children add-on dollars

can be spent in a number of different ways :ncluding: position of local

director of exceptional children programs (0-23,999 ADM = 1.0; 24,000

ADM and above = 2.0); clerical assistance; teachers; speech, language,
and hearing specialists; physical and occupational therapists; audiologists;
aides; psychologists; contracted services; special materials and equip-
ment; diagnostic and evaluation services; travel for itinerants; staff
develnpment, including training fur regular educators; training for
parents; microcomputers; homebound/hospital instruction; and costs for
placements in programs not operated by the local district.

P.L. 94-142 Funds.

The state rt-eived approximately $25 million in P.L. 94-142 funds

for the 19' -82 school year. Over 90 percent of this amount is passed
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on to local districts according to number of handicapped students. The

state's contribution to programs for exceptional children for 1981-82 is
$115 million. The federal contribution represents 18 percent of the
total 1981-82 expenditure of $140 million for special education. There
are no figures available for local contributions to exceptional programs,
but in proportion to state and federal amounts local contributions in
the Seaside area are very small.

The state's portion of the federal allocation (10 percent) is used

to support state level administrative costs and to fund several statewide
projects. Almost half of the dollars are used to support special education
activities and staff assigned to the RECs. The DPI holds 5 :ercent of
the state allocation to support requests from the RECs for special
education staff development activities. The remaining 90 percent of the
P.L. 94-142 funds is used by the LEAs to provide programs and services
for exceptional children at the local level. Local districts receive
their allotment after submitting a proposal to the state which complies
with the requiremerts for such plans specified in the regulations accom-
panying P.L. 94-142 and the special education rules that are attached to
the state special education law. Each district submits a separate
application. All districts in the state have enough handicapped students
to meet the $7,500 minimum required for individual LEA applications.

The LEAs use their federal allocations to supplement local program
ne 4s. A small number enter into cooperative endeavors with other LEAs
or ayencies to serve low-incidence populations, some hire more teachers
and aides, some hire psychologists. Regardless of how districts plan to
use their federal money, however, the state strongly urges that 5 percent
be used for staff development activities related to P.L. 94-142 priorities.

School Finance Reform

Schocl finance has been the subject of considerable debate in this

state for the last 50 yvrs. No fewer than nine statewide and special
topic studies have been commissioned by governors and various state
agencies since 1927. Although conditions have varied across the time
during which the studies were conducted, three conclusions have been
reached. A minimum foundation or base program is needed in order to
provide equal opportunity for children in the state. Tax effort should
be equalized in some manner so that taxes are equitably distributed.
School districts shoul'I. be allowed to exceed the minimum foundation or
base program for their districts.

The last of these recommendations does, in fact, exist currently.
The first two recommendations, however, have been an on-going source of
controversy among those who believe that the current system does not
sufficiently relieve inequity in school programs and the children they
serve. The last and most comprehensive study of school finance emphasized
inequity and made a series of recommendations to correct it. The commis-
sion's report related the genera; findings to three primary conclusions.
First, it pointed out that the goal of equal educational opportunity
could not be reached if it were not recognized that school districts
with excessive ratios of children with unusual educational deficiencies
suffer a substantial fiscal burden in meeting those needs. It went on
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to criticize the current funding schene for not being sensitive to both
needs and costs. Second, it showed how-the educational curriculum in
public schools in this state is affected by sparcity and local fiscal
inadequacy. Substantial differences among districts were identified in
the areas of cultural arts, foreign languages, certain elementary programs,
and programs for certain types of exceptional children. Third, it
demonstrated that the most experienced teachers with the highest levels
of training tend to be found in the most affluent and populous districts.

The commission made several recommendations that have a bearing on
special education, rural education, and the local capacity and effort of
school districts.

Equalization Fund. This recommendation directly addressed local
capacity and unusual- local need. It urged the state to create an
"equalization fund" that would be used to supplement LEAs that are
unable to provide adequate programs because of fiscal incapacity to meet
the needs of the children they serve. Money from the fund would be
distributed to districts on the basis of the fiscal capacity of the
county unit.

Local Effort. Recognizing the effects of lccal discretionary
taxation on the quality of public education, the commission recommended
a required level of local taxation. Each district would be obliged to
tax itself in support of public education. To these local resources
would be added the equalization fund, with the poorest districts receiving
commensurately more Funds so as to guarantee a minimum level of resources
for local effort. Figure 5 illustrates the current funding system and
the model proposed, which Includes the required effort and equalization
fund features.

Programmatic Funding. The commission recommendeu that the current
line-item allocation system be abolished because it does not respond
adequately to educational needs or program costs. Instead, they recom-
mended a pupil-centered system that rTovides funds based on program
costs.

Weighted Instructional Unit. The commission proposed a pupil-oriented
system that recognized program cost differences. Variations in program
costs were based on both grade level and program type, with the added
costs cf exceptional children and vocational programs recognized.
Table 4 illustrates this idea.

Quality Staff. It was recognized that imbalances existed in the
distribution of quality staff across districts. The commission propcsed
an experience/training factor to be built into the state aia program
that would create parity in the quality of the teaching force by provid-
ing resources to correct current imbalances which have resulted from
fiscal incapacity or other measurable economic circumstances.

Isolated Schools. Districts which could be classified as densely
or somewhat densely populated were found to have an advantage over more
sparsely populated districts in terms of duality staff and equivalent
services. The commission recommended building an isolated school factor
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Table 4

Proposed Weighted Instructional Unit System

Example of Calculation of Weighted
Instructional Units

(ADM + 27) x Weighted Factor
Weighted Instructional Unit

ADM = average daily membership
27 .. number of pupils in classroom unit
Weighted Factor .. a weight given to each

factor (factors include exceptional children.
vocational education, teaching staff index,
isolated school)

Weighted
Katie Program Units Instructior al Unit

Grades K 3
Grades 4 8 Maui Program)
Grades - 12

1.23
1.00
1.23

Add-OW' Exceptional Child Units

Level I 5.40

Trainable Mentally Retarded
Visually Handicapped

Level II 2.70

Emotionally Handicapped
Physically Handicapped
Hearing Impaired. Hospitalized/Homebound

Level III 1 35

Educable Meotally Retarded
Learning Disabled

Level IV 0.45

Speech Impaired

Lime V 0 05

Gifted and Talented

Add-On" Vocational Units

Agriculture 0 30

D;stributive 0 27

Health 0 38
Home Economics 0 28

Business Office 0 30

Technical 0 32

Trade and Industrial 0.32
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into the basic aid program that would provide a fiscal adjustment for
districts which must maintain an essential but isolated school.

Taxpayer Equity. The commission recognized the need to redress the
regressive nature of the current property tax basis for generating local

school revenues. Inequities among counties in terms of property valuations

was identified as a major part of the problem. Commission members

recommended sales-assessment ratio mechanism for certifying valuations
that would remove local discretion for setting valuation levels.

Although the findings of this and other finance studies have identified
the problems with the current funding system and recommended what appear
to be reasonable solutions, no action has been taken to minimize current

inequities. Several state and regional respondents who have dealt with
these issues over the years identified three explanations. Some school

officials question the priorities of the legislature. One example that
was offered was that, concurrent with the most recent cuts in the state

education budget that eliminated the RTCs and the state's capacity to
monitor P.L. 94-142, the legislature allocated considerable resources to
support an aspect of the show horse trade. Another explanation of the
legislatUre's failure to act on finance reform was that the current
recession has created a kind of "shrinking dollar paranoia" within the

legislature. Many believe that we are about to "re-live the 30's all
over again," and, thus, they have become even more fiscally conservative.
A final explanation suggests that a reformulation of the finance system
that involves weighting factors and other types of differentials is too
complex for the legislature. They naturally resist any plan that does

not distribute resources on a "dollar for dollar equity" basis. They

won't go beyond a simple numerical equity issue; they reject fiscal
decisions that require "judgments" to be made.

Some concessions ha "e been won, however. For example, rural school
administrators convinced the legislature to allot principals on a build-

ing basis regardless of district size. In the Seaside region, a funding

supplement for an isolated, island school was granted after an appeal to

the legislature. In both cased, however, the concessions were won by
approaching the legislature with an "emotional appeal" r than solid

cost data.



LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCIES

The organization of the Seaside LEAs is not different from that
which one would find in most school districts. Each has a superintendent,
and depending on its size, may have an assistant superintendent an some

district-level curriculum consultants. Each school has a principal,

thanks to the appeal made to the state legislature by rural administrators.
Each district is allotted one supervisory position, and some districts

add one or two supervisors from local 'tax dollars. A local director of

special education, the newest position in the LEA administrative hierarchy,
will be discussed in a later section ("LEA Special Education"). Coordi-
nators fcr Title I and migrant education programs round out the LEA's

organizational chart, although in most Seaside LEAs, one person wears
both of these hats. In fact, it is sometimes the case that this person
will also wear the local director of special education hat as well.

Governance

Local school board members are elected and serve four-year terms,
although not long ago board members were appointed. Local board members
tend to be the most educated citizens available. Physicians, dentists,

and other professionals and retired educators are not uncommon in wealthier
counties and larger towns.

The role school boards center on four primary tasks. They hire
the superintendent; approve the district budget (although the county
commissioners have the ultimate authority as to what gets funded);

oversee and approve the budget once it is funded; and, as one board
member put it, they try to compliment curricula that are pertinent and

filter out the trash." Things that are farther away from direct student
services are more likely to get shot down.

Board members rely heavily an the superintendent's expertise in
educational matters. This should not be read as "rubber stamp," however.
The board must be convinced; they will not follow the superintendent
blindly.

The local school board is one of two political entities in the

Seaside counties, the other being the county commission. And although
some gauge the relationship of the school board and of the county com-
missioners as "a political balance," the commissioners' taxing authority
translates into more local power. Some board members feel that more

control over the budget process in thair hands would allow them to
"decide what's best and then fund it." The way it stands, planning for
what is best and funding it are two separate processes.

LEA Funding

Calculating and getting the resources necessary to run a school
district is no simple matter. There are state dollars, local dollars,
federal dollars--each with its own procedures and accountability quirks.

There are state politics, local politics, and federal politics to contend
with--each with its own set of agendas. But most of all there are
children to be schooled--each with his or her own needs. Somehow, all
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angles need to be considered and a balance struck. In he following
sections, we will try to walk the reader through some of these con-
siderations,

Local Budget Process

The first draft of the local budget is prepared by the district
superintendent and his or her staff in conjunction with the state budget.
The aim is to be able to meet local needs with the combined revenues of
state and local dollars. This assumes of course that one can predict
what actual needs will be. As our story progyesses, it will become
apparent that this is not always possible.

Once central administration is satisfied with its local budget
proposal it is submitted to the school board, where it could be revised.
Following approval of the proposed budget, or some modified version of
it, approval is sought from the county commissioners. Here again, the
proposal can be approved, rejected, or revised.

If the budget is rejected or modified such that the district can't
live with it, school administrators have only one recourse: the courts.
Here, they can make a case for their original version and, if fortune is
with them, walk away with what they think they will need for the next
school year. Judicial recourse is not unheard of in the Seaside area.
In fact, one of the bigger cases was brought by the REC director when he
was superintendent in one of the LEAs. The county commissioners had
gone too far with him; he had his day in court and he won.

County Commissioners

Each county is made up of five townships, each electing one person
to represent it )n the county governance body. The power vested in this
body is quite substantial, as are the politics. In these rural areas,
the county commissioners and the school boards are the most formidable
entities around. State officials and local administrators, teachers, and
parents are aware of the commissioners' poser.

The amount of money allocated to all social service agencies,

including education, is controlled by the county commissioners. They
are the county's funding agents; they levy taxes.

The education portion of the county budget usually runs at about 50
percent of the total county outlay. Of course, the motivation is to
hold down taxes, certainly not an unusual position for an elected offirial
these days. However, the county commissioners have traditionally been
fiscally conservative. Even so, the schools have begun to enjoy more
liberal funding of late. As we noted previously, voter registration and
in-migration have had some effect on county purse strings and one can't
help but speculate that court cases have had their effect as well. In

the Seaside area, private schools have been virtually eliminated, which
means more attention !or public education from the county commissioners.

Another factor to consider is the relatively low level of importance
placed on education by the local citizens. It should not be surprising



that some Seaside citizens have more basic things to worry about when
one considers that 20 percent of the population lives under the poverty

level.

State Aid

We have aescribed previously the state funding formula or, at
least, we described the way it works out on paper. We noted, too, the

equity issues suerounding the funding formula and pointed out what the
state itself has determined to be the features that cause problems for
some districts. In this section, we would like to look at the funding
Formula in action, to see what happens on the other end of the formula,
how it plays out in the Seaside area public schools.

Average Daily Membership. Virtually every one of an LEA's 63

line-item allocations is based in one way or another or, ,DM. The first
problem with ADM in the Seaside region is that for the past five years

school enrollment has been on the decline. Although enrollment has now
stabilized mid is even on the rise in some Seaside LEAs, over the past

five years the drop has amounted to eight percent. ADM, as a unit of

measure, has a different effect on school budgets depending on whether
enrollments are increasing or decreasing. ADM, as a predi( 1 device,

estimates the number of students at the end of a school year, out the
need to allocate teachers occurs at the beginning of tl'e year. Suppose

that the enrollment in a district is 1,000 students. If enrollment is
increasing, ADM projections might predict 1,100 students for the next

school year. For another district with the same number of students but
in a declining enrollment state, ADM might predict /'0 students for the
next. For both districts, the state allocation of teachers is based on

these ADM predictions. In the first district, all of the projected
1,100 students will not be there when school opens in September. Some

will be there, of course, but the total of 1,100 students will not

accrue until much later in the year. The result--an extra teacher or

two--not a bad consequence.

In the second district the inverse will be true. The total pro-

jected drop in enrollment will not ac:rue until later in the school
year. But, when most of the 100 students who will leave during the year
show up in September. the district is short a teacher or two--a bad

consequence.

Now one might ask, "What about the ADM adjustment process; won't

that fix things?" Well, it will. But not without causing some problems
of its own. After the first 10 days of school, the district that was
short a couple of teachers can submit an adjusted ADM count and indeed
get its two positions. But when the two additional teachers yet on
board, ordinarily during the second month of school, classes must be
reorgarized and the result is a massive disruption that teachers and

students can ill-afford. Worse even than the disruption, teaching
positions are the only lina-item allotment that can be recovered through

the ADM adjustment process. Materials, supplies, and other staff positions

are lost for good.
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And then there's the case of the "seesaw enrollment," as one Seaside
superintendent calls it. In one of her schools, she has a 25 percent
net turnover each year. This is one of the southwestern counties that
boarders the adjoining state. Hare, entire families move back and forth

across the state line (for a number of reasons that will be gone into
later). It is not unusual for this school to get six new students in
one day, and then to loose five the next day. Rather than contacting

the DPI every time there's an enrollment shift, she just lives with
fewer resources than she actually needs.

Allotment of Staff Positions. Another problem with the ADM mechanism
for the Seaside districts was summed up by one superintendent who said,
"Kids don't come in packages of 26." The reference here was to the fact
that 26 students entitles a district to reimbursement for one teacher.
This rule is particularly troublesome :or rural districts that may need
to offer classes for fewer than 26 students. The district loses money

each time a class is offered with fewer students than the ratio upon
which the ADM allotment is based. The more sparcely populated the
district, the more often that happens. One positive feature of the

allotment system is that teachers are allocated to the district at
large, and not to particular 5uildings. This helps because it allows

districts to manipulate resources to better meet their needs. But even

this flexibility doesn't always solve a district's problems in a rural
area. Deployment of personnel within the district is not an easy feat

in a rural county district. For example, a K-8 building with 120 students
might require 5.5 teachers, .03 secretaries, .02 custodians. Obviously,
this allocation will not work when buildings are widely separated,
although it might work quite nicely in a larger district where school
buildings are core concentrated. In a rural county, where distance and
other travel problems are prohibitive, the only solution is often a more

costly one. Seaside superintendents would like to see the "one building/
one principal" rule applied to other essential staff.

Special Education Funding

As in the previous section, we would like to give the reader a feel
for special education funding from the LEA perspective. The funding

procedure, preser*ed earlier in "School Finance," provides resources for
the regular education portion of an exceptional child's total program on

the basis of the basic ADM formula. Thus, the problems caused by this
type of measurement unit for Seaside districts--negative effect of
declining enrollments, cumbersome ADM adjustment process, 'seesaw"
enrollments, and students who don't come in sets of 26--apply equally
well to this portion of special education costs. Moreover, the current

system for funding the "add-on" portion of special education costs can
be just as troublesome, if not more so, for many of the Seaside LEAs.

The add-on funds are allocated on the basis of 75 percent of the
state average cost per pupil figure (state funds only) for handicapped

students and 25 percent for gifted and talented students. These funds

are used to hire special education teachers, administrators (local
directors of exceptional children programs), and support personnel; to
purchase supplies and equipment; and to purchase related services from

other agencies.
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The first problem encountered with. special education funding revolves
around the average state cost per pupil figure. The Seaside region
ranks first among the eight regions in actual average cost per pupil.
Now this might surprise the reader, given our previous discussions about
local school conditions and budgets. However, the inadequacy of "cost

per pupil" as a unit of measure is at the root of this apparent contra-
diction. Cost per pupil is figured by dividing total education expenai-
tures, except for capital outlay, by the total number of students.
Figured in the total school expenditure are administrators' salaries.
Because of the "one building/one principal rule," which is a blessing
for rural schools in most other respects, the lower enrollment in rural
schools inflate cost per pupil figures. Thus, for the Seaside districts,
the average state cost per pupil figure, upon which their speciJ educa-
tion "add-on" costs are based, is always lower than it would be if they
were located in a less rural area.

The second problem with the add-on funding scheme relates to the
"category caps" placed on the number-of exceptional children the state
will fund. The Seaside region is in reasonable shape with respect to
the total allowable percentage of handicapped students at 12 percent;
just under the limit of 12.5 percent. However, problems for some of the
LEAs crop up when one considers the caps placed on each area of excep-
tionality. For example, 11 of the 17 districts are over the 3 percent
mentally handicapped limit; 12 are over the cap for learning disabled
students; 2 are over for speech/language impaired; and 12 surpass the
3.9 percent cap on gifted and talented, with 3 districts doubling it.
None of the districts are over the lid in any of the other categories.
Another problem here is that schools with fluctuating enrollments may
lose money because all their handicapped students may not be identified
by the last day to make headcount adjustments (June 1).

So, not only do all Seaside LEAs receive less than they might in
add-on dollars overall, but some generate less because of the configura-
tion and/or fluctuation of their student populations across the various
categories of exceptionality. And all this boils down to fewer state

dollars than are needed.

Of course, the Seaside LEAs have other sources of revenue. Federal

funds account for about 18 percent of the regions education budget. In

fact, the Seaside region ranks first of the seven RECs in tne amount of
federal dollars generated. But these dollars have their own stipulations
and uses, although recent clarifications from Washington have resulted
in the ability to serve some students with both Title I and P.L. 94-142
dollars. The same thing applies with respect to migrant education. How

these programs are coordinated will be discussed later in the section
"LEA General Education Programs/Federal Programs."

And we can't forget that it costs more to provide the same level of
services in the Seaside region than it would if it were a less rural

area. Not only does it cost more in dollars, but it cost more in student

time. Remember that transportation costs are not a problem for these
rural districts; all costs are paid by the state. The real problem,

particularly for more severely handicapped and, thus, less prevalent
students, is that travel robs them of precious instructional time.
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These students are more likely to travel because they are few in number

and must be bussed to central locations.

Of course, there is one more source of education dollars for the

Seaside LEAs: local property taxes. But we knov that, here again,
getting enough money has not always been easy fur some districts. The

Seaside arei ranks fourth among the REC's in dollars generated locally.
One more factor, local politics,' enters into the equation. Local

tradition, local politics, and, as we have seen, even local geography,

all play a part in determining local education resources and local
education needs. The combination of contextual factors interacting with
the quirks of the various funding mechanisms affect different districts

and schools in different ways. The rest of our story will attempt to
show how these factors play out in the delivery of special education and

related services in the Seaside area. But let's first look at how

special education personnel are allotted within districts once the
resources needed to hire them are obtained.

Allotment of Special Education Personnel

As in most other states, the way in which special education programs

are arranged is regulated by teacher-student ratio. The state sets
limits on the number of students that can be served by one teacher, and
in some cases a teacher and an aide. The teacher-student ratio is

important fiscally because it regulates the number and types of personnel
needed to serve the student population.

Table 5 shows the teacher-student ratio under which the Seaside
LEAs operate. Immediately apparent is the fact that educating more
severely handicapped students is more expensive because it requires more

staff per student. The special education funding procedure treats all
handicapped students as if they were equally costly to educate, when in
fact this is far from the realit, of the situation. Moreover, when

moderately and severely handicapped students are not all located in one
place, it often takes more staff than that indicated in the teacher - student

ratio. These inadequacies in the funding mechanism are more pronounced

in rural areas where more severely handicapped students tend to be
spread out rather than roncentrated as they are in more urban areas.

New Special Education Funding 7ormula

The local administrators of tte Seaside area and tneir voice at

DPI, the REC cirector, nave bec. pus;.ing for a new special education
funding system for some time. °They want a system that assigns weights

to students according to tne severity of their handicap and their distance

from *le services they need. Built on top of this calculation, they
want Another weighting that reflects how these two basic costs change
from distric' to district based on the size of the district and the

relative sparcity of the population. Finally, they want a base factor;
a "floor" that would give a district a certai, number of special teachers

regardles! of student enrollment. Sounds go: , but will it fly? Apparently

not.
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Table 5

Funding Ratio for Teachers of Exceptional Children

rum T r of Studen Teacher Aide

Autistic Full -ties Special Class 5

9

1

1

Gifted and Talented Supportive Services; Resource;
Enrichment; Diagnostic Prescriptive

15 per class period, or
75 per day, or
175 per week

1 -

Part-time Special Class 25 per class period
100 per day

1 -

Full-time Special Class 26 1

Hearing Impaired Supportive Services; Resource;
Consultan

20 per week 1
.

.

Part-time Special Class 20 per day 1 .

Full-time Special Class 7 preschool/primary
7 elementary
9 secondary

1

1

1

1

1

1

Orthopedically
Handicapped

Supportive Services; Resource;
Consultant

15 per week 1 -

Part-time Special Class 10 1

Full-time Special Class 12

Seriously Emotionally
Handicapped

Supportive Services; Resource;
Consultant

20 per week 1 -

Part-time Special Class 6 per period
8 per period
16_per week

1

1

1

-

Full-time Special Class 8 1

Learning Disabled Supportive Services; Resource;
Consultant

35 per week (direct
service)

40 per week
(consultative)

1

I

1

-

-

.Part-time Special Class 8 per period,pr
25 . r da

Full-time Special Class 12

Educable Mentally
Handicapped

Supportive Services; Resource;
Colgultant

35 per week

Part-time Special Class 12 preschool/primary
per period

12 elementary per
period, or 40 per day

16 secondary per period.
or 40 or day

1

I

1

-

-

-

Full-time Special Class 12 preschool/primary

12 elementary
16 secondary

1

1

1

-

-

-

Trainable Mentallv
Handicapped

Full-time Specie] Class 6

7-12
13-16

1

1

1

-

Severely/Profoundly
Handicapped

Full-time Special Clefs 6
7-12

I 1

Multihandicapped Full-time Special Class 6
7-12

.
1

Visually Impaired Supportive Services; Resource;
Consultant

35 per week 1 -

Fart-time Special Class 8 per period, or
25 ner day

1 -

_

Full -time Special Class 8 blind
10 partially sighted

1 -

Speech and Language
Impaired

Caseload Basis No minimum or meximum
limits

- -

Full-time or Part-,ime:
Language Disorders

. - -.

12'

12

1

I

1

-

----.

Homebound/
Hospitalized
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The Seaside director and some of the other REC directors submitted
such a proposal to the legislature based on these ideas. "It was too
sophisticated for the folks they had to sell it to." Moreover, as the
director noted, "It required too much change to suit them." The REC
directors are advocating for something, anything, that will recognize

different costs in c:ferent districts, and that something has to ?Flow
discretion at the ristrict level for how to spend the money. And just
when they thought that this kind of thinking was too much to hope for,
they got word of a new special education funding formula.

This funding formula will gc into effect in two years and, although

it doesn't have a weighting system of any type, it does allow more
flexiblity at the local level. All the intricacies of the new formula
are now known yet, but a few are out.

First, the "category caps" feature '11 be ruoveu. That is,
separate percen.dqes for each category of exceptionality (except gifted)
will be elim4lcitel. Moreover,the total percent of hand;capped students
allowable will be raised to 15. Gifted and talented will remain at 5
percent of ADM. These features are positive for the Seaside area.
Recall that most districts tend to be over the category caps for some
areas of exceptionality. The RE; believes that th; will improve matters
generally in the Seaside area, but, based on preliminary calculations,
the new formula will affect districts differentially. For some, it will
be better, for others, worse. One superintendent who has not lost money
for three years under the present systems rays that the new system will

not cover her district's special education costs as well as the old one
did; she v11 1Gse money.
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GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

The 17 LEAs within the Seaside area provide educational programs

for over 61,000 students. Of these, fully one-sixth receive services
through programs for exceptional children, about one-half receive Title
services, and one quarter, migrant education services. Over 3,300

eachers -erve these students in general and special programs, yielding
an overall teacher-student ratio of 1 to 17. Eighty percent of the

teachers work in elementary or secondary classrooms. Of the r.maining

20 percent, 200 are Title I teachers, 160 are migrant education teachers,
and nearly 300 teach in programs for exceptional children.

The intent of this section is to complement the in-depth descriptions
of programs for exceptional children by providing information regarding

general education programs. These programs include not c.-.1), regular

elementary and secondary programs, but the several supplementary, federal
and vocational programs as well.

Regular Education Programs

Regular education programs in the Seaside area are at a basic
descriptive level very much like programs in other rural areas. They

are carried out in school building classrooms by teachers and admini-

strators and guided by a curriculum. Beyond this level though, many
unique twists and idiosyncracies emerge, almost all having implications
fn- lndicapped students.

The Schools

Within- ad across-school movement of students is immediately
evident as one tours the Seaside schools. While we normally think of
secondary students as moving 'rom class to class every 50 minutes or so,

this mcvement is characteristic of the elementary level as well. In

some districts, at least half and as many es 90 percent of the elementary
students go to other classrooms for program:fig that ranges from normal
developmental reading to Title I reading and mathematics programs to
migrant education to special edwauion reso..rce programs. Developmental
reading programs are offered on the basis of ability level and teachers
work with groups comprised both of their own st. lents as well as those
from other classrooms. Thus, mildly handicapped students and Title
students can blend into the flow of virtually all students daring reading

periods.

Far less positive Impact on students

comes in tne form of families of students
sometimes across states. Indeed, migrant
several times rear. Yet their children

small percent, it 0 these mohile students.
families move into the area for a respite
adjoining state; when the heat dies down,

truck, or collect their deposit if it was
of the aeea.

from a program perspective
who move across schools, and
families move across states
actually represent only a

In some cases, transient
from ur "'4d taxes owed in an
they hook their trailer 'o a

leased, and move yet again out
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This turnover in student population creates a lot of administrative

headaches--although one mild analgesic has been the Migrant Student
Record System, But the record system does not abate the budgetary
effects of, say, a 25 percent annual turnover, reported by one super-
intendent, which in turn shrinks the potential ADM as these students
tend not to show up until after head counts are taken. It is quite
difficult to project, let alone fund, the appropriate number of teachers
given student turnover rates of this magnitude.

Nor can the record system resci:e those responsible for or involved,

in special education referral/placement paperwork. Some transient
families have a handicapped child, sometimes more than one. A few
parents, a small number of them with handicapped children, move from
place to place to "beat the rap" on neglect charges- -real or trumped up.
The migrant record system accounts only fot migrant families; thus,
while handicapped students of migrant families can be tracked, those of
transient families cannot- One local special education director indicated
that at least one categ_ :al area quadrupled in the number of students
tie year. Compounding the administrative hassles such fluctuation causes
is the discontinuity in programming when student records do not follow
the student. Not the least of those affected are well-meaning teachers

who work intensely on IEP development only to find the object cf that
program gone and an IEP-less student in his or her place. Fortunately,
these mobile students are not indicative of the majority of the Tea's
students who maintain stable attendance. But, it is cumbersome and

sometimes impossible to plan for those who are transient.

Program quality in the schools is somewhat remarkable given the

poverty and transience evidenced in some of the counties. Title I
services require placement on or below the 49th percentile on reading
and mathematics achievement tests. Thus, many students are accessed to
general supplementary and federal proqrams over and above regular offerings.
In addition, the decline in the number of private schools has resulted
in more children of middle- and upper-class white families attending the
public schools in the area. As we have seen, formerly segregated schools
have become increasingly integrated and consolidated, thus partly off-
setting the effects of transience, poverty and segration on program
quality.

Building Staff

For the most part, teachers are locally born, raised and educated.

The state's most pretigious university graduate training program in
specia' Klucation requires very high ORE scores for admission; thus,

';eachers, have elected undergraduate programs offered by institutions
with lower standards. Some white teachers are unprepared for and, in a
few caseb, uncomfortable with their black students. Furt,tr eroding the
overal'i quality of teachers is the national trend for the most promising
tei:hers to be drawn away by higher paying industry jobs.

The state is concerned with these problems; however, the foremost

of its concerns is the appraisal and improverpr., of teachers by principals.
Principals are given leadership and supervisory training. They are
required to evaluate teachers and use this training to improve their
teaching staff.
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The state maintains a Leadership Training Institute (LTI) for
building principals. The LTI is operated by a director and an assistant
director, as well as three interns. The interns are Wilding principals
who receive leaves from their LEAs, participate in the internship, and
return to regular duty afterwards. In this fashion, it is hoped that
newly acquired leadership skills would have a ripple effect; ultimately
improving the instructional yality in the building.

Another me-!or effort in general education improvement has been the
state wide effort to upgrade the overall quality of instruction. To
accomplish this, the state set up a two-week workshop at the beginning
of the school year. Selected teachers attended the workshrn and received
training in Madelyn Hunter's seven-step instructional delivery procedure.
In general, the procedure fits well with the Seaside LEA's administrative

pattern of grouping students by ability level; and the teachers reported
t)at the program has increased their awareness of their own instructional
approaches.

The state also can respond to the region's staff development needs
through its only REC staff development program area which, as mentioned,
is located at the Seaside center. The Staff Development Coordinators
Council encourages LEAs to involve the unit in the planning and delivery
of programs to various LEA personnel. Upon request from the LEAs, the
council serves in a clearinghouse capacity, processing LEA staff develop-
ment needs and matching REC program areas and staff to them.

Results needs assessments are typically forwarded to the Council
fcr consultative assistance. Tf other REC program areas can assist in a

staff development program, the Council will help coordinate those efforts.
While DPI requires no formal communication channels between the REC and
the LEAs, most LEAs utilize the service anyway, especially if they want
to collaborate to provide inservice programs related to working with
handicapped students.

DPI allots each LEA as well as the REC program areas monies for
staff development. Each REC program area can spend 5 percent of its
budget on these activities. The exceptional children programs alsocan
propose act!vities to DPI for approval and funding from the DPI's P.L.
94-142 dollars.

LEAs receive staff development funds from two sources. They receive
43 cents per student within their general education allocation. Also,
LEAs can spend up to five percent of their total state special eoucat'ln
add-on dollars for staff development related to educating handicapped
students.

The state is flexible in regard to the LEAs' pooling of these
funds. The major advantage of the REC's staff development unit relates
to the coordination necessary to pull off meaningful programs in a
cost-efficient manner. Any number of LEAs can 7ollaborate to produce an
inservice program. They can produce it themselves, letting the REC
handle logistics; or they can use the REC's staff development coordinator
as a broker for the services from other REC divisions such as mathematics

or snecial education.
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These inservice programs also serve as vehicles for teacher certifi-
cation. The state requires certification renewal for all teachers every
five years. :t also !limits LEAs to offer certification credits toward
this renewal, and LEAs can arrange the necessary programs using the
procedures as described above.

In addition, when the need arises, LEAs can work through the REC

and area teacher training programs to staff new programs for exceptional
students. This occurred during the 1980-81 school year when several
newly certified teacher's of the gifted and talented came on board.

Anticipating this need a year or so earlier, the LEAs approaches DPI and
tne REC requsting that the REC work out an acceptable arrangement with a

nearby teacher training institution. Since the university had no gifted/
talented program, the REC developed the curriculum and the college
provided instructors.

Other programs have included a multi-district inservice program for
driver education teachers that focused on characteristics of, and instruc-
tional modifications for handicapped students. Here, the coordinator of
the exceptional children proram area arranged program content, while
the staff development coordinator handled program management and cost-
sharing agreements among the participating LEAs. The fact that 1981-82
will bring the termination of the Staff Development Coordinator's position
is unfortunate--as much or more for the LEAs as for the REC.

Classroom Organization

Most of the LEAs use homogeneous or "ability" grouping to organize
reading instruction. As we have mentioned, students sometimes change
classrooms in order to receive reading instruction more precisely matched
to their needs. Mildly handicapped students become a part of this
grouping scheme and tend not to be singled out with respec': to changing
classrooms.

However, at the junior high level, it becomes tairly apparent that
the higher ability groups are college-bound and the lower groups aren't.
It is the opinion of some that in some cases the higher performing
groups are assigned the better teachers.

Curriculum

Some of the LEAs use an objectives-based curriculum in which students'

performance Is monitored using criterion-referenced tests that are keyed
to these objectives. Two advantages result from this system: first,
the curriculum lends itself to a continuity with the state's Annual
Testing and Competency Testing programs; and second, the curriculum
objectives--specific and measurable in their delineation- -serve as a
common denominator for cooperation among regular and special educators.
Since most resource programs in the area operate according to the tutcrial

model, teachers are able to base their relative roles in the instructional
process on a common tenchmark: the curriculum objectives. This not

only acts to facilitate communication, it also helps clarify an oft-cited
problem in the education of handicapped students--grading.
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Grading and Evaluation of Students

As ore would expect, student evaluations consist of grades and of

test performance. Most LE/', have a fairly consistent grading policy for
Title I and special education students. Secondary students do not

receive grades for remedial readin .nd mathematics work in Title 1
programs. Some secondary students show a reluctance to go to Title I

classes because the lack of a grade is one way they are singled out froi

their peers.

Conversely, special education students do receive grades, but

individual LEA grading policies do differ. In one county, students are
graded on the average of their regular and special class grades in each

subject. If a student receives only special education only in a particular

subject, he or she is graded by the special education teacher. In

another county, handicapped students are graded in comparison to their
"urrent achievement levels. For example, a fourth grade, handicapped

student achieving at a second grade level in secrnd grade might receive
an A or a B; thus he or she is graded on performance and not penalized

by the handicao.

At least one school generally promotes handicapped students once
they reach the junior high school level so that they can have access to

vocational education at the secondary level. However, the Seaside area
schools are not that liberal with the remainder of the student population.
In some cases, students have repeated a grade two or three times. In

most cases, teachers are not reticent to retain a stuaent. By the time
such students reach high school, it's not surprising that a few drop
out, -.specially those from migrant families who by this time are estab-

lisheu workers.

Student performance also is tested through the Anrual Testing

Program (ATP) in grades 1, 2, 3, 6, and 9 and through thl Competency
Test Program (CTP) in grades 11 and 12. In 1977, both the ATP and CTP

were mandated and the programs were begun in the fall 0° 1978.

The ATP consists of reading and arithmetic inventories in grades

one and two that are criterion-referenced and primarily diagnostic in
nature. Then, students take the California Achievement Test (CAT) in
grades three, six, and nine. Ninth grade ilTiiiiiTi1077TaTig poorly on
the CAT are at risk of not passing the CTP in their junior or senior

years given the high correlation between CAT and CTP scores. Students
may have as many as eight opportunities :o take the CTP. To pass,

students must score satisfactorily in both the reading and mathematics

components. Students who don't pass are entit114 to remediation through
funds passed co the LEAs by the state department However, LEAs are not
required to provide this remedial help. Thus, slime st4,:ents simply exit

school with a graduation certificate stating that he or she "has not
passed the minimum competency exam." Students are able to return to

retake the CTP after leaving school.

Each year half a nilli9n students tcross the state take the compe-
tency exam. Thus, state and local officials regard it as "a bear to

implement." However, the greatest concern is the level at 4ich students
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are required to take the test--s uidents take the test that is appropriate

to their age rather than their achievement level. Thus, many take tests
of higher difficulty than that with which they can be expected to cope

successfully.

Handicapped students are granted special conditions in regard to

both the ATP and CTP. They may be exempted from participation in the
Annual Testing Program upon t. ! recommendation of the school-based
committee which has the responsibility for developing the student's
individualized educational program. More will be said about this com-
mittee in the section, "Identifying and Processing Handicapped Students."

Most handicapped students who are mainstreamed into regular classrooms

for at least 50 percent of their instructional classroom time take part
in the Annual Testing Program.

The school-based committee is responsible for designating the level

at which a special education student should be tested and notes it on
the student's individualized educational program. The plan may recommend

testing at the student's designated grade level or another grade level.
In some cases the testing of special education students may require the

alteration of the standard test administration procedures. Modifications
can include things like audio-cassette presentations, large-print materials,
and extenued test-taking time.

,supplementary Programs

Supplementary programs fall into three categor : preschool,

non-federal remedial programs, and the Alternative Hig.: School.

Early Prevention of School Failure

The EPSF program reflects a state wide effort to screen kindergarten

children to identify those at risk: The state provides funds at a level
equivalent to 10 percent of kindergarten and 4ead Start heed counts in
order for moderate- and high-risk kindergarten and first grade children
to receive services. These funds are separate from special education
funds.

The EPSF high-risk programs offer 30 minutes a day of extra proyrdmm-

ing. Often, these programs are staffed by regular teachers, wno are
paid for the extra work.

Non-federal Remedial Programs,

Although special education and Title I are the largest special and
supplementary programs, respectively, some schools provide their own
remedial programs. Some are state-funded, others are funded locally.

The remedial program for students who do not pass the CTP is offered

at the discretion of each LEA. In the Seceide (4rea, most of the LEAs do

provide students with remedial help. Some high schools provide remedial

help to students in reading and mathematics by having students attend
remedial classes, staffed by regular teachers, instead of receiving

study hall periods.
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The Alternative High School

Most exemplary of the supplementary programs is the Alternative
High School in one LEA. The school was started in December of 1977 via
state and local funds that supplemented a grant to the LEA by the Feoeral
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. State support came through
the Governor's Crime Commission. Perhaps the most telling effect of the
school is reflected in local police testimonials to the positive differ-
ences they've observed in the students since the outset of the program.

Indeed, other Seaside counties have begun considering the alterna-
tive school concept and have sent ..earns of planners to visit the alter-
native school. Since state law prohibits LEAs to send so-called "status
otfenders," i.e., truants, runaways, and delinquents, to vocational-
technical schools, most LEAs simply suspend such students. However,
because the state authorizes local communities to expend local re-lources

to servo these students, and given the success of the current altherna-
tive program, the concept has emerged as a viable option to in-school
suspensions.

Disciplinary procedures are simple, yet effective given the student
population of wham about 80 percent are referred by the LEA's other high
schools, 10 percent are referred by the court, and 10 percent are
dropouts. The eight white and 23 black students all have opportunities
to serve on the school's disciplinary committee, which is comprised of
five students and two teachers at any one time. The commi:tee meets
weekly to "hears the cases of students referred to it by other students
and teachers. Recommended action is then forwarded to the principal,
who ultimately implements disciplinary action.

That responsibility, however, is minimal when compar,i to other
skills the principal must bring to bear. Among these are the collabora-
tive efforts with other agencies to maintain the school. With the help
of CETA and parents, she was able tr get the somewhat shabby facility
renovated into a more pleasant place to live and work. She also has
chaired a task force appointed by the county commissioners which enabled
her to work with other agencies arranging trade-offs resulting in all
the extras for her school and pier students. Finally, she faces a GOME-
what unique task in running such a school in a rural area. Her urban
counterparts typically serve students who have dropped out and/or those
tagged with the "discipline problem" label. rowever, as principal of a
rural alternative school, she must provide academic and vocational pro-
grams that can serve all students--those who have dropped out, have

faded out (grown apathetic), or have been pushed out."

Indeed, almost half of these students--16--are handicapped. Four

are identified PS learning disabled, 11 as mildly retarded, and one as
emotionally ham:flopped. In addition, the school serves three moderately
retarded adolescents for one hour each day.

The mildly retarded students have eittier passed or made gains on

the CTP since attending the alternative school; but the real success
stories are the moderately retarded stuoents. The principal felt that
both her students and the full-time moderately retarded students could
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benefit from this service arrangement. -The full-time students not only
demonstrate acceptance of the TMH students; tney tutor them--a mode of
self - expressicn that could be unique to their experience. The TMH
students are served in a self-contained class during the remainder of
the day at a primary school in the LEA. Next year, the principal hopes
to serve the thru students full time.

Special education is dressed in unique wrappings in this school.
The school's climate allows for all educators (and students) to be, in a
sense, special educators. The students tutor, help, and participate in
disciplinary decisions with one another. All c7 the vocational educators
have vocational education/special needs endorsements. Most of the
academic teachers have had some special education training, and some are
certified in special education. The principal also has been able to
.onvince the LEA to staff the school with two half-time special education
teachers.

None of these achievements have come through an isolated approach
on the part of the principal. When she first started the school, she
noted that there were students among her drop-, fade- and push-outs who
she and her staff believed to be handicapped. She immediately set out
to have these students formerly identified so they could receive the
services they needed. No psychological assessments were available and
none seemed forthcoming. Again, her lobbying efforts brought results,

this tine in the form of psychological services. Currently, her staff
has identified more students as handicapped and these students now are
being processed for special education.

Perhaps her most beneficial collaborative initiative has been in
the case of an emotionally handicapped student whose history of aggres-
sive behavior resulted in yet another label: "Bennie B." The student
had been released from a juvenile facility and the LEA was required to
place him in school. The princip.I drew together no fewer than three
other agencies including the Seaside REC and social services (which had
custody of the youngster) and planned roles and responsibilities for
each in order to serve the student. This collaborative effort was
predicated on the feeling of each agency that "no one can do it all

alone"--a motivating force behind the success of the collaborative
effort.

Federal Programs

The state funnels most of its fr'deral dollars to LEAs via Title I

of the Elementary and Secondary Ede don Act, and through Migrant
Education funds. Local districts and riairdi staff have found the "do
it all alone" axiom as unpalatable as the alternative high school prin-

c'pal found it. We will see that it is in the best interests of handi-
capped, disadvantaged, and migrant students to serve them as one sees

them: certainly not as mutually exclusive.

1AA we shall see in a later section, Bennie B. was one of a group of
plaintiffs who brought and won litigation to fund special programs
for aggressive, adjudicated youths.
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Ti tle I

Individual school districts qualify for Title I programs on the
basis of the proportion of families whose income falls below the national
poverty level. Once a district qualifies, individual children within
the system qualify for Title I services on the basis of their academic

performance, regardless of whether the families of the specific children
are living below the poverty level. The amount of federal funds a
district receives fr Title I depends on the number of families within
the district who are below the poverty level.

To be eligible for Title I services, children must qualify as being
"educationally disadvantaged" according to their academic percentile
ranking. The federally-mandated cut-off point is the 49th percentile.

Students a 41entified for Title I services by monitoring the composite
achievement scores of the Adademic Testing Program or by teacher nomination.
In either case, students whose level of achievement places them at or

below the 49th percentile qualify as educationally disadvantaged and
thus eligiblJ for Title I services.

Programs are offered in 16 of the 17 Seaside LEAs becwise of the
pervasive poverty evidenced in the area. The proportion of LEA that
qualify for Title I services is greater here than in any of the eight

regions of the state. Programs run from first through twelfth grade in
remedial reading and mathematics. It is interesting to note that Titi
I offered the first kindergarten programs in the state and as such
played an important role in their development on a state-wide basis.
With the advent of state mandated kindergarten programs, and particularly
with the development of the Early Prevel:ion of School Failure program,
Title I kindergarten programs were no longer necessary.

LEAs submit a plan to the state's Title I agency every three years

with annual updates. These plans and updates basically indicate number
of students to be served and how funds will be spent. Like special

education, Title I technical assistance and monitoring is regionalized.
Each of the eight regional agencies has a Title I director. The Seaside
Title I person has no problem with mixing technical assistance and
monitoring since, ultimately, both methods result in compliance.

Neither monitoring nor technical assistance is sufficient to prevent

relentless federal budget snipping. According to the Seaside Title I
director, they've never been able to serve all students who qualify.
Available resources have always been rationed and so, not all worthy

students can receive remedial services. Eligible students are rank-
ordered from the 1st to the 49th percentile; typically, students who
rank between the 1st and 20th percentiles receive special education as

well as Title I services.

As with regular and special education, a major concern resting with
Title I service providers is parent participation. Like their special

education counterparts, these staffers note that although parental
involvement is generally less in rural areas because of distance factors,
parents of elementary-level students are more participatory than those
of secondary students--a time when parent interest appears to wane. As

part of their Title I plans, LEAs are required to establish regional
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Parent Advisory Councils. And, some districts pool their special educa-

tion and Title I parent groups to foster more parent involvement than
Auld occur if Title I and special education parent groups were separate.

Some Seaside parent groups also benefit from some unique inducements

to attend meetings. Often, students are involved in the program, putting
on skits and the like. One agency staff member introduced "make it and

take it" sessions as a strategy to make teacher workshops more enjoyable;
the application of the idea to parent meetings has been equally effective.

Besides their respective concerns regarding parent involvement,

Title I and special education share other concerns: students. Thanks

to a visit to Washington two years ago by the state's direct° of Title

1 and special education, eligibility rules were clarified ant. students

eligible for Title I and special education now can get both services. A

disadvantaged physically handicapped student can benefit both from Title
I reading and from special adaptive equipment and instruction for example.

This approach reduces duplicative services and stretches precious dollars;
about 50 percent of the areas's Title I students also receive some

special education services.

The essence of Title I-special education collaboration is in the
training and philosophies of the leadership personnel in the Seaside

Regional Center. The Title I director conducts training sessions in
human relations for teachers -- regular, remedial, and special. His

philosophy (consistent with the REC director's philosophy) is to encourage

collaborative efforts in all arenas, since to him such efforts represent
the only viable way to offset shrinking, already thinly rationed resources

in a predominantly low-income area. Imminent budget cuts underscore

such a philosophy.

With the passage of the Educational Consolidation and Improvement

Act in 1981 "Title I" has been changed to "Chapter 1". Apparently,
11 Ire have been no program changes; Chapter 1 is still geared toward

educationally disadvantaged students. The essence of the original rules
and regulations is still in place. But while Title I rules and regula-
tions required 50-60 pages, the Chapter 1 equivalent takes up only about

10. The biggest charge has been in the aforementioned Parent Advisory

Council. With the new Chapter I regulations, LEAs do not have to maintain

an active, formal Parent Advisory Council. LEAs now merely need to show

documentation of individual consultatiLn with parents as the need arises.
Mcst Seaside LEAs now use local PTA groups as a vehicle for parent
involvement, particulary since PTAs are coming back to life in the

.agion. Those who do not use PTAs most often involve parents through
"called meetings".

The big news is not the changes in regulations, however, but the

further thinning of resources. The trade-off between more flexibility

and less mom is a poor one. Locals expect a 20 percent budget reduc-
tion meaning that about 4,000 currently served students will be cut from

the rolls, thanks to the federal policy of unencumbennent. Smaller

schools will be hit worst since the loss of the Title I teacher means
the loss of the Title I program. Local economies will be affected

because of teacher and aide layoffs. Local county commissioners have
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not been willing to allocate funds to maintain the programs at their
current levels. The current regional budget of $7.5 million then is
anticipated to drop to about $6 And all of this is the price
for supposed flexibility--a flexibility that already existed in the
Seaside area because of active collaborative efforts.

Migrant Education

Migratory students can qualify simultaneously for special education
services; and twenty-five percent of the Seaside migratory students
receive them. In fact, migrant education is the most flexible wogram
of the three (special education, Title I, and special education). The
only real requirement is that the child quality as "migratory" (definition
follows below), beyond that, special education and/or Title I services
can be built around the child's actual mmeds. Relative to special
education, three options are available. First, services can be provided
in a migrant education resource room. !'.:.re, an individualized plan ;s
written for each student--handicapped or not. The second option inclues
services in both a migrant education resource room and a special education
resource room. The third option provides services in a special education
resource room.

The uniqueness of the migrant education resource room program lies
in the fact that it assesses and attempts to fill the gaps in these
students' educational experiences. It also attempts to reduce duplicative
experiences by pulling students out of the regular program when teachers
cover material the students have learned in other schools. A big part
of the job in working with migrant education students centers on improving
their self-concepts. Those who work with these children identify low
self-esteem as the foremost problem.

Who is this migrant education student? He or she may be either
currently or formerly migratory. A "currently migratory child" is one
whose parent or guardian is a migratory agricultural worker or migratory

fisher and who has moved within the past twelve months from one school
district to another to enable the child, the child's guardian, or a
member of the child's immediate family to obtain temporary or seasonal
employment in an agricultural or fishing activity.

A "formerly migratory child" is one who was eligible to be counted

and served as a currents)/ migratory child within the past five years but
is not now a currently migratory child. The child must live in an area
served by a migrant education project such as the Seaside area. Also,

he school must obtain the parent or guardian's permission to continue
to consider the student a migratory child. Thus there is a total of six
years of program eligibility--a one year status as a "currently migratory
child" and up to five additional years as a "formerly migratory child."
For the purpose of this definition, "area served by a migrant education
project" means any portion of the geographic area that is within the
legally prescribed boundaries of a local educational agency (LEA).

Most of the migratory students who qualify for special education

are mildly handicapp0. Again, the importance of collaborative efforts
cannot be overstressed. The migrant education resource teachers are
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effective with the handicapped students-because they work closely with
special, regular, and remedial teachers. The LEAs find this collaboration

essential from both a fiscal and a programming perspective. Fiscally,

they must ration ever-shrinking dollars. Programmatically, communication

and collaboration among the three programs produces uniformity, continuity,

and reduced duplication. For example, Title I and migrant education
teachers in each LEA meet twice a month to coordinate students' programs.
Although spectal education teachers are not reqUired to meet, often then

do; and when they don't they communicate formally by providing a brief

write-up on each student relative to his/her objectives and questions
concerning changes and adaptations. The major thrust of this collabora-

tion, of course, is program continuity--especially crucial for the
migratory students.

Besides direct instructional services aimed at continuity, there is
a tecniological service provided by the REC also geared toward continuity- -

the Migrant Student Record Transfer System (MSRTS). Public Law 89-750

which authorizes funds for establishing or improving programs for migratory
children includes the requirement that the records of these children be

transmitted from school to school. Each school in the state enrolling
migratory children under a migrant education project funded by this law

must cooperate in this information exchange.

The MSRTS is a computerized data system capable of providing data
on any migrant child to any of the cooperating states in the system. It

was designed to permit schools to share migratory student information- -

thereby freeing the schools to serve children's needs rather than merely
identify-log them. The system makes educational and related information

on any child available to any school in the shortest time possible. By

using this computerized system, any school in the state may contact the
teletype terminal operators and request information on any migratory

child enrolled in the school.

The need for such a method of transferring migratory student informa-

tion has long been recognized. Efforts directed toward the transfer of

student records were made in the late 1960's. At that time student
records were processed manually and transferred from one state to another

by mail. These early efforts did not meet the informational needs of
the schools, but they did lay the groundwork for the present system.
With the development of a uniform recording instrument for each student

and the assistance of computer tec logy, a school can now be provided
with essential information on a migrant child within a brief period of

time. The state directors of Migrant Education developed and implemented
a system to serve all states in 1968; Seaside's state was tied into it

in April of 1971.

The Migrant Studer* Record Transfer System has multiple uses for
administrators and edu,.,tors in migrant education projects. The contin-

uity of the child's education can be maintained, the special interests
and needs of the child can be identified, and special health conditions

can be acknowledged. As a result, the student can be placed in a suit-

able curriculum sequence, and the services of other school and community

resources can be coordinated. These data enable teachers and other
instructional personnel to provide more meaningful learning experiences
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for the migrant 'child. Medical personnel are enabled to serve the

students' specific health needs.

An important consideration is that eligible migratory children can

be identified and recruited, and because they are enrolled in the system
they are counted in the enrollment base which is used to determine the
allocation of funds available to the state for carrying out the migrant
education program.

Vocational Education Programs

Eight vocational programs are represented in the Seaside schools:
agriculture, business-office, marketing, health occupations, industrial
arts, industrial education, vocational development with special popula-
tions, and home economics. The primary aim of these programs is student
employability. Student "transferability into adult life" is stressed,
Each program is base,: on core competencies and performance test banks to

enable student progress to be monitored precisely. About 80 percent of
the area's high school students are enrolled in some type of vocational
program.

Vocational instructors must have five years trade experience to be

certified. In addition, they must complete a teacher training program
in vocational education and teach two years prior to full certification.
The bottom line requirement is a proven work record rather than a bachelor's

degree. Those who work with handicapped students are not required to

have hal any special education coursework.

Each of the eight vocational areas is divided into three compo-

nents: cooperative education, work study, and internship. The first,
cooperative education, involves corrigited in-class and part-time job

experience. During this stage, schools attempt to provide students with
a variety of experiences and involve parents in decision - malting regarding

vocational areas to be studied in depth. The second, work study, involves
in-class instruction and work experience that are not necessa-ily corre-
lated but are of a more in-depth nature; the third component, the intern-
ship, places the student in a job setting full time for a specified

period. The student may or may rot be salaried. Chief among the notable
aspects of this component are the follow-up conferences involving the

student, his/her instructor and the employer. This collaborative effc.rt
may explain the region's uniqueness with respect to employment rates of
vocational students. One is not surprised at the difficulties rural
communities have in absorbing vocational students needing work study

placements; there simply is not the variety endemic to urban areas.
However, the employment rate in the Seaside area exceeds both the nation&

and state averages. On'y six percent of the vocational students who

subsequently sought jobs during 1981 failed to secure chem.

Vocational Education for Special Populations: Handicapped Students

Programs for handicapped Apulations represent one of the eight
vocational areas. The Seaside SEC attempts to help vocational instructors

create a continuum of least restrictive placements for students. Annual
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vocational education plans submitted to-the state are developed coopera-
tively between vocational personnel and the REC's Director of special

education.

These plans set forth three levels along this continuum of least

restrictiveness. The first is a regular vocational program. If special

provi:ions are necessary, local personnel together with REC staff attempt

to provide or adapt materials and resources. If these provisions do not

suffice, the student is provided a "learning lab" placement; and, finally,

a special program may be designed by vocational and special education

personnel. The rule of tnumb guiding this process is that instruction,
not curriculum, should be the target for adaptation and modification.

This credo is not possible unless vocational instructors are pro-

perly trained. Some vocational administrators believe that fear pre-
vents many instructors from appropriately modifying their instruction.

Until the state mandates a required course or sequence of courses in

special education for vocational personnel, some believe that these

teachers will continue their present practices. Thus, locals again must

actively seek a solution themsel4es. One local vocational director
provides inservice experiences for his persow.1 in which he procures a

trainer fro- either the REC or the state, selects trainees from area
schools, has them trained, and requires them to provide others in their

home schools with the same training, This trainer-of-trainers model

appears to have yielded some success; but the fear component continues

to get in the way.

Tri-County Career Center

The TCCC, perhaps the most exemplary collaborative venture in the
Seaside area, is a "united" cause shared by three county LEAs because

each realized it could not afford career/vocational educational programs

alone. The three counties wanted a wider variety of programs that could
be vocationally-oriented and yet involve advanced, related academic work

in mathematics, science, and the humanities.

By 1978, vocational directors in all three counties had reached a
point where each was adding a new vocational program each year and could

afford no more. Upon meeting and sharing their concerns, they agreed to
arrange a feasibility study that spanned tri next year. The study

recommended that the counties go ahead with a joint effor By late

1980, the center was established.

The director indicates that two characteristics are e ,ntial to

keep the program running smoothly. The first is flexibility; there are

three LEAs involved, three types of operations, three superintendents__

he works for these superintendents. And secondly, one must know how to

operate OTEin each of these three environments simultaneously. That

is, there are three different sets of personalities with which he must

interact, and three different budgets to which he must adapt. He must

stay on top of all matters, keeping everyone informed, everyone a part

of the operation. Collaboration--whether out of necessity or desire--is

an art form.
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Handicapped Students in the TCCC. During the past school year,

over 90 handicapped students were enrolled in the TCCC which received a

$60,000 grant to develop hands-on materials for students who were handi-

capped, but who were deemed as having "terminal employability." The

programs offered provide for summer school to combat regression, and
short courses it which students are given intense training in skills

specifically related to their particular job area. The TCCC fell short

of a 60 percent job-placement rate but was able to place 35-40 percent

of their graduating handicapped students in jobs.
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LEA SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Authority and Responsibility for P.L. 94-142

The state board of educatior. accepts full responsibility for the

implementation of P.L. 94-14/. It delegates the responsibility for

carrying out the Act and moni. compliance with it to the DPI. The

state board's authority with re ,t to the design and content of special
education and related services Lxtends to and over the Department of
Human Resources and the Department of Corrections (and their respective

divisions and agencies). These twc departments are responsible for
maintaining the same standards and assuming the same responsibility as
LEAs under P.L. 94-142. All children and youth under their care, custody,

or control are afforded the same rights as exceptional children in the

public schools. The specific responsibilities of the DPI and these
departments, among other agencies, are laid out in the formal performance
agreements that were presented earlier in the section "State Education

Agency." How these responsibilities are carried out in the Seaside
region will be discussed in "Related Services," later in the case.

Responsibility for P.L. 94-142 at the LEA level rests with the
local school board and the district superintendent who are ultimately
responsible for implementation at the local level. Local administrators
and service providers see the rules and regulations of the Creech Bill
as the guidelines under which they operate. And as we have noted, the
state special education law mirrors P.L. 94-142. Being in compliance

with it assures local compliance with P.L. 94-142.

Local districts submit an application to the state which assures

that they will comply with P.L. 94-142 and the state special education
rules, which are the operational procedures for Creech. The LEA aprii-

cations are approved or disapproved on the basis of their conformity to
the appropriate P.L. 94-142 regulations and the state rules. Applications

that are disapproved are returned with a rationale for disapproval. The

DPI offers technical assistance to districts whose applications must be

revised. Upon approval of their application, each district is certified
as eligible to receive P.L. 94 -142 reimbursement.

Administration and Governance of LEA Special Education

Administration

Each of the 17 Seaside LEAs has a local director of special education
who coordinates district special education programs and services. In

',he past, most local directors served in other district capacities as

well (Title I Coordinator, Migrant Education Coordinator). While districts

are not required to have a local director, all Seaside LEA!, have one and

only three Seaside LEAs currently fund the position at less than full
time--a clear recognition of its special demands.

Within the administrative hierarchy, local directo-s are responsible
to the superintendent and responsible for special education teachers.
When they are in school buildings, however, they are !..:laer the authority

of the building administrator. In most districts, local airectors meet
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with principals on a monthly basis for problem-solving and information-

sharing sessions. A big part of the job, beyond supervision of special
programs and teachers, is public relations work in the schools with

teachers and administrators. In fact, much of the time spent with
building administrators amounts to informal staff development sessions
through which principals have learned a great deal about special educa-

tion. The REC special education staff see this as one of the most

important accomplishments of the local directors. Many principals have

come to depend on local directors as problem-solvers, rather like special

education trouble-shooters. Districts can fund the local director

position from their state add-on special education dollars. The general

impression one gets is that the role of local director is well worth the
costs.

The local director serves as the contact perion for the REC special
education staff with respect to programs.for exceptioial children. REC

staff assist the local directors to make the most of available funds and

to use staff efficiently. The amount of contact between REC staff and
local directors has fallen off lately as REC staff have become more
heavily involved in monitoring. Even so, the REC special education

director's job is to keep the local directors "on top of what's happening"
and, through them, keep the districts in compliance.

Governance

The district school boards have the ultimate authority over for all
school matters, including special education. However, parent advisory
groups in some districts represent an informal governance structure.
There is no standard pattern for the creation of such groups, although
the REC encourages districts to at least hold information-sharing sessions
for parents. Moreover, the REC planning specialist forms parent groups
and provides training for them on request. Another vehicle for parent

advocacy and training is a state level project that supports parents
training other parents to advocate for their children.

The arrangement for parent advi4ory groups in the Seaside districts

that have them varies. Some LEAs pool their required Title I parent
gr..p and their special education group to form one advisory group. One

of the special education teachers in another district characterized her

district's PAC (Parent Advisory Council) as "fancy" compared to tradi-

tional parent-teacher interactions. Their PAC has guest speakers and
books that parents can check out. And the superintendent and the local
director of special education both hold high attendance records at PAC

meetings. The only chink in the arrangement, she says, is that parents

of gifted and talented youngsters do not attend.

It's not clear why parent groups have not "caught on" universally.
One superintendent explained that, in his district, the special education
programs are good enough to have precluded the need for a parent group

to have emerged. One school board member explained that parent advocacy
was not an organized group arrangement in his district and that district

parents seem to have a lot of misconceptions about what the scnools are
supposed to provide for their handicapped children.
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One teacher of multiply handicapped children related her experierces
with the parent group she organized. At first the meetings were awkward
because parents were uncomfortable talking about academic achievement.
But things picked up over time when they found that they could talk
about their feelings--"expectations for children, doctors' bad advice,
guilt."

An area chapter of the Association for Retarded Citizens (ARC) had
been active for some time in one of the poorer Seaside counties. For

several years, they raised money for field trips for TMH studentsnothing
fancy, just a trip to a department store or a restaurant in another
county. Their home county has neither. No money was raised this year,

however. The TMH t,:acher and local director explained that chapter
activity has dropped off because the "civic-minded, middle-class" parents
who were the mainstay of the organization were no longer in the area.

On a statewide basis, parent advocacy was very instrumental in the
passage of the Powell Bill and the growth in special education leading

up to it. One hears two different terms used to refer to advocacy

organizations: advocacy groups and "pressure" groups. The distinction

appears to be the way each goes about its business. Advocacy groups are

more subtle, non-threatening. Pressure groups in this state, we were

told, at times have done more harm than good; they pushed too hard,
pushed the wrong people, and pushed at the wrong times.

Compliance Monitoring

The responsibility for monitoring compliance with P.L. 94-142 and
Powell is assigned by statute to the DPI. Under the old monitoring
system, Program Review and Evaluation Procedure (PREP) teams were formed
to conduct paper review and on-site compliance activities. PREP teams

were made up of three staff members from the Division for Exceptional

Children, a REC coordinator of exceptional children programs, a local
director of exceptional children programs, a principal, and either a

regular or special teacher. Each district was to be slated for an

on-site visit once every three years. However, the receipt of 10 com-
plaints on any one district prompted a visit within 30 days, regardless
of whether the LEA had been scheduled for a visit or not.

A "self-study" protocol Aas sent to each district to be monitored.
District personnel completed the self-study material in preparation for
the visit while the DPI members of the PREP team reviewed the district's
program applications and any other materials that had been submitted by

or about the district on file at DPI. Once on site, the PREP team

interviewed regular and special teachers, principals, parents, the local
director, and other administrators. Other relevant documents, like

individualized education plans (IEPs), child counts, and screening
procedures and instruments were reviewed. The compliance visit ended
with an oral exit report which formed the basis for a written report
that was sent later to the superintendent, the loc41 director, and the

REC coordinator of exceptional children programs.

Each LEA then submitted a compliance plan which specified how all
noncompliance infractions were to be corrected. The REC special education
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staff provided technical assistance to the LEA in correcting the items
noted in the compliance plan.

The DPI's goal was to monitor one-third of the state's LEAs in

1979, the first year of monitoring. And, although it fell short of its
mark for the state, it did much better in the Seaside region that year,
monitoring 7 of the 1/ LEAs. Whereas one would have to give the PREP
teams high marks for effort, the Seaside LEAs graded them considerably

lower on achievement. The visits tended to emphasize paper compliance.
District administrators report that the beams spent most of their time

buried in student folders and had limited contact with teachers and
other school personnel. Even when something was missing from a folder,
PREP team members rarely asked for help or an explanation; they merely
left a blank on their checklists and went on.

Of course, these blanks added up. In the end, some districts were

found to be seriously "out-of-compliance," but the locals ca'led this
unfair because they felt they cou'd have supplied the missing information
if only someone would have asked for it. After all, this was the first

time they had been required to assemble such a mass of documentation and
they were not totally prepared for it.

Probably the worst horror story was the district whose compliance

results somehow found their way into the local paper. The headlines
read, "Eighty percent of district's exceptional students misplaced."
Needless to say, the superintendent way upset. He explained that if one

item on the PREP team's 65-item dlecklist was missing, the student's
folder was considered to be incomplete. An example of a missing item

was that there was no beginning and ending time noted on the minutes of

the IEP meeting.

The 1979 monitoring was not a pleasant experience for the seven

Seaside districts. Moreover, the PREP teams came in, did their review,
reported their findings and left. The districts and the REC picked up

the pieces and went on. The districts resented the whole affair. And,

although REC staff was shocked and concerned when they heard that they
would be doing the monitoring from now on, there is little wonder why
the LEAs let out a collect've sigh of relief.

REC Monitoring

In most ways, the new monitoring procedures are just like the old
ones--the same criteria, the same self-study guide, the same forms, the

same general procedures. However, there are two differences: the

people and the purpose. The people are locals; he REC coordinator and
personnel are from other districts in the region. And although the

purpose of monitoring is the same from a legal perspective, most similari-

ties end there. Let's talk about the people first.

Site-visit teams are now composed of the REC coordinator, a local
director of exceptional children programs, and a priacipaL All team
members are drawn from the Seaside region. There was some concern at
first about having people from one LEA monitoring a neighboring LEA, but
that was taken care of by making sure to select team members from
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noncoterminous districts. Once onsite, the three-persu" team spends
most of their people-time with building administrators and local directors.
Folders and other print material are reviewed as well to satisfy DPI,

but, unlike before, the LEA always knows what to expect. All expecta-
tions for records and interviews are laid out in advance.

The puiTose of this new monitoring procedure, although still "com-
pliance" in intent, departs significantly from before. Because the REC

and the LEAs are bound first and foremost Ly a helping relationship,
technical assistance prevades the monitoring context. REC staff know
the LEA special education programs, which saves a great deal of time.
LEA staff are more open ebout their operation because they know their
monitors and they know that the REC staff knows their programs nearly as
well as they do. After all, as one superintendent put it, "We've been

taking their advice all along."

Undoubtedly, the greatest advantage of REC monitoring is that the

actual compliance visit is only a small part of the overall effort to
comply. Recause REC staff are available locally, and because their
primary job is to help LEAs comply, efforts toward this goal are ongoing.
For example, REC special education staff are consulted by various commit-
tees in the LEAs when placement decisions for exceptional students are
made. The REC coordinator noted that "This way, decisions are monitored,

not just approved." Alorj this same line, a superintendent pointed out
that districts can consult with the REC regarding programmatic decisions
they are considering. A local director said she reviews the proposed
action with REC staff and they say, "This will fly or this will not
fly."

When the REC began to gear up for its new monitoring role, it had
the advantage of having a considerable amount of experience within the
agency at blending technical assistance and'monitoring. The Title I

coordinator has been operating under this framework for quite some time.
He helps LEAs prepare Title I proposals; reviews them and recommends
acceptaice to DPI, where final approval is made; and monitors the imple-

mentation of the plan once it is approved. And, of course, he helps
LEAs implement their programs on an ongoing basis. He believes in the
idea of combining technical assistance and monitoring because, "YoL can

do more with a helping hand than a heavy hand."

As well as exceptional programs monitoring has worked so far, it

has not oeen without its trade-offs. Where before the REC coordinator
helped LEAs prepare and carry out their compliance plans, now she does

much less of this because she is tied up with monitoring. LEAs have had
to rely on their capabilities a lot more lately. What used to be monthly
meetings with local directors happen not nearly as often now because,
again, the REC is busy with monitoring. Moreover, what time is available
for consulation tends to be spent with administrators and not with

teachers. Some customary fiynns of consultation have had to be reduced
in frequency; administrative consultation has become the dominant activity.

The REC coordinator has additional concerns about the compliance
monitoring process: the formal part, the site visits. Given the time-
frame (10 LEAs in one school year) and the resources available to do the
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job, she is concerned that she is not spending enough time on the things

that count. The arrangement only allows time to see "just that services
exist." She has little time to assess quality. "Obviously, a lot gets

left undone, you can't monitor everything." But, remember that the

actual compliance visit is only a small part of what amounts to on-going
monitoring.
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IDENTIFYING ANU PROCESSING HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

All educators have some familiarity with what is usually termed the
IEP process: referral, identification, the establishment of a student's
committee, screening and evaluation, placement in the least restrictive
environment, the development of the 1EP, parental participation in the
process, the review of the IEP, and procedural due process protective of

the rights of the handicapped student and his/her parents. We seek in

this section to describe this process and provide a view of how the

Seaside LEAs undertake it.

Vferral and Identification

The process begins with a referral by a teacher and, sometimes, a
parent of a student to a committee consisting of the building principal,
special and regular education teachers, and a psychologist. This committee,
the school-based committee, considers the available data and determines
whether to initiate a request for a psychological evaluation.

If a teacher recognizes a need for assistance with a child, he/she
can request an observation of the child by the principal, the director
of programs for exceptional children, a teacher of exceptional children,
or appropriate support services personnel. This step is skipped if
sufficient documentation exists that the child is having problems. If a

child is observed, a written description of his/her behavior and academic
skills is prepared.

However, much in the way of preliminary observations and regular

classroom adaptations can occur prior to the formal referral. Many of
the regular classroom teachers interviewed said that, prior to submitting
a formal referral, they attempt to modify their approaches to accommodate

the student. For example, they may move the student to a different
seat, try a different teaching procedure, or employ different or adapted
materials. Anecdotal or informal observations are made relative to the
effectiveness of such accommodations. If they are ineffective, the
principal will schedule the student's case for deliberation by the

school-based committee.

Some mildly handicapped students do receive kindergarten screening
along with other students of their age. But because of a lack of sophis-
ticated screening instruments and procedures, only about 15 percent of
all mildly handicapped students are identified prior to first grade. In

most cases, follow-up referrals and evaluations are not done until first

grade and sometimes later. Thus, services ordinarily don't begin until
the student is 6 or 7 years old.

Lower functioning students are often identified prior to entering
school by the Developmental Evaluation Clinic. They also may have
attended the Child Development Center operated through Community Mental

Health services and so by-pass the school-based referral process as they
are placed in public school programs for moderately or severely handi-

capped students. However, teachers whose students come from very poor
hones say that nearly half of their moderately retarded students were
not identified by, nur did they participate in, such services prior to
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entering school. Instead, their disabilities went unattended until they
became of school age.

Most mildly nandicapped students, though, are referred at school
age. The school-based committee determines upon this referral whether
to request permission from tht parent to conduct screening and evalua-
tion. In some it is very difFicult for the LEA to obtain parental
permission for evaluation. One might safely assume that at least part
of this lack of parent responsiveness is due to poverty- and awareness-
related factors: no phone, no transportation, no forwarding address,
and so on. Yet, a few parents believe that a referral for screening and
evaluation reflects problems with the teacher, not thqir child. In

still other instances, the student may be playing both ends against the
middle, convincing Mom or Oad that the "teacher is crazy." Indeed, some
kids may well be handicapped, but they're not without their share of
ingenuity. In the extreme cases, in which parents refuse to allow their
child to be evaluated, the LEAs are very reluctant to call for a due
process hearing (explained below). The LEAs position is that even if
the hearing results in a decision against the parent, there is no reason-
able way to force parents to accept services for their mildly handicapped
child. The LEAs would rather try to convince parents informally than
take legal action against them.

Screening and Evaluation

The aforementioned teacher observations and attempted accommodations
before referral actually represent the first level of evaluation.
Screening and in-depth evaluation represent the next two levels and are
carried out in accordance with published state guidelines.

Usually, the building principal receives the formal referral, and,
after discussing it with the referring teacher, he or she schedules a
preliminary conference with the referring teacher, the appropriate
special education teacher, and the psychologist. In each school, these
individuals form the core of the school-based committee, described in
more depth in the following section, "Placement."

The next step is usually some form of screening such as the adminis-
tration of achievement tests. Typically, the special education teacher
will conduct the screening, and, upon compiling the results, he or she
presents them to the school-based committee which decides if and when an
in-depth psychological evaluation should be conducted.

When either screening or evaluation requires the administration of
instruments, interviews, or other procedures used selectively with an
individual student, i.e., not given to everyone in the child's class,

grade or school, written parental permission must be obtained. Within
30 calendar days of the referral, the LEA is required to send parents a
written request for permission to evaluate.

State guidelines call for the capability to provide the following
types of evaluations: educational, psychological, adaptive behavior,
psychomotor, vision and hearing, medical, speech and language development,

audiological, opthalmological, and vocational evaluation. In addition,
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the guidelines require that tests and other evaluation materials must be
validated for the specific purpose for which they are to be used.

Further, all tests and evaluation materials and procedures utilized for
the purposes of evaluation and placement of children with special needs
are to be selected and administered so as not to be racially or cultur-

ally discriminatory.

Although we will describe special education categorical areas in a

later section, three of these areas require some coverage at this juncture
because there are specific state requirements concerning the evaluation

of students for potential placement in these programs.

Mentally Handicapped

Evaluation should provide information to indicate whether the child
needs a program for the educable mentally handicapped (EMH) or the
trainable mentally handicapped (TMH). The state stipulates that IQ

ranges for placement in EMH programs is 50-69 and for TMH, 39-49.

State guidelines also call for an assessment of the student's

adaptive behavior. However, the assessment of adaptive skills requires
parental input that is often difficult to obtain. As we will see,
parents sometimes have no phone, no transportation; and they readily
acquiesce to educators' professional "aura" in such a way that the
validity of their answers could be questionable. Also, they simply may
not understand the questions.

Learning Disabilities

The diagnosis of a potential LD student involves four essential

steps: determining the pupil's current intellectual functioning, calculat-
ing expected achievement on the basis of intellectual functioning,

determining the discrepancy between expected and actual academic perfor-
mance, and analyzing the achievement discrepancy through test-item
analysis procedures. All four steps should be completed before the

pupil can be identified as LD.

All LD students should have a written report that indicates the

basis for determining that a learning disability exists and the relevant
behavior noted during the assessment of the child. The school-based
committee is required to identify a multidisciplinary team consisting of
the regular teacher, a learning disabilities teacher, and at least one
person qualified by DPI to conduct individual diagnostic examinations
such as a school psychologist, speech-language pathologist, or a remedial

reading teacher. Each multidisciplinary team member certifies in writing
whether the report reflects his or her conclusions. If it does not, the

team member must submit a separate statement presenting them.

Emotionally Handicapped

Before placement a psychological or psychiatric evaluation, educa-
tional evaluation, and adaptive behavior valuation must be conducted.
No other categorical area places as much responsibility on the psychologist

relative to the interpretation of these measures. He or she must gather
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data sufficient enough to enable a judgment as to the inappropriateness
or inadequacy of the student's behavior in the educational context.
Although that behavior's duration, frequency, end/or intensity may be

measurable, the ultimate judgment of course is to what ,Atent any one or
combination of these dimensions renders a behavior inappropriate or
inadequate. The state's defir.,tion and, i,ideed, the identical P.L. 94-142
definition do not provide an answer. Thus, the psychologist, and ulti-
mately the committee, must supply their own criteria of inappropriateness
and inadequacy.

Implementing these state evaluation policies presents some diffi-

culties. There are the typical span-of-time problems. Conceivably, the
longest span between parental permission to test and placement allowable

by state regulations is 30 days. Of course, placement is contingent on
the full-scale evaluation that, according to some. can take as long as
three months between the time permission to test is granted and the
evaluation is completed.

There are other time-related difficulties as well. Availability of
related service personnel such as occupational and physical therapists
is often tenuous at best. Those who are available have full schedules

weeks in advance. Obtaining parental involvement in IEP development can
exceed the 30-day limit and LEAs who attempt contact at least three
times often continue the process without parental permission tor the

sake of the student's program. Also, some students require more team
members, resulting in a multiplication of scheduling difficulties by

each additional committee member. Finally, new state directives :.end to
exacerbate the lengthiness of the evaluation process. The new ie..iuirement

for evaluating LD students, an item-analysis of the results of a standard-
ized achievement test (most often the Woodcock-Johnson Psychoeducational
Battery), trades the increased value o? the test to teachers in exchange
for the additional time necessary to item-analyze it. Another problem
is deciding whether the responsibility of doing the work rests with the
psychologist or the teacher.

Problems also can emerge when LEAs contract or arrange with other
agencies to conduct evaluations. Althouya the Developmental Evaluation
Center is viewed as quite facilitative in providing some free evaluation
and follow-up services, its personnel can be spread only so thinly.
Community Mental Health, slashed in budget, personnel, and services
itself, is open only twice a week and charges $300 for its services if a
referral is from a parent and $100 if from a school. Even with a sliding
scale, this charge limits the market of parents for whom services are
accessible. Schools will sometimes initiate referrals in lieu of parents;
however, every additional case costs more in terms of time than money.

Placement in Special Education Programs

Subsequent to the referral, identification, and evaluation of a
handicapped student, the school-based committee recommends placement to

its administrative counterpart in the particular LEA, the administrative
placement committee. The functions and responsibilities of these two
committees are discussed below.
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School-Based Committee

The school-based committee is responsiole for receiving reftrrals,
involving parents in the planning process, obtaining parental permission
for assessment, initiating screening and evaluation procedures, evaluating
information, and seeing that an individualized education program (IEP)
is developed and reevaluated annually.

Regarding placement decisions, members of the schon7-based committee

are: the principal (or designee) as chairperson, the rr;erring teacher,
the director of programs for exceptional children (or designee), the
teacher of exceptional children, a psychologist, and, depending on the
student's needs, a social worker, a guidance counselor, a speech therapist,
a hearing specialist, a payslcian or school nurse, a physical therapist,
an occupational therapist, and the parent(s). With the exception of the

first four personnel roles, these individuals rarely take part in committee
activities for a number of reasons that will be examined throughout the
remainder of our story.

Prior to making a placement decision, school-based committees
review and interpret the results of the evaluation data. Within 30

calendar days after the diagnosis and evaluation are completed, the
committee attempts to schedule a conference with the oarent(s) to inter-
pret the results of the evaluation. State regulations r0.7: re the

conference to be held no later than 30 calendar days. fhi4 conference

may be waived by the parent, and often is.

Within 15 calendar days after the evaluation is completed, the
sndent's parent(s) is sent a summary of the results and findings along
with a proposed placement for meeting the student's educational needs.
This information is also forwarded to the administrative placement

committee.

Administrative Placement Committee

The administrative placement committee makes all final decisions
regarding placement of students in programs for Pxceptional children.
It is responsible for receiving and reviewing all information collected
and considered by the school-based committee and for reviewing and
approving the recommendation of the school-based committee regarding
placement of a student in a special program. The committee is also
responsible for ensuring compliance with due process procedures an!.

mediating any initial disputes concerning the identification and place-
ment of a student in a program for exceptional children. These due
process procedures are provided in writing to the parents.

The members of an LEA's administrative placement committee are th:,
f^llowing: the director of programs for exceptional children, the
chairperson of the school-based committee, the LEA superintenorit or
designee, a school psychologist, and other personnel appropriate to the
student's needs. The committee is required to have at least one member

of the same race and sex as the student being considered for special
education placement.
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Considerations in the Placement Process

Three considerations pertain with respect to the foregoing descrip-
tions of the placement committees and process. First, LEAs have in some

cases found it more feasible to combine their setool-based and administra-
tive placement committees. We will describe how they've done this and

the reasons why. Also, we will describe the problem of involving neces-
sary related service personnel in the placement process. Third, we'll
look at the aforementioned notice of the right to appeal and due process
sent to parents as prescribed by state law and P.L. 94-142.

Combining Committees. In 1981, the state amended its regulations

to allow -LEAs to combine their committees. Those that chose to do so

typically combined the school-based and administrative placement commit-
tees, and some combined these and the smaller, working IEP committee.
The role, function, and effectiveness of this last committe will be
described under the heading of "IEP Development," which follows the
present discussion.

LEAs must request, and describe reasons ard procedures for this
combination in writing to the state department. Most LEAs feel two
committees are unnecessary; one would save time and paperwork. Some

teachers report that the process of recommending placement to the adminis-

trative committee wa., the "most hated" of all the IEP-related activities
because of the time-consuming nature of the process.

However, some LEAs combine when they should no These LEAs may be
too spread out with respect to the locations of their buildings. Without

the administrative committee, necessary schedule coordination of non-

building based committee members is lacking. It is not unusual for the
local special education director to be expected to be literally in two

(or more) places at the sam° time.

Another possible pitfall in rnmmittee combinations relates to one

of the rolls of the administrat nmmittee: mediation of disputes.

Although, in reality, no subs* ' differerces result from combining

school-based and administratiy, .-Anitees i.e., parents have appeal
rights regaro'ss of committee structures. one still would expect that a
separate body might more effectively enable disputing parties to reach

an accord. Now, in essence, the scrce of the dispute and the source of

mediation can be one a. d the same.

One other problem with these combinations again relates to the
administrative ccmmittee's role, this time with regard to cross-county

collaborative efforts. In one county, for example, aside from disputes,
the only other point at which the administrative committee is activated

is when the necessity for interagency services, e.g., school and community
mental health, arises. If the LEA were to combine committees, more work
in such instances would be required of the superintendent or of the

school-based committee, or both--exacerbating already thinly spread
resources.

Several LEAs nevertheless have combined their committees resulting
in varied configural patterns. One LEA, for example, has a district-wide
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school-based committee. Standing members are the local special education

director and the psychologist. Depending on the student's needs, other
members range from the regular teacher, special teacher, speech therapist,
and sometimes the principal who typically designates chairperson respon-
sibilities to the local special education director.

In another LEA, the committees have remained discrete, yet combined
in an informal sense. According to one teacher, various combinations of

the counselor, principal, special education teacher, paraprofessional,
local special education director, and regular classroom teacher are
drawn together to serve as school-based, administrative placement, or
IEP committee depending on the student's needs and the required committee
task.

"elated Service Personnel. Throughout the past discussion on the
placement committees, who comprises them, and how they work, mention has
been made of various professionals who may or may not be needed depending
on individual student needs. These professionals are "related service"
personnel: occupational and physical therapists, social workers, physi-

cians, etc. We will see later in the case that these personnel are in
short supply for a number of reasons. It follows that those who are on
board, working for the schools or for other agencies, are so strapped
for time tat arranging for their presence on the placement committees

is a nearly impossible task. Thus, students, especially lower functioning
ones, often do not have the benefit of having their evaluations conducted

by a well-represent'A multidisciplinary team nor do they benefit from
the input of related service personnel during the placement decision and
program planning stages of the IEP process.

Informing Parents of Their Rights. One effect of the lack of
representation of related service personnel on the placement committee
is that some of these personnel, e.g., a social worker, can serve as
valuable assistants to the schools in terms of parent involvement.
While we will address the degree of their involvement later in this
section, for now we'd like tc discuss briefly the effectiveness of
notices to parents concerning their rights to appeal and due process. As
mentioned, when parents are sent written requests to evaluate or place
their children, they also receive from the school a written statement of
their rights to appeal placement and programming decisions and their
rights to procedural due process. According to both regular and special

educators, this statement needs to be written more clearly. Evidently,

they're right. When asked whether she understood her right to appeal
placement decisions, one parent said that she didn't have the "paper
anymore" and couldn't remember what it said. In general, it appears

that the higher income parents are able to understand their rights
whereas lower income parents do not. The way in which notice is given,
then, tends to be much more disadvantageous to the lower income parents.
Further exacerbating the matter is the fact that many low-income parents,
especially parents of black and migrant students, are thankful that
their kids are in school. The right to an appropriate education in the

least restrictive environment is not one they are ready to fight for
yet.
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Continuum of Placement Options

Following is a description of the continuum of programs and services

that should be available to children with special needs,

Regular Classroom. Some mildly handicapped students can be educated

in the regular classrooms on a full-time basis. In such a case the
teacher will individualize the program to meet their neeas. The teacher

may need periodic consultative services from resource persons if they
are available.

Regular Classroom Priam!!! with Supportive Services. At this level

of the continuum, students remain with their regular teacher for most of
their academic instruction. However, available supportive personnel may

work with the child in the regular classroom or may have him/her leave
the regular class to go to another setting for service.

Resource Room. This type of service ranges from 45 minutes to an
hour or tor one c ass period 4, day to most of the day except for those
periods of time when the student is returned to the regular classroom

for art, physical education, etc.

The most common resource room arrangement is in terms of a categori-

cal area related to student identification, such as an LD resource room,
or an EMH resource room. Currently, however, the state and some of the

Seaside LEAs are moving toward the use of "noncategorical" resource
rooms that can serve combinations of LD, EMH, and amotionaily handicapped
students. The idea is responsive to the predicament meny LEAs experience
in which the number of students in particular categorical areas is less
than the number that can be served cost-efficiently in a separate cate-
gorical program.

Self-Contained Classroom. Some students have educational needs
that 57170IIiFlii by any of the previously described program alterna-
tives. Their needs require major modification, in curriculum, approach,

and methodology. Some of these students may be returned to a less
restrictive setting whenever the educational objectives for the student

have been met. Self-contained classrooms for the most part are located
in a school building where classes for regular students are Xing held.

Special Day Some special programs are located in separate

buildings or schools. A student typically is placed in a special day
school only when his/her needs cannot be met in a regular school environ-
ment. A clear educational advantage for this arrangement must be docu-

mented prior to the placement of a child in this program. Developmental

day centers and Head Start programs provide training and socialization
opportunities to children who have demonstratud a significant lag in one
or more areas of development and cannot presently be served in the

public schools. Individualized education programs must be written for
each child.

Hospital/Home Services. Any student who is expected to be confined
for four weeks or longer to a hospital cr at home for treatment or for a
period of convalescence is elir'ble for this program. Any student Who
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is disabled to the degree that it is impossible or medically inadvisable
for him/her to attend public school even with the provision of special
classes and transportation is eligible for home/hospital services. The

student should be expected to be away from the classroom for minimum of
four weeks, and the medical statement should state the nature and extent
of the handicap, the physical or psychological limitations under which
the student can operate successfully, and the anticipated length of time
he/she is expected to be incapacitated. Children eligible for hospital/
home services are to be given instruction based upon their individualized
educational program from three to five hours per week unless prohibited
for medical reasons.

Residential Centers. Residential centers provide educational
diagnosis and treatment/education to students who cannot be provided for
in any other available appropriate program. Such programs include
education for the hearing impaired, visually impaired, severely or
profoundly retarded, emotionally handicapped and autistic. The state's
Department of Human Resources, r.onsidered an LEA by the state, administers
these residential facilities. It also funds community-based mental
retardation and psychiatric centers that provide school-based students
with related se:mvices, treatment, and therapy.

Continuum of Communication Programs. Speech, language and hearing
services may appear at any level of the continuum and offer program or
strvice alternatives. A continuum of program and services model for
children with speech, language and hearing impairments includes a com-
munication development program, a communication deviations program, and
a communication disorders program. Services then should be available
for mildly as well as more seriously handicapped students.

Student-Placement Mismatches

As we shall see, variants in the appropriate match between handi-
capped student and service option do occur. Perhaps, however, some of
these options are more susceptible to such variation than others.
Resource room placement, for example, assumes students, such as those
who are mildly mentally retarded, mildly emotionally handicapped, and
learning disabled, need regular classroom experiences as much as special
materials or instruction approaches. One resource room teacher told us
that about half of her students needed, at minimum, more than 45 minutes
of resource room instruction a day, and ideally some should be in self-
contained classrooms. Another rescurce teacher felt that the spirit of
P.L. 94-142 and the state's Powell Bill has resulted in many stuants
actually being denied necessary services due to an inordinate percentage
of time spent in regular classroom placements.

As mentioned, some LEAs appear to be moving toward the noncategorical
resource room concept. Here, the major incentive is fiscal; the major
drawbacks are, again, misplaced students and misplaced special education
teachers. With respect to fiscal incentives, the 1982-83 school year
will bring what has been termed an "aggregate cap" of 15 percent, explained
earlier in the case. It is clear that this arrangment will encourage
noncategorical programs.
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However, increasing concern has been voiced already with respect to

the quality of categorical teachers. Enter now cross-categorical training.

One wonders if th "ttitutions of higher education will be able to keep
pace with the qualiml demands incurred when teacher preparation entails

more than one categorical area of focus.

In addition, the rate at which the Seaside LEAs move toward non-

categorical programs sill have implications for the quality they can
expect in the teachers who staff those programs, Of the tree univer-
sities in the state that currently offer cross - categorical certification

programs, the closest one to the area is 300 miles away, as the crow
flies. The closest programs do not yet offer this certification, and an
area training program that could have offered one just lost its accredita-

tion. Thus, in addition 0 the concerns area LEAs have relative to
quality noncategorical teachers, LEAs might experience difficulties
recruiting awn non-categorical teachers until more proximate certifi-

cation programs are in place. Whereas noncategorical resource rooms, if
properly staffed, can ameliorate the problem of misplacements with
regard to some mildly handicapped students, the plight of EMH, TMH, and
severely handicapped students remains a concern to several of the LEAs.
Severely handicapped students who have not been placed in programs in
residential facilities appear to be prone to the majority of no-win

placement decisions LEA administrators are forced to make. An 11-year-

old girl functioning at a 6-month developmental level (profound retarda-
tion) is placed in a TMH class out of necessity. It's the only option

save placement in an institution. Sometimes, EMH and TMH students are
placed together in one program because neither group alone is of a
sufficient prevalence to arrant a separate program.

In the main, LEAs make do with available resources and intractable
contexts in which they must. operate. Sadly, predictable solutions do

not emerge. Yet one common denominator to getting the best out of slim
pickin's could be termed climate--the underlying focus of the following
discussion.

LEA Approaches to Least Restrictive
Environment Education

What is the least restrictive environment? A frequent answer, and

one not without validity, is that it's idiosyncratic to the particular

handicapped student's needs. The point can best be illustrated by
examples; five will be provided. The first is about an innovative
approach to overcoming the problems of scheduling mainstreamed handicapped

students called "Building Blocks." The second, "The Crazy House,''

about the difficulties of integrating TMH students and programs in
regular school buildings. The third, "Homeward Bound," tells about the

trade-offs inherent in placements in programs that are miles from the

student's home district. The fourth is a story about some students who

1Although for administrative program purposes, the term used is "non-
categorical," for teacher training and state certification purposes,

the term is "cross-categorical."
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skipped class, but for reasons other than skullduggery; it's called "The
Band Room." Last, we share two vignettes that illustrate the best and

the worst of relationships bearing on LRE education at the building
level; the story's called "Climatic Change." We think these stories can

give the reader a feel for the complexities and considerations implicit
in LRE placements as implemented by the Seaside LEAs.

Building cics

During a regular school day some regular classroom teachers wave

hello and good-bye to nearly 90 percent of their students. Students

move in and out of different classrooms for resource room instruction,
Title I services, gifted education, speech therapy, and/or migrant
education. This movement car, occur at different times of the day for

different students, and for different amounts of time per student and
per service. The teacher is no doubt overwhelmed and understandably
short on patience. The principal, who must see "the big picture" in

terms of student scheduling in the building, can't feel much better
about the situation. His or her hands are tied. These services are
necessary; they are public policy; the law say: they must be implemented.

Enter the Block Program. This is an innovation picked up by several

of the Seaside LEAs several years ago. Essentially, mainstreamed handi-

capped students move daily from their regular classrooms to the resource
ruam in "blocks" at one time. In large school buildings, all mainstreamed
students in individual classes or grades leave their classroom(s) at a
prescribed time for 45 minutes or so of work in the resource room. In

smaller buildings with fewer students, students from several grades may

leave their classrooms for resource room instruction.

The concept struck most regular classroom teachers favorably. The

stigma centering around a student who leaves for "special ed" alone each
day is reduced. In some buildings, mainstreamed, migrant, and Title I
students might all leave at the same time for their respective services- -
there's power in numbers; no one gets singled out. Another of the
regular educators' concerns soothed by the Block Program is that handi-
capped students miss fewer important lessons while in the resource room

since all eligible students leave and return together. The teacher can

plan regular classroom instruction for these students more easily.

A related benefit befalls the students who remain with that teacher.

He/she plans and delivtrs enrichment activities. Critics of the LRE
concept point to the fact that it is the nonhandicapped students who
often pay the price for increased attention to handicapped students. The
Block Program can benefit both croups.

The program is alive in some LEAs, deceased in others. The reasons

are not clear. Under the Block Program, some of the smaller schools had
to schedule several different grade levels together in the resource room
at one time. Apparently some resource room teachers could not accommodate

their teaching methods to a wide Poe-range of students. Resource room
teachers in larger buildings did not encounter such age disparities, but
sheer numbers of students in the program emerged as a problem for them.
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It would appear that the idea is one more readily embraced by regular
classroom teachers than by resource teachers.

The Crazy House

Recently the Governor's Advocacy Council has been encouraging the

return of lower functioning handicapped students from residential facili-
ties to their home oistricts for services. Moderately handicapped
students, for example, have been trickling back, and LEAs for the most

part have been creating classrooms for them in regular school buildings.
The idea is sound from an LRE perspective. The students at least are

integrated with their peers.

Or are they merely in proximity to their same-age peers? TMH

programs in some schools operate in prefab, modular structures in back

of the main building. Other schools, also strapped for space, may
locate the classroom in the basement. Monhandicapped students see TMH
students at unexpected times, by happenstance, as in the basement corridor

or maybe in an assembly. Often, the school district is forced to make
do, placing adolescent TMH students in its only available building--an

elementary school. So, in these contexts, TMH students actually stand
out more than they fit in because 4ntegration is pro forma only. The

result here: nonhandicapped students call the TMH classroom the "crazy
house."

Homeward Bound

The physical location of the best quality program for a specific
student's needs also may create problems. As an administrator, what
does one do, fiscal considerations aside, when such a program is located

in another county or another state?

As is typically the case, one mulls over the trade-offs. Program X

is a high-quality program. It is also 60 miles away. Johnny needs
program X--his LRE. Ideally, one ranks program quality and appropriate
match ofstudent to program over all other considerations. Sounds good

on the surface.

But let's dig deeper. The following drawbacks would lead an idealist,

as well as a cynic, to quesdon the worth of such a placement. The
lbvious disadvantage to a d4stant placement is bus time. Precious
instructional time can be lost even if there are on-board instructional

activities. A long bus ride means early departures from the home which
can be disruptive to the family. Parental involvement in the program
has to suffer given the distance factor alone.

Although the state provides necessary and sufficient reimbursement
for student and parent transportation costs, close-to-home placements

seem to be the more favorable component of the trade-off. The afore-
mentioned effort necessary on the part of area teacher training programs
to provide quality categorical and noncategorical teachers coupled with
this local trend toward avoiding out -of- district placements can make the
wish to be homeward bound come true.



The Band Room

Recall the story presented earller entitled "Crazy House." It

represents one (lf several situations related to us in which handicapped
students were, in effect, set up to be stigmatized. Another example
that may illustrate the problem more clearly took place in a junior high

school. Because no space for a,i elementary level multihandicapped
program was available in the two elementary buildings in the county, the

program wac, set up in a seldom used wing of the junior high. Actually,
the facility was quite adequate physically. It provided easy access to

the band room which, when it wasn't in use, could be used as a utility
room for the multihandicapped students. However, the multihandicapped

students were isolated from appro late age-peers and, further, from the
junior high students. This did r stop several junior high students
from visiting the room over the ,rich hour occassionally to see what

went on there. They got to know the handicapped students and the teacher,
and one student in rrticular became intrigued with the program and
indicated to the teacher that she was interested in pursuing a career in
special education. It was not long before ale student and her friends

started visiting on a regular basis, including a time or two when they
left a study hall to do so. On one occasion they were caught and the
visits were permanently stopped. Prior to this event, the special

teachers gave an open invitation to the other staff to visit the program,
b'!t no one came.

The point here is that an opportunity was missed to foster positive
attitudes, certainly an important part of the LRE concept. What was a
less than adequate placement could have become a very positive one. But

because of a lack of understanding of the purpose of the program and,
indeed, the goals of special education and P.L. 94-142, the multihandi-

capped program remained isolated from the rest of the school and, what
may be even more important, the school from it. The special teacher and
others in the Seaside area made the point that the misunderstading of
their students by the regular students could be cleared up quite easily
through positive contact experiences, but that the first steps would
need to be taken with regular teachers, and, in this instance, these
steps could have been taken--in the band room.

Climatic Change

What makes a difference in a given school insofar as the success or

failure of LRE? One advocate for handicapped students told us that the
personalities of, and atmosphere set by, administratcrs and teachers

comprised the cutting edge. LRE is made or broken by these variables.

In a sense, a climate is created in every school building. It is a

function of the leadership style of the building principal. This style,
in turn, is predicated on unique combinations of innovative ideas that
are sold to the building staff, regular assessments and use of teacher
input, communication skills, and backbone, to name a few.

Further, the ways building staff use the best of their individual

personalities contribute to this climatic condition under which schools
operate and LRE is implemented, for better or worse. We'd like to
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present two vignettes--one oetter, one worse--to illustrate this complex,

yet crucial variable of climate and how it affects the LRE.

The research team's first bit of information about one of the

Seaside area's elementary schools was that the building had been condemned.
Talk about climate! Yet, before long, we began to realize that three
act.irs created the atmosphere for a highly workable, effective strategy
for mainstreaming mildly hand4r.nped students; they are: the principal,
the regular classroom teach, Al the special education teacher.

The principal's leadership style is rich in reputation and substance.
He is an active Phi Delta Kappa member, winning a national award several
years ago. His substance, however, is of extreme import. He exerts

strong leadership while always seeking the input of his staff, allowing
them "ownership" regarding the operation of the school. He's instituted
a grading policy schoolwide in which handicapped students receive the

average of the grades given to them in a shared subject area, say arith-
metic, by the regular and special classroom teachers. His leadership
style also has made the Block Program successful when other principals

have contributed to its failure. He's respected by his teachers--not
just liked by them.

Whereas we cannot spew( for all regular educators in the ouilding,
we can tell you about one third grade '_ocher with whom we talked. Her

classroom looked like a broker's office. Students' work was all neatly

stacked in appointed trays. Handicapped and nonhandicapped kids moved
about freely but in a purposeful fashion--all responding to her lead,
cue that is well organized and well reflective of the work ethic.

Her special education counterpart was a personification of our
earlier point concerning the role personalities play in o.building

climate. Not trained originally in special education, this former
middle school teacher found herself in the Seaside area looking for

work. Her husband's madness for fishing took them to this area, and
soon thereafter she found herself working toward special education
certification.

Her classroom also is poetry in motion--many stimulating materials
and activities, plus a personality on her part as conducive to effective-

ness with her students as well as with her colleagues and boss.

However, each alone does not a climate make. The interactions of

the three, in terms of individuals and roles, predicts the true nature

of a mainstreamed handicapped student's LRE. Flexibility, leadership,
awareness, "people" skills, and plain old-fashioned hard work all contri-
bute to the mix.

The Cx can be sweet or sour; the latter being the case in our next
vignette. Here, we talked with staff at another elementary school in
which the opportunity for a positive, productive LRE wen. from slim to
none, thanks in large part to ineffective scheduling and mainstreaming
some EMH students into classrooms before they or their regular teachers

were ready for it. Communication in this building was less than desirable;
regular teachers had little input into IEPs and for the most part the
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EMH resource room operated like a separate entity that had simply been

placed in the building. The lack of many of the attributes described in
the foregoing vignette set the stage for climate problems that, in the
end, became stormy enough to end mainstreaming fur EMH students in favor

of a self-contained classroom.

Evidently, a few of the regular classroom teachers launched almost
daily complaints about the inappropriateness of the mainstreaming that
was taking place. The special education teacher, whose assignment was
shifted after the closing of the classroom, could not win the teachers

over. Nor could the principal calm them down. There was too much

mainstreaming too soon and the principal was unable to handle the com-
plaints or correct the situation. A bad situation got worse until it

threatened what cohesiveness there was in the building. Finally, the

principal found himself with few options. He had to do something. So,

he traded the resource program for a self-contained program and the
withdrawal of pressure that would not have been there in the-Tirst place

if building climate had been more positive to start with.

The Individualized Educational Program

Upon a student's placement in a special education program, he/she
already will have had a determination of current performance levels,
specification of a placement option, and, if appropriate, the designation
of a percent of time each day to be spent in regular classroom partici-

pation.

Planning, Writing, and Implementing the IEP

At this juncture, the school-based committee goes about the business
of developing the remaining components of the student's program plan

either as a total group, or more often than not, by assigning ins regular
and special education teachers the responsibility as a subcommittee
called the "IEP committee." Whereas the state regulations call for the

involvement of all school-based committee members, the special education
teacher in most cases actually writes the remaining components with
varying degrees of regular teacher input.

With regard to mildly handicapped students, the regular classroom
teacher many times provides welcome assistance. For example, he or she

might add objectives to the IEP during its development. These inputs

can enable better continuity between regular and special education
programs; the lack of them leads to discontinuity.

This continuity in large measure predicts the ease and propriety
with which the IEP is planned, written, and used. The task requires the

right climate. When special education teachers and building principals
have the interpersonal skills and leadership styles necessary and suffi-
cient to overcome the "crazy house" view of special education, a less
stigmatizing, more accepting climate is in place. Such a climate stems
from attitudes such as "they're our kids, we're all responsible," as one

principal put it. Within this climate, all teachers can become advocates

for students. The students benefit when common goals are encouraged by

leadership.
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Other things can foster a positive_ climate as well. For example,
regular teachers and resource teachers in a few districts base their IEP

programming on an objectives-based curriculum. It has become a common
denominator for shared responsibilities. Administrators say that it
helps if the special educator "hustles," works hard, and is perceived

that way by colleagues. Fortunately, the Seaside area has its fair
share of these teachers as well as building principals who support them.

Parent Participation

The state requires LEAs to insure that one or both of the parents

or guardians of the exceptional child are afforded the opportunity to
participate in planning, writing, and implementing the IEP. The Seaside
LEAs experience their share of difficulties in involving parents in the
IEP process. The general rule is that the district must document three
attempts to involve the parent in the IEP meeting. If attempts fail to
get the parent involved, the district is authorized to proceed with the

development of the IEP. So, while parental permission is required for
evaluation and placement of the child, it is not required for IEP develop-
ment of the child, it is not reouired for IEP development if the district

has made three attempts to obtain it. Even so, some districts go beyond
state requirements for parental involvement. One district requires four
documented attempts to involve parents. Other districts require that

all IEPs be signed by parents. In these cases, teachers are sent to the
homes of parents who could not nr would not attend the IEP planning
session. Some parents hava neither phone nor transportation. Others

fear the establishment; st:11 others believe that "teacher knows best."
Some districts estimate that more than a third of the parents who won't
come to the IEP meeting declind participation because they feel inadequate
in front of school personnel. When asked what she'd do if she didn't
agree with the proposed IEP, a parent of a TMH student replied, "I
wouldn't know."

Estimates of parental attendance at IEP meetings vary with the type

of disability and the particular LEA. Estimates of attendance for
parents of gifted and talented students run at or near 100 percent.
Attendance estimates for all areas of exceptichality are at about 75
percent (most often it is the child's mother who attends). The rate of
attendance forparents of EMH children is the lowest, running at 50
percent. However, some districts, par.icularly wealthier districts
which have higher parental awareness levels and home/school coordinators,
can boast of attendance rates across all disability areas that are over
90 percent.

The REC and the schools continue to confront the general problem of
parental awareness; much of it is attributable to disadvantaged conditions.
The basic strategy of the REC is to exploit any and all opportunities to
increase awareness. Workshops are conducted in an effort to actively
involve parents. Parent programs such as the "make-it, take-it" program
described earlier are instituted from time to time. LEAs in some cases
will work closely with Community Mental Health social workers who not
only act as liaisons or buffers between home and school, but also as
sources of insight into the impact poverty brings to bear on some families

aad their handicapped children. Results are slow but encouraging. For
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example, more parents are beginning to refer their children. More are

showing an interest in program planning.

But, there's still a long way t7 go. Some teachers believe parents

don't know of their right to appeal any aspect of the referral, placement
or instructional process despite formal notification of those rights.

One special education teacher explained that his district's written
notification of rights is inadequate for many parents. Some parents
don't care, according to anrther teacher; others wouldn't understand

even if they were told.

Review of the Individualized Education Program

The individualized education program must be reviewed at least

annually with necessary changes made. The student's parent(s) or guard-

ian(s) are invited to participate in the review. Many of the LEAs
handle the annual reviews just like parent conferences. They usually

conduct them toward the end of the school year. Parents of handicapped

and nonhandicapped students then participate in these annual conferences.
Such an approach singles out no one and helps reduce stigma.

Procedural Due Process

The final part of the IEP process involves the protective safeguards

afforded to the handicapped student and his/her parents. Prior written
notice must be given to parents a reasonable time before the local
education agency proposes to initiate or change the identification,
evaluation, or educational placement of the child. It must provide
full explanation of procedural safeguards to parental rights including

consent, hearing rights, an independent educational evaluation, protec-
tion in evaluation procedures, placement in the least restrictive environ-
ment, and confidentiality of student records. As mentioned, when one is
faced with informing parents of these in writing, it is not easy to do

so in a clear fashion. Further, many of the parents are turned away by
ambiguous, legalistic language. Thus, parental awareness of their
rights and responsibilities is understandably incomplete.

The parents of a child with special needs have the right to obtain
an independent evaluation of their child by a qualified examiner who is

not employed by the LEA. The evaluation is to be conducted at public
expense if the parents disagree with evaluation results obtained by the

LEA. Public expense means that the local education agency either pays
for the full cost of the evaluation or .nsures thp the evaluation is

provided at no cost to the parents. Evaluations are obtained through
Community Mental Health or the Developmental Evaluation Center.

LEAs have attempted to arrange with these agencies independent
evaluations for parents who have sought them. The aforementioned payment

schemes have been employed. In most cases, evaluations have been less
expensive, but not altogether free.

Hearings

The local education agency must keep a list of the persons who

serve as hearing officers, including the qualifications of each person
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to serve as a hearing officer. According to the state's special educa-

tion director, there have been only 30 dUe process hearings statewide

between 1978 and 1981. There have been six hearings in the Seaside area

(including the 1981-82 school year). The LEA came out on top in four of

-the six hearings. In the two hearings decided in favor of the parents,

only one was appealed; it resultd in a civil court case which was decided

in favor of the parents. According to local administrators, the combina-

tion of local superintendents who "would not let programs slide" and few

pockets of verbal, militant parents account for fewer due process hearings

than might otherwise occur. Perhaps one local director of special

education painted the picture best, saying that when parents "squawk,"

we try to make them happy, yet not depart from the law.



THE NATURE OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
PROGRAMS AND STUDENTS

In this section we review the various categorical programs in place
in the Seaside LEAs and examine the ways in which students are placed in
them.

Categorical Programs

The Seaside LEAs provide categorical programs in 14 areas. We

shall review 10 of those and in addition, the Bennie B. class, a mechanism
for serving assaultive, adjudicated youth. Deaf-Blind, Severely Handi-

capped, and Other Health Impairments are included under the rubric,
Multiply Handicapped. Speech Impaired will be discussed as a related/
support service in a later section of the some title.

Learning Disabilities

Who are the learning disabled? The Seaside LEAs are not the only

ones grappling with this question. The national debate concerning how
best to identify these students re es on.

This state, like many others, requires a team approacn that documents
a discrepancy betwee. current achievement levels and intelligence. The

discrepancy must exist when the student has been provided with learning
experiences appropriate for his /her age ana ability level but has not
shown satisfactory progress ir1 -le or more of the following areas: oral

expression, listening comprehension, written expression, basic reading

skills (decoding), reading comprehension, mathematical calculation, or
mathematical reasoning. The term LD does not include students with a
severe discrepancy between ability and achievement that is primarily the
result of any of the following: a visual, hearing, motor handicap;
mental retardation; emotional disturbance; or environmental, cultural,
or economic disadvantage. Team members include the student's regular
classroom teacher, the LD teacher, a psychologist, and, if appropriate
a speech therapist and remedial reading teacher. The team is required
to submit a written report of the diagnostic report and placement deci-
sion to the School-Based Committee.

Despite a fairly elaborate four-ctep evaluation procedures, the
question of who are the learning disabled remains somewhat of a mystery.
Regular and spacial educators alike agree on at least two premises
related to the question. First, LD is a matter of degree and some
students simply fall 6etween the cracks. Since the state's directors of

special education and Title I clarifies with Washington two

years ago with respent to joint special education and Title I services,
fewer students have taken this tumble. Secondly, the exclusion of
students from disadvantaged environments in the LD definition is untenable
here given the widespread poverty. Thus, another trade-off has been

invoked: preservation of the supposed homogeneity of the learning
disabled population has been exchanged for a higher probability of using
the services of the program area to benefit more students--a worthy
trade-off indeed, and one characteristic of Seaside attempts to use
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whatever means are available to them to serve as many students as

possible.

The resultant mix is not without pragmatic service delivery concerns,
however. While the resource room is the predominant service delivery

option, many regular and special educators believe some LD students
would tenefit more by self-contained placements. In the case of LD
students, social integration is not the problem; it's the academic

deficiencies that cause both groups of teachers the greatest concern.
Thus, at least a few LEAs have provided self-contained classroom facili-
ties, usually mixing LD students with others such as emotionally handi-

capped (Eft) students.

Another concern is the inappropriate usage of available LD services.

For example, some LEAs have begun to be extremely cautious in labeling
students as mildly retarded. For some students, kindergarten screening
mig't indicate possible retardation. Yet, there is the tendency to wait

a year for formal diagnosis. In some cases the student in question is
placed in an LD program as an interim placement. Although this is a
laudable alternative to an EMH placement, it places a stain on the LD
program. But, when the consequences are considered, this is certainly
better than a misdiagnosis of EMH.

educable Mentally Handicapped

Educable Mentally Handicapped (EMH) students are identified according

to three indicators: intellectual levels in the mild range of mental
retardation, deficiencies in adaptive behavior as measured by the Vineland
Social Maturity Scale, and a flat profile of academic achievement.

Most administrators have indicated that EMH enrollments have been
declining steadily over the past several years. Typical reasons offered

include better teachers, more qualified psychologists, more precise
identification procedures, and early childhood screening and intervention.

Yet, it is also clear that the practices involved in EMH identifi-
cation have tended to result in a disproportionate number of black
students in these programs. This overrepresentation is not limited to

the Seaside area or even to this state. Indeed, it is national issue
that has resumed in increasing diagnostic caution on the part of prac-
titioners. So, while teachers and psychologists may be getting better,
there is little doubt that they are more cautious. The push toward

early childhood programs is still basically lust a push. The Develop-
mental Evaluation Center, a related service agency discussed in the
section, "Related Services," does provide preschool screening, but does
not provide educational programs. Three Child Development Centers,

funded by Community Mental Health and the Developmental Disabilities
Council, serve the entire region. However, EMH children are rarely

screened or served through these agenc'es. Thus, caution as opposed to
higher quality practices better explains the decline in EMH identifi-
cation.

Services for those students who are diagnosed as EMH are primarily

in resource rooms. Yet some LEAs do provide self-contained EMH placements
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in which students may nevertheless eat lunch or engage in recess activi-

ties with their nonhandicapped peers.

One school recently shifted from resource room to self-contained

EMH services. Teachers made a concerted appeal to adminstrators, com-
plaining that their classroom time was chewed up by EMH youngsters who
required inordinate attention. Administrators conceded, a self-contained

classroom was born, and the teachers were happy. More will be said

concerning this shift from resource room to self-contained room in the

section, "Identifying and Processing Handicapped Students."

As with LD students, identification practices with EMH students

tend to result in heterogeneous groups. Increased caution in identifi-
cation has resulted in a decline in the EMH population. Thus, many

schools, faced with fewer numbers, must combine categorical areas in

order to afford a teacher. EMH students have been placed with EH and LD

students, and, in some cases, even Trainable Mentally Handicapped (TMH)

students.

Gifted/Talented

Besides LD and EMH, the other high-prevalence categorical area is
Gifted / Talented. The criteria for identification and placement into the

program center around four areas: intelligence, achievement, grades,

and behavioral characteristics. Achievement and IQ scores must be at
the 96th percentile or above on standardized measures. The more subjec-

tive criteria, grades and characteristics, are based on the observations
and conclusions of classroom teachers who must nominate students for
potential placement usually around the second or third grade. These

criteria we.Jut the student's academic ability heavily. Students with

extraordinary talent in the arts would need also to demonstrate similar

academic talent to qualify for the program.

In addition to local identification for giftEa services, there is
also a statewide program involving the selection of students to attend
the Governor's School for a six-week period during the summer. Concern

has been raised in the Seaside area that local students could be at a
disadvantage in competing for a slot since their performance is compared
to students in wealthier parts of the state.

Gifted programs are of the resource room variety. Students attend

for an hour three to five times a week. Some LEAs use the Block Program
to streamline the flow of gifted students in and out the resource room

by grade level. In fact, one school that discontinued the Block Program
for mildly handicapped students is still using the scheduling system for

gifted students.

Emotionally Handicapped

Students with emotional handicaps (EH) are identified using the
same broad criteria set forth in P.L. 94-142, including the inability to

learn that cannot be explained by intellectual, sensory, or medical
problems. Students must demonstrate behaviors of sufficient duration



and frequency so as to be inappropriate to, and inadequate for, place-

ment in regul.zr educational settings. Students must also demonstrate

difficulties in building interpersonal relationships.

Such broad criteria place pressure on the school psychologist to
make what essentially is a judgment call when diagnosing a student as

EH. There is understandable reluctance to assign the label unless
overwelming supportive evidence emerges. Even when such evidence leads

to the diagnosis, we again see quite a range of student characteristics

within self-contained EH classroom- including students who are referred

for distractibility to students whose emotional proble's require psychia-

tric care and family counseling.

Eight of the state's teacher training institutions provide teacher
certification programs, and although an exemplary classroom is in place

in one Seaside district, none of these training institutions can be

credited for the program's quality. The classroom is an "engineered"

class based on the approach developed by Frank Hewett. Essentially,

Hewett calls for a very iendamental classroom structure in which the

room is subdivided into academic and non-academic areas. Each of these

is further subdivided according to studeats' particular academic needs

and leisure preferences. The teacher engineers the movement of the

students in and out of these four areas at prescribed times, usually

sequencing academic work and leisure activities in tandem throughout the

day. The DPI brought Hewett in several years ago to help a teacher set

up the program. That teacher's aide is the aide in the current classroom

and helped with the cross-fertilization necessary to start and maintain

the program. Exemplary programs are drawing cards and many of the
area's educators have visited the program, some out of curiosity and

others out of a desire to start similar classrooms in other schools and

districts.

The "Bennie B." Class. As mentioned earlier, the state's district
court in 1979 ruled in favor of four plaintiffs by declaring the state

remiss in providing the necessary services for students under the age of

18 who are characterized as "violent and assaultive." To date, over 800

such students across the state, including one in the Seaside area have

been identified.

The situation surrounding the Seaside student's status has already

been discussed in an earlier section ("General Education Programs").

His release by the juvenile authorities without prior notice to the

LEAs, set the stage for intensive collaboration among several agencies,

spearheaded by the principal of the Alternative School.

Such collaborative efforts, albeit not of that magnitude, have been

mandated as a result of the Bennie B. case. In general, schools nominate

to area mental health centers children they believe are eligible for

services supported by Willie M. funds. LEAs request informed consent

from parents to conduct additional evaluations if needed. The state is

notified regarding the number of children nominated and keeps an ongoing

register of all identified Willie M. students. Community Mental Health

staff are assigned to work with the LEA to provide educational (LEA) and

treatment (CMH) services. Like the Alternative High School principal,
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LEAs typically take the initiative in such cases due tn the lack of
available CMH staff.

For children certified as being members of the Bennie B. class,
schools are required to: provide special education services in compliance
with an individualized education program; use data received through the
evaluations conducted by the area mental health centers and other sources
in writing the individualized education program in the area of education;
and provide special education and/or related services as needed to
certified Bennie B. class members who are located in the schools, group
homes or special facilities, like the Alternative High School. Tha
special programs may be provided in the group home or special facility.
The decision as to the location of the program is determined jointly by
the local board of education and the area mental health center with the
local board of education making the final decision.

Local schools notify the state of the special education program
being provided. The notification must contain the types and the dura-
tion of services, as well as any other information that the department
deems relevant. The DPI will provides training to personnel who provide
educational services to Bennie B. students.

Tie State Board of Education provides funds to local districts
(regular allocation, special education add-on and federal plus $2000) to
assist LEAs in providing special education to Willie M. students.

The state through the Division for Exceptional Children monitors
local school administrative units and/or other facilities that are
providing educational services to Bennie B. students to determine if
the program is appropriate. In the Seaside region, the REC's Planning
Specialist in the Exceptional Children area monitors services to Bennie
B. students.

On paper, this sounds fine. Actually, the legislature divided the
state into "zones"--some of which are receiving the funds called for in
the mandate. The Seaside LEAS, however, are in an unfunded zone. lhis
is forcing the LEAs in unfunded zones to drain precious dollIrs out of
standard handicapped reimbursement funds. Basically, the legislature
thinks it improper that the state must support services for these students.
However, like all issues in a politically charged atmosphere, this one
has its "carrot and stick." The judicial ruling in favor of Bennie B.
comprises the stick. The carrot? Reducing out-of-state placements;
they're a thorn in the side of the legislature. When students are sent
to adjoining states for services, the costs incurred are difficult to

justify. In the northeastern region of the state, for example, students
with severe emotional problems have been sent in the past to a psychiatric
hospital in a neighboring state for treatment. Local constituents whose
tax dollars ultimately paid for those services pressed their representa-
tives about the unavailability of in-state, less expensive alternatives.
The legislature compromised and enacted the mandate.
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Trainable Mentally Handicapped

Most of the area students in TMH programs are poor and, in the

poorest counties, nearly all are black. They are identified for services

on the basis of IQ scores at or below 55 accompained by deficits in

adaptive skills. Most of these students owe their condition to cultural-

familial retardation, not organic or genetic as is the case with a

typical TMH population. Often, one or both parents are retarded. Many

believe the condition itself is passed down thrOugh the generations.

It's not, but the poverty is.

The earlier TMH students receive services, the higher the probability

for functional, independent living. It is increasingly common to find

children whose IQs have been increased from the 50's to the EMH and even

low normal ranges as a result of early intervention procedures,

infant stimulation. Without a vehicle or the resources to provide
anything that would approach such an intensity of service, the Seaside

schools must take the TMH students when and how they get them. Many are

not identified until they reach school age. Given the home conditions

of many of the poorer students before and during their school careers,

the best their teachers can hope for is to keep them from regressing,

regardless of the quality of the TMH program.

Most TMH children are bused to a central location(s) for their

education because the "add-on" state reimbursement scheme does not

account for lower incidences of certain types of disabilities. Ninety-

minute bus rides are not uncommon. Thus, even more precious instructional

time is eaten away and the opportunity for the TMH program to affect the

student's development is further diminished.

There are, however, some exemplary programs in place in the Seaside

area. In one of the wealthier districts, for example, a secondary level

TMH program is operated in a regular high school building. TMH students

in this program are integrated with EMH and nonhandicapped students in

the school's regular vocational education program. Because the LEA

serves an area that is relatively wealthier, it does not have to contend

with problems present in more disadvantaged areas.

Arranging for related services for TMH students is difficult for

the Seaside LEAs. In the first place, less than adequate services are
available; and, of those available, demand far exceeds supply. Because

the state reimbursement mechanism does not account for how the severity

of the handicap produces differences in the amount of related services

needed, LEAs must fund related services from a fixed amount of dollars

allocated to them on the basis of headcount alone.

Physically and Severely Handicapped Students

We briefly will discuss three categorical areas: physically handi-

capped, severely/multiply handicapped, and autistic. Prevalences in all

three are low in the Seaside area. Identification is not difficult.

Essentially, it must be documented that the aisability adversely affects

educational performance. It's a judgement call, in effect; and in many
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cases, students have been identified prior to reaching school age because

the se-:erity of their disabilities is so evident.

The low prevalence of physically handicapped students forces LEAs
to place them in special education programs designed for severely or
multiply handicapped students. For some severely involved students,

such a placement is appropriate. For those whose disabilitie4 are

singular and/or more mild, LEAs provide regular classroom instruction
with supplemental occupational or physical therapy when such services

are available.

A physically handicapped student in the regular classroom neivires

much in the way of adaptation on the part of the regular educator, In a

few cases, these are problems caused by the lack of building accessibility.
In addition, a few teaclers are somewhat taken aback by the student's

appearance. They are afraid others will tease the student or that the
student will have a seizure.

However, many regular classroom placements prove beneficial to the

student, his peers, and his teacher. A hone economics teacher in one of
the Seaside area high schools told about the physically handicapped

student placed in her classroom. She considered his placement in her
classroom a challenge--a positive challenge. He wanted to learn to sew

and she was as bound and determined to teach him as he was to learn.
She adapted her normal approach to his disability--cerebral palsy with
more involvement in the legs than in the upper body. He was quick to

. grasp the rudiments and, before long, he was replacing buttons on his

shirts. One wonders how many of his nonhandicapped male peers performed
this skill. One can well imagine the sense of accomplishment, from both

the student's and the teacher's perspective.

Severely and multiply handicapped students represent similarly
low-prevalence categorical areas. LEAs serve most of these students,

i.e., severely retarded and deaf-blind students as well as students with
two or more handicapping conditions, in collaboration with other agencies
such as universities. In other cases, the student may be placed in a

TMH classroom.

Autistic students, i.e., students who show disturbances reflected

in developmental rates, speech-language, capacity to relate to others,
or erratic, stereotypic behavior, also are served through multi-district
or interagency collaborative arrangements. For example, one of the

state's major universities offers a program for autistic students in
which four LEAs participate. Soon, the state will pick up the cost of

the program. For now, the university pays for the teacher and an aide,
while the LEAs share the cost of an additional aide. This collaborative

arrangement allows the LEAs to provide quality, appropriate services to
another low-prevalence population of students. Without the arrangement,

the LEA would have no choice but to place the students' in TMH classrooms.
However, opportunities for this type of university-based program dre

rare. The campus is quite a distance from the Seasde area, and univer-
sities closer to the area have not been able to help.
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Hearing and Visual Impairments

Students who are hearing impaired or deaf or are visually impaired
or blind represent extremely low prevalence areas. None of the state's
training programs offers these certification programs; no teachers of
visually impaired or hearing impaired children are currently available
in the Seaside area. The state has chosen a staff-development approach
in facilitating services for these students. The state department
conducts one-week summer institutes to train currently employed special
education teachers to work with these students. These teachers receive
three hours of course credit and provisional certification. Most often,

LD teachers are involved in the education of these teachers who have
been certified through thesesummer institutes. Hearing impaired children

also attend regular classes and most often receive their services from
both an LD teacher and a speech clinician. Students with more severe
hearing and visual impairments who cannot be served through the above

arrangement attend state residential facilities for the deaf or blind.
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RELATED SERVICES

According to the state's rules and regulations, related services
include transportation and the developmental, corrective, and support
services necessary to assist handicapped students in benefitting from
special education. They include speech therapy, audiology, psychological
services, physical and occupational therapy, early identification and
assessment, and medical services for diagnostic or evaluation purposes.
Also included are school health services, school social work services,
and parent counseling and training.

Of these, the major related services used by the Seaside LEAs are
psychological services, physical therapy, occupational therapy, and
speech therapy. Other related services such as audiological and preschool
screening programs, and medical services are provided by Seaside area
agencies operated by the Department of Human Resources (DHR). School

social workers are also employed by DHR and can provide LEAs with assis-
tance in contacting parents, as mentioned in the section, "Identifying
and Processing Handicapped Students." Also mentioned briefly in that
section were services related to parent counseling and training provided
in the form of workshops for parents by the Association for Retarded
Citizens. LEAs provide their own school health services.

Psychological Services

Several of the LEAs employ one or two psychologists to serve their

schools. Some LEAs, however, cannot afford one psychologist, and arrange
for psychological services through contracts with agencies subsumed
under the Department of Human Resources (DHR), such as the Developmental

Evaluation Center (DEC) or community mental health clinics (CMH).
Regardless of whether an LEA employs its own psychologist or contracts
for one, some inevitably have more needs than available psychological
services. The REC helped LEAs determine fair rates for contracted
services in the past, but nearly all LEAs handle this on their own now.

Psychological services can cost three times as much in one county
as they do in another because of longer disances between schools, the
particular configuration of student needs in each school and across
schools, and the time-management skills of the psychologist.

Whether employed by the LEA or not, the psychologist is, in the
eyes of most staff, a pivotal component of exceptional chidlren programs.
His or her expertise is crucial to the appropriate identification and
processing of students. The diagnosis of a child as emotionally handi-
capped almost always rests ultimately on the psycholgist's judgment of
the available data. Some teachers look to the psychologist for more

than IQs and an understandable, applicable diagnostic writeup. They
look for advice and encouragement. Just as the cost of his or her
services goes beyond their face value, so too does the value of these
services.
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Physical and Occupational Therapists

Seaside administrators and teachers alike report that the lack of
physical and occupational therapists in the area is a critical stumbling

block to providing handicapped students an appropriate array of services.
It has been and continues to be very difficult to .Tcruit therapists and
even harder to retain them.

A few years ago, one county DEC had two phveical therapists and one
occupational therapist on staff. The county LEA contracted for OT/PT
services with the DEC and For some time at least a satisfactory level of

services was available. But all three therapists have since left the
area. And although the DEC has been able to hire one full-time re-
placement, it cannot afford to share the person's time. Consequently

her students with physical handicaps are not receiving a crucial related
service.

Another district in the area is a bit more fortunate in this respect- -
but hardly so. The LEA can afford one therapist, so it tries to give

some therapy to every child who needs it. This results in a little for

all but rarely enough for any. One TMH teacher said that, compared to
some of the other districts, she considers herself to be one of the more

fortunate ones because her students at least get something.

In the county LEA in which the largest Seaside city is located
(population 30,000), the general hospital employs one PT and one OT.
The LEA contracts with the hospital for itinerant OT/PT services.
Because the county is large and because needs are great, the itinerants
are spread thinly and must likewise spread their services thinly across

the students who require them.

Speech Therapy

Like physical and occupational therapy, the demand for speech

therapy in the schools is high. Some LEAs must launch collaborative

efforts for speech services as well. Unlike services in physical and
occupational therapy, however, speech therapists work across LEAs.

One such inter-LEA arrangement involves two districts with very

different needs. The prevalence of speech impaired students in one is

nearly three times that of the other. They share two therapists, break-

ing down the cost according to the proportion of speech-impaired students
in each LEA. Thus, one pays approximately 75 percent of the total

salary costs while the other pays about 25 percent.

Arrangements like these further compound the typical itineracy role
of a speech therapist, however. In-county travel time is a fact of

professional life. The high prevalence of students needing speech
services forces the therapist to work with students in each building

providing frequent sessions of short duration. Cross-county travel time

eats up much more in the way of human resources, resulting in even more
rationing of services and, ultimately, less service per minute and per

dollar.
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Because not all potentially eligible students can be served or
served adeqUately, districts must make hard choices that often result in
moderately and severely handicapped students for down on the priority
list. One district copes by using a secondary English teacher to provide
elementary TMH students with some approximation of speech services. In

this ir:tance, despite gallant efforts by the LEAs to give their students
somethin , service rationing is extended beyond almost anyone's idea of

norma. imits.

Administrative Consultation

The last of the specific related services to be discussed is adminis-
trative consultation. One can see that this is not included in the

state's list of related services presented at the beginning of the
section. Rather, it is what one might call an indirect related service
that the REC provides to LEAs.

Officially, the REC is structured to render the services discussed

in the section, "The Seaside Regional Education Center." Its special

education services to LEAs essen Illy are limited to providing technical
assistance. Prior to 1951, REC ,_,:hnical assistance consisted of staff
and program development. At full staff, they encouraged and assisted

teachers one on one. Hawking for resources, materials, and ideas, they
"modeled" these skills and their enthusiasm and commitment.) But when

the budget was cut, the REC lost the staff development specialist and
the instructional resource specialist. The teachers miss them and still
speak highly of them.

The loss of these positions resulted in a shift in emphasis from
staff and program development to primarily administrative consultation
and monitoring.

The budget cuts on one hand and the monitoring thrust on the other
have forced the REC's exceptional children coordinator to ration what's
left of her services in the same way that LEAs must ration theirs. The
irony of the increased emphasis on administrative technical assistance
is that it is necessary because the LEAs need it to ration their services
more efficiently.

Related Service Agencies

The hierarchy of state government's executive branch at the depart-
ment level includes two of many agencies. We have already reviewed the
Department of Public Instruction. Parallel in level is the major social

services agency, the Department of Human Resources (DHR).

1The former instructional resource specialist is an especially talented

woman who taught TMH teachers how to write IEPs. For each teacher, the
resource specialist would write a complete IEP for the most seriously
impaired student, then she'd walk the teacher through the development of
an IEP for a student with medium-range needs, and finally, she would set

a 45 minute time limit for the teacher to write an IEP for a third
sLudent on her own.
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DHR subsumes a number of branches. Of pertinence to handicapped
children and youth are the Division of Health Services, the Division of
Mental Health, the Developmental Evaluation Centers, and the Developmental

Day Centers.

Division of Health Services

Among the many functions of the Division of Health Services are
medical examinations and treatment for children and youth with physical

and multiple disabilities. Although P.L. 94-142 funds will pay for at
least part of most diagnostic services, treatment services are covered

by insurance and other funding schemes.

What appears to make or break the effectiveness of this related

service agency from the school's perspective are the staff physicians.
According to one TMH teacher, the Seaside area clinic had a "very know-
ledgeable" physician on board until about a year ago when he left the

area. Now, staff physicians rotate cases, and her TMH students who

attend the clinic rarely see the same physician.

Division of Mental Health

This division provides services in the form of two agencies:

Community Mental Health and the Child Development Center. The community
mental health centers (CMH) offer a wide range of services including
vision and hearing screening, psychiatric and counseling services, as

well as psychological evaluations. Although, as mentioned, many LEAs
must contract with the agency for services, those services are met with
not so favorable reviews by school personnel. Some of the Seaside area

clinics are open as few as two days a week, extending waiting lists (a
span of eight weeks is not uncommon) and, as a result, time in limbo
from evaluation to placement is extended. Further, communication channels

between agency and school are not always fully open.

Evaluations cost parents $300 on a sliding scale if the parent

makes the referral. If the school refers a child, it is charged a flat

fee of $100. LEAs most strapped for related service dollars have circum-
vented Cliff's payment policy. The teacher will call CMH, asking it to

contact the parents of a referred child. CMH calls the parents and asks
them to refer the child for an evaluation. Thus, the parent technically
makes the referral, saving the LEA $100.

Another of the division's services is the Child Development Clinic.
The clinic primarily provides preschool services for lower functioning

students. TMH students, for example, who are identified prior to school
entry attend the clinic's preschool until the age of five or six.

Developmental Evaluation Centers

The DECs actually provide diagnostic services that act in tandem
with the preschool services provided by the Child Development Center.
In addition, the DEC is responsible for providing multi-disciplinary
diagnostic evaluations, intervention plans, consultation, follow-up
services, and training in the area of developmental disabilities.
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Developmental Day Centers

Developmental day centers serve as community placement facilities.

Independently operated, they provide placements for up to 180 school
days. LEAs and the centers work out joint agreements relative to funding
the costs of the programs for handicapped students.
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SOME ISSUES OF PARTICULAR-CONCERN TO THE REC

The reader most likely will have surmised from the preceding pages
that the REC is not completely devoid of problems. No doubt the major
ones are already apparent. Nevertheless, for ease of reference and for
the sake of clarity, they will be briefly described again in this section.
Their order of presentation does not necessarily reflect the importance
placed upon them by the people of the Seaside area. Indeed, it is
doubtful if a single priority listing could be devised on which even a
majority of stake holders would agree. Our order of presentation,
rather, reflects the research team's subjective ordering. Thus, some
issues are likely to be found anywhere in substantially the same form as
in the Seaside context, but as we move down the list, the influence of
Seaside's context is likely to become more and more apparent.

P.L. 94-142

By the time P.L. 94-142 reached the Seaside area in 1975, even the
most seasoned local school districts had been providing sper'll education
programs for just over five years. These programs were discretionary
and served only the most prevalent exceptionalities (TMH, EMH, LD).
State funds were available only on a limited basis, but that was reason-
able for the times since the extent of services needed to be only what
the districts could bear. There was no mandate.

But things changed in 1975. First P.L. 94-142, then Powell, required
that all exceptionalities be served, and served in a fashion that required
a state of the art capacity for which the area schools were not ready.
After all, with the help of the REC and area colleges, they had just
begun to certify their EMH teachers in 1974. Things seemed bleak indeed,
particularly when one considers that the money they needed to alter
their operations enough to meet the mandates never materialized.

They did a lot of catching up those first years. Children they had
only wondered about before were now showing up at school. And, although
it has been hectic since 1975, the Seaside districts and the REC are
quite proud and somewhat amazed at how far they have come. But they are
the first ones to admit that "program quality" remains as a goal; getting
programs in place has been their main concern to this point.

The mandate simply did not fit their capacity to respond. And they

think it is unfair that they have had to live up to the same expectations
that were set for other, more prepared districts. How have they survived?
They have had to translate the rules into what the system could bear.
And whereas they feel that their response has been tremendous, given
where they were when the law came down, their main concern is "staying

legal" in the eyes of those who judge them. The general feeling is that
any reasonable person who knows how far they have come with what they
have-had to work would agree that they are "doing right" by the area

children. The problem as they see it is that those who have judged them
have not always been reasonable about it. Of course, some area districts
have fared better than others in the eyes of the monitors. But not
everyone started at the same place--some districts had more to start
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with and less to overcome, others had less to start with and more to

ovurcome. The requirements are blind to these considerations, however.

Of course, the Seaside LEAs did not stand alone in their attempt to
live up to the law--the REC has been with them from the start. And,

until this year, the REC's main priority has been to improve local
capacity to respond to the mandate. Their job has been "LEA development."
Their approach has been to increase local expertise. REC technical
assistance has come in the form of staff and program development-to
help the locals become more like what the law requires them to be. And,

like the relationship that always develops between a good teacho- and
the student, the REC understands "where thse folks have come f -m." The
good teac!.ar always takes this into consideration :Men pacitg truction
and evaluating performance; the student of a good teacher kni.iv, cnis and

appreciates it.

But now the REC's mission has changed; it is both helper and monitor.

The trade-offs associated with this change are themselves an important
issue* am one to which we will devote more time later in this section.

At this point, however, it is more important to understand the perception
of this role change.

From their perspectives, the DPI acrd admdtes fear tnat the REC,
in its role as teacher, will not require as mucn from the LEAs as outside
monitors would require. They wide,* whether LEA efforts to live up to

the mandate will level off now tat their teacher is al,o their monitor.

The view at, the lo, level is quite different, however. Something

has happened; special e .ration has changed and so have the districts.
The gains Mat have been made cannot be allowed to backslide; there is a
good deal of pride over what has been accomplished. There is no doubt

but that there is a great deal left to be done, but the most significant
change has been in the degree to which the locals have assumed ownership
of their programs and responsibility for their exceptional students.

The REC credits this assumption of responsibility to two factors.
First, the "big gun": P.L. 94-142. Even though REC staff will argue
that the regulations are too cumbersome and that they are blind to local
capacity and conditions, they are quick to add that the growth that hrs
taken place would not nave happened without something like P.L. 94-142.
This is not to say that they would not alter P.L. 94-142, if they could,
better to fit the reality of their situation; they have definite ideas
about how it could be altered to fit the Seaside situation more closely.
Nor are they saying that given the time and necessary resources, the
local districts wouldn't have came to the same place on their own.
Rather, they are saying that, given the extraordinary demands of the

region, advancing special education so far so quickly would have been
impossible without the mandate and the resouces that have accompanied
it, despite their limitations.

The second factor affecting local ownership is the position o the

local director of special education. The REC credits the role of the
local director as well as the individuals who play the p--17-7 the
Seaside LEAs. The local directo.s as the districts' own people; they
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know the district, they know special education, they know the law.
Local directors have become an "in-house" source of technical assistance
for teachers and administrators. Perhaps their most significant ac'am-
plishment has-Ten educating principais and superintendents with respect
to the requirements of the law and the goals of special education. And

this, say the REC staff, is the first step. Programs are in place and
better accepted because local directors serve a technical assistance and

a public relations function within the district.

Moreover, the local directors assume responsibility for special
education within the district. And someone from within must take respon-
sibility. The local directors also take great pride in their programs.
"I want to get it right," is the way one expressed it to us. And, with
"responsibility and pride" as the driving force, "regulations and com-
pliance" become less consequential.

Local Conditions and Fittingness

It is rare that a policy or program which has been designed for

general application suits every situation in which it is used. The
match between what is required and the local capacity to respond becomes
the critical factor in determining how the policy or program is carried

out at the local level.

In view of what we know about the Seaside area, it should not be
surprising that local capacity was and continues to be hard-pressed to
live up to the requirements of P.L. 94-142. The mismatch between the
requirements of the law and the capacity of the Seaside area to meet
those requirements should be obvious to the reader by now. Four aspects
of the local condition have been particularly troublesome in attempting
to tailor a good fit: status of public education, status of special
education, poverty and disadvantage, and student population. The status
of special education was touched upon in the first part of this section
and wilt be treated again under c subsequent issue. The following
sections address each of the remaining three aspects of the local condi-
tion.

lolity of Public Education

Through a unique set of historical and political circumstances, the

public schools cf the Seaside region have been slow to develop. They

were neglected first by the landed gentry who were not motivated to
support public education while, in other regions of the county, support

from state and local governments had become substantial. In more recent
times, conflicts over school desegration caused a similar, although less
devas,ating, withdrawal of support from public education. Moreover, it
has been only within the past 10 years that local fiscal support for
public schools has improved.

Poverty

Perhaps the most formidable local condition with which
schools have had to contend is the extent of poverty in the
Here, too, history and politics have dealt a serious blow.
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of the population who live in substandard 'onditions has increased the

bureen on the public schools by increasing the number of children who
require special attention because of disadvantaged home environments.

Beyond this, the sheer number of children likely to require such.atten-
tion continues to mount because the birth rates in poorer counties far
surpass those of wealthier counties. Thus, the districts less able to
afford interventions with these children are the ones most often compelled
to provide them. Moreover, poor parents in these counties are less
likely to Jpport the public schools and to promote the value of educa-

tion with their children. These same parents are more likely to set
lower expectations for their children and less likely to complain about
or recognize inadequacies in their youngsters' education. And so the
cycle continues. Many Seaside districts sit at the center of this
circle an,t can do little more than hold their ground in the midst of a

disheartening social situation that is beyond their control. The fact
that, on the average, :J percent of the area's population line below the
poverty llvel and the. the proportion of the population completing high
school is among the lowest in the nation give an indication of the
extent of the problem.

Student Fopulations

In addition to a substantial proportion of disadvantaged children

and more than their share of exceptional children, the Seaside area !.as
other populations of children who require special attention or cause
further hardships for the public schools. Migratory children live in or

pass through the region and require special programs and teachers.
About one-quarter of these children need special education services in
addition to the services provided by the migrant education program. The
children of transient families enter and leave certain districts on a
regular basis, although much less predictably than migratory children.
Some of these children have handicaps as well. However, the real problem
caused by children of transient families is the effect they have on
enrollment which, in turn, affects local school budgets.

Declining school enrollments have caused problems of their own in
the Seaside area. Although enrollments have stabilized of late, the
impact of an eight-year decline has been substantial for most Seaside
districts. For each of these years, districts have started the school
year with fewer resources than necessary to meet the needs of their
students. Moreover, the disruption caused by budget adjustments that
come well after the school year is under way discourages local districts
;ram seeking all the 'eli3f to which they might be entitled.

One can expect local implementors to comply with a mandate in the

same measure that their capacity enables them to do so. The existence
of the four factors just discussed constrains that local capacity greatly.
The situation is made even more difficult by a funding system that does
not generate the resources necessary for the area's schools to overcome
their demographic and geographic circumstances.
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Funding

There is little doubt that the Seaside area schools could better
respond to P.L. 94-142 if they had the necessary resources. In fact, it

is remarkable that they have progressed as far as they have given their
conditions and the inadequacy of the current funding system.

There are several major problems with the state's school finance
mechanism that adversely affect the Seaside districts and the implemen-
tation of P.L. 94-142. One basic inadequacy is the unit of measure:

average daily membership or ADM. All subsequent calculations in deter-
mining the state's contribution to local public education are based on
ADM. The inadequacy o1 ADM for funding rural schools is that the
stuaent-teacher ratios set by the DPI do not always apply to small
schools which do not fill classes to capacity according to the schedule.
Remember, "Kids don't come in packages of 26." Rural schools often need
an additional 0.3 FTE teacher or 0.2 FTE secretary and have no choice
but to tap local revenues, which often are not available, to make up
these differences. The problem with the ADM approach to school finance
is that it does not consider such factors and thus discriminates against
rural schools.

Of equal or more importance than ADM is the lack of a required
local effort in the funding formula. Not only are Seaside schools
subject to federal and state economies (o.g., 20 percent cut in Title I
funds, reduction in REC staff, elimination of the RTCs), but they are
subject to fluctuations in local economies. Fewer local tax dollars

means less revenue for social services and education. Better trained
and more experienced teachers are difficult to attract to the area, or
to particular counties in the area, because fewer local dollars are
available to supplement tie state salary schedule. Various state finance

studies have recommended that required local effort should be built into
the funding formula in order to provide equal opportunity for children

in the state.

Added to Seaside funding problems in general education are those
associated with special education. No recognition is made of the fact

that children with different types of exceptionalities require different
levels of resources to be served adequately. As we noted earlier, the

state sets the teacher-student ratio limits which dictate the number of
students assigned to a teacher and, in some cases, in aide or two aides.
The variable ratios alone make costs widely variab 3, but beyond that,
children with different handicaps require different amounts and types of

related services. These considerations are not reflected in the funding

formula. Moreover, the fact that rural districts have additional problems
related to relative sparcity goes unrecognized as well, a fact which

compounds the funding inadequacies. Although the Seaside region is not
nearly as sparcely populated as some rural areas, it is sparce enough to
require that TMH and some low-incidence students be transported to
central locations within counties. Centralization is necessary because
it takes a large number of TMH students to generate enough special
education add-on dollars to support the program, given a funding formula
which does not recognize that TMH is a low-incidence handicap or that
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the TMH teacher-student ratio is set lower than that for more mildly

handicapped students.

The current special education funding formula presents another

problem for the Seaside area. The "caps," or limits, put on the number

of children to be served in each category of exceptionality are inconsis-
tent with the actual state of affairs in the region; EMH, LD and gifted
children appear in greater numbers than the reimbursement schedule will
allow while the EH category never reaches the cap set for it. This, of

course, means that some Seaside LEAs serve EMH, gifted and LD students

for whom they are not reimbursed and, at the same time, revert money in

the EH category which could be put to good use serving the excess EMH,

LD and gifted children. While the new funding system should solve this
problem by eliminating the categorical caps in favor of an aggregate
cap, we have seen that the new formula will affect districts differentl,)..

Depending on the configuration of student populations, it is anticipated
that 12 of the 17 Seaside districts will actually lose money under the
new system.

The problem then for the Seaside area is a funding formula that is

too simplistic to account for the real needs of different types of
children and districts. Proposals made to the legislature which have

identified the problems with the current special education funding
system and suggested solutions (basically a weighted system that accounts

for degree of severity of disability) have been rejected because they

were too complex. It appears that the legislature is not ready to move

beyond a "dollar for dollar equity" approach to funding.

Because the funding system is inadequate to meet the needs c' the
region, local districts, aided by the REC, spend considerable time and
effort finding or devising ways to stretch their available dollars.

Dollar Stretching

Very few people would argue with the intent of P.L. 94-142. If all

things were equal and possible, we would all want our own children to
receive the same kind of attention in school. But, as we know, all

things are not equal; nor are all things possible. The people of the

REC and the Seaside area know this all too well.

The requirements of P.L. 94-119 represent a "state of the art"

system of education. They assume each implementor takes on the
task of implementation armed with equal resources and performs it within

the same set of conditions. When this assumption is not true, those
with less capacity--fewer resources or less favorable conditions--find

it decessary to ration their services. When one has fewer resources and

less favorable conditions, rationing starts sooner and becomes more

pronounced. Such is the case in the Seaside region; in fact, the Seaside
area may be one of the hardest hit areas of the country in this respect.
Moreover, because resources and conditions vary within the area, the

amount of rationing that takes place within it also varies.

Rationing services in the context of implementing a mandate naturally
can cause problems, particularly wnen the monitor is unfamiliar with the
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implementor's conditions and resources.- If the monitor doesn't realize
that rationing is a predictable behavior when conditions and resources
do not match the requirements of a mandate, problems are compounded.
And when the monitor has the power to bring unfavorable consequences to
bear upon the implementor, the implementor's attention shifts to "staying
legal." Thus compliance with the requirements, regardless of how unreason-
able they are for a given context, takes precedence. And the cruel

irony is that as more energy and resources are shifted to compliance
("staying legal") they are drawn away from services, which further
minimizes progress toward the real purpose of the mandate.

If we can accept the fact that the conditions in the Seaside area
are challenging at best, let us look at the resource side of the equa-
tion and review several illustrations of how services are rationed. All
districts are susceptible to economic conditions at the federal and
state levels. Reductions at these levels usually find their way to the

local level. In unusual circumstances, they are also susceptible to

local economies. For example, a plant closing in one community may
cause a school to be closed, or in another town a defeated bond election
may preclude the addition of a new school facility or the purchase of
new equipment. The state of the local economy, in effect, may prevent
the expansion, improvement or maintenance of some aspects of the school

operation. In this state, however, the fact that there is no required
base of local tax support makes local public schools more dependent on
the local economy than districts in other states. Moreover, we have

seen that loc' port for public education also has varied for political

reasons such ool desegregation. And while local suppo: has
improved over the past 10 years, it has not done so across all counties

in equal measure.

No doubt the reader by now will have recognized many instances of
local dollar stretching and service rationing. But there is, in addition,

a "rationing chain reaction" effect when budgets are affected above the
local level. The General Assembly, faced with what it perceivat7 be
poor economic conditions in the state, reduced the DPI budget in the
spring of 1981. The legislature acted predictably; they projected a
deficit situation and, because of a constitutionally required balanced
budget, had to be able to save dollars somewhere. Upon receiving notice
of its budget reduction, the DPI in turn had to look for ways to absorb

the cuts. The Division for Exceptional Children was handed its share of
the budget reduction and began to search fir ways to reduce its services

in ways that it felt would create the least harm. Based on its priorities

and the demands placed upon it, the division made three cuts: eliminate

the RTC's, a reasonable administrative decision since it most likely
felt that training for regular educators was less important at this
point than some other alternative, like, for example, the training of

special educators; the reduction of REC special education staff, no
-doubt a hard choice; and assignment of the monitoring role to the RECs,
no doubt a decision made only after considerable deliberation.

These decisions had a predictable impact on REC special education
staff. With fewer staff and more responsibility, the REC had to make

rationing decisions of its own: less technical assistance to teachers,
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fewer meetings with local directors of special education, less LEA

development.

The REC's decisions then had predictable effects on local districts.

With less help from the REC, the LEAs were less able to meet the demands
placed upon them by their special education programs. Less staff develop-
ment meant children were served by teachers less capable of meeting
their needs; fewer meetings with local directors meant less coordination
within the region. The list goes on; but the point is that budget
reductions and, as we have seen, tampering with the funding distribution

system means that fewer resources will find their way to children, who
rest at the very bottom of the chain.

Moreover, rationing occurs within the LEAs themselves, independent
f budget cuts. Here the rationing takes place because of insufficient

funding to start with. Consider the severely retarded child who is
placed in a TMH room because monies are simply not available to provide
a program for one child. Consider, too, the adolescent TMH students who

are housed in an elementary school because no adequate facility exists
at the junior high or because the junior high is too far away. The very
premise for noncategorical resource rooms is that they are less expensive

than providing separate LD, EMH and EH programs at each school. Of
course, the noncategorical rooms are justifiable from a "time in transit"
perspective as well, but if all three categorical programs were available
at each building, transportation time would not be a problem.

Rationing at the local level is not limited to instructional services.
Related services also aro rationed, but we wi71 address the related
services issues separately in a later section.

To this point we have treated resources as if they were limited to

fiscal or material resources. But, of course, we know that human resources,
the professional expertise to deliver services, must also be considered.
In most respects, human resources are more essential than fiscal ones.
Naturally, one couldn't purchase human expertise without money, but at
the very root of the service delivery mechanism is the service deliverer;

and the quality of the services which are delivered depends on this
person. We will discuss this issue at length in a subsequent section,
but we would like to provide a few illustrations cf the effects of
limited human expertise on the rationing of services.

Recall the former regular teacher who told us how mildly handicapped

students were handled in regular classrooms prior to the 1970s--"I'll
get to him tomorrow." This illustrates what happens when service pro-
viders do not have the know-how to serve their clients; they do very

little for them; one can do only what one can do. Also consider the
regular teachers in one school who forced the principal to convert the
EMH resource room into a self-contained EMH classroom by arguing that

they couldn't attend to their nonhandicapped students adequately. This
latter example illustrates another important point that is particularly
relevant to the Seaside context: expertise, no matter how refined, can
go only so far. Those teachers may have been completely competent to
maintain one or even two EMH students in their classrooms if their other
students were "typical." But in many of the Seaside schools the student
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makeup is far from typical. We have seen rooms in which 31 of 34 students

are also served in Title I, special education, eld/or migrant education
programs. Excessive demands in the classroom may cause the teacher to
start rationing his or her services much sooner than his or her level of
expertise would dictate, just as Seaside conditions tend to cause rationing
to start sooner and to be more pronounced.

IEP Process

The IEP process consumes a considerable amount of time in the
Seaside area. It has been the primary topic in staff development activi-
ties since 1975. Moreover, the time devoted to it on a day-to-day basis
in the schools is substantial. Consistent with the national scene, the

IEP and its development has of late become "normalized." This does not,
however, lessen the concern cver the value of the process when compared
to the energy it consumes.

Parent input in many districts remains a major concern, particularly

in the poorer counties. Locating parents. and obtaining their consent

continues to eat up staff time. Unlike the national situation, the
generalization that parents of moderately and severely handicapped
students take more interest in the IEP process is not necessarily true
in all Seaside districts. What does hold true, however, is that parents
of lower socioeconomic status tend to be less involved. And, in the
poorer counties of the Seaside region, this includes parents whose

children are more severely handicapped. Estimates across various LEAs
of the number of parents who actually attend various IEP meetings ranges
from 10 to 50 percent, with participation dropping off even further for

parents of secondary students.

Reasons for lack of parental involvement range from lack of transpor-

tation to outright fear of the establishment. What is perhaps most
disheartening is that many parents are unaware of their rights. This is
not surprising, however, when one considers that some are unable to read

or write and that others have disabilities as pronounced as their handi-
capped children. It is not difficult to understand why many parents
would rather leave decisions about their child's education to school
personnel. One might say that greater measures should be taken to
inform parents of their rights and the needs of their children, but when
faced with a relatively large proportion of parents who are poor, dis-

advantaged, and/or IIIILerace, one has few options to do so. The Title I
program has made some progress in this regard, but the chances of making
any real impact appear to be minimal.

The identification process for certain categories of exceptionalit,

presents unique problems in the Seaside area. The identification of LO
students is an uncertain game at best, given current definitional problems
and lack of appropriate measures. Of greater concern in the Seaside
area and the rest of the state, however, is the identification of EMH
students. Here again, the lack of appropriate measures of aptitude and
adaptive behavior presents problems which are only highlighted by the
region's racial and socioeconomic characteristics. Thus, the identifi-
cation process in the Seaside region suffers from common measurement
problems as well as some that are unique to the area.
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In considering the IEP process, one must eventually assess its
usefulness to teachers in planning for and meeting students' needs. In

this regard, the Seaside area is not much different from what is generally

known about the rest of the nation. The IEP seems to have become a
special education tool rather than a more generalized tool for program-

ming. The IEP is often construed as a lesson plan rather than a more
comprehensive planning device. Many regular teachers have little input

in its development except to suggest subject area content that they
would like to have serve as the basis for resource room tutoring. Some
resource teachers accept such suggestions and try to work tutoring into
the child's program. More aware resource teachers, even though they

will tutor a child if it means keeping the regular teacher happy and
thus keeping the child in the regular classroom, are concerned that many
regular teachers think the resource room is meant to be only a tutorial

setting.

An advantage that a few Seaside schools have over the other schools

in the area and the nation is the availability of an objectives-based
curriculum, which enhances the regular and special teachers' ability to
jointly plan for the instructional integration of mainstreamed students.

Using the system, two teachers can quite easily identify appropriate
instructional objectives that can serve as the basis for cooperation in
carrying out the student's program.

The physical 4.:cument, the IEP, is nearly always completed by the

special education teacher. The idea of regular and special teachers
working together to create a program for a child seems to have failed in
most of the area schools, as it has in most schools nationwide.

All is not lost, however. The fact that more people are involved
in the entire process is certainly an improvement over past practices.
Here again, the system is in place; quality is the next-goal.

Appropriate Programs in the Least Restrictive Environment

Very few programs for handicapped students existed in the Seaside
area prior to 1970. EMH and LD students remained in regular classrooms
until eventually they dropped or were "pushed" out of school. Some were

served in Title I programs and got by quite nicely there. Children who
would be considered EH by today s standards got by as best they could at

home and at school. The ones that couldn't cope were sent to the state

psychiatric hospital. TMH students either stayed at home or were sent
to institutions. Even some EMH students ended up in these facilities.

Severely and multiply handicapped children rarely made it home from
the hospital and some didn't make it at all. Those who survived were
sent to institutions; physicians laid it on the line with parents.

Children who had vision and hearing problems did what they could in
school; many of their problems went undetected. Those who had severe
sensory handicaps went to state operated facilities where they lived and

grew up with "their own kind."

When categorical funds were made available by the state in 1970,

special education programming had its real start. The programs that
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developed in the Seaside area between 1970 and the start of the P.L.
94-142 and state mandates served EMH, TMH and LD students. Although LD

students had some regular classroom contact, EMH students attended
;elf-contained programs in regular buildings. Programs for TMH students
were one step removed--housed in facilities apart from regular public

schools. Children who had more severe disabilities were not affected by
these programs. Their status and fate remained the same.

After 1975, the right of all children who have disabilities, and
those with special abilities in this state, to an appropriate education
in the least restrictive environment was conferred. Where are these
children today?

In the Seaside area, only a handful of severely/multiply handicapped

youngsters are served in the public schools. Those that have can be
found in self-contained TMH or multiply handicapped classrooms. The
others are placed locally in community facilities or in state institutions
outside the region.

Students with mild to moderate hearing or visual disabilities

attend regular classes, although now some special education teachers
have been trained in summer workshops to serve as resource persons LG
these children and their regular class teachers. There are very few
itinerant teachers for hearing impaired students and no certified teachers
for visually impaired youngsters. Districts who need them either can't
find them or can't afford them. Those children with severe sensory

handicaps have remained at the state residential facilities.

For students with severe and low incide.ice handicaps, the implemen-
tation of state and federal special education mandates in the Seaside
area has want different things. Some are better off than they were,
and for some one can hardly tell the difference. Certainly, the type of
handicap always has had a great deal to do with what happens to a young-
ster. But what one tends to forget is that the capacity of the context
to support the individual can mitigate or compound the actual condition.

In many of the Seaside communities, a lack of fiscal capacity has influ-
enced local ability to support children who have needs beyond the system's
capability to provide for them.

Nevertheless, what has happened to these children has been impressive
and unprecedented in local history. Children have returned from institu-
tions to live at home and attend school in the county. Physicians have
more options; t.ey can give parents more hope for their children's
welfare.

Although a few districts have exemplary TMH programs, most TMH and

multiply handicapped students are placed in self-contained classrooms in
or on the grounds of public school buildings. They tend to be isolated
physically and psychologically in most districts and buildings. Reasons
for this physical isolation are most often related to inadequate facilities,
which result in these programs being placed in buildings that are separate
from the main building or in parts of the building not ordinarily occupied
by studentc. In addition, because space is a problem in most LEAs,

these students are sometimes housed in buildings that serve age groups
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other than their own. Moreover, physical isolation most often fosters
psychological isolation, stigma and the perpetuation of stereotypes.

Children who were isolated in community programs or housed in one
school building, primarily TMH and MH students, are now seen in most
schools. And although the local fiscal and human capacity to provide

the best programs for these students is limited, programs do exist.
They are in place.

Limited resources hit particularly hard on these children. Because

resources must be stretched to serve all children with exceptionalities,
and because each child is entitled to at least something, these children

more often get less than they need. Most TMH children are from very
poor homes. The lack of an appropriate environment before and during
their school career mitigates any progress that they can achieve.
Teachers raise their students' abilities just to see those gains lost
over the summer months and even over weekends and week nights.

Today in the Seaside districts nearly all LD students attend regular
classes and spend part of their day in LD or noncategorical resource
rooms. The others are in self-contained LD classrooms, but they are few

in number. The situation is reversed for EMH students. Most of them
are placed in self-contained special classes and some spend their school
day in regular rooms and go to EMH or noncategorical resource rooms for

part of the time.

Students who are labeled EH appear in far fewer numbers than EMH or

LD students. Those who are identified as EH have the same options as
EMH students: self-contained special classes or regular classes with
resource room services. Because of their relatively low incidence in
the Seaside area, few districts have programs for EH students. So, when
an EH child is identified, some type of alternative arrangement has to
be made. Most often the student :s placed in a noncategorical resource
room or, if no such room is available, an EMH or LD resource room will
be made into one.

Identifying children as LD, 04H or EH is no simple matter in an
area in which so many children have needs. The national confusion over
definitions and the lack of appropriate measures is compounded in the
Seaside area. There is very little certainty about whether any particular
child is mildly handicapped and even less certainty about which of the

three labels is most appropriate. Labels become meaningless.

Whether a student is labeled and served as EMH, LD or EH depends on

a number of factors which are independent of the child's actual condition.
We have seen young children suspected of being EMH who are called LD
until there can be more certainty. We have seen a reluctance to identify
any child as EH; labels like LD and even EMH are preferable. We have

seen parents request that their children be called EMH rather than LD so
that they can attend an EMH program staffed with a teacher the parents
prefer. Again, labels become meaningless, and so does the match between
label and program type.
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Further, whether a mildly handicapped child receives special educa-

tion services depends on the availability of special education, Title I,
and migrant programs in a particular school. Given the resources avail-

able across these three areas and the limited overall resources of most
districts, the best use is made of the total set of resources by over-

lapping the three areas. A mildly handicapped child who also qualifies
for one or both of the other two programs is as likely to be served at
least partially through them as through special education alone. Resources

from the three programs are balanced so as to provide the most children
with the most services.

Moreover, where a child is placed depends on a number of factors

other than on what one might assume to be diagnostically appropriate
considerations. There is a clear preference on the part of parents and

administrators to place a child as close to home as possible, regardless

of the type of program available. And while one might say that such
placements, based on factors other than matching the child's label with
the title of the program, are inappropriate, we also have seen that the

type of program is much less important than the quality of the staff who
run it or the climate of the building in which it is located.

Although many districts around the country have difficulty identifying
and placing mildly handicapped students, the issue in the Seaside area
is particularly pronounced. The needs of the general student population

are so great that the distinction between mildly handicapped and non-
handicapped children becomes blurred. Distinguishing among mildly
handicapped students for purposes of program placement becomes incon-
sequential because placement will ultimately depend on what is availabli

locally. If the child's label doesn't fit the program title, the label
is changed. If the label cannot be changed, the program becomes non-

categorical.

Beyond these types of changes within special education, the avail-

ability of Title I and migrant programs makes distinctions among children
and programs even more difficult. The overlap between special education
and Title I services in various districts is so great and so fluid that

telling the two apart often is impossible. If there is room in Title I
and none in special education, a mildly handicapped child who needs help
only in reading may never be labeled as handicapped because his needs
can be met in the Title I resource room. In another district, there may

be room in the LO resource room but none in the Title I program. A

disadvantaged child may be labeled LD in order to provide her with the

help she needs in reading.

This type of manipulation is necessary and, moreover, it is commend-

able. It is to the credit of the teachers, administrators, and coordina-
tors who keep it all straight that the greatest number of children get
the help they need.

What is "appropriate" and "least restrictive" in the Seaside area
is defined locally by what is available. And although there are rarely

enough resources available to make every placement appropriate and least
restrictive, the locals have been able to manipulate what resources they

do have to establish programs. And the decision as to which of these
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programs is most appropriate for any given child is determined under the

principle of providing as much as possible as close to home as possible
and independent of categorical labels.

LEA Programs for Mildly Handicapped Students

By far, the largest number of handi-pped students fall in the

three mildly handicapped groups: LD, EMH and EH. These students spend
most of their school day in regular classrooms and go to resource rooms
(categorical or noncategorical) for an hour or so each day; they are
mainstreamed. Naturally, the resource room model of service delivery
requires close coordination between regular and special teachers.

The primary vehicle for arranging this coordination is the IEP. We

have seen, however, that in most cases the IEP has been less than effec-
tive in meeting this expectation. The responsibility for IEP development
falls mainly on the special education teacher with minimal input from
the regular teacner after the development stage. Moreover, in many
schools the regular teachers do not understand the resource model and
view it as a vehicle for tutoring. Sadly, many resource teachers accept
the role of tutor, believing that at least they can help the student
survive in the regular class and placate the regular teacher to the
extent of allowing the student to remain. What is even more disheartening
is that some resource teachers believe that their job is to tutor students
on regular classroom content. In either of these cases, however, the

regular teacher operates the class as usual and does not accommodate the
mildly handicapped student.

One should not assume that the description above characterizes all
regular-special teacher interactions. In fact, in many schools this is
not the case. And where mainstreaming does work as a coordinated program

between regular and special education, there are predictable reasons for
it. Before we discuss those reasons, however, let us look at some of
the reasons it doesn't always work.

Many resource teachers are young, recent : aduates of area teacher
training programs. Regular teachers, who tend to have more experience,
are reluctant to accept them as full-fledged resource persons. Their
skepticism stems from the fact that certification as a resource teacher
does not require regular classroom teaching experience. Regular teachers

are slow to accept advice on how to handle children in a regular class-
room from a person who is younger than they and, more importantly, has
"never taught." One must remember that many regular teachers believe
that teaching in a resource room is not at all like teaching in a regular
classroom. In fact, some resent the idea that resource teachers have a
limited number of students in the room at any given time. Both their
acceptance of the resource teacher as a "teacher" and their resentment
of them seems to center on the number of students they handle simultan-
eously. It is not hard to imagine resentment or a lack of esteem toward
resource teachers on the part of regular teachers when one considers
that most regular teachers believe the resource teacher's primary job is
tutoring students.
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A serious concern about the credibility of resource teachers is
raised by some black regular teachers in the area. They feel that some
of the white resource teachers do not understand or are afraid of the
black students who are served in the resource room. Stile black teachers
report that they have come to this conclusion based on the feedback they

receive from their students.

On the regular teacher side of regular-special education interactions,

we find a corps of regular teachers who have had no formal preparation
for mainstreaming. Their teacher training programs did not include
coursework or experiences that would have prepared them for their role
in special education. Some graduated prior to the inception of P.L.
94-142 and, thus, their training programs were not geared toward its
requirements. What is more aiscouraging, however, is that more recent

graduates report that their training did not include such topics or
experiences either.

The Seaside schools have had between five and seven years of exper-
ience with mainstreaming. No one should be surprised to hear that

teacher reaction to the arrangement is mixed. What is surprising,
however, is that the mix does not place regular and special educators
completely at odds. Rather, some of each are in favor of mainstreaming

and some of each would stop it tomorrow if they could do so. And, in
fact, some have stopped mainstreaming, as we noted earlier.

Regular teachers who oppose mainstreaming feel that they have not

been adequately prepared for it, and that some children who are main-
streamed are not ready for it. They believe that there is an overemphasis
on mainstreaming without consideration of the child's needs and capabi-
lities, nor is there adequate consideration of the regular teacher's
ability to maintain the child in the regular classroom with a class full
of nonhandicapped students.

Special educators who come down against mainstreaming say that, for

some children, mainstreaming is not the best placement option. They
feel that they could do more for some children if they had them in the
resource room for greater periods of time each day. Some even report

that up to one-half of their students need a self-contained program.
These same teachers point to a lack of money as the reason for not
providing self-contained placements for these students. The districts

simply canrot afford to operate classrooms for 12 children. Of course,
one has to wonder if resource teachers would feel that less mainstreaming
should be done if more regular teachers were prepared for their role in
integrating these students into regular classrooms and if the coordina-
tion and communication with regular teachers were more meaningful.

There are, however, certain conditions or procedures that foster

greater acceptance of mainstreaming. One is the "block" scheduling
arrangement. Regular teachers appreciate this type of scheduling because

it reduces clock-watching as well as the amount of material the handi-
capped student misses while out of the room. Perhaps the greatest
advantage of block scheduling, however, is a reduction in stigma associated

with leaving the room for special help. Another arrangement that facili-
tates mainstreaming is the availability of a curriculum T. de which
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specifies objectives for regular classreow instruction. The ,availability

of this device in a few districts facilitates regular-spe"ial education
planning and coordination of programs for mildly handicapped students.

Finally, departmentalized or ability grouped :Jading instruction

faciliutes mainstreaming in some districts because mildly handicapped
stidents receive the bulk of their reading ifistruction in regular class-
rooms along with their peers who have similar reading abilities.

One must realize, however9 that the success or failure of mainstream-
ing depends an more char: scheduling, :urricular materials, cr grouping,

althouya t,e3e factors do help foster a successful exper'nce and, thus,
more positive attitudes toward it. What we have come to see as the most
consistent predictor of successful mainstreaming practices is the inter-
actiors and relationships among three key actors at the building level:
the regular teacher, the spe-Jal teacher and the building administrator.

Building Climate

It should come as no surprise that the buildings in which mainstream-
ing is working are those buildings where communication and cooperation
are pa't of the regular routine. The key actor in setting the tone for
such an environmer is the building administrator. An essential .attribute

is the administrator's support for the special education program and the
special teacher. No small amount of credit for the education :f princi-
palr, of course, must go to the local directors of special education.

It is at the building level that we see their hard work pay dividends.

In these buildings, regular teachers have input into the IEP in

more than a pro forma fashion. The IEP document becomes a tool for
communication among all three actors. Regular teacher input into the
process of mainstreaming extends beyond the IEP to include matters such
as scheduling and grading practices. Although no set grading procedure
is evident from building to building, in most of the buildings where
mainstreaming works a grading policy for milaly handicapped students has
been discussed, agreed upon, and established.

Not 6he least of the reasons for a successful mainstreaming opera-
tion 's the quality and character of the special education teacher, who
must be perceived as competent by the regular teachers. Moreover, the
mildly handicapped students must enjoy the resource room program and
want to go to it. And they must report these feelings to the egula"
teacher.

A special teacher who is perceived as competent most often displays

a commitment to :hildren and an appreciation for and an understanding of
the role of the regular clasfl.cm teacher. The special teacher in these

positive settings is usually considered to be a hard worker and willing
to "go the extra mile" for students and regular teachc's. Not the least
effective attributes of the ruccessarresource teacher are tirganization
and human relations skills, which go a long way in impressing the regular
tlachers with the value of the special edc"ation programs and in winning
,hem over to attempt to accommodate mildly handicapped students. Of
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course, once the regular teacher makes a "good faith" effort the resource
person must be just that--a resource.

Besides being all tnese things to all these people, the resource
teacher must be able to gauge the situation so as not to threaten the
regular teacher. He or she must know when to give advice or offer
assistance, as well as when to back off and admit mistake,'

The most impressive aspect of the power of building climate is that
it appears to overcome all odds. One is just as likely to find success-
ful mainstreaming programs in the poorest of districts as in the wealth-
iest. Building climate transcends materials, schedules, student popula-
tion, and facility. In fact, the most positive building climate we
encountered was in the poorest facility serving the most disadvantaged
student population in the poorest county.

Preservice and Inservice Teacher Education

Although some schools of education have attempted to alter their
teacher training curricula to include content relevant to the inte-
gration of mildly handicapped students into regular classrooms, most
have not. Those which have made the attempt have not been very success-
ful. Th. same rift that exists in the public schools between regular
and special educators exists nn college campuses.

Mainstreaming, least restrictive environment education, P.L. 94-142,
Powell--whatever one calls it--requires that regular and special educators
work together. It is immediately apparent in most of the schools of the
Seaside area that teachers, rejardless of type, do not work together.
Teaching is a solitary act and those most estranged within the system
are regular and special educators. No one has trained them to or even
suggested to them that they work together. Regular and special educators
have not been prepared for their new roles under P.L774-142.

Whereas this lack of preparation is general nationwide, the Seaside
area is particularly affected by a lack of quLlified personnel. Most of
the Seaside teachers are graduates of ora of five n'arby and predominantly
black teacher's colleges. In fact, most are recruited from a college
which is located withia the Seaside region. And as of this year, that
college's NCATE accreditation was revoked.

This is not to say that all Seaside teachers are of inferior quality.
N.)r are we saying that all graduates of this particular school are poor
teachers. Rather, we are saying that there is general agreement in the
area that many teachers have been inadequately prepared and, moreover,
very few have been prepared for the type of regular and special education
roles that are required to carry out the coordinated programs called for
by P.L. 94-142.

The relatively large number of inadequately prepared personnel is
partially responsible for less than adequate program for exceptional
children. Inadequately prepared regular teachers are less able to carry
out their roles in the mainstreaming process. Of greiter concern,
however, are inadequately prepared special educators who are incompetent
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to deliver on their end of the' mainstreaming arrangement. This failure
is, of course, devastating to the process since so much depends on the
quality and character of the special education teacher. In addition,
some inadequately prepared self-contained special teachers make less
than the. necessary advances with their students and fail to impress
regular teachers and administrators, which, in the long run, creates a
negative perception of special education as a "dumping ground."

Whether the special teacher works in a resource room or a self-
contained class, the quality of that teacher helps set the perception of
the special education program as a credible operation or as a less-than-
adequate track that merely serves as a holding ground for some students.

Of course, the most logical solution to the problem of inadequately
prepared staff is inservice education. And whereas this vehicle tradi-
tionally has been ineffective in making any real impact on the behaviors
of practicing teachers, the situation in the Seaside area has been more
promising. The credit for advances in this area goes, to a large degree,
to the REC. The REC special educatiA and staff development personnel
have made an all-out effort to identify district needs and to orchestrate
training programs to address thew. Teachers have been and continue to
be certified on the job. Others have attended workshops and received
individual consultation to upgrade their skills in areas related to
special education and/or other topics. The extent cf the staff develop-
ment offerings is facilitated by the availability of REC staff, who
either conduct the training themselves or arrange to have outside speakers
do it. The REC's role prior- to this school year has been primarily LEA
and staff development. However, as we know, the amount of effort toward
these goals h:1 had to be limited because of staff reductions and monitor-
ing activities. Further, this year was the last in which the services
of the REC's staff development coordinator will be available. In the
future, much of the coordination of staff development efforts will fall
upon the REC's special education unit, which will reduce further the
amount of direct staff development time that can be provided. Moreover,
the RTC, which directly addressed the needs of regular classroom teachers
involved in mainstreaming, has been eliminated. Thus, at a critical
point when some advances were being made toward staff development, the
human and fiscal resources necessary to advance the undertaking have
been lust.

Related Services

Rarely do handicappped children have a single disability. This is
particularly true in the case of moderately and severely handicapped
students, who most often require an array of related services. For a

number of reasons, many of these services do not exist or do not exist
in great enough numbers in the Seaside area. Certain related services
are very hard to come by. Occupational and physical therapy services
are extremely limited because therapists cannot be recruited or retained
in the area. Speech therapists are difficult to recruit as well, although
their numbers are significantly greater than OT's and PT's. Even so,
speech/language therapy services in the poorer counties are insuffict 't
to meet the demand. Psychological services, although adequate in the
wealthier districts, are less than sufficient in the poorer counties
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which canaot afford to hire psychologists and must contract for evdlua-

tions anu other psychological services.

Those counties that must rely on contracted services thrcugh various
social services agencies are again at t disadvantage because of limited

social service resources. Local revenues for social services are under
the same control as education revenues. The local social cervices

buaget is set by the couh4 commissioners based on property tax levies.
Social services agencies which receive limited local support are forced
to ration their services. We have seen that in some counties these

agencies are open for business only two days each week. Thus, the
districts which depend on these services have fallen under the rationing
contingencies of another segment of state and local government. Social

services contingencies thus become the same for the local public schools.

The reader will recall that the Seaside districts receive one lump

sum of special education add-on dollars based upon an unweighted headcount
of exceptional children. Those dollars are to be used to provide for
any and all instructional and related services for all of a district's

exceptional children. The district receives the same amount of money
for evii student, regardless of disability and, thus, regardless of the
type and amount of related services required. Under this system, the

dollars necessary to provide related services are simply not available.
As we have seen, the resources to provide adequate instructional programs
are limited. Related services become a luxury for many children.

Several coping strategies have emerged for providing related services
when one simply does not have the money to purchase nem. Some districts

will share a service and, thus, cut their costs. Although services may
be more affordable, this strategy actually increases the absolute cost
of the service because the service provider spends more time in transit

and less time in direct service. Often, the result is thinly spread
services and a vacant position for the next school year.

A second approach might be called "give everyone a little." Here,

everyone gets some, tut no one gets enough. This approach is easier for
the administrator who must make the decision but much harder on the
service provider who knows the needs of the children are not being met.

The f4nal strategy is easier on the service provider but perhaps

the most difficult one for the administrator to make. This rationing
strategy provides adequate related services for some children and very

few, ii any, for others. In effect, inadequate state are.: local funding

forces LEAs to make difficult decisions about how best to use their
available resources to provide related services.

Collaboration Among Individuals and Agencies

Special education requires collaboration on a number of levels to

be successful. We have seen examples and counterexamples of collabora-
tion among individuals and agencies. Most central to our story, of
course, is the collaborative relationship between the REC and the Seaside

LEAs, which have been discussed throughout the case. In this section we
look at collaboration among other agencies and people and identify
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several factors which may be viewed as either facilitators or barriers

to successful collaboration.

Building-Level Collaboration

Collaboration at the building level may be the most important
consideration in providing special education, for it is here that "appro-

priate program" and "least restrictive environment" are forged. Appro-

priate programs in the least restrictive environment hinge on cooperation
and communication among the principal, the regular teacher and the
special teacher, particularly for mildly handicapped students, but also

for moderately handicapped youngsters.

We have seen that where this climate of collaboration exists,

mainstreaming works; where it doesn't exist, mainstreaming is rejected
by regular and special teacher:, alike. In schools where mainstreaming
doesn't take root, what grows inztepd is a dual-track program that most

likely does more harm than good. Regular class instruction is something
separate from resource room instruction. Regular teachers argue that

they cannot meet the child's needs in the classroom; special teachers
concur and wish they had more direct instructional time with the student.

Most often the resource teacher, in the name of mainstreaming, becomes a

high-priced tutor.

We have also seen that certain materials, procedures, and human

resources facilitate the collaboration process. Block scheduling, hanks
of instructional objectives and ability grouping all increase the likeli-
hood of successful mainstreaming. A supportive principal, regular
teachers who understand their roles in special education, and competent,

personable special educators are the human ingredients. To the degree
that these resources are in place, the stage is set for collaborative
efforts that form the foundation for appropriate' programs delivered in

the least restrictive environment.

Intra-LEA Collaboration

The combination of high density population and high incidence of
exceptionality that characterizes the Seaside LEAs makes it possible for
virtually every school building to operate its own programs for EMH, LD,

and EH youngsters. Noncategorical resource rooms are virtually universal

and in some cases even self-contained classes are found. Thus, the only

programs run on a district-wide basis are those for TMH and multiply
handicapped students. Here, collaboration simply means that one or two

buildings receive students from the remaining buildngs. The receiving

buildings are selected on the basis of available space. Once the arrange-
ments are made, little more in the way of communication or collaboration

occurs.

On the other hand, collaboration at the district level between

special education, on the one hand, and Title I and migrant education,

on the other, is impressive. As we previously noted, these relationships

are pervasive and fluid. They grew out of necessity and are based on
the principle of meeting the needs of as many children as possible by

overlapping services and resources. And whereas most Title I and migrant
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education teachers are not certified special educators, the three types
of teachers work together closely to coordinate the:r efforts and inter-
change their expertise. Linked by common goals for children, these
special teachers tend to work well together at the district and building
level. Again, it is people who make the difference.

Inter-LEA Collaboration

There is less collaboration between and among Seaside districts
than one might expect. Only five of the fifteen county districts colla-
borate to any extent. A number of factors exist which to one degree or
another offer some assistance to understanding the situation.

Referring back to Figure 1, the map of the Seaside catchment area,
one quickly sees that water barriers virtually eliminate cooperation
among the western and eastern counties. There is no bridge. A second
physical barrier, distance, precludes cooperative programs among many of
the other districts. The disincen*ive here, as we know, is student time

rather than the cost of transportation 2E; se. Thus, the only collabora-
tive arrrigements, the autistic program andThe Tri-County Career Center,
have been formed among adjacent counties. Again referring to Figure 1,
the five western counties, which are the narrow ones whose boundaries
form the western shore of the waterway, are involved in one or both of
these cooperative programs. Their size, shape and proximity make such
arrangements more feasible.

But there is more to this story than physical characteristics.
Here again, people make the difference, Three of the five superintendents
have a very close working relationship with one another. They point to

this closeness as the reason for their cooperative programs. Moreover,

they credit the REC's technical assistance for helping to establish and
maintain these relationships.

A second factor that contributes to the minimal amount of inter-
district collabora.don is the area's high population density. In most

cases, sufficient numbers of children are available within a county to
sustain programs within district boundaries. We have seen that TMH
programs draw students from the entire county, but in no county LEA are
TMH children transported across district linos. Also, we have seen that

accommodations are made for low-incidence populations, like severely/
multiply handicapped youngsters, in TMH or multiply handicapped programs.
Here again, inadequate fiscal capacity and travel time prevent districts
either from starting a separate program for one child (or a very small
number of children) or from sending the child to another district.

Another barrier acts to limit the amount of inter-LEA cooperation.
Ordinarily, an important incentive to district cooperation is resource

constraints. Ironically, limited resources in the Seaside region actually
act *o reduce cooperation in two ways. The first resource barrier might

be c,,led "the pull-out problem." Here, districts are reluctant to join
in a cooperative venture for fear of one or more of the districts pulling

out of the arrangement. Pull-outs occur when, for example, one district
no longer needs the program because its students have moved or otherwise
are no longer in need of the service. The consequences are additional
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program costs for the districts that stick it out, if any of them do.
The most serious harm comes to the district that "sticks its neck out"
to house the program. Start-up costs--facility, teacher, materials--are

lost if the venture fails and paid back over a longer period of time if
the program manages to stay afloat with fewer participating LEAs.

A second resource barrier emerges when one considers the disparity
in wealth among districts. The five counties that collaborate are among
the wealthier Seaside counties. There is no incentive for them to
cor,erate with the poorer counties, which have very little to offer
since they have fewer resources and more needy student populations.
Poor counties are blocked from collaborating among themselves by a

combination of resource and physical barriers. Although these counties
would most likely benefit fiscally from some types of cooperative pro-
grams, the distances across and among them are prohibitive in terms of
time in transit. Sharing a speech therapist, for example, is counter-
productive since road time eats up direct service time.

LEA -Other Agency Collaboration

The final and perhaps most complex level of collaboration is reflected

in arrangements between the LEAs and non-school agencie3. Such agencies
include teacher training institutions and social service agencies such
as community mental health (CMH) and the DECs. When an LEA with one set
of operating procedures enters into an agreement with a social service
agency that has different ways of operating, negotiating an agreement
that is functional for each participating agency becomes difficult.

Collaboration among Seaside districts and community agencies is

constrained because both must ration available and sheinking resources.
Some schools are forced to contract for psychological services. A

social service agency like CMH, also rationing resources, becomes the
recipient of that contract. Yet, CMH's operating procedures include

opening their office for only two days a week. The mismatch between the
needs of the two participating agencies becomes a glaring one. The
school needs the psychological evaluation quickly to provide appropriate
services and to meet mandated timelines. CMH needs an inordinate amount
of time to provide the evaluation because it operates only twc days each
week. Disparate needs and aims cause the collaborative effort to become

less than functional.

Two separate arrangements between districts and area teacher train-

ing programs have been quite functional. One LEA arranged to have
school psychology irterns conduct psychological evaluations supervised
by a certified psychologist who ran the intern program. The LEA wanted
students evaluated; the intern program wanted to provide its students
with field-based training experiences. Both agencies had their needs
met; the arrangement is functional for both participants.

Four Seaside LEAs needed to provide services for autistic students.

The LEAs could not provide the services, either individually or collect-
ively. They arranged instead to enter into an agreement with a teacher
training institution to serve the students through a federally-funded
demonstration program on campus. The agreement called for the college
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to bear the cost of the teacher and an aide, while the four LEAs shared
the cost of an additional aide. All parties benefited; the arrangement
is functional and healthy.

Tt ; we see that several factors influence the degree of collabora-
tion among individuals and agencies in the Seaside area. Prominent

among these are the "people factor" and the notion of mutual benefits or
common goals. When the conditions are right for collaboration to occur- -
physical parameters, demographic features, appropriate incentives--the
people take over, for even when agencies collaborate, it's the people
who make it work.

REC Concept

The Seaside REC, a decentralized state education agency, provides a
regional link between local districts and the DPI and also serves a
tecnnical assistance function. The REC transmits and interprets DPI
policy but has no formal authority over the area's LEAs. Districts are

free to choose whether or not they avail themselves of the REC's services.

Perhaps the best testimonial to the impact of the REC on the region
is that rarely do LEAs forego participation in REC services. The REC is

viewed locally as an asset, a helper and friend, a voice with the DPI.
Among the seven RECs, the Seaside REC is reputed to have the best rela-
tionships with its LEAs. This no doubt stems from the character of the
people who are the REC and from their philosophy regarding their role:
"a helping and rather than a heavy hand."

DPI officials are happy with the REC concept. Remember, before the
RECs, the DPI was seen, as it is in most states, as "this nebulous
place." The DPI believes that LEAs see the local REC as their center.
They feel some ownership for their REC and thus are closer to the DPI.

No doubt the reader has seen the many advantages of the REC concept
for the people of the Seaside area. In the following paragraphs we
would like to summarize the most important ones and to identify some of
the issues which surround them.

The REC holds the pivotal position in the implementation of educa-
tion policy in the state. It transmits and interprets policy to the

local o tricts. But in addition, the REC provides the technical assis-

tance necessary to turn policy into action. How useful can a policy be

if the locals, after receiving it, are helpless :o comply? In transmittal,

interpretation, and assistance, the RECs are vital to the policy maker
and essential to the policy implementor. Agiin, they are more than

worth their cost.

But the most important role of the RECs is the pert they play in

policy formulation. On one level the directors of the RECs have direct
access to the top policy makers at the DPI through the Superintendent's
Executive Council. This council is an important vehicle for transmitting
policy information from the region back to the DPI. Further, program
area coordinators meet regularly with their respective division directors

at the DPI. At these sessions the states of current policy implementation
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is discussed and evaluated. REC coordinators can suggest modifications

to their division directors. Moreover, division directors can present
projected policy to the coordinators for their reaction. Coordinators,
knowing their regions intimately, are quick to point out what aspects of

the proposed policy will and will not work. They know how their LEAs
will react; they know local capacity. So, the two-way communication
between the DPI and the regions has evolved into a mechanism for two-way

policy formulation. And although the central DPI ultimately makes
policy, it has come to rely heavily on its regional staff for guidance.

The most visible advantage of the Seaside REC is the impact it has
had on the area LEAs. In just over 10 years, it has managed to assist

local districts to develop their staff and their programs. This result

is particularly evident in the area of special education.

As we discussed earlier in this section, the role of local director
of programs for exceptional children has been a key factor in developing
LEA capacity to serve handicapped children. Through the local directors,
the REC has mounted a massive campaign to develop LEA staff and programs

to better fit the requirements of the special education mandate. Progress
has been substantial; programs are in place.

The effort necessary to advance LEA development was greater than
the REC special education unit could carry out alone. Literally, every

program area within the REC joined in to help. As LEA needs were identi-
fied, the various REC units collaborated with the special education area
to provide the necessary training or to bring in others from the DPI or
elsewhere who could provide it.

The REC also helped the LEAs to establish relationships with other

agencies for related services. The Seaside LEAs, like most districts
nationwide, had very little experience in working with non-school agencies.
The REC made initial contacts and started the dialogue necessary to
establish and sustain collaborative relationships. The fact that the
REC staff were personally acquainted with social services personnel
greatly facilitated these interactions.

The REC also made arrangements ith area teacher training programs
to provide course work locally to certify Seaside special education
teachers. When no training institution ceJld offer a certification

program in the gifted and talented area, the REC developed the course
content for them and had them deliver it to local teachers. The tenacity

of the REC staff in finding wa,s to meet the needs of the LEAs has been

impressive.

The collaborative spirit of the REC is no more evident than in the

working relationship between Title I and special education. The construc-
tive overlap between special education and Title I in the LEAs stems
from the efforts of the REC coordinators in these two areas. When the

legality of such an extensive amount of overlap was questioned, the
Seaside REC coordinators urged their respective division directors to
seek approval for their projected mutual activities. And, as we know,

they got what they wanted. The "go ahead" was quickly translated into

action in the i_EAs.
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Another important service provided-by the REC might be called
technical assistance on dollar stretching or rationing. Because many

Seaside districts have fewer dollars than are necessary ';) serve all
children adequately, they have come to rely heavily on the REC staff to
show them ways to stretch their resources, ways such as noncategorical

resource rooms, English teachers as quasi speech therapists, and over-
lapping special education and Title I. The REC realizes that since the
LEAs cannot afford every service and every program that their students

might require, the next best thing is to work within budget limits to
provide as much as possible for as many youngsters as possible.

One would think that the obvious advantages of the REC concept
would make its position within the state education system secure, valued
by all. But this is not the case. The question of whether to abolish

the oncept comes up each year in the legislature. So far, the REC
network has managed to survive but some believe that it will last only
as long as the present state superintendent remains in office. Why

anyone would oppose the concept is not clear, but what is clear is that
it d-,sn't take much to convince a legislator to speak out against it.
The aanger, of course, is that what may be a justifiable complaint may
result in an impassioned movement by an influential legislator who is
capable of turning the heads of his or her fellow legislators. What has

been built can be lost quite easily.

There are other threats besides possible dissolution of the REC
network. Whereas the REG staff reductions are not a threat to the

decentralized concept, they are a threat to the REC's role. Fewer
special education staff has meant less special education technical
assistance and, thus, less LEA development. Moreover, the added task of

monitoring has reduced further the REC's ability to provide assistance.
Help for teachers is compromised in order to help administrators, who
quite understandably take advantage of having their monitor in their

midst to make sure that they are "stayi-q legal."

The REC's role as monitor was initially perceived as a threat by
REC staff. They feared that their assistance would be rejected, _let

the LEAs would come to view them differently and that 10 years of gains
would be lost. We know that these things have not happened and that in
fact the new role that has been forged--helper and monitor--has been
very positively accepted. Nevertheless, the new role has not been

without its share of problems.

Helper and Monitor

The first round of monitoring conducted by central DPI staff was
not a positive experience for the seven Seaside LEAs that were visted.
The review was superficial; it concentrated on whether things were

present or absent and only rarely went beyond these checklist considera-
tions. The atmosphere was one of uneasiness at best and of fear at

worst. The locals had never been descended upon like this before and,
to add to their uneasiness, they knew that they were likely to be found
out of compliance in some respects. In 1979, when the first monitoring
took place, they simply were too new at special education to be able to

comply completely. They knew how fr they had come, however, and they
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felt that their reasons for noncompliance in some areas were justifiable,
if the monitors would listen.

Not only did the monitors not listen, they rarely asked questions
or spoke to anyone. They completed their checklists, summarized some of
the noncompliance issues, and returned to the DPI to complete their
reports. Copies were sent back to the Seaside LEAs, who, to say the
least were stunned. The REC staff stood by helplessly during the visits
as the LEAs' egos were deflated and their worst fears were realized.
Their frustration quickly turned into anger.

After it was over, the LEAs found themselves asking, "What now?"
Problems and deficiencies had been pointed out, but no guidance was

offered. It was left to the REC to pick up. the pieces, and it did.

REC special education staff helped the LEAs prepare and file th:Jr
compliance plans. The REC's role from that point on was to help the
LEAs respond to the problems and correct the deficiencies.

The next round of monitoring was quite different. The actual site
visits were carried out in much the same way as before, but they were
carried out by the REC special education unit. Things went much better
this time around. The REC knew the people and programs intimately; knew
the problems and knew that significant progress had been made. The

locals were open to the monitors under the new arrangements; there was

no need to conceal anything. The visits turned into problem identifica-
tion and problem solving sessions. Suggestions were made for improvement
on the spot. The LEAs did not lose face this time; their accomplish-
ments were praised in addition to their problems being noted. And, of

course, the best part was that the monitor remained in the area to help
solve problems after the site visit was completed.

The site visit as carried out by REC is a vast improvement over the
former version. But what is more significant about the REC monitoring
procedure is what happens before and during LEA decision::, about special
education programming and exceptional students. REC monitoring between

site visits--before and during the time decisions are made- .as amounted

to a system of "on-going monitoring."

As we have noted, before a decision regarding special education is
made by the LEAs, alternatives are reviewed with the REC monitors.
"Will this fly or not?" Rather than the decision being made and the
child and district living with it for three years until the next site
visit, courses of action are monitored prior to implementation. The

districts are more certain of the appropriateness of their actions;
children and parents are more certain to receive appropriate services.

In most cases, the REC is there during the decision process as
well. The REC coordinator can be consu)ted during the LEAs' Adminis-
trative Placement Committee meetings. As decisions are being made, she

can influence and react to them. Thus, aonitoring often occurs prior
to any formal action, at a time when no harm has been done, during the
decision making process.
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Thus, although the transfer of monitoring responsibility was a
cause for concern for the REC, it has turned out to be a vast improvement
over past practices. Literally everyone in the Seaside area agrees.

Moreover, the most significant improvement is what the new system means
for children and the appropriateness of their programs.

As we have noted, however, the ne:v system is not without its problems.
The most obvious ones have been discussed: less time for the REC to
provide technical assistance to LEAs, less time for the REC, to help LEAs
carry out their compliance plans. But these problems do not stem from
the REC's new monitoring role. Rather they are the result of a reduction
in staff in combination with the new role.' If staff had remained constant,

or better yet, if staff had been increased when the monitoring role 'has
shifted to the REC, these problems would have been avoided. In fact, if

these measures would have been taken, the new system would be an ideal
arrangement, at least from the perspective of the REC and its LEAs.
But, as we know, the views of DPI and the advocates are somewhat at odds
with the locals' views. And this difference in perception is the real

issue here. It lies at the center of the controversy over whether or
not the REC should function as a helper and a monitor.

Even before P.L. 94-142 and the REC's monitoring role, DPI division

directors began to raise the issue of the allegiance of RECs to their
local districts. The GPI's position has been that the source of all

policy rests with it, that the RECs are the DPI, and that it is their
responsibility to support the DPI's position with the locals. The

concern was that RECs were aligning themselves too closely with their
LEAs. But the state director of special education has come to believe

that the value of REC monitoring outweighs any concerns he might have
had about alignment of loyalities. He believes that the new system has

worked well because the REC staff nave been able to act successfully as
simultaneous helpers and monitors and because REC staff work much better
with local superintendents in moving them toward compliance than the
central DPI was able to do. The P.L. 94-142 compliance requirement was
the initial impetus, but the sense of pride that has developed in the
LEAs--their desiee to receive a good compliance review--is now the

primary dynamic.

But, even thou0 the DPI has come to see the value of REC monitor-
ing, advocacy groups have not. Their position is that, because the RECs
are aligned with their local districts, they will not demand as much
from them as outside monitors would demand. And here is the issue. It
is an issue that any advocate most likely would raise.

Are the advocates right? Will the REC expect less than aosolute
compliance from the LEAs? Of course it will. Because, like the good

teacher, the REC knows its students: the LEAs. It knows human and
fiscal resources that are available to combat them; it knows how far the
LEAs have come and what is left to be done on the way to absolute com-
pliance. The REC takes these things into consideration when it provides
technical assistance and when it evaluates performance. Any good teacher
would do nothing less than this.



But then won't the LEAs take advantage of the REC and lessen their

efforts toward compliance? Of course they won't. Remember, with the

help of the REC, these are the people who have turned public education

around in the Seaside are in a little over 10 years. These are the same

people who have advanced special education in unprecedented fashion

since 1975. These are the people who have faced incredible odds to make

these gains. These are the people who always have taken responsibility

for the children of the Seaside area and who now have assumed the same

responsibility for their exceptional children. They are proud of their

special education programs and they want them to be as good as they can

be. They realize that they have made significant gains in getting
program in place and that they have a big job ahead of them to improve

quality. They know these things, and so does the REC. Moreover, the

REC has been instrumental in the LEAs' sense of ownership for exceptional

children programs and knows that this responsibility for and pride in

their programs wi:1 be the driving force from here on in. "Regulations

and compliance" become less consequential when "responsibility and

pride" take their places.

Moreover, the old type of monitoring appears to have outlived its

utility. It served its purpose well in the Seaside area; P.L. 94-142,

the "big gun," helped get programs in place. But the kind of monitoring

that was associated with it did only that: checked to see if things

were in place. A new approach is needed here now, one that advances

quality, one that can show the way and help the LEAs get there. But the

way to full compliance with the intent of P.L. 94-142 is as different

for each Seaside LEA as it is for the Seaside area compared to other

parts of the country. The new approach must be one that can be individ-

ualized in each of the Seaside districts. Each one has its own history,

conditions and current status. The REC must be able to consider these

factors as it helps each district set its goals and as it helps each

district strive to reach them.

"But why should we trust the REC with this responsibility?" one

might ask. Because the REC has as much responsibility and pride for

"LEA development" as the districts have for "special education develop-

ment." And both the REC and the LEAs realize that the next goal is to

make certain that every Seaside educator and parent takes "responsibility

and pride" for "child development." When this happens, the intent of

P.L. 94-142 will have been realized.
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WHAT CAN BE LEARNED FROM THE CASE?

In the preceding pages we have attempted to give the reader a
"feel" for what it is like to live in the Seaside area, to provide a
vicarious experience as seen through the eyes of the local participants.
If we have been successful in providing such a "thick description," the
reader by now will feel quite familiar wIththe kEC, its circumstances,
and its problems.

It is time to ask the question, "So what?" What can one make of
all this? Is there anything to be learned? There are of course many
lessons--although the reader should be careful not to assume that these
lessons are veneralizable to other educational service agencies indiscri-
minately. Indeed, a further reason for providing a thick description is
to make it possible to reach a judgment about the degree of similarity
between the Seaside REC and any other site to which a reader might dish
to transfer the fihdincs. If there is a high degree of similarity,
transfer mignt be appropriate--but even then caution will be the best
weapon of the prudent.

Early in the narrative we highlighted the significant events in the
development of the SeasidJ region--its people, its schools and its
special education programs. This history led us evertually to see what
the conditions were like when in 1975 all districts were expected to
respond to P.L. 94-142.

While some counties had developed adequate programs, many districts
at that time had just begun to make some headway against the extraordinary
odds which had been passed down to them. Wealthier counties had more
local resources and fewer problems to overcome. Peor counties had less
of the former and more of the latter. But P.L. 94-142 came down in just
the same form for all of the Seaside districts. Any reasonable person
could have predicted the results.

The districts which had the capacity to respond began to do so,
although not without their share of problems in implementing a law that
required so many new things of them. The poorer counties were nearly
crushed by the sheer weight of the law, which was laid on top of the
demands created by their local conditions and history.

And so we learn

LESSON 1: LOCAL CONDITIONS AND STATUS PRIOR TO IMPLEMENTATION
OF P.L. 94-142 WILL PREDICT THE RATE OF PROGRESS
TOWARD FULL IMPLEMENTATION. TO EXPECT THE SAME
DEGREE OF PROGRESS FROM ALL DISTRICTS IS UNREASON-
ABLE. ONE MUST CONSIDER WHERE EACH DISTRICT STARTED
FROM.

Even less than favorable conditions can be overcome i;c, some degree
if local capacity is increased. Along with the mandate to serve al;
exceptional children needs to come the resources necessary to do the job.
And although extra dollars from the state and federal government did

find their way into the Seaside area, their numbers have been fewer than
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necessary to adequately meet the mandate. Moreover, the formulas that
bring general and special education dollars to the area fail to recognize

the local situation. The formulas are blind to the extra costs associated
with delivery of education in the Seaside area.

The special education funding formula is insensitive to the fact
that exceptional children have different needs and thus require different

types and amounts of services. Just as the general education funding
formula treats all districts in the state as if they were the same, the
special education finding formla treats all exceptional children as if

they were the same.

AnJ so we learn

LESSON 2: FUNPING FORMULAS FOI GENERAL AND SPECIAL EDUCATION

WILL BE. ADEQUATE FOR INDIVIDUAL UISTRICTS TO THE
DErREE THAT THEY RECOGNIZE THAT DISTRICTS AND

CHILDREN HAVE INDIVIDUAL NEEDS AND CAPACITIES.

And when capacity to respond to the requirements of the mandate is

less than what is required, service providers ration their services;
they stretch dollars, cut corners. What else can they do?

What we have seen here is that, because of extraordinaril; unfavor-
able cot litions, rationing starts sooner and becomes more pervasive.
Not only have the schools had to ration their services, but the social
service agencies, which provide much of the related services in the
area, had been rationing their services for quio some time as well.

And so we learn

LESSON 3: WHEN FOCAL RESOURCES AND CAPACITY ARE INADEQUATE TO

MEET THE DEMANDS OF FULL SERVICE COMPLIANCE, THE
AVAILABLE SERVICES WILL BE RATIONED. FOR SOME
CHILDiEN RATIONING WILL MEAN THAT THEY WILL RECEIVE

FEWER SERVICES THAN THEY NEED.

Wnen services are rationed a child's program placement is determined

primarily by what is available. But other factors also play a part.

3ecause of time lost in transporting students to distant programs that
purportedly are the hest placement for a child's disAbility, parents and

administrators have opted to keep children as close to home as possible
and to altec local programs to fit the situation. This may involve

changing a categorical resource room to A noncategorical one. Or, it

may involve changing the child's dipgnostic label to fit what is avail-

able.

Further manipulations are made that allow handicapped students to
receive some ar all of their remedial work in Title I programs. Here

again, placements depend on what is available locally. Some handicapped

children may never be called handicapped. Other children who are not
handicapped may receive services as if tney were.
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And so e learn

LESSON 4: LABELS BECOME MEANINGLESS WHEN LOCAL CONDITIONS AND
CAPACITY REQUIRE THAT SOME CHILDREN BE SERVED AS
BEST THEY CAN THROUGH WHATEVER SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE

LOCALLY.

We have seen also that the type of program in which a child is

served is much less important than the people who serve the child.
Building climate outweighs all other considerations, particularly for
mildly handicapped children who are served in both regular and special
classrooms.

Moreover, building climate can overcome virtually all of the unfavor-
able conditions that one would associate with less than adequate programs.
The wealth of the district, the wealth of the people, disadvantaged
student populations, even the repair of the building, all succumb to the
power of a positive building climate.

And so we learn

LESSON 5: WE WOULD BE WISE TO INVEST OUR RESOURCES IN IMPROVING
THE CAPACITY OF PUBLIC SCHOOL PERSONNEL TO WORK CO-
OPERATIVELY WITH.ONE ANOTHER. WHERE THEY CAN WORK
AS A TEAM ON BEHALF OF CHILDREN THOSE CHILDREN WILL
RECEIVE THE MOST APPROPRIATE PROGRAMS', REGARDLESS

OF OTHER CONDITIONS.

The REC recognized the importance of quality personnel from the
start. It says "staff" and "LEA" development in one breath. Ineir goal

in the Seaside area has been to increase local capacity through technical
assistance. But beyond the role the REC plays in helping to develop the
districts, it plays perhaps an even more important role in policy formula-
tion to the stay. The DPI wisely listens to the RECs when it wants to
institute change.

The Seaside REC represents the locals at tho state capitol. It

knows what the local system can bear; it knows what the local people
will tolerate. The REC influences state policy. takers in designing
policy with the local context in mind.

And so we learn

LESSON 6: A DECENTRALIZED STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION CAN
SERVE VALUABLE FUNCTIONS IN DEVELOPING LOCAL CAPA-
CITY TO RESPOND TO STATE POLICY AND IN DEVELOPING

STATE POLICY TO RESPOND TO LOCAL CAPACITY.

In its r1 role as monitor of the sr'ecial education mandate, we
have seen the REC demonstrate yet another important policy function. The
Seaside REC has shown that a single agi.ncy, albeit one that is ever
sensitive to lof 1 capacity and aeeds, can serve as both helper and
monitor. Work" , through local directors of special education, the REC

has nurtured the local districts' sense of accomplishment and facilitated
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their sense of ownership for their special programs and exceptional

children. The REC has managed to replace fear and resentment with
responsibility and pride.

And so we learn

LESSON 7: THE NEED FOR HEAVY REGULATION AND TRADITIONAL COM-
PLIANCE MONITORING IS MINIMIZED TO THE DEGREE THAT
LOCAL AGENCIES TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR AND PRET IN

THEIR SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS.

The REC and :.hq Seaside districts are the first to admit that they

have some way to go before their special education services could be
referred to as quality programs. However, they take a great deal of
pride in the ones that they do have in place. Getting programs in place

was the first step; they are ready for the next goal--developing quality

programs.

The potential for reaching this goal, of course, is greatly enhanced

by the presence of the REC. As their helper and monitor, the REC is
there to work toward quality from the bottom up. Alternative courses of

action now can be checked by the REC before one is selected. The guess

work 4' gone. Moreover, the LEAs do not have to wait until they are
monit).0d to find out whether choices they made three years ago are

"legal;" they can be sure from day one. Not only does this reduce the
atmosphere of fear, but it reduces the chances of harming children. The

LEAs now can put the time formerly spent in worrying about staying legal
to better use in improving programs and services.

And so we learn

LESSON 8: ALTHOUGH P.L. 94-142 REGULATIONS SERVED THEIR PURPOSE
WELL IN ESTALISHINC LOCAL SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS,
EXTENDING THE QUALITY OF THOSE PROGRAMS WILL REQUIRE
AN APPROACH THAT CAN OFFER A HELPING HAND RATHER
THAN A HEAVY HAND.
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Appendix G

Site #5 Case Study

The Northern Slope Service Agency
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE AREA

Demographics and Descriptors

You are standing at the corner of Main and Cherry Streets in the
town of San Carlos, population 7,000. You gaze southward at the cascading

beauty of the mountains. Hundreds of miles to the south, on the other
side of the mountains is the state capitol. Turning north, or east,
you're 20 miles away from the adjoining states. To the west lie mcre
mountains, more ruggedness, more beauty, and more isolation.

It's an area of stark contrasts: arid desert, farmland; wind-swept
high plains, lowland valleys; grazing land, and alpine forests. Its

people comprise three distinct cultures: Native-American, Mexican-American
and Anglo. Area industries are ranching, mining, farming, lumber, and
recreation. You can expect to find fewer tnan four people per square

mile around here.

The people are multi-cultural; the industries are in economic

trouble, and the schools struggle to provide the area students an educa-
tion which some believe to be a right, yet others, a privilege.

They call this 5,500 square-mile area the Northern Slope: an area
formed by botn artificial and natural boundaries. Although the state
holds the local school districts responsible for the education of handi-
capped students, it also provides for a system in which two or more
school districts can expand and improve their educational services by
creating a service agency to assist them. The Northern Slope vice

Agency (NSSA) assists nine area school districts in a variety , ways,
and eight of those in providing special education services. The borders
of these nine districts, located in all or part of four counties, and
the borders of the adjacent states all comprise the artificial bound-
aries. Its natural boundaries? The mountains . . . always the mountains.

Figure 1 shows the Northern Slope area. The mountains divide the
area into two distinct population areas: noruh and south. Most of the
two minority cultures (about 15 percent of the total population) reside

in the east end, in or near San Carlos, the largest town in the area.
Most of the Anglo population also resides in the San Carlos area. Even

fewer people live in the south. One of the southwestern towns is Ore

Mountain, a town of 1,200 that has made a slow but successful economic
transition from the now-plagued mining industry to tourism.

A Tour Around the Area

The roads rimming the perimeter of the area are twisting, two-lanes
through breath-taking mountain passes. Unless you choose to travel
north or further east through immense Indian reservations into other
states, this is about all the car traveling you can do. It's hard for
the visitor to imagine that the only links to the more populated flatlands
and the state capitol are the TV news, the phone, the airplane, and the
newspaper. In Margarita (South Central), residents receive the regional

newspaper 36 hours after its printing. One doesn't drive to the capitol,
one flies. Indeed, many local residents have never been there.
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Eventually, after starting at San Carlos and coming full circle,
one has passed through each of the nine local school districts: San

Carlos (the largest), Gris, Rosa, Ore Mountain, El Cid, Mesa, the South
Central Side (Verde and Margarita), Canyon County (located in the town

of Lone Creek) and Gilpin (the smallest district). Between these towns

are many farms and ranches, as well as old, dying mining projects and

new endeavors like the dam project. However, the schools generally are

the largest employers.



Figure 1. Map of the Northern Slope Area
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The Local Education Agencies

With the exception of San Carlos, the local schools, formally

"Local Education Agencies," or LEAs, are small. Table 1 shows each
district's organization, total membership, and student / teacher ratios.

The average student/teacher ratio across the nine LEAs is about 14

students per teacher. The smallest LEA, Gilpin, has 52 students across
kindergarten through eighth grades. Seventeen local students go to high
school in the neighboring state. By happenstance, Gilpin gets more in
the way of state reimbursement funds than it nas to spend the tuition
charged by the LEA in the neighboring state. The closest LEA in the
area, Canyon County, charges a hefty sum more in tuition. Thus it is
much cheaper for Gilpin to make this out-of-state placement.

Three of the districts are consolidated: Gilpin, Canyon County and
the South Central End. However, each of these was consolidated during
the late 1950s in response to the state's School Reorganization Act.

With a median annual per capita income for the entire area of
$8,000, tax money to support the schools is hard to come by. The state
is less fiscally supportive than most. Federal dollars from the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act's entitlement nrograms and from P.L. 94-142
(The Education for All Handicapped Children's Act) provide about 25
percent of the LEA s fisca support or programs.

Table 1 also shows LEA building organizations. Most LEAs maintain
one elementary, one junior high, and one senior high building. Admini-
strative personnel are scant. Superintendents in two LEAs serve as
building principals. Rosa's superintendent shares administrative responsi-
bilities by employing one of his teachers in a part-time, assistant
administrator role, termed "head teacher." This role is described in
the next section. San Carlos obviously stands alone in many respects,
including its organization. Its 2,866 students are spread across nine
elementary schools, a 'junior high, and a senior high school.

All of the LEAs depend upon the NSSA for services--mostly assistance
in special education. Cortez currently provides its own special education
programs, although it does participate in the NSSA's media, library, and
instructional resource services.



Table 1

Northern Slope Local Education Agency

October, 1981 Demographics

STUDENT/TEACHERORGANIZATION
LEA Level # of Buildings MEMBERSHIP RATIO

San Carlos K 1 2866 17.3

1-6 8

7-9 1

10-12 1

Rosa K-6 2 543 17.5

7-12 3

Canyon Co. K-6 1 348 14.2

7-9 1

10-12 1

Gilpinl K-8 1 52 10.6

Gris K 6 1 466 17.4

7-9 1

10-12 1

Mesa K-8 2 312 13.5

9-12 1

Ore Mountain K-12 1 175 9.5

South Central K-6 3 654 15.6

End 7-9 1

10-12 1

El Cid K-8 1 401 12.9

9-12 1

Totals 34 5,817 14.3 (Ave.)

1 Stuaents att,-nd high school in a neighboring LEA of an adjoining state.
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An Introduction to the NSSA

The 1965 Service Agency Act, permits, but does not require, the

establishment of "regional educational service units designed to provide
supporting, instructional, administrative, facility, community, or any

other services contracted by participating members." Over 90 percent of
the state's 181 LEAs are members of one of 17 service agencies. The

array of possible services an agency could provide and percentages of

agencies in the'state providing them are listed in Table 2.

The NSSA provides 10 of the 14 services. Created in 1966, the NSSA
first provided library/media and cooperative purchasing services for
Canyon County, Rosa, Gris, arl San Carlos. Expansion to the current

nine LEAs occurred by 1970.

With the advent of the state's Exceptional Children's Education Act
(ECEA) in 1972, the NSSA began providing special education support
services. In 1975, P.L. 94-142 was passed, but the state's ECEA already

had a headstart on the provisions called for in the federal law. For

example, in 1973 the state required service agencies to employ a director

of special education on at least a half-time basis. In 1976, the NSSA

hired the current special education director.

The NSSA's professional staff consists of the NSSA Director, the

Director of Special Education, who also directs the Instructional Resource
Center; two psychologists, one serving the North Side and one the South
Side; and two speech therapists, deployed in the same fashion as the

psychologists.

The organization and deployment of these personnel, as well as

their administrative relationships with the LEAs are shown in Figure 2.
Direct services to handicapped students are provided and supervised by

the LEAs. Although the psychologists and speech therapists work for the
NSSA, they are supervised jointy by the NSSA's Director of Special
Education and local superintendents and principals. Special education

teachers are hired and supervised by the LEAs. Media and instructional

resources are provided by local Instructional Resource Center (IRC)
personnel with support from the NSSA's audio-visual technician and

clerks (not shown). Other services are provided or maintained by the

NSSA Director, the special education director and clerical personnel.
Specific responsibilities and services will be detailed in the remaining

sections of this case study. Next we look at the organization of the

NSSA, and its local, state and federal relationships.



Table 2

Possible Services and Proportions of

Service AgE-cies Providing those Services

Service Description Percent of Agencies ProvCding Services

1. Special Education Services* 221

2. Library and Media* 82%

3. Cooperative Pur.hasing* 77%

4. Inservice/Staff -evelopment* 77%

5. Child Find* 65%

6. Migrant Education 53%

7, Instructional Resource Center* 4J%

8. Driver Simulators* 47%

9 Ault Basic Education* 41%

10, Title I 41%

11. Title IV-C (Innovative Programs) 41%

12. Gifted/Talented 35%

13. G.E.D. Testing* 20%

14. Bilingual Lducation* 12%

*Provide6 By NSSA
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Figure 2. NSSA Organizational Chart
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NSSA ORGANIZATION AND SERVICES

The Governance Structure of Service Agencies

The NSSA exists within a pehnissive context from the point of view
of the State Education Agency (SEA). The Service Agency Act of 1965 was
intended to be an organizational tool for the state's rural LEAs
combat geographic barrie's such as distance and accessibility. The
state is one of the largest in area., yet one of the smallest in population
in the U.S. The state sought a mechanism that would help LEAs provide
educational services equitably while maintaining the tradition of local
autonomy. Consistent with state constitutional stipulations regarding
complete discretion on the part of local boards in the pres'ription of
curricula, the 1965 Act guaranteed LEAs the flexibility and autonomy to
enter into contracts with individuals, agencies, or other suitable
entities to provide educational services. Thus, all service agencies
exist and function solely at e discretion of the participating LEAs.
Except for certain state and federal regulatory requirements, the state
does little to impinge upon this local discretion. Thus, one sees the
opportunity for significant local control in all facets of a service
agency's governance structure, beginning with the provisions for cr-ating
such an agency.

The boards of education of two or more school districts can form a
service agency. When local boards want to establish an agency for the
purpose of providing cooperative services, and they have so certified to
the state's Commissioner of Education, the presidents of the participating
local boards may call a meeting. The participating boards are .nuired
to seek from the commissioner any aid and assistance that may be required,
so that a proper plan of organization for the agency is established.
Thus, the state is given a mechanism for input into the formation of
service agencies since the commissioner must ratify their organizational
plans.

Participating boards also decide on the number of agency board
members; the only state constraint being that the agency board may have
no fewer than five members. LEA representation is up to the beard
itself. The NSSA Board includes one board member from each of the nine
participating LEAs.

At its first meeting, the members of the board elect a president,
vice-president, secretary, and treasurer. Terms of office ordinarily
run two yea. Service agency boards operate virtually as school district
boards. Services are provided when two or more districts request them.

Membership

Tnt agreement to establish a service agency may be amended to admit
c,ip or more additional school districts, community and technical colleges,
cv state-supported institutions of higher education at any time after
its initial formation. To become a member, two rcn. irements must be
mat. First, the governing :',nerd of the agency muse certify by resolution
a desire to be admitted. Second, the service agency must also agree to
such admission via a resolution of its nwr
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Service agency composition can change over time as districts join
and withdraw. Over the past 16 years, the Northern Slope Service Agency
grew from four to nine districts, lost San Carlos for special education,
and added Casa Grande College as an associate member.'

The state permits local districts to create or join service agencies
"whenever feasible;" it neither requires n r discourages withdrawal.

With a two-month notice and the completion of or release from its current
contract obligation, a participating board of education may withdraw
from the agency. A service agency may be dissolved by its members when
all awrent contract obligations have been discharged. A member LEA may
choose the services and may withdraw from any particular service with a
90-day notice. This discretion makes long-range planning difficult
without experience and cooperative interactions between member districts
and the agency.

An advisory board which is composed of LEA superintendents meets
separately and makes recommendations to be voted upon by the NSSA Board
of Directors. Superintendents and NSSA administrators see this arrange-
ment as an efficiency measure.

Northern Slope Operations

NSSA services, shown in Table 2, are agreed upon by consensus of
all nine LEAs. However, LEAs can still select those in which they
participate. Fol any given service, including special education, rxt
all LEAs participslte, and particular patterns of local participation may
vary cn a yearly basis.

Table 3 displays NSSA services and the LEA's participation in them
as of the 1931-82 academic year. It can be seen that considerable
variability exists with regard to the number of services in which each
district participates. San Carlos provides its own special education
services; however, it does participate in the NSSA's library/media, GED

and the Instructional Resource Center (IRC) services. All of the other
LEAs participate in the NSSA's special education services.

NSSA Services

The NSSA provides special education support services that are

intended to buttress those direct services provided by the LEAs. The
LEAs' special and regular teachers and aides are supported by the NSSA's
psychologists and speech-therapists. Consistent teth the local control
Wilt into the NSSA and other service agencies, districts hire, supervise,
and eialuate their own regular and special education teachers; however,
tie NSSA provides d' lection and advice in regard to hiring, supervision

and evaluation. Before addressing special education services, we describe
the NSSA general services.

'An "Associate Member" participates by providing courtesy services, such
is library access, as agreed upon by all participating agencies. It

does not share in the fiscal support of the service agency, nor in its
governance and revenues.
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Table 3

1981-82 LEA Participation in Services

Casa Grande Canyon

Service

Special Education

Library/Media &
Resource Center

Cooperative Purchasing

Inservice/Staff Oevelopment
1

Driver Simulator

Adult Basic Education/
GED Testing

P.L. 94-142
(VI-B: Child Find)

ECEA Entitlement Programs-

Title VII: Bilingual

Education

Other Services-
Group Insurance

Legislative Liaison

Recruitment/Applicant
Screening

College Count Rosa

San Ore

Gris Gilpin Carlos Mountain Mesa

South
Central El Cid

X x x x x x x x

X x x x x x x x x

X

X

x x x x x x

X X X X X X X

X X X 'A X X

X X X X X X X X X

X X
P

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X X

X x X

?Smith College (30 minutes from the area) offers certification coursework for LEA special education teachers.

Casa Grande College offers library access.
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Media/Library and IRC. The media/library and Instructional Resource

Center are administered by the director of special education. He employs

a library clerk and a van driver to maintain records and make weekly

pick-ups and deliveries. 'Abrary holdings are what one would expect:
books, films, filmstrips, audio- and video-tapes, and the like. All

nine of the districts participate in these services and are satisfied

with these services.

Inservice/Staff Development. Aside from the certification courses

offered at Smith State College, the inservice education activities are
arranged annually by the special education director according to LEA

requests. Inservice days range from one to eight depending on the LE

and how many days it wants to devote to inservice. In recent years, one

day a year has been devoted to topics related to P.L. 94-142 and the
education of handicapped students.

Cooperative Purchasing. Through the NSSA, schools can bid collec-

tively for educational materials, cafeteria goods, foodstuffs, and
custodial supplies. The NSSA director handles these agreements and
transactions and the NSSA absorbs the administrative costs in its core

budget. Some local administrators, however, will at times decline
cooperative purchasing; they elect instead to arran5c the purchase of
food through local businesses to support their economies, and to avoia
occassional storage problems when shipments arrive at inconvenient

times.

Drirer Simulator. The NSSA owns a driving simulator

available to participating LEAs for 6 weeks on a rota

Adulc Education/GED Testing. About 75 adults attend

tion programs at several Northern Slope high schools each
NSSA administers the GED test to these students.

and makes it

basis.

adult educa-

year. The

ESEA Entitlement Pro rams. Although other service agencies offer

itineran t e sere ces, tne Northern, Slope LEAs each quality and

maintain at least one Title I teacher. NSSA special educatior support

staff informally support Title I teachers employed by inaividual LEAs.

The NSSA also has assisted districts with grant writing services
for Title IV-C (Innovation). However, IV-C monies are no longer available.

Some districts had been successful in obtaining these funds.

Only one of the districts, Gilpin, qualifies for bilingual education

funds under Title VII and as such employs a qualified bilingual teacher.
Other LEAs either go without or hire a Spanish-speai,ing general education
teacher. The NSSA assists in clerical management of federal funding,
but has no role in program implementation.

Personnel Roles and Responsibilities

We've already introduced the general organiTational nature of the

NSSA and its relationship to the LEAs comprising it. Personnel arrange-
ments similarly reflect cooperative linkages between the LEAs and the

NSSA. NSSA personnel involved in these linkages are: the NSSA Director,
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the NSSA Special Education/IRC Director, and NSSA support staff. Figure
2 shows the lines of responsibilities among these personnel roles.

The NSSA Director. The NSSA Director is principally accountable to
the NSSA Board but interacts most often with the advisory board. The
advisory board conducts virtually all specific planning activities and
then presents those plans to the NSSA Board fir formal action. It is
important for the NSSA Director to work well with superintendents 1.4ho
comprise the advisory board. His low-keyed approach and personal regard
for superintendents allow him to be effective is the midst of a client -
controlled and thus fluid service organization arrangement. Most of the
local administrators look to him for their personal "staff development."
Innumerable informal conversations as well as the monthly advisory board
meetings during the school year have enabled local superintendents and
the director to form effective working relationships with one another.

At the advisory board meetings, superintendents share their problems
with the .irector who, as one administrator put it "never says no."
They rely on him to improve their schools' operation. His philo.eaphy:
if you see even a potential problem, "don't run and hide from it; find
out what it is and do something about it."

Special Education Director. The special education director devotes
most of his time to the duties prescribed by the Exceptional Children's
Educational Act. The regulations make him responsibTe for "the development,
inWnen:Hio7r, maintenance, monitoring, and evaluation of the programs
and services required or permitted by the (Act)." The special education
director helps the LEAs administratively through record-keeping, assis-
tance in compliance with state and federal regulations, and program
support services. He attends most staffings for students, maintains
referral and program data, and consults with local superintendents and
principals regarding local programing and personnel. The ' ;perinten-
dents count on him to oversee, but not direct their special education
programs.

Originally ft:om the area, the :iirector's most effective tool is
wnat one might call a "sixth sense" as to the middle ground between a
district's discretionary power and the needs of its handicapped students.
His rule of thumb is to "get ...he job done" in a way that's "best for the
student, and best for the staff."

NSSA Support Staff. Support services are delivered by two teams of
support staff consisting of the North and South Side psychologists and
speech therapists. They are itinerants who visit each LEA once a week-
In a sense, they work for two bosses: the LEIk superintendents and tne
NSSA Special Education Director. They are paid by the NSSA through
state reimbursement funds and, since the NSSA is operated at the discre-
tion of the LEAs, these support personnel are responsiblL to the district
they work in on any given day. For the most part, this works well,
although not without accessional disagreements related to disproportionate
service needs across LEAs.

Although the special education director is effective at mediating
such disputes, often iefore they happen, a few do turn into problems.
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For example, since an LEA "shares" the costs of the speech therapist's

services, it carefully watches its share of those services. Because
flistricts pay for support services on an equal shares basis, because
case loads will very across districts, and because service providers try
to allot their time across LEAs on the basis of case load rather than
equal shares per district, an LEA's cost for services at times is dis-
proportionate to the number of students receiving those services.
Mediation and resolution of such discrepancies are primary aims of the
NSSA. Thus, personnel providing support services must also approximate
this middle ground between the needs of the students and those of the
LEAs.

Whether or not a particular student receives the amount of services
called for by the nature of the disability depends on: the amount of

latitude an LEA will pIrmit in disproportionate sharing of services and
cos., the capabilities of the NSSA and special education directors to
mediate and resolve these problems proactively, and the interpersonal
effectiveness of all NSSA personnel who find themselves in this predicament.

Funding

Table 4 shows the NSSA's major budget lines, and their relationship
to the total budget of $618,000.

Table 4

NSSA Budget Items

Service Category Descriptors Proportion of Total

Core Administration Board expenses, director's 25%

salary, audit expenses

Library/Media Operation, maintenance, 21%

purchase, repair

Driver Simulator Leasing, supplies, maintenance 6%

Support Services Special education support personnel 48%

and Director's salaries, operations,
travel, administration

Services such as recruitment/applicant screening, legislative
liaison, inservice/staff development, and adult basic education are

embedded within the Core Administratior Support Services lines.
Services related to the ESEA Entitlemen6 programs, essentially admini-
strative, also are embedded within these line items.

The methods involved in the NSSA's generation and distribution of
revenues are relatively simple. Aside from P.L. 94-142 monies, competitive
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federal grants, and an annual flat grant from the state of $10,0001
(earmarked for core administration only), the NSSA depends solely on a
base contribution and prorata service fees charged to each district.

The NSSA Board sets these base and prorate shares--in this instance,
35 percent/65 percent. As such, each of the nine LEAs pays equally for
35 percent of the total service costs--including those related to special

education. The remaining 65 percent is prorated on the basis of total
enrollment per LEA. A district's enrollment is calculated on the basis
of the highest of four average daily attendance (ADA) figures: (a) the
ADA fur October of the current budget year, (b) the ADA for the year
preceding the budget year, (c) the ADA two years preceding the budget

year, or (d) the average of the ADA across the three years preceding the
budget year.

The NSSA must expend all contributions as budgeted for each academic
year. LEAs have until 90 days before the NSSA's July submission of the
budget to the state to confirm or pull out of service agreements.

LEA Revenues

The 197'4 School Finance Act authorizes each LEA to spend up to an

annual uA2primi_hylniejlajdlgi. This is the amount per pupil that
an LEA iatiliforW-W-ittteo spend if they receiY1 state aid.
Of course, wealthier districts usually can raise funds in excess of
their ARBs just by levies on local property taxes. Poorer LEAs cannot
realize a local contribution of such magnitude. For the 1981-1982 year,

the statewide average was approximately $2,,j0. ARBs of the Northern
Slope LEAs were of comparable levels.

Each district submits to its county commission the amount of revenue

needed to operate the school: for the next year. In the Northern Slope,
this involves separate decisions on the part of four counties. The
respective county commissions specify levies against the assessed valua-
tion of taxable property within each district's boundaries. The district's
"wealth" is then computed by dividing its lssessed valuation by its
enrollment.

Enter the state's "Equalization Aid." State aid is determined

according to an LEA's 'wealth" as defined above. The state pays the
difference between monies generated by the revenues and the ARB. In

general, poorer LEAs receive more aid than the wealthy districts. The
wealthy LEAs in the state may generate revenues from taxes that exceed

the ARB. These districts usually earmark the difference for capital
investments: buildings, bw'es, etc. Poor districts, however, apply for
Equalization Aid which essentially computes to the difference between
their tax revenues and the ARB. They do not have the luxury of tax
revenue surpluses that can be applied to long-term capital improvements.
Those contending that education is a fundamental rignt believe that this

To qualify, the state requires service agencies to serve school districts

(a) with a combined total enrollment of no fewer than 4,000 students,
(b) in two or more counties, and (c) with a combined total valuation for
assessment of not less than 60 million dollars or school districts with
a combined total are of not less than 4,000 square miles.
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equalization method is unfair since the amount of reimbursement to poor
districts does not coincide with their fiscal needs were they to provide
students with curricula and programming commensurate with wealthy districts.

The dilemma is well illustrated in one of the LEAs where a uranium

mine closed in 1980 leaving nearly 75 percent of the working population
jobles4. The district saw an enrollment decline of 200 percent over a
two-year period. Thus, the LEA's student enrollment and total revenues

based an the ARS began to decline. Some of the remaining residents
still have not found jobs. The effects of this situation render the LEA
"poor," not only in regard to what it can spend for current needs, but

also in regard to its advance planning and economic outlook in the
future.

Special Education Fundin

To this point, we have discussed the general education funding, and
the determination of local contributions to NSSA operations. We turn
now to the consideration of state and federal regulatory requirements
Air the delivery of special education to handicapped students (a local

responsibility) and state and federal. fiscal reimbursements for those
services.

The NSSA role in special education is to assist its participants in
providing special education with quality and fiscal efficiency. Keep in

mind that responsibilities related to special education rest with the

LEAs. The state's 1974 E'er(ceitionalCtifidti'sEducationAct (ECEA)
requires service to as "ftwhistrative Units" in order
to be eligible for state (ECEA) or federal (P.L. 94-142) reimbursement

funds. Criteria for qualification are:

1. Enrollment of 4,000 pupils in average daily membership, or 400

handicapped children in special education programs.

2. Boundaries encompassing a geographic area of manageable size

considering the location of the population, topographical
hazards, distance, weather, and transportation conditions.

3. Employment of a qualified director of special education,
employed no less than half-time in this capacity.

4. Provision of administrative support for special education
programs which will allow compliance with the rules of the
state department.

5. Development and implementation of a state-approved comprehen-
sive plan. Since none of the LEAs participating in special

education services qualifies alone for reimbursement from P.L.
94-142 monies, the NSSA also submits a "consolidated applica-
tion" for these funds to the state.

The NSSA, duly qualifying, serves as an administrative unit in the
eyes of the state. For reimbursement and compliance monitoring purposes,

it is accountable along with each of the eight LEAs that purchase its
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services and provide their own special education teachers. San Carlos

is, itself, also an administrative unit. Essentially, the NSSA serves

as a "middla-man" with regard to both reimbursement and compliance

monitoring.

State Reimbursement. The NSSA receives about 30 percent of its

total revenues from the SEA. Aside from the $10,000 flat grant for core
administration, the remaining monies are, ECEA reimbursement funds paid
on percentage of service-cost (as opposed to per-student) basis.

Reimbursable service costs are 80 percent of that portion of the

salary of personnel whose roles are related to the delivery of special
education services. These include the administrator and assistant
administrator of special education in an administrative unit, supervisors
of special programs, teachers* of special classes, teachers of special

resource rooms, teachers of special itinerant programs, school psycholo-
gists, school social workers, school audiologists, occupational therapists,
physical therapists, special education ial:Tuctional aides, special
education instructional materials specialists, speech therapists, mobility
specialists for the blind, special education secretaries, and registered
school nurses. Although the state allows these roles to be reimbursable,
the NSSA must hire any needed personnel on an ad hoc basis with the
exception of the director, the school psychologists, the s4vech therapists
(special itinerants), ana the secretary.

Othe- costs that are supposed to be reimbursed at this 80 percent
level include: (1) special transportation provided for handicapped

children only, after other funds reimbursed by the state are deducted;
(2) home-to--school or hospital-to-school equipment; (3) consultation and
evaluation services provided by psychiatrists, psychologists, and social

workers employed by mental health clinics and centers approved by the
department; (4) inservice training of regular classroom teachers to

provide special education services to children within regular classrooms
insofar as is practicable and efficacious; (5) for each child so accepted,
the average cost per pupil of educating children with similar handicaps
in any unit which accepts a child from another administrative unit in

one or more of its special education programs; (6) mileage expenses
incurred by psychiatrists, psychologists, speech therapists, and social

workers in traveling from their base of operations to other attendance
centers in the course of fulfilling job requirements; or (7) any contract
for services which would be r timbursable if such services were provided

by the administrative unit, except instructional services. The state

also is supposed to reimburse 50 percent of the costs of materials for
the education of exceptional children or $200 per special education

acher, whichever is less.

Rarely are sufficient funds appropriated. The 80 percent state

figure for salaries in reality has weighed in closer to 40 percent.

Indeed the state, in the event appropriations are insufficient to cover
reimbursements, maintains a procedure whereby all approved reimbursements
are prorated un the basis of total claims submitted in proportion to

total funds available for reimbursement. Available reimbursements for
appropriate NSSA personnel are applied toward those costs by the NSSA.
Reimbursements for personnel on local payrolls are received by the NSSA
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(under the auspices of its administrative unit status) and funneled to

the eight participating LEAs.

Federal Reimbursement. The NSSA receives nearly 25 percent of its

revenues from federal sources, principally P.L. 94-142 flow-through
funds. The NSSA applies both for P.L. 94-142 flow-through funds and for
ECEA funds. The state treats compliance with the ECEA as compliance
with P.L. 94-142 and, as such, renders its flow-through funds according
to that determination. The NSSA receives approximately $85,000 in P.L.
94-142 flow-through funds. In addition, the NSSA gets P.L. 89-:13 funds
which provide an incentive of $600 per student to integrate deinstitu-
tionalized students.

Entitlement Programs. Entitlement funds are funneled to local

districts for Titles I and VII. As mentioned, Title IV-C funds have
been received by LEAs through competitive grants.

Compliance and Monitoring

The State Department of Education monitors the operation of special
education programs in several ways. It conducts an analysis and evalua-
tion of all reports, applications or other data submitted by the admini-
strative units to the department. The state conducts periodic on-site
reviews of the actual programs and services being provided. However,
the scheduling of such reviews, e.g., once every three years, is not
specified in the regulations. Within 60 days following such reviews,
written evaluations are prepared concerning the extent to which the
programs l'nd services of the administrative unit conform to good educa-
tional practice, the administrative unit's comprehensive plan is being
followea, and the intent of the ECEA is being satisfied. Specific
suggestions for improvement are also included in the written reports.

Since the LEAs and the NSSA are evaluated together as a unit, the

written plans are consolidated; one is the comprehensive plan submitted
to the state, whereas the other is a consolidated application for P.L.
94-142 monies that flow-through the state department. The NSSA prepares
both of these documents.

Variances

Some states virtually make fisrAl reimbursements contingent upon
compliance. In this state, an admiu.trative unit that believes non-
compliance of a particular program is justified by " indigenous condi-

tions" can file a written claim for a variance with the SEA. The request
must be filed with the SEA within 30 days after receipt of notice of
determination of non-compliance, or 30 days prior to implementation of
programs or services which are believed to be justified by the unit. It

also can be filed volun ily rather than in response to a determination
of non-compliance.

The request for variance must specify the section of the state
regulations from which a variance is requested and identify those condi-
tions indigenous to the unit, or other needs or rationale justifying
such request. Specific methods by which the unit will evaluate and
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report the educational effectiveness of the variance proposal also must
be explained.

The variance request is granted if the proposal, given the condi-
tions which prompt the request, will secure for the affected handicapped
children an adequate educational program. Upon request from the SEA,
the unit must provide additional relevant information or documentation
which is necessary in order to render a decision on a variance request.

The state's Director of Special Education has the authority to
approve programs that may not comply without requiring a variance request.

Although not in strict compliance, the program's particular circumstances
would constitute, in his/her opinion, service delivery to handicapped
students that affords "reasonable" compliance. A written record of such

approval is provided to administrative units. Thus, decisions about
variances in compliance ultimately rest with the state director. However,
compliance decisions of this nature rarely are accompanied by extra
resources to improve tine particular program. Instead, the state ultimately
approves or disapproves programs and, in the latter case, decreases or
revokes reimbursement without providing assistance in strengthening
program deficiencies.
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SERVICES FOR HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

We have discussed NSSA's functions, the roles of its personnel, and

its costs and funding. Now we are ready to see what all of this brings
to bear upon services for the area's 261 handicapped students. Table 5
displays the number of handicapped stuuents per district by handicapping
condition.

Special Education Categories and Services

The identification criteria for the handicapping conditions specified
on Table 5 are regulated by the state. Whereas some states have revised

their programs in the direction of non-categorical special educatior,
this state has moved the opposite way with respect to mildly handicapped
students. Non-categorical programs typically serve combinations of
mildly learning disabled, mildy emotionally disturbed, and mildly mentally

retarded students in a resource room setting. This state served learning
disabled students in a resource room program for the "Educationally
Handicapped." Several research studies of the state's patterns of

identification and placement conducted during the late '70s revealed
that some students in such programs did not meet federal (P.L. 94-142)
criteria for learning disabilities even thAigh they met the state's

somewhat more general criteria for Educational Handicaps. Thus, the
1981 changes in the regulations attempted to tighten the criteria by
adopting categorical identification practices with respect to learning
disabilities, emotional disturbance, and for mental retardation, as well
as identification criteria for gifted and talented students.

These changes also reflect a somewhat clearer alignment with P.L.
94-142 criteria. The new categorical designations for mental retardation,
learning disabilities and emotional disturbance, as well as for gifted

and talented, are presented below.

Significantly Limited Intellectual Capacity (SLIC)

The state has shown a tendency historically of avoiding the label

"mental retardation" (MR) with respect to student classification. With

the 1981 revisions of the ECEA regulations, and based in part on guide-
lines established by the American Association on Mental Deficiency
(AAMD), the state changed the label to "Significantly Limited Intellec-
tual Capacity." Identification for educible and trainable levels within
SLIC is not apparent in the regulations. Instead, tt criteria are

based on measured intellectual functioning of less than 1.75 standard

deviations below the mean and significant deficits in adaptive behavior.
The cut-off of 1.75 standard deviations translates to IQ level approxi-

mately three or four points higher than that called for ld the federal
and AAMD definitions; and there are no criteria set forth for identifying
moderately or severely retarded students. Presumably they are identified
as "multiply handicapped"--a classification that requires only that a

student demonstrate some combination of six handicapping conditions
including SLIC,, sensory and physical handicaps.
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(NJ

I

LoLal

Education
AcLencx SLIC

2
SIEBD

3

(ED)

Gilpin 0 0

Ore 0 6

Mountain

Mesa 3 2

Canyon 0 1

County

Ll Cid 0 2

Gris 0 0

Rosa 4 0

South 0 5

Central

Total 7 16

Learning

Disabled

(P-C )4

Homebound/
Hospitalized

Table 5

Handicapped Student Demographics

Physically
Handicapped

Severely/
Multiply
Handicapped

isual/

Hearing
Impaired

Speech
Impaired

Preschool
Handicappe

Total

Average
Daily

Iota!

Enrolment of
Handicapped

Total

Percentage of
Handicapped

3 0 0 0 0 5 0 52.5 8 15

6 0 0 0 0 10 0 175.0 22 13

10 0 0 1 0 6 0 312.0 22 7

21 0 1 2 0 13 0 348.5 38 11

20 0 0 0 0 16 0 401.0 38 9

13 0 0 0 0 17 0 466.0 3A 7

23 0 0 0 0 15 0 543.0 42 8

32 0 0 0 o 15 9 653.5 61 9

28 0 1 3 0 97 9 2,951.5 261 9

`San Carlos not included
[
Significantly Limited Intellectual Capacity

3Significantly Identifiable Emotional Behavioral Disorder
2
Perceptual-CommuniLative
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Perceptual-Communicative (P-C)

Perceptual-Communicative Disorders was established by the same
revised regulations., This classification replaced "Educationally Handi-
capped" with more specific criteria to better serve learning disabled
students and to combat the overrepnisentation of minority students in
programs for the educationally handicapped. The rationale was that
these new criteria will allow staffing committees to differentiate
learning problems due to perceptual or language deficits from those due
to cultural differences and economic disadvantages. The identification
criteria align consistently with the federal definition of learning
disabilities.

Significant Identifiable Emotional/Behavioral Disorders (SIEBD)

The old EH classification also failed to distinguish between child-
ren with emotional problems and those with learning disabilities. Thus,
complementary to the above two classifications, ,ile classification of
"Significant Identifiable Emotional/Behavioral Disorders" was established.

The term "identifiable" is important here. Since the state sought

more specification in its guidelines, it attempted to set forth more
criteria than does P.L. 94-142. These criter;a are: (a) behavior which
is dangerous to the child himself and/or others; (b) behavior which

seriously interferes with the child's learning, or that of his class-
mates; (c) inability to retain academic information; (d) significantly
limited self-control; (e) lack of positive and sustained interp:rsonal
relationships; (f) persistent physical complaints related to stress

and/or anxiety; (g) pervasive moods of anxiety or depression; (h) persis-
tent patterns of bizarre and/or exaggerated behavior reactions to routine

environment; or (i) extended periods of time with observable withdrawal
that has no apparent positive coping aspect, Only (e), (f), and (g) are
included in the 94-142 regulations. These regulations also include
criteria not specified by the state. These are an inability tr learn
which cannot be explained by intellectual, sensory, or health factors,
and inappropriate types of behavior or feelings under normal circumstances.
Thus the state's criteria are approximate, but are not identical, to
federal criteria.

Gifted/Talented

The 1981 revisions to the ECEA regulations added the area of Gifted
and Talented. None of the nine districts offers this program. State
criteria for eligioility include teacher nomination and measured intellectual
performance at two or more standard deviations above the mean. Each LEA
depends upon its regular staff to provide enrichment for any possibly
gifted students. Until an identification mechanism is in place, the
area will have no gifted programs.

Service Patterns: NSSA and LEA Roles

As can be seen in Table 5, the sparcely populated Northern Slope

area conceivably could have no identified handicapped students for a
particular category in any given year. Sparcity along with outside-district
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patterns are contributory factors. For example, moderately and severely
handicapped students, often referred to-as low-incidence populations,
have an even lower prevalence in sparcely populated areas. When services

for such a student are required, LEAs contract for services with San
Carlos, and students are served at the self-contained Stanton School
where special education and necessary related services are available.

It is also the case that some LEAs tend not to identify some poten-

tially mildly handicapped children. This is due in part to the problems
encountered in sharing NSSA support personnel, and, in some cases, a
reluctance of LEAs to identify students for whom such a label as "mentally
retarded" would be untenable--especially if the student were to be
tested nine months subsequent to labeling and scare in the normal range.
It'is also partly a function of particular attitudes toward special edu

cation -- attitudes related to belief systems about what traits and character-
istics comprise a handicap and whether children who some call mildly

handicapped are indeed handicapped.

Before discussing the mechanics and politics of identification,

placement and review, we present eight general placement options and
their descriptions.

i. Consultant Services. These are services in the form of aid and

assistance to the classroom teacher, who is primarily responsible for
the child's educational program. Typically, the two NSSA psychologists

provide this consultation to regular or special education teachers and
to principals.

Since demands for psychological evaluations tend to take approximately

half of the psychologists' available time, consultative needs of LEAs
typically exceed the amount of time psychologists have to meet those
needs. Two LEAs (Rosa and Mesa) utilize the "Head Teacher" role relative
to teachers' consultative needs. Although the head teacher's major
responsibility is still that of regular classroom teacher, he or she
assists in: maintaining a liaison between administrators and teachers,

troubleshooting discipline problems, and organizing and operating staffings
for handicapped students. The last role meets federal and state guidelines

since this teacher is a "designee" of the chairperson (superintendent or
principal) of the staffing committee. The former roles of liaison and
troubleshooter are consultative.

The increasing consultative functions of the psychologists and head
teachers p,obably fill the vacuum first created two years ago when the
NSSA dropped a position which was termed "learning specialist." Since

these individuals were employed by the NSSA, they, like the psychologists,
served in an itinerant capacity. They assisted regular and special
educators in IEP development and the selection of instructional materials.
They also assisted psychologists and speech therapists in educational

evaluations. As we shall see, these personnel were seen as useful by
local administrators, but not by many of the teachers'to whom their
services were geared.

Contrary to expectation, the demise of this learning specialist
role was not due to defunding, but rather to its decreasing need as
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expressea by teachers. In each of the eight LEAs that participate in

NSSA services, staff are close-knit and the personality of itinerant
personnel is of crucial importance. Most agree that functioning in an

itinerant capacity is at best difficult and demanding. To a large
degree, an itinerant's effectiveness depends upon his/her ability to
establish rapport with colleagues. Whereas one of the learning speciui-
ists was "good" and "knew PR," others were less than effective.

Frequently, regular teachers discuss ways of better serving students

with other teachers housed in their own building: Title I teachers and
special education teachers depend on their communication skills and
practical knowledge. The NSSA support staff also are consulted. Thus,

interpersonal communication appears to be an important factor not only
with respect to role effectiveness but also to the very existence of
particular service roles.

2. NSSA Support Services. NSSA support staff can provide direct

service to students for a. specified need as indicated by the IEP, e.g.
speech therapy, or psychological evaluations. They also are involved in
IEP staffing committee tasks. With the discontinuation of the learning
specialist role, NSSA support staff are the two psychologists and the

two speech therapists. As mentioned, the North Side psychologist and
speech therapist serve five districts (Rosa, Canyon County, Gilpin, El Cid,
and Gris) and the South Side psychologist and speech therapist serve three

(Mesa, Ore Mountain and South Central).

The two psychologists provide indirect services in the form of

consultation, as described above. Yet, at least half their time is
spent conducting and interpreting psychological evaluations. Their
major concerns are obvious: a heavy caseload of students needing eval-

uations coupled with the need to provide consultation due to the loss of
the learning specialist role.

Similar concerns are reflected by the speech therapists. The
maximum load for a speech therapist is 50 students--although they'll
work with more. With a load of 50, the typical student needing artic.

tion therapy is seen once a week. Teachers and administrators have no
qualms about the quality of services, only their quantity. Like the
psychologists, the speech therapists are spread so thin that they are

frustrated in not being able to serve more students. Theoretically, a
speech therapist could work with many more students classified as P-C

and SLIC; yet he or she would still be responsible for those students
with articulation problems, to say nothing of his/her IEP staffing
responsibilities.

3. Resource Rooms. Each LEA has at least one resource room that

can serve all mildly handicapped, predominantly those students identified
as P-C. Students receive academic instruction in the resource room

usually for an hour each day. The teacher is required to be skilled not
only in direct instructional techniques but in the orchestration of the
instructional components of the IEP. This involves working closely with
parents and regular classroom teachers.
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Regular teachers interviewed typically sing praises of the resource
teachers. Resource teachers are seen as willing to devote time to the

regular classroom teacher. They help in problem-solving and trouble-shoot-
ing as well as just listening. Parents also appear satisfied with the

instructional competence of these teachers, as well as the efforts they
make to involve the parents in the IEP process.

4. Self-Contained Classrooms. Only San Carlos provides self-contained

classrooms. Students served here are mildly retarded as well as moderately
to severely handicapped. San Carlos operates the Stanton School for
moderately and severely handicapped students. Local districts contact
the NSSA Special Education Director who arranges San Carlos placements
and the tuition agreements betweeo San Carlos and the sending district.

With respect v mildly retarded students, those who are identified
typically attend resource rooms in their home LEAs. Some are placed in
self-contained classrooms. A few are placed in San Carlos. As with the
moderately and severely handicapped, LEAs pay San Carlos tuition for
these services.

5. Work-Experience and Vocational Education Programs. This is a
secondary school program based on the philosophy that supervised work
experience within the community can best meet the educational needs of
some children. Currently, such a program operates in the South Central
LEA. Mesa students al-Jo attend this program with Mesa paying tuition to
South Central. The teacher works half time as a biology and chemistry
teacher and half time as a work-study coordinator. A declining economy
makes finding placements in the two counties difficult. Yet, she is
able to find work experiences for her students. These placements are
typically in the afternoon and augment morning in-class activities.
Most of the students served have beer identified as P-C or SLIC.

Canyon County operates a vocational education program including an
agricultural education class in which mildly handicapped students (again,

predominantly P-C) are mainstreamed. One of its teachers believes
handicapped students should be instructed separately. The teacher feels
that the presence of handicapped students in class with their non-handi-
capped peers is hurting those peers. The teacher and the LEA believe it
would be more efficient for the handicapped students to have their own
agricultural education class.

Three of the LEAs in the same county as San Carlos send many of
their secondary students to the vocational-technical school near San

Carlos. In one LEA, about half of its juniors and seniors go to the
vocational school in the morning followed by their afternoon classes at
...he home LEA.

With respect to the remaining LEAs, South Central and Mesa cooperate
to provide their students with the work experience program, and Canyon

County ha.: the agricultural education program. Ore Mountain does not
provide vocational programs. Ore Mountain's secondary principal indicated
that most of his students are college bound and, thus, do not require

vocational education.
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The state reimburses LEAs which in turn reimburse employers
$3.00 per hour salary paid to work study students identified as
Employers get "community service and free" labor as benefits of
funding. Currently, four area students are "funded" under this

6. Community Center Board Program. CCB operates a local
in San Carlos, funded under the Department of Institutions, for
multiply handicapped persons of all ages, It has been intended
alternative to institutional placement. The CCB charges tuition
NSSA which is, in turn, reimbursed through state funds. Again,
reimbursement is usually not at the level authorized. Students
usually at preschool age. The CCB contracts with the sheltered
in San Carlos. Adults are placed in sheltered workshop faciliti
are "self-sufficient money-makers."

for a
SLIC.

this
arrangement.

program

severely-
as an

to the
actual
are placed
workshop
es which

7. Home/Hospital. Home or hospital based educational services
are provided upon recommendation of the staffing committee. The special
education director arranges these provisions as needed, usually hiring
part-time teachers to provide instruction.

8. Institution Placement. Institutional placement is arranged
through a multi-agency agreement if need arises. This is usually a
last-resort effort and rarely has occurred.

Staffing Handicapped Students

The state requires that the staffing process should be responsive
to the major features of P.L. 94-142, including a free, appropriate
education for all handicapped students in the least restrictive environ-
ment. This implies: (a) fair, unbiased assessment for identification,
(b) zero-rejection of any handicapped student, (c) placement with nonhandi-
capped peers to the maximum extent appropriate, (d) the development,
implementation, and annual review of an Individualized Educational
Program (IEP), (e) parent participation in this process, and (f) the
child's right (via his/her parents or guardians) to procedural due
process safeguards against inappropriate identification, placement, and
programming.

Forced adherence to these intents is imprudent in the Northern
Slope area because of the permissive parameters within which any state
service agency must operate and the population sparcity of the area. Of
utmost importance is the special education director's leadership and
resourcefulness. We seek here to provide a walk through of the IEP
staffing, showcasing the roles of NSSA and LEA personnel as well as
underscoring the importance of the director's relationships with the
LEAs, their personnel, and those of other agencies. The presentation is
organized around the IEP staffing process: Identification and Evaluation,
Placement and the Development of the IEP, Review of the IEP, and Procedural
Safeguards.

Identification and Evaluation

Procedures for locating, screening, identifying, evaluating, and
placing handicapped students are subject to state and federal regulations
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assuring that the particular administrative unit (the NSSA) locates and,

in an ynbiased fashion, identifies all handicapped children from b:rth
to 21, particularly those previously unserved-and those with the most

severe handicaps. The NSSA provides for two sets of procedures, orche-

strated through LEA-based staffing committees. The first is Child Find

which was funded by P.L. 94 -t42 and Title VI-B monies and is now locally

supported. The second is in-house referral carried out in each LEA.

Child Find. Out-of-school child-find activities have been in place

for five years. These typically center on community awareness of special

education services and procedures and are carried out through radio/TV
announcements two or three times yearly, newspaper coverage of activities

in special programs, 9-.1d flyers distributed to local public and private

agencies. The execution of tnese activities are based on agreements via

the NSSA board. The emphasis is primarily on handicapped preschool

children. Title VI -8 funding levels were such that because of geography

and sparcity, only cne of the two geographic areas (e.g., the South
Side) is earmarked per year. Thus, available resources were rationed in

order for some degree of child-find activity to be in place. Now, LEAs

support their own, more consistent with child find procedures. The NSSA

encourages local administrators to engage in the following in-school

child-find activities: (a) review all children who score 10 percentile

or lower on locally administered standard achievement tests, (b) conduct

screening from kindergarten to third grade (and for all new students),

(c) participate in in-service of staff members as to referral procedures
and behaviors indicative of possible handicapping factors, (d) conduct
health screening (school nurse), and (e) request academic and perceptual

screening.

Referral. Any person or agency can initiate a referrii. However,

the usual "flow" of information begins with the regular clas4ioom teacher
who refers a student via the building principal. He/she reviews the

referral and, if he/she deems neces;ary, notifies the student's parents

and schedules a "Pre-assessment" conference. At this conference an
attempt is made to identify the educational problem, if any; explore
alternative strategies to assist the teacher; provide information, if

necessary, to assist the assessment team; and designate appropriate
personnel to follow-up on conference suggestions and set time-line for

follow-up. The principal or his/her designee, the child's teacher, and

the building special education representative participate in this confe-

rence. Parents are notified by phone and in writing and are invited to

attend. However, at the pre-assessment stage, their attendance is not

mandatory.

Prior to any individual assessment being administered by any repre-
sentative of the school for purposes of identifying a suspected handicapp-
ing condition, LEA personnel provide the parent the reasons for assessment
and the opportunity for a conference with school personnel in a language

in which the parent is fluent. They must obtain written permission from

1 Although the state does not mandate public education beyond the 5-18

age range, ECEA calls for child-find endeavors and non-public school
services for the 0-21 handicapped population.
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the parent to conduct the assessment, and then forward the referral to
the director of special education. As will be discussed, parents and

schools are both afforded opportunities for appeal relative to the need
for evaluation.

State regulations call for an evaluation of a student with a suspected
handicapping condition upon referral to the administrative unit's director
of special educaton. The LEA special education teacher and the NSSA

staff (director, psychologist, and speech threapist) then conduct the
evaluation. The state requires the examiners to pursue areas of concern
according to the scheme shown in Table 6.

Evaluation instruments are selected to minimize any type of cultural

or ethnic bias. Instrument selection and adaptation are up to the
discretion and professional judgment of the psychologist and speech
therapist. Much of this is arrived at through "leg work" on the part of

NSSA staff and local teachers. Informal contact with parents is the
rule rather than the exception. The psychologists and speech therapists
attempt to get a feel for the student's background and home environment.
Staff participating in the evaluation also "know" the student, his/her
background, culture, linguistic traits, and coping mechanisms. Without

this knowledge, evaluations could not be conducted without a large
degree of examiner bias.

If the evaluation determines that a handicapping condition does not

exist, the staffing process does not continue. In such cases, other
options are explored--such as Title I services. Here, the advantages of
a small school surface. The flexibility in a given building and the
nature of staff relations often allow a student who needs help but does
not qualify for special education to receive some form of local services.
The special education director operltionllizr.,s his goal of "what's best
for the student and what's best for the staff" by attending most staffings
and, in a sense, negotiating with superintenderts concerning how best to
meet the student's needs. As such, NSSA cooperative strategies are
paramount to this process.

If the evaluation does determine the existence of a handicapping

condition, the staffing continues. However, the regulations require a
30-day limit in time between referral and staffing (to be discussed
next). Meeting this limit is difficult in the NSSA area. There are
several reasons for this. Because of the limited state reimbursements,

only so much transportation can be budgeted. Each of the two pairs of
psychologists and speech therapists must t-avel togther in the NSSA's
car in order for the agency to be reimbursed for staff transportation

costs. Thus, they visit their assigned LEAs about one day a week, cr
four days a month. This results in a typical four-school-week lag
between referral and staffing--yet just barely within the 30-day requirement.

This four-week lag, especially at the beginning or end of the
school year, is one of the few complaints local staffers consistently

voice. The root of the problem relates to the spreading of all available
reosurces (NSSA support service staff) across the LEAs. Again, the

special education director smoothes any rough edges; yet he cannot
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Table 6

State Requirements for Addressing Evaluative Areas of Concern

Area of Concern

Suspected
Handicappng Condition
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Vision/Hearing

Educational Assessment

Developmental History

Adaptive Behavior

Health History & Current Health

Vision Assessmcit

Hearing Assessment

Soeech and Language Assessment

Psychological Assessment

Other Agency Information

Status
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M' R 0 0

0 M 0 0 0
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R 0

1
For a child with multiple suspected nandicaps, the assessment
procedures shall be those indicated for each of the individual
suspected handicapping ..onditions.

M - Mandatory
R - Recommended
0 - Optional
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provide more staff. The time between referral and staffing, however,

does conform to state guidelines. LEAs, aware of this and respectful of

the director, live with, but understandably balk at, the delay in determining
placements for referred students.

Placement and the Development of the IEP

The identification of a child's educational needs, the determination

that the child is handicapped, and the identification of characteristics
of services required to meet the handicapped child's needs is made by
the staffing committee. The composition of the cummittee includes the
special education director, or his designee, an LEA administrator or
his/her designee, a classroom teacher or counselor, a special educator,

and a school psychologist, parents, and any other person with significant
knowledge about the child.

Usually, the first four are always represented, as is the school

psychologist. Other personnel are gathered as needed by the special
education director. Although parents are now required to be committee

members, the NSSA's stipulation of a "waiver" (to be discussed in the
next section) used to allow a staffing to be held with or without the
parent(s).

Where the assessment indicates that consideration shouid be given
to recommending plocement of a child in a community center program, the
staffing committee is required to include representatives of such agency.
Paraltal permission for participation of such representatives is also
required. In no case may any member of a staffing committee `unction

simultaneously as the designee of more than one other member of the
committee.

Specialized personnel such as vision and hearing specialists or
related service personnel such as occupational and physical therapists
are required to be involved if the evaluation indicates the possible
need for these services. However, these personnel must be hired by the

director as part-time consultants. Often, the director depends upon the
state's universities as sources of thes personnel.

Specific functions of the committee include: (a) certifying that

an assessment of sufficient scope and intensity was completed; (b)
interpreting the results of these evaluations; (c) determining whether
the child is unable to receive reasonable benefit from regular education;
(d) determining whether the identified needs exist because of a handicapping

condition; (e) establishing goals and instructional objectives to meet
the identified needs; (f) identifying the characteristics of instruc-
tional and/or related services which will meet the child's educational
zeds; and (g) recommending to the director of special education the

types of persons which might most appropriately deliver the services and
types of classes in which services might most appropriately be delivered,

i.e., placement.

The execution of these staffing functions results in the Total
Service Plan, i.e., present levels of functioning (a and b above), goals

(e above), and placement (c, d, f, g). Ostensibly, a student could
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receive a set of educational goals and remain in his regular classroom
placement. The nuts and bolts of the JEP, the objectives, procedures,
evaluative plan, and materials (the Inaividual Implementation Plan, IIP)
are developed by the special education teacher with the help of LEA and
NSSA personnel. It is the special education teacher who involves the
parents in the IEP process--she/he also handles the brunt of the paperwork
duties.

Parents are involved to the extent that they and the schools are

willing to facilitate that involvement. It is erten the personal rela-
tionships among teachers, administrators, and the parents, as well as

continuous communication between teachers and parents, that facilitate
this involvel.cnt. Tne NSSA Special Education Director sets the stage
for these informa' modes of implementation. He believes that if there
is a potential problem, one works with parents in a preventative fasnion,

not reactively, but proactively. He often makes home visits himself
rather than delegating those responsibilities to someone else. He

attempts to maintain channels of communication, believing that on-going,
caring interactions typically satisfy the needs of all parties and avoid
the necessity for due process hearings.

Regarding record-keeping, teachers and administrators both maintain
typically heavy paperwork duties. The NSSA (and the state), for reimburse-
ment purposes, require the following data: (a) nooscr of children
screened, refered and assessed, (b) measuremer- of IEP objectives
completed through use of pre-post testing with standardized and informal
tests, (c) number of children currently enrolled in programs, and (d)
return rates to regular classrooms where appropriate.

Review of the IEP

A review of needs and progress of each special education student
enrolled in a public school, a communit- centered program, or an insti-
tutional program is made at least annually, or more frequently, when
information suggests a program change.

Procedures. The adequacy of an IEP or the need For program change
is determined by an appropriate review committee usually consisting of
the original staffing committee. If a child has been placed in a Community
Center Board program, the review committee will include represent.tives
of that program. If the child has been placed in an institutional or

private agency, arrangements will be made for consultation between that
agency staff and the administrative unit. if a change of placement or
termination of services is being considered, the committee will be of
the same professional composition as the original staffing committee.

Re-assessment For Eligibility. A child who has been determined to

be handicapped and in need of special education and/or related services
will continue to participate in such a program as long is educational
needs are determined to be best met by such a program.

A re-evaluation of each student placed in a special education
program in public school, a community centered program, a district

recommended private setting, or an institutional program, are made at
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least avery three years, or more frequently when information suggests.

The procedures for referral and assessment are followed when re-assess-
ment is suggestei.

Procedural Safeguards

The due process procedures of the NSSA conform to all relevant

federal and state statutes and regulations. In order to insure that
parents have an appropriate opportunity to influence the educational
decision making process, LEAs must provide prior notice to parents and

establish an appropriate appeals process. In order to insure that
parents have an appropriate opportunity tc influence the educational
decision making process, the following safeguards for parents are main-

tained by the NSSA.

Prior notice. Prior notification consists of a written notice,

mailed or hand delivered, to the parents of a handicapped child. Such a

notice includes: (a) a full erplanation of the procedural safeguards;
(b) a description of the action proposed or refused by the agency, an

explanation of why such action is propose(' and a description of other
options considered and why they were rejected; and (c) a description of
the data which prompted the agency to propose this action.

Written pa.mtal consent is defined as, "The parent's understanding

and agreeing, in writing, to the proposed service." The parents must be
informed that consent is voluntary and may be revoked at any time. This

consent is required before any evaluation or staffing can be conducted.

Parent participation in the pre-assessment and staffing meetings is
described as "limited" in some districts and "good" in others. Admini-

strators report a range of 50 to 90 percent attendance at meetings
across the districts. Most agree that at the secondary level, fewer
parents involve themselves in the process.

The NSSA, with the ar 1 of stat2, at one time used a "waiver"
proc_dure. Here, parents waive their rights to be present at

staffings. the NS. ,an to use this procedure in 1980, potential
services for students who might not receive an otherwise appropriate
education could not be arranged. The waiver optic)* enabled the committee
to continue through the identi4ication and placement processes if and

when parents were not able to be involved. The NSSA dropped the option
;n 1981 electing nstead to attempt to involve the parents, even if it
means continuous home visits.

Appeal and Hearing. Should either the parents or the district seek
impartial resolution of a staffing-related disagreement, they can request

and receive an appeal conference or request an impartial hearing.

Appeals are mediated by the director of special education. Should

the parents continue to disagree with the decision of the director of
special education, or his designee, they must nc'ify the superintendent
of the scnool district in writing, and give the reason for disagreement.
The superintendent then must see to it that the child's placement is
investigated, including additional evaluation and conducting a conference
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with parents and/or appropriate school, personnel, to attempt to resolve
all remaining differences regarding the child's placement, and set the
hearing. The decision of the superintendent, or his designee, must be
made within ten school days after receipt of the appeal.

If the parents wish to appeal the decision of the superintendent or
his designee, regarding the placement, such a request is submitted, in
writing, within ten school days of such decision. Within ten school

days after receipt of the request, a date shall be set for a hearing.
Such date shall be not more than 20 school days after receipt of such
request. The parents or their respective representatives, shall be
given written notice at least ten school days prior to the date of the
hearing: (a) of the time and plat..e of the hearing; (b) that they may

bring legal counsel and cross-examine witnesses at no expense to the
district; (c) the district, at the parent's request, shall assure that
apr;opriate school personnel be present when the hearing is held during
the day; (d) that they may review and request copies, at their own

expense, of all school records concerning the subject child at any time
prior to the hearing; and (e) that a written or electronic verbatim
account of the hearing shall be kept.

The hearing must be conducted by an impartial hearing officer. The
hearing officer roust not be: (a) a person who is an employee of the
district which is involved in the education or care of the child; (b) a
person having a personal or professional interest which would conflict
with his or her objectivity in the hearing; (c) a person who otherwise
qualifies under paragraph (a) or (b) of this section is not an employee
of the agency solely because he or she is paid by the agency to serve as
a hearing officer.

Within 20 school days after the conclusion of the hearing, the
hearing officer renders, in writing, his findings of facts and decisions
concerning the appeal and forward this to the chief executive officer of
the district of the child's residence. A written copy of the findings
shall be mailed or personally delivered to the parents.

Again, the director's .pproach of nipping problems in the bud

avoids the lengths of these due process stipulations. By "letting

parents know he wants to work out problems," the director has avoided
three appeals and due process hearings during his seven year tenure at
the NSSA. The state also helps by encouraging a statewide parent group,
"Parents Edncating Parents." The NSSA chapter has seen better days
regarding parent participation in the group. However, the yroup is
intended as supportive not adversarial with respect to the public schools.
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ISSUES OF PARTICULAR CONCERN TO THE NSSA

As the reader will have surmised from the preceding pages, the NSSA
is not devoid of problems. No doubt the major dimensions of these
difficulties are already apparent. Nevertheless, for ease of reference
and for the sake of clarity, they will be briefly described again in
this section. The order in which they appear is not necessarily reflec-

tive of their importance or priority to the people of the Northern Slope
(indeed, it is doubtful if a single priority listing could be found on
which even a majority of stakeholders would agree). They have been
arranged in terms of the project staff's subjective judgment about the
extent to which the problems are exacerbated by the fact that the North-
ern Slope is a rural setting. Thus the first problems are likely to be

found anywhere in substantially the same form as in the Northern Slope
area, but as we move down the list, the influence of its rural status is
likely to become more and more telling.

Education: Right or Privilege?

The matter of equity in the availability of educational services is
a nationwide concern. Tnii concern has received considerable attention
in this state where the Supreme Court (at this writing) was deciding the

constitutionality of the state's Equalization Aid mechanism. The issue
is whether or not this mechanism treats land- and income-poor districts

equitably. When these districts are sparcely populated and inhabited oy
minority cultures, the costs of educational services are compounded
geometrically. Isolated, high-poverty districts, even when cooperating
via a service agency, are still unable to provide curricula, programming,

and specialized services (including special education) at a level equit-
ably comparable to those provided by wealthier districts with larger

student populations.

The State Supreme Court: must decide whether such rAnditions impinge

on "the right" to a public education. Appellants (the State Board of
Education and 26 school districts) contend that "education is not a
fundamental right" but a privilege. Appellees (all school children in

16 of the districts), and indeed the lower courts, contend that it is a
fundamental right. They further maintain that . . . "students in low-wealth,

low-spending districts receive an educational opportunity significantly
below that offered to students in high-wealth, high-spending districts."

An equitable equalization mechanism would increase the expenditures

of poorer districts allowing them to provide more in the way of material
resources and improve . . . "teacher quality, especially the teacher's
verbal ability to communicate the operative principles of a course of
study and their interrelationships."

As such, the state is perceived by some as having a system, albeit
with questionable equity, for aiding local schools on the one hand and a
long tradition in statutes and practice of allowing for local control
and discretion in decision-making on the other. The final decision is

resting with the Supreme Court. If it rules in favor of the appellants,
it is in effect denying education as a fundamental right. Not the least
of those who are to be affected, one way or the other, are the handicapped
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who have the right to a free, appropriate, public education as defined

by P.L. 94-142.

Attitudes Toward the Handicapped

It is often said that "the more things change, the more they remain
the same." The state recently changed the categorical labels related to

the traditional special education categories of mental retardation
(SLIC), behavior disorders (SIEBD), and learning disabilities (P-C).
Presumably, the goals behind these changes were to increase the precision

with which these students are identified and to guard against inappro-
priate labeling of minority students as handicapped, especially mentally
retarded students. Upon visiting the LEAs in this area, one notes that
a high percentage of mildly handicapped students are classified as P-C
and placed in local resource rooms. There appears to be a tendency to
use "sensible" caution in applying the SLIC label.

At least some of the reasons for this tendency are clear. Caution
in labeling is prudent when one considers the possibility that a "SLIC"
child with an IQ of 67 may net be a "SLIC" child nine months later. It

is difficu't to differentiate mildly handicapped and under-achieving

students. Instruments are less than adequate. It is the feeling of a
few that special education programs are used as "crutches" for at least
a few students. These are children who are not working up to capacity--for
them the IEP and its process are "smokescreens." The feeling is that
life in the real world does not come with a crutch.

In effect, behavior and/or appearance must cross a li.e of demarca-

tion in the eyes of some before the label can be affixed. The labels
"physically disabled," "emotionally disturbed," "mentally retarded," are
seen as bona fide handicaps, afflicting unusual children. The line of
demarcation is a relative, not absolute, boundary. Locals tend to place
the line in a position that represents the extent of their knowledge and
experience with deviance. Thus, the most locally unusual disability

becomes the'most severe disability.

Collaboration and Local Control

A major problem with which the Director and staff of NSSA are
continually plagued is the achievement of an appropriate balance between
local and agency interests. The need to maintain local autonomy, often
cited in this report, is sometimes found to be in opposition to agency
requirements for the implementation and maintenance of a well-balanced

program consistent with the intent of P.L. 94-142.

LEA members of the NSSA retain the right to withdraw from previously
contracted services, or to decline to participate in services which the
service agency has decided to make available. Withdrawal from a program
results in a reduction in LEA-contributed funds; less money is available
to maintain salaries, supplies, equipment, and the host of other fiscal

commitments which programs entail. But the need for service provision
does not diminish correspondingly. If six LEAs have been involved in
and have been billed for) a certain service: and one withdraws, the
withdrawing LEA retains the privilege of stopping payments, although it
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cannot withdraw during the current budget year. But the NSSA is committed
to providing the program for the remaining five. Further, the NSSA is

not in a position to demand increased payments from the remaining LEAs.
mailable resources are thus spread more thinly; not surprisingly, it is
inevitable thc. reduction in program quality results.

Thus, while the NSSA is officially accountable for the provision of
adequate services under P.L. 94-142, and is monitored by the SEA to be

certain that adequate services are provided, the NSSA is not itself
ultimately in control of the decisions that determine program quality.
It can only encourage LEAs to provide that quality.

An example of this situation is found in the elimination of the
position of learning specialist. Clearly this specialist could have

provided valuable consultative services to LEAs, but the position was
dropped because of several withdrawals of LEAs from commitments made the
previous year. The services that would have been provided were simply

reassigned to others, but they, having already a full load of expectations,
were unable to respond to them very well.

NSSA staff are inevitably in a conflict situation so long as local

autonomy needs retain priority over centralized program needs. The NSSA
finds itself in the position of having to finesse the implementation of
its own ideals about how to serve handicapped children, while at the
same time being held accountable by the SEA for deviating from those
ideals.

Clearly, closer collaborative modes are needed between the NSSA and
its member LEAs. An appropriate reconciliation of interests requires
the establishment of an honorable balance between "what is" and "what is
right." Given the lack of authority to affect local practices, the NSSA
staff can hope to influence those practices only through negotiation--and

by over-extending themselves. They do both admirably. They have no
power other than the power of persuasion--a power which in turn depends
on the quality of relationships between LEA and agency administrators.

Whatever collaboration is achieved currently is achieved only because of
the highly personalized style of incumbent administrators.

The Pervasivelmpact of Interpersonal Skills

it is clear that interpersonal skills are essential to collaborative
efforts; the impact of these communicative skills on meeting the intent
of P.L. 94-142 is pervasive.

Personality factors filter through all levels of service provision.
We have stressed how well the NSSA Director and special education director
work with superintendents and principals. We also have discussed the

psychologists And speech therapists, their itinerant functions, and the
importance of their interpersonal skills, The grass roots, building
level also has its interpersonal demands; and we've looked at the effec-

tiveness of the area's resource teachers in this regard. We've even
seen that a service provision role, e.g., the learning specialist, can
even be eliminated, at least in part, because of personality variables.
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There is a common theme across all service lypiels with regard to

personality. When a position is newly filled, the incumbent invariably
finds that his or her predecessor's style results in legacies with which

he or she will have to contend. One either fulfills the legacy of
someone who was viewed positively, or overcomes the legacy of someone

who was viewed negatively.

The legacies with which current NSSA.and local staffers have contend-
ed have tended to be cf the latter pattern. In each of the cases, it

was the staff member's personality coupled with his/her work ethic that
turned the tide of opinion on the part of significant others.

The current NSSA Director is the second in the past ten years. In

a sense, he has had to overcome a legacy relative to the expectations of

the local superintendents. His predecessor was apparently very political
in terms of his use of the NSSA board process. Evidently, he'd created

a negative atmosphere among superintendents--one in which their diffe-ences

rather than common interests were accentuated. Upon replacing this

person, the current director identified this tendency and operated the
NSSA in a fashion that accentuated common interests and cooperation. He

used the state's permissive system in a beneficial, rather than adversarial

way.

The current Sou6. Side psychologist followed an individual who
"damaged the NSSA's image" in at least one of the districts. This

damage, according to local personnel, was the result of personality
clashes. The current psychologist has won rapport with his LEA colleagues
and can apply personal styles and philosophy with a higher likelihood of

success with respect to the needs of handicapped students.

We have two examples of legacy in regard to the role of special

education teacher--one of overcoming, the other of fulfilling. One

regular classroom teacher told us of a former special education teacher
who was a "hustling type of individual" (work ethic). That teacher was

replaced by one whose training and experience were inadequate for this
role. He didn't know how to hustle; he couldn't live up to his predecessor's

standard. The current special education teacher in another district is
quite well received by the regular teachers. He's proactive in initiating
and maintaining programmatic communication with teachers. Again, he

accentuated a function his predecessor failed to perform: interpersonal

communication.

In all cases, personality facilitates cooperation. From the perspec-

tive of the pervasive dependency of quality programming on interagency
collaboration, these cooperative, proactive, hard-working personality
traits loom important in ov.irall NSSA effectiveness.

Parent Participation

In this state, we find regulatory assurances of parental contact
concerning the IEP process, and we find procedural safeguards of the

rights of handicapped children and their parents. The law now requires
parents to be members of IEP staffing committees and has always required
their written permission for psychological evaluations and special

education placement.
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Not surprisingly, there is substantial variability in parent partici-

pation. Estimates of local Jfficials in three of the LEAs ranged from
10 to 60 percent in regard to the proportion of parents who typically
waive their rights to attend IEP staffings. Officials in some districts
perceive most parents who attend as being "over their heads," taking a
passive role in the IEP process; although in others, those who do attend
offer cogent suggestions and ask pertinent questions concerning evaluation

and programming.

At least two consistencies regarding parent participation have

emerged, however. First, regardless of the variability across districts
in the use of waivers, the majority of parents who are involved in the
process are parents of elementary-aged students. Most LEA staffers

indicated that few, if any, parents of secondary students attended the
staffings. This is a fairly common pattern, believed to be due, in
part, to less optimism on the part of parents of older students. In

addition, as one parent indicated, older parents tend to be less aware

than younger parents.

The second consistency relates to the styli, of the professionals

working with the parents. Their manner of interaction is the keystone
to making parents feel comfortable about their input, and their understand-
ing of input from others. One principal indicated that he often asks

teachers, "What do you mean by that?" in an effort to keep terminology
simple and to the point. In addition, the special education director's
style in interacting with parents is similarly accommodating. When

talking with parents about any problems concerning their children's
services, the director "lets them know I want to work something out."
When the word spreads as it so often can regarding a parents' possible
dissatisfaction with their child's services, the director contacts the
parents, rather than waiting for the parents to contact him. Taking the
initiative and sharing the responsibility for problem solving are hall-

marks of a competent, professional interaction style that can only
facilitate parental involvement. While the NSSA (and the world) await a

comprehensive strategy for addressing varioLs patterns of parent involvement,
we can be assured that a proactive, consonance-oriented professional
style would be a step forward toward that strategy.

Recruitment and Retention of Staff

Recruitment and retention are often mentioned in the same breath,

implying one issue. Actually, they are two separate issues in most
rural school contexts. The NSSA is no exception. While the NSSA and
LEAs encounter some difficulty recruiting personnel, a more troublesome
problem is keeping qualified personnel on board.

Parts of the area attract young, single people who see the location

as a respite or escape from city life. Thus, teachers attracted to the
area often have little, if any, experience. Salaries tend not to be

competitive, and the state salary ranking structure typically credits
teachers with fewer years of experience than they've actually had.

Some of those who do come aboard in spite of noncompetitive salaries

find working and living conditions less than satisfactory and leave. As
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in most areas with a predisposition for teacher turnover, a variety of

related factors obtain. It is "tough" for a single person to cultivate

peer relationships due to sparsity. New or inexperienced teachers are

especially vulnerable to small well-entrenched school staffs. Interac-

tions with "veteran" general education teachers occasionally can go

awry. Their "single" status and inexperience make job happiness depen-
dent, in large part, on the aforementioned interpersonal skills; skills
they must learn to demonstrat3 quickly.

Compounding the above factors is the itinerancy role. Newly hired
personnel who function as itinerants must resolve potential "multi-boss"
conflicts. The travel demands of itinerancy consist not only of inordi-

nate windshield time but also of sometimes drastic but necessary changes
in professionel style from district to district, building to buileng,
boss to boss. They also must c !tend with the fact that overextended

caseloads keep them from makin strides in the race between decelerating
idealism and acute reality. Le reality is that, although itinerant
support personnel are overextended, not everyone who needs help is going
to get it.

One principal has a set of informal coping guidelines he's compiled

after watching both itinerant and building-based staff members come and
go:

Rule 1. Don't cm are the buildin u're in now with others you
serverMilian nature dictates that we a ten to compare ourse ves to

TiBiFs. This is all right as long as someone else doesn't do the comparing

for us. The same is true for organizations. Personn,1 in a building
cringe at comparisons an "outsider" might make between their own policies,
procedures, or weaknesses and those such a person might have observed in
another building, regardless of how constructi!!e the person may have
intended the comparisons to be.

Rule 2. Defend your position or bailiwick without alienating

colleagues. This is quite difficult for new teachers. Idealism and

TilTity are at opposite ends of the continuum. Small schools tend to be

slow to change. New ideas about ways and neans of solving problems can
fall on deaf ears as a function solely of the source of such suggested
innovations.

Rule 3. Identity the ;lucking order. Each building will have
formal iTrinformal leadership pat',,rns. A new teacher must be aware of

these patterns. Who can you talk to? Who should you avoid? Who plays
both ends against theMdle?

It would appear that the finger of responsibility relative to these
coping skills points directly at teacher-training programs. It is

becoming increasingly clear that a well-prepared teacher should have

facility in such skills as well as demonstrating instructional competence.
Those lacking in either tend to be those who do not last long.

Boundaries: Natural and Otherwise
Finally, we address an issue that may be unresolvable: the topo-

graphy. It is not hard to conjure an image of this area: mountairmus,
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stark beauty, winding ruads. Many organizational decisions, e.g.,
grouping the North and Scuth Side LEAs, are made on the basis of topography.
The large mountain ranges and remote locales of many of the area's towns
result in pockets of isolated puple--some of whom do not even have
access to a current daily newsi.hper.

The mountains also separate the area from the state capitol. The

lifeline to state education department staffers who provide direction
and consultation regarding policies and procedures can be either the
telephone or the airplan- these officials are far away nonetheless.

They're far away geographically, and they view a different world.
Thus, the state's approach is reliance on local discretion regarding

policy implementation. The NSSA is about as isolated from state assis-
tance as is possitfle. Although this is advantageous from an autonom)Js
point of view, the welfare of handicapped students rests in the laps of

local leadership personnel. With respect to the NSSA, these personnel
are top notch. Their collective leadership quality is without reproach.
One can only wonder, however, what effect less competent leadership in
this context would have on handicapped students and their families, not
only here, but in similar settings as well.
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WHAT CAN BE LEARNED FROM THE CASE?

The preceding pages should have given the reader a "feel" for what
it is like to live in the Northern Slope area; they should have provided
a vicarious experience as seen through the eyes of the local participants.
If we have been successful in providing such a "thick description," the
reader by now will feel quite familiar with the NSSA, its circumstances,
and its issues.

And thus the question: "So what?" What can one make of all this?

Is there anything to be learned? There are of course mlny lessons- -

although the reader should be careful not to assume that these lessons
are generalizable to other such agencies indiscriminately. Indeed, a

further reason for providing so much thick description is to make it
possible to reach a judgment about the degree of similarity between the

NSSA and any other site to which a reader might wish to transfer the
findings. If there is a high degree of similarity, transfer might be
appropriate--but even then careful selectivity will characterize those

transfers.

No doubt the reader will already have drawn many lessons for himself

or herself, depending on particular interests or concerns. The purpose
of this section is not to point to all possible lessons but to focus on
a few that seem to be of special importance. The particular selection

is of course a subjective matter, but it has not been made haphazardly.
Instead its seeks to emphasize those matters that seem particularly
salient at the site itself, or that are of special national interest at

this particular time.

We began by describing the area: its demography, its schools and

its Northern Slope Service Agency. We have discussed its boundaries- -
artificial and natural. We've learned about the ways the sparcity of
the Northern Slope area affects the governance of the agency. And we

have noted that the state has built in a hefty component of local discre-
tion into the NSSA and all service agencies, in part because of the
natural boundaries and sparsity that are characteristic of most regions
of the state.

Thus, the state is more permissive than most regarding its role in
the governance and maintenance of service agencies. Yet its regulations
for the educcio, of exceptional children are mandatory. Service agencies,
created with local autonomy as their cornerstone, are accountable for
the implementation of these regulations should they qualify as admini-
strative units, as many do, including the NSSA.

In effect, the state requires compliancc with regulations without
providing sufficient assistance to the agencies responsible for that

compliance. Nor are the incentives present since actual state special
education reinbursement funds are significantly less than the levels
authorized by law. From these circumstances we learn:

LESSON 1: WHEN THE REQUIREMENT FOR AN EQUITABLE STANDARD IS
NOT COMPLEMENTED WITH ASSISTANCE AND INCENTIVES FOR
REACHING THAT STANDARD, LOCAL IMPLEMENTORS MUST

CROSS THE GULF BETWEEN WHAT IS AND WHAT SHOULD BE
AT ITS WIDEST STRETCH.
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As with any comparable voyage, a good captain and crew are paramount

to reaaing the destination. Appropriate services to handicappped
students is our destination. Getting there requires astute leadership
and style. The NSSA is blessed with the leadership capabilities necessary

to facilitate appropriate services for handicapped students in the face
of a permissive organizational context and a sparce, somewhat isolated
natural context. One ponders about how other service agencies that lack

in the kind of leadership found in the NSSA provide for their handicapped
students. Along these lines we offer:

LESSON 2: WHEN RESPONSIBILITY WITHOUT CLOUT CHARACTERIZES A

COOPERATIVE AGENCY, ONE USES THE LEADERSHIP STYLE
OF THE DIRECTOR AS THE BAROMETER OF THE AGENCY'S
EFFECTIVENESS IN PROVIDING COOPERATIVE SERVICES.

One may well ask what are the components of "leadership style?" A

precise delineation is not possible; yet throughout the case, we have
provided portraits of several staff members in leadership positions.

Several common characteristics of these staff members have emerged.
They're proactive. They meet problems square in the face rather than
hoping that the problems will "go away." They're personable. The

special education director is a native of the area. He's more than an
administrator, he's a citizen, a member of the community. People can

depend on him.

Perhaps most enlightening is the common characteristic of problem-
solviny. Although informal, negotiation is the key strategy. Working
out problems, conflicts, and even disputes, the NSSA Director and the
NSSA Special Education Director avoid radical postures. What's good for
the student and what's good for the district--these are the key balances
implicit in their leadership styles.

We do not ignore the complexities involved in teaching leadership
personnel these skills. Whereas difficult to teach, they are convincingly
germane to the quality of agencies like the NSSA. And so, we learn:

LESSON 3: INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION MUST RESPOND TO
THE TRAINING NEEDS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION ADMINISTRA-

TORS AS WELL AS SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHERS.

Is it even possible to "teach" these skills? After all, the under-
pinnings of the leadership skills portrayed in this case seem almost

unteachable; caring, ethical, competent are descriptors of the people in
charge. Can we make people caring or ethical? Indeed, are we even able
to make them competent? These are crucial questions, ponderable but not
necessarily answerable.

Thus, from the perspective of the training institution, it is

difficult enough to facilitate competence in leadership personnel. How
can caring or ethics be taught? Some university faculty have been known
not to demonstrate those traits themselves. Furthermore, rifts seen at
the district- or building-level between administrators and teachers or
between regular and special education similarly are reflected in relation-
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ships among the faculties of training institutions. When cooperative
skills are not learned, it is somewhat difficult for a cooperative
agency of any kind to operate. Thus, as simplistic as it sounds, we
learn:

LESSON 4: COOPERATIVE AGENCIES ARE FUELED BY THOSE WHO HAVE
LEARNED THE ART OF COOPERATION AND STYMIED BY THOSE
WHO HAVE NOT.

Perhaps, then, the ultimate question is do we care enough about
those we serve to cooperate in the provision of those services? Do we

care about handicapped students enough to adapt to the discrepancy
between what should be and what is, between policy as it is intended and
policy as it is implemented? If we don't, it is not likely that we will

care enough to cooperate in their best interests.

But for those of us who do care, a final lesson:

LESSON 5: COOPERATIVE AGENCIES IN ALL SHAPES AND SIZES ARE
PEOPLE-ORIENTED REGARDLESS OF THEIR ORGANIZATIONAL
MAKE UP. IF ACTUAL SPECIAL EDUCATION PRACTICES ARE

EVER TO MATCH INTENDED POLICIES, WE MUST RESPOND TO
THE NEEDS OF SERVICE PROVIDERS IN THE SAME INDIVIDUAL-
IZED FASHION AS THEY MUST RESPOND TO THE NEEDS OF
HANDICAPPED STUDENTS.
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Commissioned Papers

These four papers were prepared at various points during and after the
contract period. Each paper, in its own way, added to our overall
understanding of rural special education and the role of educational
service agencies in the implementation of P.L. 94-142. We are grateful
to the authors for their hard work and their willingness to share
their ideas with us. As the reader will see, each paper addresses a
particular problem associated with implementation in rural areas and
contributes to a broader understanding of a complex set of issues.

T.M.S.

E.G.G.

H.E.K.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION IN RURAL AMERICA

Rural Education in America Today,

Rural Definitions

The answer to the question what is rural is deceptively diffi-

cult. Rural America is too pluralistic to be described in simplistic

terms (Edington, 1976, 1980; Helge, 1979; Sher, 1977; Sher &

Rosenfeld, 1977). The diversity of rural America often Exists

between rather than within communities (Sher & Rosenfeld, 1977). In

general, the term rural connotes small communities and low population

density. Rural,,.houghlis a relative term which is frequently inter-

preted differently by varic 'lta collection agencies depending on

the type of information sought and the purpose of the investigation

(Helge, 1980).

Population-based and density -based definitions of rural have

been proposed, but all suffer from some degree of arbitrariness (Sher

& Rosenfeld, 1977). The two most common sets of terms utilized are

rural vs.urban (places having a population of 2,500 or more) and non-

metropolitan vs.metropolitan (places within standard metropolitan

statistical areas); but regardless of descriptors employed, some mis-

classification is unavoidable. Mbe and TaMblyn (1974)feel definitions

of rural and urban and farm and nonfarm have largely lost their mean-

ings except for purposes of decennial comparisons. Dawson (1954)

suggesied that regardless ofdefinitions there are two clearly

identifiable characteristics of rural America:
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The first is relatively low density of population. Rural
people live in smaller groups and farther apart than city
people. The second characteristic is that rural people
are primarily engaged in farming, or extracting natural
resources, or in processing resources of the immediate sur-
roundings, or in performing services for people so engaged.
This concept includes open country, faun villages and com-
munities or people engaged in mining, lumbering, fishing,
and related processing activities, and also the people
engaged in personal, professional, and business services
in such communities (p. 9).

To further confuse the situation, the terms small, country, rural and

non-metropolitan are commonly used interchangeably and have been

interpreted differently at various points in history.

Perhaps the critical point is that the rural population is not

insignificant (Ddington, 1980; Sher, 1977). Depending on the defini-

tion adopted, the rural population in America ranges from 18.5% to

32% of the entire population (Sher & Rosenfeld, 1977). In addition,

Calvin BealJ (1978) has noted a significant resurgence in rural popu-

lations, reversing the out migration trend so prevalent after World

war II.

Likewise there has been confusion and lack of clarity concerning

the meaning of rural schools and rural school districts. NtClurkin

(1970) questioned the existence of any suitable definition for rural

schools. Generally rural schools are viewed as those located in

rural ccmmun;.ties and serving rural populations. In the past, the

key indicator has been the one-roam school house itself, but today

sparsity of population, remoteness, and isolation are critical

variaLles. Although a myriad of definitions have been used the

paramount fact re sins that rural students do ccmprise a large sector
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of the total public school population. more than 15 million

children ages 5 through 17 were registered in rural: non-metropolitan

schools (Edington, 1980). Approximately 75% (12,000) of the nation's

school districts serve rural children (Nachtigal, 1980), and there

are an estimated 130,0n0 handicapped students enrolled in rural

schools (Vasa & Steckelberg, 1981).

Often the terms rural school and small school have erroneously

been used interchangeably. Although small schools are frequently

located in rural areas they can be found anywhere -- including the

middle of a metropolis. It is extremely difficult to derive a single

definition of small, partially due to the great variability in rural

population density and regional perceptions. The North Central

Association classifies small high schools as those with a student

population of less than 300. Various researchers (Ford, 1967; Hull,

1980; Muse & Stonehocker, 1979; Veselack, 1980) have proposed other

definitions. Perhaps the most common definition of a small school

describes it as one which is not large enough to provide a program

for the majority of its students (Sdington, 1976).

Rural Schools

Today's rural schools and school districts are heterogeneous.

Some of the most innovative and progressive schools as well as some

of the most inadequate schools are located in rural communities.

There is no "typical" rural school. Htuever,numerous researchers

(Blasi, 1980; alington, 1973, 1976; Isenberg, 1967; McClurkin, 1970;

:use, 1977, 1980; Nachtigal, 1980; Panki-atz, 1975, Sher, 1977;
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Sher & Rosenfeld, 1977; Sturges, 1974) have described common charac-

teristics that most rural schools share:

1. Positive Attributes

A. Community Related:

Spirit of community cooperation

Ability to maintain local control

Personal identification with community life

Close relationship between parent, community and

school setting.

B. Staff Related:

Staff knows students better

Slower paced environment

More relaxed personal atmosphere

High regard for teachers

Fewer discipline problems

C. School/Program Related.

Small class enrollment

Greater opportunity for individual instruction

Students can develop and grow within their own

natural environments

Greater opportunity to participate in extra-curricular

activities

Flexible scheduling

Empathy for the learner

Maximum utilization of resources
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Development of shared services

Readily available learning-resources

2. Negative Attributes

A. Community Related:

Low population density

Higher rate of poverty

Lack of future

Less adequate medical care

Nbre dependent groups

Limited economic structure

Physical isolation

Lack of transportation

Limited social activities

Poorer quality of housing

Resistance to change

Rural flight

Lower adult educational attainment level

Lack of upward mobility

B. Staff Related:

Lower Salaries

Isolation from professional resources

Inability to recruit and retain quality personnel

Less qualified staff

Inconvenience of living in a small community

Greater number of teacher preparations

Limited inservice opportunities
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C. Finance related:

Higher per student costs

Low tax base

Less community wealth

Limited budgets

Lcomr per pupil expenditure

Less interest/expertise in securing reney

Lack of awareness of alternative cost-effective

personnel roles

D. School/Program related:

Poor physical facilities

Limited appropriate educational materials, supplies,

equipment

Inadequate or limited special services and vocational

education services

Lower levels of educational achievement

Higher drop out rate

Limited curricular alternatives.

Traits are frequently interrelated, and the socio-cultural patterns

of the community exert a strong influence upon the strengths and

weaknesses of the rural school (Fillington, 1976). Uhile analyzing the

above lists, several factors should be considered: (a) rural schools

are commonly viewed in comparison to urban schools; (b) not all rural

schools fit all the descriptors delineated; (c) positive characteristics

of rural areas often hold the key to cvercoming limiting traits; and

(d) many of the characteristics mentio are based on opinion and have

not been substantiated by research (Edington, 1976).
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Rural Students

The overall majority of the rural population is white,but all

nationalities, religions and ethnic groups are included in rural

America. However, a large percentage of individuals residing in

rural areas is made up of the Indians of the West, Spanish Americans

of the Southwest, Blacks of the Deep South, and whites of Appalachia

(Fuse, 1977). Although the quality of life of rural America seems

to be Improving, it is critical to note that rural Americans still

lag behind their urban counterparts in the areas of income, housing/

infant survival, literacy, nutrition, employment and access to health

and other essential services and facilities (Economic Development

Division Staff, 1978; Fletcher, 1980; Hassinger, 1q78; Nachtigal,

1980; Sher, 1977; Tamblyn, 1973b; Weeten, 1980). Rural Americans

compromise approximately 30% of the country's total population, but

about 40% of all families classified as at the poverty level or below

live in rural communities (Caward, 1980; Ellington, 1976; Hassinger,

1978; Kaye, 1976).

Muse (1977) summarized:

Rural youth live in geographically isolated, less densely
populated areas. Their chances of coming from a poor
family are much greater than youth who live in urban
areas. The rural youth is oftenless self mctivated to succeed
educationally than his/her urban counterpart (p. 14).

Studies completed in the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s commonly reported

significant differences between urban and rural youth (Edington,

1978). Evidence indicated a distinct disadvantage for those students

residing in rural areas. During the 1970s considerable empirical

research (Abt Associates, 1977; Clarke, 1978; Edington, Pettibone &
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Veldt, 1975; Han, 1971; Henderson, 1973; Hughes & Spence, 1973;

KuvleSky, 1976; Rich, 1979; Seidel, 1970) has been conducted. Typi-

cally these investigations have concentrated on areas of socio-

economic status, expectations, aspirations, educational attainment,

occupational attainment, attitudes, and self concept.

Rural youth are rot Characteri:ed by homogeneity, am -esults

from the above studies have been equivocal and at times nflicting.

Generally the gap between rural and urban students seems to be dis

sipating. Although some dissimilarities remain in several variables,

the greatest discrepancies now appear between the suburban youth on

one hand and the rural and urbw yauth on the other.

Rural School Problems/Solutions

From a global perspec--ive, many educators a:2 rural advocates

contend that scar !of research in rural areas and rural education

(EdinGton, 1976; roe & Tamblyn, 1974; National Advisory Council on

The Education of Disadvantaged Children, 1976; Sher, 1978a, 1978b;

Sher & Rosenfeld, 1977), lack of national rural education policy

(Cosby, 1980a, 1980b; Edington 1980; Natchtigal, 1980; TWeeten, 1980;

Sher, 1978b), and unequal federal treat ant of rural America in favor

of urban areas (Federal Spending, 1978, Fletcher, 1980; Helge, 1980;

mcClurkin, 1970; National Advisory Council, 1978; Sher, 1977. 1978b;

Tamblyn, 1973) are tne most crucial dilemmas facing rural schools today.

Sties: (1977) noted that only 5% all research dollars, 11%

of library and material funds, 13% of tasic vocational aid, 13% of

dropout ;,revention funds, and dispropertionateLy low levels most

other federal education fundr, are granted to rural areas. ;:c added:
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TheLe is no Bureau or Division of Rural Education in the
U. S. Office of Education, the National Institute of Educa-
tion, or the great majority of State Education Agencies.
The National Education Association devotes only one-eighth
of one individual's time to rural education concerns. The
National Center for Educational Statistics doesn't irrae
reports or compile data on the current status of rurol
education....Needless to say, it is difficult to correct
deficiencies or foster improvements in schools system,
which the education profession seems determined to ignore
(Sher, 1977, p. 95).

Rural schools are besieged by a multitude of specific problems.

MOst of the dilemmas are directly related to the negative traits of

rural students, schools, and communities cited previously. The

subject of rural school problems and solutions has been stated quite

clearly by Benson and Barber, 1974; Cyr, 1954; Dawson, 1953; De Good,

1960; Edington, 1976, 1978a, 1978c; Edington and Conley, 1973;

Edington and Stuns, 1973; Isenberg, 1967; Ivratore, 1963; Javeloarid,

1974; morrisett, 1950; Sher, 1977; Sher and Rosenfeld, 1977;

Truesdell, 1969; Weeks, 1972; and others.

Mbst of the problems and proposed solutions involve four major

as of concern: Organizational patterns and characteristics,

financial considerations, access and the quality of educational

services, and rural developrent and irrolvement. Natchtigal (1980)

claimed the key to solving rural educational problems is by accepting

"rural reality" which he delineated as:

...accepting the fact that rural communities and schools
are different from urban communities and schools;

...accepting the fact that rural communities differ from
each other and that interventions to improve rural educa-
tion must recognize those differences;
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...accepting the fact that rural schools and rural com-
munities operate as a single integrated social structure;

...accepting the fact that doing things to or for rural
communities is inconsistent with rural tradition (p. 33).

Extending the last point, Edington and Conley (1973), Jongeward

(1974), and Sher (1977) indicated that rural people want to control

their own schools and must be actively involved in all reform efforts.

For years tbr problems of rural areas and rural education were

greatly neglected. Edington (1978) concluded that, for the most part,

rural youth were ignored by the Great Society programs. The

President's National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty (1967)

stated:

Rural adults and youth are the product of an educational
system that has historically short-changed rural people.
The except to which rural people have been denied equality
of educational opportunity is evident from both the
products of the educational system and the resources that
go into the system. Cn both counts, the quality of rural
education ranks low (p.41).

Since that time more effort and energy has been focused on the pro-

blems of non-metropolitan areas. For example, the Rural Development

Act of 1972 was approved and the )ffice of Rural Development within

the Health Education and Welfare Department, the Rural Education

Subcommittee of the Elementary and Seconary Education Task Force,

and the Senate select Committee on Equal Educational Opportunity

were all establishud. Only r.,4nirral prcgress,though,has been

witnessed.

Fletcher (1980) felt the greatest hope for solving rural pro-

blems in general ..,nu rtlral education problems in particu3-kr is to
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develop a national rural constituency and action agenda. Perhaps

the most encouraging development has been the rise of professional

rural organizations and advocacy groups such as National Rural Center,

National Rural Association, Rural Education Association, People

United for Rural Education, Small Schools Cam nittee of the American

Association of School Administrators, Rural/Svall School Centers,

Congressional Rural Caucus, Regional Education Laboratory and Rescurce

Centers, National Federation for the Improvement of Rural Education,

Organizations Concerned About Rural Education and National Forum on

Rural Education. Other positile signs are that during 1979 the

National Institute of Educaticn made rural research a priority

(.Klees & Jess, 1980) and the Office of Rural Education has been estab-

lished and placed under the Assistant Secretary for Vocational and Adult

Education within the new federal Department of Education.

In 1979 many national rural leaders representing various organi-

zations and governmenral agencies participated in the National

Seminar on Rural Education. Participants called for actions to end

neglect and discrimilation ag-..inst rural areas, provide special

suprort for dealing with the unique problems of education within rural

areas, and recognize education as a critical c mponent in any strategy

of rural development (jacobsmeyer, 1980). Wenty-eight specific

recommendations were formulated and later discussed in depth at

regional rural roundtables before submission to the Bureau of

Elementary and Secondary Education. The effectiveness of this

increased support and concern for rural America and rural education

has yet to be determined.
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In su7imary, the rural school population comprises a signifi-

cant proportion of the total school enrollment in thjs country.

Many positive and negative characteristics have been attributed to

rural sohools,ard rural educators face numerous unique and confound-

ing problems. Although many solutions have been offered, rural

schools seen particularly handicapped by inequality in treatment,

Lack of research and global planning, and the imposition of inappro-

priate urban models.

Development of Special Education

in Rural America

Rural special education is actually a suboorponent of both the

rural education and special education movements in this country.

Special educational services in rural areas evolved through experienc-

ing the same struggles encountered by both rural education and

special education.

1800-1900

The movement to provide services for handicapped children was

transplanted to the United States from Europe during the early nine-

teenth century. Clergymen and physicians such as Dr. Samuel Gridley

Howe, Dr. Harvey B. Wilbur am. .everend Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet were

early leaders of the cause. This era was characterized by optimism

as the belief was widely shared that the judgment and intelligence

of handicapped children, especially of those who appeared mentally

subnormal, could be increased through proper training methods (Butler,

1969; Goldstein, 1978; & Sabatino, 1976).
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In the earliest years, attention was directed to those most

obviously different--blind, deaf, "disturbed", and seriously retarded

(Kauffman & Hallahan, 1981). During this period private and public

residential schools or institutions were established. The first

such facility was founded for the deaf in 1817 in Hartford, Connecti-

cut. State operated and private asylums opened for other exception-

alities in several states by 1850 (Cruickshank & Johnson, 1958;

Gearheart, 1980; Reynolds & Birch, 1977). Most of these facilities

were located in cities in the East, but by the turn of the century a

handful were established west of the Mississippi River (Gearheart,

1980).

Optimism for the plight of handicapped children was maintained

until of le Civil War, but soon the focus of energy switched from

rehabilitation to segregation (Goldstein, 1978; MacMillan, 1977;

Mann & Sabatino, 1976) . Perhaps the key to this,41ne in interest

was that mach energy seemed directed toward development of a new,

post-war industrial society and a reformed educational system (Kauffran

& Hallahan, 1981).

Lloyd Dunn believed the development of public supported special

programs began with the passage of compulsory education laws (Aiello,

1976). Rhode Island passed the first such law in 18401ollowed by

Massachusetts in 1851 and nearly all states by the turn of the

century (Hoffman, 1975; Sarason & Doris, 1971). Prior to this, handi-

capped children in rural and urban areas were institutionalized,

rarely enrolled in schools, or were "dropped" in the earliest grades.
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Heck (1940) noted:

Public education did not take much interest in such
special schools or classes until compulsory-attendance
laws came into being. These laws forced all children
of given ages into school; this brought to the attention
of educators a group of children who for various reasons
had previously been eliminated at an early age; they had
not, therefore, caused the schools any trouble. In the
last decade of the nineteenth century, the problem of
helping these children was new only in the sense that
it could no longer be ignored; it had always existed (p. 2) .

The first special education classes were established near the

end of the nineteenth century. Although the early history of the

founding of special classes is difficult to follow due to varying

definitions of "special" programs and exceptionalities (Sarason &

Doris, 1979), Wallin (1968) reported the opening of the first public

school for the deaf in Boston in 1869, a truancy class in New York

in 1874, a disciplloary class in Cleveland in the 1870s and a unit

for the mentally subnormal in Cleveland in 1875. By the turn of

the century several cities had established public special education

classes.

In summary, the nineteenth century witnessed the rise of the

special education movement, starting with the establishment of

institutions and culminating in the creation of special education

classes in some public schools. During this period there were few

educational options available to the rural hundicapped,resultihg in

nearly all being unserved.

1900-1945

From 1900 w 1910 there was a proliferatIon cf classes for

exceptional children. By 1911 special public sci.,,J1 classes had
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been established in over 100 large cities, and several states began

to subsidize programs for the handicapped by funding the excess costs

of providing these services (Aiello, 1975; Van Sickle, Witmer &

Ayres, 1911).

Gradually the federal government became involved in special

education services by conducting surveys, maintaining data on

numbers of handicapped Ch ldren served, and by recognizing the pro-

blems and efforts of states in the education of defective and delin-

quents. In the U. S. Bureau of Education Bulletin of 1906, the

following summary statement appeared:

The development of the public school system so as to provide
for the instruction of the defective classes of children
is among the interesting phenomena of present day educa-
tional activity. The enactments relating to the education
of deaf and.dumb, blind, and crippled and deformed Children
... are evidence of the intent of these states to leave no
child without the scope of the influence of the public
schools, and are consequently of a significant character
(Elliott, 1906, p. 126).

Although sane records on residential institutions and special

day schools were kept previously, biennial surveys commencing in the

early 1900s provided information on public school provisions for the

handicapped. Perhaps the most frequently cited survey of the time

was conducted L. sa.A. Lr van Sickle and his associates for the

Bureau of Education. This study along with others of its time

typically canvassed only the largest cities (population over 10,000)

detecting greater and greater expansion of programs over the years.

Some researchers (Goldstein, 1978; Wallin, 1968), though, have questioned

the reliability of these early investigations.
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Several educators (Berry, 1930; Martens, 1931; Solenberger, 1918)

early on recognized the confounding problem of providing special

services in rural areas. For example, Gaumnitz (1930) in a survey

of 421 rural school districts in 5 states found only 52% of the

identified atypical students receiving special services and nearly a

third so classified were not enrolled in any school. Although school

attendance was supposedly maniatory, schools did not always provide

educational services for all children and uncounted numbers remained

unserved, especially those in rural communities (Goldstein, 1978).

Perhaps the first peed for the development of special education

services in rural areas was planted at the 1930 White House Conference

on Child Health and Protection. Many consider this assembly a mile-

stone in the history of special education (Aiello, 1975; Heck, 1940).

The series of jdhite House Conferences on Children and Youth began in

1909, but it was not until 1930 when an extensive report on special

education, incidence figures, and a Children's Charter were formulated

that national attention began to be focused on the handicapped

(Abraham, 1976).

One section of the charter outlined the proposed rights of

handicapped children:

For every child who is blind, deaf, crippled, or otherwise
physically handicapped, and for the child who is mentally
handicapped, such measures as will early discover and
diagnose his handicap, provide care and treatment, and so
train him that he may become an asset to society rather than
a liability. Expenses of these services should be borne
publicly where they cannot be privately .rLt (Wilson,
1932-33, p. 371).
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In reference to the rural handicapped, it was concluded:

The problem in the rural districts and villages, because of
Iihe limited number of children to be served in any one
district, is to provide the services enumerated above for
the urban districts...AO:must recognize that these children
in rural districts will never receive an adequate education
until proper facilities are provided for their training.
Unless (Bch facilities are provided these children must go
through life with a double handicap (Otto, 1934, p. 513).

The two most important results of the conference were that

increased federal interest was generated and special education began

to be recognized as a legitimate member of the education community

(Aiello, 1975'. The:movement for the education for all began to

emerge with spill over effects which reached beyond the boundaries

of the cities.

In reaction to the White House Conference, educators and national

organizations began to address the needs of excepr.ional children,

including the rural handicapped. At the National Education Associa-

tion Conference in 1935, three presentations (Heffernan, 1935; Sholty,

1935; Wait, 1935) were made on the topic of rural schools and the

handicapped. Helen Heffernan (1935), Chief, Division of Elementary

Education and Rural Schools, Sacramento, California, noted:

Even for cities the problem of meeting the needs of excep-
tional children is only beginning to be explored. Naturally,
the rural school, where financial support is meager, where
teacher.; are relatively less well trained, where pupil
population is scattered over large areas and where the
attitude of the public may be apathetic or indifferent, is
'bringing up the rear' in providing adequate opportunity
in the field of special education (p. 487).

Presenters offered the following solutions to the "rural problem":

(a) increased use of traveling child guidance clinics, (b) widening
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of the rural curriculum, (c) altering teacher perspectives in the

treatment of the individual child, (d) increased state supervision

and regulation, and (e) stimulation of local interest in programs.

The first conference of the State Directors of Supervisors of

Special Education was held in Washington, D. C. in the fall of 1938.

One topic of concern was the development of feasible means in which

to meet the needs of exceptional children in rural areas. Although

several delivery models were suggestedfit was concluded that the

states must recognize the problems and provide expedient programs

(nu:tens, 1940).

The American Association of School Administrators sponsored a

publication in 1939 entitled Schools in Small Ccmriunities,which

briefly commented on the problem of educational services for the

rural handicapped. Recognizing the financial constraints of small,

rural schools, five point plan i.cas recommended:

1. To provide teachers with a general background of the
possible physical, mental, and social maladjustments.

2. To help each teacher recognize the existence of maladjust-
ment in every classroom.

3. To assist teachers in studying individual children so
as to locate various types of deviates.

4. To apply 'first aid' to those exceptional children who
may respond to preliminary measures.

5. To seek further help from specialists when the preliminary
measures are not adequate (RASA, 1939, p. 137).

Amiss (1939), Berry (1940, 1941), Cohen (1940), Cutts (1341),

Doll, (1939), Heck (1940), Layman (1940) , Otto (1937), and Smith

(1937) also made contributions to the rural special education litera-

tl_lre. Berry ;1940) spoke for many educators when he stated:
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The neglect of special education in these smaller com-
munities is a matter of great concern to all who are
interested in equality of educational opportunity for
the exceptional child....The fundamental mistake which has
been:rale in trying to provide special education for excep-
tional children in smaller communities and rural dis-
tricts has been in assuming that the big-city mode of
special education can be carried over without change to
these smaller communities and rural areas (p. 35).

Harry Amass (1939), Provincial Inspector for Auxiliary Classes

in Ontario, Canada, provided one of the first reports of a wide

scale special education system in a rural area. Rejecting the options

of establishing county boarding schools or centrally locating classes

so students could be transported daily, provisions were made to

offer services for all exceptional children in their home schools.

Amoss also described the incidental and county inspectorate survey

methods employed in rural areas.

Various strategies to provide special education services to

rural areas were suggested by the above mentioned educators, including:

(a) retain handicapped students in class and concentrate on their

strengths, (b) augment the skills of rural teachers, (c) increase

state financial aide, (d) devise new types of organizations to secure

special educational opportunities, (e) home instruction, (f) county

:lasses, and (g) mixed classes of exceptional children. Several

educators (Berry, 1930; Martens 1931, 1937; Otto, 1934; Williams,

1937) strongl stressed the need for states to assume responsibility

for rural special services.

Despite this emergence of interest in the rural exceptional child,

it was estimated in 1940 that in large cities (over 100,000 population)
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special education was provided for 4% of the total school enrollment,

while in medium cities (population between 95,999 and 10,000) 2% of

the total school enrollment were prc ided special classes; but in

towns, villages, and rural areas (population less than 10,000) only

a small fraction of 1% received those services (Amoss, 1946).

Near the end of World War II, the White House Conference on

Rural Education (1944) was assembled to establish plans for the peace-

time rejuvination of the rural education system. Many of the

country's best known rural educators met to discuss the problems in

rural communities and rural schools to steer the "mired wheel" of

rural education on to the road of educational progress (Dawson &

Hubbard, 1944). The Charter of Education for Rural Children was for -

mulated,and the amendments proposed reflected the familiar theme of

right to education for all children. One of the many conclusions

reached by the conference dealt specifically with rural special

education services.

The school's service to rural children is not complete
until adc;uate provisions are made ft- she educational
development of exceptional children--children who thru
heredity, thru neglect, thru accident, or thru other
causes cannot normally benefit from the regular program
and processes (Dawson & Hubbard, 1944, p. 102).

Awareness was developing, but there was no absolute sense of commit-

ment to the handicapped in rural areas.

To summarize, starting in 1930 a trickle of interest emerged in

rural special education. From the much broader perspective of equal

educational opportunity for all, the White House Conference on Child

Health and Protection, the National Education Association and other
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organizations began to present the issues of rural special services.

Although an awareness began to evolve, the needs of the rural handi-

capped were not high on the agendas of these groups, and there appeared

to be much more rhetoric than action. Educators began to develop

service delivery models and strategies for the rural handicapped,but

the situation was aptly summarized by Graham (1964):

Until WUrld War II, children and youth with handicaps who
resided in less populated areas received needed special
education by travelling considerable distance to attend
city programs, or they were served in state residential
schools. There were practically no local special education
programs available to children from remote and sparsely
settled areas because there were usually neither enough
children in each typo of handicap nor sufficient financial
support in a single small community to make this provision
possible (p. 28).

1945-1975

Elllowing World War III the special education movement gained

tremendous momentum. The growth has been attributed mainly to the

return of many disabled veterans to the mainstream of society and the

emergence of parent advocacy organizations (Cruickshank & Johnson,

1958; Hewett, 1974; Reynolds & Birch, 1977). Similarly, a greater

concern was unfolding for the entire field of rural education.

Although public school programs for the exceptional student

declined in number during the 1940s, a significant increase was

witnessed after the war (Cruickshank & Johnson, 1958; Hewett, 1974;

Kauffman & Hallahan, 1981; Reynolds & Birch, 1977). Services to rural areas

were still less than adequate. Porter (1953) estimated that a large

number of the 4 million unserved exceptional childre.L in the country

were from rural areas.
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Gradual improvement in special services in rural areas occurred

duo to efforts and activities at three levels. First, there was a

greatly expanded attempt on the cart of local education agencies,

co-operatives, and university researchers to devise and implement an

a-ray of service delivery alternatives. Next, at state and national

level, educators, administrators and advocates for rural special

adur.ation began to join forces through the organizing of conferences

andwarkshop3. Finally, the federal goverment extended ins influence

and interest through the work of national conferences, task forces

and panels, and by the support of extremely critical national

lyislation.

At the local or district level same research and a handful of

programs were- conducted in the rural areas of the states of Alabama

(Frith, 1975), Alaska 1964), California (Chase & Barker, 1952;

Keogh, et al., 1974; Loveless, 1967), Colorado (Thornton, 1975),

Illinois (Porter, 1953), Indiana (Port -sr, 1953), Iowa (Hampton, 1960,

1961), Maine (Annas, 1959), Minnesota 04ea_t:,erman & Hollingsworth,

1975,, Mississippi (Curtis, 1969), Nebraska (Doerr, 1q74), New Mexico

(anith & Pasternack, 1977), New York (Chase & Barker, 1952; Morris,

1956; Searls, 19C7), Pennsylvania (Porter, 1953; Lehmann, 1971),

Tennessee (Murfeesburo Public 5chools, 1973), Utah (iofmeister &

Atkinson, "975), Vermont (Christie, McKensie & Burdett, 1972;

McKen-ie, Egner, Kniuht, Perleman, Schneider & Garvin, 1970; McKenzie

Hill, Sousie, York & .7-Iker, 1977), Virginia (Ford, 19i,2), and ;;isconsLn

(Goldin, 1952; 21Qssin, 1D57; 1970; Williams, 1943).
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While it was recognized that urban school systems had the advantages

cf greater per capita wealth, better trained staff, centralized

school population, superior means of publicity, an: agencies

interested in the handicapped (Berry, 1940; Melchor & Blessing, 1957),

many creative solutions were being developed for rural areas. Strat-

egies that involved staffing iLcluded use of consultant teachers,

release time, intensive inservice and student :hers. Suggestions

for revi&.on of organizational components embraced the development of

cooperatives, regional assessment centers, clinical service extensions,

co- crdinating units and resource roams. Generally, these educators

were against exclusion and segregation of exceptional children and

commonly enlisted support of parents of the handicapped. Neither and

Blessing (1957) recognized:

With an awakened and well-informed public, and the impetus
of an enlightened militant paren,:s group, the demands for
extension of special services to the rural areas have
increased (p. 207).

During this period seven major interstate/national conferences

were conducted specifically on thy: topic of rural special educational

services:

1. Great Plains Conference on Special Education, sponsored by

the Council for Exceptional Children and Eastern Mbntana

University (1951).

2. National Research Conference on Special Education Services

in Sparsely Populated Areas, sponsored by the Western

Interstate Commission for Higher Edurmtion and the montane

State Department of Public Instruction (1966).
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3. Follow-up Conference an Special Education Services in

Sparsely Populated Areas, sponsored by the Western Inter-

state Commission for Higher Education and the Montana

State Department of Public Instruction (1967).

4. Special Conference on Emerging Models of Special Education

for Sparsely Populated Areas, sponsored by the Council for

Exceptional Children (1971).

5. Delivery of Special Education Services in Rural Emote

Areas, sponsored by Nem Mexico State University, University

of Oregon, University of Utah, National Association of State

Directors of Special Education and the Northwest Regional

Educational Laboratory (1973).

6. Western States Topical Conference: Implementing Special

Ilducation Services in Rural Remote Areas, sponsored by

The Rocky Mountain Regional Resource Center, the Northwest

Regional Resource Center and the Coordinating Office for

Regional Resource Centers (1975).

7. Administration of Special Education for Rural and Sparsely

Populated Areas, sponsored by the University of Minnesota and

U. S. Health, Education and Welfare Department (1975).

Although the conferences were convened over a 24-year period

and involved various participants from a myriad of sponsoring organiza-

tions, there was a strong common focus on establishing research

objectives and priorities. The most critical needs identified included

the areas of -:arant and community involvement, locJislation and funding
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fcr special education, professional staff recruitment and development,

and special education delivery systems. Isenberg (1966) noted at the

National Research Conference on Special Education Services in Sparsely

Populated Areas that there was an absence of basic information regard-

ing children living in sparsely populated areas and having special

education needs: "Who are they? Where are they? What do they need?

Are they being served now? From what sources and how are they receiv-

ing help?" (p. 7). Many ideas, global strategies, and situation

specific solutions were generated at these gatherings, but Vergason

(1971) astutely noted at one conference that:

The solution to delivering appropriate services to handicapped
children in rural areas is not a simple one and certainly not
as simple as special class vs. regular class or resource vs.
special class (p. 14).

Rural special education is actually a subcoaponent of rural

education and special education and has benefited from movements to

improve both entities. In the years following Ubrld War II, the

federal government sponsored numerous conferences, committees, panels

and task forces Mite House Conference on Children and Youth, 1950,

1960, 1971; National Outlook Conference on Rural Youth, 1967;

National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children;

Task Force Under Rural Education, etc.) to approac problems of the

handicapped, youth, and rural life in general. Although rural special

education issues were addressed at least superficially at these

gatherings, throe reports in particular were most critical for the

cause of the rural handicapped: Report of the National Advisers

Committee on Rural Poverty, rrhe People Left Behind) 1967; Report of
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the Conference on Problems of Rural Youth in a Changing Environment,

1963; and Report of the President's Panel on Mental Retardation, 1962.

The Report of the Conference on Problems of Rural Youth in a

Changing Environment was later aptly er'itled Rural Youth in Crisis:

Facts, Myths, and Social Change. The topics of rural education and

problems of rural youth were thoroughly explored with great emphasis

placed on exceptional children. In short, the conference concluded

that rural youth were expexier7ing extremely serious problems and it

was a crisis which required nothing short of a national, unified

effort to overcome (Burchinal, 1967). The truly forgotten child was

identified as the one who lived in a rural area and was handicapped

(Barchinal, 1967).

The document, The People Left Behind, revealed enormous problems

not only with rural youth but with the entire rural sector of society.

The National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty (1967) charged

that rural communities were areas of invc.Luntary tragedy where people

were not even afforded equal access to ,pportunity. Shocking data

on rural poverty, unemployment and inequality were published. One of

the strongest recommendations was to completely overhaul the rural

educational system from preschool programs to adult education.

The election of John F. Kennedy op the Presidency of the United

States proved to be a tremendous inpet us Lo the cause of handicapped

individuals in general and to the mentally retarded in particular

(Gearheart & Wright, 1979; Hewett, 1974; Sarason & Doris, 1979).

Kennedy appointed the Panel on Mental Retardation in October 1961, arxi
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a year later a 200 page report including 95 recommendations was

completed. Although none of the suggestions specifically identified

rural special education problems, practically all proposals had appli-

cability to rural areas. As a result of the leadership shown by the

President and the efforts of professional organizational and advocacy

groups, a series of legislation was passed over the next decade cul-

minating in the passage of Public Law 94-142--Education for All Handi-

capped Children Act. (Ford ails of legislative enactments see

Gea-heart, 1980.) This law guarantees a free, appropriate education

for all exceptional students, including the rural handicapped.

This 30-year period was distinguished by an increase in research

and rural special education program implementation at the local level,

greater interstate/national cooperation amongst the small cadre of

administrators and special educators who served the rural handicapped,

and the passage of historic legislation for all exceptional children.

After years and yearq of minor advances, special education services

for the rural areas enjoyed a mkor victory with the passage of Public

Law 94-142. Helge (1980) collected data on handicapped students,

professional staff, provision of services, parental involvement, due

process procedures, and organizational structures in 75 rural local

educational agencies and cooperatives nationwide. The survey compared

rural special education services before and after passage of Public

Law 94-142. Data on availability of services (presented in Table 1)

are indicative of the woefully inadequate state of special education

before this legislation. One rural superintendent surveyed stated:
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Table 1

Availability of Services Before : Public Law 94-142

Percentage Before
Services Public Law 94-142

No services for any handicapped students 05%

No Services for severely handicapped students 09%

No services for 16-21 year old handicapped students 27%

No health services 19%

Services for 3-4 year olds 07%

Services for 19-20 year olds 36%

Services for multi-handicapped 0%

Services.; for physically handicapped 07%

Services for visually handicapped 17%

Services for emotionally handicapped 09%

Services for hearing impaired 25%

Services for learning disabled 27%

Note. From A National Comparative Study Regarding Rural

Special Education Delivery Systems Before and After Passage

of PL 9414- by D. Helge, 1980, p. 42).
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It is typical for a LEA to wait for emendate saying
education must be improved, and P. L. 94-142 has been the
only kind of motivation which would have created real
special education programs (Helge, 1980, p. 84).

1975-1981

Since the passage of Public Law 94-142, there has been a burgeoning

of interest and activity in the area of rural special education.

The Office of Special Education, Department of Education (formerly

Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, Health Education and Welfare

Denartment) has realized a critical role in thisicoverent. The

Rural Special Education Task FOrce and the Rural Initiative Cbmmittee

were established and considerable financial resources were earmarked

for research. Of note was funding for Mbrrisey's (1976) Special

Project Report on Rural Education and the Handicapped, support for

the establishment of the Handicapped Children's Early Education Pro-

gram (Hmmip) Rural Network and its series of conferences and mono-

graphs, and approval of various activities through the National Rural

Research and Personnel Preparation Project (NRP) at Murray State

University. Dr. Doris Beige, Project Director of NRPoonducted a

four year research study which began in June 1978 and involved five

r-oject phases: (a) characterization study of rural education service

delivery systems to identify facilitating and hindering factors which

determine success or failure of district compliance with Public Law

94-142, (b) rational comparative study regarding rural special educa-

tion delivery system before and after irplemeneation of Public Law

94-142, (c) developrent of profiles interrelating effecti,m service

delivery strategies and particular community and district characteristics,
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(d) development of interdisciplinary models of personnel preparation

for effective service delivery to rural subcultures, and Ce) field

testing and dissemination of personnel preparation models for use

in pre- and irservice training.

The National Rural Research and Personnel Preparation Project

through the office of Special Education sponsored an institute for

Change Agents in Rural Special Education, the NRP Newsletter, the

National Conference Regarding Personnel Preparation for Rural Service

Delivery, and the National Conference on TePaership for Problem- Solving

in Rural Schools ( Helge, 1979, 1980). In May 1981, Dr. Helge was

P-.ecutivc. Director of U.* American Council on Rural Special

Education (Acres), a new national organiiation Bounded by individuals

interested in improving services for rural handicapped students

("Permanent Organization", 1981).

The Ccrparative Study Regarding aural Special Delivery Svstens

Before and After Passage of P.L. 94-142 indicated a significant

general improvement in programs and services offered and types and

ages of e::;eptional students serviced ( Helge, 1980). The most signi-

ficant achievements in the 75 districts/cooperatives surveyed Included:

td)a 92% average increase in the number of handicapped students

identified aztl served, 0o) in increase in special education services

uT to 1,520%, (c) festering of pa2.ental involvamemt,and(d) development

of due process procedures ( Helge, 1980). Despite these very positive

accorplishrents,one must view them in light of the scarcity cf pro-

visions available before 1975.
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Helge (1979) described today's rural special education programs:

Frequently, no special education or supportive services staff
exists. In fact, the majority of the rural districts in the
United States consist of a superintendent, a part- or
full-time principal (sometimes also serving as an instructional
staff member), several regular educators, and one or more
general special educators who may serve as the teacher of a
self-contained unit or as a resource to one or more districts,
spread over as many as 400 miles (pp. 1-2).

In the Congressional report, Progress Toward a Free Appropriate

Public Education (1979), it was concluded that provision of adequate

services for heterogamous groups of rural exceptional children was

an administrative, resource, and planning challenge for staff already

over burdened and under supported. Particular problems identified

included personnel availability, limited fiscal resources, and popu-

lation sparsity. The passage of Public Law 94-142 brought promises

previously denied the rural handicapped childreq,but before quality

services can be delivered, a plethora of problems must be overcome

("Special Education in Rural Areas", 1980) .

Heller (1975), Sher (1977), and Cole and Ranken (1981) attributed

many of today's special education problems in rural areas to the

imposition of an urban model of education on nonmetropolitan areas.

Schrag, et al., (1979) and Helge (1979, 1900) considered the 5.3%

nonenrollment rate of r,;ral school children a critical dilemma.

This rate is twice that found in urban areas, and the major reasons

cited are lack of special education services and lack of parental

involvement concerning such services ( "BEY Lacks Rural", 1979, Schrag,

et al., 1979) To extend this problem further, approxLmately 130,000

students are serviced as handicapped in rural areas, but up to 1.5
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million children with handicapping conditions (10% of the population)

might be expected to reside in these areas.

The development of secondary handicaps resulting from unserved

primary handicapping conditions has been analyzed by Helge (1930)

and Isenberg (19A) as an area of concern, while Sher and Rosenfeld

(1977) and Stile (1980) have expressed interest in the quality of

special education services in areas. Competencies of rural

special education teachers was an issue raised by Blasi (1981), and

other staff development questions/problems were posed by COle, Smith

and Ranken (1981), Vasa and Steckelberg (1981), and Helge (1981).

Various educators (Cole, Stile, Kitaro, Garner, Brummett, Rankin, 1979;

Cordell, 1975; Glenn & Summers, 1975; Harris &Mahar, 1975; Hoover,

1978; Latham, 1981; Reynolds & Birch, 1977) have also discussed problems

related to rural special education.

Concern over fiscal matters is a common theme shared in much of

the above noted literature. It has been estimated that the costs of

educating a handicapped student are twice that of the no&andicapped

(Bernstein, Kirst & Marshall, 1976) and that costs for 4cecial educa-

tion programs in small school districts have risen the highest of all

school districts ("Small Districts", 1979). Although small districts

must comply with all the regulations of Public Law 94 -142, only those

districts qualifying for more than $7,500 of federal funds receive

support directly. Public 1,341 94-142 is designed to fund excess costs

of educating the exceptional child, but to date support levels have

failed to reach the proposed perccntages of the original legislation.
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Numerous solutions have been offered in response to some of the

above mentioned problems facing rural school education programs.

Practices with the greatest potential it act include- (a) increased

use of para-professionals, volunteers, and other community resources,

(b) development of cooperatives and cooperative agreements betmeen

districts, (c) augmented parental participation, (d) cooperation with

agricultural extension services, establishment of revised federal

financing formula, and (f) reformation of preservice training. Helge

(1976, 1979), though, has indicated that generally personnel in rural

areas are not aware of alternate strategies for serving rural handi-

capped children which have been shown to be more cost efficient and

prograrmatirany more effective. Burello and Sage (1978) noted indi-

viduals responsible for special education administration in rural

areas usually have other responsibilities as well and cannot be con-

cerned solely with special services issues. Also, it is critical to

realize that each school situation is unique and successful programs

are usually those developed for specific situations and are not auto-

matically transferable to other settings (Edington, 1976). Despite

significant improvement, serious problems still prevail for many rural

special education programs.

Tcclay, rural special education is struggling to assume its own

independent identity within the education community. Meanwhile the

battle to ensure appropriate programming for all handicapped children

is continuing. Public Law 94-142 has been enacted and regulations

established but total compliance in rural areas is far from being achieved.
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Research on Rural Special Education

The problems rural special educators face today are to some

extent common to rural education in general (Fletcher, 1980). Only

extremely limited research has been conducted in rural education, and

even less data is available on rural special educaci,:n 1981;

Helge, 1979; Jordan, 1969; Keogh, et al, 1974; Schrag, et al., 1979;

Urban, 1972). Beginning in the 1930s various articles have appeared

in the literature which nave either described the problems and solu-

tions of isolated, rural special education programs or have reviewed

the general needs of the rural handicapped from a global perspective.

Jordan (1969) found many repetitive statements within the rural

special education body of literature. Detpite a general awareness of

problems in the area of rural special education, only limited system-

atic data gathering has been employed.

In 1966 at the National Research Conference or. Special Education

Services in Sparsely Populated Areas, numerous basic research questions

were posed, but to date most remain unanswered. At the follow-up

conference a year later, it uas generally agreed that individual

states had a responsibility for some basic data collection and prelim-

inary investigation concerning respective rural special education

needs. The National Advisory Committee on Handicapped Children in its

first annual report reommlnded initiation of research effort and

demonstration projects in rural areas (Urban, 1972). In 1979 at the

series of regional rural roundtables sponsored by the C. S. Office of

Education, one of the highest priorities discussed was the creation
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of a rural research agenda. Coward (1980), while discussing rural

families and communities, stated:

Certain subpopulations of rural America suffer even greater
obscurityUnfortunately, many of the latter are the most
vulnerable: the rural alderly, the rural migrant minority,
the poor, and the handicapped. If investigations to better
understand these populations can be completed, if data
banks can be constructed, and if our understanding can be
solielfied, then we can proceed in a more systematic fashion
to address the nec'.s of rural families (p. 8).

Perhaps the first significant study in the area of rural sr-cial

education was conducted by Chalfant in 1967, when he reviewed the

economic and demographic factors underlying the public school pro-

visions for exceptional children in Illinois. Rural school districts

were found least likely to provide special education services

(Chalfant, 1.(-67).

Charles (1969) circulated a nationwide questionnaire in which

rural teachers were requested to indicate needed improvements in rural

teacher training. Cne of the most frequently mentioned areas was

training in diagnosis and treatment of exceptional children. At the

National Conference Providing Technical Support and Assistance to

Non-Urban School Systems in Implementing Comprehensive Special Educa-

tion Programs in 1976, participants were queried as to their problems

and needs. Although individuals represented school districts ranging

in student membership from 594 to 30,000, greatest concerns were need

for appropriate personnel preparation (85%) and adequate special educa-

tion programming (70%) (Helge, 1976).

In the fall of 1979, the HCEEP Rural Workshop dist.ributed tha

Conference Planning Survey to 227 projects in the network. Fifty-four
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responses were obtained to opem-ended questions asking for a listing

of critical issues facing rural service providers and critical issues

involving families of handicapped children. For rural service pro-

viders, areas identified were transportation, recruitment, and funding;

while the key concern delineated for families included transporta-

tion, attaiment of appropriate services, information on available

services, payment for services, and isola :ion from programs and other

parents :Hir.nger, et al., 1981) . Later, solutions to problems were

solicited througn the Rural Project Surrey, an open-ended, exploratory

questionnaire which reflected the previously identified reeds in the

earlier study.

The objectives of t'ae National Rural Research and Personnel

Preparation Project have previously bee: ---utlinedland findings of the

phase conoring services before and iter P ,lic Law 94-142 have been

described. Simultaneousiv 19 (38%) of the nation's state education

agencies were involved in phase one to identify problems in imple-

11,,ntiny :special education programs in rural areas. In the southwest,

Nea Me::ico was not polled as Arizona and Texas were the only partici-

pcnts. Data were collected through a formal questionnaire and inter-

view r:dr:oess. ,..:ter, state education agency personnel from the 19

states v,,re requested to recommend two upper and two lower performing

rural districts/cooperatives (-east and most effective 5%) for inclu-

sion in further study. Seventy-five districts/cooperatives participated

in this aspect of '..he study which incorporated on-site visits
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and questionnaire completion. One or more administrators, two

support personnel, two regular and two special education teachers,

and three to four parents were queried in each district/cooperative.

Utilizing data from the education agencies and districts/coopera-

tives, the following 16 critical problem areas for rural special

educators were identified:

1. Difficulties recruiting and retaining staff;

2. Funding inadequacies;

3. Resistance to change;

4. Need for staff development;

5. Long distances between schools and services;

6. Transportation inadequacies;

7. Icy, ruddy, or marginal roads;

8. CUrltural differences;

9. Problems providing support services;

10. Involving parents of exceptional stilents;

11. Problems with migrant populations;

12. Problems insuring procedural safeguard requirements;

13. Procediaral/policy issues;

14. Problems related to specific age populations;

15. Problems obtaining responsveness from inservice and pre-

service programs; and

16. Needs for technical assistance (Helge, 1979, 1980).

In adciitiun, preliminary data were ocllected idan*ifying types, Charac-

teristics, and repc,...ted effectiveness of special education strategies
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Helge's research in the area of rural special education

represents a tremendously significant initial step towards address-

ing the orcblems of rural handicapped school children. It Ls

important to rJte,though, the limitations of a nationwide survey that

samples only 75 school
districts/cooperatives. In reporting research

results, Helge (1979) warned:

However, as nonparticipating
states may vary in terms oftheir educational practices and procedures, cautionimust beexercised in assuming that data reported in this documentare accurate reflections of specific education practicesand problems in states which were not surveyed (p. 81).

P.. the survey data indicated, different regions of the country dis-

played varying perceptions of problems. Furthers ore, that

have demonstrated success in one region may be counterproductive in

another.

To recapitulate, a) though some national concern for the provision

of special education
services in rural America is evolving, there is

a paucity of data presently available. The few studies conducted

in this area indicated rural special educators are encountering

various confounding dilemmas.
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D_an's Grant Projects and Rural Education

Maynard C. Reynolds

University of Minnesota

The full range cf special education and related services is very

difficult to provide in rural schools. Although children with special

needs do indeed live and .ttend school in rural ,real, it is hard to

imaoine that the schools, wh.:h usually are isolated and smaller than

those in suburban or urban areas, have the resources to employ all the

learning disability instructors, teachers of the mentally retarded,

speech- language consultants, school Psychologists, and other specialists

who, in the views of some educators, are needed by such children.

Throuc "intermediate units," "boards of cooperative services" or other

forms of interdistrict coordination, rural regions are aole very often

to employ many specialists. Nevertheless, it is diffi-ult and unusual

for a oiven rural school to have on its staff any large number of special

educators and other support personnel. Thus there is a special urTency

for regular classroom teachers and administrators in rural schools to

be Ailing and able to serve exceptional children, with or without the

immediate assistance of specialists. Hew an regular education person-

nel be prepared to perform such roles? The answer forms the substance

of tnis chapter and includes a summary of the de'.elopment, achievements,

and possible futures of Dean's Grant Projects.
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The Dean's Grant Projects

In 1974, one ydr b'fore the passage of Public Law 94-142, Dr.

Edwin Martin, then Director of the Bureau of Education for the Handi-

capped, U.S. Office of Educate n,1 announced a competition for what

ca...e to be called Dean's Grant
Projects (DGPs). Only deans or directors

of teacher education at institutions of higher education (IflEs) were

eligible to apply for the grants. Martin described the purpose and

nature of the projects in a letter to all IHEs that made the following

points:

. The development of instructional competencies pertaining
to the education of handicapped students for regular
education personnel, including elementary educators,
secondary educators, principals, supervisors, superin-
tenaents, career/vocational educators, and other person-nel....

. Tie reforming of training sequences and curric
which promote the infusion of the competencies
response to the individual challenges of children, in-
cluding the handicapped, who require additional atten-tion.

. The establishment of projects which
incorporate the

following programmatic elements:

1 - Dean or equivalent
administrator as the

project director.

2 - A plan which
proposes the revision of the

teacher education program; modification
should be beyond the mere addition of one or
two courses.

3 - Evidence of strong special education faculfy
involvement and commitment.

4 - An initial three year timeline for program
implementation.

1

The comparable unit as of 1983 is Special Education Programs, U.S.Oepartment of Education.
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5 - A delineation of project outcanes including but
not limited to: Changes in curr'.-nla, impact
upon School/College operation, benefit: to pro-
gram graduates, and projected impact upon handi-
capped and other children whom the program's
graduates will serve. (Martin, 1974)

The first set cf DGPs was just getting started in 1975 when The

Education for All Handicapped Children Act (Public Law 94-142) was

passed by the Congress and signed by then-President Gerald R. Ford.

Of the several major principles incorporated in this very important law,

the most salient to the present review is that of the "least restrictive

environment." The meaning of this principle is that whenever possible

the handicapped child should be placed in the regular class and that

whatever special education and related services are required snould

be delivered there. Alternatively, it means that a child should not

be removed from his own nome or ordinary school environment to receive

special education and related services unless it can be established

that the placement is essential to the child's progress; then the spe-

cial placement should be limited to a specific period of time and should

piovide a program planned to achieve specifl,s goals and objectives that

are set by a team made
up of educator' who know the child and the child's

parents.

In 1962, 68'.; of the 4.2 million children identified as handicapped

in the nation's schools spent at least some portion of the school day
in regular classrooms;

an additional 257; attended special classes con-

ducted in regular school buildings (U. S. Department of Education, 1982).

These data illustrat, the most recent stages of a trend toward the greater

inclusion of children with handicaps in regular school settings, a trend

which has been given strong and continued
support by Public Law 94-142;

this means that more acid more regular teachers in both urban and rural
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,,chools are required to be oriented to the needs of handicapped

pupils.

The Challenge to Teacher Education

In the seven years since the beginning of the Dean's Grant program,

it has become increasingly apparent that a fundamental res,ructuring of

the schools and teacher-preparation programs is !,:cessary if students

with special needs ,ire to be accommodated in the mainstream. The in-

c .asing rates at :.1:ich children were being extruded from regular classes

in the 1950s and 1960s were disquieting. In one state it was reported

in 1932 that 52 percent of the total school population was enrolled in

special education or in some other kind of "pull out" or separate

"categorical" school program for at least a part of each school day. 2

Such separations often require stigmatizing labels that are based on

unreliable classifications and frequently lead to extreme imbalances

between racial and economic groups. Scriven (1983) described the diag-

nostic procedures of special education as "scandalous," and Howsam

(1983) commented as follows on the .astruction provided:

There is every reason to believe that schools were not
designed to handle the whole range of educational problems
in regular classrooms, even when special services are added.
In consequence, both regular students and those with handi-
capping conditions lose out. Role load and stress problems
are introduced. At the same time the public is given more
legitimate reasons for "raging" at their institutions or
defecting from tne system....Effective schools demand strong
teachers working in situations ve.re the conditions for
learning and teaching are favori .. Our school systems
have never come close to meeting such conditions
(Howsam, 1983)

The Dean's Grant program, consequently, is facing a sec of fundamental

problems in teacher education. Just adding a course or a few lectures

2
Reported orally in the conference of the Council ;or Exceptional Children
in Spring 1982, by an official of the State Dept. of Education of New Jersey.



by the special education faculty to the existing teacher-preparation

sequences is not sufficient. Dr. Thomas Behrens, who served as project

officer for the Dean's Grant Projects during their first five years,

reported on the early communications from projects as follows:

Most of the feedback that BEH received during the
first two years was enthusiastic. However, each
project reported that to bring about the needed change- -
to reconceptualize the teacher-preparation curriculum as
one in which the learning needs of handicapped children
are an integral part--is a much more difficult and far-
reaching -Aertaking than originally was concei-,A....
When a Dean's Grant Project has gotten off the ground,
the dean, faculty, and students realize that the project
can bring about a long overdue change in our total educ?-
tional syLtem. Thus the original modest goal of the
Dean's Grant Projects has become a large one--institu-
tional change. (Behrens & Grosenick. 1978, pp. 3-4)

The problem comes down to delivering on a basic commitment of education

to all children, and tc creating school environments that are genuinely

helpful to children, including even those with the most exceptional

needs.

Project Purpose and Demogral,hics

The Dean's Grant Projects were unusual in several respects: they

focused on faculty development and curriculum change in teacher prepara-

tion programs and not on increasing the number of graduates or particu-

lar categories of students. The grants went to deans of education or

other chief administrative officers in charge of teacher preparation in

colleges or universities. The idea was to challenge and support teacher

education at its top or most general level and to give broad discre-

tionary power in the use of grants. It was assumed that deans of education

were or could become the leaders in their institutions to work for curricu-

lar change. The awards, however, were relatively small; they averaged about

$40,000 a year.
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Tnrough Spring 1982, a total of 260 IHEs were awarded funds for

Dean's Grant Prcicts.

year is As follows:

The number of DGPs that were in operation each

N3

1975-76 60

1976-77 75

1977-78 92

1978-79 117

1979-80 141

1980-81 132

1981-82 127

These 260 instittions that have received grants are estimated to produce

about 40 percent of the nation's teachers.4 See Appendix A for a list of

all institutions having DGPs for the period 1975-1983.

Dean's Grant Projects do not always try to revise all teacher-

preparation curricula in the institutions with grants. The areas of

study most often focused cn, in order of frequency, are as follows:

3
DGPs are on-going. In 1982-83, 105 projects are operating and in early
1983 applications for 1983-84 and beyond will be judged.

4
Estuted by aggregating the number of graduates recommended for teacher
certification by all institutions having ()Ps in ratio to the total numbers
cf new teacher-education graduates in the nation, as reported by the National
Center or Education Statistics. The last year for which information was
provided for individual institutions wls 1973-74. Thus the percentages given
are estimates.
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Percertage of
Frequency5

Elementary Education
95

Secondary Education
92

Administration - 42

Counseling
26

Supervision
23

Others
25

A special study of the DGPs operatin) in 1979-80 showed that most (80%)

were operating in public IHEs, weighted somewhat toward urban locations;

about one-in-five (20.3%) were located in rural areas. About one-fourth

(23.4%) of the IHEs awarded DGPs enrolled fewer than 5,000 students, although

the average was more than 10,000 students (Gezvoda. 1980). It appears thEA

these characteristics do not differentiate IHEs generally. Although initially

no special attention was given to the needs of rural are?s, some of the

present consortia of regional IHEs (discussed in a subsequent section) are

putting increased emphasis on the needs of schools in rural areas.

Project Operations

Dean's Grant Projects always include two strong emphases: (a) to ma;e

the teacher-education faculty are of the legal mandates and social policies

relatinc to the education of hzndicappee students and tc the consequent

changes in the schools, and (b) to change the curriculum in teacher prepara-

tion programs to reflect the new mandates and policies.

5
DGPs often focuses' on more than one area, thus the percentages add up tomore than 100.
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The procedures adopted by the institutions usually take a variety of

forms, even within one institution; and the diversity of approaches across

institutions is even greater. For example, faculty awareness activities

have often included readings, lectures, seminars, exchange visits with other

IHEs, attendance at special conferences, time off fcr special studies, and

retrEats that are as individual as thu IHEs arranging them. A particularly

promising activity for building faculty awareness has beer to 4nvelve the

members in school situations, such as "shadowing" handicapped students for

one day. A number of projects have used Hall's (1974) Concerrs-Rased

Adoption Model (CBAM) to assess faculty concerns and awareress in order to

plan and evaluate awareness-building activities. CBAM stresses that aware-

ness is not a one-time, one-level
phenomenon but, rather, a personal ant' com-

plex deelopmental process.

To bring about curricular chanc;es, the following activities are

common:

Development of a course on exceptional children and youth which

is required of all teacher-education students. Sometimes more

than one new course is required.

Existing courses are examined and then revised to include com-

ponents relating to handicapped students. Very often, this

process follows a faculty stu,_ lf needed competencies. Sometimes

existing courses are changed by adding or substituting specific

modules to cover selected areas. The rrodules may be purchased

by local faculty meLrs from commercial sources or at -test from

another DGP.
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Total teacher-preparation programs are re-examined ard revised

to add or improve ccordination across foundations courses, pro-

fessional studies, and practicum:. Usually, this kind of broad

approach develops only after preliminary activities of lesser

scope have been completed. The "first steps" are taken most

often in the elementary education program, followed by revisions

in secondary education and special teaching fields.

Attention is given to the development and use of practicum

stations in schools that exemplify as fully as possible the

kinds of situaL;ons and challenges which cLn be anticipated

in regular classrooms under Public Law 94-142.

Nearly all projects have found themselves following a pattern of

movement from emphasis on faculty awareness and development to curricular

development to, finally, adoption, evaluation, and monitoring. Many terms

are used 'o describe this pattern of change, for example, "from planning

to adoption," "from attitudes to action." ard "from theory to cractice.'

For alrost all IHEs, having a Dean s Grant has led to increased

interaction with professional organizations, such as the American Associa-

tion of Colleges for Teacher Education (PACTE),6 the rational Alliance of

Black Schoc.1 Educetors (NABSE), and/or various state-level task forces and

commissions on f.,rofessional standards and guidelines for teachers. The

groups often hive had their own special projects relating to mainstream

teacher education and have cooperated w. .h DCPs to expand their resources

6-he Association, has had grcnts from 3EH /OSE for ..Nork at Loth s*,3te endnational levels.
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and leadership. Many uCPs have served as co-sponsors with state-level

ACTE units at conferences and other ac,ivities relating to Public Law

94-142.

At the national level, the National Support Systems Project (NSSP) 7

engaged in a large number of collaborative projects with the AACTE and

other national 9roups. Fcr example, the NSSP helped to conduct orientation

sessions and provide background materials for state le-ders of AACTE

affiliate groups. In addition, NSSP held many meetings with state depart-

ments of education un such topics as certification and accreditation

standards; ane with the National Alliance of Black School Educators, the

Eler,entary Schcol Principals Association, ane other organizations. A

specific form of collaboration tetweer NSSP and some national organizations

has been in the joint issuance of publications, especially in cooperation

with AACTE and The Council for Exceptional Children (CEC).

Other frequentl], listed activities or "spin-offs" in [Y3P operations

include the following:

Greater cooperation among departments of the college participating

in teacher education, espec'ally between general education and

special education faculties.

Improvemert o' professional resources (library, resource

center, etc.) tor faulty members, especiall- on topics relating

to the mainstreaming of handicapped students.

7
The NSSP served as the technical assistance

system for the entire nationalnetwork of OGPs from 1975 tc 1982. It also operated a regional systemunder the leadership of eight deans or former duns of education. A broadspectrum of publications. conferences, and concultaLion activities resultedfoin nSP operations. The NSSP ceased existing in September 1932.
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Adoption or inure systematic apprcaches to problems of charge and

developmert in te,chEr preperatior.

improved clut,riLitt.e systems for teacher education in the

colleges. 1,, sLme cases ccllegeF have fcune their decision-

making procees to be inadequate fcr major decisions, sk.ch

as these pr:wpted by Public Law 94-142, and the DGP has helped

to promote necessary change.

Stronger prcJessional leadership role taken by deans (or

department heads).

More sharing with other colleges through both formal and

informal networks to improve teacher education, especially

at the state level.

More directed use of sabbaticals and other development proce-

dures among faculty members.

Better coordination between facilities in foundations of

education and professional studies in teacher education.

improved basis for participation in rapidly developing

inservice education programs for taechers.

Faculty research and writing activities increased in areas

of concern in DGPs.

Participation in international activities on the topics of

"integration" or "mainstreaming" of handicapped students

and implications for teacher education.
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A Common Body of Practice for Teachers:

An Idea for the Future

Each Dean's Grint Project has had to find its way into curriculum

changes by taking uL: Ullnt of its history, current status, and resources.

Early in the Dean's Grant program, howt an attempt was made under the

leadership of the NESP staff to try to discover the frequent or common

elements of curriculum change that were occurring. Five representatives8

of DGPs met and dratted a statement on the recurring themes in project-

directed curriculum changes. This draft was discussed in detail at several

national and regional meetings of DGP staff members and then published

under the title, A Coninon Body of Practice for Teachers: The Challenge

of Public Law 94-142 to Teacher Education.9

The main feature of the paper was the specification of 10 "clusters

of capability" for teachers; they were the topic: getting the most atten-

tion in the curriculum changes initiated by DGPs. The 10 areas, along

with the percentages of OGRs indicating (in Spring 1980) that these were

foci of attention in their efforts for curriculum revision (Gazvoda, 1980),

follow:

8Jac. Birch, Dawn Grohs, Robert Howsam, Catherine Morsink, and Mayna.-q
Reynolds. They also dratted the first version of "A Common .r.lody rf
Practice.

9
DistrIbuted since 19;9 by the American Association of Coll'.!ges 1 r Teacher
Education.
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Clusters of

Capaoility

Curriculum - a broad orientation to
curriculum and how to modify it for
indlviduals

Teaching basic skills - all teachers
need preparation to teach the literacy
skills plus basic life maintenance and
personal development skills

Consultation - usinc consultation in
studying individual children and designing
alternative educational programs

Parent-school relationships - understanding
families and skill in communicating with
parents, with emphasis on minority group
families

Class management - skill in maintaining
attention, order, and "favorable climate"
in the classroom

Individualized teaching - including diagnostic
procedures and systematic approaches to
individualized instruction

Exceptional conditions - basic knowledge of
exceptional conditions and classroom
procedures for accommodation; includes
orientation to collaborative work with
specialists

Percentages of OGPs
working in area and/or
wanting help

76.8

70.0

71.3

74.1

82.0

82.0

89.7

Referral and observation - procedures and
ob'igations for using specialized resources 84.7

Student-student relationships - helping
nonhand4capped children to understand and
accept handicapped classmates

legal requirements and professional values -
training in due process requirements,
orientation to related ethical issues

(Gazvode, 1980)

78.0

37.8
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It is clear that these 10 "clusters of capability" are a usef,.,1

sur,:nary of the curriculum needed for
teacher education under Public Law

94-142. Furthermore, it would be redundant for institutions to tctally

rework or re-invent these findings. The clusters provide at least an

outline of the curricular "journey" undertaken by most DGPs. It was in

this framework that another step wac taken by the NSSP: support for the

development of knowledge-based reviews of some 27 topics subsumed by the

"clusters." The sub-topic- were decided upon through a modified Delphi

procedure in which OGP staff members helped to define the particular

topics for which knowledge-based
reviews would be useful in their faculty

development and curriculum change activities. At the time of this

writing, 23 "resource units" or knowledge-base re,,iews are available; an

additional four will be completed soon.
10

Each resource unit consists of a list of "reasonable objectives" for

teacher-education programs in the topical area, a self-assessment procedure

which can be completed individually or in groups by teacher educators, a

rating system for present training programs, a 25-50 page review of the

relevant base of knowledge and rxofessional practice, hypothetical

school situations which can be used to check understanding, a list of in-

structional aids and activities, a brief bibliography, and a final

section that includes reprints of several major articles on the subject

of the unit. The larg:t part of each unit is the reviev of the knowledge

base, which includes main definitional elements and a summary of the

10
For the list of resource units see Appendix B to this paper. All units
are distributed by AACTE (Suite 610, One Dupont Circle, Washington, DC20036).
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well-established principles (for teachers) in the area. In areas in which

the (jap between the knowledge base and the training of teacher,. in specific

sl'ills is considerable, the resource units also present methods for teaching

thu,,e skills to prospective teachers. After it was drafted, each unit

was appraised by persons who are also knowledgeable in that area and then

returned to the primary author for final revision.

The resource units are intended strictly for use by teacher educators
They are neither textbooks nor instructional modules; rather, they are a

means of communication
among teacher educators about the "state of the

art" in areas relating to specific responsibilities of today'., teachers.

The material is designed to be used by an individual
(completing the

self-assessment test and/or reading thmugh the unit on classroom manage-

ment fur the content or the recent literature on the topic) ur a group

(reviewing the contents of a teacher-education program curriculum'. Like

the clusters of capability from which the resource units derive, the modules

are not intended to dictate the curricula of teacher-education programs.

Rather, their perpose is to encourage teacher educators to recognize the

contemporary responsibilities of teachers, to suggest that teacher educators
have a role in developing teachers who can meet these responsibilities, and

to outline a base of validated knowledge and practice directly related to

each area of teacher responsibility.

Obstdcles to Change Processes

The Pear's Grant Projects developed during a period when subtantial

difficulties complicated planning and '!ecisic processes in te'chEr educa-

tion. Some eyamplec follow:



Many institutions have exile-iencee significant reductions in

finzncial supports and in the enrollment of students in

teacher-education programs; such reductions often arouse

insecurities in faculty members and engender conservative

attitudes toward program changes.

Reductions in faculty size sometimes have created heavy

teaching schedules and larger college classes, which

enEender morale and political problems when additional

changes are proposed.

In at least 18 states special testing programs for teachers

have been rtar.ed. These are managed outside the teacher-

preparation institutions and are thought, by many observers,

to express a lack cf confiderce in the institutions that

prepare teachers (Sandefur, 1982).

Recent additions of special content (e.g., in human relations,

multicultural education, and drug education) to teacher- educa-

tion programs have crowded the curriculum and made further

additions very difficult.

Dean's Grant Projects sometimes prcduce strains cn the college, school,

or decartment of education in ouch general areas as the following:

The at lity cf faculty members to make major decisions on

programs: Sometimes the faculty governance system seems adequate

for minor but not for major changes, such as those sometimes

prompted by the Dean's Grant Project.

The DGP may be the "straw" that breaks the "camel's back" on

issues such as the four-year limit on teacher- education programs.
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A majority of the institutions to which DGPs have been awarded

report major difficulties because of the time constraints on

teacher education, Ind many report specific actions to deal

with the issue at this time.

Sometimes the DGP leads to changes which could put tne college

in a disadvantageous pesition vis -a-vis other IHEs in the state

or region (e.g., more course requirements result in extensions

of the program and added tuition charges).

What Has Been Learned About Change Processes

Recent projects have learned from earlier DGPs and have tended to

make Setter and faster progress, as shown, for example, in the Survey

of Projects conducted by the Teaching Research agency of Oregon (1981).

The knowledge acquired by the early projects was communicated to the later

projects through special meetings of personnel from "new" project sites

anA through regular meetings of all DGP staff members at regional and

national levels. Ideas passed on to the later projects included the

following:

Use project resources in small amounts to provide supports for

many faculty members rather than to support mainly a small

project staff.

:ncourage "ownership" and management of the project by the

general education faculty, less by the special education

faculty.

Avoid simply "adding a course" and try to make early moves

toward broad, integrated approaches to curricular content

ir, existing courses.



Give early, strong attention to practicum sites and to increas-

ing mmuniL6tions with regular educati-n teaches and princi-

pals in field situations.

Emphasize the leadership given to the proiect by the dean.

Keep the dean "up front" and deeply involved in the project;

visibility, support and priority of concern should be apparent.

Avoid the tendency for the project staff to "do the work" of

the project; instead, try to do more facilitative kinds of things

for the total faculty.

Give more and earlier emphasis to project evaluation and

documentation.

Plan project evaluation and documentation from the start;

collect good baseline data and know where the faculty is at

fron the beginning.

Seek opportunities for cooperation with the state department

of education and with other teacher-preparation center, in

the state and region.

Be prepared for long-term work with faculty on one-to-one

basis; recognize resources which individuals already have;

Don't try to chanc,e faculty members; be prepared to offer

them assistance, released time, recognition, and other

rewards.

Work systematically on the project; that is, plan carefully

tc take account of knowledge about change processes and staff

development.

Work for pernunent and broad changes rather than for "pilot"

or "parallel" programs that can easily disappear when the federal

funds are done.
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a Develop a oroad coordinating committee that includes parents,

handicapped persons, and outside educators.

s Use regular faculty members as lead project staff; giving

leadership to "sort money" junior-level >tuff members is a

weak procedure.

Lxpect to change your original plan.

o Involve all faculty members
across departments and he sure to

respond to faculty ideas; move beyond the special education faculty

as early as possible; use key leaders among the faculty; recognize

that attitudes will be different in different departments, for

example, between elementary and seLondary education.

Dean's Grcrit Consortia

An important recent innovation among DGPs has been the development

of consortia of institutions to pursue programmatic goals. Starting

usually from the base of one well-established DGP, a set of related insti-

tutions in the same region or with a common bond have joined together

to broaden their activities. Sharp (1982) has sumrarized the experiences

of several DGP consortia. See Appendix C for a list of consortia and the

institutional members of each consortium.

An example of a consortium operating in a rural area is provided

by the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UN-0 where a DGP had operated

successfully fcr several years under the leadership of Dean Robert

Egbert and Professo, Donna Aksamit. They invited seven small rural

colleges, both private dad public, to join the Un-L in its project activi-

ties. Each college developed its own plan for needs assessment, faculty

development, curriculum development, and evaluation, with tecnnical
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assil,tance by bn-L :4colty members. Local advisory committees that in-

cluaed faculty memko.i. community representatives, and handic,spped per -

sill' Acre orginizo, each site. Faculty members from the seven colleges

we invited to a me'rit's of state-level, regioral, and national meetings.

Mat_cials found tiss_iul the UN-L and in other DCPs were shared fully

with toe consortium. ine life-history of this consortium, appears to foi-

low ,ussh the same pdttJrn as that of other OGPs, except that a special

sup,,ort system operates at the state level for the consortium members.

ihe Alabama M University DGP, under the leadership of Dean

CorJell aynn,ll in,1ted four small private colleges in central and north

Alabama to join the project. The four are oistorically black institu-

titans of higher education in which service to rural areas is a major

concern. Although ;heir goal was the same as that in DCPs 4enerally,

their circumstances woro unusual: none hid a special education faculty or

special education program. The particular objectives of this consorti=

were to assl.;I: 7)rofe, ,;,n01 _duc.ition faculty memoeri, in uc,urinij

working knowledge of special education mandates, vsevelop needeu curricu-

lum revisions in teaLher-oreparation programs, create a mutually helpful

communications network among all five institutions, an' to ,nare resources

found useful in DGPs. This consortium had the extra advantage cf materials

and other forms of assistance from the National Technical Assistance Center

of reacher Education ,n Historically Black Institutions of Higher Education

which was sponsored by the National Alliance of Black School Educators.

11
Dr. 'Wynn 4as since ;.-2) become President of Stillman Colleqe in
Tuscaloosa, Alaoamd.
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In vneral, the consortium approach ht,(,n roceived

and ,, ion e of tt,c pronw lilt) ;q6dol; for future wort, towdrd

A nb,:kor Gr Lont.111,w11. 'how operatinfj A DGP con;(1rP.Itri hdvo boon

JCS 1,'Aludii, the (')horn, 19:',2)' (A) ls in dna/ ottd_r

kini Qr DCW it 1 necessary that the approach be individualized fot eacn

co; _,)e or ortivul,Itj; (b) it is important that the lead institutions make

clef' the_( ale promeino only a temporary system - one witit limited

op;ok *,Jes and fra .,InIch institutions can "exit" at any tin (c) involve

thn ttl tdculty 11 ,,ddcation, is well as administritors, irosi each

institution as earl/ us possible and certainly before any commitment to

:oin consortium 1, made; and (d) the host institution mi,r,t tike picot./

of tie f,) jet ac,,udinted wIth the people at the site 01 e:ich inc,tttu-

tlk,ni 4:111bor ot t t.o Lunsortipm dnd must. try to respond to the untgne deeds

perCeiJed at each SIT. Observers report thdt the eAperience of worl(ing

thntk,,,t1 a con,ortIum on one project, as in the ca,c of the Den's f,( ant

Projc.t:,, uteates in Lton.,-mient in which the (jewel al covimuntLit:ow, among

InstiL,Jttor: are improved and opportunities for future collaboration are

ennanceJ. Alt;;ough it has been noted that in the case of the OfTs t'" has

been important to present the consortium approach as a "temporar; SysZeil,"

perncps possibilities tor quite lasting relationships are engendered

through "temnorary" arrangements. More is to be said of this liter.

Influence of the Dean's Grant Projects

number et ovallidttve studlet, hdve boon iunducted of anti 1,/

',;(dn',7 Projects (Bates, 1V2. Gazvodd, 1920, 1972, Pevnplo,,, 1.3":2b,
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Rhoads, 1979; 5 ,e. Dryson, & Okun, 1922;
Teaching Research, 1921).

Soht, have e%.)min, concepts underlying the' roan': grant program;

have loof lil 0«,s..e,, III pro i ve lotimeri , 11 othe',

ha ie looked it J CLt out One set of activities undertaken by

Bi,.Jon (1932) fcc,,%e.: on creating systems for olanning, conducting, and

evalaating DGPs.

Si vage, and Okun (19:l2) includes reports by thr three authnrs.

Si4age and sever..I colleagues, all of whom were then at the University of

Oregon, visiten 12 Obi's and conducted c,,refully structured interviews to

assess the basic idea of deans as leaders in major curriculum charges.

They found that deans were deeply involved in the projects, moreso than

mijht have been expected, and that the "power ot their office';" was

indeed significant, especially when the OGV operations were line to

larger, long-range planning and change processes at the instituriunr

Bryson's Wolk tocued on applying
contingcncy-management mod:1 to

de,,1 with the political as weil as technical diiii,oities of managing

change in a plui-ilistic
organization, such as a college of education.

"Contingency management" ,n this case refers to contingenc-eS in the

organizational situation or the specific goals and contextual variables

which one must consider in dealing strategically and tactically with a

complex change process.

Brjson related hfs work to theories on how administrative leaders

(e.:., leans of education) often cannot directly and precisely Lontrol

act iitieS in their work environment, but how they can shape what he

C,111% tOrUMS (which govern LcKs communication), arenas (which

rel.Le fo oxerci,,n of power) , and court', (whiLh d.fne 142;!t:LkiLi).
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Included is a set of detailed materials for use by deans in data-based

procedures to plan, coordinate, and evaluate thfir effort: for curriculum

and developmert.

Okun ex,imincd specifically the role of deans of education as change

agents and tound the idea "wholly endorse0" in the results of Dean': Grant

Pro.oc*1. The strength of a particular dean's specific interest. in the

DOI- and the history of dean's involvements in innovation are factors much

iniluencing the degree of DGP success.

A number of GGP staffs have !'scd Hall's (1974 Concerns-Based Adoatill

Ma"cl to assess the concerns of faculty members with proposed changes in

their teacher - education programs. Hall reported his wLrk in trying to

help a dean of education tc understand the various stanes of his faculty's

development in connection wit; a OGP. A conclusion in that case was that

the dean had been remarkably successful in creating "awdrenesscs" about

needed curriculum changes but would need to find a way of "shooting the

gun" as the "starter" for the next phase of development (Hail, 197). The

CLAM model provides a useful set of tools and theories in systematic ef-

forts for change. In addition to develow.ntal measures of "concerns,"

the rode! also provides an approach tr ing the actual use or adoption

of an innovation.

The Ga:voda survey of all projects in Siring 1980, which focused on

hro,ect resul showed the fol.owing achievements for projects in their

fourth and fifth years of operation:
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Percent having made
significant or com-
plete changes

Curriculu,r, changes 72

Faculty knowledge re P.L. 94-142 87

Student knowledge re P.L. 94-142 88

Broad program changes accomplished 58

Practicums revised 42

Source: Gazvo,'.a, 1980.

Although these data reflect self-evaluations that always have limitations,

they are fully in accord with other data, for exa4le, those collected

by Teaching Research (1981). They show that progress in DGPs is by no means

an "overnight matter" but that after about four years of pork, 90 percert

of institutions report very good progress in the development of faculty

awareness and commitment and in making curriculum changes. Very often,

the work of a DGP reveels the need for basic program restructuring and

that has been accomplished less often - in 58 percent of the cases in

Gazvoda's survey. Even less often (42 nercent) have DGPs been successful

in revising their practicum arrangements. The problem about practicums

is serious and has been noted, for example, by Sontag (1982):

None of the former Dean's Grant Projects in a national survey
(Teaching Research, 1981) reported the use of practicum and
student teaching with handicapped students to complement
revised ccursework offerings, and less than 30% of the final
reports submitted to SEP by Dean's Grant recipients indicate
revisions in practicum experiences. It seems to me that there
should be increased efforts to reinforce coursework with
relevant P ractica experiences. (P. 70)
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The "bottom line" in evaluation of Dean's Grant Projects, of course,

is the impact they have in improving education for handicapped students in

regular classes. A long chain or organically linked events is involved

in achieving such impact, beginning with awareness of needs by teacher educa-

tion faculty, then moving to curriculum planning and implementation in

programs for teacher preparation, then on to employment in schools of

teachers who have the revised preparation, the implementation of new

practices by the new teachers and, finally, the measurement of the impact

of the new practices on the lives of the pupils of these teachers. The

strongest forms of evaluation would involve comparisuns of gains by such

pupils with those made by teachers in t control group. Nothing quite like

evaluations of this kind have been performed.

Probably the most complete evaluation so far completed was done at

the University of Kansas by Hohn and Brownlee (1982). The teacher educa-

tion faculty at the University of Kansas had worked fcr several years on

designing and implementing a teacher education curriculum which took into

account the implications of Public Law 94-142. In fact the Kansas curri-

c.flum vas reasonably consistent with the "competency clusters" idea

outlined earlier in this paper. Forty-five graduates of the years '',980

and 1981. all of whom had completed the revised teacher education programs

and who were employed as teachers, were contacted through questionnaires

and interviews (only a sub-set was interviewed). Principals of schools

where eighteen of the follow-up subjects were employed also were inter-

viewed. No control or comparison group was involved. In general, these
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teachers rates their preparation as average or above. Nevertheless, they

felt that they needed more preparation for dealing with exceptional students

than they had received. They stressed need for more direct contacts with

exceptional students and such specific experiences as participating in

IEP conferences as parts of their preservice preparation. Hohn and Brownlee

made special note of an observation about a possible divergence in views of

school principals and of college staff about the roles of regular teachers.

School of Education faculty may have anticipated more "integration and

teaming" of regular and special education teachers than was in fact occurring

in Kansas schools.

These few remarks c.Olout Follow-up studies of DGP graduates have been

derived from a preliminary report of one small study. Obviously, then,

little can A said at this time about the impact of DGP-trained teachers

on public education in general or on education of handicapped students in

particular. The potential general impact has so far been limited by the

fact that relatively few new teachers have been employed in recent years,

due to declining enrollments and lowered vacancy rates in teaching posi-

tions. It is becoming quite clear, however, that the numbers of new

teachers will be increasing gradually in the next few years and that

demands will be quite high within a decade when relatively large numbers

of older teachers dill be retiring. Thus, the efforts made through DGPs

to revise curriculums for teacher education may yet have major impact.
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A major resit of ull the DGPs to date is the development of a

literature on the ;recesses and necessary substdnLive aspects of changing

teacher education. nil.; literature takes a variety of forms ranging from

short statements .mi parzicular curriculum issues developed by single

project staff meLoers to broad conceptualizations
of general changes in

teacher education which are required to implement Public Law 94-142.

Enough ideas and materials have been developed and are now available to

make it possible to be very helpful to colleges that are new at this kind

of enterprise. the Teaching Research (1981) study affirmed that, indeed,

new projects of recent years were developing more rapidly, at least in part

because of the considerable development of ideas and materials which has

occurred. Even institutions without Deans' Grants now can profit from

the literature created on and for DGPs. A summary statement on this

literature has been prepared by Lundholm (19R2). tier summary covers

major materials systems for teacher education, such as the "I'm A Lot Like

You" productions developed at project level at the University of Wisconsin-

Milwaukee, plus innumerable shorter pieces from projects plus a variety

of products produced by tha National Support Systems Project at the

University of Minnesota.

Suggestions for the Future of Dean's Grant Projects

The survey of DGP staff members in Spring 1982 (Reynolds, 1982a)

indicated that federal supports for DGPs should be continued for at least

the next three to five years. It was felt that attenpts to change colle,je

programs would largely disappear without the evidence of 1e,_!eral r-)orlt,

in the area and some continuing money. Most respondents felt tnat the nel
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NCATE standard on special education was beginning to have "clout," and

that the work of sthie national professional groups, such as the National

Science Teachers Association, also was most helpful.

An earlier report (National Support Systems Project, 1980) suggested

that fedearl supports for DGPs might well be discontinued when the following

conditions were achieved:

The curricular implications of Public Law 94-142 for
regular classroom teacher preparation have been con-
ceptualized acceptably and usefully to the satisfac-
tion of most concerned parties.

A literature summarizing the conceptualization and
its translation into teacher-preparation materials is
available as a regular part of teacher-education
literature.

Certification and accreditation bodies regularly re-
quire high standards of performance in teacher educa-
tion and teaching practice in all areas of education
covered by Public Law 94-142.

The implications of Public Law 94-142 have penetrated
the schools and colleges so thoroughly that teacher-
preparation faculties are initiating significant prac-
tices for handicapped students as a part of their local
development and maintenance efforts.

Significant numbers of operating models of revised
teacher-preparation programs are available in all
parts of the nation and in institutions of the various
sizes and types.

The professional organizations of teachers and teacher
educators have established clear and strong patterns
of activity showing concern and leadership on topics
related to Public Law 94-142.

Development, evaluation, research, and dissemination
functions relating to the preparation of regular class-
room teachers to help serve handicapped students have
been built into generic R, 0, & 0 agencies of education.

Each preceding criterion for the discontinuance of the Dean's
Grant program ;also/ suggests a dimension of work co be under-
taken by OSE, institutions of higher education, and the various
professional bcdies. (p. 148)
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Although very significant progress has been made on each of the above

criteria, there is need for some farther developmenc - perhaps to be accom-

plished in three to five years.

Many survey respondents (691 4.n the 1982 study suggested that in the

future DGPs should give early attention to revisions in preparation programs

for school administrator?, school psychologists, and counselors as well as

teachers. An even larger percentage (891 of respondents agreed that

programs should be developed to give all graduate students in education -

our next generation of leaders - background or the policies reflected in

Public Law 94-142.

A very strong majority of DGP survey respondents (89') agreed that

teacher educators should make their claims now for adequate life space or

academic time for the preparation of high-quality teachers. Mere than 4

out of 5 respondents also agreed that now is the time for a general move

for quality in teacher education or for "state of the art" levels of

preparation. Respondents showed wide disagreement, however, on the wisdom

of using court proceedings to force "state of the art" programs (Reynolds,

19826). This latter possibility is one which Gilhcol (1982) had raised

at a conferen.:e of DGP staff members; it caused a great deal of interest.

The operation of a DGP in an institution often raises very general

questions about teacher education--involving a wide range of curriculum

issues, new challenges to planning processes, a need for more faculty-wide

communications and perhaps more time for professional studies. One might

wonder whether these aren't larger issues than ought to be raised by a

project which has its chief focus on handicapped pupils. Are the DCPs

opening ,p "more than they can chew?" The response in the 19E2 survey was



that UGP staff me,,tbers are ready to make a very broad and ambitiol,s

effort for improvements in teacner education because they believe that is

ne,:,esary to impLment the iliportant principles expressed in nu5;iC Law

94-i=2.

Most OGP staff members (89'7,) felt that some kind of temporary

national support or networking system was essential to the fulfillment

of DGPs. A minimal function of the network would be to identify and

disseminate ideas and materials of qualit ,hick were developed by project

personnel.

A Personal Perspective

The policies expressed in Public Law 94-142, in particular the

princeplc of tne "least restrictive environment," requires a major rene-

gotiation of relations between special education and regular education.

The capacity of mainstream schools to deal with children who have handicaps

must be developed and the preparation of regular teachers must be revised

and upgraded substantially. It seems fair to say that handicapped children

will not be well served in the mainstream schools unless and until we

achieve major commitments and improvements in regular teacher-education

programs.

Gilhool (1982), from his legal or juridical perspective, puts the

challenge to teacher educators this way:

...in a real sense teacher educators are the custodians,
if not the progenitors, of the state of the art....we have
long passed the point in these United States where cr)llevc
of ecucation are one thing and public schooling is anothr
....The set of relations between schools of education and

the public schools is such now that teacher educators, as
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much as the state education authorities and the local
education authorities, mus consider them,elves bound
by this duty to use effectively the state of the art.
(p. 23)

He refers to the "state of the art" as that higher-level of practice which

takes into account all the well-confirmed knowledge in the field in contrast

to the "state of the practice," and he argues that teachers can be expected

to perform at high levels of competes in terms of the current knowledge

ease.

Rarely is teacher education operated at "state of the art level,"

nowever. Indeed, it seems fair to say that teacher education never has

seriously considered operating at such a level. In my view the Dean's

Grant program has stimulated significant improvements in many places and

quite remarkable changes and improvements in a few others, but there ht;

been nothing like the strong and pervasive move or quality in teacher

education which is required. There remains, then, the major question of

how and whether teacher educaiton will be able to organize itself to make

major reforms.

Left to themselves, individual teacher-education programs and the

major organizations that are dedicated to professional development and

quality monitoring in teacher education will not make the extensive changes

that are needed to acnieve the "state of the art".

B. Othaniel Smith (198C), whom I consider to be one of tne prominent

intellectual leaders in teacher education of recent decades, has said:

"Teacher education today...suffers not so much from lack of knowledge as

from feebleness of will, from a loss of nerve to use what knowledge there

is to shape a coherent and orderly program" (p. 28). Outside forces will
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be required, includini those found in central university offices and on

governing boards, in U,e intellectual
leadership that influences public

policy, and in the practical domains of pulitics and community leadership.

What we have now is a growing distrust of teacher education; what we need

instead is a major mo,.e for auality and credibility in teacher edur.ation.

By such moves the public confidence possibly may be restored--for the good

reason that the operations of schools of education would be improved.

The agenda will likely include such difficult elements as the follow-

ing: (a) court cases in which colleges of education are joined with public

schools in cases which test quality of school operations - tests against

"state of the art" criteria; (b) the development of much more explicit

statements on "state of the art" teacher preparation than are now common;

(c) the development and adoption of much higher standards for teacher-

education program accreditation, including the use of specific evaluative

instruments to measure "state of the art" performance by graduates; (d)

extension of teacher-preparation
programs to he sure that every graduate

is prepared thoroughly to begin practicing the role of teacher "safely"

and competently; this standard probably means a five-year pre-service pro-

gram, at minimum; (e) reduction in the number of teacher-preparation

programs in the nation by encouraging those whose capacity to perform at

"state of the art" level is limited to drop their programs (or to bring

about the elimination t' 041 disaccreditation procedures); and (f) a tough

reworking of special education teacher-preparation programs for mildly

handicapped children to adopt noncategorical or generic models rather

than narrowly f.'amed categorical models.
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I come to this last point about adopting more generic models of

special education teacher preparation because I believe that much of the

categorizing of mildly handicapped children is done in "scandalously"

:Scriven, 1983) inadequate fashion and because the proliferation of

narrowly framed categorical programs is needlessly expensive and ineffi-

cient. There is no separate and distinct knowledge case which supports

the teaching of reading to "Title I" children vs. "learning disabled"

children; yet in many schools we persist in operating these programs with

separa'..! teachers, separate entitlement systRms and separate funding

systems.

Special education programs have received their special categorical

funding, from both state and federal sources, mainly on the "input" side.

That is, extra funds have been provided simply upon evidence that an ex-

ceptional child has been identified and enrolled in a special program.

Whether anything truly distinctive and worthwhile is delivered to the

child is unrelated to funding. In periods of econcaic stress, as at

present, however, one should anticipate increasing demands for data on

the "output" side as a basis for funding (Lynn, 1982). Clearly the field

of special education is experiencing a shift to the "output" side in jus-

tifying expenditures. It is this writer's judgment that the press for

evaluative data on outcomes, along with shrinking funds, will cause im-

portant restructuring of a wide variety of special education and other

categorically-funded school programs. Special teacher preparation will

require corresponding changes.

An increasing number of political observers appear to be coming to

an appreciation of the need for a general re-examination of teacher
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education. A great deal of concern is expressed with teacher competence

and the supply of teachers in areas of science education, mathematics

education, and computer literacy. There is also a growing appreciation

of the need to reformulate the methods cf educating handicapped children

and their teachers. In a 1982 conference, for example, a number of teacher

educators met with ,ome economists, students of public policy, legal

advocates for the handicapped, and legislators (Reynolds & Brandl, 1983)1

the non-educators seemed to be thoroughly convinced of the need for a

strong move toward quality in teacher education.

A possible projection of future developments can be imagined. It is

based on the assumption that the major existing structures of teacher

education will not be able to provide the necessary leadership for radical

change because they must compromise on issues important to their members

and because so much energy is devoted to protecting the present institu-

tional members. In the projection, a few educators who dare to swim

against the current are brought together with a small but concerned group

of political and social observers. They commit themselves to spelling

out "state of the art" educational standards and then working for the

adoption of these standards. The methods they use are public statements,

attempts to influence accreditation standards, participation in court

suits, organization of technical assistance for IHEs wishing to improve,

assisting public bodies (e.g., state legislatures or state boards of

higher education) in reviews of teacher preparation programs, and the

like. By organizing a strong group that is willing and able to provide

a coherent statement on quality teacher education and then using all
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possible means to enhance their power, perhaps there can be generated

some of the motivatior that is essential to institute major changes in

teacher education. I believe that handicapped children will be well

served in mainstream settings only when such a major effort is well under-

way.

The necessary restructuring of teacher education may be especially

difficult in the small teacher-preparation programs that usually are

operated in rural areas. Small colleges have small faculties, and they

may find it difficult to provide training in all the recommended areas.

Also, it may be especially difficult to move toward the extended programs

(5 years?) required for better preparation in those colleges in which all

programs traditionally terminate at tne four-year baccalaureate level.

Certainly it will be difficult in the next ci-cade to sustain all the 1200

teacher-training centers that now exist in the nation, and especially

the small, rural centers. At the same time, we must not overlook the

special strengths which small rural colleges have to offer.

Suppose that the consortia of small colleges which are developing

in response to Public law 94-142 could become the basis for more permanent

sharing of staff and other resources in networks of institutions. The

staff of a large university, perhaps, could arrange to share specialized

staff members for certain limited teaching functions with the institutions

in the network. Or, in some cases, it may be feasible for students from

several colleges to come together on a regional basis for some of their

instruction. Possibly, several small colleges might jointly employ staff

members to extend their programs in certain instructional areas. Still
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another possibility is that regional support systems--perhaps much like

the present DGP consortia--tould be created to provide cnntinuing supports

for flculties in small colleges who are expected to teach in and lead pro-

grams over an increasingly diverse set of domains.

In spite of tneir many difficulties it is to be recognized that small

rural colleges have clear advantages, including the ease of communication

among the relatively small staff, opp'rtunities for using individualized

methods to educate their relatively small student population, and the

regularity and comparitive ease of communication with the personnel in the

local schools of the region.

Another possibility is that larger colleges and universities might

unilaterally offer special preparation flr students planning to teach in

rural areas. It seems likely that this approach would succeed only under

two conditions: 1) a broad and systematic effort were made to recruit

student:- who were already committed 1,t, experience and life style to

living and working in rural areas; 2) at least significant parts of

the program were specially designed to fit rural needs and yet flexible

enough to be adaptive to needs of particular students and the regions they

represent. Special recruitment of experienced regular teachers from rural

areas for training in special fields, such as teaching deaf students, with

a system offering stipends to cover costs of training in return for commit-

TInt to teach in rural areas, has been used in England for many years

(Watson, undated). Western Oregon College, Idaho State University and

Murray State University (Kentucky) are among instit..ions in the United

States whirl! have been experimenting with approaches to problems of teacher

preparation to meet rural special education needs (Helge, 1982).
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Above all, perhaps, is the advantage in rural areas of the long-

standing tradition of individualizing programs for children and of

cooperating closely with parents in educational planning. The degree of

commitment to children and of trust between parents and teachers in

such schools are far ahead of most urban school districts, and these are

the bas.:. stuff of good programs for children who have exceptional needs.

What must be added now is a good deal of the technical knowledge and

skill requi.ad fc; good teaching. This will be a major challenge to

teacher educators in the colleges of rural areas. We need models of

strength and quality in teacher education; and there is no reason to

believe that these models will not or should not come from colleges

serve -] the rural areas of the nation!
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Appendix A

Institutions Having Dean's Grant Projects in the Period 1975-1983*

ALABAMA
Alabama A & M University
University of Alabama/Birmingham
University of Alabama/University

Auburn University/Auburn
Auburn University/Montgomery
University of South Alabama

ALASKA
University of Alaska

AMERICAN SAMOA

Community College of American Samoa

ARIZONA
Arizona State University
Northern Arizona University
University of Arizona

ARKANSAS

University of Arkansas/Fayetteville
University of Arkansas/Little Rock
University of Arkansas/Pine Bluff
Arkansas State University
Henderson State University

CALIFORNIA

California State Polytechnic University
California State University/Chico
California State University/Fresno
California State University/Hayward

California State University/Los Angeles
California State University/Northridge
Pacific Oaks College
University of the Pacific
San Diego State University
University of San Diego
San Franciscu State University
San Jose State University

COLORADO

Colorado State University
University of Colorado/Boulder

University of Colorado/Colorado Springs
University of Denver
Fort Lewis College
University of Northern Colorado

CONNECTICUT
University of Connecticut

DELAWARE

University of utlaware

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education

American Society of Allied Health
Professions

American University
the Catholic University of America
The University of the District of

Columbia
Howard University

National Alliance of Black School
Educators

George Washington University

FLORIDA

University of Central Florida
Florida A & M University

University of Florida
University of Miami

Stetson University
University of West Florida

GEORGIA

Atlanta University
Georgia Southern College
North Georgia College

Only a few institutions have had DGPs for the entire 1975-1983 period. Most
had grants for 3 years, but some had OGPs for only 1 or 2 years.
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HAWAII

University of Hawaii at Manoa

IDAHO

Idaho State University
University of Idaho

ILLINOIS

Bradley University
Eastern Illinois University
Illinois State University
University of Illinois
Northeastern Illinois University
Northern Illinois University
Roosevelt University
Southern Illinois University
Western Illinois University

INDIANA

University of Indiana
Purdue University

IOWA

Drake University
Iowa State University
University of Iowa
University of Northern Iowa
Tri-College Dept. of Eduration

(Clarke College, Loras College,
& University of Dubuque)

KANSAS

Associated Colleges of Central Kansas
Emporia State University
Kansas State University
University of Kansas
Wichita State University

KENTUCKY

Eastern Kentucky University
University of Kentucky
University of Louisville
Murray State University
Western Kentucky University

LOUISIANA
Oramblinq State University
Louisiana State University
University of New Orleans

MAINE

University of Maine/Orono

MARYLAND

American Occupational Tnerapy Assn.
Bowie State College
Coppin State College
Hood College

University of Maryland
Morgan State University

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston College
Boston University
Regis College
Simmons College
Westfield State College

MICHIGAN

Central Michigan University
Madonna College
Michigan State Udiversity
University of Michigan

MINNESOTA
College of Saint Teresa
University of Minnesota/Duluth
University of Minnesota/Minneapolis
Moorhead State University
Winona State University

MISSISSIPPI

Alcorn State University
Jackson State University
University of Mississippi

University of Southern Mississippi

MISSOURI

Central Missouri State University
University of Missouri/Columbia (2)
University of Missouri/St. Louis
St. Louis University

Southwest Missouri State University

MONTANA

Eastern Montana College
Montana State University

NEBRASKA
University of Nebraska/Lincoln
University of Nebraska/Omaha
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NEVADA

University of Nevada/Las Vegas
University of Nevada/Reno

NEW HAMPSHIRE
University of New Hampshire

NEW JERSEY
Glassboro State College
Kean College of New Jersey
Rutgers College
Trenton State College

NEW YORK
Bank Street College of Education
City University of New York/
Brooklyn College

City University of'New York/
Medgar Evers College

City University of New York/
York College

Fordham University at Lincoln Center
Hofstra University
Hunter College
Long Island University
New York University
College of St. Rose
State University of New York/
Albany

State University of New York/
Binghamton

State University of New York/
Brockport

State Un:versity of New York/
Fredonia

State University of New York/
Potsdam

Syracuse University

NORTH CAROLINA
Appalachian State University
Barber-Scotia College
Lenoir-Rhyne College
Livingstone College
North Carolina Central University
North Carolina State University
University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill

University of North Carolina at
Charlotte

Western Carolina University

NORM DAKOTA
Minot State College
North Dakota State University
University of North Dakota

OHIO

University of Akron
Bowling Green State University
Case Western Reserve University
University of Cincinnati
Cleveland State University
Ohio State University
Ohio University
The University of Toledo

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma Baptist University
Oklahoma State University

OREGON

University of Oregon
Portland State University
University of Portland
Southern Oregon State College
Western Oregon State College

PENNSYLVANIA
Cheyney State College
Duquesne University
Edinboro State College
Lock Haven State College
Mansfield State College
Pennsylvania State University
University of Pittsburgh
Temple University

PUERTO RICO

Catholic University of Puerto RIco
I.I.A. of the World University
University of Puerto Rico/Rio Piedras
University of Puerto Rico/San Juan

SOUTH CAROLINA
Furman University

SOUTH DAKOTA
Auqustana College
The University of South Dakota
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TENNESSEE

Eastern Tennessee State University
George Peabody College for Teachers,'

Vanderbilt University
Memphis State University
Tennessee State University
University of Temicssee/Chattanooga
University of Tennessee/Knoxville

TEXAS

University of Houston
Lamar University
North Texas State University
Prairie View A & M University
Southern Methodist University
Stephen F. Austin State University
Texas A & M University

Texas Southern University
Texas Tech University
University of Texas/Austin
University of Texas/Dallas
Texas Woman's University
Trinity University

UTAH

Utah State University
University of Utah

VLRMONT

University of Vermont

VIRGIN ISLANDS
College of the Virgin Islands

VIRGINIA
Hampton Institute
James Madison University
George Mason University
Norfolk State University
Old Dominion University
Radford University

Virginia Commonwealth University
Virginia State University
Virginia Union University

WASHINGTON

Eastern Washington University
Gonzaga University
Pacific Lutheran University
Washington State University
University of Washington
Whitworth College
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WEST VIRGINIA

Bethany College
Marshall University
West Virginia University

WISCONSIN

University of Wisconsin/LaCrosse
University of Wisconsin/Milwaukee
University of Wisconsin/Oshkosh
University of Wisconsin/Whitewater

WYOMING

University of Wyoming
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APPENDIX

Resource Units and Authors

Unit Topic Author

1. Classroom accommodations for JoBeth Allen (Kansas State Uni-
exceptional learners versity)

Frances L. Clark (University of
Louisville)

Patricia Gallagher (University
of Kansas)

Faith Scofield (University of
Kansas)

2. Classroom assessment and evaluation Alan M. Hofmeister (Utah State
strategies University

Caroline N. Preston (Utah State
University)

3. Curriculum assessment and modification Christine O'Connell Mason (Eastern
Montana College)

Susan Blom Raison (Southeast Min-
nesota Education Cooperative
Service Unit)

4. Variables in exceptionality Jack W. Birch (University of
Pittsburgh)

5. Writing Individualized Education Ann L. Stewart (North Carolina
Plans (IEPs) State University)

6. Assessing and promoting reading skills Michael F. Graves (University of
Minnesota)

7. Assessing and promotiA language arts James A. Poteet (Ball State
skills University)

8. Class management Richard Bents (University of
Minnesota)
K. Charlie Lakin (University of
Minnesota)
Maynard C. Reynolds (University
of Minnesota

9. Social/philosophical-ethical foundations Christopher Lucas (University
of Missouri)

10. Behavior modification procedures Lanny Morreau (Illinois State
University)

11. Developing goals and objectives Lynn S. Fuchs (Wheelock College)

Stanley L. Deno (University of
Minnesota)
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12. Parent-teacher interactions Roger Kroth (University of New
Mexico)

Roberta Krehbiel (University of
New Mexico)

13. Formal social observation
Frank H. Wood (University of
Minnesota)

14. Legal influences on educating Ann P. Turnbull (University ofspecial needs students Kansas)

Judith Leonard (University of
North Carolina)

H. Rutherford Turnbull (University
of Kansas)

15. Teaching children about individual Mara Sapon-Shevin (Cleveland
differences

State University)

16. Promoting pupil psychological growth Angelo V. Boy (University of New
Hampshire)

17. Psychological/human development
Ronna Dillon (Southern Illinois

foundations
University)

18. Counseling skills for teachers Norman Sprinthall (North Carolina
State University)

19. Communication skills for teachers Carolyn M. Del Polito (American
Society of Allied Health Profes-
sions)

20. Principles and values in special H. Rutherford Turnbull (Universityeducation
of Kansas)

Ann P. Turnbull (University of
Kansas)

Marilyn Mulligan (University of
Kansas)

21. Individualized instructional systems Margaret C. Wang (University of
Pittsburgh)

22. Working with minority students and Ronald W. Henderson (Universityparents
of California-Santa Cruz)

23. Working with support staff and
allied professions

Susan M. Swap (Wheelock College)

24. Assessing and promoting basic "life Donn Brolin (University ofskills"
Missouri)
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25. Promoting cooperative relationships David W. Johnson (University of
in classrooms Minnesota)

Roger T. Jo)nson (University of
Minnesota)

26. Consultation skills for teachers Joel Meyers (Temple University)

27. Peer and cross-age tutoring Joseph R. Jenkins (University of
Washington)

Linda M. Jenkins (Lake Washington
[WA) Schools)
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Appendix C

DGP Consortia and Institutional Members

Alabama A ' M University
Miles College
Oakwood College
Stillman College
Talladega College

Tri-Colleges of Dubuque (Iowa)
Clarke College
University of Dubuque
Loras College

Morgan State University

Coppin State University

University of Maryland/Baltimore County
Towson State University

University of Nebraska/Lincoln
Chadron State College

Concordia Teachers College
Dome College
Kearney State College
Peru State College
Union College
Wayne State College

James Madison University
Averett College
Bridgewater College
Clinch Valley College
Eastern Mennonite College
Emory and Henry College
Hollins College
Longwood College
Mary Baldwin College

Mary Washington College
of the University of Virginia

Randolph-Macon Woman's College
Roanoke College
St. Paul's College

Shenandoah College
Sweet Briar College
University of Richmond
Virginia Intermont College

Marshall University
Blu,field State College
Concord College
Glenville State College
lniversity of Charleston
.st Virginia College of Graduate Studies

Wt 4t Virginia Institute of Technology
West Virginia State College
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I INTRODUCTION

Overview of SRI's Longitudinal Study

As part of its overall evaluation of local progress in meeting the

intent of Public Law 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act,

the Special Education Programs (SEP) unit of the U.S. Department of

Education contracted with SRI International to conduct a 5-year longitudinal

study. The SRI study was designed to complement other SEP studies of the

law, by providing an in-depth understanding of the process of implementing
the law at the local education agency (LEA) level.* It is at the LEA level

that the law directly affects handicapped children and their parents. Thus,

the longitudinal study was based on case studies of how a variety of urban,

suburban, and rural school systems implemented PL 94-142 from 1978 to 1982. **

Initially, in S; t978, SRI selected 22 study sites in 9 states to

represent the variety of LEAs in the United States in terms of

characteristics that would make a difference for the implementation of

PL 94-142. These characteristics included:

LEAs are a diverse group of administrative units below the state level.
In addition to local school districts, LEAs in our study included county
school systems, intermediate units, and joint agreements or consortia
among districts.

**

Although PL 94-142 was passed by Congress in 1975, the mandated effective
date for provision of a free appropriate public education (FAPE) to each
handicapped child was reached just as the SRI study began.

1
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. Compatibility between state laws and PL 94-142.

. State funding formula for special education and the state system of
organization for special education.

. Availability of local resources (i.e., the amount of local funding,
facilities, qualified personnel, administrative leadership, and
community involvement) .

. Accessibility of resources (i.e., geographic size and population
dispersal).

. Presence of residential institutions, collaborative relationships
with other districts, state-supported special schools, and separate
buildings for special education.

The 22 LEAs originally selected for case studies varied in the

characteristics of the state systems of education in which they were

embedded, as well as in local characteristics.* SRI's findings were based

primarily on interviews conducted by our staff with a wide variety of LEA

personnel and community members (e.g., administrators, principals, teachers,

psychologists, parents, representatives of human services agencies) from

these sites. Through a synthesis of our findings we were able to describe

various patterns of implementation over time in a variety of urban,

suburban, and rural LEAs over 4 complete school years (Wright et al., 1982).

Background and Purpose of this Paper

Since 1981, the directors of SRI's longitudinal study have served on

the National Advisory Council for the University of Kansas' Special

Education in Rural America Project. Based on our research experiences in

various local circumstances, we have provided input to the Kansas research

team during several stages of their study.

*
There were 22 LEAS in the original sample. Budgetary constraints resulted
in reduction of the sample size in the last 3 years of the study to a
final sample size of 16.

2
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The University of Kansas commissioned us to prepare this paper

specifically comparing implementation processes in our study's rural LEAs

with the processes in the other LEAs. In this paper, we draw upon our

experience in the four rural sites that we studied for 5 years. We present

our findings concerning similarities in the sequence of PL 94-142

implementation and variation in progress, then describe constraints to

progress in rural versus nonrural sites. Finally, we discuss the

differences among rural districts themsOves.

Although we designed our sampling procedure to ensure that our sites

manifested considerable variation en several factors deemed most likely to

explain differences in local implementation of PL 94-142, the original study

was not designed primarily for rural/nonrural comparisons, and the

generalizability of our findings from four rural districts in different

states and different contexts is limited.

3
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II IMPLEMENTATION OF PL 94-142 IN RURAL AND NONRURAL SITES

General Sequence of Implementation of PL 94-142

We observed striking similarities among rural and nonrural districts in

the sequence they followed for implementing the law's requirements. When

faced with the challenge of implementing PL 94-142, LEAs initially focused

their attention on procedural changes in response to the law, and the

procedural provisions (e.g., parent notice and consent, due process,

individualized education programs or IEPs) of the law were put in place in

the first year or two after the law too!!.. effect. Once these procedures were

put in place, they quickly became a familiar and routine part of special

education.

The pattern of implementation followed changes consistent with the

models of implementation of innovation in education, such as those developed

by Hall and Loucks (1977) and Bemoan and McLaughlin (1978). In these

models, implementation proceeds from orientation and adoption, to

implementation (marked by mechanical use followed by routine use and

refinements), followed by institutionalization. Although it is too

simplistic to assume that all school districts moved smoothly, at the same

rates, or to the same point along this dimension from orientation to

institutionalization, we observed similar patterns of procedural

implementation among rural and nonrural LEAs.

Once the procedural provisions were in place, LEAs then turned their

attention to expanding the scope and comprehensiven,As of their special

education programs and related services (SEARS). They extended SEARS to

children of efferent ages and/or handicapping conditions, and they

attempted to meet the least restrictive environment (LRE) mandate by

expanding the continuum of available program options. Although the concepts

and goals underlying the SEARS and LRE provisions were adopted and



internalized by LEAs, the lack of available resources interrupted the

expansion of programs, services, and the continuum of program options

necessary to fulfill these goals. Whereas we observed LEAs expanding

servi-es to achieve these goals in the 1978-79 school years, we found that

the rate of expansion of programs and services had slowed dramatically by

the 1980-81 school year as LEAs struggled to maintain the status quo with

fewer financial resources. In 1981-82, the trend continued; we saw a few

LEAs making cuts--mostly in related services rather than in basic programs,

bnt we also found our first evidence of cuts in special education programs.

Finally, when PL 94-142 was first implemented, LEAs put little time and

attention into inservice training of local personnel, whether through the

state's comprehensive system of personnel development or through the

district. Most of the training that was provided concerned an orientation

to the law and its procedural aspects. Although district personnel tended

to say that training was important, LEAs generally placed more emphasis va

changing procedures and increasing the scope and comprehensiveness of

special education programs and services. Inservice training seemed like a

luxury when districts faced cuts in services and programs and personnel

layoffs. When cuts had to be made, districts cut trainins; expenses before

cutting programs and services (i.e., staff).

These similarities in the general sequence of PL 94-142 implementation

were further validated and given some generalizability by state education

agency (SEA) personnel we interviewed about LEAs we did not visit. In

general, the sequence of implementation of PL 94-142 was not affected by

differences in such LEA characteristics as the rural/suburbaniurban nature

of the LEA jurisdiction, the nature and size of the handicapped population,

the socioeconomic status of the parents in the community, or the level of

resources of the LEA. That is, LEAs of very different makeups showed the

same general sequence of implementation; the sequence depended primarily on

the interaction of the nature of the law's requirements with the basic

nature of LEAs.

5
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Variation in Progress in Rural and Nonrural LEAs

Although we observed that LEAs of very different makeups showed the

same general sequence of PL 94-142 implementation, the types of effect the

law had, as well as the "quality" of the resulting special education system,

did relate to the characteristics of the LEA. That is, we observed a

cluster of features, including the amount of local funds for education, the

number and kind of education-related resources (e.g., trained staff, mental

health facilities, private schools), and the degree of local support for the

schools, that were related to the degree to which an LEA had met the goals

embodied in PL 94-142 prior to the law's passage.

Partly because of their isolation, more of the rural LEAs lagged behind

the state of the art in special education in 1978, when our study began, and

maintained a lagging position, relative to other districts, when our visits

ceased in 1982. Partly because of their geography, these LEAs had many

basic gaps in the scope and comprehensiveness of special education programs

and services (e.g., unserved or underserved handicapped children), as well

as less individualized special education programs.* The more progressive,

resource-rich and often-suburban LEAs already had fairly broad-based special

education programs and related services at the beginning of our study. We

have seen differences in effect as well as in the quality of the resulting

special education system in these two types of districts.

*
We also saw poor urban areas, or entire cities (in states that had lagged
behind in special education practices) where services to handicapped
children were also less available and less advanced than in the more
progressive, usually suburban, school districts and consortia.

r
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Differences in Type of Effect

In those rural LEAs that had basic gaps in SEARS before the passage of

PL 94-142, the major effect of the law was to enable administrators to fill

some of these gaps. For example, they used PL 94-142 funds to provide

programs for previously unserved or underserved specific learning disability

(SLD) and educable mentally retarded (EMR) populations, and to prcvide basic

related services such as speech therapy. Scme rural sites with traditional

attitudes and low levels of resources filled in some basic gaps in SEARS

using the clout associated with the law (including both the goal statements

and the regulations) as well as the money. For example, in one rural

district, the special education director with some PL 94-142 and some local

funds was able to hire two audiologists who could screen students for

evidence of hearing impairments. In another rural LEA, district

administrators were able to provide services to severely mentally retarded

(SMR) children who were residents of a local mental health institution by

embarrassing the state into partial funding of staff positions.

Despite the ability of rural administrators to fill in some basic gaps

in their special education delivery systems, the order of magnitude of

change that occurred in the rural sites was much less than in other non

progressive LEAs (e.g., fiscally constrained large urban LEAs with large

numbers of children with unmet needs, cities in states traditionally less

responsive to the needs of handicapped children). For example, rural

administrators often used PL 94-142 flow-through money to add one or two

classes to better serve a group of handicapped children. In large urban

LEAs with large number of unserved or inappropriately served children, the

large amount of PL 94-142 funding attendant on whole-city enrollments was

directed to the most noticeable problems. Thus, in one inner city, it was

necessary for LEA administrators to add 50 or more classes.

The law resulted in a different type of effect in more progress4ve LEAs

that had up-to-date, broad-based special education systems before the

passage of PL 94-142. In this type of LEA, the law resulted in the
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refinement of existing special education programs and related services.
Because districts of this type are relatively rich in resources, the money
associated with PL 94-142 had less effect; the major aspect of the law
affecting the refinements and changes was the law's clout. A spokesman from

one such district characterized the effect of the law: "PL 94-142 gave us

the clout to expand and refine the continuum o.` special education and
related services available to children." Another added, The law greatly
enhanced programs."

This pattern of effects corresponds with the way in which PL 94-142
money was used. That is, LEAs tended to allocate this money tc related
services and refinements, unless it was needed for basic programs.

Quality of Resulting Special Education System

Differences among LEAs also affected the quality of the procedures,
programs and services, and training that were implemented. Before the
passage of PL 94-142, districts varied in the quality of special education
programs and services, parental involvement, evaluation procedures, and so
forth. For example, sane progressive nonrural districts had a head start on
rural and large urban districts in the range of program options available
and the amount of individualized attention a child received during
evaluation. When PL 94-142 was passed, most districts made changes, as
described earlier. However, the law did not alter Or relative standing
among the progressive and the nonprogressive districts. For example, those
districts that had a head start continue to have more informed consent, more

mainstreaming, a larger continuum of options, more programs and services,

better nondiscriminatory/multidisciplinary evaluation, and so forth. The

law did not erase these inequalities. However, the most important point is
that the law did raise the level in districts that had lagged behind.

8
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III CONSTRAINTS TO PROGRESS IN IMPLEMENTATION:

RURAL VS. NONRURAL LEAS

During SRI's longitudinal study, we observed that all LEAs were

constrained in making progress toward fall implementation of PL 94-142 by

three major factors: inadequacy of available resources, limited knowledge

and skills among educational personnel, and organizational barriers. We

concluded that meeting the intent of the law and achieving full

implementation requires strategies for obtaining additional resources, as

well as strategies for more effective training of special and regular

education teachers and for crossing the organizational boundaries between

regular and special education.

Although these factors affected all LEAs, rural and nonrural alike, the

constraints to progress in implementation seemed worse in the rural than in

the nonrural districts. For example, lack of money was a major factor

inhibiting implementation of PL 94-142 in all of the rural sites that SRI

visited. Although the infusion of federal money helped rural districts to

fill in some basic gaps in their special education service delivery systems,

insufficient local resources resulted in programmatic gaps remaining (e.g.,

SLD services not present in all schools). As one rural LEA special

education director commented: "The community doesn't want property taxes

increased and that's what it'll take... even with the PL 94-142 money, it's

still not enough."

Not only did the major inhibiting factors seem worse in rural areas,

several other factors specific to rural LEAs constrained implementation

progress.* These factors include:

*
Some of these factors were also noted as problems in implementing
PL 94-142 in rural areas by Helge (1980).

9
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. Difficulty in recruiting and retaining new qualified staff, low
level cf staff changes.

. Isolation from information sources in the broader society and
resistAnce to change.

. o!lbleas related to rural geography (e.g., long distances between
schools, isolated or difficult terrain, transportation costs).

Or

Recruits .1 a-d Rltention of Qualified 14`.ew Personnel

vi :i L. w Lew: of Staff Chanel

Although there were often reports of recruitment and retention problems

among certain categories of special education personnel in nonrural sites,

we found that recruitment and retention of new qualifies, personnel was a

pervasive problem in rural areas. Rural LEA administrators noted that young

professionals lntering the field might be attracted to rural areas at first,

but that they found living in such areas to be ton socially and culturally

isolated and, thus, relocated elsewhere to pursue their professional

interests. Often, administrators indicated that the "best bet" was to

encourage bright, motivated local students to train in special education and

then return to teach in their local community. Pay scales in rural areas

also reflected the relatively low fiscal resources that had to be stretched

across regular and special education programs and services. Salaries were
usually higher in nonrural areas.

In general, staff changed less often in the rural sites than in most of
the nonrural treas. Because there was little "new blood" to fill available

teaching positions, "oldtimers" wert left to fit PL 94-142 requirements into

their usual way of doing things. Many had not been trained in the "new

paradigm" of special education (e.g., IEPs, multidisciplinary evaluation)

and changed their traditional educational practices slowly so that the

actual amount of change appeared mir:..77.1.

10
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Isolation from Information Sources in the Broader Society

and Resistance to Chant!.

In general, rural areas are isolated from the information sources of

the broader society. Thus, one of the most striking things that we noted

when we initially visited the rural sites was the fact that even the most

remote rural site had heard of PL 94-142 and its regulations. Th . was true

even if the slate had not issued guidelines. This was suprising because our

experience had shown knowledge of other federal educational programs to be

lc/ in rural areas (Knapp et al., 1983). Rural areas tend to be isolated

from the universities, newspapers, and visitors from other si +es that are

common to urban and suburban districts. As a result, "the won," travels

more slowly. (nowledge of innovative educational practices may reach the

rural areas only after many urban and suburban areas have accepted changes

in the state of the art and adopted new practices.

In addition to being more isolated than nonrural district

administrators, rural district administrators and personnel tend to resist

change more than their nonrural counterparts. We characterized their mcre

traditional mentality as '-ieing part of the "old paradigm" model of special

education. That is, more rural than arban or suburban educators tended to

share the attitude that self-contained settings (rather than resource roans

or other mainstreamed settings) were the most appropriate placements for

special education children. As one rural special education director

commie- Ad: "it seems like we just got enough staff few years ago to have

special classes. And now we're asked to put t'ese kids ba:k in regular

classes." Such attitudes did not facilitate the expansion of a continuum of

program options for handicapped children. In fact, even when resource rooms

we.- adopted, often in response to financial incentives, rural special

educators still belield that children 'mild be better served in a

self-contained setting. For example, teachers often told us that they

believed that handicapped students would learn more if they could be in a

self-contained classroom rather than a resource room.

11
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At the beginning c,f our study, we noted that the traditional role

boundaries between regular and special educaticin, az well 'as between parents

and school staffs, p;sed siginificant obstacle to implementing the intent

of PL 94-142 to expose handicapped and nythandicapped students to one

another and to desioate parents as advocates for their children's

education. These boundaries may have shifted slightly over time in rural

areas, but they still persist more in rural than in nonrural areas.

In generil, we found a traditional rural mentality among parents that

"the schools know best." Parents resisted changing their reliancc on the

schools to make educational decisions about their children's special

education needs. Their resistance hindered implementation of greater

parental involvement in educational decisionnaking. Thus, although parents

in rural districts are probablj better informed than before about special

education and what the schools can offer handicapped children, their

awareness is not nearly as high as in rclrural sites where parents are

active and well informed. Also, two rural districts reported a larger

percentage of parental refusal of special education services for their

children than did urban or suburbar districts. There is still a greater

stigma associated with handicapping conditions and special education in

rural than in urban communities.

Regular and special education personnel played very few boundary

crossing roles in the rural districts. Rural LEAs did not create new roles

(e.g., mainstreaming coordinator) or expand old roles (resource teacher) to

meet the intent of the Act. The strategy of using "boundary crossers"

developed primarily in urban and suburban districts to cope with the

liwitations imposed by the organizational barriers that frequently exist

between regular and special education. The boundary crossers' job is to

facilitate the coordination that is required for activities such as

mainstreaming and IEP development and use. We found that their role has had

a significant effect in minimizing barriers to implementation of PL 94-142.
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Problems Related toRi_n:aleora

An additior.al obstacle to PL 94-142 implementation in rural sites is

the high price paid for the distances between schools and services.

Children often had to be bussed in order to receive special education

services that were not available at their home schools. For example, in one

district, the lack of enough Si: programs and services across the county

initially reiulted in-excessive transportation time for children who had to

be bussed :ong distances in order to receive such services. As the LEA was

able to expand its SLD programs and services with the help of PL 94-142

funds, most children were able to be served in their home schools.

High transportation costs were also a problem. In at least one of the

resource-poor rural districts, transportation was provided mainly for more

severely handicapper, students (TMR, SMR). Children who needed programs and

services for he mildly handicapped were served in their home schools,

regardless of the available special education programs. Since some very

isolated small schools had no resource rooms or self-contained classes at

all, children in these schools were not even referred for special education.

The major reason that the LEA referred to zbove did not provide

transportation for the mildly handicapped was primarily because of its

financial constraints. In addition, however, the location of one hamlet in

this district in a mountainous area, also made transportation difficult.

The cost/benefit ratio to a rural LEA is radically altered by this factor.

Itinerant services are a frequent solution, but are not always suitable.

Transportation costs remain a big factor in rural areas. For example, in

another small rural LEA, three mentally handicapped children required

transportation to a special facility in the county in order to receive

appropriate special education and rented services. The estimaed cost to

bus these children was $25,000, but the overall district budget to serve all

the children within its jurisdiction was S76,000. As one of the school

board members commented: 41 don't begrudge anyone an education, but we

can't figure out a way to make ends meet."

13
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The provision of transportation was also difficult in another rural LEA
located in a mountainous area- A family with a handicapped child had moved
to a very remote area of the county. Although it was over 100 miles
roundtri p to the special school that the child needed to attend, the parents
were aware of their rights and wanted transportation for their child. The

family's home was on an inaccessible mountain, and to reach it, the school
bus would have to drive through a small river during certain times of the
year. The bus conpany estimated that it would cost $158 additional dollars
a day to make that trip. Because the LEA knew that it would lose if this
case went to a due process hearing (i.e., it was responsible for the
provision of transportation), they negotiated with the parents and convinced
them to drive the child to the special sct)ol and receive reimbursement for
mileage from the district.

14
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IV DIFFERENCES IN PL 94-142 IMPLEMENTATION PROGRESS

AMONG THE RURAL DISTRICTS

Although the rural districts SRI visited shared similar constraints,

they differed from one another on a number of other factors that either
facilitated or inhibited their progress in implementing PL 94-142:

. Organizational structure of administrative unit

. Nature of administrative leadership

. Proximity co human services agencies and universities

. External factors (e.g., state law, deinstitutionalization)

These factors also influenced implement, eon in nonrural LEAs, but only the
rural LEAs are e4scussed here.

0 anizational Structure of Administrative Unit

SRI's overall group of study sites were selected to represent the
variety of LEAs in the United States in terms of characteristics that would
affect the implementation of PL 94-142. In addition to local school
districts, the diverse group of LEAs selected included county school

systems, intermediate units, joint agreements, and consortia among
districts. Other than selecting a variety of administrative units below the
state level, we did not s4lect rural LEAs on the basis of their membership
in cooperatives. Thus, unlike the University of Kansas study, we did not go
into depth on such issues as the organization and governance of rural LEAs
in cooperative arrangements. However, we did observe differences in
implementation among rural districts with different organizational
structures.

Of the four rural LEAs included in SRI's longitudinal study over the
full course of the scudy, two represented states with mandated special

education administrative units. These units, comprised of severe? school
districts, w.ee organized to administer the provision of SEARS to

15



handicapped children within the larger jurisdictior. Under such

organizational structures, i ndi vi dual districts typically provided sane

SEARS (e.g., SLD programs, speech therapy services), while the centralized

administrative unit was responsible for the provision of more intensive

programs for the SED, EMR, TMR, and SMR populations, and low-incidence

handicapped populations ( i . e . , hearing impai red, visually impai red,

orthopedically handicapped).

The other two rural districts were individual school systems that

either contracted with other LEAs tc provide some SEARS or participated in

their respective state's regionalized educational service areas. That is,

the individual districts administratively were responsible f'r the provision

of SEARS to handicapped children. However, in order to provide SEARS to

severely handicapped and low-incidence populations, these districts

contracted with other LEAs and/or a regional education center.

Handicapped children had greater access to SEARS within the two rural

districts that were members of special education administrative (or

cooperative) units. The capacity of the central unit to provide some SEARS

to children across LEAs appeared to be greater than the capacity of the

small rural districts to provide some services, and contract out for

others. Although only four rural sites were visited, the deployment of
personnel seemed more efficient and cost-effective within a cooperative unit

than it did in the small individual districts. For example, the unit

determined how to maximize TMR and SMR services across all districts.

In sun, nothing was found that would negate or discount the advantages

of membership in an administrative .unit designed specifically to provide

special eciucat:-;n and related services to handicapped children. Districts

involved in cooperative administrative arrangements could provide a higher

level of service delivery than they would have been able to provide on their

own (e.g., the provision of services to widely dispersed low-incidence

populations). Thus, implemPntation of the intent of Pl. 94-142 to provide

services to all handicapped children (with priority to the previously

unserved or underserved) appeared to be enhanced by cooperative membership.

16
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Nature of Administrative Leadership

Over all gthool districts, rural and nonrural, we found that the

leadership in .recial education did affect the implementation of Pl. 94-142.

The nature of adainistrative leadership in special education varied across
rural LEAs. The two rural districts included in larger administrative units

tended to move a bit faster toward implementation of the various provisions

of the law. Leadership at the central office level was shared by at least

two key administrators who then delegated various special education

responsibilities to their representatives within the miter LEAs. These
central office administrators were in a position to take an overview of the

special education service delivery system and plan accordingly for filling

gaps based on the needs of the overall system. They had a centralized plan

of change or represented leadership authority that set broad policy with
which the member LEAs were expected to conform. Even if the Individual

districts resisted changes in policies and practices, there was pressure
from the "central office" to amply with such changes. Such leadership

facilitated long-range planning and eased the implementation of the federal
law.

In the two rural districts where the special education directors were
in individual LEAs, these administrators had to fight for their share of the

school district budget based on their own authority alone--no central office

could be relied upon for "clout. " These administrators relied on the

"one-person show" style of leadership (i.e., these people were synonymous

with special education to most people in the community). Although these

leaders were st lng advocates for handicapped children, they often had a

limited view of the responsibility of the schools which aindered their

ability to be proactive long-range planners. Also, there was nothing to

prevent their personal biases from influencing what services would be
provided. Moreover, these special education directors played a dominant

role that made it difficult to delegate various responsibilities to school
adninistrators. That is, principals continued to play their traditional

17
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roles, assuming the special education staff would continue to play theirs,

and resisted taking a more active role in special education matters in their

schools.

Proximi to Human Services A encies and Universities

Proximity to human services agencies and universities which can be of

great value to special education, varied across the rural districts. For

example, one remote site had good access to various related services because

of its proximity to a state rehabilitation facility and a university. It

was more difficult for another rural LEA to provide certain related services

to its handicapped children because it was too distant from such necessary
services.

External Factors

Factors external to the district also influenced the level of

implementation and progress over time in the rural areas. For example,

state law and the movement toward deinstitutionalization were important:. A

comprehensive state special education law in one state required LEAs to

implement specific procedures and instructional practices. The rural

district we visited in this state was forced to adopt these new procedures

and practices according to a state timetable. In some instances, local

administrators in this rural area thought that they were being pushed too

fast. The capacity of a rural district to deal with the

deinstitutionalization issue was tested in only one of the rural LEAs that

SRI visited. However, effective administrative leadership in that district

facilitated the gradual inclusion of previously institutionalized

handicapped cnildren within the special education service delivery system of

the LEA.

18
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PREFACE

This report resulted from a request to review studies of the

National Rural Project (NRP) to determine the impact of educational

collaboratives on rural special education. Raw data and previously

reported results troin the following NRP studies were reviewed.

1979-81 National Rural Project study of problems and successes
in implementing PL 9.-142 in rural school systems. This study
involved 43 special education cooperatives and 32 LEAs in 21
states.

1980 National Rural Project National Comparative Study of
Rural Service Delivery Systems Before and After implementation
of PL 94-142. This study involved 43 special education coop-
eratives and 32 LEAs in 17 states.

1981 National Rural Projecb Survey of National Rural Special
Education Leadership Conference participants regarding primary
service problems in their rural districts/cooperatives. This
study involved 56 rural special education administrators.

1982 American Council on Rural Special Education (ACRES)
Survey of National Rural Special Education Conference partic-
ipants regarding primary service delivery problems in their
districts/ cooperatives. This study involved 60 rural. special
education administrators.

1983 National Rural Project Study of 200 rural special educa-
tion administrators in 200 geographically representative rural
locations (4 per each of 50 states) regarding rural special
education problems and successful strategies of serving stu-
dents with disabilities.
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PROBLEMS AND STRATEGIES REGARDING REGIONALIZING SERVICE

DELIVERY: EDUCATIONAL COLLAIORATIVES IN RURAL AMERICA

INTRODUCTION

Educational collaboratives are designed to e, nce or provide

regional educational services. Organizational arrangements range from

informal agreements between two or more local school districts to state

education agency-imposed regional structures with regulatory or service

orientations.

collaboratives of all types offer opportunities for cost savings

via shared staff, programs, media centers, computer services, staff

development programs, personnel, and other resources. Regional

structures provide local rural districts the benefits of joining to-

gether for services while maintaining the advantages of remaining small.

Th s is especially true when a collaborative structure is designed to

include a great deal of local district autonomy regarding how services

are provided.

In spite of a relative lack of research regarding educational

collaboratives, regional structures such as cooperatives and inter-

mediate uuits have been steadily increasing in numbers and functions.

Primary impetuses have included desires for efficient service delivery

(economies of scale or tilt desire to combat inflation), the desire to

eahance effectiveness by poolin.j single district resources for common

purposes, pressures .-m parents and Late education agencies, and

federal 4ncentives.

With regard to rural special education, the primary federal

regulation cLadited with prom.ting the establishment of collaboratives
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has been the requirement of PubiAc Law 94-142 that any local district
witn too few eligible children to qualify for a $',500 allocation of
federal funds dould receive no direct pass-through funds from their
state education agency. This encouraged numerous small rural districts
to form or join special education cooperatives so that a true continuum
ut services could exist and students with low- incidence disabilities
could receive

appropriate services.

Activities designed to provide
appropriate education for studs

with disabilities have fostered cooperation among smaller school dis-
ti Lets. Even before enactment of FL 94-142, a number of states foresaw
the need for mandatory special education legislation and collected
prevalence data regarding students with disabilities. Mese states
found that a student population of 15,000 or more is required to provide
cost-effective categorical programs in most special areas. Some pro-
grams, such as those for deaf-blind attdents, require an even larger
student population. As a result, these states established corperatIve
'rrangements, including the Regional Education Se....ice Agencies of Iowa,
the Joint Agreements of Illinois, and the BOLES of New York.

Additionally, voluntary collaboration is becoming more common. For
e(ample, a study (Uelge, 1980) of rural school administrators indicated
that rural school districts that were not required to join or form a
zQoperetive (i.e., the distC't had a sufficient number of handicapped
students that it was entitled to ry4uest $7,500)

were electing to do so.

Respondents reported that district administrators felt that cooperative
Administzztive structures would enable them to better serve their stu-
dents with disabilities. (Some districts shared as few as one educator
or specialist such aJ an itinerant

speech therapist.)
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While respondents to 6IZ of the states involved in an 1980 NRP

Survey indicated that their states mandated interdistrict collaboration,

vet:/ 38Z reported that positive incentives for collaboration were pro -

vied by their states. Instead, 73% of the respondent; reported that

their primary incentive was their "desire to enhance service delivery."

Less than one-third (27%) reported that their incentives stemmed from

the $7,500 mandate of Ph 94-142.

Emerging treads of voluntary collaboration (Naisbitt, 1983, Howe.

1981, Helge, 1980) and service vs. regulatory orientations (Howe, 1981)

hive been identified.

thus, in this decide, rural tipecial education programs are

frequently enacted in unique regional organizational environmwnts.

Traditioeal patterns of school or district level educational assessment,

planning, service delivery, and monitoring are being replaced. Deci-

sions regarding rural students are wore often being made by organiza-

tions at higher levels, and the ramifications have been both positive

and negative.

In its simplest form, a collaborative stems from an informal agree-

ment between two more school districts to cooperatively accomp.

one or are tasks. Regional structures can also involve cooperative

a6reements between districts and a decentralized or intermediate state

education agency. Educat.4_:., ;4i collaboratives are organized to assess

needs, plan, iwpieaent, or eval.u.te student services. As a regional

administrative structure becomes more formalized and organized, win its

own its operations tend to become more removed from the control

o. its constituents an,.; member districts.
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This is because of the typical differentiation of the roles of

local school districts from those of regional coilaboratives. A loc../

sclwoi district's primary responsibilities are to deliver programs and

services directly to students. A regional structure typically is pri-

marily responsible for coordination and delivery of services to member

d_stricts and staffs. At the third level, the state department is

primarily responsible Cur policymaking, enforcement of statutes and

Y(010_10104, and relevant data gathering. These three levels of

emphasis are depicted to Figure i below.
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UC:, 1W KLUCATIONAL i;oLLABoRArtvtis

Toe organizati.mal structures of collaboratives vary from state-

mandated special district systems with massive funding and large special

eautation staffs to abreements between two or more local education

agencies to share particu-ar services.

Collaboratives are best categorized by function because the termi-

uotugy t,eu by various states to describe regional structures is lucon-

ibtent.. Major functional variations regard the scope of xogram

fuvolvement, governance, fiscal bases, and orvnizattonai structures.

Some collaborative'; serve only rural areas and some serve aistricts of

any size and area in their rgiou. The foci of collaboratives var4-

from regulatory to service provision, with some emphasizing the elimi-

nation of district paperwork anu even furnishing grantwricers for local

districts.

The predominant types of collaboratives include:

1. state-mandatea special district systems and education
service agencies

2. cooperatives formed by the iui:iation of local districts

3. regional or decentralizea state education agency systemsproviuing no d'rect servi es

4. ocher inter-organizational structures.

Most coliaboratives are relatively new developments that came into

existence during the past two decades. WeLi-known exceptions are the

pioneering New York BOCES. Almost all states have zollaboratives of

some kind and some states have exerted strong leadership, practically

wanuating some of their districts become involves in coope.ative

arrangements. Although all ropes of collaboratives can serve urban and

rurai districts, chair impact probably greater in rural areas because

rural schools typically have fewer resources to meet educational needs.
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Cacti priw,lry type of t:ottaborative structure is briefly described

1. Statc-mandated special district systems and education
service agencies.

The primary orientaten )f these collaboratives is ser-vice delivery. Examples include the New York BOCES and inter-mediate education units such as those in Pennsylvania. Astudy by Mack anu Stephens (1979) indicated that specia;
district service agencies such as the state-mandated system.in New York and Pennsylvania have made wore significant con-tributions ui programs and services to public school districtsthan have most regionalized and cooperative state education
4,ency networks (Decentralized state education agencies).Mack and Stephens (1979) attributed that to the fact that most
4pecial districts have a wore comprehensive,

faster-growingstaff than eo regionalized
and cooperative education serviceagency networks.

2. Cooperatives formed by local district initiation.

Agreements are wade in such coliaboratives for two or
wore districts to share services to a greater or lesser degreeor to contract for instruction for an individual student.
(EAamples include the special education cooperatives in Kansasand Arkansas.) Some cooperatives have a stable administrative
district and some -otate this district on a set or periodic
basis.

This classification includes cooperatives that are
totally voluntary and those that are encourzwed because of the
requirement of PL 94-142 that districts mupt apply for auintaium of $7,500 la funds for their handicapped programs.
Sume states tortued cooperatives only because of this require-went and had no services for some types of disabilitiesprevious to the farmdtion of such cooperatives. In fact,cooperatives with spf!cial education as a focus have mushroomedsince the 1975 passage of PL 94-142. Cooperative structuresvary tremendously in governance systems and in geographic
scone, but most wt:rc designed to ameliorate the difficulties
of providing a conti!Inm of services in rural schools. Ofparticular concern were problems serving students with low-
incluence disabilities.

3. Regional or
necerlEallISLILIaLianatrlaELLLE!.

This classification refers to decentralized extensions ofstate education agencies that do not provice direct services.
An example is the educational collaboratives of the state of
`Iassachusetts.
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4. Other
inter-organizational structures.

These include: (a) districts having contracts withprivate or community agencies, (b) cooperatives having agree-ments with other cooperatives, (c) cooperatives and singledistricts having service agreements, (d) inter-state collabor-atives including those structured through regional resourcecenters or cross-fundeC federal-state structures such asfacets of tribal service agreements of the Bureau of IndianAffairs, (e) other unique
arrangements designed to provideservices to extremely remote areas such as recently organized::tale- funded limited purpose regional resource centers ioArkansas or Alaska, and (f) models with overlapping inter-diseiplinacy approaches for service delivery which encompassinterdisciplinary teams at local and state levels. The lattertype is primarily used in predominantly

rural states includingVermont.

RP resLarch and Literature reviews indicated that amajority of these types of collaboratives
were issue or pro-ject specilLt.

Most of the tour primary
collaboratives de scribed above were not

spe,ifically des4;ued to serve students with disabilities. However,
some types such as the Texas education service districts, were wesiwled
with rural and reoional service needs in wind. A study (Mack and
Stepueus, 1979) of educational coilaboratives (which was not limited to
orgaaizations serving rural areas) indicated hat special education
,cr-LLts were a Juiv,.sal priority of collaboratives. In fact, this
scu(4 determined that over one-thiro of the expenditures of all of the
-ystti they studied were related to special education. Special educa-
tion staff constituted nearly 'pne-haif of the total staff for all
,Ibencies. (Mack and Stephe.1-, 1979.)

There are important variatious in the types and methods of services
provided, based on the type of organizati.nal

unit. State-established
.,pecial districts tend to provide the

greatest range of services and
empioy the largest staffs. Decentralized state education agencies
provide no direct services to children. Cooperatives tend to use a

combination of shared local programs ana directly
sponsored services.
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%fA1tIAI1UNS WITHIN wi.I.AbORAI1VE STRUCTURES

Intermediatc Luucation units are sometimes state formed a A

fl,Aced and so,,ctimes created dnd supported by lozal and regional

ser.,,ces of specia ists, to procure help in curriculum matters and to

bait access to iarge media centers stocked with modern equipment and

software. The regulatory powers of the intermediate units are contin-

gent upon their forwation. If the collaborative is state initiated, it

typically functions as an arm of state government working with the

schools. If it was locally formed, it functions primarily es a service

unit.

Special education cooperatives ana the regional structures depicted

in No. 4 above are the only types that have been organized specifically

to special education services needs. However, many special educa-

tion cooperatives have special education administrators with no training

in special education.

The degree of the organizational structure of coliaboratives also

varies tremendously. For example, the first regional administrative

,r.ructure in the state of Maine designed to locus on special education

pru6raLs was initiated in the 1977-78 academic year. No special lebis-

latiun was required. A re6ional special education c ector a,Au associ-

ated staff were not employed. rhcz almor., all monies were used to

directly serve the tar,eted hancicaoped .student population (Shulman and

roughly, 1983.)

Some stat s organize their cooperatives by student population. For

.(ample, one state required a hasic student population of 15,000; thus

cooperatives in ti-.e state involved divergent izuw rs or counties.

J:ganizational structures ana roqui-Jwents sometimes vary significantly
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within a given slate. This is particularly true in states in which

ult,triLts have tucui treedula of choice concerning joining a cooperative.
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BC:4EFITS OF COLLABORATIVES FOR RURAL SPECIAL EDUCATION

Participants in the tederaily-sponsored Rural Conversations

(.1obson, 1979) concluded that irious forms of collaboratives were

uetunstrating potential tor delivering services to rural schools. The

cohrerence report stated that this was particularly true regarding high

support services 'or poplAations such as students with dis-

a!;ilitics.

or n vo7Icty of re.isons ;phi incentives, col lal'u *ives 2t formed

or accessed with tht. view L,mall rural districts will be hetter able

t dter a true cf.ntinuom of services. TLis is especially true regard-

prty,ramming lor .tudt Its %.1,u i;ove disabilltieb of luw iricidr-ct, a

program ar.a MRP researchers wert_ to:J1 was "underdeveloped." (Nelge,

19bi.)

labia depic!s the advantages of regional spec,al education ser-

vice deliver, its NRP research.

BEST CAE' AVAiLABLE
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Table I

MAJOR RENEFITS OF REGIONAL SPECIAL
EDUCATION SERVICE DELIVERY

Improved Cost Efficiency Ratios

Maintenance of a Sense of Local Autonomy

Facilitation of Compliance with Federal
Special Educacion Mandates

Access Lo Program and Service Specialists

Facilitation of Teacher Retention

Enhancement of Parent Involvement

Tared Information for Better Planning

Non-Threateniog Information Exchange

Beret its of Temporary Systems

nessment .gin.! Reallocation of ResoIrces

By Products of Comeict Resolution

Each major beoefit that has been identified is .ascribed below.

1. Improved Cost Effic141La132,112g.

Rural schools houe generic difficulties of providing
economical specialized programs in small school units. NRP
research has consistently Identified "funding inadequacies" as
a significant problem for rural local districts. In fact,
according .0 74% of those sampled in a 1983 survey f 200
geogravlically representative rural special education adminis-
trators, funding inadequacies were a serious problem fur their
rural district. (Beige, 1984.) Furtherm^ze, a second analysis
of data collected for 1978-933 NRP studies indica_ed that
smaller districts tendee to have the greatest funding pro-
blems. Respondents reportc3 that this was because of the
expenses involved in transportation, obtaining services of
specialists, etc.

The cost per unit of specialized services is hi6, r in
rural areas than in urbaa areas due to less professional
resources availltle, transportation harriers, and other attri-
butes of rural area. (Offices of Rural and Human Develop-
ment, 1975; Rosenfeld, 19%n.) A 1979 study of the National
School Boards Association indicated that small school dis-

852
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tricts had experienced the sharpest increases in specialeducation costs of all U.S.
districts (Education of the Haedi-cappcu June 20, 1979).

Estui..tes of popu.ai.ious baJes required for a ruraluistrict t) cost-efficiently provide a cuntinuwu of specialeaucation services, including segregateu special educationc_asses, have ranged as high as 50,000 students
(Isenberg,1970, Kida, 1970). Only 50% of all U.S. school districts canmeet the 8,000-10,000

population criterion established by Kohland Marro (1971). In fact, nearly 76Z of the school districtsin the U.S. have total pupil enrollments under 2,500. (Bar-ker, 1983.) Uue to the significant barriers posed by the gee-urapnlc nature or remoteness of many of these schools, (e.g.,isolation caused by mountains, deserts, and islands), uniqueservice delivery wodeis are required so that service deliverybecomes wore Iftoruable or appr hes cost-efficiency.

Res gone is in URI' studies from 1978-83 have indicatedcollabolatives iaci.litute cost savings because of theopportunities to share staff,
programs, inservice, and otherresources. moiihmally, respondents also reported thateullaboratives facilitate the Design of cost-efficient strat-egies and system: when individuals from various districtsopenly discuss ineffective strategies. This sharing contri-butes to savings and to the redistribution of funds to moreeffective prograws ur strategies.

2. Maintenance of a Sense of Local Autonomy.

Educational cullaboratives have been fairly consistentlypromulgated as vehicles through which human, technical, and4Aateriai resources could be provided without school consoli-dation (Sher, 1977, 1978). In fact, regional
-tructures offerAeceptable cu.,piumises hetween the need for cessolidation toefficiently i..-uvide cervices and the preference for autonomy.6ecause each district stays in tact, local automony is nottutally surrendered, and the values of smallness are thereforenot Lost.

Oet.anding on the state structure, school districtscan obtain needed
service:, without large additional expendi-tures (e.g, where the state is the chief source of educationservice agency operating funds). Usually, the local districtshave influence, at !east to some degree, on decisions con-cerning service -ovislums. Collaboratives can also 7..aintaina service u-',ntation ratr than overemphasizing regulatoryfunctions.

3. Facilitation of %umpliarice with Federal Special EducationMand.ecez.

A etuuy by Weber ana Rockoff (1980)
related covr .lamewith tne provision.; of PL. 94-142 to the total number of stu-dents enrolled in a seuool district. The investigators statedthat larger districts and cellaboratives could be more flex-
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ible and adapt as needed to meet PL 94-142 mandates. Study
resa:ts recarutng compliance are indirectly related to dis-
trust memtcrship in collaboratives. Similcr respondents in

studies: , Including the, national study comparing rural
special edu,_Ition services before and after implementation of
PL 94-142, ;beige, 1980) report:11 greate, compliance with
federal spe,idl eaucation mandates after their districts
became involved with special education cooperatives.

4. Access to Program mid Service Specialists.

Regional structures enable smaller school systems to
eajoy some ut the same educational advantages of their larger
counterparts. This is particularly true when the smaller
school systems, are geographically isolated. Thus staff
report that collaboratives reduce educational inequities
otherwise borne by the students and teaching staff of small
rural areas This is most obvious in increased services to
students with low-incidence disabilities.

A wellmtatfed collaborative may supply direct services
to siouents (u.g., actually teaching students with dis-
abilities) or indirect services like inservice training,
curriculum planning, achievement testing, etc. Collaboratives
help overcome the rural problem of too few support programs
and restricted curr cula by the rural distric'Jse7vice
pruviuers with expertise, technology, and training ottcn
available only in areas with larger populaions.

J. Facilitation of Teacher Retention.

Althougn staft recruitment and retention remain two of
the foremost problems in rural special education (experienced
by 66Z and 64Z respectively, of those surveied in a 1983 ?!RP
survey (Ilelge, 1984). eacher retention can be facilitated by
a regional delivery system. Teachers who receive assistance
from regional personnel are more likely to remain in their
positions than those in single districts who are expected to
be "all things to all people," providing most services alone.
(Fritz, 1982, Hc14,e, 1583.)

b. Enhancement of Parent Involvemcni.

Parent involvement :an be facilitatea by membership in a
collaborative. It is possible for some students to be served
in their Local distrie- who otherwise would have to be sent
outside of the district or even placed in a residential cen-
ter. Many coliaboratives provide a structure involving fre-
,joent home visitations in which regional specialists work
airectly with parents in implementing a student's IEP.

7. Shared Information for Better Planning.

BEST GQPY AVAILABLE
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Collaboration between personnel of cooperating districts;,Vows representatives ot /ncal rural areas to survey moreoptions and to select choices to be reviewed by local popula-tions. Typically, small size, less formai structure, and lessiong-range characterize many rural programs. A smallstaff or school board many reflect 'consensus" by casual
agreement witt an acknowledged leader's opinion. If collabor-ation can be efiected with a planning project or agency thatserves a small aistrict that effectively uses leug-rangeplanning, another district in the collaborative may alsorucognize the value of planning and the possible use ofregional personnel for assistance.

8. Non - Threatening Information Exchange.

Collaboration between districts with similar specialprojects or needs allows the exchange of information in anon-threatening manner tnat way reveal deficiencies and prob-lems to be addrk.ased. As districts feel comfortable sharingfailures as well as successes, other districts can benefit,
omitting repetition of errors. Agency collaboration typicallyresults in the inuirect sharing of information about attemptedprograms whose results failed to meet expectations. Thissharing may contribute to substantial cost savings.

9. Benefits of Temporary Systems.

Formal collaboration may initiate the organization of "adhoc cooperatives" for special projects. When a task is com-pleted, the ad hoc cooperative can disband. Leadershipexternal to a district may provide new motivations w4thin adistrict while it is assisting with new models or procedures
for service delivery. Baying facilitated new indigenous rural
ieadert:hip, temporary assstance providers can then go else-where.

10. Assessment and Reallocation of Resources.

conscious effort to collaborate way wake organizationscognizant of the saturation of resources, approaches, orprograms in a given area. Such knowledge may prompt redistri-bution or reapport:onment so that unserved areas may bereached. Monies saved from questionable information programscan be applied elsewhere. This will also assist in beginningto ac,ress the inequities of resources among various units of
the -ollaborative.

'1. By Proaucts ot Conflict Resolution.

Conflict is endemic to intftragency collaboration, parttc-ularly among districts having histories of local autonomy.
Confrontation and resolution of differences of opinion areessential if a collaborative is to function. Conflict resoi.u-tion has been reported as responsible for establishing inter-

855
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personal bonds across local district
boundaries. These bondshave been used to facilitate support for new program developent activities.
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PRUiLEMa RELATED TO REolONAL SRVICE DELIVERY STRUCTURES

While regional,ztd setace delivery has allowed a greater range _f

spc,idi education .:AU related services to be provided with fewer person-

nel than would be Inc case when offerer. .)), individual districts, collab-

oracives have definitely not offered panaceas. Regionalized special

education has often resulted in arguments over the locus of decison-

waking control, Olt location of the unit., personnel choices, loss of

co.wunity pride anu ownership in programs, and higher traGdportation

cobts.

Centralized :,ervIces have frequently amplified bussing problems.

Savings accrued troes serving larger numbers of students have sometimes

been negated by greater costs of transporta'Aun, wore drivers and fue:.

and iascer bus depreciation.

An analysis of MRP studies led to the identification of a abler of

concerns about the operntion of collaboratives. These concerns arc

aepictea in Table II below.
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Table II

PROHLEMS FACILITATED OR EXACERBATED BY
REGIONAL SERVICE DELIVERY STRUCTURES

Goal Displacement

Cumbersome BureaucratIc and Political Structures

Reduced Local District Autonomy

Inadequate District Commitment to Special Education
Program.

Inappropriate Determinations of Services

Tiadequate Relationships between the Collaborative
and Each District

Difficulties With Staff Supervision

Personnel Insecurity and DissatiEfaction

Personnel Attrition

Difficulties Involving Parents

Conflicts Between Local District Members of a
Collaborative

Low District Priorities Regarding Jpecial Education
Services Offered by the Collaborative

Misconceptions Regarding the Realities of Interagency
Coilborativa

Fiscal Inequities

ifficulties Posed ,,y Administrative Turnover

Conflicting Regulatory/Monitoring and Service Roles

Inadequacies of te Collaborative Model for Some
Instances of Geographic and Cultural Isolation
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Each major con_ern is briefly discussed below.

1. Goal Displlcement.

Goal ' iisplacement occurs when an emphasis on cost
efficiency becomes the overriding goal of an administrative
structure and individual child needs are placed at. a lower
priority level. Goal displacement also occurs when regulatory
functions take precedence over the service orientation of the
collaborative. A caveat seems to be necessary to maintain
foci on the true purposes of the collaborative.

2. Cumbersome Bureaucratic and Political Structures.

,ureaucratic layers and political structures designed
with the intention of facilitating services can isolate the
student needing services from them and unnecessarily /evolve
service providers in political battles. The existence of
wultiple governing hoards (within each LEA and for the collab-
orative as a whole) is usually cumbersowe. For example,
nlanning is difficult in structures in which budget figures
are not available until just prior to the new year because
each year requires new decisions at the LEA level regarding
the extent of involvement for the new year. This kind of
operstion recruitment of new staff and planning in
iceneral.

Politics intervene in some collaboratives to the extent
that some "cooperatives" ineolved in NRP studies did not
entail sharing of programs, services, or personnel. Districts
had withdrawn fcom special education cooperatives in some
states because of dissatisfaction with service delivery.

3. Reduced Local District Autonomy.

Many rural districts found regional service delivery
threatening to the standard of local autonomy as regional
decision-making frequently took place without the advice of
district officials and parents. Typically, administrators of
the largest school districts in a non-volundary collaborative
are the most dissatisfied because of their desires for the
district to maintain control over their own special education
personnel. Administrators frequently argue that this violates
good management practic of decentral4 tion and advocate
that the collaborative is more appropri for smaller dis-
tricts with insufficient aware:a of children to hire special-
ized personnel.

4. Inadequate District Comuitment to Special Education
programs.

Because cost collaboratives were initiated to address
anwet needs and proviae specialized services, they are not
typically an in,Thigr11 v,rt of the entire educational system,
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This limited scup. of program involvement places the collabor-
ative and iti leadership personnel apart from the other major
business of Lile regular school system. Thus, regional person-
nel and thy ,,tudents they serve are frequently accordeu
"second clas, citizenship." Obviously, this can negatively
affect mainsrra.aming efforts.

Maoy regional staft hired by collaborattves were col-
cerned that district personnel were abrogating their respon-
sibilities toward the handicapped by allocating all responsi-
bility for handicapped students to the regional structure.
They felt a need for better education and commitment of dis-
trict personnel in uuderstonding their roles in complying wit!.
PL 94-142. Some respondents reported inappropriate dependence
upon regional 31iSCS and staff. Some stated that a lack
of local district involvement in special education programs
was contributia6 to them serving as a "dumping grouad" for
students with problams. Many collaborative staff reported
that districts e,(pected to simply pay a contracted fee which
would free the district from further responsibility for
service delivery. Respondents stated that such attitudes
inhibited mainstreaming of handicapped students.

Respondents also stated that local "ownership" and cow-
mitment were destroyed in instances in which an itine-ant
staff member (e.g., a phaaical therapist) hired by the collab-
orative was the only person legally allowed to deliver certain
services.

According to Howe, regional agencies that serve large and
smal' districts can actually inhibit integration of special
education. Although individual large districts hire their own
special education ,ersonnel and some special education person-
nel are hired by the smaller districts, most of the regional
service agency personnel are specialized ancillary personnel
(e.g., school psychologists, speech and A.anguage clinicians,
school social workers, consultants, audiolcgists, and itiner-
ant teachers). Coordinators for the larger major functions
provided by the regional service agency are not instructional
programs as much as they are responsible for determining
special education eligibility, monitoring special education
programs, providing consultation to districts, and directly
administering some of the low prevalence program.

Such factors contrihnte to difficulties idcatifying the
person responsible for service delivery. Local district
resource room personnel frequently feel that they are incap-
able of serving or mainstreaming severely disabled students
who are usually served by the regional specialists. Thus,
1c;-'t services are frequently inappropriately confined to
those for mildly and moderately disabled students.
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5. Inappropriate Determinations of Services.

The separate fist.al status of districts and the collabor-
ative i-an cause instability. This is particularly true when
the collaborative requires a district to purchase services.
The types of services offered, their quality, scheduling, or
the proixraA emphasis may be determined after considering
financial needs rather than those of students. likewise,
determination of the location of services may be based on
politics or availability of space vs. the most appropriate
location for students with disabilities.

b. Inadequate Relations hips Between the Collaborative and
Each District.

Careful consideration must be given to establishing
effective relationships between the collaborative and each
district in regular as well as special education matters.
This includes lines of accountability for all personnel hired
by the collaborative to work with some or all districts In-
volved. For example, it is wise to discuss guidelines for
dividing service time for collaborative personnel among var-
ious duties and districts at an early stage. Some collabor-
atives find it effective to allocate district costs for the
collaborative staff on the basis of the amount of time spent
in service delivery in a particular district, and ether dis-
tricts prefer that staff be paid on an equally split basis, no
matter where services were delivered. Such operational phil-
osophies are hest decided when the structure is initiated.

Staff of districts that were part of collaboratives
frequently expressed problems determining which staff member/
district is responsible for assisting a particular student. A
common complaint was that informal procedures frequently
differed dramatically from those depicted by the formal organ-
izational chart.

7. Difficulties with btaff Supervision.

Many collaborative personnel are concerned with the
abilities of shared personnel to cover vast distances ef-
fectively, such as extremes of 24,000 square miles and entire
is1 Many specie! education supervisory staff hired by
the llaboratives ..able to hire, advioe, or supervise
special educators. Many -10.,cial education personnel become
ascountable to the building pri..cipal once they enter that
individ,.al's domain.

Supervision sf services is frequently based on the least
expensive alternative. Supervisors are sometimes identified
after determinlaG who is aeaLloble or politically acceptable.
Under...such cLrcum.;Lances, it is difficult to implement fair
evaluation procedures.

8,61
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8. Personnel Insecurity and Dissatisfaction.

Special education administrators and itinerant staff
employed by regional units tend to feel less professional
security than chose hired by single districts. Role ambiguity
is particularly problemmatic. Problems range from determining
which specialist has a needed area of expertise to delineating
lines of responsibility.

The roles of itinerant staff appear to be
understood. Many regular educators stated that
envious of "the time off" that itinerant staff
traveling vast distances in inclement weather.
reported working in ill-equipped regional areas,
rooms, and in other facilities reserved for the
staff member."

the least
they were
had when

Itinerants
in boiler
"part-time

A majority of itinerant staff stated rhat non-itinerant
staff did not fully understand needs that itinerants have for
time off, answering telephone calls, writing and proofing
reports, consulting with other team members, attending staff
meetings, and conducting other atypical responsibilities.
Many specialists clearly felt that they alone understood their
roles and had no one within their district /collaborative with
whom to confide their frustrations.

Because itinerants are nut seen as part of any schools or
part of the collaborative management team, they experience no
control over decisions about their work. Recause of their
separation from the communities in which they work, they
frequently do not know how to approach the local community
power and communication systems and are poorly accepted. The
supervisor in charge of evaluating their performance may be
located days away from their work site, aud they may h?v4
differences or opt-ion with the building principal. Dif,er-
ences in salary levels between district or regional staff or
between involved private and public schools are often points
of contention.

Some states will not pay itinerants for the time they
spend in traveling. Itinerants working in culturally differ-
ent villages frequently re, Jrt oissatisfactions such as the
requirements to eat indigenous foods. Many itinerant staff
report no available aco.modations other than housing in the
homes of students. Precious travel time is frequentiy wasted
whL parents 6 o are not int-rested in working with outsiders
do nut attend scheduled conferences.

9. Personnel Attrition

Attrition of qualified itinerant staff and other special-
ists is a chronic problem related to the staff dissatisfaction
reported above. (Helga, 1984, 1981).
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Regional intinerants receive less reinforcement on thejob. However, special education teachers in cooperatives aremore likely to remain in their positions than teachers in
districts which must provide most of their own services.
(Fritz, 1982, Heise, 1981).

Many regional service models evolved because of transpor-
tation difficulties such as poor roads, climatic difficulties,
flooding, and travel time constraints. In fact, one Montana
cooperative was designed for the purpose of "enhancing staff
morale and improving staff retention." However, travel con-
straints remain a problem for the itinerant and contribute tostaff attrition.

10. Difficulties Involving Parents.

Regionia structures can facilitate involvement by allow-
ing more studants with low-incidence disabilities to be served
in a regional (vs. residential) school program. However, when
the regicual programs are located great distances from thestudents' homes and regular home visits are not a specific
responsibility of a staff member, collaboratives can actually
decrease parent involvement. In fact, parent involvement and
communication becomes more difficult as services are removed
further from the local school building. Situations requiring
child travel to a centralized service facility inadertently
exclude many parents from parti:Apation with the child's
program or Leacher. Some districts in widespread collabora-
tives actually lack a real sense of "community."

Programs that are nut designed with local norms and
cultures in mind also inhibit parent involvement. Many rural
parents are wary of -outsiders" (e.g., itinerant staff) who
appear occassionally fur short periods of time to instruct
their children or recommend actions for parents.

11. Conflicts Between Local District Members of a Collabora-
tive.

The quality of services is often inconsistent across
units of a collaborative because of variations in staff compe-
tency and staff development programs.

Differences in st..idards or requirements between dis-
tricts, private schools, or agencies also threaten consis-
tency. Inconsistency of communications from federal and state
levels to various districts can cause differences of opinion
regarding actions that shout' '-)e taken. Divergent guidelines
and levels of local commitm,:nt to interagency agreements or
the funding of non-public school placements, differences in
salary levels of district and regional staff or between in-
volved private and public schools, or differences of opinion
regarding funding and services criteria and service eligiblity
definitions cau result in inflexible or conflicting standards
and violations of PL 94-142 requirements.
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Hidden agendas are prolific in collaboratives because
each district feels ultimately responeble to his/her local
community. True change across a collaborative is difficult in
the midst of competing local priorities.

Sometimes local school boards resist cooperation because
of personalities involved, spurts competitions, statewide or
intra-collahorative offices/favors being sought, etc. If
districts become polarized, cooperative projects may be doomed
to failure because acceptance by one group assures rejection
by the other.

12. Low District Priorities kegardiqii_SPecial Education Ser-
vices Offered by the C411aborative

It is frequently difficult to maintain stable service
delivery sites in bui!4ings or districts. District adminis-
trators frequently require the cooperative's special education
programs to physically wove, even to another district within
the cooperative. This further inhibits integration of handi-
capped students into the mainstream of the activities of
member districts.

13. Misconceptions Regarding the Realities of Interagency
Collaboration.

According to Baker (1980), traditional values of inter-
agency relationships (e.g., high consensus levels, voluntary
formation, and equal exchanges of resources) may facilitate
"antagonistic cooperation" and districts may neglect service
delivery while battling among themselves

14. Fiscal Inequities.

Some costs, such as transportation to centralizes pro-
grams, can actually increase via regional programs.

When the collaborative is funded (by the state department
or by districts) on the basis of the types of personnel
delivering services, vs. the types of services offered, no
allowances are made for the extra costs of serving students
with multiple needs. Thus, the high coats associated with
extra transportation, tuition for private placement, etc., are
not met in an equitable fashion.

When services depend on the amount of PL 94-142 flow-
through mcney contributed to the collaborative, the smallest
districts, sometimes the °wet remote and needing services the
most, suffer regarding the amount of services received.
Coliaboratives that organize so that services will be deliv-
ered on a first come first served basis foster service
inequities. Such a system also encourages overreferral.
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15. Difficulties posed Bi Administrative Turnover.

Because rural systems tend to favor informal agreements
and informal ways of implementating agreements, leadership
turnover frequently inhibits service delivery.

lb. Conflictia Regulatory/Monitoring and Service Roles.

Colla!oratives that are assigned dual roles (providing
technical assistance as well as monitoring) by state education
agencies are placed 11 positions of automatic conflict. While
such an arrangement is easier for a state department (e.g..
communicating to one agent vs. many local district personnel),
participating districts typically view directors of such
collaburatives as "agents of the state," rather than of the
collaborative or district.

17. Inadequacies of the Collaborative Model for Some
Instances of Geographic and Cultural Isolation.

The collaborative model is sometimes -if little benefit.
Even after maximum redistricting or cooperative organization
has been accomplished, the distribution of students needing
services in some remote sparsely populated areas is such that
the usual means of transporting them daily to any type of
specialized group instruction is infeasible.

With only a few handicapped students in a vast area,
costs and logistics can become staggering. Bussing of stu
dents or use of cooperative arrangements among districts are
out of the question. For one thing, distances are generally
too vast. For another, even when villages are situated within
a few miler of one another, inclement weather can make travel
ing even a short distance impossible. LuSS of cultural
identity/determination is also possible in areas in which a
minority student would be transported from a native village to
be educated with those of a majority culture.
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SUMMARY

A number of conditions inherent in regional service delivery

structures facilitate the problems listed in Table II. These include

tne limited special purposes of educational collaboratives, role and

function ambiguities, geographic and professional isolation, separate

governance and fiscal status, and the resulting complexity of inter-

organizational relationships.

As illustrated In Figure 2 below, MRP respondents in numerous

studies reported that the benefits of collaboration (see Table I)

decreased as local autonomy and input decreased. Interviewers also

perceived that local commitment to regional special education programs

was related to nigh degrees of local autonomy and input.
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RELATIONSHIP (W LOCAL AUTONOMY, INPUT AND
coMMITMENT TO PERCEIVE') BENEFITS OF COLLABORATION

Benefits of

Collatoration

High

Low
Low

Local Autonomy

Figure 2.

867

..4
High
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As regional. structures became more formalized, operations tended to

becmt. more re.oved from the control of member districts and constit-

uents. Howe/et, the degree of local aitonomy could not be correlated

-.It, a specific t} pe of collaborative. Rather, the cardinal principal

appareu to be l%iniementation of procedures designed to ensure local

input and foster local coumitment-

Accuruing to respondents, this basically meant nse of centralized

aotnority only wt.en absolutely necessary. This premise is consistent

with rural value systems which deplore unnecessary -,cuality and bur-

eautracy, support local involvement, anu take pride in local accomplish-

h,ent.s. Activities such as public debates and advisory boards composed

of representatives of member uistricts were reported to be particularly

eitective.

Figure 3 below illustrates that local involvement in collaborative

oecisiou waking is also related to the degree of resistance to change

when specia.t educators attempt program innovations. Conservatism and

tine valuing of traditional approaches have been found to be inhibitars

to comprehensive rural special education programaing. Adept regional

administrators hill attempt to prevent resistance by meaningful involve

,Went of local staff in regional oecision waking.
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EFFECTS OF MEMBERSV1P IN A COLLABORATIVE ON A
LOCAL DISTRICT';, RESISTANCE TO CEANGE

Increased Resistance

Collaborative staff
dtake all decisions

i:.ipuse them on local
uistricts.

Figure 3.

868

Decreased Resistance

Regional staff
involve district
leadership personnel
as advisors and in
decision making.
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Depending un the auminibtrative style of the collaborative, a

-btriefit" of re0onal service delivery can becoue a "problei," or vic,-

versa. The example of parent involvement is noted in Figure 4 below.
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;.r FELTS OF REGIONAL SERVICE DELIVERY
ON PARLNT INVOLVEMENT

Factors Necessar-
to Enhance P,rent
Involvement

1. Students can be clustered
for services or served by an
itinerant, enabliin; ,ttdents
with severe and other low-
ineidence handicaps to
be served locally vs.
at a residential
facility.

Administrative -klidelines
clarify who is responsible
fc" parent education dnd
home visits.

J. Collaborative stafi mak
home visits. Regional
specialists work
directly with parents
in implementing IEPs.

Itinerants become involved
In, and more accepted by,
students' communities.

5. Collaborative staff
understand local power
and communication structures.

t. Collaborative decision
making boards and forums
in.)1ve parents and other
community members

(particularly members of
local power structure)
as well as district-
le/el staff.

Factors Which
Decrease Parent
Involvement

1. Long distances from regional
services to students' homes.

2. Collaborative staff arc
"outsiders" without under-
standing of the local
community and have no
involvement other than
occasional service delivery
for short periods of time.

3. Collaborative does not
involve local community
power structure in decision
making.

4. Local parents are not involved
in regional advisory boards.

5. Educational value system
or processes of collab-
orative vary significantly
from those in the local
district.

b. Responsibilities for home
visfts and oCer work with
parents in community are
nun-existent or ill
defined.

7. Local aistrict is not integrally
involved in decision making
regarding regional services.

8. Local administrators voice
dissatisfaction with the
functioning of regional
services or collaborative
structure.

Figure 4.
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Likewise, reoonal structures can have a positive, negative, or

nu effect L, variables such as teacher retention. Figure 5 Is

ii.iistrativc.
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Increase Retention

Itinerant or
consultii4,

bpecialists
isbist isolated
e1,eric teachers

who lack other
specialized
resources.

i:FFECTS OF COLLABORATIVE STRUCTURE
ON TEA( HEN RETErTION VARIABLE

No Effect On
Retention

District teachers
are reared in
local rural

communities or
arc married to
"permanent"
community
members.

Figure 5.
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Decrease Retention

Itinerant teachers
experience extensive
travel demands,
scheduling problems,
role ambi6uities,

inadequate "pert
time facilities,"
little input into
decisions affecting
their work, and lack
of understanding of
peers, parents or
local community.
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SLCCESSFUL STRATEGIES

As analysts ot tuturistic trends forecast more networking aid

interd6eney coliaboration (Naisbitt, 1983) and scholars of regional

Lu,(_ational structures anticipate the formation of additional collabora-

Lives (Howe, 19b1), the field can expect the use or formation ot eollaho-

ratives to iacrease. Whether a regional structure is regulatory or

service oriented in nature and whether organized from the state or grass

[-riots Level, some strategies may tend to increase its effectiveness.

Strategies that have been reported to facilitate the effectiveness of

collaboratives arc Listed in Table III below.
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f.tbl III

c,IRATT:GIES FOR SUCCESSFUL REGIONAL

SERVICE DCLIVERY

Legislative/Regulatory Agency Support

Appropriate Geographic Scope

uuverning Structure Facilitating Achievement
oi (,oliaborative's Coals and Objectives

Aliowance for Divergent Coals of Each Unit of
tilt Collaborative

ciL it Procedures for Service Delivery

Equitable Service Delivery Systems

Appropriate Lines of Staff Accountability

Effective Planning, gased on Evaluation Data

Effective Communication Systems

Local District Res
Education Services

ponsibility for Special

Appropriate Involvement of the Public in
DecL:Ioa lakint,

Creation of Local Support for Change

Coilaboration with Agencies External to
Collaborative

RLalistic and Effective Intra-Agency
Collaborat,ln

Facilitation ut r'arent Involvement

Empnasis on Retention of Qualified Personnel

Comprehensive Staff Development Programs

Lredtive Cses of Advanced Technologies
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each strategy lb briefly described below.

1. Legisi,tiN,e/Regulatory Agency Support.

It is rare that a cullrolorative is :ethnically (according
to the furm". orLanizational chart) indepenuent from state or
tederal accountability. Even in such instances, it

behooves collaborative auministrators to comply with relevant
state anu lcutrai regulations and to develop supoortive rela-
tionships with relevant state, regional, dud teucral adminis-
trators.

2. Appropriate Geographic Scope.

The re'un must be designed to serve a specific school
population. The area of operation must be large enough to
hermit the etiicient developuent of taost services that local
school systems cannot provide for themselves.

3. Governing Structure Facilitating Achievement of Collabor-
ative's Goals and Objectives.

Administrators of successful collaboratives state teat
the governing structure is the factor that is most likely to
facilitate success. Structural relationships s'ould he
audressed at the tine that a collaborative is initiateu. This
reduces iatxr internal operational conflicts, and agerc.
energies can be directed towaru the population to be served.
Regulatory anu monitoring roles should be separated from
service roles.

Initial boar couposition and procedures fol turnover
must be determined. Procedures should gua.antte that rural
districts will be equitably represented. Thus, in many
instances the "one person one vote" principle .Nf governance
will not he appropriate.

The fiscal agent must be agreed upon as well as pro-
ceaures for budget accountability. If districts are to rotate
responsibility for serving as a fiscal agent, appropriate
procedures for determining rotation must be aetermined.
Procedures for the se!ection of any policy or advisory fiscal
suLcommittees must be de, ermined and agreed upon.

The collaborative must have adequate and dependable
financial support, with some degree f flexibility in the use
of funus. The fiscal agent should have the budgetary author-
ity required and should serve as the chief admiListrative
officer of the region when regional personnel are hired, grant
applications Yibmitted, etc.

Costs of aduinistering regional programs must be computed
anu procedures for dets2cining membership, tuition, and ser-
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vice costs agreed upon. Snlegeards should be designed so that
districts that contraLL for services f r an upcoming fiscal
year do su in Lime for the collaborative to hire the most
qualified personnel available and to project its transporta-
tion and otner costs.

A leader for the collaborative should be identified who
is widely respected by member district respresent'tives and
those having political power. This individual she Id have the
capability to effectively serve as spokesperson for the
region.

Role clarification is essential to inhibit future role
contlicts. Specific roles must be determines and formally
aLrced upon for the collaborative, member districts, collabo-
rative staff, and district ,,e-sonnel regarding policy setting,
decision-making, regulation and monitoring, technical assis-
tance, service. coordination, service delivery, staff hiring,
staff evaluatLon, parent education/involvement, home visita-
tion, public relations, and public education.

The goals and objectives of the collabotatives should
offer a clear directior' for the services to be prov:ded and
the approaches necessary to maintain the region'Y :Itegrity.
Policies must be consistent with goals and sejectIvcs, and
waragement practices must be consistent with the leai opera-
tion of schools within the state. Procedures should be
established for the clarification of policy, as needed.

4. Allowance for Divergent Goals of Each Unit of the Collab-
orative.

Although a collaborative must have Lome genera. goals and
common purposes, it is essential that ina_vIdual units he...e
some autonomy and the opportunity to self select specific
goals to which tney are committed. Regional administrators
should recognize that it is not required that members collab-
orate on all issues and that members will have individual
interests and priorities. The collaborative should define
areas in which members can cooperate and concentrate first on
mutual interest projects. Some members of regional structures
reported that that functioned best by organizing loose coop-
eratives within the global districts/agencies aelivering
distinctly different services. Thus, service domains were not
threatened yet a greater nw:ber of needs were met.

3. Clear Procedures for Service Delivery.

Clearly established policies are important. Other; Ise,
turnover at the leadership level will result in nuilifiation
of many essential agreements that, common to the rural style,
werz strictly informal. Formal policies ane procedures srould
be as consistent as VIL3Sible with the informal organizational
chart. It is also important that formal styles of operation,
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when possible, remain consistent with rural values and nonus
(e.g., by not formalizing procedures when it is not necessary
to uo so).

h. Equitable Service Delivery Systems.

The collaborative referral system should be prioritized
so that each contribuine, member, no matter what its size,
receives its fair share of services. This typically does not
occur when the "first come first served" philosophy (which
also generally encourages overreferrals) is employed. The
types of services to be offered should be based on documented
needs. Services should, whenever possible, be located close
to those receiving them.

7. Appropriate Lines of Staff Accountability.

Adequate consideration rust be given to establishing
effective relationships between the collaborative and each
district in regular .is well as special education matters.
This includes the lines of accountability of all personnel
hired by the cottborative to work with some or all of the
district.; involvs:u. For example, it is wise to discuss guide-
lines for divicIng service time for regional personnel among
various duties anu districts at au early stage. Some cullab-
oratives it effective to allocate district costs for
regional statt on the basis of the amount of time involved in
service uclivery in a particular district. Other districts
prefer that staff: be paid on an equally split basis, no matter
where services are delivered.

Another cons;derition involves clearly defining and
incorporating the roles of special education teach.2rs, direc-
tors, ana parents currently operating in tIle geographic area
to be served by the .iumt-' ative furztions of the region.
The ales of regional su adents ,hould be defined in a
way that allow:, their r ,dations to become a functional
part of the total operation. Staff role definitiins should
emphasize cooperation to accomplish service delivery.

Most school systems evaluate personnel and programs based
the amount o[ tme spent in serving students and on student

impact. Within a collaborative program, the press for account-
ability in these areas is even greater, since ka) cooperative
units way each aefine uifferently what objectives are to be
reached and the impact that the regional unit's staff should
have, anu (b) cooperating units wish to ascertain that their
students are receiving their fair share of the regional unit's
resources and programs. Thus, the staff in a cooperative
program is accountable to more levels than staff in an inui-
vidual scnool district and must report more the i merely how
time is spent anu what euucational impact is produced.
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One large regional cooperative developed a computerized
system to monitor the special education programs for low
inciuence ndnuicapped children. The system contained a data
base regarding the f_hildren served, the staff providing the
services, aria each specific service provided. The system
cumulated the record of services provided and had a breakdown
according to whom they were provided. This type of system
allowed a diverse staft to geographically record how their
time was expended with system components that could be indi-
vidualized according to specific activity within the total
system. Finally, it provided a method of reporting to each
cooperative unit the quantity and types of services being,
provided. This also afforded economic savings in the prepar-
ation of necessary evaluations and reports.

No matter what accountability system is selected, atten-
tion should be given to ways of fairly observing staff and to
determining exactly who is responsible for staff supervision.
Methods of positive reinforcement and potential personnel
retention methods should also be emphasized.

8. Effective Planning Based on Evaluation Data.

Information gathered from ongoing (formative) evaluation
oust be consistently usea as input for planning. Member
districts must recognize that some planning will thus be
temporary so that appropriate adjustments can be made.

Accurate projections of disabilities in the rcgios and
associated future service and personnel needs, though diffi-
cult to obtain, are particularly useful for planning. This is
especially important when regional boundaries are scheduled to
shift (e.g., to include lower socioeconomic ;roups with atten-
dant differences in handicapping conditions), when commusity
population is expected to shift because of in- or cut-
migration, or when the roles at nearby residential schools are
scheduled to shift because of trends of deinstitutionalizing
individuals with severe disabilities.

Neeus snoulu continuously be assessed so that services
can be developed and updated as needed. Needs assessments
that simultaneously query responuents regarding potential
program resources are ,.rticuldrly helpful.

. Effective Communication Systems.

Districts and other members of collaboratives must have
opportunities to share experiences and insights and to reflect
upvil their utility without endorsing "best" or "validated"
sclutions. Memders must also be able to openly communicate
regarding failures so that others can attempt to avoid repe-
titions of such.
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10. Local District Lte-LunsLbili.y for Special Education
Services.

Collaborative special education services must be respon-
sive to the needs and desires of local school systems, as seen
from the local level- Larger diatricts within the collabora-
tive cannot be allowed to dictate or program. Equallyimportant, local districts must "own" the special education
service delivery system. Shared decisionmaking, including
participation in selection and supervision of regional per-
sonnel, will assist in increasing Local commitment.

Services of the regional structure should be viewed as a
supplement to the basic educational functions of local schoolsrather than usurpint, them. Authority as well as responsi-
bility should be decew:ralized. This will involve local units
sharing regional control responsibilities so that all needs
are met.

Local ownership ana commitment to special education
services is enhancea by decentralization of services, particu-
larly when this involves a real delegation of authority aswell as responsibility. In fact, one of the most successful
strategies involves the collaborative staff demanding that
builuing principals be responsible for special education
decisions made. (Some collaboratives will not allow district
participation if school principals will not be responsible for
decisions concerning special education services.) This prac-tice facilitates mainstreaming because local administrators
thus bear equal responsibility for handicapped and non-handi-
capped students. It also inhibits the common problem of
districts viewing a collaborative program as a ".aping
ground" for "problem studcats." Because local administrators
are integrally involved in program development and implementa-
tion, regional staff are beLter understood when they call upon
member districts to adapr programs and directions as drew-
stances and neeus change. Regional services are also more
stable, in spite of changes and realignments among partici-
pating local school districts.

11. Appropriate Involvement of the Public in Decision Making.

Any rural agenda, nrogram, or policies should be derived
with the benefit of inpu:: from the rural consti*.u2ncy. Pro-
cesses such as involvink, representatives of the community,
parent, private school, mental health agency, and other rele-
vant regional groups on advisory and program planning commit-tees dill ensure that local community needs and cultural
values are recognized as programs are planned. This will
inhibit resistance to change, generate community and profes-
sional support and therefore facilltate program success.

NRP interviews of students with disabilities ana their
families indicated that- stcn a process is felt to enhance
program accountability to stu,Jnts with disabilities.
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lutormal cuim.euati,e1 systems in rural America are
extreeely effective. Astute regional program administrators
invoive key communicators in school district activities and
provide them with accurate information for their dissemina-
tion.

12. Creation of Local Support for Change.

Local community support for expanded or changed special
eaucatiun services is essential. Collaborative administrators
must create local support for change across the region so that
local school agenuas do not conflict with those of the collab-
orative.

Rural school leaders are usually products of their cum-
muvitieq and are very sensitive to local values and expec-
tations. Local citizens typically expect their schools to be
informal, accessible, and to conserve existing local values.
In tact, studies have consistently found that rural communi-
ties arc resistant to change and that district administrators,
Lacking local political support, will be reluctant to become
involveu in activities to bring about or accommodate change
(Nachtigal, l9b2, Heige, 1981).

Member districts, affiliated agencies, and parents and
other community members in the region should be i.volved iu
planning special education improvements anti changes and must
be continuously educated concerning how their constituencies
wi.Li he better served.

Regional staft show.° strive to become part of the com-
munities they serve, even if they are only occasional visi-
tors. They should attempt to learn about local power and
communication systems and to effectively use such knowledge.
Expressing interest in community needs other than special
education and uttering to assist with regular as well as
special education activities are examples of ways that "out-
siders" cart begin to be better accepted by being perceived as
persons i;.t2rested in the total community. Regional staff who
nave adopted these strategies sometimes find that their
"temporary quarters" are maue more appropriate for therapy or
instruction, that uareGts tend to show up more frequently for
conferences, and tha- ,.heir advice is more readily accepted.

13. Collaboration with At;-.n-ies External to Collaborative.

Inter-agency as well as intra-agency collaboration is
advisable. Rural aistricts are usually isolated but operate
best when using resources of all other possible rural
agencies. It is advisable to link rural development and rural
education efforts when possible. This is particularly true
because agencies ether than schools are required to address
tne complex problems ut Jucation which are embedued in the
broad issues of povert;, high unemployment ana underemploy-
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went, ecunomic decline, legislative discrimination, and high
in- or out-ialgration.

14. Realistic i Effective antra - Agency Collaboration.

Realistic perspectives should be set regarding inter-
agency collaboration and district motivations to become
involved in d collaborative. The realities of unequal resour-
ces, emerging conflicts and struggles toward dominance, the
effects of external changes and policies upon the collabora-
tive, wandaten decisions, screening of information shared,
struggles toward domainance and control, and loyalties t"
local school boards or higher administrative units must be
recognized. Basic structural conflicts are best dealt with at
the time that the collaborative is organized, ana other con-
flicts shoult, be confronted as they emerge. Astute adminis-
trators will guard against the potential that units with
inactequate resources and expertise be forced into defensive
postures, in cases when collaboration is mandated.

If rural populations, especially school districts, are
polarized, mutual projects may be doomed to failure because
acceptance by one group ensures rejection by :he other. The
collaborative's goal shoula be to foster a sense of non-
competitive cooperation, so that. organizations can share
resources, successes, and inforbiation about failures. Serious
attempts shoula be made to identify spheres of expertise,
avoiding intra-organizational jealousies.

It shoul not be assumed that the collaborative's actiii-
ties will be all-encompassing. Rather open debates should
occur reading each proposed activity. Collaborative members
should question whether a service does not need to be formal-
ized or can best be handled at [110 local level.

15. Facilitation of Parent Involvement.

Services should be delivered as close to the student's
home as possible
regarding service
travel shoula to

proven techniques
will voluntarily
a.i.ternative3 such
puter shoula also

and parents should have meaningful input
methods and location. Staff vs. student
considered. This may include innovative
set!' as invotving local private pilots who
transport staff at no .11,arge. Technical
as instruition by satellite or remote com-
be considered.

Local parent involvement is also important when students
arn not served in the immediate area. Local parent education
anu support groups can be supplemented by home visits.

lo. E4phasis on Retention of Qualified Personnel.
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As itinerant staff experience unique professional frus-
trations and are difficult to retain, astute administrators
carefully improve their environments. Physical facilities
sroula be as appropriate and pleasant as possible and needed
equipment should be available. At least as important (accord-
ing to staff r_tention statistics), local building personnel
should accept the itinerant as an ongoing part of their pro-
gram and unaerstand their unique roles. Local administrators
can assist in establishing a local peer support system and
waking successful contacts with local parents. Temporary role
exchanges have been tound useful as have interdisciplinary
teaming and involving itinerants in local meetings and
activities.

Itinerants shoulu become aware of local power and commun-
ication structures, express interest in general as well as
special education acLivities, if possible, and attend cum-
munity functions.

The investment of such Lime is Important fur gaining the
support of local slat f and parents.

Alternatives to the professional "down time" of travel
should be pursued listening to educational cassettes,
recordiug reports, varying crave!. schedules, usiag techno-
logical alternatives for remote service delivery/feedback, or
planning interdisciplinary team evaluations).

Competent statt should be made to feel professionally
secure through clear reward structures, administrative and
peer support, and the awareness of career ladders within or
external to the collaborative.

17. Comprehensive Stall DevPlament Programs.

Kirwer, et.al. (1984) outlined a successful process of
staff aevelopment within collaboratives which included in-
service for regular educators and administrators as well as
fir special ecaicators. In concert with interdisciplinary
teaming, this strategy emphasized that all professionals are
required for effective service delivery. Kirmer, et.al.
(1984) also stressed Lie importance of trainees working in
building teams witn the relevant program coordinator clarify-
ing toe missions of itinertit staff.

Staff aevelopment must he i,r1 ,rigoing systematic process
of confronting problems. Experiences should be as individ-

lized as necessary since the collaborative will consistently
have new staff ana personnel with widely diverse responsibili-
ties. All potcrtial resources should be used ranging from
university or commonZty college courses to peer instrurtion.
Because of the remote loctions of many school personnel, the
use of advances technologies such as two-way use of educa-
tional sateilities, exchanges of videodiscs for instruction/
feedback, or simpler audiocomwunications will be necessary.
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18. Creative Uses ut Advanced Technologies.

Advanced technulo6ies are particu'arly helpful where the
sitaring ut wrsonnel and prole cams is iLpeded by vast distances
to cover, .ew children with similar needs, unique cultures to
he server, and climatic problems.

Appropriate technuiogi:al alternatives include remote
electronic ins, ruction (e.&., from a district to another
district, collaborative ne.dquarters, or university practi
cum), mobile computec labs used for particular services or
course subjects, twoway television courses, telephone hook
ups, and video/cassette tipe feedback. Coliaborati,es can
use advanced technologies or instructional support, parent
involvement, management, statf development, or instruction.
Potential uses are limited primarily by the imaginations of
planners.
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CONCLUSIONS

This document has discussed the types, benefits, and problems of

eauLational coli-boratives. Nesearch-based strategies for enhancing

ueiivery have hero described.

Coalitions of protessionai organizations are a trend of the future,

and tne trunu is towaru more educational collaboratives in all but a few

states. Rural educational collaboratives should be developed o:

Improved In ways consistent wit forecasts of futuristic societal

treads. These will include true delegation of authority as well as

responsibility, and an emphasis on networkir,, groups of agencies and

individuals for problem solving. Innovative uses of advanced tech-

nologies will be particularly advantageous in areas in which geography

and climate pose barriers to service delivery or collaboration.

As illustrated in this report, educational collaborarives can have

positive or negative impacts on service delivery. Thus it is essential

that regional services are klesigued to be consistent with local value

systems of the rural communittes in which they will be delivered. Local

involvement in planning, impler.entation, and feedback are imperative;

and it is important that regional structures are as informally acces-

sIblu: as they are impartially available.
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